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INTBODUCTION

The granite (quartz-monzonite) in which the mines of Butte,

Montana, are situated was stated by Weed 1 in 1899 to be a batholith

and was named by him the "Boulder batholith." The statement

was accompanied by a brief account of the intrusive relations of the

granite to the surrounding rocks at Elkhorn and Helena. Since

then various writers who have discussed the geology of this intrusive

1 Granite Koeks of Butte, Montana, and Vicinity, Jour. Geo!., vol. 7, p. 737,

1899.
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mass have accepted without question Weed's interpretation of its

structure and it has become well known by his name. These writers

have been interested primarily in the study of the ore deposits, which

occur either in the supposed batholith or on its periphery, and the

assumption which has been made by them as to its batholithic char-

acter has had an important influence itpon their speculations as to

the genesis of the ores. Thus Weed 2 in 1912 says: "Though the

evidence is not conclusive, it is believed to indicate that the copper

and other metals of the quartz-pyrite veins are derived from mag-

matic emanations coming from a deep-seated mass of igneous magma."

Kirk 3 concludes: "The two ultimate sources possible for these

ascending waters are, (1) meteoric, and (2) magmatic. The location

of these deposits many miles within a comparatively impervious

batholith renders difficult the conception that meteoric waters could

have gained access to a point where their ascent finally became pos-

sible. ... A supposition that appears to conform well with all

existing conditions is that the origin of both waters and ore was in

a cooling magma comparatively near the present surface—a state of

affairs which might well exist locally within a large batholith."

Knopf 1 reaches a similar conclusion with regard to the older ore

deposits of the Helena region at the northern end of the intrusive

mass; although his chief argument for the magmatic supply of the

ore is based on the presence of tourmaline in the veins. He says

:

Although it seems clear that the ore deposits are closely linked in origin

with the intrusion of the quartz-monzonite, this causal connection may ulti-

mately be due either to (1) the heat furnished by the magma, thus stimulating

the circulation of meteoric waters and increasing their solvent powers, or

(2) to the release of metalliferous solutions from the cooling magma, or

(3) to combinations of (1) and (2). The current theory of ore deposits holds

that the presence of tourmaline, because of its content of boron and fluorine,

is proof that the deposits in which it occurs were formed by direct exhalations

from a cooling magma. In the ore deposits here considered the solutions that

carried the elements of the tourmaline carried also those of the metallic sul-

phides and the sulphides were formed contemporaneously with the tourmaline.

It is therefore probable that the ore-depositing solutions were of magmatic

derivation and represent the final manifestation of the intrusive energy of

the great monzonite invasion.

- Geology and Ore Deposits of the Butte District, Montana, U. S. G. S. Pro-
fessional Paper 74, p. 97.

3 Conditions of Mineralization in the Copper Veins at Butte, Montana, Eco-
nomic Geology, Vol. 7, p. 80, 1912.

* Ore Deposits of the Helena Mining Eegion, Montana, U. S. G. S. Bull. 527,

pp. 51-53, 1913.
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This is a very strong argument in favor of magmatic emanations as

a direct agency in ore deposition. But it lacks conclusiveness in the

fact that the deposits in question are "distinctly later than the in-

trusion of the aplites, " which in turn are intruded in the quartz-

monzonite that forms the main mass of the Boulder "batholith."

Similarly Sales5 accepts the batholithie origin of the Butte

granite (quartz-monzonite, aplite, etc.), and holds that

The original source of the ores at Butte was the granite (quartz-monzonite)

magma. Quartz-porphyry dikes formed a local closing phase of the igneous

activity connected with the intrusion of the parent rock, and these dikes

structurally and areally are in such close association with the ore deposits

that they appear to be a direct factor in the localization of the ores. Heated

waters and gases escaping from the cooling magma were the carriers of the

metals to their place of deposition.

The conclusions thus reached by these investigators, as to the

magmatic source of the water concerned in the deposition of the

ores, appear to be logically necessary imder the hypothesis that the

intrusive mass is a batholith. It is the purpose of this paper to in-

quire into the evidence upon which that hypothesis rests and to

suggest an alternative one from which no conclusion flows as to the

magmatic origin of the mineralizing waters.

VAGUENESS OF THE TERM BATHOLITH

A review of the literature of the subject brings out the curious

fact that there is no exposition of the evidence which has led to

the general recognition of the intrusive mass at Butte as a batho-

lith. That it is such appears to be pure assumption. There have

been doubtless latent considerations in the minds of those who have

so freely declared it to be a batholith, which have influenced them

in adopting this view but these considerations have not been set

forth; nor has any attempt been made to discuss the matter, so far

as I can discover. This is the more remarkable in view of the great

prominence given in recent years to the doctrine of magmatic waters

as a prime agent in ore deposition, and of the fundamental relation

o Ore Deposits at Butte, Montana, Bull. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., No. 80, p. 1611,
Aug., 1913.

« We have, however, an able discussion of the structural relations and
method of intrusion of the neighboring, but much smaller, intrusive mass, at
Marysville, by Barrell in his monograph on the Geology of the Marysville
Mining District, Montana, U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 57. Barrell 's argument that
this intrusion is a batholith will be considered briefly in the sequel.
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which the genesis of such a mass as that at Butte bears to this doc-

trine. If the intrusive be in fact a batholith, then the difficulty of

imagining any other source for the mineralizing waters drives us to

the view that these must come from the magma in the depths ; but

if it be laccolithic in genesis and structure the difficulty vanishes,

and the way is open for the recognition of meteoric waters as the

real mineralizing agent.

The explanation of the failure to establish the batholithic char-

acter of the Boulder mass is doubtless to be found in the vagueness

of our ideas as to the nature of batholiths, and in the practice, too

often exemplified, of regarding as a batholith any large intrusive

mass the laccolithic characters of which are not simple and self-

evident. The practice is, of course, due to the temporarily imperfect

state of our knowledge of the criteria necessary for discrimination,

and in itself does no harm so long as we are aware of the loose and

conjectural sense in which the term batholith is used. Thus Harker7

remarks :

'

' We have to recognize many extensive masses of plutonic

rocks which have been only partially exposed by erosion, without

revealing unequivocal evidence of their true geological relations.

These we may conveniently call batholites, using this term of Suess in

a purely descriptive sense, without implication of the various theo-

retical views which he has at different times attached to it." But

when it appears that important consequences, such as the doctrine

of magmatic waters, flow from the assumption of batholithic genesis

and structure, then it behooves us to realize at least upon what

slender foundations that assumption rests.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN LACCOLITH AND BATHOLITH

Laccolith.—To clear the way for an attempt in this direction in

the case of the Boulder mass it may be well to state here the funda-

mental distinction between a laccolith and a batholith. If our notions

of batholiths are vague, the current conception of laccoliths as de-

rived from definitions and diagrams is perhaps too narrow and

restricted to cover all cases of real laccolithic relationships. The

best summary of the various forms of intrusions of the laccolithic

type is that given by Harker. 8

7 The Natural History of Igneous Eocks (New York, 1909), p. 82.

s Op. cit., p. 64 et seq.
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From his discussion and diagrams it is apparent that a laccolith

may have a very large degree of irregularity and yet conform to the

essential relationships of this type of intrusion. He says

:

The term [laccolith] may be understood to imply a rock body which is

distinctly intrusive, occupying a space opened concurrently with its injection,

and having a thickness presumably much less than its lateral extent. The

essentia] point is that such a mass must possess an under as well as an upper

surface; and if strata are truncated by the visible upper surface, we must

suppose that their prolongation still exists beneath the intruded mass. The

actual upper surface of contact may be of more or less irregular shape, owing

especially to portions of the roof having become detached and sunk in the

magma. This action has by some geologists been accorded a foremost place in

the mechanism of batholithic intrusion. It is the process which Daly styles

overhead stoping.9

While laccoliths in their simple forms may be classed as con-

cordant intrusions, as Harker10 has done, in their more irregular and

complex forms they may, consistently with his own comprehensive

definition, be transgressive. Intrusive magmas may be injected into

previously disturbed strata, making space for themselves concur-

rently with their injection, relatively flat at the bottom and arched

above, without following bedding planes very strictly. Such in-

trusives are in their essential features laccoliths, particularly in re-

spect to the fact that they rest upon a floor on which they have been

placed by lateral migration of the magma. I know of no reason,

moreover, why the reaction of a laccolithic magma upon its roof

should not be, under certain conditions, entirely similar to that of

a batholith, so that the configuration of its upper surface might be

greatly modified by the foundering, faulting, stoping and resorption

of its cover, thus increasing its irregularity. For example, the in-

trusive mass at Marysville so admirably described by Barrell11 may,

notwithstanding its transgressive relations to its cover, have a floor

of lower Beltian or pre-Beltian rocks; and in that sense, the essential

sense, be a laccolith. I do not by this statement assert that the mass

has such a floor and is, therefore, a laccolith. I merely point out

that in view of the evidence the hypothesis of a floor is as good as

that of no floor, and that the transgressive relation of the mass to

its roof does not preclude the existence of such a floor. I do venture,

» Op. ext.. p. 84.

io Op. cit., p. 63.

" U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper, 57.
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however, to express the view that on a priori grounds the existence

of a floor is more probable than its non-existence.

It should be further noted that departure from the simple con-

cordant relations displayed by typical small laccoliths is to be ex-

pected when the scale of the intrusive act is large. The roof becomes

then relatively weak and more susceptible to foundering, faulting and

stoping. The quantity of heat is larger and is more prolonged in its

effect. And these conditions hold for large laccoliths, whether they

be injected into undisturbed or disturbed strata. I know of no limits

to the size of laccoliths that have been discovered or formulated ; and

it seems to me not improbable that many large intrusive masses

which are commonly called batholiths are laceolithic in their mode

of development. The mere fact that an intrusive mass is large, or

that it has a transgressive relation to the remnants of its roof, is cer-

tainly no proof that it is a batholith.

Batholith.—The nature of batholiths is much more obscure than

that of laccoliths, their genesis has not been so satisfactorily deter-

mined and their structural relations are more difficult to define. A
batholith is sometimes referred to as bottomless in contradistinction

to the laccolith. This characterization does not, however, aid in

clarifying our ideas upon the subject ;
since, of course, every batho-

lith considered as a molten, liquid mass has a bottom. The bottom

is so deep that in no case has it been revealed to observation by

erosion. Our only knowledge of it is, therefore, inferential and un-

certain. The immense size of many batholiths, as well as their rela-

tions to adjacent portions of the earth's crust, limits, however, the

possibilities as to their genesis. Just as we get our simplest and

clearest ideas of laccoliths from a consideration of the smallest ex-

amples of the type, so we may get our most unavoidable conclusions

as to the nature of batholiths from a consideration of the largest. With-

out going into details it may be asserted as a necessary outcome of

reflection upon the general relations and dimensions of large batho-

liths that they develop in situ by the passage of a previously solid

portion of the earth's crust into a molten condition. In so far as

these molten bodies may be said to migrate within the earth's crust,

that migration, in its essential features, is effected not by injection,

but by a process of enlargement involving the incorporation of the

surrounding crust within the molten mass. In so far as offshoots

from the mass are injected into the surrounding crust these become

dykes, sills, laccoliths, etc. Batholiths are thus fundamentally dis-
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tinct from laccoliths in that they are not injected, and that, whatever

be the nature of the bottom upon which they rest, they have not been

placed upon it by moving over it, but by being developed above it.

The phenomena of intrusion may be abundantly manifest on the

periphery and upper surface of a batholith as exposed by erosion,

but these are very minor features due to stoping as described by Daly,

Barrell and others, to foundering of the roof, to anatexis (Seder-

holm), to Ut-par-lit injection, etc. These phenomena reveal the

method whereby the batholith makes way for itself as the melt pro-

ceeds, but they do not indicate that the mass as a whole has been

injected to its present position from some other region in the earth's

crust. The stresses existent in the earth's crust may become opera-

tive for deformation owing to the thinning of the roof, and great

synclinal pendants (Daly) may sink deep into the mass. Thus,

either by buckling or by foundering, the roof may take on an arched

form similar to that of a laccolith. The arching may also in part

be caused by an increase of volume of the region below the roof as

the development of the batholith proceeds ; but it is not due to uplift

by the insertion of a foreign mass, as in the case of a laccolith. As

pointed out by Termier,12 batholiths may be distinguished in some

measure from injected masses by the profound character and extent

of the metamorphism which accompanies them

:

Pour les roehes massives, le criterium de la veritable profondeur, le

criterium du gisement abyssique, c 'est 1 'amplitude et 1'intensite du metamor-

phisme qui les entoure et qui semble emaner d'elles. Si un granite, par example,

n 'a autour de lui qu 'un tres petite aureole de phenomenes de contact, et de

phenomenes peu intenses, soyez surs que le magma de ce granite ne s'est pas

elabore in situ, qu'il est venu d'ailleurs, tout forme. Mais s'il est entoure

d'une vaste aureole de terrains tres metamorphique, et surtout s'il est enclave

dans une serie cristallophyllienne a laquelle il paraisse reellement lie, tenez

pour certain qu'il s'est forme sur place, par la fusion complete d'un eutectique,

alors que les terrains voisins etaient seulement semi-fluides ou meme a peine

ramollis.13

Termier, with a masterly grasp of the realities of the question,

thus holds that the metamorphism of a laccolithic contact zone is due

to heat imported with the injection ; whereas the metamorphism of a

batholithic contact zone is due to the same heat which by fusion gen-

erates the batholith itself.

i- Sur la genese des terrains cristallophylliens, Comptes Eendus, 11th Inter-
national Congress, Sweden, 1910.

13 Op tit., p. 594.
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CRITERIA APPLIED TO THE BOULDER INTRUSIVE

Size.—If, now, the distinction between a laccolith and a batholith

has been made sufficiently clear, we may turn to the Boulder mass

and inquire farther into the evidence upon which it has been placed

by all writers in the category of the batholiths. As has been already

remarked, no one has as yet attempted to formulate the evidence

;

but it seems probable that the size of the mass has been the deter-

mining consideration. Weed14
tells us: "A tract forty miles wide

and seventy miles long from north to south, extending from the peaks

of Red and Table (Highland) mountains on the south nearly to

Helena on the north, and from the Deer Lodge Valley on the west

to the Elkhorn Mountains and Bull Mountain on the east, is under-

lain by granite, concealed in part by other igneous rocks but constitut-

ing one connected mass." Sales 15 describes it as "extending south-

westerly from Helena to the Big Hole River in Beaverhead County, a

distance of seventy miles. The general outline of the batholith is

oblong, but it is extremely irregular in width, averaging about twenty

miles." According to Knopf16 the length of the granite is sixty

miles, the average width eighteen miles, and the area about 1100

square miles. From these descriptions it is evident that although

the mass is sufficiently irregular and indefinite as to its boundaries

to lead to differences of estimate, it is nevertheless a very large in-

trusive—much larger than the majority of recognized laccoliths. This

fact is, however, no bar to the possibility of its being a laccolithic in-

jection. The Sudbury laccolithic sheet has an area, according to

Coleman,17 of about five hundred square miles and a volume of six

hundred cubic miles ; and this is only an erosional remnant. It is

clearly of the same order of dimension as the Boulder intrusive mass

with an area of 1100 square miles or more. The Duluth gabbro lac-

colith has a length of 120 miles, an average exposed width in its

northern part of 22 miles and in its southern part 11 miles. The

area of its surface exposure is estimated at 2000 square miles. 18 The

great Bushveld laccolith as described by Molengraaff10 occupies an

area of 23,000 square miles.

U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 74, p. 26.

is Bull. Am. Inst. Min.. Eng., No. 80, Aug., 1913, p. 1526.

is U. S. G. S. Bull. 527, p. 29, 1913.

it JourjoajLpf Geology, Vol. 15, No. 8, p. 762, 1907.

is Van rfise'amL Leith, U. S. G. S. Mon. 52, p. 410, 1911.

19 Geology of the Transvaal (Trans, by J. H. Ronaldson, 1904), pp. 42-57.
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With these notable instances of the vast scale upon which lacco-

lithic injections may operate before us, it is clear that the mere size

of the Boulder mass can no longer be urged as a valid argument

against its laccolithic nature.

Structural features.—It is a remarkable fact that in all three of

the great laccoliths cited above, the Sudbury, the Duluth, and the

Bushveld, the floor of the injected mass has the configuration of a

geosynelinal sag. In the case of the Sudbury laccolithic sheet the

synclinal structure is very pronounced. Coleman" accepts 30° as the

correct average dip of the spoon-shaped mass toward its center and

on this basis estimates its thickness at a mile and a quarter. He

explains the structure as due to collapse

:

The most probable supposition is that the source of the magma was im-

mediately beneath the longer axis of the area, which is now basin-shaped, but

was then flat and undisturbed. . . . When it ascended and spread out

widely between the upper sediments and the less regular rocks beneath, there

was a collapse, since the schists and older eruptives below had lost their central

support. This shows itself very plainly in the shattered and faulted character

of the rocks underlying the sheet. The collapse gave rise to the roughly

synclinal basin occupied by the eruptive, while the overlying sedimentary

rocks settling into the still plastic magma beneath formed a more regular

syncline.

The sag of the Duluth laccolith is the geosyncline of the southwest

arm of Lake Superior. 21

Molengraaff 's mapping 22 of the Bushveld laccolith shows very

clearly that its main mass occupies a synclinal sag no less definite

than that of the Sudbury laccolith though on a vaster scale, while

another, perhaps smaller, sag accommodates the northern portion of

the intrusion. He says: 23 "The strata of the Transvaal System, at

a certain period, sank under the weight of the intrusive masses, and

it resulted from this subsidence that all around the plutonic basin the

strata of the Transvaal System dip towards a common center. In

fact the dip, easily observable, especially in the Pretoria beds, is

everywhere directed towards the Bushveld."

Brogger's classic description of the Christiania "laccolith" shows

that the collapse of the floor of that intrusive mass was effected not

so much by synclinal bending as by the insinking of the bottom in

20 Loc. cit.

=i IT. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 52, Plate I, Sect. C-D.
22 Op. cit., Plate I.

23 Op cit., p. 51.
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discrete blocks. But there may be some doubt as to the reality of

the laccolithic structure, and particularly as to the existence of the

floor. If Brogger's conception24 of the intrusive process be correct,

then the broken floor of his laccolith can be regarded only as a par-

tition separating it from an underlying batholith into which it sank.

But this sinking of the floor in blocks is a manifestation of stoping

on a large scale ; and we have no assurance that the foundering pro-

cess once inaugurated stopped short of the complete annihilation of

the partition, by absorption in the depths of the batholith. Thus,

while the Christiania mass may have been temporarily laccolithic, as

a molten mass, it may by the vanishing of its floor before solidification

have merged with the deeper parent magma, and may be now. as a

structural feature, only the upper part of a batholith. Doubtless

the sagging of large laccoliths is due, as Coleman has argued for the

Sudbury case, to the transfer of molten matter from the region below

a partition to that above it ; and it is easily conceivable that a batho-

lithic magma may in this way be completely drained off by the sub-

sidence of the partition till the latter rest upon the bottom of the

batholith. So long, however, as the partition remain in large part

intact and be not engulfed piecemeal and resorbed by the batholith,

the magma transferred to the region above it and migrating laterally

over it becomes a true laccolith, be it ever so vast.

Having thus pointed out that large laccoliths occupy geosynclinal

basins, it is interesting to turn again to the Boulder mass and observe

that it has precisely this structure. Thus Sales 25 says

:

In a broad way the [Boulder] batholith seems to occupy the trough of a

great synclinal basin, in whose dissected sloping sides may be seen remnants

of the entire series of sedimentary rocks reaching from the pre-Cambrian slates

and shales upward to the coal-bearing sandstones of the late Cretaceous.

And again

:

There is an abundance of evidence to show that the Boulder batholith did

not produce a doming effect on the sedimentary rocks now found along its

borders; in fact, the orientation of these intruded rocks does not appear to

have been visibly disturbed even where they are in direct contact with the

granite. In nearly every instance where such contacts are open to observation,

the sedimentaries are found to dip at a steep angle toward the granite; an ex-

ception, however, may be noted at Elkhorn, where dips away from the granite

appear to be a coincidence and not an effect produced by its intrusion.

-4 Die Eruptivgesteine des Kristianiagebietes, II, 1895, p. 133.

Op. cit., p. 1526.
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Unfortunately Sales does not give us the details of his field obser-

vations on this important structural relation ; but his general state-

ments are borne out to some extent by Weed's map, 20 on which the

synclinal relation of the surrounding rocks to the central granitic

mass is well shown at the north end near Helena, at the south end

on the flanks of the Highland Mountains, and on the east side at the

south end of Bull Mountain. The general dip of the pre-granitic

formations towards the intrusive mass along its northern boundary is

more fully shown in Knopf's map. 27

The directness of the genetic relationship of this general synclinal

structure to the intrusive act is, of course, debatable. It may be

claimed that the attitude of the rocks is but a manifestation of general

orogenic deformation and that a great pre-existant synclinal trough

was swallowed up in the batholith. But the intrusion of the Boulder

mass seems to have been closely associated in time with the orogenic

movements and the coincidence in time suggests a close genetic rela-

tionship. In his discussion of the Marysville intrusive mass Barrell28

says

:

Toward the close of the Cretaceous or the opening of the Tertiary . . .

folded mountain structures arose, building great domes and arches. General up-

lift occurred, giving rise to plateau-like elevations. Volcanic forces awakened
throughout the entire Cordilleran region of America, producing eruptions, lava

floods, and granitic intrusions. . . . After the doming and marginal fault-

ing, the igneous activities of the Marysville district manifested themselves,

first as a widespread, rather meager injection of basic and intermediate dikes

and sheets. This was followed after an unknown interval, but while the

erosion surface was still some thousands of feet above the present level, by a

great granitic invasion, which gave rise to the Marysville batholith. This is

apparently but an insignificant outlier, however, of the far larger Boulder

batholith, which occupies over 2000 square miles immediately to the south.

The invasion of the batholith . . . produced much fracturing of the sur-

rounding rocks, resulting in many obscure faults bounding irregular crust

blocks from a few hundred to a few thousand feet across, the general effect

being to dome the cover upward at least 1000 and probably 2000 feet.

It seems, therefore, that the deformation of the strata and the

invasion of the granite were in a broad sense coincident manifestations

of a general diastrophism and that the synclinal structure of the

rocks surrounding the Boulder mass is genetically connected with the

development of the latter.

2«U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 74, Plate 1.

27 U. S. G. S. Bull. 527, Plate 1.

2« Op. cit., p. 24.
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The relations of the Boulder mass to the remnants of its roof are

interesting in this connection. These remnants in the more central

parts of the granitic area consist chiefly of andesite and latite with

some patches of Cretaceous sediments. 20 The distribution of these

remnants is such as to indicate no doming of the roof, as Sales on

other grounds has already pointed out. It is clear that, as Weed 30

remarks, "the granite must have either penetrated between the ande-

sites and the base upon which they rested or removed the basal rocks,

whatever they were." In the first of these two contingencies the

intrusive mass is a laccolith ; in the second it is a batholith. If it be

the latter, there is no necessary genetic relationship between the syn-

clinal structure and the development of the batholith. If it be a

laccolith without a domed roof, then the floor must have sagged to

accommodate the injection. The actual fact of the general synclinal

structure is, therefore, more suggestive of laccolithic than of batho-

lithic structure, even though the suggestion appear to turn the profile

of the typical small laccolith upside down.

Metamorphism.—Termier31 has offered us a criterion for discrimi-

nating between batholiths and laccoliths on the basis of the intensity

of the metamorphism manifested by the rocks adjacent to the intru-

sive mass. This test is unfortunately difficult of application for three

reasons : ( 1 ) It is a quantitative test in which the quantities are not

definitely specified, so that much is left to individual judgment and

experience; (2) it is based upon the notion that even large injected

masses do not approach small batholiths in the intensity of the meta-

morphism which is engendered on their periphery; and (3) it ignores

the possibility that a batholith may in the normal course of its growth

swallow up the original zone of intense metamorphism by stoping and

resorption, and by mere distension, without injection, give rise to a

succession of metamorphic zones each feebler than its predecessor, so

that the last zone, that formed immediately antecedent to solidifi-

cation, may differ greatly in intensity from the first formed zone.

Notwithstanding these limitations upon Termier 's criterion, it is

nevertheless true, in general, that batholiths have induced wider zones

of more intense metamorphism than have even large laccoliths. The

character of the contact zone is probably a function of the depth of

the molten mass, modified by stoping and resorption. The greater

-''Knopf, op. cit., pp. 23-29 and PI. 1.

so Geology and Ore Deposits of the Elkhorn Mining District, U. S. G. S. 22nd
Ann. Ept., Pt. II, p. 452.

si Loc. cit.
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the depth the less will be the modification of the thermal and emanant

effect. Thus a large zone of intense metamorphism establishes a pre-

sumption in favor of the view that the intrusive mass is a batholith,

while a narrow zone of intense metamorphism, or even a wide zone of

feeble metamorphism, is indicative, as Termier has pointed out, of an

injected mass—a laccolith.

From what has been written of the contact zone surrounding the

Boulder mass, and from personal examination of the zone south of

Helena, I am satisfied that the metamorphism which it displays is

relatively feeble. It is certainly not in the same class with the "ter-

rains cristallophylliens" which Termier32 holds to be characteristic

of batholiths, and it is of just such an intensity as one might expect on

the periphery of a large laccolith.

CONSEQUENCES OF THE LACCOLITHIC HYPOTHESIS

Magmatic Concentration of Sulphides.—Now it seems to me, from

the considerations set forth in the preceding pages, that the batho-

lithic origin of the Boulder mass is not proved, and that there is quite

as much justification for the view that it is a laccolith. In the liter-

ature of economic geology it has been assumed without question that

it is a batholith, and certain consequences that flow from this assump-

tion have been held to sustain the doctrine of the magmatic origin

of the waters concerned in ore deposition. It may be well, therefore,

to examine the possibilities inherent in the alternative and equally

good hypothesis, that it is a laccolith. If the mass be a laccolith, Ave

should expect by analogy with the Sudbury, Duluth, and Bushveld

laccoliths that the magma should have undergone differentiation with

concentration of its metallic constituents in its lower part. That such

differentiation has adually taken place locally is shown by Knopf33

in his description of the magmatic sulphide ore body at the Golden

Curry mine, in the Elkhorn District. The mode of occurrence of the

oxidized copper ores of the Bullwhacker mine and adjacent territory

appears to me to indicate another instance of this sort of magmatic

concentration. These ores are mined, in part, in large open pits at

the base of the steep slope determined by the Continental fault. For

a description of them I cannot do better than quote Sales, 34 under

whose guidance I visited them last summer. He says

:

32 Loc. cit.

33 Op. cit., pp. 137-139.
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INTKODUCTION

Many collections made in the Tejon Group during the past four

years in various parts of the state have attracted the writer's attention

to the large and interesting fauna of the upper Eocene, a consid-

erable part of which is still undescribed. The necessity for careful

study of the faunal relations of the different members of the Tejon

group is particularly important. The type localities of both the

Martinez and the Tejon occur in California, and since the stratigraphic

relations in this State are on the whole more completely exhibited than

in either Washington or Oregon there is evident necessity for careful

study in California.

The region south of Mount Diablo apparently represents as large

a portion of Tejon time as any other single section in the state, and

on this account the writer will regard this as the type region for

reference of the faunal zones of the Tejon group. The Tejon near
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Fort Tejon apparently does not represent nearly so much of upper

Eocene time as does the section south of Mount Diablo. In the section

south of Mount Diablo three major faunal zones have been recognized.

These horizons are respectively lower, middle, and upper Tejon. In

addition to these major zones, the Tejon group has in it well-marked

zonal facies due to conditions of deposition. One of these faunal

variations is due to development in brackish water, while the other

is due to development in moderately deep water on the edge of the

continental shelf.

STEATIGEAPHY OF THE TEJON SOUTH OF MOUNT DIABLO

The Tejon group south of Mount Diablo is a northwest-southeast

strip about ten miles in length. It has an unconformable relation to

the underlying Chico and Martinez. For a distance of six miles this

unconformity is marked by basal Tejon strata containing boring

shells which penetrate the underlying Chico or Martinez rocks. In

some places these borings are found in limestone of Martinez age,

again in Chico sandstone and Chico limestone containing fragments

of Inoceramus.

Sect/on of the Te/on

Cave Pt

Fig. 1

The Tejon group south of Mount Diablo is a northwest-southeast

difference in dip and strike was found between the two in this field.

An unconformity or disconformity probably exists here. At a locality

in the bed of Walnut Creek about one and one-half miles southwest

of the town of that name, the overlying Miocene beds contain frag-

ments of coal and sandstone of probable Tejon age which were evi-

dently derived from the underlying Tejon. Walnut Creek is only

a short distance from the Tejon area south of Mount Diablo and

conditions are probably the same in both places.
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The following section through Cave Point was measured by Mr.

William Kew and the writer. Figure 1 shows the relations graph-

ically.

Section op the Tejon Group South op Mount Diablo

Chico sandstone and limestone Feet

(1) Conglomerate 5

(2) Thin-bedded gray sandstone 20

(3) Gray foraminiferal shale 75

(4) Hard gray sandstone 40

(5) Massive tan sandstone 20

(6) Gray-green foraminiferal shale 25

(7) Light-tan coarse sandstone with cavernous weathering, first bluff 125

(8) Alternating soft sandstones and carbonaceous shales 200

(9) Sandstones with interbedded shales 307

(10) Thin-bedded sandstone 50

(11) Shale with thin-bedded sandstone 63

(12) Thin-bedded sandstone with Turritella uvasana beds on top 100

(13) Massive soft sandstone with Turritella uvasana beds, second bluff 100

(14) Massive tan sandstone, second bluff 390

(15) Shale 100

(16) Light gray sandstone 8

(17) Carbonaceous shale and thin-bedded sandstone 45

(18) Massive tan sandstone, third bluff 554

(19) Carbonaceous shales and lignite 25

(20) Massive tan sandstone 85

(21) Blue shale 25

(22) Massive tan sandstone 225

Monterey sandstone

Total 2572

The Tejon on the south side of Mount Diablo is on the average

about 2600 feet thick and it has a general strike of N 60° W. In the

northwestern portion of the area under discussion, it has a dip of

60° south in Pine Canon. Going southward along the strike, these

strata become vertical and finally overturned in the vicinity of Cave

Point, where they have a dip of 70° to 85° N. Two to three miles

southeast of Cave Point the Tejon is pinched out by a great over-

thrust fault. Very extensive collections were made throughout the

entire extent of the Tejon. A particularly good section for study

was found in an unfaulted area lying between Cave Point and Oyster

Point. At least three faunal zones were recognized in this area.
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ZONE 1

A very large fauna was obtained from the basal beds. These

strata, consisting of four to five feet of irregularly bedded limestone,

conglomerate, and hard calcareous sandstone, and about two feet of

thin-bedded sandstone, lie unconformably upon the Chico limestone

and sandstone. Numerous Zirphaea (?) borings mark this ancient

shoreline of the Tejon Sea. A partial list of species from zone 1 is

given below

:

Fungia ( ?) ,
n.sp.

Turbinolia, n.sp. (a) (long).

Turbinolia, n.sp. (b) (short).

Coral (reef form),sp.

Cassidulus ealifornicus Anderson.

Scutella, n.sp.

Aeila, sp.

Astarte mathewsonii Gabb.

Avicula pellucida Gabb.

Cardium eooperi Gabb.

Gardium, sp.

Corbula parilis Gabb.

Dosinia elevata Gabb.

Dosinia gyrata Gabb.

Glycimeris cf. sagittata (Gabb).

Glycimeris cor. (Gabb).

Leda gabbi Conrad.

Lueina, sp.

Mactra, sp.

Spisula, n.sp.

Meretrix hornii Gabb.

Meretrix ovalis Gabb.

Meretrix uvasana Gabb.

Modiolus ornatus (Gabb).

Ostrea aviculaformis Anderson.

Ostrea, sp.

Placunanomia inornata Gabb.

Pteria (?), sp.

Solen parallelus Gabb.

Tapes eonradiana Gabb.

Tapes, sp.

Tapes ( ?) quadrata Gabb.

Tellina cf. aequalis (?) Gabb.

Tellina hornii Gabb.

Tellina longa Gabb.

Tellina remondii Gabb.

Tellina, n.sp.

Venus ( ?) ,
sp. (a).

Venus (?), sp. (6).

Venericardia planicosta, var. hornii

Gabb.

Yoldia ( ?), n.sp.

Zirphaea ( ?), sp.

Dentalium eooperi Gabb.

Dentalium stramineum Gabb.

Amauropsis alveata Gabb.

Bulla hornii Gabb.

Cassidaria tuberculata (Gabb).

Cylichna costata Gabb.

Ficopsis remondii Gabb.

Fusus californica Gabb.

Fusus diaboli Gabb.

Fusus martinez Gabb.

Fusus, sp.

Galerus excentricus Gabb.

Littorina compacta Gabb.

Lunatia hornii Gabb.

Neptunea (?) supraplicata Gabb.

Neptunea ( ?), sp.

Neverita secta Gabb.

Olivella mathewsonii Gabb.

Perissolax blakei Gabb.

Pseudoliva volutaeformis Gabb.

Eimella canalifera Gabb.

Sureulites, sp.

Turris perkinsiana (Cooper).

Turris, sp. (a).

Turris, sp. (&).

Turritella merriami Diekerson.

Fungia (?) sp., Turbinolia, n.sp. a, and Yoldia (?) n.sp. appear to

be restricted to this zone. Dosinia elevata Gabb and Dosinia gyrata

Gabb, although not characteristic, are very common at this horizon.
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Lcda gabbi Conrad makes up a large bulk of the thin-bedded sand-

stones of this member. The absence of Turritella uvasana Conrad is

particularly noteworthy, as it is one of the most characteristic forms

of the Tejon group. The fauna taken as a whole is a littoral one.

Above the basal portion is about twenty-five to fifty feet of a

deep-water facies of this zone consisting of fine-grained, gray, fora-

miniferal shales, which yielded Pecten interradiatus Gabb, Schizaster

lecontei Merriam, Yc pericardia planicosta Lamarck, and several species

of foraminifers. These beds are far better developed in the south

limb Muir syncline, where they have yielded a much larger fauna.

A partial list of the fauna obtained at Muir syncline from this

.same horizon is as follows

:

Nummuloid (?).

Orbitoides, sp.

Schizaster lecontei Merriam.

Cardium cooperii Gabb.

Modiolus merriami (Weaver).

Tellina hornii Gabb. '

Tellina martinezensis Weaver.

Thracia karquinezensis Weaver.

Solen parallelus Gabb.

Solen stantoni(?) Weaver.

Venericardia planicosta Lamarck.

Bela cf. elathrata Gabb.

Fieopsis remondii Gabb.

Megistostoma striata Gabb.

Cassidaria tuberculata (Gabb).

Perissolax, n.sp.

Rimella eanalifera Gabb.

Spiroglyphus ( ? ) tejonensis Arnold.

Turris monolifera Cooper.

Turritella conica Weaver.

Tritonium eocenicum Weaver.

Tritonium impressum Weaver.

Several of these species as Nummuloid ( ?) sp., Modiolus merriami,

and Tellina martinezensis have not been found elsewhere. So dis-

tinctive was this fauna that Dr. Weaver1 classed it with the upper

Martinez, but the relationship of this fauna to that of the basal zone

described above and its stratigraphic relationships places it with the

Tejon. Rimella eanalifera, Venericardia planicosta var. hornii, Bela

elathrata, Megistostoma striata, Cassidaria tuberculata, Turris mono-

lifera, Spiroglyphus (?) tejonensis are typical Tejon forms. These

beds are decidedly glauconitic. The presence of glauconite and

Schizaster lecontei in abundance in these beds indicate that they were

deposited in moderately deep water. As in the case of the Turbinolia

fauna described above, Turritella uvasana does not occur at this hori-

zon. The writer regards this fauna as a deep-water facies of the

Turbinolia fauna. The importance of the depth factor in interpre-

tation of Martinez and Tejon faunas can scarcely be overemphasized.

This facies is not quite so well developed south of Mount Diablo

i Weaver, Chas E., "Contribution to the Palaeontology of Martinez Group,"
Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull., Dept. Geo!., vol. 4, pp. 101-123, 1905.
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as at the above described locality, but several species other than the

ones mentioned have been found in these gray-green shales above zone

1 south of Mount Diablo.

ZONE 2

Resting upon these shales are from one hundred to two hundred

feet of massive tan sandstones constituting the first "bluff sandstone."

As the name implies, these strata have a very characteristic weather-

ing habit, a tendency to form prominent walls and caves.

A fossiliferous horizon at the top of the first bluff yielded the

following species

:

Turbinolia, n.sp. (short form).

Astarte mathewsonii Gabb.

Cardium cooperi Gabb.

Cardium breweri Gabb.

Gari(?) texta Gabb.

Leda gabbi Conrad.

Meretrix hornii Gabb.

Meretrix uvasana Gabb.

Ostrea, sp.

Solen parallelus Gabb.

Tapes eonradiana Gabb.

Tellina hornii Gabb.

Bulla hornii Gabb.

Cyliehna costata Gabb.

Ficopsis remondii Gabb.

Fusus diaboli Gabb.

Galerus excentricus Gabb.

Megistostoma striata Gabb.

Cassidaria tubereulata (Gabb).

Spiroglyphus (f ) tejonensis Arnold.

Tritonium californicum Gabb.

Turritella uvasana Conrad.

Xenophora (?) sp.

Dentalium, sp.

This fauna is characterized by Turritella uvasana Conrad.

Above the first bluff is seven hundred feet of strata made up of

alternating thin-bedded sandstones and carbonaceous shales which at

places contain thin stringers of lignite. This apparently represents

several local oscillations of the coast in Tejon time, thus giving rise

to marine littoral, brackish or even fresh-water conditions. Its fauna

is the same as the one obtained above the first bluff sandstone. In

this middle zone Turritella, n.sp., was in the upper portion of these

beds. This species is also common in the group northwest of Coalinga

which has been referred to the Martinez, but its occurrence here, taken

together with other evidence, proves that this reference is incorrect.

The second bluff sandstone of one to two hundred feet overlies

the thin-bedded sandstones and carbonaceous shales. It is for the

most part non-fossiliferous. In sandstone about one hundred feet

above it a fauna which was similar to that of the first bluff sandstone

was obtained. The similarity in fauna of these two horizons indicate

that the oscillations represented by the seven hundred feet of alter-

nating shales and sandstones were of short duration.
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Separated from the second bhiu by alternating shales and sand-

stones is the third bluff, consisting of a massive tan rock, weathering

in a manner similar to that of the other, but giving outcrops not

quite so prominent. This is 550 feet thick and non-fossiliferous.

ZONE 3

The remainder of the Tejon may be grouped as alternations of

carbonaceous shales and fine-grained sandstones. Within this upper

horizon, extending from 400 to 800 feet below the Monterey contact,

are found abundant fossil strata having for their most characteristic

fossil the coral Trochocyathus striatits, which is associated here com-

monly with Schizaster lecontei and Cardium eooperi. This zone ap-

pears to be somewhat lower than the uppermost Eocene of the Marys-

ville Buttes region. Some of these strata were deposited in moderately

deep water, although carbonaceous deposits found just below them

indicate that the land was not in a stable condition at that time.

SIPHONALIA SUTTERENSIS ZONE

The uppermost faunal zone thus far recognized in the study of the

Tejon is that of the Marysville Buttes region. This faunal zone was

discussed at length by the writer in a recent paper. 2 A further

investigation of this uppermost faunal zone was made during the fall

of 1913. This zone has been found beneath the Older Basalt of South

Table Mountain in a locality about two miles north of Oroville. A
list of this fauna is sriven below.

Partial List of Tejon Fauna, South Table Mountain, Oroville, University

of California Locality No. 2225

Turritella merriami Dickerson.

Phos (?) martini Dickerson.

Turris perkinsiana (Cooper),

Turris inconstans (Cooper).

Drillia ullreyana Cooper.

Drillia, n.sp.

Cerithiopsis, n.sp.

Turris monolifera (Cooper).

Surcula elarki Dickerson.

Siphonalia sutterensis Dickerson.

Neverita secta Gabb.

Neverita globosa Gabb.

Lunatia nuciformis Gabb.

Tritonium diegoensis Gabb.

Cancellaria stantoni Dickerson.

Cordiera graeillima Cooper.

Acmaea, n.sp.

Spisula, n.sp.

Area hornii Gabb.

Barbatia morsei Gabb.

Ostrea cf. appressa Gabb.

Venericardia planicosta Lamarck.
Modiolus ornatus (Gabb).

Acila, n.sp.

Meretrix hornii Gabb.

Leda gabbi Conrad.

Teredo, sp.

2 Dickerson, E. E., "Fauna of the Eocene at Marysville Buttes, California,

Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 7, pp. 257-298, 1913.
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"With the exception of the new species noted in this list, practically

all the forms occur in the fauna of the Marysville Buttes, and the

most characteristic of these species, Siphonalia sutterensis, Phos {?)

'martini Dickerson, and Drillia ullreyana Cooper, are found at both

localities. Another characteristic feature of this fauna is the peculiar

association of the Pleurotomidae and Tritonidae. The striking differ-

ence between the fauna at Oroville and that of the Marysville Buttes

is the absence of such forms as Trochocyathus striatus (Gabb) and

Schizaster lecontei Merriam and of glauconite. In both of these faunas

two of the commonest Tejon species, Turritella uvasana and Amau-

ropsis alveata, are missing. The fauna of South Table Mountain

Eocene is merely a different facies than that of the Marysville Buttes

and the absence of the coral, echinoclerm, and glauconite mentioned

above is due to differences in bathymetric conditions. The South

Table Mountain Eocene was deposited under littoral conditions, while

that the Marysville Buttes was deposited in considerably deeper

water. The differences in lithology confirm this conclusion. These

faunas are of approximately the same age, but deposited under quite

different conditions.

A surface outcrop somewhat higher than that described as locality

No. 2225 yielded Barbatia morsei Gabb, Meretrix Jiornii Gabb, Paphia

(?) sp., Placunanomia inornata Gabb, Turritella merriami Dickerson,

and Ostrea, sp. The presence of wood and lignite suggest that this

fauna was deposited in brackish water. Tbis brackish water deposit

gave another important facies. In general, the zonal relations cannot be

found by a study of this phase, as it is commonly represented by only

a few forms which have a great stratigraphic range. This facies is

characterized by the following forms : Avicula pellucida Gabb, Bar-

batia morsei Gabb, Placunanomia inornata Gabb, Ostrea aviculaformis

Anderson, Ostrea iclriaensis Gabb, Corbicula penultimus (Gabb), Ceri-

thiopsis alternata Gabb, and Potamides carbonicola Cooper.

TRANSGRESSION OF THE TEJON SEA

A study of the relationship between zone 3, Mount Diablo region,

and the Siphonalia sutterensis zone and their geographic position

suggest that the uppermost strata of the Marysville Buttes and Oro-

ville were deposited by a transgressing sea, and that only in favored

places along the western borders of the Sierras have the latest Eocene

sediments been preserved from erosion. Lava caps such as that of

the Older Basalt of South Table Mountain have preserved these
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youngest Tejon sediments which have heretofore heen regarded as

lone. Many oscillations of the coastline are recorded in the Tejon

strata, but most of these are apparently local. Thus the coal horizons

north of Mount Diablo are not trustworthy guides except in the im-

mediate vicinity of the mountain, as lignitic horizons occur near the

base of the Tejon on the south side of the peak as well. These oscil-

lations are sometimes marked by local unconformities, such as between

the coal strata in the Tejon north of Mount Diablo and their inter-

bedded sandstones. In the upper beds of the Tejon south of Mount

Diablo a well-marked irregular contact between coal strata and the

underlying white sandstone was found in a locality a quarter mile

east of Tassajero Creek. A comparison between the faunas above

and below some of the stratigraphic breaks has been made, but almost

invariably no great difference can be discerned, hence the writer re-

gards these unconformities as local and inconsequential.

SUMMARY

Taken as a whole, the 2600 feet of the Tejon south of Mount Diablo

may be divided into three main divisions, viz.. the lowermost; the

middle, consisting of the three bluffs and their intervening strata,

and the upper. Within these are recognized several faunal zones

:

(1) zone 1; (2) zone 2; (3) zone 3. A fourth, the Siphonalia sut-

terensis zone, occurs typically in the Marysville Buttes.

The Tejon group was deposited by a transgressing sea, and as a

consequence the youngest known sediments were deposited along the

western edge of the Sierras upon rocks of various ages, the older

members of the Tejon group being absent.

Transmitted December SO, WIS.
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STROPHODUS SHASTENSIS, n. sp.

Type specimen no. 20041, Univ. Calif. Col. Vert. Palae., from upper beds

of the llosselkus Limestone at Cow Creek, Shasta County, California.

The material on which the species is based consists of five well-

preserved teeth and a fragment of a sixth. Except in two instances

the teeth were exposed so that no preparation was necessary. The

type specimen (no. 20041), although fractured, still shows its original

character. Specimen no. 20045 furnishes a good elevation of the

tooth. Lack of comparative material has precluded a definite deter-

mination of the position of the teeth in the series or even whether they

represent the upper or lower jaw.

The largest of the teeth (no. 20041) (fig. 1), is probably from an

anterior series. It is 39 millimeters in length and 8 millimeters in

width. It is slightly narrower at the rounded anterior and posterior

ends (5 millimeters at anterior end; 7 millimeters at posterior end).

The crown is almost fiat and the surface is marked by fine reticulations,

the striae running transversely across the tooth. No keel is present.

The enamel is nearly a millimeter in thickness except at the sides of

the tooth, where it is somewhat thinner. The overhanging margin of

the crown is less distinctly reticulated than the upper face. The

character of the root is not apparent in this specimen. The whole

tooth is arched, the greatest curvature being about halfway between

the middle of the tooth and the posterior end.

BY

HAROLD C. BRYANT

APR 3 1914
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Evidence of a high-crowned symphysial (?) row of teeth is af-

forded by specimens no. 20043 and no. 20045. Specimen no. 20043

is but 16 millimeters in length and is highly arched. Just posterior

to the middle of the tooth at the point of greatest convexity is

a dome-like prominence. The fine reticulations radiate from the

inner side of this prominence and are worn off on its crown. The

root is as deep as the greatest depth of the crown (fig. 25). A row

of minute holes is to be found encircling the root about a millimeter

above its base. The edge of the enamel is serrated at the overhanging

margin of the crown. Specimen no. 20045 is 23 millimeters in length,

/

2b

Fig. 1. Stroplwdus shasteusis, n. sp. Upper surface of tooth from an an-

terior (?) series. Type specimen no. 200-11. X 1%.

Fig. 2a. Stroplwdus shasteusis, n. sp. Upper surface of high-crowned sym-

physial (?) tooth. No. 20043. X 1%.

Fig. 2b. Stroplwdus shasteusis, n. sp. Lateral view of high-crowned sym-

physial (?) tooth. No. 20043. X 1%.

7 in width, and 5y2 and 6 respectively in width anteriorly and pos-

teriorly. The crown is more strongly convex than in any of the other

specimens. The reticulations on this tooth show little wear. The

enamel is over a millimeter in thickness.

Two still smaller teeth (no. 20044; no. 20042). evidently from a

symphysial series, are narrower anteriorly and posteriorly, are not
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so highly arched, and the dome-like prominence is not nearly so

marked. Reticulations radiate from a point on the crown corre-

sponding to that, in the teeth previously described. A small fragment

of a tooth (no. 20046), is probably of the same type.

The greater number of the fossil cestraciont fishes are known only

by dorsal fin-spines or by teeth. The fact that these more resistant

parts are seldom fonnd associated has doubtless led to a duplication of

names. Woodward's 1 method of grouping the species described from

fin-spines in one genus, and those described from teeth in another until

further evidence is obtainable, is worthy of imitation. The cestraciont

teeth at hand, resembling those of the European genus Asteracanthus

Agassiz, 2 are placed in the provisional genus Strophodus Agassiz,

"species founded on detached teeth not yet correlated with dorsal

fin-spines."

In Europe and America there are a number of genera of cestra-

ciont fishes based on fin-spines and on teeth similar to those at hand.

The genera Asteracanthus, CtenacantJius, Orecanthus, Nemacanthus,

Glymmatacanthus, Bythiacanthus, and Cosmacanthus are the best

known. 3

The type specimen of Asteracanthus ornatissimus Agassiz (Stro-

phodus reticulatus) comprises both a spine and teeth. The teeth of

Strophodus shastensis differ from those of A. ornatissimus in the ab-

sence of a longitudinal keel on all of the teeth. The teeth of S.

shastensis are in addition much narrower, and not so distinctly quad-

rate as those of A. ornatissimus.

Fin-spines have been recorded from the Subcarboniferous of

Illinois, Tennessee, and Missouri, and one from the Lower Triassic of

Idaho. The latter was placed in the genus Cosmacanthus by Evans. 4

One originally described from the Lower Carboniferous of Tennessee

by Leidy 5 was referred to the genus Asteracanthus. St. John and

Worthen" later referred this specimen to the genus Bythiacanthus

1 Woodward, A. S., Catalogue of the fossil fishes in the British Museum
(London, 1889), vol. 1, 1-474, 17 pis., 13 figs, in text.

2 Agassiz, L., Recherehes sur les poissons fossiles (Petitpierre, Neuchatel,
Suisse, 1838), vol. 3, 1-389. Strophodus, p. 116.

sZittel, K. A., Traite de Paleontologie (Octave Doin, Paris, 1893), vol. 3,

1-894, 719 figs, in text.

* Evans, H. M., A new cestraciont spine from the Lower Triassic of Idaho,
Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 3, 397-402, 1 pi., 1904.

5 Leidy, J., Contributions to the extinct fauna of the western territories,

Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. of Terr., F. V. Hayden, U. S. Geologist in charge, vol. 1,

14-358, 37 pis., 1873.

" St. John, O., and Worthen, A. IL, Geological survey of Illinois, vol. 6, viii,

1-532, 33 pis., 1875.
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along with a new species described from the Lower Carboniferous of

Illinois. As no teeth have been associated with these spines their

affinities with S. shastensis are not known. Their wide separation in

time would suggest that the forms are not very closely allied for the

European genera are represented in formations lower than the

Triassic. 7

So far as known to the writer this is the first record of the non-

keeled type of cestraciont teeth in America. A number of teeth be-

longing to the genera Acrodus and Hybodus 8, have been described

from the Middle Triassic of Nevada and from the Upper Triassic in

Shasta County, California, but these bear no close affinity to Slro-

phodus shastensis. Members of these three genera appear to be the

only cestracionts found in the Triassic in America.

7 Smith, J. P., The occurrence of coral reefs in the Triassic of North America,
Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. 33, 92-96, 1912.

s Wemple, E. M. New cestraciont teeth from the West American Triassic.

Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 5, 71-73, 1906.

Jordan, D. S., The fossil fishes of California, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept.
Geol., vol. 5, 95-144, 2 pis., 1907.

Transmitted December 16, 1913.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1912, the present writer published as a footnote appended to

the proof of a paper on the fossil birds of the Pacific coast of North

America, 1 a brief announcement of the discovery of bird remains in

the Pleistocene horizon designated by Arnold2 as the Upper San Pedro.

1 Miller, L. H., Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geo]., vol. 7, no. 5, 1912, p. 115.

2 Arnold, R., Mem. Calif. Acad. ScL, vol. 3, 1903.

( WAY 4 i S
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The material mentioned was obtained by Dr. F. C. Clark of Los Angeles

and so far as could be determined at the time constituted the first col-

lection of avian remains from these beds. Arnold, in his extensive

fauna! lists, mentions only two species of fish under his caption "Ver-

tebrata. " Through a conversation recently held with Dr. Arnold

it is now learned that a considerable amount of bird material was

assembled by the Messrs. Arnold and was forwarded by them to the

United States National Museum for determination and description.

No account of this collection, it seems, has been published.

Since the material collected by Dr. Clark was deposited at the

University of California, that institution, under direction of the

writer, has made further exploration of the Upper San Pedro with

the result that there has been assembled a very interesting collection

of vertebrate remains representing a number of species of mammals,

birds, reptiles, and fishes. The collection has also been further added

to by Dr. Clark. This entire collection forms the basis of the present

paper.

OCCURRENCE AND AGE

The locality from which the vertebrate material here discussed

was taken is that referred to by Arnold as the "Lumber Yard" and is

immediately adjacent to the yards of the San Pedro Lumber Company.

The exposure is composed of two quite distinct horizons, the Upper

and the Lower San Pedro of Arnold. The stratigraphy of the bone-

bearing matrix indicates Upper San Pedro. This conclusion agrees

with that arrived at by Mr. Bruce Martin from his study of the inver-

tebrates while in the field for the California Academy of Sciences. Dr.

Arnold considers the horizon to be appreciably below the upper limit

of the Pleistocene and to have been laid down under climatic condi-

tions more tropical than at present prevail in that region.

The beds in the region of the lumber yard consist largely of coarse

gravels extremely rich in molluscan remains, the nature of which

leads Arnold to consider the region to have been a rocky beach during

the time of sedimentation. The shells occur in enormous numbers

and show an excellent state of preservation. Remains of the higher

vertebrates are, however, comparatively rare and the state of pre-

servation is in many cases poor, owing to the action of coarse sand

and gravel at the time the bone was exposed on the Pleistocene beach.
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The commingling of marine forms with such vertebrates as the horse,

bison, camel, ground-sloth, passerine birds, and small chelonians sug-

gests a beach receiving appreciable contributions from the land. Such

a condition of affairs is perhaps explainable by Arnold's hypothesis

of alternate dune and water-laid beds represented in these deposits.

DISCUSSION OF SPECIES

Gavia, sp.

Specimen no. 21057 of the collection is a femur which at first

examination was referred to the genus Mchmophorus. The slender-

ness of the specimen fully equals that of a large grebe, and since the

condylar region was fractured to some extent there was thus obscured

to cursory examination one of the characters which distinguish the

grebes from the loons. Careful study of the specimen and comparison

with a series of the smaller loons, Gavia stellata and G. pacifica, easily

establish the relationships of the specimen to be with the genus Gavia.

In a series of four individuals of the Recent loons, the variation in

length of the femur is almost inappreciable, while the thickness of the

shaft, as is commonly the case, shows a goodly range of variation. The

fossil femur under discussion is abruptly longer than the maximum of

the series at hand, yet it is actually more slender than the minimum

of the series. Further study of variability in the femur of the Recent

loons will be necessary before the identity of the fossil specimen may
with safety be announced, but it seems probable that the specimen

may represent a slender-limbed species distinct from the living forms

of Gavia.

42. mm.
13.

5.2

7.3

Measurements

Total length

Transverse diameter at proximal end

Least transverse diameter of shaft

Sagittal diameter of shaft at middle point

GAVIA near IMMER (Briinnicli)

The fragmentary tarsometatarsus of a large loon appears among

the material from San Pedro. The greater portion of the proximal

articular surface, the entire outer trochlea, and much of the middle

trochlea have been lost. In addition to these defects the specimen

was badly beach-worn before its final entombment, so that the trans-
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verse and the sagittal diameters have been appreciably reduced and

surface markings have been entirely lost. The robustness of the

bone is still in excess of that of Gavia stellata and its length sur-

passes the average of lengths recorded for the tarsus of G. immer.

It would seem incongruous to attempt to associate this large, stout

tarsus with the slender femur described above. The species which it

represents probably did not materially differ from the existing Gavia

immer ( Briinnich )

.

In the discussion of the fossil avifauna of the Pacific coast of

North America (loc. cit.) comment was made upon the absence of

Gaviidae from horizons thus far explored. The two specimens re-

corded above show the family of loons to have been well represented

in California during the deposition of the Upper San Pedro Beds.

SYNTHLIBORAMPHUS ANTIQUUS (Gmelin)

This species is represented by a single coracoid in perfect condi-

tion. Comparison was made with a series of specimens in the collec-

tion at the State Normal School at Los Angeles and in the Museum

of Vertebrate Zoology of the University of California. The series

included specimens of Brachyramphus, Ptyckoramphus, and the

present species.

DIOMEDEA near NIGEIPES Audubon

The genus Diomedea is represented by a single specimen, the

badly water-worn tarsometatarsus of a bird approximately the size

of D. nigripes. The extreme proximal end including the hypotarsus

is lost and the surface of the bone everywhere is badly corroded.

The osteologieal characters are lost so far as minor details are con-

cerned. The length of the bone is markedly less than that of nigripes

and, despite the extensive reduction from wave action, the diameter

of the shaft is noticeably greater in all directions.

Further comparison was made with the Laysan Albatross, a

skeleton of which was kindly donated by Mr. George Willett of the

United States Biological Survey. This extralimital species is much

smaller than the fossil specimen in all except total length. The latter

measurement is but slightly less than in the fossil form.

More perfect material would in all probability prove the Pleisto-

cene specimen to belong to a distinct species.
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PUFFINUS OPISTHOMELAS Coues

The species is represented by a single, almost complete tarso-

metatarsus badly worn. The proportions correspond perfectly with

Recent specimens at hand. Perhaps no other sea-bird is more com-

monly found cast up on the beach in the Southern California region

today than is Puffinus during the migration seasons. P. griseus

leads in point of numbers, creatopus and opisthomelas being far less

numerous. It is interesting to note that the only Puffinus found in

this Pleistocene beach formation represents a species far less abund-

ant today than are others of the genus.

FULMAETJS GLACIALIS (Linnaeus)

The genus is represented by a single carpometacarpus in perfect

preservation. The specimen corresponds in every particular with

the same bone in the Recent Fulmarus glacialis glupischa.

PHALACEOCOEAX near PENICILLATUS (Brandt)

A poorly preserved femur in the collection corresponds, in so far

as its characters are determinable, with the same segment in the

Recent species. The species represented probably did not differ

materially from our Brandt cormorant of today.

ANAS PLATYEHYNCHOS Linnaeus

A single tibia almost complete represents this species. The dimen-

sions correspond almost absolutely with those of a female specimen

at hand.

NETTION CAEOLINENSE (Gmelin)

A perfect right humerus, the distal end of a left humerus, and a

carpometacarpus unquestionably belong to this species. An imper-

fect specimen of the tarsometatarsus of an immature duck represents

a species of about the same size as the teal. Positive assignment of

this specimen to the present species would suggest its breeding in the

region at the time of deposition of the San Pedro, a conclusion open

to serious question. Arnold finds the molluscan fauna of these beds

most closely allied to the fauna of the Mexican coast two hundred or

three hundred miles to the southward and infers the prevalence of

a warmer climate during the Pleistocene. Nettion is one of the more

positively migratory ducks of the San Pedro vicinity today and would
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not be expected to breed in a climate still more tropical. On the other

hand we have Allen's hypothesis that the migratory instinct in birds

was developed in Pleistocene time. Hence it may not yet have reached

the degree notable in the teal of today. In the presence of so im-

portant a series of questions, it seems best to say no more than that

the immature specimen is more closely like Nettion than like other

forms at hand, but the characters are not sufficiently developed or

preserved to warrant its unreserved assignment to this species.

QUERQUEDULA CYANOPTERA (Vieillot)

A tibiotarsus and a coracoid both nearly complete are assigned to

this species. The specimens show nearly the same proportions as the

female skeleton at hand except for a noticeable degree of stoutness

not seen in the Recent female. Sex difference would account for the

slight variation probably. The assignment is, however, made

tentatively.

OIDEMIA PEESPICILLATA (Linnaeus)

This duck is perhaps the most abundant anserine along the beach

of southern California today. It is represented in the Pleistocene

collection by a perfect humerus and the distal end of a coracoid. A
badly worn specimen of the humerus poorly preserved is tentatively

assigned to the species.

ANSER ALBIFRONS (Scopoli)

Represented by a single specimen, the distal end of a tibiotarsus

which agrees in every detail with the corresponding part of a male

specimen purchased in the markets of Los Angeles and assigned to

the subspecies gambeli.

BRANTA CANADENSIS (Linnaeus)

Represented by the distal end of a humerus.

LOPHORTYX CALIFORNICA (Shaw)

An almost perfect coracoid represents this species beyond question,

while the proximal fragment of a tibiotarsus and the distal fragment

of a humerus are tentatively assigned to the same category. This is

perhaps the most startling occurrence among the birds in this sup-

posedly marine deposit.
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CATHAETES AUEA (Linnaeus)

A complete ulna in the collection is assigned to this species. The

specimen probably represents a young bird of the first or second year,

as it is noticeably slender as compared with an adult specimen. The

total length of the bone and also the number and distribution of the

tubercles for feather attachment are identical in the fossil and the

Recent specimens. The turkey vulture is a common beachcomber

of the San Pedro region today, hence the discovery of its remains in

the Pleistocene beds affords no great surprise.

STUENELLA NEGLECTA Audubon

Like the last species recorded, the meadowlark is found commonly

among the sand dunes and salt grasses of the beach today. The

species is represented by one perfect humerus and the distal end of an-

other of the opposite side.

There remain in the collection unidentified fragments representing

many parts of the skeleton. Their assignment to species would

necessarily be most uncertain and might lead to deplorable results

if such tentative record were given too much weight by others who

had not the material in hand and failed to realize the indeterminate

nature of the specimens. It is considered wiser to leave unassigned

such material as is not positively recognizable.

CONCLUSIONS

Of the birds recorded from the Upper San Pedro Gavia and

Diomedea represent two families heretofore unrecorded in American

palaeontology. Anas, Erismatura, Nettion, Querquedula, Anser, and

Branta are recorded from Fossil Lake, Oregon. Nettion occurs also in

Hawver Cave, Branta in Potter Creek Cave and in Rancho La Brea.

Lophortyx is known from Hawver Cave and from Rancho La Brea.

Cathartes is now known from five Pleistocene horizons on the Pacific

Coast, as follows : Rancho La Brea, Potter Creek Cave, Samwel Cave,

Hawver Cave, and Upper San Pedro. Sturnella is further known

from Rancho La Brea.
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It will be noted in the above list of species that there is a very

large preponderance of forms which are at present migratory. The

remainder, with the exception of Lophortyx, are birds of very wide

range of distribution. Study of the birds remains is thus seen to

contribute nothing to the question of climatic conditions as raised by

- Arnold.- The presence of Catharies and Sturnella is in harmony with

the hypothesis of alternating submergence and exposure as sand dunes.

The presence of Lophortyx, the larger herbivorous mammals, rodents

including leporids, small chelonians, and serpents would very strongly

suggest fluviatile contributions due possibly to seasonal conditions of

high water.

Transmitted October 29, 10 IS.
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Introduction

In connection with a study of the Tertiary echinoids of California,

the writer has visited the western border of the Colorado Desert in the

region of Carrizo Creek and Coyote Mountain twice within the past

two years, for the purpose of obtaining a collection of the fauna

associated with Clypeaster bowersi Weaver. The first excursion was

MAY 4 i 9l4
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made in June, 1912, in company with Mr. Walter A. English and Mr.

M. Kew, and the second with Mr. John P. Buwalda, during April and

May, 1913. In the collections obtained on these expeditions are

several echinoids which have not been described. A description of

these new forms, together with a brief account of their occurrence

and the relationships of the fauna, is presented in the following paper.

The writer acknowledges his indebtedness to Dr. John C. Merriam, at

whose suggestion the work was undertaken and under whose super-

vision it was carried on, for much valuable aid in connection with this

study.

The region visited was briefly described by W. P. Blake in 1853,

and a few fossils from this locality were described by T. A. Conrad. 1

H. W. Fairbanks 2 examined this area in 1893 and gave a short descrip-

tion of the geology. Later reports were published by Bowers3 and

Mendenhall. 4 Arnold5 published a partial list of the fauna, giving

the age of the beds as Lower Miocene and later more definitely cor-

related them with the Etchegoin formation of Middle California.

Occurrence

The collecting done by the writer was limited to the Tertiary beds

of the Carrizo Creek formation in the sections at Carrizo Creek, around

Coyote Mountain (also known as Carrizo Mountain), and in the

vicinity of Yuha Buttes. At all localities fossils occur abundantly

and are generally well preserved.

Carrizo Creek is in the western part of the Imperial Valley

about fifteen miles north of the Mexican Boundary. The creek has

its source south of the boundary in the mountains which border the

coast of Southern California and Lower California, and flows north,

turning east as it approaches the desert. At this point its course

lies in a broad valley immediately north of Coyote Mountain. It is

in this valley that the type section of the Carrizo formation is

situated.

1 Conrad, T. A., Pacific Eailroad Eeports, vol. 5, pp. 104 and 174-176, 1856.

2 Fairbanks, H. W., Eleventh Annual Eeport of the State Mineralogist of

California, pp. 88-90, 1893.

s Bowers, Stephen W., Eeconnaisance of the Colorado Desert Mining District,

California State Mining Bureau Eeports, 1901.

i Mendenhall, W. C, Journal of Geology, vol. 18, no. 4, pp. 336-355, 1910.

s Arnold, Ealph, Science, n.s., vol. 19, p. 503, 1904; U. S. Geol. Surv. Profes-

sional Paper no. 47, p. 21, 1906; Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. no. 396, p. 44, 1909; Willis

and Salisbury, Outlines of Geologic History, pp. 244-245, 1910.
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Scale
''Jed Carrizo

Formation

Fig. 1. Map of the southwestern part of the Colorado Desert north of the

Mexican Boundary Line, showing position of the geologic formations. Areas in

the valleys, without formational symbol, represent Pleistocene lake beds and

alluvium.
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Coyote Mountain rises from the west side of the Imperial Valley

and attains an altitude of about three thousand feet. It is connected

with the range of mountains to the west by a ridge which extends in

an east-west direction across an otherwise level expanse of desert.

Yuba Buttes7
lie about six and a half miles to the southeast of Coyote

Mountain.

The formations included in the sections at Carrizo Creek, Coyote

Mountain and Yuba Buttes, in order of sequence are : ( 1 ) the basal

complex of granites and metamorphics
; (2) andesite extrusive resting

upon the eroded surface of the basement rocks; (3) Tertiary sedi-

mentary beds of the Carrizo formation; and (4) Pleistocene lake beds

and gravels.

The type section of the Carrizo formation is best exposed at Car-

rizo Creek, from which locality it has been named. These beds have

been known in previous descriptions as the Tertiary Beds at Carrizo

Creek. The formation appears as a broad syncline filling the Carrizo

Valley and flanking the slopes of Fish Creek Mountain, or Black

Mountain, on the north and Coyote Mountain and Coyote Ridge on the

south. None of the dips are over 35°, and toward the middle of the

valley the beds are almost horizontal. The thickness of the formation

is probably over twenty-five hundred feet. The beds consist of shale

and fine-grained muddy sandstone which at the base is markedly

coarser and conglomeratic. The formation extends to the north as far

as the southern end of the Santa Rosa Mountains, being exposed in

a limited area to the west and south of Salton Sea. At the north

end of the section the beds show about the same degree of deforma-

tion as at Carrizo Creek.

Carrizo Creek Locality.—At the type locality the Carrizo forma-

tion may be divided into the Lower Division and the Upper Division.

The basis for this separation is both lithologic and biologic. The

lithologic change from the more or less coarse sandstone and con-

glomerate of the Lower Division to the fine-grained muddy sandstone

and shale of the Upper Division is extremely sharp. The change in

life is likewise distinct. In the Lower Division both the species and

individuals are numerous. In the Upper Division the paucity of species

is noticeable, although in occasional strata a single species may be very

o Coyote Mountain is situated in sections 3, 4, 9, 10 of T 16 S, E 10 E, San

Bernardino Base Line and Meridian.

? Yuha Buttes are located in sections 23 and 28 of T 16 S, R 11 E, San

Bernardino Base Line and Meridian.
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numerous, and all the types are those which commonly live in more

or less muddy water. Both divisions are well exposed at the type

locality, but only remnants remain to indicate their former extent.

That the Lower Division at one time covered the greater portion of

Coyote Ridge is evident from the presence of mollusc borings in the

basal complex and small isolated patches of hard sandstone now

remaining on the crest of the ridge. "Whether the Upper Division had

the same geographic extent as the lower is conjectural, but the attitude

of the strata at the base of the ridge indicates that it probably extended

over the same area.

The Lower Division of the Carrizo formation at Carrizo Creek and

Coyote Mountain rests upon the eroded surface of the basal complex

and also upon the andesite flow. The thickness of the strata is about

two hundred feet. At the base of this division, a coarse, angular

conglomerate prevails. This conglomerate often has a reddish color

and resembles somewhat a fanglomerate, but the presence of fossils

clearly shows it to be a subaqueous deposit. Above this is a wave-

washed arkosic sandstone, which is at places locally conglomeratic.

Farther away from the mountain, or from the old shore-line, the

sandstone becomes finer and at places tuffaceous. The large fauna

found in the basal series may be separated into two faunal assemblages

representing different facies of deposition, one indicating beach con-

ditions, and the other deeper water down to about fifty fathoms. A
marked distinction is found between these facies, especially in the

representation of echinoderms in the former, and the greater abund-

ance of gasteropods in the latter. Clypeaster bowersi and Encope

tenuis are very numerous in the beach sands, together with Clypeaster

deserti and Hipponoe californica. Associated with these are a few

species of large gasteropods such as Dolium and Conns, and also a few

pelecypods, of which the pectens are the most abundant. The deeper

water fauna possesses a larger number of species, but the individuals

are generally smaller. The echinoderms found in this assemblage are

Clypeaster carrizoensis, which occurs abundantly, while Clypeaster

boiversi and Clypeaster deserti are rare and Hipponoe californica was

not found at all. The greatest variety is in the gasteropods. Some

of the common forms are Turritella, n. sp., Oliva, cf. porphyria, Conus,

cf. betulinus, and Cancellaria, sp.

The Upper Division shows a marked contrast to the lower beds.

These strata have a much greater thickness, which is estimated at about

two thousand feet in the Carrizo Valley. Near the upper end of the
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valley, where deposition took place close to shore and in shallow water,

the beds are composed of soft unindurated sandstone, but toward

Coyote Mountain near the mouth of the valley they become finer-

grained and contain more shale. Under erosion the rocks of the Upper
Division yield forms characteristic of badland topography. The

monotony of this is occasionally broken by a harder stratum of a

more indurated sandstone or of a hard gray shale which forms a ridge

or a residual capping. The upper series contains no eehinoderms and

only a meagre fauna. There are a few strata which are composed

almost entirely of Ostrea vespertina and Anomia subcostata. The

Upper Division extends north along the west side of the Salton Sea

to the Santa Rosa Mountains, which is the most northerly limit of the

beds in this region. Just north of the Superstition Mountains, which

are residuals of coarse granite rising above the valley floor, these soft

sandstones and shales were found to contain numerous shells of

Rangia, sp., which would indicate that in the northern extremity of

the Gulf of California, at the time of deposition of the beds, the water

was brackish.

Coyote Mountain Locality.—The mass of Coyote Mountain consists

mainly of hard granitic and metamorphic rocks. It rises abruptly

from the flat floor of the desert, giving rise to sharply-sloping talus-

covered slopes cut by steep-walled gorges. The streams on reaching

the lower levels have cut box-like channels to a depth of at least

seventy-five feet into the andesite, which lies directly upon the older

rocks on the southeast side of the mountain. In the softer Tertiary

sandstone, especially on the Carrizo Creek side, the streams widen,

and a badland topography is produced. The drainage lines end in

meandering washes upon the desert.

The core of the mountain is a structurally complex series consisting

mainly of coarse marble, garnitiferous schist, quartzites and granites.

Coarse pegmatite dykes containing tourmaline, feldspar, quartz, and

muscovite are also found cutting these rocks. Into all has been in-

truded dykes of a black aphanitic rock. These formations are the

oldest in the region and have been assigned to the Carboniferous by

Fairbanks 8 on scanty palaeontologic evidence.

Resting upon the basal complex is an andesitic lava with associated

mud flows, the lava and mud flows aggregating from two to three

hundred feet in thickness. Interstratified with the lava and mud

s Fairbanks, H. W., Eleventh Annual Eeport of the State Mineralogist of

California, p. 90, 1893.
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flows is a stratum' of tuffaeeous material and a thin layer of fine-

grained, non-fossiliferous sandstone. The andesite shows a great

variety of colors, ranging through red, green, and blue.

YuJia Buttes Locality.—At Yuha Buttes a series of beds is found

which belongs to the Upper Division of the Carrizo formation, being

a direct continuation of this division from the foot of Coyote Moun-

tain. The beds are well exposed here, as the Buttes form a dome or

bowed anticline which is traversed through the middle by a deep

gully. The strata are almost entirely sandstone with varying texture,

and probably were deposited in shallower water than the beds of the

Upper Division in Carrizo Valley. They contain, as common fossils,

Pecten circularis, n. var., Ostrea vespertina, and Ostrea heermani, the

latter being very abundant in one stratum.

Faunal Relations

The region of the Gulf of California has evidently been a distinct

faunal province since middle Tertiary time. The fauna is quite

different from that of the outer coastal province and is of a more

distinctly tropical type. In a comparison of the Recent fauna oc-

curring along the coast of Southern California and the west coast of

Lower California, with that of the Gulf of California, it is found that

only 8.5 per cent of the species are common to the two regions. This

dissimilarity also appears in a comparison of the Carrizo fauna with

that of the Coast Range formations of approximately the same period.

The Carrizo fauna has a close resemblance to that found in the

Gulf of California at the present time. Like the latter, it is of a

distinctly warm-water type and is characterized by the large size of

the individuals. It is represented by such genera as Conns, Cassis, and

Dolium. This close relation is further strengthened by the presence of

several echinoclerms, Encope tenuis, n. sp., Clypeaster deserti, n. sp.,

Clypeaster bowcrsi Weaver, and Hipponoe californica, n. sp., which

have their nearest relatives in the living species Encope californica

Verrill, Clypeaster rotundus A. Agassiz, Echinanthus testudinarius

Gray, and Hipponoe depressa A. Agassiz, of the Gulf of California.

These Recent forms are evidently descended from the Carrizo forms.

Each of these four echinoderms of the Tertiary beds shows only slight

differences from the Recent species.

The Gulf of California in Tertiary times extended northward,

occupying the Imperial Valley, and was evidently separated from the

faunal province of the Pacific Coast of California by a continuous
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land barrier, the range of mountains extending from San Gorgonio

Pass south into the peninsula of Lower California and commonly

known as the Peninsular Range.

The age of the Carrizo formation has not been definitely deter-

mined. Dr. Arnold9 referred to it as equivalent to the Upper Miocene

or Lower Pliocene Etehegoin formation of the San Joaquin Valley

of Middle California, correlating by means of the pectens. The

echinoderm fauna seems to indicate a comparatively late age, as several

of the forms are very closely related to the species living in the Gulf

of California at the present time, and these species are presumed to

change relatively rapidly. Whether this seemingly slow development

is due to comparative isolation in a warm-water area is as yet not

known. These questions can not be answered definitely until the

fauna has been compared carefully with the Recent life from the

Gulf of California.

An approximate list of the fauna of the Carrizo formation, so far

as determined, is as follows

:

Lower Division Upper Division
All Carrizo Yuha

localities Valley Buttes

Pelecypoda.

Anomia subcostata Conrad X X X

Anomia, n. sp X X X

Area, n. sp. A X X

Area, n. sp. B X

Cardium aff. quadrigenarium Conrad X

Crassatellites, sp X

Divaricata eburnea Reeve X

Dosinia, n. sp X

Glycimeris, sp X

Hinnites gigantea, n. var X

Lithodomus, sp X

Metis alta Conrad X

Ostrea heermani Conrad X X

Ostrea vespertina Conrad X X X

Panope generosa Gould X

Peeten carrizoensis Arnold X X

Pecten subnodosus, n. var X

Peeten circularis, n. var X X X

Peeten deserti Conrad X

Pecten cerrosensis var. mendenhalli Arnold.... X

Peeten keepi Arnold X

Pecten, n. sp X

Phacoides, cf. sanctaecrucis Arnold X

Pinna, sp X

Pholas, sp X

9 Arnold, Ralph, op. cit., 1910.
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Lower Division Upper Division
All Carrizo Yuha

localities Valley Buttes

Gasteropoda.

Architeetonica, sp x

Cancellaria, sp. A x

Cancellaria, .sp. B x

Cassis, sp x

Cerithium, sp x

Conus, sp. A. x

Conus, sp. B x

Dolium, cf. ringens Sowerby x

Neverita, cf. reeluziana Petit x

Oliva, cf. porphyria Linnaeus x

Pleurotoma, n. sp x

Terebra, sp. A x

Terebra, sp. B x x

Turritella, n.sp x

Echinodermata.

Encope tenuis, n. sp x

Cidaris, sp x

Clyj)easter bowersi Weaver x

Clypeaster carrizoensis, n. sp x

Clypeaster deserti, n. sp x

Hipponoe californica, n. sp x

Anthozoa. 10

Diploria bowersi Vaughan (Mss.) x

Favia merriami Vaughan x

Plesiastrea californica Vaughan (Mss.) x

Siderastrea californica Vaughan (Mss.) x

Stephanocoenia fairbanksi Vaughan x

Stephanocoenia fairbanksi var. columnaris

Vaughan x

Crustacea.

Balanus, sp x

Description op Species

ENCOPE TENUIS, n.sp.

Plate 1, figure 1, and Plate 2, figure 1

Test broad, transverse diameter sometimes greater than the antero-

posterior diameter. Greatest width posterior to the center. Test thin,

with sharply angular margin. Summit posterior to apical system and

immediately anterior to interambulacral lunule or foramen. Area

io List of Anthozoa from Vaughan, T. W., Mono. U. S. Geol. Surv., no. 39,

1900; Arnold, U. S. Geol. Surv. Professional Paper no. 47, p. 22, 1906.
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immediately surrounding the lunule somewhat tumid. Ambulacral

notches broad, deep, contracting slightly near the margin of the test

and tending to close. Both interambulacral lunule and ambulacral

notches varying somewhat in size. Apical system central. Petals

nearly closed, and reaching about two-thirds the distance to the mar-

gin. Petals rather narrow. The two lateral petals of the trivium

broader and averaging nine per cent shorter than the others. Inter-

poriferous areas slightly lenticular, and at widest part about same

dimensions as the poriferous area. Actinal side flat, and marked by

deep ambulacral furrows which branch immediately from the peristome

and a second time a short distance from the outer margin. The main

furrows are broad, shallow and straight, deepening as the ambulacral

notches are approached. Mouth small and not sunken. Anus situated

on the inferior surface slightly anterior to the interambulacral lunule.

This species closely resembles the Recent Encope califomica Verrill,

from which it differs in the thicker margin and the commonly closed

ambulacral notches of the Recent species.

Occurrence.—Lower Division of the Carrizo formation at Coyote

Mountain and Carrizo Valley. University of California Localities 739

and 2064.

Measurements

No. 10050 No. 10051 No. 10052 No. 10053 No. 10054

Anteroposterior diameter .... 92.7 mm. 110.9 115. 110.6 84.4

Transverse diameter 96.0 105.8 105. 110.0 85.8

Greatest thickness 10.3 15.3 8.9

CLYPEASTEE DESERTI, n. sp.

Plate 3

Test large and pentagonal to subcircular in outline. Margins

broadly notched opposite the interambulacral areas, the two lateral

posterior notches being larger, and the median posterior notch smaller

than the anterior ones. Test not markedly thick, but margin swollen

excepting opposite the posterior interambulacral area. Apical system

central and raised. Petals short, very tumid, and reach about half the

distance to the edge of the test. Only petals of bivium closed. Anterior

petal longer than the other four, which are of approximately the same

length. Poriferous area large, and pores conjugate. Tubercles small

and of the same size on both sides. Actinal surface flat, with mouth
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central and slightly sunken. Anus large and inframarginal. Internal

structure made up of concentric rows of slender pi Hers near the edge

of the test.

This species may be distinguished from the Recent Clypeaster

rotuntlus A. Agassiz, of the Gulf of California, by its more pentagonal

shape and its thinner margin. In Clypeaster cleserti the odd anterior

petal is the longest, and is slightly open, the remainder being of the

same length. The longest petals in Clypeaster rotunelus are the

bivium and these are somewhat open.

Occurrence.—Lower Division of the Carrizo formation at Coyote

Mountain and Carrizo Valley. University of California Localities

737, 739, 2064.

Measurements

No. 10046 No. 10056 No. 10057 No. 1005

Anteroposterior diameter 65.1 mm. 112. 70.1 74.0

Transverse diameter 57.0 108.5 68.2

Greatest thickness (center) 8.0 14.5 115. 8.7

Greatest thickness (marginal) .. .. 3.0 9.0 6.0 5.5

CLYPEASTER CAERIZOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 2, figures 2 and 2a

Outline pentagonal to suboval, with slight notch opposite the

interambulacral areas. Test depressed, thick, and edge slightly swollen.

Apical system central, elevated but little. Petals tumid and wide open

at the ends, extending over one-half the distance to the margin. Inter-

poriferous spaces slightly raised, but pores sunken, especially the outer

row, the inner row being situated on the slope of the raised area of

the petal. Pores conjugate. Actinal surface deeply sunken to the

peristome. Ambulacral furrows broad, deep and extending undivided

to the edge of the test. Anus inframarginal. Tubercles small and of

the same size on both actinal and abaetinal surfaces.

This species is not related to any living form in the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. It resembles to a slight extent Scutella gabbi Conrad from

the San Pablo formation of Middle California. The shape of Cly-

peaster carrizoensis is more pentagonal, the edges of the test thicker,

and the apical system more central than in Scutella gabbi.

Occurrence.—Lower Division of the Carrizo formation at the foot

of Coyote Mountain. University of California Locality 738.

Measurements. — Maximum anteroposterior diameter, 24 mm.

;

maximum transverse diameter, 21 mm. ; maximum height, 7 mm.
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CLYPEASTER BOWERSI Weaver.

Plate 4 and Plate 5

Clypeaster bowersi Weaver, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 5,

pp. 271-272, plate 21, figure 1, and plate 22, figure 1. 1908.

Outline suboval to pentagonal. Test thick and very large. Profile

rounded to subtriangular. Edges of test swollen in some specimens.

Margin slightly reentrant opposite the interambulacral areas. Petals

broad, obovate, and nearly closed at their extremities. Poriferous

areas narrow and slightly sunken. Anterior petal somewhat raised.

Two lateral petals of the trivium shorter than the remaining ones. Odd
anterior petal narrower than the others. Pores conjugate. Apical

system central and of small size.

Actinal surface nearly flat, with actinostome deeply sunken. Anus

large, depressed and located at the inframargin of the test. Ambulacral

furrows narrow, deep, and extend from the mouth to the edge of the

test. Tubercles the same size over whole of the test and tuberculation

uniform on both upper and lower surfaces.

Clypeaster bowersi Weaver resembles very closely Echinanthus

(Clypeaster ?) testuclinarius Gray living in the Gulf of California.

Clypeaster bowersi averages larger in size and has a slightly more

elevated test than Echinanthus testuclinarius. The anus of the former

is situated at the edge of the test while that of the latter is its own

diameter away from the margin.

Occurrence.—Lower Division of the Carrizo formation at Coyote

Mountain. University of California Localities 737, 738, 739, and 2064.

Measurements.—Maximum anteroposterior diameter, 162.0 mm.;

maximum transverse diameter, 151.4 mm. ; maximum thickness, 48 mm.

HIPPONOE CALIFORNIA, n. sp.

Plate 1, figure 2

A species of the Echinometridae of large size, having a thin conical

test with the ambitus situated near the base. Actinal surface some-

what concave. Ambulacra broad, with the poriferous area equal to

the non-poriferous area. Poriferous zones consisting of three pairs

of conjugate pores arranged obliquely and placed one above the other,

forming radial lines. Middle pair sporadic. Furrows joining pores

becoming very marked below ambitus. Tubercles on ambulacra irreg-

ularly placed on both poriferous and non-poriferous plates. Interam-
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bulacral area twice as wide as the ambulacra! area. Five primary

tubercles on each iuterambulacral plate near the ambitus and arranged

in radial rows. The number of tubercles becomes less toward the

apical system.

The Recent Hipponoe clepressa A. Agassiz found in the Gulf of

California and on the west coast of Lower California is closely allied

to Hipponoe calif'ornica. The latter has less number of tubercles than

the former and also the ambitus is situated farther toward the base,

giving it a more conical shape.

Occurrence.—Lower Division of the Carrizo formation at Carrizo

Valley. University of California Locality 206-1.

Measurements.—Specimen no. 10055, transverse diameter approxi-

mately 85 mm.
;
greatest thickness approximately 75 mm.

CIDARIS, sp.

Genital plates pentagonal with rounded sides. Genital pores large.

Abaetinal surface has a single row of primary tubercles at both

margins of the iuterambulacral area. Interporiferous area contains a

double row of primaries. Below the ambitus, the iuterambulacral

area of the test contains numerous primary tubercles sporadically

• placed. Ambulacral area about one-third that of the interambulacral

area. Ambulacral pores arranged in straight radial rows. Spines

cylindrical, elongate, and granulated, the granulation being arranged

in vertical rows. Internal structure of the spines consists of rows of

mesh-like cells radiating from a central point.

The description of the test is taken from an imperfect young

specimen, from the Lower Division of the Carrizo formation.

ECHINODERM LOCALITIES

737. Southeast base of Coyote Mountain in gully in which road to Coyote

Mountain runs. Quarter mile southwest of andesite hill. Lower

Division of Carrizo formation.

738. Southeast base of Coyote Mountain in second gully to west of locality

737. Soft sandstone of Lower Division of Carrizo formation.

739. At head of south fork of the large canon on southeast side of Coyote

Mountain. Hard sandstone of Lower Division of Carrizo formation.

2064. At head of Garnet Canon on northwest side of Coyote Mountain and

north side of Coyote Eidge. Hard sandstone of Lower Division of

Carrizo formation.

Transmitted December 22, 1913.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1

All figures natural size

Fig. 1. Encope tenuis, n. sp. Abactinal surface. Lower Division of Carrizo

formation. Specimen no. 10050.

Fig. 2. Hipponoe californica, n. sp. Side view. Lower Division of Carrizo

formation. Specimen no. 10055.

[52]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 2

Fig. 1. Encope tenuis, n. sp. Actinal surface. Lower Division of Carrizo

formation. Specimen no. 10051. Figure natural size.

Fig. 2. Clypeaster carrizoensis, n. sp. Abactinal surface. Lower Division of

Carrizo formation. Specimen no. 10048. Figure X 1%.

Fig. 2a. Clypeaster carrizoensis, n. sp. Transverse section. Same specimen.

Figure X 1%.

[54]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 3

Figure natural size

Clypeaster deserti, n. sp. Lower Division of Carrizo formation. Specimen

no. 10056.

[56]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 4

Figure natural size

Clypeaster bowersi Weaver. Actinal surface. Lower Division of Carrizo

formation. Specimen no. 10059.

[58]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 5

Figure natural size

Clypeaster bowersi "Weaver. Abactinal surface. Lower Division of Carrizo

formation. Specimen no. 10060.

[60]
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INTRODUCTION

The discovery of several new areas of Martinez rocks and the secur-

ing of large additions to the fauna in them have led to further investi-

gation of the stratigraphy and fauna of the lower Eocene of the Pacific

Coast. That the Martinez is separated from the Chico (Cretaceous)

below and from the Tejon (upper Eocene) above by well-marked

unconformities are the principal conclusions from stratigraphic

studies. Faunal studies prove that the Martinez fauna of approxi-

mately two hundred species is quite distinct from the Chico and the

Tejon faunas. The great increase in the fauna makes correlation with

the lowermost Eocene of the Gulf and Atlantic states more certain.

The proposed correlation made in this paper fixes a portion of the

Martinez as the equivalent of the lowermost Eocene of the Gulf

States, the Midway, and the rest as the representative of an earlier

Eocene time than has been recognized elsewhere in the United States.

REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE

W. M. Gabb 1
first used the term Martinez Group to describe strata

which he thought were transitional between the Chico-Cretaceous and

his Cretaceous "B," the Tejon of the present nomenclature. Dr.

T. W. Stanton 2 next investigated this group. He proved that a portion

of the Martinez Group of Gabb was Chico and placed the upper portion

as a distinct faunal zone of the Tejon, designating it as lower Tejon.

Dr. Stanton's admirable review was followed by a short, decisive

paper by Merriam 3 who worked at the type locality. Merriam

described the conditions at the type locality as follows

:

In the following discussion the name Martinez is applied to that portion

of Gabb 's Martinez Group which remains, after the removal of the Chico-

Cretaceous element. The writer's statements are based on observations, extend-

ing over a period of several years, made in the typical region for the group,

viz., that adjacent to the town of Martinez.

In the hills to the southwest of Martinez, strata of unquestionable Chico

age, containing a characteristic fauna, occur over a considerable area. In a

1 Gabb, W. M., Kept. Geol. Surv. of California, Palaeontology, vol. 2, p. 13 of

preface, 1869.

2 Stanton, T. W., The Faunal Eelations of the Eocene and Upper Cretaceous
on the Pacific Coast, 17th Ann. Eept. U. S. Geol. Surv., pp. 1011-1060, 1895-6.

s Merriam, J. C, The Geological Eelations of the Martinez Group of Cali-

fornia at the Typical Locality, Jour, of Geology, vol. 5, pp. 767-775, 1897.
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fine outcrop of compact bluish sandstone occurring on the west side of Alhambra

Valley, and near the top of the Chico, the writer found an abundance of fossils,

characteristic of this group. . . . From this point to the east and west the

structure of the strata is anticlinal, showing an apparently conformable series

up as far as the Miocene on each side.

From the standpoint of stratigraphy, one would hardly be disposed to find

fault with Gabb's conception of the Martinez, since in this, the typical locality,

the Chico, Martinez, and Tejon appear everywhere to be conformable, while

numerous complications of the stratigraphy have still farther increased the

difficulty of separating these three groups on stratigraphic grounds.

Lithologically there are some differences between the Martinez and the

adjoining formations, the most important of which are the slightly different

aspect of its sandstones and the frequent presence in them of considerable

quantities of glauconite. The sandstones are often grayish, differing from the

yellowish or bluish rocks of the Chico and the massive white to dull red Tejon

sandstones. In many places the Martinez contains large quantities of glauconite

disseminated evenly through the sandstone in rounded grains of considerable

size. Glauconite does not seem to occur at all in the Chico but may possibly

be found toward the base of the true Tejon. The truly glauconitie rocks belong

principally to the Martinez.

While the group shows little which would serve to separate it strati-

graphically or lithologically from the over and underlying formations, its

fauna, on which Gabb based his classification, contains numerous elements

throwing light on its geologic relations. Between the Chico-Cretaceous and

the Miocene there are two distant faunas present, viz., the Martinez (in part)

and Tejon of Gabb, or the Lower and Upper Tejon of Mr. Stanton. As other

criteria failed to separate satisfactorily the Chico, Martinez, and Tejon, exten-

sive fossil collections were made by the writer at all possible points.

Merriam then discussed collections made in a section across the

strike in the typical Chico, Martinez and Tejon, suggested the exist-

ence of two faunal zones in the Martinez, and described the palaeon-

tology of the Martinez

:

The faunas, though overlapping, are in the main quite distinct, and no

great difficulty has been experienced by the writer in separating the groups on

this basis. While some intermingling of species exists, it is not greater than

we should expect to find in adjoining groups or periods. It should also be
observed that the beds with a Tejon-like Martinez fauna and those containing

an assemblage of characteristic Tejon forms are comparatively close together.

The change from one fauna to the other may possibly have taken place in a

short time by migration, but we can not assert positively as yet that the

apparent conformity of the beds is a real one; sedimentation may have been
interrupted between the times of deposition of the 'two groups. It is, at any
rate, quite clear that the two sets of strata, or two faunas, while belonging

perhaps to the same series, represent different periods in the geological history

of California, periods quite as distinct, so far as faunal evidence is concerned,

as the Miocene and Pliocene, or the Pliocene and Quaternary. The upper
division of this series has already, on the grounds of its characteristic fauna,

been named the Tejon. To a mixed group of rocks, to which the fauna here
called the Martinez gave individuality, the name Martinez group was applied
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by Gabb. It seems desirable, after having cut out the Chico portion of Gabb 's

Martinez which was probably not the one on which he based the group, to

apply the name used by him to the distinct fauna or group which remains.

As to the nomenclature of the supposedly conformable series, including the

Martinez and Tejon, it seems best to apply to it for the present the term

Martinez-Tejon series, though future convenience may demand a special series

name. To apply the name Tejon to the whole series would be to modify con-

siderably the meaning of this term as used originally, and would have besides

the fault of taking the name from a smaller division to apply it to a larger,

leaving the first to be virtually renamed.

He then closed with a definition of the Martinez Group as follows

:

The Martinez group, comprising in the typical locality between one and

two thousand feet of sandstones, shales, and glauconitic sands, forms the

lower part of a presumably conformable series, the upper portion of which is

formed by the Tejon. It contains a known fauna of over sixty species, of

which the greater portion is peculiar to itself. A number of its species range

up into the Tejon and a very few long-lived forms are known to occur also

in the Chico. Since the Martinez and Chico are faunally only distantly

related, it is probable that an unconformity exists between them. Though
satisfactory correlation of California formations with the subdivisions of the

standard geological scale can be accomplished only when the local scale is fully

worked out, we may, for the present at least, accept Mr. Stanton 's correlation

of the Martinez with a portion of the Eocene.

In a general correlation paper, Dall 4 places both the Martinez and

the Tejon as correlative of the Midway stage of the southeastern

United States and the Cernaysian of Europe.

Lawson5 in describing a section in the neighborhood of the type

locality of the Martinez substitutes the name "Karquinez series" for

that of Merriam's Martinez-Tejon series, and estimates their combined

thickness as 4300 feet.

In a paper entitled
'

' Contribution to the Palaeontology of the

Martinez Group," Weaver'1 carefully described the distribution of the

Martinez, its stratigraphic relations, recognized two faunal zones,

correlated it with the Midway of the Gulf States and the Aquia stage

of Maryland and Virginia, and described several new species. In

summary he said

:

.... the Martinez represents a distinct division of time in the geological

history of California. It contains a fauna distinct from both the Chico and

4 Dall, W. H., A Table of the North American Tertiary Horizons correlated

with one another and with those of western Europe, 18th Ann. Kept. U. S. Geol.

Surv., part 2, pp. 327-348, 1898.

s Lawson, A. C, A Geological Section of the Middle Coast Ranges of Cali-

fornia, Science, n.s., vol. 15, p. 416, 1902.

6 Weaver, C. E., Contribution to the Palaeontology of the Martinez Group,
Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 4, pp. 101-123, 1905.
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the Tejon. On the average it is composed of about two thousand feet of

thick-bedded sandstones and conglomerates. Its geographical extent as at

present known is confined to southern Lake County and a belt extending north

and south across Carquinez Strait. Its position in the geological scale seems

to correspond most closely to a portion or all of the lower quarter of the

Eocene.

Arnold 7 gave a list of fossils compiled from the papers of Stanton,

Merriam, and Weaver, added a few new species obtained "from a

locality of doubtful Martinez age," and described Pecten proavus

from this locality in Santa Cruz County. He mentioned Rock Creek,

Los Angeles County as a Martinez locality. In a later paper8 he

described the Santa Cruz locality, gave a list of fossils obtained from

it and described Cidaris merriami, Semele gayi, Tritonium newsomi,

Hipponyx carpenteri, Patella mateoensis, and Fissurella perrini. He
described the Martinez ( ?) of the Santa Cruz Quadrangle as follows:

The diabase dike exposed north of the headwaters of Pescadero Creek has

brought up considerable inclusions of impure limestone which, from the fossils

found in them, appear to be of Eocene age. Obviously the stratigraphic rela-

tions of this great limestone inclusion are unknown, but the fossils indicate

its Eocene age and that it probably belongs in the lower part of the formation.

The following fauna occurs in this limestone:

List of Lower Eocene Fossils from the Santa Cruz Quadrangle

echinoidea

Cidaris merriami, new species

Brachiopoda

Terebratalia, new species, m. Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton

Terebratalia, new species, p.

Pelecypoda

Pecten proavus Arnold Semele gayi Arnold

Gastropoda

Chlorostoma, new species, c. Patella, new species, b.

Cylindrites brevis(?) Gabb Patella mateoensis Arnold

Fissurella perrini Arnold Thylacodes, new species, w.

Hipponyx carpenteri Arnold Tritonium newsomi Arnold
Odostomia, new species, b.

i Arnold, Ralph, The Tertiary and Quaternary Pectens of California, Profes-
sional Paper no. 47, IT. S. Geological Survey, pp. 11-12, 1906.

s Arnold, Ralph, Descriptions of New Cretaceous and Tertiary Fossils from
the Santa Cruz Mountains, California, Proceedings of the United States National
Museum, vol. 34, no. 1617, pp. 347, 359-363, August, 1908.
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A short description of these same beds is also given in the Santa

Cruz folio :°

The diabase exposed north of the headwaters of Peseadero Creek has

brought up some considerable inclusions of impure limestone which, from the

fossils found in them, appear to be of Eocene age. The limestone is light brown
in color, usually rather soft except where silicification has begun, and appears

to be made up of broken marine shells, a little argillaceous material, and small

fragments of what may be tuff. The thickness of the limestone is nowhere more

than 100 or 200 feet,

On Langley and Mindego Hills, two and a half miles northeast and south-

east, respectively, of the village of La Honda, are two other small areas of

calcareous sandstone, supposed to be of the same age as that exposed north

of the headwaters of Peseadero Creek.

Fossils—The fauna of the limestone in the Peseadero Creek exposure above

referred to is different from that of any of the other known formations of

California, Some of its species as Patella mateoensis Arnold, Fissurella perrini

Arnold, Tritonium newsomi Arnold, and Pecten proavus Arnold, are closely

allied to Chico (Cretaceous) forms, while Ostrea cf. idriaensis Gabb is found only

in the Tejon (middle Eocene), and Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton only in the

Martinez (lower Eocene). In view of the affinities of the above species and

also of the several new ones, it appears probable that the fauna represents

either a new horizon of the lower Eocene or a local development of the

Martinez (lower Eocene) fauna.

These beds do not appear to be of Martinez age to the writer.

Diekerson 1 " in a short paper described unconformities between the

Martinez and Chico and between the Tejon and Martinez, and gave

partial lists of fossils collected from a section across the strike from

the Chico, Martinez and Tejon. These lists show a very marked

difference between the faunas of the Chico, Martinez and Tejon.

In a recent number of the Journal of Geology, Dumble 11 described

an unconformity between the Cretaceous and beds which he supposed

to be of Martinez age. Later work by Taff, Gester, Parsons, and

Diekerson has shown that the so-called Martinez is Tejon.

s Branner J. C, Newsom, J. R., Arnold, R., Santa Cruz Polio, No. 165, U. S.

Geological Survey, p. 3, April, 1908.

10 Diekerson, Roy E., The Stratigraphy and Faunal Relations of the Martinez
Formation to the Chico and Tejon North of Mount Diablo, Univ. Calif. Publ.
Bull. Dept. Geol., yobj, ppU73-177, 1911.

11 Dumble, E. T., Notes on Tertiary Deposits near Coalihga Oil Field and
their Stratigraphic Relations with Upper Cretaceous, Jour. Geol., vol. 20, pp.
28-37, 1912.
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AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE MARTINEZ IN CALIFORNIA

Principal Localities

The most northerly occurrence of Martinez thus far reported is

near the town of Lower Lake, in Lake County. Martinez strata occur

in the Napa Quadrangle four miles northwest of Suisun, where Gabb 12

found fine specimens of Turritella pachecoensis and Meretrix(f)

fragilis, and near Benicia. Across the Carquinez Strait from Benicia

is the type locality of the Martinez near the town of that name. In

1909, R. W. Pack and G. E. Gester recognized a small area of Martinez

on Carquinez Strait at Selby Station. North of Mount Diablo another

area occurs, and a very small but interesting locality was found south-

west of Mount Diablo by the 1911 University of California Summer

Session class in palaeontology. Beds of Martinez age make up a

portion of the strata at San Pedro Point, in San Mateo County.

Dumble 13 reported Martinez north of Coalinga, but later work has

shown that these beds are a phase of the Tejon.

A typical collection of Martinez fossils was made by the 1910

Stanford University class in geology forty miles northwest of Los

Angeles in the Calabassas Quadrangle. Arnold14 reported Martinez at

Rock Creek, Los Angeles County. The Martinez was recognized by

the 1913 University of California Summer Session class in palaeon-

tology in the Santa Ana Mountains. No positive evidence of Martinez

south of this last point is known, but Stanton 15 reports Glycimeris

veatchii var. major from Point Loma near San Diego. None of the

collections from this locality which the writer has examined have con-

tained any typical Martinez forms ; all appear to be Tejon or Chico.

Distribution of the Martinez Compared with that of the Tejon

Some interesting relations between the Martinez and the Tejon are

brought out when their distribution is studied. (See fig. 1.) In

certain localities the Martinez and Tejon occur together, but in other

12 Gabb., W. M., Rept. Geol. Surv. of California, Palaeontology, vol. 2, p. 135,
1869.

is Dumble, E. T., Notes on Tertiary Deposits near Coalinga Oil Field and
their Stratigraphic Relations with Upper Cretaceous, Jour. Geol., vol. 20, pp.
28-37, 1912.

Arnold, R., Tertiary and Quaternary Peetens of California, Professional
Paper no. 47, U. S. Geological Survey, p. 11, 1906.

is Stanton, T. W., The Faunal Relations of the Eocene and Upper Cretaceous
on the Pacific Coast, 17th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv., p. 1040, 1895-6.
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places the one occurs without the other. They are associated at

Lower Lake in Lake County, but no Martinez occurs at the Marys-

ville Buttes in Colusa County where uppermost Tejon is found. The

Tejon of Merced Falls rests directly upon rocks of Jurassic age. Both

are found at Benicia, Martinez, ?nd north of Mount Diablo, but on

the south side of Mount Diablo, +he Tejon for the most part rests

directly upon the Chico. At San Pedro Point, San Mateo County,

Martinez without Tejon is found. At the type locality of the Tejon

on the Canada de las Uvas the upper Eocene rests upon the basement

complex of the Tehachapi Mountains, and no Martinez appears to be

present at the southern end of the San Joaquin Valley. However,

Martinez does occur on the seaward side of the ranges along the coast

thirty miles south of this same latitude in the Calabasas Quadrangle.

The Tejon at San Diego overlies the Chico. Fairbanks10 mapped no

Eocene in the San Luis Quadrangle. South of this quadrangle great

thicknesses of Eocene strata were reported by Eldridge and Arnold 17

in the Santa Clara Valley. These beds re called the Topatopa

formation. No attempt was made to differentiate the upper and lower

portions of the "formation."

At least three marked epirogenic movements occurred during

Eocene time: (1) a subsidence of the coast during which the Martinez

sediments were deposited, (2) an uplift durii ' which large portions

of Martinez sediments were removed, (3) a si
: dence during which

the Tejon sediments were deposited. That tl during the first

subsidence did not extend so far inland as during second appears

to be true, and deposition by a transgressing sea might account for

the occurrence of Tejon at Merced Falls and the Marysville Buttes

unassociated with Martinez if it were not for a widespread uncon-

formity between these two groups. Tejon sediments 2600 feet thick

south of Mount Diablo rest unconformably upon Chico, whereas at

least 700 feet of Martinez is found between the groups north of the

mountain. Unconformity between the two groups and a more widely

spread sea during Tejon time account for the difference in distribution

of the Martinez and Tejon in California.

is Fairbanks, H. W., San Luis Folio, no. 101, U. S. Geological Survey, p. 3,

1904.

it Eldridge, G. H., and Arnold, E., The Santa Clara Valley, Puente Hills and
Los Angeles Oil District, Southern California, Bull. no. 309, U. S. Geological

Survey, pp. 5-7, 1907.



Fig. 1. Map of California showing probable extent of the Tejon and Martinez Seas. The line
which in general is the more easterly marks the maximum inland extension of the Tejon Sea and the
other line indicates the probable easterly limit of the Martinez Sea.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TYPICAL MARTINEZ SECTIONS

IN CALIFORNIA

Lower and Middle Zones op Martinez North of Mount Diablo

The stratigraphy and the faunal relations of the Martinez to the

Chico and Tejon have already been fully discussed in a former

paper. 18 The zonal relations of the Martinez in this area have not

been described. In the Martinez area four miles north of Mount

Diablo we have a lower section which has yielded the most abundant

fauna of any Martinez locality, over eighty species having been found

in the lowermost beds alone. Abundantly fossiliferous, distinctly

bedded outcrops extending for the entire length of the east-west four-

mile strip have enabled the writer to be sure of the stratigraphic

position of the various fossil localities. A north-south cross-section

examined a mile south of Stewartville is, in descending order, as

follows

:

(5) Gray-green shales, 250-300 feet.

(4) Gray-green, glaueonitic sandstone, 50 feet.

(3) Fine-grained, bard, gray sandstone, 200 feet.

(2) Shales and argillaceous sandstones, 100 feet.

(1) Brown, conglomeratic, lower sandstone, 50-100 feet.

Total, 650-750 feet.

(See figure 2.)

A similar section was examined at the head of Oil Creek, two miles

west of this line. The principal fossil localities are limited to the

lower bed and the gray-green glaueonitic sandstone four hundred feet

above the base. The accompanying map shows these localities (see

fig. 3). The lower bed yielded a fauna in which one of the most

abundant forms was Meretrix dalli, n. sp.

FAUNA OF THE MERETRIX DALLI ZONE

Large collections from the lowermost beds have been made by

J. R. Powers, B. L. Clark, William Kew and the writer in the past

three years. Below is a complete list of the fauna obtained from

these beds

:

is Dickerson, Roy E., Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 6, pp. 173-177,
1911.
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Fauna op the Meretrix dalli Zone in the Martinez North of Mount Diablo

Loc.
1745

Flabellum remondianum Gabb
Cidaris, sp., a

Cidaris, sp., d

Scbizaster leeontei Merriam

Terebratula( ?), sp

Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton

Cardium cooperi Gabb
Cardium, sp

Cardita veneriformis Gabb
Cucullaea mathewsonii Gabb
Corbula, sp

Crassatellites unioides (Stanton)

Cuspidaria dolabraeformis (Gabb)

Glycimeris veatchii, var. major (Stanton)

Lima cf. multiradiata Gabb
Leda gabbi Conrad

Leda packardi, n. sp

Leda milleri, n. sp

Modiolus bakeri, n. sp

Modiolus ornatus (Gabb)

Mytilus cf. ascia Gabb
Meretrix stantoni, n. sp

Meretrix dalli, n. sp

Nucula (Acila), sp

Ostrea, sp

Paphia(°?) clarki, n. sp

Phaeoides turneri (Stanton)

Pecten, sp., a

Pholadomya nasuta Gabb
Solen, sp

Solen stantoni Weaver
Spisula("?) weaveri, n. sp., Packard

Tapes, sp., a

Tapes(?) quadrata Gabb -

Tellina undulifera Gabb
Tellina ef. aequalis Gabb
Tellina, sp., a

Teredo, sp

Zirphaea( ?), sp

Dentalium, sp

Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp

Anchura, sp

Ampullina striata Gabb
Brachysphingus liratus Gabb
Cylichna costata Gabb
Fusus cf. martinez Gabb
Fusus(?), sp

Loc.
1556

X

X

X

Loc.
1743

Loc.
1557
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Fauna op the Meretrix dalli Zone in the Martinez North op Mount Diablo

(Continued)

Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc.
1745 1556 1743 1557

Fusus, sp ! x

Galerus excentricus Gabb .... .... x

Heteroterma striata Stanton x

Lunatia hornii Gabb x

Natica, sp., a x

Natica (Gyrodes) lineata, n. sp x x

Neptunea mueronata Gabb x x

Perissolax triearnatus Weaver x

Ringinella pinguis Gabb .... x

Surcula merriami, n. sp .... x

Tritonium martinezensis, n. sp x x x

Turritella infragranulata Gabb x x x

Turritella paehecoensis Stanton x

Urosyca caudata Gabb x .... x

Xenophora zitteli Weaver x

Fish tootli .... x

Leaf .... x

Of the forms in the above list the following as far as known are

characteristic of this lower zone : Cidaris, sp., Terebratulina tejonensis

Stanton, Cardita veneriformis Gabb, Corbula, sp., Leda milleri, n. sp.,

Meretrix stantoni, n. sp., Meretrix dalli, n. sp., Spisula(f) weaveri

Packard. Zirphaea(f), sp. and Tritonium martinezensis, n. sp. Schiz-

aster leeontei Merriam is very rare in these beds, only one specimen

being found. The striking thing, however, is the absence of such

forms as Trocliocyathus zitteli (Merriam), Modiolus merriami Weaver,

Crassatellites grandis Gabb, Anchura gabbi, n. sp., Ficopsis, sp.,

Neptunea cretacea Gabb, and Surcula fairbanksi, n. sp.

The large number of pelecypods in comparison to the gastropods

is very noteworthy. The coarse character of the sediments indicates

that they were deposited in shallow water and in part even within e

littoral zone, as the presence of Zirpli,aea( ?), sp., proves. How much

this depth factor was influential in giving distinctiveness to this fauna

will be discussed after the middle or Trocliocyathus zitteli zone has

been considered.

FAUNA OF THE TROCHOCYATHUS ZITTELI ZONE

Three to four hundred feet above the base of the Martinez, another

very distinct zone is found in hard, gray-green, glauconitic sandstone.

This zone is characterized by Trocliocyathus zitteli (Merriam). Its

fuuna is tabulated below.
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Fauna op the Trochocyathus zitteli Zone North of Mount Diablo

Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc.
1540 1580 1746 1747 1656 1695 1592 1558 1543

Flabellum remondianum Gabb x x x

Trochocyathus zitteli Merriam x x x x x x

Cardium cooperi Gabb xxxxxxxx
Crassatellites claytonensis, n. sp x

Crassatellites grandis (Gabb) x x x x .... x

Crassatellites unioides (Stanton) x x x x x x x

Crassatellites stewartvillensis, n. sp x

Crassatellites studleyi, n. sp x

Cucullaea mathewsonii Gabb x x .... x x x

Glycimeris veatchii var. major (Stan-

ton) x x x .... x

Leda gabbi Conrad x

Leda alaeformis (Gabb) x

Leda packardi, n. sp x

Lima(?) claytonensis, n. sp x

Lima haseltinei, n. sp x x

Macrocallista( ?) packi, n. sp x

Meretrix, sp x

Meretrix cf. stantoni, n. sp x

Modiolus, sp x

Pholadomya nasuta Gabb x x

Paphia cf. clarki, n. sp x x

Tapes(?) quadrata Gabb x x

Paphia (?), sp x

Tellina, sp., b x

Tellina undulifera Gabb x x

Teredo, sp x

Dentalium cooperi Gabb x x .... x x x

Dentalium, sp x

Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp x x x x

Anchura gabbi, n. sp x

Brachysphingus liratus Gabb x x x x x

Cylichna costata Gabb x

Discohelix, sp x x

Ficop^'s, sp x

Fusiu ' nathewsonii Gabb x x

Fusus, sp x

Heteroterma striata Stanton x

Heteroterma gabbi Stanton x

Lunatia hornii Gabb x x x X x

Natica (Gyrodes) lineata, n. sp x

Nepti ^ea mucronata Gabb x x x x

Neptunea (Tritonofusus) cretacea

Gabb x x

Perissolax tricarnatus Weaver x x x

Ringinella pinguis Gabb x x

Surcula merriami, n. sp x x

Surcula fairbanksi, n. sp X
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Fauna of the Trochocyathus zitteli Zone North op Mount Diablo— (Continued)

Loc.
1540

Surcula, sp x

Siphonalia(?) lineata Stanton x

Turritella pachecoensis Stanton x

Turritella elarki, n. sp x

Tritonium, sp., a

Turris, sp

Turris louderbacki, n. sp x

Urosyca caudata Gabb x

Xenophora zitteli Weaver x

Loc.
1580

Loc.
1746

Loc.
1747

Loc. Loc.
1656 1695

Loc.
1586

Loc.
1592

Loc.
1558

Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam), Lima haseltinei, n. sp., Crassat el-

lites stewartvillensis, n. sp., Anchura gabbi, n. sp., Ficopsis, sp., Nep-

tunea cretacea Gabb, Surcula fairbanksi, n. sp., and Turritella elarki,

n. sp., are some of the forms which have not been found in the

Meretrix dalli zone or in the Solen stantoni zone at the type locality.

The principal difference between this fauna and that of the lower beds

is in the ratio of the gastropods to the pelecypods, viz., 3:2 in the

Trochocyathus zitteli zone, 3:4 in the Meretrix dalli beds. This

difference is still greater when all the gastropods and pelecypods are

enumerated. At least two factors figure in the cause of these differ-

ences—bathymetric conditions and difference in age of the two zones.

The bathymetric conditions of the lower beds have already been

described. The genus Trochocyathus, according to the "Challenger"

Report 19 ranges from a depth of 100 to 750 fathoms. Glauconite is

abundantly formed at a depth of a hundred fathoms or more in the

ocean of the present. A study of the gastropods brings us to the

same conclusion, viz., that the Trochocyathus zitteli beds were

deposited in at least one hundred fathoms of water. The age differ-

ence between the faunas of the two zones is obvious, the one being

stratigraphically above the other. Just how much control these two

factors exert is an exceedingly difficult matter to determine. The

absence of Trochocyath us in the lower beds may be explained upon

a basis of depth relations, but why certain forms such as Cardita

veneriformis Gabb, Leda milleri, n. sp., Meretrix dalli, n. sp. Tritonium

martinezensis, n. sp., and Cidaris, sp., a, should not appear in the

Trochocyathus zitteli zone cannot be explained upon the same basis,

for apparently some of these forms disappeared before the upper

is Moseley, Challenger Eeport, Zoology, vol. 2, part 7, pp. 132-133, 1881
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beds were deposited. At Benicia an entire section of Martinez

appears to be present, and in the middle of the section forms else-

where associated with Trochocyathus zitteli are found in beds which

were not deposited in deep water, as is shown by the absence of

Trochocyathus zitteli and Schizaster lecontei. As none of the above-

mentioned forms occur here, difference in age appears to be the

principal cause of the faunal differences.

Martinez and Tejon South op Mount Diablo

During the field work of the last two University summer classes in

palaeontology we did not succeed in recognizing the Martinez group

south of Mount Diablo until the collections were correctly determined.

The base of the Tejon was found to be in unconformable contact with

the underlying beds in three different places six or more miles apart.

In one locality (University of California Locality 1308), the Tejon

rests unconformably on a gray limestone of Martinez age, in another

locality upon a dark gray sandstone of Chico age.

In a locality on Little Pine Creek an angular unconformity was

observed between the overlying Tejon, strike N 20° W, dip 7° S, and

the underlying Chico strata, strike N 20° W, dip 7° N. On the divide

between Pine and Curry canons an angular unconformity between the

Chico and the Tejon was recognized, and mollusc borings were noted.

This unconformable contact was traced for over four miles east of this

divide.

The underlying Chico yielded only fragments of Inoceramus, but

the basal beds of the Tejon are very fossiliferous in many places. At

a locality on the ridge between Little Pine Creek and Pine Canon

(SE y4 of NE V4 Sec. 4, T. 1 S, R. 1 W, M. D. B. & M.) both the

Tejon and underlying limestone are fossiliferous. The following

partial list shows the fauna which was found in the beds of the Tejon

a hundred and fifty to two hundred feet above the base.

Solen parallelus Gabb Pecten, sp.

Venericardia planicosta Lamarck Psammobia hornii (Gabb)
Meretrix hornii Gabb Fusas mathewsonii Gabb
Glycimeris, sp. Spirog]yphus( ?), sp.

Leda gabbi Conrad Cylichna costata Gabb
Cardium breweri Gabb Eimella canalifera Gabb
Tapes conradiana Gabb Amauropsis alveata Gabb
Tellina(?), sp. Fusus(?), sp.

Aeila, sp. Surcula, sp.
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The unconformity was further marked by unmistakable mollusc

borings at this point. The limestone contains a few species of un-

doubted Eocene age. The following forms have been recognized

:

Of these forms Aturia mathewsonii has been reported from both

the Tejon and the Martinez. The genus Aturia is wholly restricted

to the Eocene, Oligocene, and Miocene. Fusus mathewsonii was

originally described from the Tejon. It also occurs in the basal beds of

the Martinez north of Mount Diablo. Paphia(f) clarki, n. sp., occurs

in the Martinez north of Mount Diablo. Surcula claytonensis was

first described from the upper portion of the Tejon, north of Mount

Diablo in strata above the Clark, or upper vein of coal. Phacoides

diaboli, n. sp., found here appears to be the same species as the

Phacoides, n. sp., found in the Eocene beds of San Pedro Point. The

stratigraphic evidence, together with a fauna of undoubted Eocene

age, indicate that these underlying beds are Martinez. The relation-

ship of these Martinez beds to the Chico has not been worked out.

One locality south of Mount Diablo where Chico fossils were found

is Curry Canon. Mr. Reginald Stoner determined the following from

this locality

:

Trigonia evansana Baculites, sp.

Cucullaea truncata Cinulia obliqua

Cardium annulatum Anchura californica

Venus varians Glycimeris veatchii

Dentalium stramineum Ammonites, n. sp.

Cyprinella tenuis Schloenbachia chicoensis

Dentalium cooperi

At the locality on the ridge between Pine Canon and Little Pine

Canon, the thickness of Martinez exposed cannot be more than two

hundred to three hundred feet, as the Franciscan schists and associated

serpentine are found only one-eighth of a mile away, and Cretaceous

strata probably occur between the two.

It is seen from this description that the Martinez exhibits some

lithologic differences on the north and south sides of the mountain.

On the north side of the mountain, the beds—about seven hundred

feet thick—in descending order consist of

:

Dosinia lawsoni, n. sp.

Phacoides diaboli, n. sp.

Paphia(?) clarki, n. sp.

Teredo, sp.

Fusus mathewsonii Gabb
Surcula claytonensis (Gabb)

Aturia mathewsonii GabbVenus(?) martinezensis, n. sp.
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(5) Gray-green shales, 250-300 feet.

(4) Gray-green glauconitic sandstone, 50 feet.

(3) Fine-grained, hard, gray sandstone, 200 feet.

(2) Shales and argillaceous sandstones, 100 feet.

(1) A brown, conglomeritie, basal sandstone, 50 to 100 feet in thickness.

On the south side of the mountain the limestone, ten feet in thick-

ness, is interbedded with shales and fine gray micaceous sandstone.

From this evidence we conclude that

:

1, An unconformity exists between the Tejon and beds evidently

of Martinez age southwest of Mount Diablo, as well as between the

Tejon and Chico.

2. This unconformity is marked by mollusc borings recognized in

localities six miles apart, and an angular unconformity is recognizable

in several places between the Tejon and the underlying Chico.

Field relations show that the unconformity between the Tejon and

Martinez represents a time interval so long that at least several

hundred feet of thickness of Martinez were removed before the land

was lowered to receive the sediments of the Tejon sea directly upon

the Chico, the former basement of the Martinez.

Type Locality op the Martinez

STRATIGRAPHY

Dr. Weaver20 described the stratigraphy at the type locality as

follows

:

In the vicinity of the Strait of Carquinez the Chico, Martinez, Tejon and

Monterey have all participated in the folding of the strata, which has resulted

in the formation of a synclinal trough, the axis of which has a northwest to

southeast trend. The apex is situated about four miles to the north of Benicia.

The maximum width of this syncline, extending from a short distance west of

Paeheco on the east to Del Hambre Canon on the west, is about four miles.

In this cross-section the Chico, Martinez, Tejon and Monterey are found in

succession toward the center of the syncline. The same holds true on the

northern side of the straits, except that the Monterey is not represented. To
the south and west of Martinez, on the western limb of the syncline, all of

these beds dip at high angles to the northeast. West of the syncline the Martinez
becomes thinner, and is represented by a narrow strip extending up nearly to

the head of Del Hambre Canon. At this locality the Martinez, together with

the Chico, dips to the southwest.

20 Weaver, C. E., Contribution to the Palaeontology of the Martinez Group,
Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 4, no. 5, p. 105, 1905.
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On the eastern flank of the syncline, beds of Martinez age are represented

immediately west of Bull's Head Point, and south of this point they appear

east of the road leading from Paeheco to Martinez. These, together with the

Chico and Tejon, dip steeply to the southwest. The strike of these beds carries

them across the Strait of Carquinez, where they again outcrop just north of

Arm}' Point Station. At this point the formation was so thickly bedded that

it was difficult to obtain accurate observations of the dip. Apparently, however,

they dip at high angles to the southwest. In this locality the outcrops are

separated from both Chico and Tejon by low marshes, so that no actual contact

could be observed. However, no marked irregularity in the dip was seen. The

strike of these beds was traced to a point about three miles northwest of

Benieia. Farther than this no outcrops were seen which could definitely be

called Martinez. To the west of Benieia thick-bedded sandstones closely

resembling those at Army Point were observed dipping steeply to the north-

east. Farther west the Chico again occurs, dipping at the same angle as the

thick-bedded sandstones, but near the shore it is folded and again dips to the

southwest. The strike and dip of these beds where carried across the straits

are almost identical with those south and west of Martinez. The most reasonable

conclusion would seem to be that there exists here a closely folded syncline.

The structure of the Martinez to the south and west of the town

of Martinez is not as simple as Weaver's description implies. Basal

beds of the Martinez with their associated fauna such as have been

described above in the Martinez area north of Mount Diablo have not

been recognized with certainty, but the Trochocyathus zitteli zone is

very thick in the southeastern portion of the Martinez between Canada

del Hambre and Ignacio Valley, a distance of three miles. On the

southwest of this area, the Martinez is in contact with the Monterey.

Just what relation exists between the two is very difficult to discover.

No Tejon appears to be present along this line, but near the town of

Walnut Creek the continuation of the Monterey strata is in contact

with the Tejon, so we are inclined to think that the Monterey has

overlapped the Tejon and a part of the Martinez, and lies upon both

unconformably. Outcrops are infrequent along the contact and are

in general too poor to give any decisive evidence. The dips of the

Martinez in this area are all to the northeast. The area, however, is

twice as wide as the distance between the Chico and Tejon at Muir

Station. The northward extension of this area consists of two strips

of Martinez with a tongue of Chico between. The southern strip runs

northward for three miles to Alhambra Springs. Here it is cut off

by a thrust fault, which runs northward to Carquinez Strait, where

Martinez again occurs at the Selby Smelter.
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EELATIONS TO THE MAETINEZ AT SELBY SMELTER

The Martinez at Selby Smelter is traceable southward to the

southern edge of the Napa Quadrangle sheet near Christie Station on

the Santa Fe railroad, a distance of six miles. Extensive overthrust-

ing has occurred, so that in places the Chico has completely over-

ridden the Martinez and even a part of the Monterey. The Martinez

at Selby was probably once connected with the southernmost tongue

of Martinez of the type locality, as their extensions are separated by

a distance of only two miles. A conglomerate in the Martinez is

found one quarter of a mile north of Vaca Canon near the Chico.

A small conglomerate area also occurs about one-half to three-quarters

of a mile north of Vaca Canon. Both dip at high angles to the north.

Whether these conglomerates are basal it is impossible to determine

positively from poor exposures and lack of fossils, but that such is

the eiise is strongly suggested. The great area of Martinez southeast

of Canada del Hambre, the tongue of Chico coming in between the

two extensions of the Martinez and a probable basal conglomerate

indicate that we have a closely folded, overturned anticline in this

portion of the type section which is locally broken by both strike and

cross-faults. On account of these structural complications, very small

exposures, if any, of the true base of the Martinez occur at the type

section ; but the major exposures are those of the upper and middle

portions of the group. Although the localities at Selby and Benicia

are structurally connected with the type locality, it is best to consider

them separately.

FAUNAL ZONES

We are chiefly indebted to Merriam and Weaver for the recognition

of two distinct faunal zones at the type section, viz., the Trochocyathus

zitteli and the Solen stantoni zones. Many students in the field classes

in palaeontology have collected near Muir Station, and from all of

these sources the writer has determined the faunas listed below. What

the persistent efforts of collectors will accomplish is well illustrated

by these lists when one knows how poor the collecting really is in

this field.
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Trochocyathus zitteli Zone op the Type Locality

Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc.
500-243 333 65 544 267 1547

Flabellum remondianum Gabb x .... x x .... x

Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam) x x x x x x

Schizaster lecontei Merriam x

Serpula, sp x

Avicula(?), sp x

Anatina, sp x

Cucullaea niathewsonii Gabb x .... x .... x x

Cuspidaria hannibali, n. sp .... — .... .... x

Cardium cooperi Gabb x .... x .... .... x

Crassatellites studleyi, n.sp x

Crassatellites claytonensis, n. sp .... .... .... .... x

Dosinia lawsoni, n. sp x

Leda gabbi Conrad x .... .... .... x x

Lima multiradiata Gabb x

Lima haseltinei, n. sp x

Modiolus bakeri, n. sp x

Modiolus merriami (Weaver) x x

Modiolus ornatus (Gabb) x

Nucula (Acila) cf. truncata Gabb x x .... .... x

Pinna barrowsi, n. sp x .... .... .... x x

Phacoides turneri (Stanton) .... x

Phacoides muirensis, n. sp x

Pholadomya nasuta Gabb x x x .... .... x

Psammobia hornii (Gabb) x

Solen, sp x .... ....

Tapes(?) quadrata Gabb x

Tellina undulifera Gabb x

Teredo, sp x

Dentalium cooperi Gabb x .... .... .... .... x

Actaeon lawsoni Weaver x

Anehura englishi, n. sp x

Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp x .... x

Areliitectonica, sp x

Cylichna costata Gabb x .... .... .... .... x

Discohelix californicus Weaver x .... .... .... .... x

Fusus aequilateralis Weaver x

Fusus(?), sp., a x x

Fusus flexuosus Gabb x

Fusus mathewsonii Gabb x .... x

Fusus martinez Gabb x .... x

Fusus ( ?), sp., b x

Fusus occidentalis Gabb x

Fusus cf . aratus Gabb x .... ....

Ficopsis, sp x

Lunatia hornii Gabb .... .... .... .... x

Neptunea mucronata Gabb x

Natica (Gyrodes) lineata, n. sp x

Nerita(?) biangulata, n. sp x
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Trochocyathus zitteli Zone op the Type Locality— (Continued)

Loc.
500-243

Naticina, sp x

Perissolax triearnatus Weaver x

Binginella pinguis Gabb

Siphonalia( '?) lineata Stanton

Surcula (Sureulites) andersoni, n. sp. ...

Surcula merriami, n.sp —
Turbinella crassatesta Gabb
Turris louderbacki, n. sp

Urosyca caudata Gabb
Urosyca robusta Weaver x

Hercoglossa merriami, n. sp x

Nautilus stephensoni, n. sp x

Shark tooth x

Loc.
333

Loc.
65

Loc.
544

Loc.
267

Loc.
1547

A comparison of this list with that

zone north of Mount Diablo, as might be

differences. The following are common

Flabellum remondianum Gabb
Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam)

Cardium cooperi Gabb
Cueullaea mathewsonii Gabb
Crassatellites stewartvillensis, n. sp.

Tapes(?) quadrata Gabb
Tellina undulifera Gabb
Teredo, sp.

Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp.

Cylichna costata Gabb

of the Trochocyathus zitteli

expected, will bring out some

to the two localities

:

Ficopsis, sp.

Fusus matthewsonii Gabb
Neptunea mucronata Gabb
Perissolax triearnatus Weaver
Siphonalia( ?) lineata Swanton

Surcula merriami, n. sp.

Turritella pacheeoensis Stanton

Urosyca caudata Gabb
Xenophora zitteli Weaver

Practically all of these species are common forms and, if they

occur at all, they are abundant. The lists appear quite different on

their face, but this difference is due almost wholly to the occurrence

of species of which but single specimens have been found. Thus,

among the Fusidae listed from the type locality only two, Fusus(f),

sp., a, and Fusus martinez Gabb, are reported from more than one

locality, and of the rest only individual specimens have been found

thus far. In many of the other cases the same thing is true.

Brachysphingus liratus Gabb is not reported from the type locality,

but it occurs at Selby, which is the same horizon without doubt. A
few widespread abundant forms are of more real value than forms

which occur occasionally. Thus, Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam),

Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp., Crassatellites stewartvillensis, n. sp.,
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Neptunea mucronata Gabb, Xenophora zitteli Weaver, do not range

into uppermost Martinez and most of these forms occur frequently

enough to be useful within certain limits to determine horizons.

Since most of these occur in the basal beds north of Martinez such

forms will serve to distinguish between the uppermost Martinez and

the Trochocyathus zitteli zone. Thus far, Trochocyathus zitteli

(Merriam) is the most useful fossil in the recognition of the middle

zone of the Martinez. The middle zone of the type section resembles

the middle zone of the area north of Mount Diablo in the ratio of

gastropods to pelecypods, which is approximately 4:3.

The absence of certain species which occur in the basal beds north

of Mount Diablo is another noteworthy point. Practically the list

cited above in the comparison of the basal and middle zones north

of Mount Diablo holds here as well. Such is the evidence for correlat-

ing the two Trochocyathus zitteli beds in these two areas. In the

opinion of the writer they appear to be of approximately the same age.

The uppermost or Solen stantoni zone was first described by

Weaver, although Merriam previously suggested a faunal difference

between the upper and lower beds. Weaver lists the following from

this zone

:

Upper Martinez

Foraminifera nummuloiri

Sckizaster lecontei Merriam

Cancer, sp.

Area triloba Weaver
Cardita kornii Gabb
Cardium cooperi Gabb
Cucullaea matliewsonii Gabb
Leda gabbi Conrad

Modiolus merriami (Weaver)

Modiolus ornatus (Gabb)

Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Dentalium stramineum Gabb
Ficopsis angulatus Weaver
Heteroterma gabbi Stanton

Heteroterma trochoidea Gabb
Heteroterma, indet.

Megistostoma striata Gabb
Cassidaria tubereulata (Gabb)

Natica, sp.

Perissolax tricarnatus Weaver

Perissolax blakei Gabb
Solen stantoni Weaver
Tellina martinezensis Weaver
Tellina hornii Gabb
Tellina undulifera Gabb
Thracia karquinezensis Weaver
Ampullina (conf.) striata Gabb
Brackyspkingus liratus Gabb
Bullinula subglobosa Weaver
Sipkonalia( ?), lineata Stanton

Arckitectonica tubereulata Weaver

Strepsidura packecoensis Stanton

Tritonium impressum Weaver
Tritonium pulckrum Weaver
Tritonium eocenicum Weaver
Turritella infragranulata Gabb
Turritella packecoensis Stanton

Turritella conica Weaver
Turris, sp. indet.

Urosyca caudata Gabb

Of these forms Tellina martinezensis, Bullinula subglobosa, Hetero-

terma trochoidea, Megistostoma striataf ?) , Architectonica tubereulata,
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Strepsidura pachecoensis, Tritoniurn pulchrum, and Turritella eonica

have not as yet been found in a lower horizon. Ficopsis angulatus,

Cassidaria tuberculatus, Tritoniurn impressum, Tritoniurn eocenicum,

also reported as not present in the lower beds, were really found in

beds just above the Martinez, that is, in the basal Tejon. All of these

forms come from University of California Locality 337, where they

are associated with

:

Nummuloid( ?), sp. Bela cf. clathrata Gabb
Orbitoides, sp. Ficopsis remondii Gabb
Schizaster lecontei Merriam Megistostoma striata Gabb
Cardium eooperi Gabb Cassidaria tuberculata (Gabb)

Modiolus merriami (Weaver) Eimella canalifera Gabb
Psammobia hornii (Gabb) Spiroglyphus ( ?) tejonensis Arnold

Tellina martinezensis Weaver Turris monolifera Cooper

Solen parallelus Gabb Tritoniurn eocenicum Weaver
Venericardia planieosta Lamarck

Of these forms Rimella canalifera, Venericardia planieosta, var.

hornii, Bela clathrata, Megistostoma striata, Cassidaria tuberculata,

Turris monolifera and Spiroglyphus(f) tejonensis are, as far as the

writer knows, typical Tejon forms and they all occur in the basal beds

of the Tejon south of Mount Diablo. The others, except the unplaced

species described by Weaver, are all found in the Tejon. Ficopsis

angulatus Weaver is not a valid species but a variety of F. remondii

Gabb, and along with this we must regard the others as Tejon forms

from its lower portion.

Thracia karquinezensis Weaver was found at University of Cali-

fornia Locality 532, which is on the same horizon as 537. Its associates

were Perissolax, n. sp., and Solen stantoni Weaver. Although Solen

stantoni Weaver is not wholly restricted to the uppermost Martinez,

it is a characteristic and abundant form of this horizon. One specimen

has been found in the basal beds of the Martinez and it also occurs in

the Tejon near the base in the Muir syncline.

Below is given a revised list of the fauna of the upper Martinez,

or the Solen stantoni beds.

Revised List of Species of Solen stantoni Zone

Loc. Loc. Loc. Listed bv
!13-501 541 1828 Weaver

Flabellum remondianum Gabb
Schizaster lecontei Merriam

Cucullaea mathewsonii Gabb x

Cardium eooperi Gabb x

Leda gabbi Conrad x
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Revised List of Species of Solen stantoni Zone— (Continued)

Loc. Loc. Loc. Listed by
213-501 541 1828 Weaver

Meretrix, sp .... x

Modiolus ornatus (Gabb) x

Modiolus merriami (Weaver) .... .... x

Nucula (Acila) truncata Gabb .... .... x

Pholadomya nasuta Gabb .... x

Psammobia(f) cylindrica, n. sp .... x

Psammobia hornii (Gabb) x

Solen stantoni Weaver x .... x

Solen, sp x

Tellina martinezensis Weaver .... .... x

Tellina undulifera Gabb x

Tellina aequalis Gabb x

Teredo, sp .... x

Ampullina cf. striata Gabb .... .... x

Architeetoniea tuberculata Weaver x

Brachysphingus liratus Gabb x

Bullinula subglobosa Weaver x

Cylichna costata Gabb .... x

Dentalium cooperi Gabb x

Dentalium stramineum Gabb .... .... x

Fusus oceidentalis Gabb x

Fusus mathewsonii Gabb x

Fusus aequilateralis Gabb x

Ileteroterma gabbi Stanton x

Heteroterma trochoidea Gabb x

Heteroterma, indet .... .... x

Lunatia, sp x

Lunatia hornii Gabb .... x

Megistostoma(?), sp. Gabb x

Perissolax triearnatus Weaver .... .... x

Siphonalia( ?) lineata Stanton x .... x

Strepsidura pachecoensis Stanton x x

Tritonium pulchrum Weaver x

Turritella infragranulata Gabb x

Turritella pachecoensis Stanton .... x

Turritella conica Weaver x

Turris, sp., indet .... .... x

Urosyca caudata Gabb x

But one specimen each of Architeetoniea tuberculata Weaver,

Bullinula subglobosa Weaver and Megistostoma(f), sp. Gabb have been

found in these upper beds. The number of guide fossils is really very-

small. Solen stantoni has not been found in the Trochocyathus zitteli

zone, but it is reported from the basal beds north of Mount Diablo.

Strepsidura pachecoensis Stanton and Turritella conica Weaver appear

to be the only others which are restricted to this horizon. The absence
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of several species which occur in the middle or Trochocyathus zitteli

zone is the noteworthy feature of the Solen stantoni beds. Among
these are Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam), Crassatellites unioides

Stanton, Glycimeris veatchii var. major (Stanton), Leda alaeformis

(Gabb), Meretrix stantoni, n. sp., Paphia(t) clarki, n. sp., Amauropsis

martinezensis, n. sp., Discohelix californica Weaver, Neptunea cretacea

Gabb, and XcnopJiora zitteli Weaver.

Martinez at Benicia

The Martinez at Benicia is a continuation of the eastern limb of

the Muir syncline, a portion of the type section. The best exposures

are found in the Arsenal Grounds. Basal beds of the Martinez are

exposed in a rock quarry about one hundred yards west of the

Arsenal Reservoir Hill. They are composed of about twenty feet of

conglomerate, upon which is laid about fifty feet of fine-grained white

foraminiferal shale with strike N 60° W, dip 55° W. Unfortunately

minor faulting has so complicated the structure that the relation to

the underlying Chico is not clear. The basal beds are non-fossiliferous,

but the glauconitic sandstone beds one thousand feet above the base

contain fossils.

The following species have been reported from this locality

:

Flabellum remondianum Gabb
Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton

Cueullaea mathewsonii Gabb
Glycimeris veatchii var. major

(Stanton)

Leda gabbi Conrad

Leda alaeformis (Gabb)

Meretrix cf. dalli, n. sp.

Meretrix, sp.

Meretrix stantoni, n. sp.

Nucula truncata Gabb
Phacoides diaboli, n. sp.

Pholadomya nasuta Gabb

Tapes(?) quadrata Gabb
Tellina(?) undulifera Gabb
Tellina(?), sp. a

Actaeon lawsoni Weaver
Ampullina (conf.) striata Gabb
Brachysphingus liratus Gabb
Discohelix californica Weaver
Natica, sp.

Perissolax triearnatus Weaver
Turbinella crassatesta Gabb
Turritella infragrannlata Gabb
Urosyca eaudata Gabb

Cassidaria tuberculata was in the old collections made by Dr.

Weaver, but it may have been mixed in from a Tejon collection. Its

sandstone matrix appears different from the Martinez sandstone.

All of the other forms occur in the Trochocyathus zitteli zone either

at the type locality or in the area north of Mount Diablo. Meretrix

stantoni, n. sp., Meretrix dalli, n. sp., Tellina, n. sp., a, Discohelix cali-

fornica, Turbinella crassatesta, Terebratulina tejonensis, Glycimeris
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veatchii var. major, Leda alaeformis, Actaeon lawsoni do not occur in

the uppermost Martinez. Although the fauna is small, it appears

sufficient to correlate it with the Trochocyathus zitteli zone of the type

section. Dr. Stanton 21 reports the following fauna from beds "several

hundred feet higher in the section
'

'

:

Modiolus ornatus (Gabb) Fusus flexuosus Gabb
Glyeimeris sagittata (Gabb)? Turritella infragranulata Gabb
Nucula truneata Gabb Braehysphingus liratus Gabb
Meretrix, sp. Cylichna costata Gabb
Tellina(?) undulifera Gabb Actaeon, sp.

Tellina hoffmaniana Gabb

This fauna comes from the upper beds. The Martinez exposed

along the Carquinez Strait probably includes the three major zones.

The lack of fossils makes it a poor section for the palaeontologist,

but for the geologist is is one of the best in the vicinity.

Martinez at Selby Smelter

This locality was discovered by Robert Pack and Clark Gester while

students in the University of California. J. R. Powers made thorough

collections in both the Chico and the Martinez near the Southern

Pacific tunnel. The writer has identified most of the material collected

at this locality (no. 1888).

List of Species

Flabellum remondianum Gabb Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp.

Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam) Braehysphingus liratus Gabb
Schizaster leeontei Merriam Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Cueullaea mathewsonii Gabb Fusus(?), n. sp.

Cardium cooperi Gabb Fusus(f), sp.

Glyeimeris, sp. Ileteroterma gabbi Stanton

Leda gabbi Conrad Perissolax tricarnatus Weaver
Nucula (Acila) truneata Gabb(?) Surcula near praeattenuata Gabb
Ostraea weaveri, n. sp. Surcula (Surculites) inconspicua

Phacoides turneri (Stanton) Gabb
Solen, sp. Surcula merriami, n. sp.

Tellina kewi, n. sp. Turritella, sp.

Tellina, sp. Urosyca caudata Gabb
Serpula, sp. Urosyca robusta Weaver

This fauna evidently belongs to the Trochocyathus zitteli zone.

As in nearly all new Martinez localities, new or unplaced forms

occur here, such as Surcula near praeattenuata Gabb, Surcula

21 Stanton, T. W., The Faunal Kelations of the Eocene and Upper Cretaceous

on the Pacific Coast, 17th Ann. Eept. U. S. Geol. Surv., p. 1024, 1895-6.
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(Surculites) inconspicua Gabb, Ostrca weaveri, n. sp., TelJina kewi,

n. sp. This fauna was found in gray-green glauconitic sandstone

typical of the Trochocyathus zitteli zone. Although Chico fossils have

been found only a short distance away, no basal Martinez beds appear.

Evidently they were covered by the overthrust of the Chico upon them.

The Martinez sandstone containing fossils at Selby Smelter is one or

two hundred feet thick. Above this lie four or five hundred feet of

gray-green foraminiferal shale with a little interbedded sandstone.

This shale is in turn overlain unconformably by the Monterey.

Whether this shale at the contact is Tejon or Martinez is difficult to

determine, as it has thus far yielded only poorly preserved foramini-

fers. Good exposures are not common in this vicinity and the struc-

ture is complicated. One-quarter of a mile south of Selby, and about

two hundred feet from the Eocene-Monterey contact, the writer found

Urosyca caudata and one or two other Martinez species in sandstone

exposed in a road cut. This leaves but two hundred feet of strata

which could be assigned to the Tejon at this place. Since no Tejon

has been found along the Monterey contact for several miles to the

south, it appears that the shales underlying the Monterey are probably

Martinez.

Martinez at Lower Lake, Lake County

TRANSITIONARY BEDS OF GABB

Gabb22 referred to the Transitionary Beds of Lower Lake as fur-

nishing some of the most important evidence indicating the continuity

between his "Cretaceous A" and "Cretaceous B." That author

stated that he found at a "locality near Clear Lake . . . within a space

of two feet .... an admixture of upper and lower forms proving the

existence of a transitionary bed or group of beds."

Although geologists of the present day do not accept his view we

shall see in the discussion which follows that Gabb appreciated the

peculiarities of the fauna found here. His keen vision is particularly

worthy of note when we remember that he had no libraries or collec-

tions containing comparative material to consult. A virgin field was

his, with all the difficulties that usually confront the pioneer in science.

22 Gabb., W. M., Proc. Cal. Acad. Nat. Sei., vol. 3, p. 302, 1866.
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STANTON'S DISCUSSION OF THE FAUNA

Stanton 23 visited the Lower Lake locality in 1895. He described

it as follows

:

Another important locality is near the village of Lower Lake, in Lake

County about 75 miles north of San Francisco, where Gabb reported the

discovery of intermediate beds which showed a commingling of the Chico and

Tejon faunas in a single thin stratum,

southeast of Lower Lake is as follows:

Avicula pellucida Gabb
Lima multiradiata Gabb
Axinaea veatchi Gabb
Cucullaea mathewsonii Gabb
Crassatella grandis Gabb
Tapes conradiana Gabb
Corbula alaeformis Gabb
Turritella saffordi Gabb
Amauropsis alveata (Conrad)

Gabb 's list of fossils from one mile

Gyrodes expansa Gabb
Lunatia shumardiana Gabb
Galerus excentricus Gabb
Spirocrypta pileum Gabb
Brachysphingus liratus Gabb
Perissolax brevirostris Gabb
Fusus californicus Gabb
Fasciolaria laeviuscula Gabb

Considerable collections were made
locality on Herndon Creek, and also fr<

old brickyard one-fourth mile nearer t>

following species were obtained:

Flabellum remondianum Gabb?
fragment

Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton

Plicatula ostreaformis Stanton

Lima multiradiata Gabb
Perna, sp.

Modiola ornata Gabb
Cucullaea mathewsonii Gabb
Pectunculus veatchi, var. major

Stanton

Leda gabbi Conrad
Leda alaeformis Gabb = Corbula

alaeformis

Crassatella unioides Stanton

Venericardia planicosta Lamarck
Lucina turneri Stanton

Meretrix, sp.

Tellina hornii Gabb?
Tellina aequalis Gabb
Tellina hoffmaniana Gabb

y me [Stanton] from the original

l material taken from a well at an

ra, but on the same horizon. The

Solen parallelus Gabb
Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Patella, sp.

Turritella pachecoensis Stanton=
T. saffordi Gabb

Turritella martinezensis Gabb
Turritella infragranulata Gabb
Lunatia hornii Gabb
Ampullina striata Gabb
Galerus excentricus Gabb
Cerithiopsis alternata Gabb
Brachysphingus liratus Gabb
Urosyca caudata Gabb
Heteroterma gabbi Stanton

Heteroterma striata Stanton

Siphonalia( ?) lineata Stanton

Cypraea bayerquei Gabb
Actaeon, sp.

Cylichna costata Gabb?

While this list contains several species that have not been found else-

where, it also contains a large proportion of the most characteristic forms of

the lower Tejon at Benicia (Army Point) and near Pacheco, so that there

23 Stanton, T. W., The Faunal Belations of the Eocene and Upper Cretaceous
on the Pacific Coast, 17th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv., p. 1024, 1895-6.
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can be no doubt that practically the same horizon is represented at all three

places. Chico species, with the exception of forms that appear to be specifically

identical with Pectunculus veatchi and Tellina lioffmaniana, are absent. One of

the forms which I have referred to Heteroterma was probably identified by
Gabb as Perissolax brevirostris, and his Gyrodes expansa was probably also an

erroneous identification.

The palaeontologieal evidence, therefore warrants the reference of the

"intermediate beds" to the lower part of the Tejon as it is developed in the

Mount Diablo region, where some localities of the same zone must have been

included in Gabb 's Martinez Group.

Owing to the absence of other recognizable horizons, the stratigraphy of

the Lower Lake region adds little to our knowledge of the position of the zone.

The fossils enumerated above occur not more than 300 to 400 feet north of

the southern edge of a belt about two miles wide, consisting largely of light-

colored sandstones with some beds of clay and bands of conglomerate. The
strike is nearly east and west, and the dip is very high, often vertical. South

of this sandstone there are heavy beds of crumpled clay shales with thin

sandstones and occasional calcareous lenses. These are doubtless of Cretaceous

age, but in the absence of fossils their exact horizon could not be determined.

Precisely similar beds occur on the north side of the sandstone belt at a

locality on the north side of Cache Creek about two and a half miles northwest

of Lower Lake, and some 400 feet within the sandstone belt a number of the

Lower Tejon species were found, including

This locality is about two miles across the strike from the localities that

yielded the larger collection from the same horizon. It is evident that we
have here a closely folded syncline, the rocks between the two localities of

Lower Tejon probably having a thickness of 3000 or 4000 feet. The few fossils

that have been found in the intervening beds include an Ostrea, a Natica, and

Crassatella uvasana Conrad, the latter being an upper Tejon species. Possibly

there are later beds in the middle of the fold, but it is more probable that the

entire thickness belongs to the Tejon.

Dr. Weaver later visited the Lower Lake section and made a collec-

tion of fossils from the locality on Herndon Creek. In August, 1912,

Packard and Dickerson, while collecting fossils for the Department of

Palaeontology of the University of California, made a stratigraphic

study of the Eocene series and the beds in contact with them. The

accompanying map (fig. 4) was made at that time. The Eocene in

this region is folded in a plunging asymmetric syncline with an east-

west axis which is located nearer to the steeply dipping south limb

Ostrea appressa Gabb
Pern a, sp.

Leda alaeformis (Gabb)

Meretrix, sp.

Tellina, sp.

Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Turritella pachecoensis Stanton

Natica, sp.

Ancillaria, sp.

STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE
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of the fold. This syncline plunges toward the west. Both the Tejon

and Martinez are found in this fold. The Martinez rests upon the

Chieo, Knoxville, and Franciscan and on the west it is overlapped by

the later "Cache Lake" beds, andesitic lava flows, and alluvium.

The Franciscan in this region consists of a typical complex of

diabase, radiolarian cherts, seamed quartzitic sandstone, fine-grained,

dark gray schists, and bedded foraminiferal limestones. Serpentine is

intruded as small dikes in the sedimentaries. This series appears to

be in fault contact with the Chieo on the south side of the syncline

described above and the Martinez appears to rest upon it uncon-

formably.

A small area of Knoxville appears in contact with Martinez on the

extreme eastern limit of the Martinez area. It consists of a dark gray

limestone and shale containing well-preserved specimens of Aucella

piocJiii Gabb. The main Chieo area borders the Martinez on the south.

It consists of a laminated, dark gray sandstone weathered to yellow

brown, dark gray shale with limestone strata or limy concretions and

minor strata of micaceous, carbonaceous, brown sandstone interbedded

with it. The only fossils found in it were Chione varians (Gabb) and

a Pecten, n. sp., obtained at University of California Location 783,

three-quarters of a mile west of Lower Lake. Structurally the Chieo

is folded in many minor plications and shows complex twisting and

faulting. The lower Martinez can be readily distinguished from the

underlying Chieo by great differences in lithology and structure.

The lower Martinez consists of medium-grained, hard sandstone con-

taining grains of hornblende, quartz and biotite. It has a peculiar

velvety luster which may be due to secondary silica. Structurally the

Martinez is not faulted, nor has it been folded and contorted like

the underlying Chieo. In the bed of Herndon Creek near the contact

with the Chieo it has a strike of N 50° W, while that of the Chieo is

N 65° W. The basal Martinez appears to overlie the Chieo, Knoxville

and Franciscan indifferently and without doubt it is unconformable

upon all of them. Differences in strike, in the amount of folding and

crushing, in fauna and in area! distribution between the Martinez and

the underlying Chieo, Knoxville and Franciscan lead us to the above

conclusion. The great thickness of the Martinez in this region is

noteworthy. A measured section down Herndon Creek shows that

the basal Martinez consists of 1200 feet of medium gray sandstone.

This is overlain by 500 feet of fine, massive, tan-colored sandstone

flecked with black grains. No exposures of Martinez are found for
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one thousand feet, but Cache Lake beds of fine-grained argillaceous

sandstone and gray sandstone with gray shale, strike N 30° E and

dip 20° E, unconformably overlie the Martinez. An outcrop of

Martinez one hundred feet thick which yielded Pholadomya nasuta,

Dcntalium cooperi, Schizaster lecontei, and Modiolus ornatus is next

found. These beds are composed of fine-grained, massive sandstone

dipping northward. Five hundred feet down the creek from this point

similar beds about one hundred feet thick appear with a high dip to

the north. Even in this partial section we have at least 3500 feet of

Martinez strata present. That this is not complete is seen when we

study the upper portion of the Martinez on the other limb of the

syncline. At least three hundred to five hundred feet of gray-green

shales lie above the last-mentioned fine-grained tan sandstone at this

place. A minimum estimate is between thirty-eight hundred and four

thousand feet for the total thickness of these beds.

A small area of the Cache Lake formation which was originally

described by Becker24
is found unconformably overlying the Martinez

north and east of Lower Lake village. It is best observed in Herndon

Creek, where its fine-grained, argillaceous sandstones and gray shales

have a dip of 15°-20° E. Near the mouth of Herndon Creek are seen

about two hundred feet of a coarse gray tuff which appears to be the

uppermost portion of these fresh-water beds. The tuff beds are folded

in an asymmetric syncline, the south limb of which dips 60° to the

north. The total thickness of these beds appears to be from seven

hundred to eight hundred feet. The Cache Lake beds, like the Mar-

tinez, are cut off on the west by andesitic lava flows which appear to

overlie them. According to Stearns, who determined the fresh-water

fossils found in these beds by Becker, they are of Pliocene age.

Rocks of Tejon age occupying an elliptical area two and one-half

miles long on the eastern portion of the Lower Lake syncline rest

upon the Martinez. Coarse gray to white, conglomeritic concretionary

sandstone which gives rise to bluffs make up practically its entire

thickness, 1100 to 1200 feet. It is lithologically distinct from the

uppermost Martinez which consists of thin-bedded, fine-grained, green-

gray sandstone with green shales.. No sharp contacts between the

Martinez and Tejon were found and hence their relations to one

another are not entirely clear. The dips in the Tejon vary from 30°

to 35°, while those of the Martinez are, on the whole much higher.

2* Becker, G. F., Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope,

Monograph 13, U. S. Geological Survey, pp. 219-221, 1888.
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This, taken together with a distinct faunal break and abrupt litho-

logical change, leads us to believe that a considerable time-interval

elapsed between the deposition of these two groups of the Eocene.

Only two fossil localities were found in the Tejon. The following

fauna was found at University of California Locality 785

:

Crassatellites cf. uvasana (Gabb)

Dosinia elevata Gabb
Spisula, n. sp.

Meretrix ovalis Gabb
Meretrix, sp.

Meretrix hornii Gabb
Psammobia hornii (Gabb)

Solen parallelus Gabb
Tapes ef. eretacea Gabb
Tellina longa Gabb
Bulla hornii Gabb
Caneellaria marysvillensis Dicker-

son

Drillia, n. sp.

Fusus californicus Gabb
Fusus, sp.

Lunatia hornii Gabb
Natieina obliqua Gabb
Neverita globosa Gabb
Surcula (surculites) cf. sinuata

Gabb
Tritonium whitneyi Gabb
Whitneya ficus Gabb
Serpula, sp.

Shark ( ?) tooth

Of the forms listed above, Dosinia elevata Gabb, Meretrix ovalis

Gabb, Solen parallelus Gabb, Tellina longa Gabb, Bulla hornii Gabb,

Caneellaria marysvillensis Dickerson, Fusus californicus Gabb, Nati-

eina obliqua Gabb, Neverita globosa Gabb, Tritonium whitneyi Gabb,

and Whitneya ficus Gabb are as far as known entirely typical of the

Tejon.

FAUNA OF THE MAETINEZ AT LOWER LAKE

The preservation of the fossils in the Martinez near Lower Lake is

better than at most localities and their abundance at a few localities

make the collections from this place particularly valuable. Most of

the fossils were found in strata approximately five hundred to a

thousand feet above the base of this group. The following list of

species collected from these beds appear to belong in the same faunal

zone

:

List op Species

Loc.
784

Loc.
790

Listed by
Stanton

Stylophora( ?), sp

Flabellum remondianum Gabb
Cidarid, sp

Cidaris merriami Arnold x

Membranipora( 1) ,
sp

Rhynconella( ?), sp x

Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton x

Crassatellites unioides (Stanton)
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List of Species— {Continued)

Loc. Loc. Listed by
784 790 Stanton

Crassatellites grandis( ?) (Gabb) x

Cueullaea mathewsonii Gabb x x x

Glyeimeris veatcliii, var. major (Stanton) x x x

Leda gabbi Conrad x x x

Leda alaeformis (Gabb) x x x

Leda packardi, n. sp x x

Lima multiradiata Gabb x x

Lucina, sp x ....

Lucina turneri Stanton x x x

Martesia(?), sp x

Mactra('?) tenuissima Gabb x x

Maerocallista( ?), packi, n. sp x

Meretrix stantoni, n. sp x x x

Meretrix dalli, n. sp x x

Modiolus ornatus Gabb) x x x

Ostraea buwaldana, n. sp x x

Ostraea weaveri, n. sp x

Perna, sp .... x

Pecten, sp x

Paphia(?) clarki, n. sp x x

Plicatula ostreaformis Stanton x x

Phaeoides quadrata, n. sp x

Psammobia hornii (Gabb) x x x

Solen parallelus Gabb .... x

Solen, sp x x

Tapes cf. quadrata Gabb x

Tellina(?) undulifera Gabb x

Tellina kewi, n. sp x x

Tellina herndonensis, n. sp x

Tellina packardi, n. sp x x

Tellina perrini, n. sp x

Tellina cf. parilis Gabb x x

Tellina, sp., a x

Tellina aequalis Gabb .... x

Tellina, sp., b

Venericardia planicosta Lam .... x

Venus(?), sp x

Yoldia gesteri, n. sp x x

Ampullina striata Gabb .... x

Acmaea martinezensis, n. sp x

Actaeon, sp .... x

Amauropsis cf. martinezensis, n. sp x

Brachysphingus liratus Gabb x x x

Cerithiopsis alternata Gabb x x

Cylichna costata Gabb x x

Cylichna, sp x

Cypraea bayerquei Gabb .... x

Dentalium cooperi Gabb x x
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List of Species— {Continued)

Loc. Loc. Listed by
784 790 Stanton

Dentalium stramineum Gabb x x

Dentalium, sp x

Fusus dumblei, n. sp x

Galerus exeentricus Gabb x x

Heteroterma gabbi Stanton .... X

Heteroterma, sp X

Heteroterma striata Stanton x .... x

Lunatia hornii Gabb x x x

Lunatia cf. nuciformis Gabb x

Lunatia, sp., a x

Natica (Gyrodes) lineata, n. sp x x

Neptunea, sp x

Natica, sp., e x

Patella, sp .... x

Perissolax tricarnatus Gabb x

Kinginella pinguis Gabb x x

Siphonalia(?) lineata Stanton x x x

Seraphs(?) thompsoni, n. sp x

Tritonium buwaldi, n. sp X

Turritella paeheeoensis Stanton .... X

Turritella martinezensis( ?) Gabb .... X

Turritella infragranulata Gabb .... X

Urosyea caudata Gabb x x x

Urosyca robusta Weaver x

Shark tooth x

A comparison of the fauna listed above with that of our reference

zones at Mount Diablo and the type locality brings out at once a

striking resemblance between it and that of the basal beds north of

Mount Diablo. Both are inshore deposits. This is shown both by the

nature of the sediments which constitute them and the character of

the included faunas. The ratio of gastropods to pelecypods is about

2: 414 in the above fauna. Not only is this true in the number of

different species but a census shows that pelecypods flourished in the

waters of the shallow Martinez sea of this time better than the gastro-

pods. Out of this total fauna of sixty-four species, the following

species have not been found in the Meretrix dalli zone north of Mount

Diablo or in higher strata

:

Stylophora( ?), sp. Tellina cf. parilis Gabb(?)

Ehynconella, sp. Venus (?), sp.

Ostrea buwaldana, n. sp. Yoldia gesteri, n. sp.

Pecten, sp. Martesia(f), sp.

Plicatula ostreaformis Stanton Acmaea martinezensis, n. sp.

Phacoides quadrata, sp. Seraphs(?) thompsoni, n. sp.

Tellina packardi, n. sp. Tritonium buwaldi, n. sp.

Tellina perrini, n. sp.
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Of these most are new species, the types of which in several cases

are the only ones thus far found. The ratio of Tejon forms in this

fauna is about 15 to 80 while that of the Meretrix dalli beds is 14

to 80. Most of the Tejon forms which range downward belong to the

same species in both cases. In other words, they are the persistent

forms. It is thus apparent that this fauna is nearly the equivalent

of the Meretrix dalli zone in the area north of Mount Diablo. Since

it is found five hundred to a thousand feet above the base of the

Martinez at Lower Lake, it is evident that we have strata at Lower

Lake which are considerably lower than any other Eocene known in

the state. The writer is inclined to believe that the fauna above listed

is slightly lower than that of the Meretrix dalli zone of the Mount

Diablo region. This impression is gathered in part from the aspect

of the new forms mentioned above and the possible occurrence of two

Tellinas which may occur in the Chico. The specimen listed as

Tellina cf. parilis Gabb seems to be identical with Gabb's description

and figure. The specimens of Tellina herndonensis, n. sp., agree with

one of Gabb's figures of T. hoffmaniana in volume I of the Palae-

ontology of California, but he unfortunately confused this species.

The figure in volume I does not agree with his figure for this species in

volume II. Rhynconella( ?), sp., also lends a Cretaceous aspect to the

fauna. The absence of Pholadomya nasuta Gabb from the lower zone

and its presence in strata a thousand feet above is noteworthy. Of

all forms in the Martinez Pholadomya nasuta is one of the most widely

ranging, both stratigraphically and geographically, and we should

expect to find it in a Martinez fauna as well-preserved as this.

The upper and middle portions of the Martinez at Lower Lake are

but sparingly fossiliferous. Schizaster lecontei Merriam, Turritella

pachecoensis Stanton, Ostrea weaveri, n.sp., which were found at

University of California Locality 782, are the only fossils which were

found in the middle of the Martinez section exposed at Lower Lake.

The following species were obtained from the upper beds:

Fauna of the Upper Martinez

Loc.
788

Loc.
779

Loc.
782

Loc.
787

Loc.
780

Schizaster lecontei Merriam

Cucullaea mathewsonii Gabb
Leda gabbi Conrad

Leda alaeformis (Gabb)

Leda packardi, n. sp

Modiolus ornatus (Gabb) x

x

x

X

X

X
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Fauna op the Upper Martinez— (Continued)

Loc. Loc.
788 779

Meretrix(f), sp

Ostrea weaveri, n. sp x

Ostrea, sp

Phacoides, sp x

Psammobia cylindrica, n. sp

Pholadomya nasuta Gabb x

Paphia cf. clarki, n. sp

Solen stantoni Weaver
Tellina, sp., indet

Dentalium cooperi Gabb x x

Fusus cf. flexuosus Gabb
Natiea, sp x

Turritella pacheeoensis Stanton x x

Turritella infragranulata Gabb x x

Loc
782

Loc.
787

Loc.
780

All of these localities are over 3200 feet above the base and may

therefore be regarded as representing the uppermost Martinez of this

region. Although they contain but one form, Solen stantoni, char-

acteristic of the upper horizon at the type locality of the Martinez

the absence of many of the species characteristic of the middle and

lower zones is noteworthy. While the evidence is meager, the strata

3200 feet or more above the base are tentatively correlated with the

uppermost zone of the type section. Localities 787 and 780 are

probably about two hundred feet below the base of the Tejon, so that

their faunas represent the very youngest Martinez in the whole

Lower Lake area.

Martinez op San Mateo County

A collection of fossils from a formation in the vicinity of San

Pedro Point was referred to the writer for determination and study

by Professor A. C. Lawson and Professor J. C. Merriam. The collec-

tion was made by Messrs. G. D. Gerson, R. W. Pack, and E. Behr

during the past four years.

Professor A. C. Lawson, 25 in "A Sketch of the San Francisco

Peninsula,
'

' first described these beds as follows

:

(1) A basal formation of conglomerates, coarse grits, sandstones, shales,

and argillaceous limestones, exposed in the vicinity of San Pedro Point

The base of the series is exposed in the vicinity of San Pedro Point. Here the

basal detrital rocks mantle over the crest of the Montara granite ridge. A
little to the north of the ridge, on the slope to San Pedro Valley, the strata

are somewhat complexly folded. They have the appearance of having been

25 Lawson, A. C, A Sketch of the San Francisco Peninsula, 15th Ann. Kept.
U. S. Geol. Surv., pp. 416, 436, 1894.
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crowded up against the granite and of having been sharply folded against it.

The result has been to throw the strata into anticlines and synclines, some of

which have reversed dips. The stratification in this basal formation is more

distinct and even than anywhere else in the fragmental portions of the series.

As we follow the contact of the series against the granite slopes of Montara

Mountain from San Pedro Point southeastward, it becomes apparent that these

basal beds have been dropped out of sight by a fault parallel to the axis of

the ridge, so that higher and higher horizons of the series come against the

granite. If the basal formations of San Pedro Point were all coarse-grained,

it might be supposed that we had to deal simply with a case of transgression

of sediment from northwest to southeast. But a portion of the basal formation

is a fine, bluish-black clay-shale. While, therefore, it is possible that a

portion of the contact of the granite against higher and higher portions of

the series may be due to transgression, it seems more probable tliat the greater

part of it is due to faulting. It is also possible that the rocks classed here

as the basal detrital formation of San Pedro Point may be an older series

separated from the Franciscan series by an unconformity. This suggestion

has little to support it at present beyond the fact that the relations of these

rocks to the San Francisco sandstone are not clear, and that the latter very

commonly contains fragments of black shale similar to that of San Pedro Point.

But whether transgression or unconformity, or both, occur, the fault is present.

Mr. G. D. Gerson again investigated these beds in the spring of

1907 and found the fossil locality from which the main collection came.

The section along the sea cliff from Devil's Slide to Tobin Station,

a quarter of a mile north of San Pedro Point, gives the following

sequence of beds

:

(4) Soft tan-colored sandstone and thin-bedded shale, 200-300 feet.

(3) Coarse sandstone and conglomerate, 200-300 feet.

(2) Thin-bedded, fine-grained, gray sandstone and black shale with

black limestone, 300-400 feet.

(1) Basal conglomerate and sandstone resting on Montara granite at

Devil's slide, 300-400 feet.

Total, 1200-1400 feet.

The basal conglomerate (1) appears only at Devil's Slide and (4),

the upper sandstone and shale, only in the center of the section.

There are at least two or three folds with some faulting in the cliff

section. The fossils occur in (3), the coarse sandstone and conglom-

erate, at the head of a small canon south of Tobin Station, and east

of San Pedro Point at an elevation of 350 feet. This coarse sand-

stone bears a peculiar relation to the underlying shales and sandstones.

An unconformity is suggested, but the strata are faulted only a short

distance away—one or two hundred feet south—and the relation of

the two may be due to this movement. Large boulders of granite in

coarse sandstone and conglomerate occur in an exposure along the

road from San Pedro to Half Moon Bay. Possibly they are blocks
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from a sea cliff buried in the sands of the beach of that time. This

evidence seems to lend support to the interpretation of an uncon-

formity rather than a fault as the best explanation of the relations

of the second and third beds.

The fossils were found in the lower portion of (3), the coarse

sandstone and conglomerate described above. The matrix, a coarse

sandstone, does not preserve the details of the fossils well. The rock

is exceedingly friable and, although shell impressions are abundant,

it is difficult to discern even the generic characters.

Below is a list of the fauna from these beds

:

Flabellum, sp.

Paracyathus(?), sp.

Cidaris, sp.

Terebratulina cf. tejonensis Stan-

ton

Cardium cf. cooperi Gabb
Cueullaea cf. mathewsonii Gabb
Dosinia cf. lawsoni, n. sp.

Glycimeris, sp.

Glycimeris cf. veatchii var. major

Stanton

Macrocallista ( ?) packi, n. sp.

Meretrix stantoni, n. sp.

Modiolus cf. bakeri, n. sp.

Ostrea buwaldana, n. sp.

Phacoides diaboli, n. sp.

Phacoides quadrata, n. sp.

Semele( ?), sp.

Tapes(?) quadrata Gabb
Teredo, sp.

Venus (?), sp.

Venericardia, sp.

Amauropsis( ?), sp.

Alaria, sp.

Chlorostoma( ?), sp.

Cylichna costata Gabb
Dentalium, sp. striated

Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Discohelix, sp.

Fissurella, sp.

Galerus excentricus Gabb
Hipponyx, sp.

Natica, sp., a

Natica(?) sp., b, spiral lined

Patella, sp.

Einginella cf. pinguis Gabb
Spiroglyphus^?), sp.

Tritonium martinezensis, n. sp.

Tritonium, sp., a

Turritella, sp.

Turritella cf. pachecoensis Stanton

Urosyca cf. caudata Gabb
Crustacean fragments

Nearly all the genera represented occur in the Martinez Group

and one, Uroscyca, appears to be restricted to it.

Macrocallistaf f) packi, n. sp., Meretrix stantoni, n. sp., Modiolus

bakeri, n. sp., Phacoides quadrata, n. sp., Cidaris, sp., Tritonium mar-

tinezensis, n. sp., Urosyca caudata, Galerus excentricus, Cylichna

costata, and Dentalium cooperi occur in the basal Martinez north of

Mount Diablo or in the Martinez of Lower Lake. Of these the first

seven are characteristically Martinez, the last four range upward into

the Tejon, and the last two downward into the Chico. Several of the

others listed appear to be close to Martinez forms, but they are too

poorly preserved to be specifically determined. Several of these species

are new, but none of them represent characteristically Cretaceous
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genera. The beds in which the fossils occur are of Eocene age and

of the Martinez stage. They possibly represent a lower phase than

has been recognized in the type locality of the Martinez or in the

region north of Mount Diablo.

Fossils had previously been found in the same formation at Mon-

tara Mountain by Merriam and Ransome, and a brief note concerning

their occurrence was given by Lawson20 in "A Sketch of the Geology

of the San Francisco Peninsula
'

'

:

On the northeast slope of Montara Mountain, on the crest of Whiting

Ridge, a number of imperfect fossils were found. . . . The matrix in which

they occur is sandstone. These fossils were submitted to Mr. Stanton, who
kindly prepared the following statement concerning them: "The fossils are

nearly all casts of small Lamellibranchia, usually showing some of the features

of the external surface and so few of their characteristics that most of

them can not be determined even generically. Several specimens, however,

that retain impressions of the hinge, belong to the Arcidae, and some of these

seem referable to Pectunculus, a genus that ranges from Lower Cretaceous to

the present time. One small imperfect cast has the form of Opis, and if we
could be certain that it is that genus it would fix the age as Mesozoic, with

the probabilities in favor of Lower Cretaceous or Jurassic. On the other hand

there is a fragment showing the imprint of a small part of the surface of a

shell that, in the ornamentation, is very much like some of the late Tertiary

and recent species of Venus. These notes are sufficient to show that there are

no characteristic forms recognizable in the collection that are decisive of its

Mesozoic or Cenozoic Age. There is nothing among them that suggests the

Palaeozoic. It is hoped that these beds may yield to future search some better

preserved forms which will decide their age."

Professor Lawson informs me that these beds are directly con-

nected with those of San Pedro Point, so that they too are to be

regarded as Martinez Eocene.

EOCENE (?) OF THE SANTA CRUZ QUADRANGLE

The fauna from this locality which was listed above in the review

of the literature was, at the time of its discovery, so unique that its

stratigraphic position was questioned. Terebratulina tejonensis Stan-

ton was the only previously described species listed in the entire fauna.

The species which was identified as Terebratulina tejonensis by Arnold

differs slightly from T. tejonensis. It is broader in outline and the

ribs are more numerous. A cidarid spine is found in the basal Mar-

tinez which resembles Cidaris merriami Arnold, but it has only ten

26 Lawson, A. O, op. cit., p. 445, 1894.
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ribs instead of thirteen or fourteen. There is really no good evidence

to warrant placing this fauna in the Martinez. Until it has been

recognized with certainty at some other locality, or a better fauna has

been obtained at the original locality, its age will remain in doubt.

SUMMARY OP MARTINEZ STRATIGRAPHY

The greatest thickness of strata of Martinez age yet recognized in

California is exposed near the town of Lower Lake. These strata

probably represent the greatest length of time as well. The seven

hundred feet of strata beneath the first fossiliferous horizon, the

Meretrix dalli zone, are older than any strata known elsewhere in the

state, as the Meretrix dalli zone appears to represent a slightly earlier

period of Martinez time than this same zone at the base of the

Martinez in the area north of Mount Diablo. The Martinez at San

Pedro Point, San Mateo County, may be the equivalent of the Meretrix

dalli zone of the Lower Lake Martinez. The Troehocyathus zitteli and

Solen stantoni zones are not easily recognized at Lower Lake, but they

both appear to be present.

The 2400 feet of strata at Benicia is probably the equivalent of the

upper 3300 feet of strata at Lower Lake. The Martinez of the type

locality is probably equivalent to the upper 2600-3000 feet of the

Lower Lake Martinez. The Martinez at Selby Smelter represents only

the middle portion of the Martinez, the Troehocyathus zitteli zone.

The Martinez north of Mount Diablo is equivalent to most of the

Meretrix dalli zone of the Lower Lake strata and to the Troehocyathus

zitteli zone of the type locality. The Solen stantoni zone appears to

be lacking in this section and is probably represented in the uncon-

formity between the overlying Tejon and the Martinez at this point.

The accompanying diagram presents the relations between the strata

of various localities graphically (see fig. 5). The sections given below

refer to their respective columns in figure 5.

I. Section at Point San Pedeo, San Mateo County, California

Feet
( (5) Soft tan sandstone and shale 300

Martinez! (4) Coarse-grained sandstone and conglomerate )

Eocene
| (3) Fossiliferous beds |

300

(2) Fine-grained sandstone, limestone and black shale 400

400

_ f (2) Fine-grained sandstone, limestone an
Eocene(?)i ),( n 1 * a 1v 'I (1) Coarse sandstone and conglomerate

Total 1400
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IT. Section at Benicia, California

Feet
/ (7) Gray-green shales and thin bedded sandstones ~|

I (6) Solen stantoni beds I 1400

\ (5) Gray-green shales and thin bedded sandstones
Martinez 1

(4) TrochoCyathus zitte]i beds /

Eocene \ >o\ x> i i J-
900

J
(3) Brown sandstones (

/ (2) White shale 50

\ (1) Conglomerate and sandstone 20

Total 2370

III. Section at Lower Lake, Lake County, California

Feet

i(10)

Gray shales and thin bedded sandstones )

(9) Solen stantoni beds f

(8) Gray shales and thin bedded sandstones "|

(7) Massive, tan sandstone L 1600

(6) Trochocyathus zitteli beds I

Eocene \ (5) Massive, tan sandstone )

J (4) Fine-grained, massive, tan sandstone f

/ (3) Medium-grained, gray, sandstone 500

I (2) Meretrix dalli beds )

\ (1) Medium-grained, gray sandstone (

Total 4000

IV. Section near Martinez at Type Locality

Feet

/ (7) Solen stantoni beds "|

I (6) Gray sandstone I 1000

V (5) Gray-green, glauconitic sandstone

J (4) Trochocyathus zitteli beds )
Vlartinez / j i t > 300

/ (4) Hard gray sandstone \

Eocene \ '

\ (3) Gray-green, glauconitic sandstone |

J
Trochocyathus zitteli beds

j

f (2) Gray sandstone with lenses of limestone 300

\ (1) Conglomerate 50

Total 1700

V. Section near Selby Smelter, Carquinez Straits

Feet

C (3) Gray-green, foraminiferal shale 500
i m z

j ^ Trochocyathus zitteli beds )
Eocene r< i -a- i i r 200

I (1) Gray-green, glauconitic sandstone I

Total 700
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Martinez

Eocene

50

VI. Section North of Mount Diablo

Feet

(5) Gray-green shale 300

(4) Gray-green, glauconitic sandstone

Trochocyathus zitteli beds

(3) Fine-grained, gray sandstone 200

(2) Shales and sandstones 100

(1) Brown, conglomeritic sandstone ]

Meretrix dalli beds f

Total 700

SUMMARY OF MARTINEZ FAUNA

The table given below indicates the occurrence and distribution of

the forms which are found in the Martinez. The local occurrence of

each species is given in the first major column and the range of the

species is indicated in the second. Three major faunal zones are

recognized in the Martinez : a lower, the Meretrix clalli zone ; a middle,

the Trochocyathus zitteli zone ; and an upper, the Solen stantoni zone.

The Meretrix dalli zone is typically represented in the Martinez north

of Mount Diablo, while the Trochocyathus zitteli and the Solen stan-

toni zones were first recognized at the type locality near Martinez.

The type locality may be regarded as the type locality of these last

two zones as well. The sections given above refer to their respective

columns in figure 5.

List of Martinez Species

Martinez Localities Range op Species

°2

a -

locyathus

zone

;rix sone

Trod
zitteli

Merei
dalli

:

X

la 5,2 & ,g o S._
SS o c'o

-

S? -SS
Hffl J ccfc Eh co2

Anomalina ammonoides Reuss x

Stylophora( ?), sp x x

Flabellum remondianum Gabb x x x .... x? X x x

Flabellum, sp X x

Paraeyathus( ?), sp. x x

Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam) x x X

Schizaster lecontei Merriam x x x .... x x x X

Cidaris(?), sp., c x x

Cidaris(?), sp., a x x x x

Cidaris(?), sp., d x x
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List of Martinez Species— (Continued)

Martinez Localities Range or Species

o o

sS
a »

'•S Sh 3
C6 O

,

Bhynconella( ?), sp

Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton x

Membranipora, sp

Avicula cf. pellueida Gabb
Anatina( ?), sp

Astarte(?), sp x

Cardium cooperi Gabb x

Cardium cf. cooperi Gabb
Cardium, sp x

Cardita veneriformis Gabb x

Cucullaea mathewsonii Gabb x

Cucullaea cf. mathewsonii Gabb
Corbula, sp., a x

Crassatellites grandis (Gabb) x

Crassatellites claytonensis, n. sp x

Crassatellites unioides (Stanton) x

Crassatellites stewartvillensis, n. sp... x

Crassatellites, sp., a x

Crassatellites studleyi, n. sp x

Dosinia(?) lawsoni, n. sp

Glycimeris veatchii, var. major Stanton x

Glycimeris cf. veatchii var. major

Stanton

Glycimeris, sp

Leda gabbi Conrad x

Leda alaeformis (Gabb) x

Leda packardi, n. sp x

Leda cf. packardi, n. sp

Leda milleri, n. sp x

Lima multiradiata Gabb
Lima cf. multiradiata Gabb x

Lima(?) haseltinei, n. sp x

Lima(?) claytonensis, n. sp x

Meretrix stantoni, n. sp x

Meretrix dalli, n. sp x

Meretrix cf. stantoni, n. sp

Meretrix, sp., a x

Meretrix, sp., b

Mactra(?) tenuissima Gabb
Modiolus ornatus (Gabb) x

Modiolus merriami (Weaver)
Modiolus bakeri, n. sp x

Modiolus, sp. indet

Modiolus, sp. indet x

3 M

p. a

x

x

X

(3.5
rf O

thu!

03 03

"S N
£3
a o
o 6(1

.a §
UJ O
C3 N fl«

ret] li

2i

cc2
Trc zitt

St3
X

X

X

X

X

X

X X X

X X X

X

X X X
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List op Martinez Species— (Continued)

Martinez Localities

so

rt o
as

Martesia( ?), sp

Macrocallista( ?) packi, n. sp

Mytilus cf. ascia Gabb x

Neaera dolabraeformis Gabb x

Neaera hannibali, n. sp

Nucula (Acila) truncata Gabb
Nucula (Acila), sp x

Ostrea, sp> x

Ostrea weaveri, n. sp

Ostrea buwaldana, n. sp

Ostrea appressa Gabb
Paphia(?) clarki, n. sp x

Paphia, sp., a x

Peeten, sp

Peeten interradiatus Gabb x

Pecten, sp x

Perna, sp

Pkoladomya nasuta Gabb x x

Pinna barrowsi, n. sp x

Phacoides muirensis, n. sp x

Phacoides quadrata, n. sp

Phacoides diaboli, n. sp.*

Phacoides, sp

Phacoides turneri (Stanton) x

Phacoides, sp x

Plicatula ostreaformis Stanton

Psammobia( ?) eylindrica, n. sp

Psammobia hornii (Gabb)

Solen parallelus Gabb(?)

Solen, sp x

Solen stantoni Weaver x

Spisula(?) weaveri, n. sp. Packard.... x

Tapes(?) quadrata Gabb x

Tapes cf. quadrata Gabb
Tellina(?) undulifera Gabb x

Tellina kewi, n. sp

Tellina packardi, n. sp

Tellina herndonensis, n. sp

Tellina cf. parilis Gabb
Tellina, sp., a

Tellina, sp., b x

Tellina aequalis Gabb x

Tellina perrini, n. sp

Teredo, sp x

Range of Species
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List of Martinez Species— (Continued)

Martinez Localities Range of Species

5.2

isla

SQ
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Venus (?), sp

Venerieardia planicosta Lamarck
Yoldia(?) powersi, n. sp x

Yoldia gesteri, n. sp

Zirphaea( ?), sp x

Dentalium cooperi Gabb x

Dentalium stramineum Gabb x

Acmaea martinezensis, n. sp

Alaria, sp

Ampullina cf. striata Gabb
Ampullina striata Gabb x

Amauropsis( ?), sp

Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp x

Anehura englishi, n. sp

Anchura, sp x

Anehura gabbi, n. sp x

Arehitectoniea tuberculata Weaver
Arehiteetonica, sp

Actaeon lawsoni Weaver
Bullinula subglobosa Weaver
Brachysphingus liratus Gabb x

Brachysphingus sinuatus Gabb
Chlorostoma( f ), sp

Cylichna costata Gabb x

Cassidaria tuberculata (Gabb)

Cerithiopsis alternata Gabb
Cypraea bayerquei Gabb
Cerithium, sp

Discohelix, sp., a x

Discohelix ealifornicus Weaver
Ficopsis, sp x

Fissurella( ?) behri, n. sp

Fusus aequilateralis Weaver
Fusus(?), sp., a

Fusus occidentalis Gabb
Fusus flexuosus Gabb
Fusus cf. mathewsonii Gabb
Fusus mathewsonii Gabb x

Fusus aratus Gabb
Fusus martinez Gabb
Fusus(?), sp., b x

Fusus dumblei, n. sp

Fusus cf. martinez x

Fusus, sp., d x

F1 S
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List op Martinez Species— (Continued)

Martinez Localities

o o

so
a »
u 3
C3 O

Fusus(?), sp x

Galerus excentricus Gabb x

Heteroterma gabbi Stanton

Heteroterma trochoidea Gabb
Heteroterma striata Stanton x

Heteroterma, sp. indet

Hemifusus(f) waringi, n. sp

Hipponyx( ?) ,
sp

Lunatia hornii Gabb x

Lunatia cf. nuciformis Gabb
Lunatia, sp. a

Megistostoma striata Gabb(?)

Neptunea mucronata Gabb x

Neptunea (Tritonofusus) cretacea,

Gabb x

Neptunea, sp., a

Natica (Gyrodes) lineata, n. sp x

Natica, sp., a

Natica, sp., b

Natica, sj)., c

Natica, sp., e

Naticina, sp

Nerita biangulata, n. sp

Niso polito Gabb x

Ovula martini, n. sp x

Olivella claytonensis, n. sp x

Perissolax tricarnatus Weaver x

Patella, sp

Patella, sp

Ringinella pinguis Gabb x

Surcula merriami, n. sp x

Surcula (Surculites) inconspicua Gabb ....

Surcula fairbanksi, n. sp x

Surcula (Surculites) andersoni, n. sp

Surcula, sp x

Siphonalia( '?) lineata Stanton x

Strepsidura pacheeoensis Stanton

Spiroglyphus( ?), sp

Seraphs(?) thompsoni, n. sp

Turbinella crassatesta Gabb
Turritella martinezensis Gabb x

Turritella cf. martinezensis Gabb
Turritella pacheeoensis Stanton x

Turritella cf. pacheeoensis Stanton

hffl
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List op Martinez Species— {Continued)

Martinez Localities

°-2

s'n

Turritella infragranulata Gabb x

Turritella conica Weaver
Turritella clarki, n. sp x

Turris, sp., a x

Turris claytonensis Gabb*
Turris, sp. indet

Tritonium martinezensis, n. sp x

Tritonium, sp., a x

Tritonium buwaldi, n. sp

Tritonium
( ?), sp

Tritonium pulchrum Weaver
Tritonium, sp

Urosyca caudata Gabb x

Urosyea robusta Weaver
Xenophora zitteli Weaver x

Aturia mathewsonii Gabb*
Hereoglossa merriami, n. sp

Nautilus stephensoni, n. sp

Crustacean, indet

Crustacean remains

Shark tooth

Leaf x

Fossil wood '. x

* South of Mount Diablo.
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Suggestion op Fauna as to Climate During Martinez Time

The collections from strata of Martinez age contain the genera

Cypraea, Ovula, Aturia, Turris, and Surcula, which are represented

mainly by tropical or subtropical species in the ocean of the present

time. Several genera which are now represented by boreal or tem-

perate species are found in this fauna as well. This evidence seems

to indicate that the climate of Martinez time was decidedly milder

than that of the Recent period in these latitudes. The mixture of

subtropical and boreal forms indicates a warm temperate climate.

Practically none of the genera mentioned above occur in the Chieo,

and an absence of other tropical or subtropical genera from the

uppermost Cretaceous shows some change in climate between Chico

and Martinez times. Tejon climate, however, was decidedly warmer
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than that of the Martinez, judging from the much greater abundance

of tropical forms represented in its fauna. For a discussion of the

Tejon climate the reader is referred to a recent paper by the writer27

on the Eocene of the Marysville Buttes.

Relationship op the Chico and Martinez Faunas

The cheek-list given above shows that the following Chico species

range upward into the Martinez : Nucula truncaia Gabb, Cylichna

costata Gabb, Dentalium eooperi Gabb, Dentalium stramineum Gabb.

All of these species appear practically identical with those of the

Chico, but unfortunately they represent genera whose species are

usually very persistent. Tellina cf. parilis Gabb which was found near

Lower Lake is nearly identical, as far as external form is concerned,

with T. parilis of the Chico. Meretrix(f) clalli, n. sp., is very similar

to M. frayilis Gabb of the Chico. Glycimeris veatchii var. major

(Stanton) is distinguishable from G. veatchi (Gabb) but it is evidently

a descendant of the Chico form. Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp., is

allied to A. oviformis Gabb in the strata beneath. The Cretaceous

genera Binginella and Anchura, are represented by R. pinguis Gabb,

A. englishi and A. gabbi, n. sp., respectively.

This evidence indicates a much closer relationship between the

Eocene and the Cretaceous than is generally found.

Faunal Relationship op the Martinez to the Tejon

The relationship between the Tejon and the Martinez is shown by

the list given above. About twenty-five to thirty species range through

portions of both groups. About fifteen to twenty of these range from

the base of the Martinez to at least as high as the middle Tejon of

the Mount Diablo region, and some of these extend even to uppermost

Eocene at the Marysville Buttes. The following are species common

to both the Martinez and the Tejon

:

Schizaster lecontei Merriam Leda gabbi Conrad

Cardium eooperi Gabb Modiolus merriami (Weaver)

Crassatellites grandis (Gabb) Modiolus ornatus (Gabb)

*Cuspidaria dolabraeformis (Gabb)(?) Nucula (Aeila) cf. truncata Gabb

* Described by Gabb from Ms Cretaceous B (—Tejon).

Dickerson, Eoy E., Fauna of the Eocene at Marysville Buttes, California,

Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geo!., vol. 7, p. 267, 1913.
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fOstrea appressa Gabb(?)
Pecten interradiatus Gabb
Psammobia hornii (Gabb)

fSolen parallelus Gabb
Tapes (?) quadrata (Gabb)

fVenericardia planicosta Lamarck
( ?)

Cylichna eostata Gabb
Cerithiopsis alternata Gabb

*Cuspidaria dolbraformis (Gabb) (?)

Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Dentalium stramineum Gabb
Fusus martinez Gabb
Fusus mathewsonii Gabb
Galerus excentrieus Gabb
Lunatia hornii Gabb
Niso polito Gabb
Perissolax tricarnatus Weaver
Aturia mathewsonii Gabb

* Described by Gabb from his Cretaceous B (= Tejon).

t Reported by Stanton from Lower Lake.

Perissolax tricarnatus and Schizaster lecontei occur abundantly in

the type section of the Tejon near Port Tejon. Modiolus merriami

was found in the Tejon on the south side of Pine Canon, Mount

Diablo Quadrangle, by the Summer Session class in palaeontology.

Fldbellum remondianum is questionably reported from the Tejon.

The following species were indeterminate: Avicula cf. pellucida Gabb,

Megistostoma striata Gabb(?).

The type specimen of Turritella conica "Weaver appears very

similar to a Turritella in the Tejon, but owing to the poor preservation

of the type it is impossible to decide the point. Cassidaria tuber-

culata (Gabb) is questionably reported from the Martinez at Benicia.

The absence of the common Martinez species, such as Trochocyathus

zitteli (Merriam), Cardita veneriformis Gabb, Cucullaea mathewsonii

Gabb, Crassatellites unioides Stanton, Glycimeris veatchii, var. major

(Stanton), Lucina turneri Stanton, Lecla alacformis (Gabb), Meretrix

stantoni, n. sp., Pholadomya nasuta Gabb, Tellina undulifera Gabb,

Ampullina striata Gabb, Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp., Discohelix

californicus Weaver, Heteroterma gabbi Stanton, Heteroterma striata

Stanton, Natica lineata, n. sp., Ringinella pinguis Gabb, Siphonalia(f)

lineata Stanton, Turritella martinezensis Gabb, Turritella pachecoensis

Gabb, Turritella infragranulata Gabb, and Urosyca caudala Gabb

from an Eocene fauna is quite sufficient to make its Martinez age

questionable. These species are excellent guide fossils because nearly

any fossiliferous Martinez locality will yield at least three or four

of them. Their range in many cases is through the entire Martinez,

but so far as known none occurs in the Tejon or the Chico. A study

of the list of Martinez species shows the absence of a great many
typically Tejon species. Among the absent ones are : Cardium breweri

Gabb, Cardita planicosta var. hornii (Gabb), Corbula parilis Gabb,
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Dosinia elevata Gabb, Dosinia gyrata Gabb, Glycimeris sagittata Gabb,

Meretrix hornii Gabb, Meretrix ovalis Gabb, Meretrix uvasana Gabb,

Ostrea aviculaformis Anderson, Placunanomia inornata Gabb, Tapes

conracliana Gabb, Tellina longa Gabb, Tellina remondii Gabb, Amau-
ropsis alveata Gabb, Bulla hornii Gabb, Fusus californica Gabb,

Rimella canalifera Gabb, Turrit ella merriami Dickerson, Turrit ella

uvasana Conrad, Whitneya ficus Gabb. Many of these forms have a

wide range in the Tejon, but so far as known they are not found in

the Martinez. There are many other Tejon forms which will serve as

guides. The faunal break between the Martinez and the Tejon is

very wide when we consider the large number of species which are

confined to the one group or the other.

COMPARISON OF THE UPPER MARTINEZ AND THE
LOWERMOST TEJON

During the last two Summer Sessions of the University the field

classes in palaeontology made extensive collections in the Tejon, south

of Mount Diablo. As was mentioned above in describing the small

area of Martinez south of Mount Diablo, the Tejon for the most part

is in unconformable contact with the Chico. Between Cave Point and

Oyster Point a complete section of the Tejon was studied and it was

found to be fossiliferous from top to botton. The basal portion in

contact with the Chico was most prolific and yielded a very large

fauna, a portion of which is given in the list below. This basal fauna

was obtained from beds not over twenty-five feet above the bottom of

the section.

Partial List of Species in the Basal Tejon South of Mount Diablo

Fungia( ?), n. sp.

Turbinolia( '?), n. sp., a (long)

Turbinolia( '?), n. sp., b (short)

Coral (reef form), sp.

Cassidulus californieus Anderson

Scutella, n. sp.

Acila, sp.

Astarte mathewsonii Gabb
Avicula pellucida Gabb
Cardium cooperi Gabb
Cardium, sp.

Corbula parilis Gabb
Dosinia elevata Gabb
Dosinia gyrata Gabb

Glycimeris cf. sagittata (Gabb)

Glycermis cor (Gabb)

Leda gabbi Conrad

Mactra, sp.

Spisula, n. sp.

Meretrix hornii Gabb
Meretrix ovalis Gabb
Meretrix uvasana Gabb
Modiolus ornatus (Gabb)

Ostrea aviculaformis Anderson

Ostrea, sp.

Phaeoides, sp.

Placunanomia inornata Gabb
Psammobia hornii (Gabb)
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Partial List op Species in the Basal Tejon South op Mount Diablo-

(Continued)

Pteria( ?), sp.

Solen parallelus Gabb
Tapes conradiana Gabb
Tapes, sp.

Tapes(?) quadrata Gabb
Teliina ef. aequalis( ?) Gabb
Teliina longa Gabb
Teliina remondii Gabb
Teliina, n. sp.

Venus (?), sp., a

Venus (?), sp., b

Venericardia planicosta Lamarck,

var. hornii Gabb
Yoldia(f), n. sp.

Zirphaea( f ), sp.

Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Dentalium stramineum Gabb
Amauropsis alveata Gabb
Bulla hornii Gabb
Cylichna costata Gabb

Cassidaria tuberculata (Gabb)

Ficopsis remondii (Gabb)

Fusus ealifornica Gabb
Fusus diaboli Gabb
Fusus martinez (Gabb)

Fusus, sp.

Galerus excentricus Gabb
Littorina compacta? Gabb
Lunatia hornii Gabb
Nepttmea ( f ) supraplieata Gabb
Neptunea( ?), sp.

Neverita secta Gabb
Olivella mathewsonii Gabb
Perissolax blakei Gabb
Pseudoliva volutaeformis Gabb
Eimella eanalifera Gabb
Surculites, sp.

Turris perkinsiana (Cooper)

Turris, sp., «

Turris, sp., b

Turritella merriami Dickerson

The basal Tejon in contact with the upper Martinez of the type

section is non-fossiliferous and on this account a direct comparison

with the upper Martinez is not possible. The Tejon south of Mount

Diablo is only ten miles away from the upper Martinez of the type

section, so a comparison between the two is profitable.

The following species are common to the two

:

Cardium cooperi Gabb
Leda gabbi (Conrad)

Modiolus ornatus (Gabb)

Aeila, sp.

Psammobia hornii (Gabb)

Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Dentalium stramineum Gabb
Lunatia hornii (Gabb)

Perissolax tricarnatus( '?) Gabb

Such characteristic species as the following are not found in the

basal Tejon

:

Cucullaea mathewsonii Gabb
Pholadomya nasuta Gabb
Teliina kewi, n. sp.

Teliina undulifera Gabb
Ampullina striata Gabb
Brachysphingus liratus Gabb
Bullinula subglobosa Weaver

Fusus aequilateralis Weaver
Heteroterma gabbi Stanton

Heteroterma trochoidea Gabb
Siphonalia(?) lineata Stanton

Turritella pachecoensis Stanton

Urosyca caudata Gabb

This fauna! difference would be far better shown, no doubt, if

better collecting places in the uppermost Martinez could be found.
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In making our comparisons between faunas, the condition of

deposition should be stated. The fauna of the uppermost Martinez

flourished in moderately deep water while that of the basal Tejon is

littoral. Luckily we do have a moderately deep-water fauna contained

in the Tejon beds just overlying the basal beds. These beds south

of Mount Diablo are about fifty to seventy-five feet thick and they

have yielded Schizaster lecontei, Pecten interradiatus and several

species of foraminifers. They are in turn succeeded by Turritella

uvasana- beds which yield a typical Tejon fauna of the inshore type.

These last mentioned horizons are represented at the type section of

the Martinez by fossiliferous beds. The Turritella uvasana beds near

Muir Station contain a typical Tejon fauna, but the shales and

glauconitic sands beneath have yielded a fauna which was so unusual

for the Tejon that Dr. Weaver included it in the Martinez. This

fauna is as follows

:

Loc. Loc. Loc.
215 337 532

Nummuloid( "?), sp x

Orbitoides, sp x

Cardium cooperi Gabb x x

Cassidaria tuberculata (Gabb) x

Modiolus merriami (Weaver) x

Leda gabbi Conrad x

Tellina kornii Gabb x

Tellina cf. remondii Gabb x

Tellina martinezensis Weaver x

Thracia karquinezensis Weaver x x

Solen parallelus Gabb x

Solen stantoni Weaver x .... x

Venericardia planicosta Lamarck x

Bela cf. clatkrata Gabb x

Ficopsis remondii Gabb x

Megistostoma striata Gabb x

Perissolax, n. sp .... x

Rimella canalifera Gabb x

Spiroglypkus( ?) tejonensis Arnold x

Turris monolifera Cooper x

Turritella conica Weaver x

Tritonium eocenicuni Weaver X

Tritonium impressum Weaver x

Of these forms Solen parallelus, Venericardia planicosta, Bela

clathrata, Ficopsis remondii, Cassidaria tuberculata, Rimella canali-

fera, 8piroglyphus( f) tejonensis, Turris monolifera are typical of the

Tejon. No typical Martinez species such as Tellina undulifera,

Cucullaea mathewsonii, Urosyca caudata or Brachysphingus liratus

have been found in these strata.
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TIME-INTERVAL BETWEEN DEPOSITION OF MARTINEZ AND TEJON

The time-interval which elapsed between the deposition of these

gray-green Tejon shales and the uppermost Martinez strata must have

been very great. During this time many characteristic Martinez

species entirely disappeared. A portion of this time-interval is prob-

ably represented by unconformity between the lowermost Tejon strata

and the Martinez, although there is no one place yet discovered at the

type locality which proves this fact. A marked change in lithology,

a considerable difference in dip throughout the field, and a very

abrupt change in fauna suggest unconformity at the type locality.

CORRELATION OF MARTINEZ "WITH EOCENE OF THE

ATLANTIC AND GULF STATES

Dr. W. H. DalP 9
first attempted a correlation of the Pacific Coast

Eocene with that of the eastern states. In this general correlation

paper, the Martinez and Tejon were correlated with the lower portion

of the Eocene. Weaver, 30 in his paper on the palaeontology of the

Martinez Group, correlates the Martinez with the Midway of the Gulf

States region. He says

:

"For comparison with the Martinez fauna, the following important locali-

ties have been selected: the Gulf States, the Atlantic States, the London and

Paris Basins, and the Sind district of western India.

"Compared with these the fauna of the Martinez Group seemed to be a

distinct unit. Of the forty-nine genera listed only twenty-two could be found

in the literature on the Eocene of the Gulf and Atlantic States. No species

were found in common yet several were somewhat similar. This fauna has its

closest affinities with that represented in the Midway of the Gulf States and

the Aquia stage of Maryland and Virginia. The correspondence to the Aquia

is however less marked than to the Midway. . . . The fauna of the Tejon

Group bears a closer similarity to both the Aquia and Chickasawan than does

the Martinez. '

'

Weaver also concludes from a comparison with the London Basin

and Paris Basin faunas that the Martinez is more nearly related to

the fauna of the Thanet Sands and the Bracheux Beds. He states

:

"the Martinez may represent some portion or all of the lower quarter

of the Eocene."

29Dall, W. H., 18th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv., pt. 2, pp. 327-328, 1898.

30 Op. cit., pp. 111-113.
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The writer agrees with Dr. Weaver's position in correlating the

Martinez with the Midway of the Gulf States. The Tejon bears a

much stronger resemblance to the Aquia and Chickasawan than does

the Martinez. Harris31 has given an excellent summary of the Midway

stage.

Genera Common to Martinez and Midway

There are several species figured by Harris which are very close

to forms found in the Martinez- Ostrea crenulimarginata Gabb

resembles Ostrea buwaldana very closely, if it is not identical with it.

Modiolus saffordi (Gabb) resembles Modiolus ornatus (Gabb). Cucul-

laea saffordi Gabb resembles Cucullaea mathcwsonii Gabb. The

variety Venericardia planicosta called Venericardia alticostata Conrad

resembles a species found in the uppermost Martinez, but none of the

species of Venericardia figured by Harris vary from the type of V.

planicosta as much as does Cardita veneriformis Gabb.

Fulgur( ?) dallianum Harris looks like Perissolax blakei. Gyrodes

alabamensis Whitf. resembles Gyrodes lineata, n. sp., of the Martinez.

Hercoglossa (Enclimatoceras) ulrichi White bears a very close

resemblance to Hercoglossa merriami, n. sp. Thus we see that even

some specific resemblances can be found between the faunas of the

lower Eocene of the east coast and the Martinez of the west.

The following genera are common to the Martinez and the Midway

:

Ostrea Tellina

Plicatula Corbula

Pecten Lueina

Avieula Martesia

Perna Pholadomya

Modiolus Dentalium

Area Aetaeon

Cucullaea Cylichna

Glycimeris Turris

Nucula Pseudoliva

Leda Surcula

Yoldia Olivella

Venericardia Fusus

Astarte Triton (= Tritonium)

Crassatellites Strepsidura

Protoeardia Neptunea

Meretrix Cypraea

si Harris, G. D., The Midway Stage, Bull. no. 4, American Palaeontology,

pp. 1-156, June, 1896.
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Architectonica

Calyptraea

Xenophora

Cerithium

Turritella

Natica

Gyrodes

Amaura (= Amauropsis)

Fissurella

Enelimatoceras (= Hercoglossa)

Pyrula is the equivalent of Ficopsis. Fulgur( f) dallianum Harris

is rather close to Perissolax blakei Conrad. They are generically the

same, at least.

Genera Present in Midway but Absent in Martinez

The following genera listed by Harris have not been found in the

Martinez

:

Lithodomus Pyropsis

Chama Leucozonia

Gastroehaena Mazzalina

Yerticordia Levifusus

Cadulus Levibucinum

Atys Murex
Pleurotomella Calyptrapliorus

Drillia Aporrhais

Carieella Mesalia

Seaphella Rissoina

Yoluta Keilostoma

Lyria Seala

Mitra Solariella

Exilia Pleurotomaria

Of these missing genera the following are found in the Tejon, the

upper Eocene of the west coast: Cadulus (represented by Dentalium

pusillum Gabb), Drillia, Carieella, Yoluta, Mitra, Exilia (represented

by Fusns dickersoni Weaver) Lyria, n. sp.

The absence of several of the genera mentioned from the Martinez

such as Drillia, Carieella, Yoluta, Mitra, Exilia, and Pseudoliva which

are typical Eocene forms over the world suggests that the Martinez

represents a stage in the Eocene of the United States which is at least

in part decidedly lower than the Midway.

On account of the close relationship of the Martinez to the Chico-

Cretaceous, the much greater thickness of the Eocene strata on this

coast compared to that of the Gulf States, and the absence of certain

genera typical of upper, middle and lower Eocene, the writer con-

cludes that the Martinez is not only equivalent to a portion of the

Midway, but represents a still earlier stage of the Eocene as well.

Proposed Correlation
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SUMMARY
Conclusions based upon the work of all investigators are as follows

:

1. The Martinez Group is a definite unit both stratigraphically

and faunally.

2. An unconformity exists between the Martinez and the under-

lying Chico and between the Martinez and the overlying Tejon.

3. The Martinez was deposited in two distinct basins, one being in

the vicinity of San Francisco Bay and the other in the neighborhood

of Los Angeles.

4. These basins of deposition are only partially coextensive with

the larger basin of the Tejon.

5. The faunal differences between Chico and Martinez and between

the Martinez and the Tejon are very great.

6. Three major faunal zones have been recognized in the Martinez

Group.

7. The Martinez is in part the correlative of the Midway of the

Gulf States and in part represents a division of time earlier than the

Midway.

DESCRIPTIONS OP SPECIES

Anthozoa

FLABELLUM, sp.

A short, conical, slightly curved, and somewhat compressed form

is found in the Martinez at San Pedro Point. It appears to have about

twenty-fonr principal septa with one or two secondary septa in the

interspaces. Costae appear to correspond to each of the principal

septa. The principal septa appear bifid but this may be due to

weathering. A small, short pedicel is found on some specimens.

Dimensions.—Greater transverse diameter of calice, 9 mm.
;
lesser,

8 mm.
;
height, 8.5 mm.

Occurrence.—Martinez at San Pedro Point, San Mateo County,

California.

PAKACYATHUS( ?), sp.

Plate 6, figure 2

Short, conical, circular, with base truncated, attached at truncation.

Costae correspond to all the principal septa which are numerous.

About thirty-six of these were counted. One and sometimes two

secondary septa are found between the primary ones. Costae appear

to be granulated. Wall rather thick.
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Dimensions.—Diameter of calice, 12 mm.
;
height, 9 mm.

Occurrence.—Martinez of San Pedro Point, San Mateo County,

California.

Echinoidea

CIDAEIS, sp., a

Plate 6, figures 4a, 4b

Test unknown. Spines long, very slender, circular in cross-section.

Certain incomplete specimens are 15 mm. long and only 1 mm. in

diameter with only a slight taper. Surface of spine marked by micro-

scopic, longitudinal, lines or ribs. The distal end is marked by a

small ball which is decorated by about fourteen strong rounded ribs.

This ball terminates in a rounded tip. The base is marked by a well-

developed collar and a rounded socket in its end. The base does not

appear to be ornamented.

The surface of the rock is covered with pieces of spines which have

been weathered out. The description is based upon several fragments

of spines.

Occurrence.—University of California Localities 245 and 1556,

Martinez Group.

CIDAEIS (?), sp., c

Plate 6, figures 6a, 6b

A cast of a hemispherical test with the mouth and apical system,

central was found in beds of Martinez north of Mount Diablo.

Dimensions.—Height, 4 mm.
;
diameter, 6 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1592, two and one-

half miles east of Clayton.

SCHIZASTER LECONTEI Merriam

Plate 6, figure 7

Schizaster lecontei.—Merriam, J. C, Proceedings, California Academy of

Sciences, Geology, vol. 1, pp. 164-165, 1899.

California Academy of Sciences, vol. 1.

"Small forms averaging a little less than 20mm. in length. The largest

specimen measured is about 23 mm. long. Test distinctly notched anteriorly by

the groove of the anterior ambulacrum truncated posteriorly; upper surface

much elevated, with a sharp ridge running from the apical system to the posterior

end, summit situated far back. Apical system eccentric, posterior, anterior to

the summit.

"Ambulacra broad, sunken; anterior petals reaching a little more than half

way to the margin; posterior laterals very short, less than half the length of

the anterior pair, sometimes almost circular in outline. Ambulacral pores

elongated, apparently yoked. (?) Mouth opening well forward, broad two-lipped.

Anus high up on the truncated posterior end.
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'
' Numerous large spines much like those of Schizaster have been found at

one locality in the Martinez, but if they belong to this genus at all they were

probably derived from another and much larger species. Tubercles larger on

the actinal surface. Peripetalous fasciole quite distinct on one specimen.

Traces of what appears to be the lateral fasciole have been seen beneath the anus.
'

' Though crushed fragments of this species have been known to the writer

for some years, the first recognizable specimens were discovered by the members
of the class in palaeontology in April, 1907.

"Not rare in the Martinez in Contra Costa County. Specimens preserved

only as impressions or easts, usually badly crushed."

Mr. William Kew has redescribed this species as follows

:

"Dimensions: Twenty forms averaged 21.3mm. in length, the largest being

35 mm. and the smallest 14 mm. Of nine specimens measured the average height

was 14 mm., the highest being 22 mm. and the lowest 11mm. The ratio of

height to length varies somewhat. As a rule the length is greater than the

height. The average ratio of eight specimens is L:H= 1:0.5999. In one case

the ratio is L:H= 1:1.1.

'

' Test deeply and distinctly notched anteriorly by the ambulaeral groove,

continuing around to the mouth of the actinal side with slight reduction in the

size of the groove. Posteriorly the test is truncated at right angles to the

bottom. Upper surface slopes steeply to the front and has a sharp ridge

running from the apical center to the posterior end which forms the summit

of the test. Apical system, eccentric, anterior to the summit. Shell of test

very thin, and rarely preserved.

"Ambulacra broad and deeply sunken; anterior petal reaches almost to

margin; anterior laterals a little over half way and posterior petals very short

and almost circular in outline. Ambulaeral pores elongated and consist of

two series of three rows each, the middle row of the latter alternating with,

and overlapping the outside ones. Extremities of the petals closed. Mouth
opening situated about two-thirds the distance forward; broad, two-lipped.

Anus high up and at base of the sharp ridge forming the summit.

"Apical shield shows madreporic body large and pentagonal in outline.

Tubercles small, numerous on both upper and lower surface, regularly spaced."'

Bryozoa

MEMBEANOPOEA(f), sp.

Incrustations doubtfully referred to the genus Membranopora were

found at University of California Locality 765 near Lower Lake, Lake

County, California. The zooecia are hexagonal, regularly arranged in

quincunx about 0.5 mm. long and 0.3 mm. wide. Surface slightly

concave and bordered by an impressed line.

Brachiopoda

EHYNCHONELLA( ?), sp.

Plate 7, figure 1

A small brachiopod was found at University of California Locality

784 near Lower Lake, which has been referred doubtfully to the genus
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Ehijnchonella. Its ventral valve is marked by concentric growth lines

and by microscopic radiating lines. A very prominent median fold

extends from the center of the shell to its edge. Cardinal slopes

gentle, straight. The outer portion of the shell appears to have been

removed.

Dimensions.—Length, 9 mm.; height, 8 mm.; convexity, 3 mm.

Occurrence.—Martinez near Lower Lake.

Pelecypoda

LEDA PACKARD!, n. sp.

Plate 7, figures 3«, 3b

Shell thin, marked by fine rounded concentric lines, short, convex;

beaks central, small but prominent ; anterior dorsal margin, slightly

sloping
;

posterior, straight ; anterior end rounded
;

posterior end

bluntly pointed with apex of point at end of straight posterior dorsal

margin ; base rounded from anterior to middle of posterior ventral

margin ; from this point the slightly curving posterior margin slopes

abruptly upward to the posterior extremity. This species differs from

all the other California ledas in shape and in the central position of

its beaks. The oddly blunted rostrum is another distinguishing feature.

Dimensions.—Length of medium-sized specimen, 10 mm.
;
height.

5 mm.
;
convexity, 3 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 784; Meretrix dalli

zone north of Mount Diablo and the Trochocyathus zitteli zone of the

Martinez type section, near Muir Station.

Named in honor of Mr. Earl Packard, who assisted the writer in

collecting Martinez fossils in Lake County.

LEDA MILLERI, n. sp.

Plate 7, figure 4

Shell small, moderately convex; beak, prominent, located one-third

of the distance from anterior end. Posterior dorsal edge straight with

a very slight slope to a blunt pointed posterior end. Anterior dorsal

edge straight with a slightly greater slope than posterior dorsal edge.

Ventral margin gently convex. This margin curves sharply toward

the two pointed extremities of the shell.

Dimensions.—Length, 9 mm.; height, 5 mm.; convexity, 2 mm.
Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1556.

Named in honor of Dr. L. H. Miller.
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This form resembles L. packardi, n. sp., but it has a much less

height, its beak is more anterior and its length is greater. It some-

what resembles Malletia chehalisensis Arnold in shape.

YOLDIA GESTEBI, n. sp.

Plate 7, figure 5

Shell thin, very compressed ; anterior end, the shorter, and equally

rounded above and below
;
posterior end, slightly longer, pointed

;

posterior dorsal margin very slightly concave
;
escutcheon, long, nar-

row; base, rounded and most prominent beneath beak, from which

point it curves regularly to the pointed, posterior end
;
beaks, incon-

spicuous; sculpture consists of fine, rounded concentric threads.

This species is not as convex as Y. cooperi Gabb of the Miocene,

its posterior dorsal margin is not as concave as that of Y. cooperi, and

the decoration is much finer.

Dimensions.—Length, 28 mm.
;
height, 12 mm.

;
convexity, 2 mm.

Occurrence.—Lake County at University of California localities

784 and 790.

Named in honor of Mr. Clark Gester, Geologist, Kern Trading and

Oil Company.

The outline of the shell is restored by a dotted line.

YOLDIA ( ?) POWEESI, n. sp.

Plate 7, figure 6

Shell small, thin, elongated, slightly curved, shaped like a pruning

knife. Beak, situated a fifth of the length from the anterior end,

prominent. Anterior end, broadly rounded
;
posterior end, pointed

sharply. Anterior dorsal margin, convex, short ;• posterior dorsal edge,

concave, long. An impressed groove extends on the cast from the

beak to the posterior end parallel to and just below the posterior dorsal

edge. This groove divides the sharply pointed posterior end. Surface

marked by rounded concentric lines which do not show on the type.

Dimensions.—Length, 10 mm.
;
height, 25 mm.

;
convexity, 1 mm.

Occurrence.—Type specimen at University of California Locality

1556, lower zone, north of Mount Diablo. It is abundant at this

locality and appears to be characteristic of this horizon. It is easily

distinguished from Y. gesteri, n. sp., by its more prominent beaks,
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by its concave dorsal posterior margin and by its short anterior margin.

The knife-like form identifies it readily.

Named in honor of Mr. J. R. Powers, who made very careful collec-

tions in the Martinez at Selby Smelter.

PINNA BAKKOWSI, n. sp.

Plate 8, figure 3

Description.—The shape of the shell is elongate-cuneate. The cross-

section of the shell is quadrate-oval. The valves meet on their dorsal

margins at a sharp angle which increases from sixty degrees near the

base to ninety degrees near the beak. The ventral portions of the

valves are rounded. Each valve presents two slopes : a flat, dorsal

and a slightly convex, ventral which meet along a radial line. This

line divides the shell so that the flat dorsal slope is one-third and the

rounded ventral, two-thirds of the total surface. The rounded ventral

slope is marked in its central half by approximately eight compressed

and slightly elevated radial ribs whose interspaces are twice their

width, and by eight to ten concentric rounded ribs in its marginal

portion as well as radial ribs, thus further dividing the convex slope

into equal parts. These ribs do not show on figured specimen. The

flat dorsal slope of the shell is ornamented by about ten compressed

radial ribs which are separated by interspaces two times as wide. The

nearly straight posterior end makes almost a right angle with the

ventral margin.

Dimensions.—Total length, unknown. Length of specimen whose

beak and lower margin are broken, 30 mm., width, 15 mm., approxi-

mate.

Occurrence.—Two and one-half miles south of Muir Station and

one-half mile east of the road which crosses the Briones Hills going

south from Muir Station, on north slope of a small tributary of a

tributary of Arroyo del Plambre. Elevation, 550 feet. About 100

yards north of Monterey-Martinez contact, University of California

Locality 1547, and at University of California Locality 213.

Notes.—Plioladomya nasuta, Trochocyatlius zitteli, Urosyca cau-

data, Siphonalia( ?) lineata, and many other Martinez species are

associated with this form. Pinna barrowsi has two kinds of ornamen-

tation while P. brewerii has but radial ribs. The gore or plait which

divides both valves of P. brewerii is approximately central, while the
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radial line which sets off the flat dorsal portion of P. barrowsi is not

central nor is it deeply eroded.

This Pinna is also found in the lower Tejon, southwest of Mount

Diablo, near Pine Creek, at University of California Locality 1489.

Named in honor of Mr. A. L. Barrows.

LIMA (9) CLAYTONENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 7, figures 9a, 9b

Shell inflated, with radial sculpture; rounded and almost .sym-

metrical. Ratio of length to height about .65 to 1. Beak prominent,

acute, and in some specimens compressed. Hinge line short and

straight with about twelve small striations perpendicular to hinge

line. These striations may be plications within the shell wall, revealed

by th breaking away of the inner shell layer. Area, narrowly elliptical

and central. Basal margin, rounded. Ribs—about thirteen in number

—are acute-angled and beaded ; the interspaces are the same in width

as the ribs.

Dimensions.—Length, 2.5 mm.
;
height, 3.8 mm.

Occurrence.—Martinez Group, two miles due east of Clayton in

beds near base, University of California Locality 1592. It also occurs

at localities 1546 and 1557. (See table of localities.)

The various features described were recognized from a study of

four different specimens. This little shell is quite characteristic of the

basal beds or beds about 100 feet above the base at its type localities.

It is one of the few species found in the Martinez shales.

Named for its occurrence near Clayton.

LIMA(?) HASELTINEI, n. sp.

Plate 8, figure 2; plate 9, figure 11

Shell large, slightly oblique, nearly equivalve, moderately convex;

beak prominent, pointed, anterior, prosogyrate
;

hinge, edentulous,

long, straight ; ears not markedly set off from rest of shell, the pos-

terior one being the larger ; anterior end broadly rounded
;
posterior,

slightly truncated; ventral margin, arcuate; decoration consists of

numerous squarish radial ribs with very narrow interspaces.

Dimensions.—Height of large specimen, 130 mm.
;
length, 135 mm.

;

convexity, 27 mm.
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Occurrence.—University of California localities 1540 and 1580,

both being in the Trochocyathus zitteli zone of the area north of Mount

Diablo. The Stanford University class in field geology, 1910, also

found this form in the Martinez just north of the Calabasas Quad-

rangle. This is the largest lamellibranch thus far reported from either

the Tejon or Martinez on this coast.

Named in honor of my friend, Mr. R. S. Haseltine.

OSTREA BUWALDANA, n. sp.

Plate 9, figure 4

Shell, medium, with thick shell substance, only slightly oblique,

elliptical; upper valve flat; lower valve deep, convex and marked by

rough, squamose growth lines and about six strong radiating ribs.

Muscular scar is reniform, nearly central. Internal margins of some

specimens distinctly pitted on both sides of beaks in casts of this

species. Occasionally small tooth-like projections are seen on the

shell itself on both sides of the beaks.

Dimensions.—Length, 35 mm.
;
height, 48 mm.

;
convexity of lower

valve, 5 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 790 near Lower

Lake and 693 at San Pedro Point, San Mateo County, California.

It differs from 0. idriaensis Gabb in that the lower valve is marked

by radiating ribs. Its shape is more angular than that of 0. idriaensis.

The type is from University of California Locality 790.

Named in honor of Mr. J. P. Buwalda.

OSTRAEA WEAVER!, n. sp.

Plate 9, figure 3

Shell medium in size, subequivalve, irregidarly oval, contorted near

the beaks, unattached. Surface marked by regular squamose lines of

growth. Beak twisted and terminating at the anterior dorsal margip.

The upper half is subglobose while the lower half is flat or slightly

concave. These two portions are very deeply set off and the species is

readily determined by this characteristic. In the lower valve, the

bulging of the upper portion is less prominent. The growth lines are

remarkably even for this genus.
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Dimensions.—Length, 23 mm.; height, 37 mm.; convexity, 11mm.
Occurrence.—University of California localities 781 and 790 near

Lower Lake and 1888 near Selby Station.

Named in honor of Professor Charles E. Weaver of the University

of Washington.

PECTEN (CHALAMYS?), sp.

Plate 9, figure 6

Shell minute, subcireular, equilateral, slightly ventricose. Right

valve with exterior surface ornamented by ten squarish ribs, the

middle two being decidedly dichotomous; interspaces channeled and

about half as wide as ribs; ears nearly equal, markings, obscure.

Dimensions.—Length, 3 mm.
;
height, 2.5 mm.

;
convexity, 1 mm.

Occurrence.—Only one specimen was found, at University of Cali-

fornia Locality 790.

It can be distinguished from all other Eocene pectens on this coast

by its small number of external ribs and by the shape of these ribs.

MODIOLUS BAKERI, n. sp.

Plate 9, figure 8

Shell, medium in size, thick; beak small but prominent, about a

sixth of the length from the anterior end which is narrowly rounded

;

posterior end, broadly rounded; cardinal margin, straight; ventral

margin, slightly rounded; umbonal ridge prominent, rounded, and

extending to the posterior end below its center. A marked concavity

in larger specimen figured extends from the beaks to the middle of the

ventral margin. Surface marked by lines of growth.

Dimensions.—Smaller specimen : length, 17 mm.
;

height, 8 mm.

;

convexity, 4 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 243, near Muir

Station, and 1556, lower zone of Martinez north of Mount Diablo.

This species appears to grow more robust with increase in age. It

resembles Modiolus major (Gabb), but its beak is not quite so nearly

terminal. The marked concavity on the shell also aids in distinguish-

ing it. It differs in shape and in lack of ornamentation from M.

ornatus (Gabb).

Named in honor of Mr. Charles Lawrence Baker, Geologist,

Southern Pacific Company.
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CUSPIDARIA HANNIBALI, n. sp.

Plate 9, figure 10

Shell small ; beaks subcentral, of medium size, approximate, promi-

nent and slightly curved anteriorly. Posterior end is about one-third

the height of the shell and is produced. The posterior portion of the

shell is marked off sharply from the anterior by four transverse

rounded ribs which extend from the beak to the base. The interspaces

are somewhat wider than the ribs. In two of these interspaces a ri Diet-

is found. These ribs do not extend to the posterior tip but end where

the posterior portion suddenly narrows, thus dividing the shell into

three distinct parts. The anterior portion is rounded and its base is

regularly convex. The anterior portion is marked only by concentric

lines of growth. A sharp ridge extends from the beak to the dorsal

edge of the posterior end and a sharp groove is found between the

hinge line and this ridge. Interior unknown.

Dimensions.—Length, 10 mm. ( ?) ;
height, 5 mm ; width of produced

anterior portion near ribs, 2 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1547, Martinez

Group, Trochocyathus zitteli zone.

This specimen differs from Neaera dolabraeformis Gabb, which is

reported from his "Cretaceous B," in the following ways : (1) Its beak

is far less prominent. (2) Its ribs are confined to the central third

of the shell, only, while the radial ribs of N. dolabraeformis cover all

the shell but the produced posterior end. (3) N. dolabraeformis lacks

the prominent ridge extending from the beak to the anterior end.

This specimen was found by Mr. Hannibal, who accompanied the

writer to the locality. The species is associated with Trochocyathus

zitteli, Pholadomya nasuta, Urosyca caudata, Cucullaea mathewsonii,

Glycimeris veatchii, var. major and Cardium cooperi.

Named in honor of Mr. Harold Hannibal.

CRASSATELLITES STUDLEYI, n. sp.

Plate 10, figure 1

Shell thick, high, suborbicular ; beaks prominent, prosogyrate,

moderately high, approximate, and situated back of mid-length. Pos-

terior dorsal margin slightly convex, sloping to the broadly rounded

posterior end. A well-marked, narrow escutcheon is set off by two

acute ridges from the rest of the shell. Anterior dorsal margin nearly
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straight, longer than posterior dorsal margin, sloping more steeply

than the posterior dorsal margin to a narrowly rounded anterior end.

A narrow lunule inset in this margin is slightly concave under the

beaks. Ventral margin, rounded. A marked rounded umbonal slope,

which extends to a point between the posterior end and the ventral

margin, divides the shell into a posterior and an anterior part. The

posterior portion is a nearly flat surface while the anterior is convex.

Dimensions.—Length, 25 mm.
;
height, 22 mm.

;
convexity, 7 mm.

Occurrence.—Trocliocyathus zitteli zone north of Mount Diablo

near University of California Locality 1540.

This species is distinguished from C. grandis by its greater con-

vexity, by its marked umbonal slope and by lack of trigonal shape.

It is distinguished from C. steivartvillensis, n. sp., by its more central

position of beaks and by its umbonal slope.

Named in honor of Mr. C. K. Studley.

CKASSATELLITES STEWAKTVILLENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 10, figure 3

Shell large, thick, trigonal ; beaks rounded, prosogyrate, approxi-

mate, situated a third of the distance from the anterior end. Anterior

end broadly rounded
;
posterior, rounded but narrower than anterior.

Posterior dorsal margin, nearly straight sloping gently to the posterior

end ; anterior dorsal margin, short and steep ; ventral margin, nearly

straight. A prominent heart-shaped lunule is set off by a rounded

ridge. The escutcheon is long and narrow and very definitely limited

by two sharp angular ridges which extend along most of its length.

Surface marked by growth lines only.

Dimensions.—Length of broken specimen, 28 mm.; height, 25 mm.

Occurrence.—Pound at University of California Locality 1540,

Trochocyathus zitteli zone, north of Mount Diablo.

This form differs from C. grandis Gabb in the less central position

of the beak, in the slopes of the dorsal margins and in the less convex

ventral margin. It differs from C. unioides Stanton in beak position

and in its less elongate form.

Named for the old coal-mining village of Stewartville, near which

it was found.
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CRASSATELLITES CLAYTONENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 10, figures 4a, 4b

Shell, elongate oval; beak, prominent and located one-fourth the

distance from anterior end
;
posterior dorsal margin straight, with

gentle slope to posterior ; anterior dorsal margin short, concave

;

anterior end rounded; posterior end, truncated. A rounded umbonal

slope extends to the junction of the posterior end and the arcuate

ventral margin. Surface marked in umbonal region by prominent,

rounded, concentric ribs. The specimens are imbedded in the matrix

so that a complete hinge cannot be exposed, but the cardinal teeth

appear to be those of Crassatellites.

Dimensions.—Length, 11 mm.
;
height, 8.5 mm.

;
convexity, 3 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 1558, basal Mar-

tinez beds north of Mount Diablo, and 1547, Trochocyathus zitteli

zone near Muir Station.

Named for the town of Clayton, near which one of the type

specimens was found.

CARDITA YENERIFORMIS Gabb

Geological Survey of California, Palaeontology, vol. 1, p. 215, 1864.

"Shell small, very convex, subquadrate; beaks rather large, strongly in-

curved; cardinal margin nearly straight; posterior end obliquely and eonvexly

truncated; anterior end deeply excavated under the beaks, produced and nar-

rowly rounded below; base broadly rounded; lunule broad, deeply impressed.

Surface marked by about forty fine, acute, radiating, ribs, with sometimes an

intercalated one arising in the middle of the shell, and becoming as large as

the others before it reaches the base; these are most numerous anteriorly, where

all of the ribs are smaller than on the middle; margin strongly crenulated.

"Locality: West of Martinez. Martinez Group."

This species has the same acute ribs as the young of V. planicosta,

and the same variations in form. Some specimens found in the basal

Martinez north of Mount Diablo vary from an elongate quadrate form

to a high form similar to the high variety of V. planicosta.

PHACOIDES QUADEATA, n. sp.

Plate 10, figure 6

Shell thin, compressed, markedly quadrate, high ; beaks rounded,

prosogyrate; posterior dorsal margin straight, sloping moderately to

the straight posterior end, which is nearly parallel to altitude line;
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anterior dorsal margin very slightly convex; anterior end nearly

straight ; ventral margin rounded
;
sculpture consists of raised sharp

incremental lines with interspaces about three times their width.

Dimensions.—Length, 10 mm.; height, 10 mm.; convexity, 1.5 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 784 near Lower

Lake.

The quadrate shape of this species is quite sufficient to distinguish

it from other members of the genus.

PHACOIDES MUIRENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 10, figures 11a, lib

Shell small, suborbicular, convex ; beaks nearly central ; in some

specimens slightly posterior to the center. Lunule narrow, small

;

escutcheon long, narrow
;

posterior dorsal margin nearly straight

;

anterior dorsal margin slightly excavated under the beaks ; anterior

and posterior extremities subtruncate ; ventral margin broadly

rounded. Surface is marked by strong concentric growth lines and

by a very faint, narrow, posterior furrow which is absent in young

specimens.

This species differs from Phacoides turneri (Stanton) in the trun-

cation of the extremities, in the slightly posterior position of the beak

and in the lesser prominence of the posterior furrow.

Dimensions.—Height, 11.5 mm.
;

length, 15.5 mm
;

convexity,

3.5 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 243.

Named for its occurrence near Muir Station.

PHACOIDES DIABOLI, n. sp.

Plate 10, figure 7

Shell thin, equivalve, suborbicular, nearly equilateral ; beaks promi-

nent, prosogyrate, central ; valves convex ; lunule narrow and extend-

ing half the length of the straight horizontal anterior dorsal margin

;

escutcheon narrow, two-thirds the length of the straight sloping pos-

terior dorsal margin and set off in each valve by a high, sharp ridge

from rest of shell. A rounded ridge extends from the beaks to the

middle of the posterior end; the portion of shell between the umbonal

ridge and the ridge bordering the escutcheon is slightly concave

;

sculpture consists of sharp concentric lamellae with interspaces about

three times their width.
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Dimensions.—Length, 23 mm.
;
height, 18 mm.

;
convexity, 4 mm.

Occurrence.—Common at University of California Locality 340,

Martinez Group southwest of Mount Diablo.

The sculpture resembles that of P. acutilineatus (Conrad) but its

height is proportionally much less than that of P. acutilineatus. Its

long lunule and escutcheon are also distinctive features.

Named for its occurrence near Mount Diablo.

DOSINIA( ?) LAWSONI, n. sp.

Plate 10, figure 9

Shell, medium in size, subglobular, very convex, with full rounded

beaks centrally placed; anterior dorsal margin excavated under beaks,

where a small lunule is found
;
posterior dorsal margin nearly straight,

with steep slope to the rounded posterior end; anterior end narrowly

rounded ; ventral margin arcuate ; surface smooth or marked by fine

incremental lines only.

Dimensions.—Length, 16 mm.
;
height, 14 mm.

;
convexity, 4.5 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 243 and 340, Mar-

tinez limestone southwest of Mount Diablo.

The type is a small specimen used on account of its fair preserva-

tion. The species is far more convex than the other Eocene species of

this genus. In this respect it resembles D. inflata Gabb of the Chieo,

but the shape and position of the beaks is entirely different.

Named in honor of Professor A. C. Lawson, University of Cali-

fornia.

VENUS (?), sp.

Plate 10, figure 10

Shell thick subtriangular, convex; beaks very high, nearly central;

posterior dorsal margin gently convex, sloping steeply to the rounded

posterior; anterior margin very concave and abrupt; ventral margin

rounded ; lunule indistinct.

Dimensions.—Length, 26 mm.
;
height, 28 mm.

;
convexity, 7 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 790, vicinity of

Lower Lake, and 340, southwest of Mount Diablo.

The specimen is a cast, hence the generic reference is doubtful. It

differs from V. lenticularis Gabb of the Chieo in that the beak is

considerably higher and the posterior dorsal margin is decidedly
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convex and not straight. The anterior and posterior dorsal margins

of V. aequilateralis Gabb are straight, while those of Venus(f), sp.,

are concave and convex respectively.

MEEETEIX STANTONI, n. sp.

Plate 11, figures la, 16

Meretrix, sp.—Stanton, T. W., The Faunal Relations of the Eocene and

Upper Cretaceous on the Pacific Coast, 17th Ann. Eept., U. S. Geolog-

ical Survey, p. 1042, 1896.

Dr. Stanton in his paper on the Eocene and Upper Cretaceous of

the Pacific Coast describes a Meretrix, but does not give it a specific

name. Since this form is abundant in the basal beds north of Mount

Diablo and the Martinez in Lake County at Lower Lake, and is dis-

tinctive, it is thought best to name it specifically. Dr. Stanton's

description is as follows

:

"One of the most abundant species at the locality one mile southeast of

Lower Lake is a venerid apparently belonging to the genus Meretrix and closely

resembling the original figure of M. hornii Gabb, but as Gabb discredited that

figure when it was published and his later figure and the specimens preserved

in the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, are not at all like it, our

fossils can not be identified with his species. Possibly this will prove to be

a new species, but I shall not venture to name it until several of Gabb 's

venerid species represented by conventionalized figures are better known. Shell

subtriangular, moderately convex; with thin test; beaks prominent, considerably

in advance of the middle, lunule small, deeply impressed; dorsal margin slightly

convex behind the beak, sloping rapidly to the narrowly rounded posterior end;

anterior end broadly rounded; ventral margin forming a regular curve; surface

marked by closely arranged, rather prominent ridges and furrows which vary

considerably in size. The numerous specimens collected show considerable

variation in relative length of the shells, but this feature does not seem

sufficiently constant for specific separation. The dimensions of the largest

specimens: Length, 43 mm., height, 31mm.; convexity of single valve about

8 mm. The corresponding measurements of a smaller specimen of the short

variety are 27, 23, and 6mm., respectively."

M. stantoni, which is probably related to M. hornii, is more acute

posteriorly and the anterior end is higher above. The concentric lines

of M. hornii are less numerous and more prominent than those of

M. stantoni. This shell apears to be distinct from the short species,

M. dalli, described below. It is very abundant in the lower beds of

the Martinez formation at University of California Locality 1556,

Martinez Group, Mount Diablo Quadrangle, one and one-eighth miles

south of Stewartville in the lower beds ten feet above the Martinez-
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Chico contact. Elevation, 1050 feet. E. side of the NW y± of Section

15, R. 1 E, T. 1 N, Mount Diablo Baseline and Meridian.

MERETRIX DALLI, n. sp.

Plate 11, figures 2a, 2b

Shell trigonal, convex with very thin test ; beaks prominent, in-

curved and bent forward, situated slightly in advance of the center

;

posterior dorsal margin slightly convex and sloping steeply to the

rounded posterior end ; anterior dorsal margin concave under the

beaks, rounded in advance ; ventral margin gently convex ; lunule

small ; escutcheon long and very narrow
;
sculpture consists of fine

incremental lines only.

Dimensions.—Length, 22 mm.
;
height, 17 mm.

;
convexity, 6 mm.

Occurrence.—This species occurs abundantly in the Martinez near

Lower Lake. The type specimen was found at University of California

Locality 790. It is also found in the basal Martinez north of Mount

Diablo.

M. dalli, n. sp., differs from M. stantoni, n. sp., in its much greater

convexity, greater height and shorter length, and the concavity of the

anterior dorsal margin is much greater. It differs from M. hornii

Gabb in shape and sculpture. M. gabbi Arnold is higher and inequi-

laterally trigonal, while M. dalli, n. sp., is equilaterally trigonal. M.

ovalis Gabb and M. uvasana Gabb have very different shapes than

M. dalli, n. sp.

MERETEIX, sp.

Plate 11, figure 3

Shell very convex, trigonal, beaks anterior being one-third of total

length from anterior end
;
posterior dorsal margin but slightly convex

and sloping to a narrow posterior end ; anterior dorsal margin, concave

with a well-marked, large, heart-shaped lunule, anterior end broadly

rounded ; ventral margin, arcuate
;
sculpture, fine lines of growth only.

Dimensions.—Length, 12 mm.
;
height, 10 mm.

;
convexity, 3 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1556, basal Mar-

tinez beds north of Mount Diablo, and University of California

Locality 340 southwest of Mount Diablo.

This form, though shorter, resembles Meretrix hornii Gabb in

shape, but lacks its marked ribbing. It differs from M. stantoni, n. sp.,

in its larger lunule and greater convexity.
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MACEOCALLISTA ( f ) PACKI, n. sp.

Plate 11, figure 4

Shell elongate-oval in shape ; beaks prominent, being situated one-

third the distance from anterior end
;
posterior dorsal margin straight,

sloping gently to a narrowly rounded posterior end; anterior dorsal

margin excavated under the beaks, unusually long; anterior end

broadly rounded ; ventral margin slightly arcuate ; shell substance,

thin ; surface smooth.

Dimensions.—Length, 27 mm.; height, 15 mm.; convexity, 4 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 790, vicinity of

Lower Lake, 1580, Lower Martinez beds north of Mount Diablo, and

in the Eocene of San Pedro Point, San Mateo County.

This species can readily be distinguished from all other venerid

species on this coast by its elongate form and by its long anterior

dorsal margin.

Named in honor of Mr. Robert Pack, Geologist, U. S. Geological

Survey.

PAPHIA( «) CLARKI, n. sp.

Plate 11, figure 6

Shell long, narrow, inequilateral; beaks small, placed a third of

the distance from the anterior end
;
posterior dorsal margin slightly

convex, sloping to a narrow rounded posterior extremity ; anterior

dorsal margin concave with a very small lunule upon it
;
sculpture,

small, regularly rounded ribs.

Dimensions.—Length, 9.5 mm.; height, 6 mm.; convexity, 2 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 790 and 784,

vicinity of Lower Lake; basal Martinez and Trochocyathus zitteli beds

north of Mount Diablo.

This form resembles Tapes conradiana Gabb closely, but is a shorter

form with finer ribbing. The specimens found are all small ones.

Named in honor of Mr. B. L. Clark, Instructor in Palaeontology,

University of California.

TELLINA HERNDONENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 11, figure 9

Shell moderate in size, longer than high ; beaks nearly central,

prominent. Posterior dorsal margin, straight with slightly greater

slope than the posterior dorsal margin. Posterior end narrowly
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rounded; anterior broadly rounded; ventral margin nearly straight.

A marked, rounded ridge nearly parallels the posterior dorsal margin.

Dimensions.—Length, 13.5 mm.; height, 10 mm. ;
convexity, 2 mm.

This species is very similar in form to T. hoffmaniana Gabb which

was figured in volume 1, Palaeontology of California (see fig. 113fl,

pi. 22), but Gabb has undoubtedly confused two different species in

this case, as figure 133 is very different. All the specimens from

Pence's Ranch in the University of California Cretaceous collections

correspond to figure 133, which we will regard as T. hoffmaniana

Gabb, a Chico form.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 784.

Named for its occurrence near Herndon Creek, Lake County, Cali-

fornia.

TELLINA PACKAEDI, n. sp.

Plate 11, figure 11

Shell large, nearly equilateral, compressed ; anterior end evenly

rounded
;
posterior end angulated in middle ; beak central, small ; sides

making an angle of 110° at the umbo; anterior dorsal margin slightly

convex with abrupt slope nearly equal to that of the straight posterior

dorsal margin ; ventral margin broadly rounded ; surface marked by

concentric lines of growth.

Dimensions.—Length, 36 mm.
;
height, 30 mm.

;
convexity, 4 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 790 and 784, near

Lower Lake.

This species differs from T. parilis Gabb, T. aequalis Gabb, and

T. lorenzoensis Arnold in its smaller umbonal angle and in its pro-

portionally greater height.

Named in honor of Mr. Earl Packard.

TELLINA PEREINI, n. sp.

Plate 11, figure 8

Shell long, very narrow; beaks small and located two-fifths of the

shell-length from the anterior end ; anterior dorsal slope straight, with

gentle slope toward the rounded anterior end ; the steeper posterior

dorsal slope is slightly concave from beaks outward to half its length

and then it becomes convex
;
posterior extremity very angular ; basal

margin narrowly arcuate; lunule and escutcheon, long and narrow.
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A straight line which extends from the beaks to the sharp angular

posterior extremity marks a prominent umbonal slope. The space

between this slope and the posterior dorsal margin is decidedly con-

cave. Surface of shell marked by concentric lines of growth.

Dimensions.—Length, 33 mm.
;
height, 11 mm.

;
convexity, 2 mm.

This species can be distinguished from all other West Coast Eocene

forms of the genus, Tellina, by its great length and marked umbonal

slope.

Named in honor of Professor James Perrin Smith of Stanford

University.

TELLINA KEWI, n. sp.

Plate 12, figure 1

Shell medium, thin, broad, slightly convex, very inequilateral, but

longer than high; beak small, incurved; posterior and anterior dorsal

margins nearly straight, the posterior sloping the more abruptly

;

anterior end very broadly rounded
;

posterior end produced and

pointed; ventral margin broadly rounded, more prominent beneath

the beaks, and curving from this point abruptly upward to the pointed

posterior end. Surface plain, or marked with simple growth lines.

This species was probably described and refigured by Gabb32 in the

second volume of Palaeontology of California, as Tellina hoffmaniana.

He says: "This rather variable species is extremely common in the

Martinez group at Martinez, and has been found in the Chico group

at Pence's Ranch, as well as in the Tejon group at Griswold's. I

have now a single specimen from the latter group from Martinez

associated with Turritella uvasana, and other characteristic species.

The present figure illustrates a common, and one of the most marked

forms of the Martinez group, Martinez, from the same bed with

Pugnellus hamulus.'" The old State Geological Survey specimens now

in the collection of the University of California show, upon careful

examination, a decided difference between the Chico forms from

Pence's Ranch and the ones from Martinez. Several forms which

Gabb described from Division A near Martinez have since been proved

to be Martinez or Tejon forms. The appearance of the Chico and

Martinez sandstones are sometimes very much alike and, if he collected

near the Chico-Martinez contact, it is quite likely that he did not

distinguish the difference and so placed T. hoffmaniana with the Chico

32 Gabb, Wm., Geological Survey of California, Palaeontology, vol. 2, p. 182.
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form, Pugnellus hamulus. Comparing the true Tellina hoffmaniana,

i.e., the Chico form obtained from Pence's Ranch, and described in the

first volume issued by the State Survey, with Tellina kewi, n. sp., the

following differences are noted : ( 1 ) The beaks of T. kewi are situated

anteriorly, while those of T. hoffmaniana are central. (2) The length

of T. hoffmaniana is proportionally greater than T. kewi. (3) The

posterior end of T. kewi is pointed, while that of the other is sub-

truncated. (4) The anterior end of T. kewi is far more broadly

rounded. Dr. Stanton probably compared his specimens obtained

from Lake County with Gabb's second figure, and hence identified it

as T. hoffmaniana.

Dimensions.—Length, 18 mm.
;
height. 14 mm.

;
convexity, 1 :5 mm.

Occurrence.—This Tellina is common at University of California

localities 784 and 790, near Lower Lake, Lake County, California.

Named in honor of Mr. Wm. Kevv, University of California, who

has ably assisted the writer in collecting.

PSAMMOBlA('f) CYLINDEICA, n. sp.

Plate 12, figures 2a, 2b

Shell moderately long, thick, convex ; beak located a fifth of dis-

tance from anterior end, prosogyrate, approximate
;
nymph narrow,

cylindrical, elongate
;

posterior dorsal margin straight and nearly

parallel with the nearly straight ventral margin ; anterior dorsal mar-

gin slightly concave under beak, with moderate slope to a narrowly

rounded anterior end
;

posterior end almost straight. A rounded

nmbonal slope extends from the beak to the angle which the posterior

end makes with the ventral margin. Shell ornamented by concentric

lines of growth.

Dimensions.—Length, 39 mm.
;
height, 18 mm.

;
convexity, 8 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 780, near Lower

Lake village, in the uppermost Martinez. This locality is probably

200 feet below the base of the Tejon. It is also found at the very

top of the Martinez, at the type locality.

SP1SULA( ?) WEAVERI, n. sp. Packard

Plate 12, figures 4a, 4b

Shell small, relatively thick, subtrigonal to oval, moderately ven-

tricose, evenly rounded ; umbones nearly central, prosogyrate, promi-

nent, nearly adjacent ; anterior dorsal margin concave for a distance
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equal to about one-third the height of the shell; anterior extremity

slightly attenuated, evenly rounded ; base broadly rounded
;
posterior

evenly rounded, curving gently in the dorsal region to the beak; sur-

face roughened by coarse lines of growth
;
hinge and interior but

imperfectly known.

Dimensions.—Length, 32 mm.; height, 26 mm.; diameter of one

valve, 5 mm.

Horizon.—Lower Martinez, Meretrix dalli zone.

This form varies considerably from the type specimen to an elon-

gated form, which is slightly more ventricose. Gradational types are

found between these forms.

Type from University of California Locality 1556.

MAETESIA( ?), sp.

Shell elongate with thin test ; beaks anterior, incurved, approxi-

mate
;
posterior dorsal margin concave and undulating ; anterior dorsal

margin short, rounded ; anterior end rounded
;
posterior end slightly

flaring; ventral margin nearly straight. One beaded umbonal groove

diverges from the beak. A posterior groove, which indicates the position

of an internal rib, makes a very obtuse angle with the ventral margin.

Tube unknown.

Dimensions.—Height, 13 mm.; length, unknown.

Occurrence.—Found at University of California Locality 784, near

Lower Lake.

The posterior dorsal margin is concave, while that of Turnus plenus

Gabb of the Chico is nearly straight. Its flaring posterior end serves

to distinguish it from T. 'plenus Gabb and Martesia clausa Gabb.

Mr. Barrows, who is making a study of boring molluscs, kindly

helped me in determining this form.

Gastropoda

ACMAEA MARTINEZENS1S, n. sp.

Plate 12, figure 8

Shell large, high, elliptical, smooth except for indistinct growth

lines
;
apex rounded and situated two-fifths of length from anterior

end ; the slopes on the sides from the apex are much steeper than those

to the ends.
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Dimensions.—Major axis, 35 mm. ; minor axis, 23 mm.
;

height,

11 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 790.

This species differs from A. tejonensis Gabb of the Tejon in having

a rounded apex instead of a pointed curved one, and in shape of base.

Named for the Martinez group, in which it was found.

FISSUKELLA(?) BEHEI, n. sp.

Plate 12, figure 9

Shell oval, conical, with form and decoration like an individual

coral
;
apex acute, with round aperture ( ? ) , located two-fifths of length

from anterior end
;
margin crenulated ; surface of shell marked by

fourteen acute, nearly straight, radiating ribs with concave interspaces

twice their width.

Dimensions.—Major axis, 12 mm. ; minor axis, 10 mm.
;

height,

7 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Location 243, Trochocyathus

zitteli zone, type locality of Martinez Group.

Named in honor of Mr. Ernest Behr.

NEEITA( ?) BIANGULATA, n. sp.

Plate 12, figure 12

Shell semiglobose, with low immersed spire, whorls three. The

body whorl is marked by spiral lines and transverse nodose ribs. The

other whorls are also nodose. Mouth subquadrate. The shell is marked

by two angles—a right angle setting off the body whorl from the spire

and an obtuse angle which divides the body whorl in halves, both of

which are flattened. Inner lip callused with plications ; outer lip

characters unknown.

Dimensions.—Height, 10 mm. ; width of body whorl, 6 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 243 and 211.

This species is easily distinguished from N. triangulata Gabb by its

having only two angulations and by the presence of transverse, nodose

ribs.

NATICA (GYEODES) LINEATA, n. sp.

Plate 13, figure 3a, 3b

Shell of moderate size, solid, thick, moderately elevated, and marked

by strong spiral lines. These spiral lines are crossed by growth lines

occasionally ; five rounded whorls which are distinctly channeled
;
body
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whorl large
;
mouth ovate ; outer lip simple ; inner lip smooth ; umbilicus

open and appears to be bounded by a line.

Dimensions.—Height, 18 mm. ; width of body whorl, 21 mm.
Occurrence.—This species is abundant in the basal beds of the Mar-

tinez, University of California Locality 1556, from which the type and

co-type were obtained. It ranges from the basal beds to uppermost

Martinez.

This species is readily distinguished by its prominent spiral lines

from all other similar forms in the Eocene, except Bullinula subglobosa

Weaver. It differs from Bullinula subglobosa Weaver by having a

much wider aperture, by its distinct channeling between whorls, and

by a less prominent spire.

AMAUBOPSIS MAETINEZENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 13, figures 4a, 4b

Shell elongated with very high spire for this genus; whorls six;

rounded on sides ; suture deeply channeled and bordered by a narrow

flat margin which slopes to the suture. Aperture half oval; outer lip

simple ; inner lip thinly incrusted forming a fold which at first sight

seems to be an umbilicus. Surface marked by fine but well-marked

revolving lines and lines of growth.

Dimensions.—Height, 33 mm. ; width of body whorl, 28 mm.

Occurrence.—Martinez Group, University of California Locality

1540, one mile south of Stewartville.

This species appears to be the precursor of Amauropsis alveata

(Conrad). It has a narrow channeling on upper portion of whorl

while A. alveata has a wide slightly concave channeling. The spire

of this species is decidedly higher than that of A. alveata. It differs

from A. oviformis Gabb in its greater height and in its decoration.

TUEITELLA CLAEKI, n. sp.

Plate 13, figure 8

Shell short, conical with eleven whorls. When uneroded the whorls

lines with flatly channeled interspaces equal in width to ribs. The

are nearly flat. A faint angulation can be seen slightly below the

center of certain whorls. This angle is marked by a spiral line which

is somewhat stronger than the rest. The body whorl appears to have

a double angulation, the spiral line below its impressed linear suture

marking the upper angle. The decoration consists of flat-topped spiral
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number of spiral lines on the different body whorls is variable. Eight

were counted on the penultimate whorl, ten on the next and seven on

the eighth. Faint lines of growth cross the spiral lines.

Dimensions.—Length, 32 mm. ; width of body whorl, 12 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1540, Trocho-

cyathus zitteli zone north of Mount Diablo.

This species resembles T. martinezensis Gabb in its apical angle,

but the number of spiral lines is much greater than that of T. mar-

tinezensis. Its great apical angle is quite sufficient to distinguish

this form from all the other Eocene species of this genus.

Named in honor of Mr. Bruce L. Clark, Instructor in Palaeon-

tology, University of California.

CBRITHIUM, sp.

Plate 14, figure 2

Shell robust, conical, with a large apical angle; about twelve flat-

sided whorls. These whorls are decorated by about twenty vertical

ribs, crossed by about ten revolving ribs. Of the two sets, the vertical

is the stronger. The body whorl has the short canal of this genus.

Dimensions.—Length of broken specimen, 30 mm. ; width of body

whorl about 12 mm.

Occurrence.—Abundant, but poorly preserved in the Martinez of

San Pedro Point, San Mateo County, California, University of Cali-

fornia Locality 692.

ALARIA, sp.

Plate 14, figure 3

Shell elongated
;
spire high ; nine or ten whorls

;
upper whorls

spinous, convex, widest a little below the middle; last whorl sharply

and acutely angulated, sloping and gently concave above and below

the angle ; suture impressed. Surface ornamented by fine, thread-like,

revolving lines, and by sinuous lines of growth. Canal long, narrow,

straight. Outer lip unicarinate, slightly curved.

Dimensions.—Width of body whorl, 11 mm.
;
approximate height

of spire, 12 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 692.

This species resembles Anchura angulata Gabb closely and it may
be identical with it, as Gabb's description was based upon a single

poorly preserved specimen found at Bull's Head Point. This form

may later be found to belong to the genus Spinigera.
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ANCHURA ENGLISH, n. sp.

Plate 14, figure 5

Shell fusiform with very low spire; six whorls; body whorl large

with long, slender, slightly curved canal; lip long, straight. Body

whorl shows a node about ninety degrees from expanded lip. The

portion of the body whorl above the shoulder slopes gently upward to

an impressed suture
;
decoration, unknown.

Dimensions.—Height, 20 mm. ; width of body whorl, 13 mm.
;
length

of expanded lip, 8 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 243, Trochocyathus

zitteli zone at type locality.

Named in honor of Mr. Walter English.

ANCHURA GABBI, n. sp.

Plate 14, figure 4

Shell small, fusiform, spire elevated, six rounded whorls, suture

deep. Surface of upper whorls strongly cancellated by transverse

ribs and faintly revolving lines
;
body whorl strongly marked by

two carinae, the upper one of which extends outward to the tip of the

lip. Lip long straight perpendicular to whorls, tip acute ; canal

narrow, length unknown.

Dimensions.—Width of body whorl, 6 mm., including lip, 11.5 mm.

;

length of whorls, 13 mm.

Occurrence.—Martinez Group, one mile south of Stewartville

;

University of California Locality 1540.

The specimen figured occurs in hard, gray-green, glauconitic sand-

stone typical of the Martinez Group. It is associated with Tellina

undulifera, Cucullaea matheivsonii, Tapes(f) quadrata, Turritella

infragranulata, Perissolax tricarnatus, and Trochocyathus zitteli,

characteristic Martinez species.

It differs from A. transversa Gabb in having a shorter uncurved

lip and its body whorl is marked by two carinae instead of the one as

in A. transversa.

SERAPHS (?) THOMPSONI, n. sp.

Plate 14, figures 6a, 6b

Shell elongate, narrow, with spire almost as long as body whorl.

Seven whorls rounded, cylindrical. Body whorl is decorated by fine

spiral lines crossed by lines of growth. Mouth narrow, long; outer

lip simple ; inner lip slightly incrusted.
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Dimensions.—Length, 20 mm. ; width of body whorl, 6 mm.
Occurrence.—University of California Locality 784, near Lower

Lake.

Named in honor of Mr. Percy W. Thomson, Geologist, Standard Oil

Company.

OVULA MAETINI, n. sp.

Plate 14, figures la, lb

Shell ovoid, widest about one-third of the distance from the upper

end, suddenly narrowing below ; under surface flattened. Mouth

straight, medium width. Outer lip broad and rounded. Canal un-

usually long for this genus.

Dimensions.—Greatest width, 28 mm.
;
length, 42 mm.

Occurrence.—Martinez Group, University of California Locality

243, and two and one-half miles south of Muir Station, and one-half

mile east of the road which crosses the Briones Hills going south from

Muir Station, on north slope of a small tributary of a tributary of

Arroyo del Hambre, elevation 550 feet, 100 yards north of Monterey-

Martinez contact.

This form differs from Cypraea bayerquei Gabb in that its canal is

much longer, it is much thicker and its shape is different.

TEITONIUM(I) BUWALDI, n. sp.

Plate 15, figure 3

Shell fusiform, robust; spire probably high; number of whorls

unknown, the spire being defective. Surface of body whorl orna-

mented by about fourteen moderately long nodose longitudinal ribs at

thickest part of whorl. These ribs are parallel with the axis. They

do not extend to the impressed suture above. Slightly below the

middle the body whorl is decorated by eight prominent spiral ribs with

interspaces twice as wide. Mouth oval ; inner lip slightly incrusted( ?) ;

outer lip, defective ; canal long, slightly curved.

Dimensions.—Length of broken specimen, 37 mm. ; width of body

whorl, 25 mm.

Occurrence.—Only one specimen of this species was found, at

University of California Locality 790, near Lower Lake.

Named in honor of Mr. J. P. Buwalda.
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TRITONIUM MARTINEZENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 15, figure 2

Shell fusiform, turreted, spire high and nearly equal in length to

mouth ; whorls six ; suture impressed. Mouth wide above, narrowed

in advance, canal slightly curved. Surface marked by prominent

nodes on the angles of the whorls, prolonged markedly below, but not

above. Well-marked spiral lines of uniform size cover both the nodes

and surface of the shell.

Dimensions.—Height of shell, 20 mm.
;
height of spire, 7 mm.

;

width of body whorl, 7 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1556.

This Tritonium resembles T. whitneyi Gabb in some respects. The

drawings of T. whitneyi (Palaeontology of California, vol. 1, plate 28,

figs. 210 and 210a) are strikingly like this shell, but the type specimen

of T. whitneyi differs in the following ways: (1) T. whitneyi has seven

or eight whorls; (2) its nodes are only "prolonged slightly below and

above"; and (3) its revolving lines alternate in size and divide the

nodes into two parts.

HEMIFUSUS(?) WARINGI, n. sp.

Plate 15, figure 10

Shell fusiform, with short spire ; number of whorls unknown
;
body

whorl biangular, with about fifteen axial ribs which become nodose at

the angles. One of the angles is situated at the middle of the outer

lip, while the other is slightly below the suture. The suture is

enveloped by the preceding whorl. Outer lip simple ; columella in-

crusted. Canal moderately long and nearly straight. Five rounded,

spiral lines ornament the body whorl.

Dimensions.—Height of broken specimen, 28 mm.; width of body

whorl, 22 mm.

Occurrence.—The species was found in the upper (?) Martinez

along the Santa Fe Railroad, about two miles east of Martinez. It is

doubtfully referred to Hemifusus. When better specimens are found

it may be placed in the genus Clavella.

Named in honor of Mr. C. A. Waring.

FUSUS DUMBLEI, n. sp.

Plate 16, figure 6

Shell fusiform, whorls nine, angular. Spire about half length of

shell. Angulation is central on whorls. Space above and below angles
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is flat or slightly convex. Surface of body whorl marked by ten to

twelve spiral lines with interspaces twice as wide; oblique lines of

growth are found also. Canal slender, very long, straight.

Dimensions.—Length of spire, 12 mm.
;
length of body whorl from

suture to constriction, 7 mm. ; width of body whorl, 8 mm.

Occurrence.—The type specimen was found by Dr. C. E. Weaver

at University of California Locality 790, Lower Lake.

Fusus dumblei resembles F. matheivsonii Gabb in its marked angu-

lation, but it lacks the double angulation on the lower whorls and it

is far less robust than F. matheivsonii. This is the only Fusus thus

far reported from the Martinez of Lower Lake.

Named in honor of Professor E. T. Durable, Consulting Geologist,

Southern Pacific Company.

OLIVELLA CLAYTONENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 16, figure 7

Small, spire very low ; whorls four, suture covered ; surface marked

faintly by transverse growth lines, mouth not exposed. Outer lip

thickened.

Dimensions.—Height, 8 mm. ; width of body whorl, 4 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1543.

This species differs from Olivella matheivsonii in height of spire.

TURRIS LOUDERBACKI, n. sp.

Plate 16, figures 9a, 9b

Shell fusiform, with high spire which is nearly equal in length to

the body whorl; eight whorls marked by twelve rounded nodes. The

slightly concave space above the shoulder of the whorl slopes steeply

from the impressed linear suture. In the whorls of the spire this

space is twice as lorg as the nodose convex space below the angle.

Pine rounded spiral lines decorate the whorls. Growth lines indicate

a sinus at angle. Outer lip simple ; inner lip inerusted ; canal long,

straight.

Dimensions.—Length of nearly complete specimen, 35 mm. ; width

of body whorl, 13 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1540, Trocho-

cyathus zitteli zone north of Mount Diablo, and same zone at type

locality.
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Its very graceful, long, turreted spire is its distinguishing feature.

Named in honor of Professor G. D. Louderhack, University of

California.

SURCULA MERRIAMI, n. sp.

Plate 16, figure 10

Shell fusiform, with moderately high spire, with seven or more

nodose whorls ; suture line prominent and just below the nodes. About

fourteen nodes ornament the body whorl, while only ten are found on

the fourth whorl. The nodes are acute, and strong spiral lines mark

them. The nodes on the body whorl are much longer than those on

the upper whorls. The portion of the whorl between the shoulder and

the suture is concave with the center of the concavity two-thirds of

the total distance above the nodes. This surface is marked by the

curved lines of growth of the sinus, and the apex of the curve is two-

thirds the distance above the nodes, thus indicating the position of the

sinus. The canal is broken but the upper portion suggests that it is

a long one.

Dimensions.—Length of broken specimen, 21 mm. ; width of body

whorl, 13 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 1556 and 1558.

The strong spiral lines on the nodes are the distinctive features of

this shell. Two specimens have been found.

Named in honor of Professor J. C. Merriam.

SURCULA FA1RBANKSI, n. sp.

Plate 16, figure 12

Shell spindle-shaped, slender with eight whorls, nodose, convex and

angulated in middle ; suture well marked and deep. About ten nodes

ornament each whorl. They extend to the suture. The whorls are

but slightly swollen. The portion of the whorl between the shoulder

and the surface is flat and the lines of growth of this area are curved

with the apex of the curve near the suture, indicating that the sinus

is above the shoulder of the whorl. The inner lip appears to be

slightly incrusted.

Dimensions.—Length, 45 mm. ; width of body whorl, 20 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1540.

At first sight this shell looks like Pleurotoma fresnoensis Arnold,

but it is much larger, the number of whorls is only eight instead of
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ten of the P. fresnoensis, and its apical angle is decidedly greater.

The nodes of this shell are not so pointed as those of 8. crenatospira

Cooper. The portion of the whorl between the shoulder and the

suture in 8. crenatospira is curved.

Named in honor of Dr. H. W. Fairbanks.

SURCULA (SURCULITES) ANDERSONI, n. sp.

Plate 16, figure 11

Shell very long, slender; spire high about two-fifths of length ;-nine

or ten whorls, nodose, angulated, with sinus slightly above angle judg-

ing from growth lines ; twelve or thirteen elongate rounded nodes mark

each whorl. The body whorl is distinctly marked by revolving lines

which alternate in size. A very distinct collar appears just below the

channeled suture of each whorl.

Dimensions.—Length of broken specimen, 40 mm. ; width of body

whorl, 12 mm.

Occurrence.—The type specimen was found at University of Cali-

fornia Locality 243, Trochocyathus zitteli zone of type locality. It

also occurs at Selby Smelter on the Carquinez Straits.

Surcula (SurcuUtes) praeattenuata Gabb of the Tejon resembles

this species closely, but its body whorl is decidedly shorter in propor-

tion to length.

Named in honor of Mr. F. M. Anderson, Curator of Invertebrate

Palaeontology, California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco.

SURCULA, sp.

Plate 16, figures 13a, 136

Shell fusiform, with moderately high spire, with seven or more

nodose whorls ; suture line prominent and just beneath the nodes.

About fourteen nodes ornament the body whorl, while only ten are

found on the fourth whorl. The nodes are acute, and strong spiral

lines of growth mark them. The nodes on the body whorl are much

longer than those on the upper whorls. The portion of the whorl

between the shoulder and the suture is concave, with the center of

the concavity two-thirds of the total distance above the nodes. This

surface is marked by the curved lines of growth of the sinus and the

apex of the curve is two-thirds the distance above the nodes, thus
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indicating the position of the sinus. The canal is broken, but the

upper portion suggests that it is a long one.

Dimensions.—Width of body whorl, 13 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 1540.

Cephalopoda

HERCOGLOSSA MEERIAMI, n. sp.

Plate 17, figures 5a, 5b

Shell medium in size, aperture wide ; ventral saddles large and

simple ; lateral lobes well rounded, becoming more acute toward the

posterior; lateral saddles well rounded but not so acute as the lateral

lobes.

Dimensions.—Diameter about 90 mm.

Occurrence.—Two specimens have been found at University of

California Locality 243, Trochocyathus zitteli zone, type locality of

the Martinez.

This species differs from H. tuomei Clark and Martin and from

H. ulrichi (White) in its more acute lateral lobes and saddles. Its

aperture is narrower than that of H. ulrichi. In other respects it

resembles this last mentioned species closely.

NAUTILUS STEPHENSONI, n. sp.

Plate 18, figures 2a, 2b

Shell subglobose. Whorls increasing very rapidly in size. The

body whorl is large, convex, rounded on sides; the other whorls are

immersed in it. Umbilicus covered. Surface decorated by very fine

sinuous lines of growth. Septa slightly undulating; ventral lobe

slightly concave; the lateral lobe and lateral saddle gently curved.

The uniform rounding of the body whorl is a very pronounced feature

of this species.

Dimensions.—Greatest diameter 32 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 243.

This species is decidedly more globose than the species described

by Gabb as Nautilus texanus(f) Shumard.

Named in honor of the collector, Dr. L. W. Stephenson, Acting

Professor of Palaeontology, University of California.
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PEEVIOUSLY DESCRIBED MARTINEZ SPECIES RE-FIGURED

Several of the better preserved and characteristic species of the

Martinez fauna have been figured in this paper in order that the

reader might have comparative forms before him. They are as follows :

Flabellum remondianum Gabb. Plate 6, figures la, 16, lc, 1*7.

Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam). Plate 6, figures 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d.

Sehizaster lecontei Merriam. Plate 6, figure 7.

Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton. Plate 7, figures 2a, 2b.

Cucullaea mathewsonii Gabb. Plate 7, figures 7a, lb, 8.

Lima multiradiata Gabb. Plate 8, figure 1.

Phalodomya nasuta Gabb. Plate 9, figures la, lb.

Psammobia hornii (Gabb). Plate 11, figure 10.

Mytilus cf. ascia Gabb. Plate 9, figure 2.

Peeten interradiatus Gabb. Plate 9, figure 5.

Modiolus merriami (Weaver). Plate 9, figure 7.

Cuspidaria dolabraeformis (Gabb), Plate 9, figure 9.

Plicatula ostreaformis Stanton. Plate 9, figure 12.

Crassatellites unioides (Stanton). Plate 10, figure 2.

Glycimeris veatchii var. major (Stanton). Plate 10, figure 5.

Phacoides turneri (Stanton). Plate 10, figure 8.

Tapes(?) quadrata Gabb. Plate 11, figure 5.

Tellina undulifera Gabb. Plate 11, figures 7a, 7b, 7c.

Tellina cf. parilis Gabb. Plate 11, figure 12.

Solen stantoni Weaver. Plate 12, figure 3.

Maetra(?) tenuissima Gabb. Plate 12, figure 5.

Dentalium eooperi Gabb. Plate 12, figure 7.

Discohelix ealifornicus Weaver. Plate 12, figure 10.

Arehitectonica tuberculata Weaver. Plate 13, figures 2a, 2b.

Lunatia hornii Gabb. Plate 13, figure 5.

Lunatia cf. nuciformis Gabb. Plate 13, figures 6a, 6b.

Xenophora zitteli Weaver. Plate 13, figure 7.

Turritella infragranulata Gabb. Plate 13, figures 9a. 9b.

Turritella martinezensis Gabb. Plate 13, figure 10.

Turritella pachecoensis Stanton. Plate 14, figures la, lb, lc.

Cypraea bayerquei Gabb. Plate 15, figure 1.

Brachysphingus liratus Gabb. Plate 15, figure 4.

Turbinella crassatesta Gabb. Plate 15, figure 5.

Urosyca caudata Gabb. Plate 15, figures 7a, 7b.

Urosyca robusta Gabb. Plate 15, figure 8.

Siphonalia(?) lineata Stanton. Plate 15, figure 9.

Neptunea mucronata Gabb. Plate 15, figure 11.

Neptunea cretacea Gabb. Plate 15, figure 12.

Fusus aequilateralis Weaver. Plate 16, figure 1.

Fusus mathewsonii Gabb. Plate 16, figure 2.

Fusus occidentalis Gabb. Plate 16, figure 3.

Fusus aratus Gabb. Plate 16, figure 4.

Fusus flexuosus Gabb. Plate 16, figure 5.

Perissolax tricarnatus Weaver. Plate 16, figures 8a, 8b.

Heteroterma gabbi Stanton. Plate 17, figure 1.
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Actaeon lawsoni Weaver. Platae 17, figure 2.

Bullinula subglobosa Weaver. Plate 17, figure 3.

Binginella pinguis Gabb. Plate 17, figures 4a, 4b.

Aturia mathewsonii Gabb. Plate 18, figure 1.

All the species figured were obtained from the Martinez Group.

Several of Gabb's genera are not in accord with present usage, but

they have been retained in this paper in those cases where the correct

genus was uncertain.

APPENDIX

LIST OF LOCALITIES*

65. Concord Quadrangle. Martinez Group. Alhambra Valley. On ridge just

east of point where Arroyo del Hambre turns to the north, two and one-

quarter miles south of Muir Station. J. C. M. Loc. 65. Concord Sheet.

150. See 340.

243. Concord Quadrangle. Martinez Group. Same as 500 and 544. One and

three-fourths miles due south of Muir Station.

267. Concord Quadrangle. Martinez Group. One-sixteenth mile north from

Arroyo del Hambre. Two miles south 30 degrees west of Muir Station.

J. C. M. Loc. 267.

337. Concord Quadrangle. One and one-quarter miles southeast of Muir

Station. On hillside northeast side of Martinez-Walnut Creek road,

75 feet above road. J. C. M. Loc. 337.

340. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. Summer School, 1911. Martinez Group.

SE % of NE % Sec. 4, B. 1 W, T. 1 S, Mount Diablo Sheet.

333. Concord Quadrangle. Martinez Group. Two and one-quarter miles south,

10 degrees west of Muir Station. J. C. M. Loc. 333.

500. Same as 243 and 544. See Loc. 243.

501 = 213. Concord Quadrangle. Martinez Group. Two and one-eighth miles

southeast of Muir Station on the southwest side of Martinez-Walnut

Creek road, about one and one-half miles northwest of Grayson 's

Creek, on side of hill near top, a little to north of Locality 343 but on

same hill. J. C. M. Loc. 501 = 213. Concord Sheet.

532. Concord Quadrangle. Eocene. One and three-eighths miles southeast of

Muir Station. Across road from 541, on side of hill. J. C. M. Loc. 532.

541. Concord Quadrangle. On south side of road a little over one and three-

eighths miles southeast of Muir Station. J. C. M. Loc. 541. Concord

Sheet.

544. See 243.

* The initials, J. C. M. refer to the collections of J. C. Merriam, and E. E. D.
to those of E. E. Dickerson.
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779. Vicinity of Lower Lake, Lake County. Martinez Group, uppermost

strata. "SW % of NE % of See. 8, T. 12 N, E. 6 W," Map 88.

780. Vicinity of Lower Lake, Lake County. Martinez Group. NW % of SW
% of Sec. 36, T. 13 N, K. 7 W; 3000 to 3300 feet (strat.) above Mar-

tinez base. Limestone in shale.

782. Vicinity of Lower Lake, Lake County. Martinez Group. SE % of SE
% of Sec. 26, T. 13 N, E. 7 W, in canon whose creek flows past old

dam; 2000 to 2500 feet (strat.) above north contact line of Chieo-

Martinez. Map 88.

784. Vicinity of Lower Lake, Lake County. Martinez Group. NW % of NE
% of Sec. 11, T. 12 N, E. 7 W, about one-fourth to one-half mile east

and a little south of Lower Lake on Knoxville road, 1000 feet (hor-

izontal distance) above the Chico-Martinez contact, well at old brick

yard. (A Stanton locality.) Map 88.

785. Vicinity of Lower Lake, Lake County. Tejon Group. NW % of SW %
of Sec. 6, T. 13 N, E. 6 W, in west gully near hill top. Elevation,

1750 feet. Map 88.

787. Vicinity of Lower Lake, Lake County. Martinez Group. SE % of SE
% of Sec. 36, T. 13 N, E. 6 W, on south side of Cache Creek. Mar-

' tinez Group, about 300 feet stratigraphically below Martinez-Tejon

contact. Map 88.

788. Vicinity of Lower Lake, Lake County. Martinez Group. SW % of SW
% of Sec. 1, T. 13 N, E. 7 W, 1000 feet north of Herndon Creek bridge,

Knoxville road. Map 88.

790. Vicinity of Lower Lake, Lake County. Martinez Group. SE % of NE
Vi Sec. 11, T. 12 N, E. 7 W, three-fourths of a mile east of Lower Lake,

1200 feet south from bridge over Plerndon Creek, in gully on west side

of creek. Map 88.

1540. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. (Loc. 91 E. E. D.) One mile south of Stewart-

ville, 100 yards south of basal Tejon conglomerate and 600 feet north

of Chico-Martinez contact. Elevation, 1000 feet. NE cor. of NW %
of Sec. 15, B. 1 E, T. 1 N, Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1547. Concord Quadrangle. Seven and one-half miles south of north edge of

Concord Sheet, just south of Arroyo del Hambre Creek. Martinez

sandstone.

1556. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. A little over one mile south of Stewartville,

ten feet above the Martinez-Chico contact, in basal Martinez beds.

Elevation, 1050 feet. NE % of NW % of Sec. 15, T. 1 N, E. 1 E,

Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1557. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. Sec. 15 E. 1 E, T. 1 N. In Martinez near

Chico contact. (Map 61).

1558. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. (Loc. 41 E. E. D.) Martinez Group. Two
and one-fourth miles east of Clayton. Elevation, 1450 feet, 200 feet

stratigraphically above the Martinez-Chico contact. SW % of Sec. 8,

T. 1 N, E. 1 E, Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1580. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. About one mile south of Stewartville. Ele-

vation, 1000 feet, 400 feet stratigraphically above the Martinez-Chico

contact. The same stratum as Loc. 1540. NW % of NE % of Sec. 15,

T. 1 N, B. 1 E, Mount Diablo B. L. and M.
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1586. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. Martinez Group. South part of Sec. 8, K. 1 E,

T. 1 N, Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1592. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. Martinez Group. SW cor. Sec. 8, E 1 E,

T. 1 N, Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1695. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. Martinez Group. On hilltop west of point

where basal Tejon conglomerate crosses creek. Sec. 14, R. 1 E, T. 1 N,

Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1743. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. Martinez Group. One and one-half miles

south of Somerville. Elevation, 950 feet and about twenty feet strati-

graphically above the Martinez-Chico contact, in the same zone as

1556. NE cor. of Sec. 16, T. 1 N, R. 1 E, Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1745. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. Martinez Group. One and one-half miles

south of Somerville. Elevation, 900 feet, seventy-five feet strati-

graphically above the Martinez-Chico contact. Sec. 16, T. 1 N, B. 1 E,

Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1746. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. (R. E. D. Loc. 506.) Martinez Group. About

two and one-fourth miles east of Clayton. Elevation, 1450 feet.

About 300 feet stratigraphically above the Martinez-Chico contact.

SW cor. of Sec. 8, T. 1 N, R, 1 E, Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1747. Mount Diablo Quadrangle. (B. E. D. Loc. 507.) Martinez Group. Four

miles due east of Clayton. Elevation, 900 feet. About 400 feet strati-

graphically above the Martinez-Chico contact in the same strata as

1540. SE cor. of Sec. 9, T. 1 N, R. 1 W, Mount Diablo B. L. and M.

1828. Concord Quadrangle. Martinez Group. On southwest side of Martinez-

Walnut Creek road two and one-fourth miles southeast of Muir Station

on hill slope. Elevation, 400 feet. Waud and Dickerson.

1829. Concord Quadrangle. Martinez Group. On southwest side of Martinez-

Walnut Creek road two and three-eighths miles southeast of Muir

Station. Elevation, 475 feet. Waud and Dickerson.

1830. Santa Cruz Quadrangle. San Mateo County between the head waters of

San Lorenzo River and Pescadero Creek. See map 47. Dickerson.

1888. Napa Quadrangle. Martinez Group. On road 75 feet above the railroad





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 6

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. la. Flabellum remondianum Gabb. X 1.

This species ranges from the lowermost to the uppermost Martinez

in the Mount Diablo region and the type locality. As far as known it

is restricted to the Martinez Group. The proportions of this species

are variable.

Fig. lb. Fabellum remondianum Gabb, showing a shorter specimen. X 1.

Fig. lc. Flabellum remondianum Gabb. Cross-section view after Vaughan. X 2.

Fig. Id. Flabellum remondianum Gabb. Bottom view. X 1.

Fig. 2. Paracyathusf ?), sp. X 1.

Fig. 3a. Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam). X 1.

This individual coral is distinctive of the middle zone of the Mar-

tinez and restricted to it. Its variations in shape and size are note-

worthy.

Fig. 3b. Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam), showing high specimen. X 1.

Fig. 3c. Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam), showing stout specimen. X 1.

Fig. 3d. Trochocyathus zitteli (Merriam). Cross-section view after Vaughan.

X 3%.

Fig. 4a. Cidaris, sp. (a). X 2.

Fig. 4?>. Cidaris, sp. (a), distal end. X 5.

Fig. 5. Cidaris, sp. (d). X 2.

Fig. 6a. Cidarisf ?

)

,
sp. (c), side view. X 2.

Fig. 6b. Cidarisf?), sp. (c), top view. X 2.

Fig. 7. Schizaster lecontei Merriam. X 1.

This echinoderm has an exceedingly great range, being found in

the lowermost Martinez and in the uppermost or Siphonalia sutterensis

zone of the Tejon Group at the Marysville Buttes.

[156]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 7

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. 1. Bhynconella('?
') ,

sp. X 3.

Fig. 2a. Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton. X 1.

This species occurs in the lowermost portion of the Martinez of

Lake County and of the Mount Diablo region.

Fig. 26. Terebratulina tejonensis Stanton. X 1.

Fig. 3a. Leda paclcardi, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 3b. Leda paclcardi, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 4. Leda milleri, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 5. Yoldia gesteri, n. sp. XL
Fig. 6. Yoldiaf?) powersi, n. sp. X 3.

Fig. 7a. CueuUaea mathewsonii Gabb, umbonal view. X 1

.

A characteristic Martinez species.

Fig. lb. CueuUaea mathewsonii Gabb, side view. X 1.

Fig. 8. CueuUaea mathewsonii Gabb (Area biloba Weaver). X 1.

This figure is Weaver's type of Area biloba which is the young of

C. mathewsonii. Small specimens have been recently found which show

the hinge of the genus CueuUaea.

Fig. 9a. Lima(?) claytonensis, n. sp. X 10.

Fig. 9b. Lima( ?) claytonensis, n. sp. X 10.

[158]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 8

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. 1. Lima multiradiata Gabb. X 1.

The specimen figured was found at the type locality of this species

near Lower Lake.

Fig. 2. Lima haseltinei, n. Bp. X 1.

This form is the largest pelecypod found in the California Eocene.

Fig. 3. Pinna barrowsi, n. sp. X 1.

This species also occurs in the Tejon.

[160]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE f»

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. la. Pholadomya nasuta Gabb. X 1.

This species ranges throughout the Martinez.

Fig. 16. Pholadomya nasuta Gabb, umbonal view. X 1.

Fig. 2. Mytilus cf. ascia Gabb. X 1.

Fig. 3. Ostrea iveaveri, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 4. Ostrea buwaldana, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 5. Pecten interradiatus Gabb. X 2 .

Eange, Martinez and Tejon.

Fig. 6. Pecten, sp. X 2.

Fig. 7. Modiolus merriami (Weaver). X 1.

This form is also found in the lower portion of the Tejon south of

Mount Diablo.

Fig. 8. Modiolus iaTceri, n. sp. XI.

Fig. 9. Cuspidaria dolabraeformis (Gabb). X 3.

Fig. 10. Cuspidaria hannibali, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 11. Lima (?) haseltinei, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 12. Plicatula ostreaformis Stanton. X 1.

The form figured is from the type locality of the species, near

Lower Lake.

[162]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 10

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. 1. Crassatellites studleyi, n. sp.

Fig. 2. Crassatellites unioides (Stanton).

This species has a great geographical range, being found in the

Martinez of the Santa Ana Mountains and in the vicinity of Lower
Lake, Lake County, California.

Fig. 3. Crassatellites stewartvillensis, n. sp.

Fig. 4a. Crassatellites claytonensis, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 4&. Crassatellites claytonensis, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 5. Glycimeris veatchii var. major (Stanton). X 1.

A common form restricted to the Martinez.

Fig. 6. Phacoides quadrata, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 7. Phacoides diaboli, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 8. Phacoides turneri (Stanton). X 1.

Fig. 9. Dosinia(?) lawsoni, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 10. Yenus(?), sp. X 1.

Fig. 11a. Phacoides muirensis, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 116. Phacoides muirensis, n. sp., umbonal view. X 2,

[164]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 11

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. la. Meretrix stantoni, n. sp. X 1.

A species which occurs at nearly all localities of the lower Martinez.

Fig. lb. Meretrix stantoni, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 2a. Meretrix dalli, n. sp. X 1.

A species restricted to the lower Martinez.

Fig. 2b. Meretrix dalli, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 3. Meretrix, sp. X 1.

Fig. 4. MacroeaUistaf ? ) pacM, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 5. Tapesf?) quadrata Gabb. X 1.

Range, Tejon and Martinez.

Fig. 6. Pap~hia(?) clarki, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. la. Tellina undulifera Gabb. X 1.

An abundant and easily identifiable form which is somewhat vari-

able in shape, as the figures show. Range, throughout the Martinez.

Fig. 76. Tellina undidifera Gabb. X 1.

Fig. 7c. Tellina undulifera Gabb. X 1.

Fig. 8. Tellina perrini, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 9. Tellina lierndonensis, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 1 0. Psammobia hornii (Gabb). X 1

This Psammobia has a range throughout both the Martinez and Tejon.

Fig. 11. Tellina packardi, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 12. Tellina cf. parilis Gabb. X 3.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 12

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. 1. Tellina lewi, n. sp. X 3.

Fig. 2a. Psammobiaf ?) cylindrica, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 2b. Psammobiaf ? ) cylindrica, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 3. Soien stantoni Weaver, after Weaver. X 1.

This species is abundant and rather characteristic of the uppermost

Martinez.

Fig. 4a. Spisulaf?) weaveri, n. sp. Packard. X 1.

Fig. 46. Spisulaf ? ) weaveri, n. sp. Packard. X 1.

Fig. 5. Mactraf?) tenuissima Gabb. X 2.

Fig. 6. Teredo, sp. XI.

Fig. 7. Dentalium cooperi Gabb. X 1.

This smooth, large Dentalium is found in the Chico-Cretaceous

Martinez, and the Tejon.

Fig. 8. Acmaea martinesensis, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 9. Fissurellaf?) behri, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 10. Discohelix californicus Weaver, after Weaver. X 1.

Fig. 11. Nerita(?), sp. X 2.

Fig. 12. Neritaf?) biangulata, n. sp. X 3.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 13

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. 1. Architectonica, sp. X 1.

Fig. 2a. Architectonica tuberculata Weaver, after Weaver. X 1.

Fig. 2b. Architectonica tuberculata Weaver. Detail. X 6.

Fig. 3a. Natica (Gyrodes) lineata, n. sp. X 1.'

Fig. 3b. Natica (Gyrodes)
,
sp. X 1.

A common but poorly preserved form in the Martinez.

Fig. 4a. Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp. X 1.

A form which is common in the middle zone of the Martinez. It

appears to be intermediate between A. oviformis of the Chieo and

A. alveata of the Tejon.

Fig. 4b. Amauropsis martinezensis, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 5. Lunatia horuii Gabb. X 1.

Range of this species is Tejon and Martinez.

Fig. 6a. Lunatia cf. nuciformis Gabb. X 3.

Fig. 6b. Lunatia ef. nuciformis Gabb. X 3.

Fig. 7. Xenophora zitteli Weaver, after Weaver. X 1.

A form which is restricted to the middle or Trochocyathus zitteli

and the lowermost or Meretrix dalli zones of the Martinez.

Fig. 8. Turritella clarlci, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 9a. Turritella infragranulata Gabb. X 2.

The figured specimen is from the Martinez of the Santa Ana
Mountains.

Fig. 9b. Turritella infragranulata. X 2.

Fig. 10. Turritella martinezensis Gabb. X 1.

This form was found in Martinez strata near Rock Creek, Los

Angeles County, California.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 14

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. 1«. Turritella pachecoensis Stanton. X 1.

This very characteristic Turritella has been erroneously reported

from the Tejon. It appears to be wholly restricted to the Martinez.

Eange, lowermost to uppermost Martinez.

Fig. lb. Turritella pachecoensis Stanton. X 1.

Fig. lc. Turritella pachecoensis Stanton. X 1.

Nodose specimen from the Santa Ana Mountains.

Fig. 2. Cerithium, sp. X 2.

Fig. 3. Alaria, sp. X 1.

Fig. 4. Anchura gabbi, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 5. Anchura englishi, n. sp. X 3.

Fig. 6a. Seraphs ( ? ) thompsoni, n. sp. X 3.

Fig. 6b. Seraphsf ?) thompsoni, n. sp. X 3.

Fig. la. Ovula martini, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 7b. Ovula martini, n.sp. X 2.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 15

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. 1. Cypraea bayerquei Gabb. X 1.

Range, Tejon and Martinez.

Fig. 2. Tritonium martinezensis, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 3. Tritonium buwaldi, n. sp. X 1

.

Fig. 4. Brachysphingus liratus Gabb. X 1.

A very easily identifiable and characteristic Martinez species.

Fig. 5. Turbinella crassatesta Gabb. X 2.

Fig. 6. Ficopsis, sp. X 1.

Fig. 7a. Urosyca caudata Gabb. X 1.

This species changes with increase in size. The nodes become
larger and less numerous in large specimens.

Fig. 7b. Urosyca caudata Gabb. X 1?.

Fig. 8. Urosyca rdbusta Weaver. X 1.

From a locality near Selby Smelter.

Fig. 9. Siphonaliaf ?) lineata Stanton. X 1.

Fig. 10. Hcmifusus waringi, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 11. Neptunea mucronata Gabb. X 1.

A characteristic Martinez species.

Fig. 12. Neptunea cretacea Gabb. X 1.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 16

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. 1. Fusus aequilateralis Weaver. X 2.

Fig. O Fusus mathewsonii Gabb. X 1.

Range Tejon and Martinez.

Fig. 3. Fusus occidentalis Gabb. X 1.

Fig. 4. Fusus aralus Gabb. X 1.

Fig. 5. Fusus flexuosus Gabb. X 2.

Fig. 6. Fusus dumblei, n. sp. X 2.

Fig. 7. Olivella claytonensis, n. sp. x 3.

Fig. 8a. Perissolax tricarnatus Weaver. X 1

This species may be only a variety of P. blakei Conrad, as it is

found in the type Tejon along with the bicarnate form. The tricarnate

form is however the commoner in the Martinez.

Fig. 8b. Perissolax tricarnatus Weaver. XI?.

Fig. 9a. Tunis louderbacki, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 9b. Turris louderbacki, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 10. Surcula rnerriami, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 11. Surcula ( Surculites) andersoni, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 12. Surcula fairbanksi, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 13a. Surcula, sp. XI.

Fig. 13&. Surcula, sp. X 1.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 17

Eauna of Martinez Eocene

Fig. 1. Heteroterma gabbi Stanton. X 1.

Fig. 2. Actaeon lawsoni Weaver. X 3.

Fig. 3. Bullinula subglobosa Weaver, after Weaver. X 2.

Fig. 4a. Binginella pingnis Gabb. X 2.

A species found in the middle and lower portions of the Martinez.

Fig. 46. Binginella pinguis Gabb. X 2.

Fig. 5a. Eercoglossa merriami, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 55. Hercoglossa merriami, n. sp. X 1.

This species may be related to the eastern sjaecies Eercoglossa

(Enclimatoceras) ulrichi White.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 18

Fauna of Martinez Eocene

"Fig. 1. Aturia mathewsonU Gabb. X 1.

This eephalopod occurs both in Martinez and Te.jon.

Fig. 2a. Nautilus stephensoni, n. sp., side view. X 1.

Fig. '2b. Nautilus stephensoni, n. sp., back view. X 1.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the Pliocene system appears to be well represented along

the middle and northern coast region of California by several series

of marine sediments, some of which are abundantly fossiferous, the

palaeontological correlation of these formations has not been entirely
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satisfactory. The difficulty has been due partly to the lack of thorough

collecting, and in part to insufficient understanding of collections

already obtained. During the early part of 1911 an investigation

was undertaken by the writer with a view of working out the faunal

relations of these formations more fully than had been done previously.

The series taken into consideration included the Merced Series

typically developed at Seven Mile Beach, south of San Francisco, the

Purisima at Halfmoon Bay, San Mateo County, and the Wildcat

Series in Humboldt County. During the progress of this work a

number of undescribed species of marine mollusks were discovered,

and it seems desirable to present descriptions of these species in ad-

vance of a final paper dealing largely with the correlation problem.

This arrangement Avas considered desirable, as the description of

species is in part a matter of biology and the information will be of

service to workers not especially concerned with stratigraphic prob-

lems. Nearly all of the species here discussed were obtained from the

Wildcat Series. These beds have a wide distribution in the south-

central part of Humboldt County, California, and on account of their

isolation have received less attention than those farther south.

For detailed descriptions of the localities from which the specimens

described and figured in this paper were obtained see page 195.

In arranging the species the writer has followed the classification

used by Dr. W. H. Dall 1 in his publication on the Miocene of Astoria

and Coos Bay, Oregon.

Genus Modiolus Lamarck

MODIOLUS STALDER I, n. sp.

Plate 22, figures 6a and 6b

Shell small, thin, subelliptical, sculptured with numerous radiating

ridges which are crossed by very fine concentric lines, producing a fine

tessellated surface; valves nearly equal, very inequilateral; umbones

conspicuous, almost terminal; umbonal ridge prominent anteriorly,

broadening and less prominent posteriorly
;
hinge line nearly straight,

about one-fourth the length of the shell; upper posterior margin

broadly arcuate
;
posterior extremity sharply and evenly rounded

;

ventral margin nearly straight, slightly concave at the middle in some

specimens ; anterior end blunt, excavated in front of the beaks.

i Dall, W. H., U. S. G. S. Professional Paper No. 59, 1909.
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Dimensions.—Length of the type specimen, 35 mm.
;

height, 18

mm.; transverse diameter, 13mm.

Occurrence.—This species is found in the middle portion of the

Wildcat Series, in Humboldt County, California. University of

California Locality 1859.

Named in honor of Mr. Walter Stalder.

Genus Buccinum Linne

BUCCINUM SAUNDEEST, n. sp.

Plate 21, figure 5

Shell of moderate size, with eight faint spirally lined whorls;

spire prominent; apex acute; whorls full, gracefully rounded, in-

creasing rapidly in size ; suture distinct, depressed
;
aperture semi-

orbicular; outer lip evenly arcuate, thin; inner lip smooth; canal

short and broad.

Dimensions.—Altitude of the type specimen, canal slightly de-

fective, 40 mm. ; maximum diameter of the shell, 23 mm.
;
length of

the aperture, 20 mm.

Occurrence.—Two specimens of this species were obtained from

the upper portion of the Wildcat Series two miles south of Center-

ville, Humboldt County, California. University of California

Locality 1859.

Named in honor of Mr. Fred Saunders of Capetown, California.

NASSA MOBANIANA, n. sp.

Plate 22, figures la, lb, and lc

Shell of moderate size, solid, oval, with five or six whorls; apex

subacute; whorls of spire increasing rather rapidly in size, slightly

convex, narrowly tabulated, sculptured with five or six spiral cords

and numerous less prominent axial ribs, the intersections of the axial

ribs and spiral cords produce a nodose surface
;
interspaces between

spiral cords about equal in width to the cords and carrying a small

intercalary thread; the spiral cord on the posterior margin of the

whorls is usually set off from the other cords by a wider interspace

which carries a more pronounced intercalary thread; suture distinct,

depressed; body-whorl large, globose, sculptured with fourteen to

sixteen strap-like spiral cords, separated by slightly narrower inter-
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spaces, and numerous less prominent axial ribs, producing a nodose

cancellated surface
;
aperture ovate ; outer lip denticulate within ; inner

lip inerusted, marked with numerous plications; canal short and

broad.

Dimensions.—Altitude of type, 31mm.; maximum diameter of

body-whorl, 20 mm.

Occurrence.—Common in the Pliocene formations of the central

coast region of California; type from Merced Series of Bolinas Bay,

University of California Locality 1549.

This species has long been referred to as Nassa fossata Gould. It

differs from the latter in the lack of distinct nodes and in the general

shape of the shell.

Named in honor of Mr. Robert Moran.

Genus Chrysodomus Swainson

CHEYSODOMUS LAWSONI, n. sp.

Plate 19, figure 1

Shell large, solid, elongate, with about nine tabulated whorls

;

spire strongly elevated, about two-fifths the total length of the shell

;

whorls of the spire slightly and evenly convex, with a deeply exca-

vated tabulation ; the axis of the shell and the plane of the tabulation

form an angle of ninety degrees or more
;
upper whorls ornamented

with numerous spiral threads, alternately large and small, about five

on each whorl are more prominent than those intervening; the revolv-

ing sculpture on the lower whorls is almost obsolete ; it consists of

faint. Hat bands separated by narrower interspaces; suture distinct;

body-whorl large, convex, with a narrow, flat area in front of the

tabulation, producing a poorly defined collar; anterior portion of

the body-whorl conical; axial sculpture consists of lines of growth

which give the shell a roughened appearance; aperture elliptical;

outer lip thin; inner lip heavily inerusted; canal very long and

recurved, columella with anterior sulcus.

Dimensions—Altitude of the type specimen, apex and canal

defective, 135 mm.; maximum diameter of the shell, 55 mm.; length

of the aperture, 50 mm.
;
length of the canal, 20 mm.

;
apical angle,

40 degrees.
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Occurrence.—This species occurs quite abundantly in the Wildcat

Series on Eel River three-quarters of a mile north of Scotia, Hum-

boldt County, California. University of California Locality 1878.

The faint spiral cords on the upper whorls of this species are very

similar to the sculpture on Chrysodomus tabulatus Baird, and sug-

gest that the two forms are closely related. The new species may be

distinguished from C. tabulatus by the much more elongate form,

much longer pillar and canal, more tabulated whorls, and almost

obsolete sculpture.

Named in honor of Professor A. C. Lawson, who first described

the Wildcat Series.

CHRYSODOMUS EUREKAENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 21, figures la and lb

Shell large, thick, solid, with six to eight whorls which increase

rapidly in size; spire moderately high, one-third the length of the

shell ; whorls of the spire well rounded with greatest convexity cen-

tral, giving the whorls a bulging appearance
;
uppermost whorls of

the spire ornamented with about four faint spiral lines which are

equidistant and separated by much broader interspaces ; lower whorls

of adult specimens smooth except for axial lines of growth ; whorls

constricted and concave in front of the suture, forming a poorly

defined collar or sutural band on the posterior portion ; anterior por-

tion slightly convex, sloping inward to the suture ; body-whorl large,

with greatest convexity above the middle uniformly tapering below

;

posterior portion concave, with distinct somewhat rogose collar; an-

terior portion long, nearly straight ; ornamentation consisting of lines

of growth which are particularly pronounced near the outer lip;

aperture elliptical ; outer lip thickened, arcuate posteriorly ; inner

lip slightly incrusted
;
pillar long, twisted, with a broad anterior sulcus

paralleling the canal; canal long, recurved.

Dimensions.—Length of the type specimen, spire defective,

86 mm. ; maximum diameter of the shell, 45 mm.
;
length of the aper-

ture, 40 mm.; length of the canal, 16 mm.
Occurrence.—The type and four other specimens, showing all

stages of development, were collected from the Wildcat Series on

Eel River near Scotia, Humboldt County, California. University of

California Locality 1878.
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There is considerable difference between the young and the old

forms of this species. The young specimens show well-developed spiral

sculpture on the spire and partly obscured spiral lines on the body-

whorl, while the adult specimens show spiral sculpture on the upper-

most whorls only.

The characters which permit the separation of this species from

other California Chrysodomus forms are : the absence of a tabulation,

the absence of spiral sculpture on the lower whorls, the presence of a

well-defined sutural collar on the body-whorl, and the bulging appear-

ance of the whorls.

CHRYSODOMUS SCOTIAENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 20, figures 3a and 3b

Shell thin, large, elongate, with about eight whorls ; spire elevated,

with an acute apex ; whorls tabulated, almost uniformly rounded from

the shoulder of the tabulation to the suture below, sculptured with

thread-like revolving grooves and axial lines of growth; four or five

revolving grooves on the whorls of the spire and ten to twelve on the

body-whorl ; the grooves are about equally spaced over the surface of

each whorl but are most pronounced on the anterior portion ; inter-

spaces between the grooves having a width of three to four millimeters

^>n the body-whorl and proportionally narrower on the whorls of the

spire ; tabulation narrow, not deeply excavated, and at right angles to

the axis of the shell ; suture impressed, distinct
;
aperture ovate ; outer

lip thickened, reflexed, semicircular in shape, somewhat effuse, inner

lip incrusted, smooth ; canal short, recurved.

Dimensions.—Length of the type specimen, apex and canal slight-

ly defective, 117 mm. ; maximum diameter of the shell, 55 mm.
;
length

of the aperture, 55 mm.
;
greatest width of the aperture, 28 mm.

Occurrence.—Two specimens of this species were obtained from

the Wildcat Series on Eel River, three-quarters of a mile north of

Scotia, Humboldt County, California. University of California

Locality 1878.

CHRYSODOMUS ANDERSONI, n. sp.

Plate 19, figure 4

Shell large, thick, broadly fusiform, with about eight spirally

sculptured whorls
;
spire elevated, about one-third the length of the

shell
;
apex subacute ; whorls of the spire flattened, angulated about
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one-fourth of their width below the suture, cylindrical below angle,

ornamented with seven or eight broadly rounded, raised, spiral cords,

two of which occur on the tabulation, one at the angle, and four or

five in front of the angle; cords on the tabulation and angle very

large, separated by deep interspaces which are almost as wide as the

cords themselves ; cords smaller on the anterior portion, separated by

narrower, grooved interspaces; the tabulation has a stepped appear-

ance produced by the cord nearest to the suture being raised above

the one just anterior to it ; suture distinct, impressed
;
body-whorl

large, uniformly tapering below the middle, sharply rounded above,

ornamented with twenty-five spiral cords arranged in the same manner

the angle
;
rugose, axial lines of growth visible over the entire surface

of the shell
;
aperture ovate ; outer lip defective ; inner lip incrusted

;

pillar long, with anterior sulcus ; canal short, curved.

Dimensions.—Length of type specimen, apex of canal defective,

85 mm. ; maximum diameter of the shell, 50 mm.
;
length of the aper-

ture, 45 mm.

Occurrence.—The type and fragments of three other specimens

were obtained from the Wildcat Series on Eel River near Scotia,

Humboldt County, California. University of California Locality

1878.

This species can be distinguished from Ghrysoclomus bairdii Dall,

which it most closely resembles, by the more ventricose form, the

whorls increasing in size more rapidly, more numerous and more

closely set spiral cords, and the presence of two strong spiral cords

on the tabulation.

Named in honor to Mr. F. M. Anderson, curator of invertebrate

palaeontology, California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia.

CHKYSODOMUS PURISIMAENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 19, figure 2

Shell thick, elongate, with seven or eight well-rounded, smooth

whorls; spire strongly elevated, about one-third the total length of

the shell ; whorls of the spire unsculptured, except for the first few

which show faint spiral grooving; posterior one-quarter of each whorl

concave with well-rounded shoulder one-third of its width from the

posterior margin, evenly rounded from the shoulder forward, faint

indication of collar just anterior to the suture ; suture appressed, dis-
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tinct; body-whorl large, slightly concave near the suture; posterior

half very convex; anterior half nearly flat; unsculptured except for

lines of growth
;
aperture elliptical ; outer lip thick ; inner lip heavily

incrusted; canal long, defective in the type specimen.

Dimensions.—Length of the type, 100 mm., the canal and apex

defective; maximum diameter of the shell, 50mm.: length of the

aperture, 45 mm. ; width of the aperture, 25 mm. ; apical angle, 28

degrees.

Occurrence.—The type and one other specimen were obtained from

the Purisima Formation at Aho Nuevo Bay, San Mateo County, Cali-

fornia. University of California Locality 1780.

The distinguishing characters of this species are : smooth whorls

except first few of the spire, absence of tabulation on the posterior

portion of each whorl, and slender form. It closely resembles Chry-

sodomus eurekacnsis, n. sp., from which it may be separated by its

more elongate form, lack of well-defined collar on the body-whorl, lack

of the bulging appearance of the whorls, and the smaller apical angle.

CHRYSODOMUS TABULATUS var. COLMAENSIS, n. var.

Plate 20, figure 1

Shell broadly fusiform, large, with seven or eight strongly tabu-

lated whorls
;

spire moderately high, about one-fourth the total

length of the shell; whorls of the spire rounded, convex, sculptured

with spiral threads which alternate large and small, and axial lines

of growth ; on the penultimate whorl there are four or five coarse

spiral cords, between each of which there are three smaller spiral

threads, the middle one of whicli is more pronounced than those

on either side
;
upper whorls of spire similarly sculptured ; tabulation

excavated or concave
;
point of angulation raised, forming a pro-

nounced carina ; surface of tabulation ornamented with very fine

spiral threads ; suture impressed
;
body-whorl very large, broadly

rounded, convex, sculpture the same as the whorls of the spire, most

pronounced on the anterior portion
;
aperture ovate ; outer lip slightly

reflexed; inner lip incrusted; canal moderately long, recurved.

Dimensions.—Altitude of figured specimen, apex defective, 112

mm. ; width of body-whorl, 55 mm.
;
length of the aperture, 50 mm.

Occurrence.—This variety is not uncommon in the Merced Series

south of San Francisco. University of California Locality 1736.
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This variety resembles very closely Chrysodomus tabulatus Baird,

from which it may be distinguished by its more broadly fusiform

character. The sculpture is the same on both varieties. Eight speci-

mens of C. tabulatus var. colmaensis from the Merced Series south of

San Francisco were constant in their broad form, and none of the

more slender forms, C. tabulatus Baird, were obtained from this

locality. The fact is considered to be sufficient reason for separation

of the two forms.

CHRYSODOMUS TABULATUS BAIRD

Plate 20, figure 2

Chrysodomus tabulatus Baird, Proc. Zool. Soc. of London, 1863, p. 66.

This species is figured to make clear the difference between it and

Chrysodomus tabulatus var. colmaensis, n. var. Baird 's species ap-

pears to be quite constant in its size and general characters. It dif-

fers from the new variety in its smaller size, shorter canal, and the

presence of a well-marked sulcus on the anterior portion of the pillar.

Genus Tritonopusus Beck

TRITONOFUSUS FORTUNASENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 22, figures 4a and 46

Shell small, elongate, regularly fusiform, with seven or eight

smooth convex whorls; spire high; apex acute; whorls evenly convex,

unsculptured except for axial lines of growth and a faint indication

of spiral threads, which are invisible without the aid of a lense

;

suture distinct, impressed; aperture elliptical, elongated, outer lip

thin ; inner lip incrusted ; canal short, nearly straight.

Dimensions.—Altitude of type specimen, canal defective, 30 mm.

;

maximum diameter of shell, 13 mm.
;
length of the aperture, 13.5 mm.

;

maximum width of the aperture, 5 mm.
;
apical angle, 30 degrees.

Occurrence.—The figured specimens of this species were obtained

from beds which are believed to be of the Miocene age, occurring at

the mouth of Bear River, Humboldt County, California. University

of California Locality 1863.
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TEITONOFUSUS EIVEESI, n. sp.

Plate 21, figure 2

Shell about sixty millimeters in length, fusiform, smooth
;
spire

a little more than one-third the total length of the shell, with an acute

apex ; whorls of the spire convex, polished, diminishing rather rapidly

in size toward the apex ; suture distinct though not channelled
;
body-

whorl inflated, gracefully convex, slightly constricted at the suture

;

aperture ovate; outer lip thin, smooth; inner lip thinly incrusted;

canal rather short, wide, nearly straight.

Dimensions.—Length of the type specimen, 60mm.; diameter of

the body-whorl, 30 mm.
;
length of the aperture, including the canal,

35 mm.

Occurrence.—Found rarely at Timms Point, San Pedro, Califor-

nia, in beds called Pliocene by Ralph Arnold.

Type specimen in the collections of the California Academy of

Sciences.

Named in honor of Dr. J. J. Rivers of Santa Monica, California.

Genus Volutopsius Morch

VOLUTOPSIUS EUEEKAENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 19, figure 3

Shell of moderate size, thick, solid, subfusiform, with about six

smooth, slightly rounded whorls
;
spire moderately high, about one-

third total length of the shell
;
apex subacute ; whorls of the spire

increasing rapidly in size, tapering, slightly convex ; surface of the

whorls smooth except for the axial lines of growth
;
greatest diameter

of whorls at the anterior margin ; suture distinct, slightly appressed

;

body-whorl large, ventricose, rounded
;
aperture broadly elliptical

;

outer lip semicircular; inner lip smooth, faintly calloused; canal

straight, very short.

Dimensions.—Length of the type specimen, apex defective, 53

mm. ; maximum diameter, 37 mm.
;
length of aperture, 30 mm. ; width

of aperture, 17 mm.

Occurrence.—The type and four other specimens were obtained

from the upper Miocene near the mouth of Bear River, Humboldt

County, California. University of California Locality 1863.
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This species resembles in general appearance Volutopsius regu-

laris Dall, from the Alaskan coast. It differs from the latter in the

following respects : shell more ventricose, larger and more convex

body-whorl, whorls of the spire less rounded, outer lip more arcuate,

and aperture broader.

Genus Boreotrophon Fischer

BOEEOTROPHON FLEENERENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 22, figures 3a, 35, and 3c

Shell small, fusiform, with about seven whorls
;
spire moderately

high
;
apex subacute ; nuclear whorls defective ; whorls of the spire

angulated at the middle, sculptured with about thirteen axial ribs

and two spiral threads separated by wider interspaces ; axial ribs

extend from suture to suture, nodose where crossed by the spiral

threads, most pronounced on the angulation, almost spinose on some

specimens; one spiral thread occurs on the angle and the other on

the anterior portion
;
posterior portion of the whorls flat, sloping

upward to the suture ; suture distinct
;
body-whorl ventricose. angu-

lated near the posterior margin, ornamented with about fifteen axial

ribs and four spiral threads which give the surface a cancellated

appearance ; axial ribs most pronounced at the middle of the whorl

;

aperture elliptical ; outer lip thickened ; inner lip smooth ; canal long,

curved.

Dimensions.—Length of the type specimen, canal defective, 18

mm. ; maximum diameter of the shell, 9 mm.
;
length of the aperture,

6 mm.
;
length of canal of cotype, 6 mm.

Occurrence.—This species occurs abundantly in the upper portion

of the Wildcat Series two miles south of Centerville, Humboldt

County, California. University of California Locality 1859.

There are some variations in sculpture of this species. On some

specimens the axial ribs are sharply raised and produce short spines

on the angle of the whorls. On other specimens the sculpture is

more reduced and not spinose. The axial ribs are in every case more

prominent than the spiral threads.

In form this species resembles Boreotrophon scalariformis Gould,

but it can be readily separated from the latter by the angulation of

its whorls and the spiral sculpture, which is lacking on Boreotrophon

scalariformis.
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Genus Argobuccinum Morch

ARGOBUCCINUM ARNOLD I, n. sp.

Plate 21, figures 4a and 4b

Shell moderately large, thin, fusiform, with seven or eight strongly

sculptured whorls; spire prominent; apex defective in the type, whorls

of the spire convex, constricted at the sutures, sculptured with about

fourteen sharply rounded arcuate, raised axial ribs and seven or

eight thread-like spiral grooves ; the axial ribs are strongly raised at

the periphery and extend almost from suture to suture, becoming

obsolete near the posterior margin, producing a constricted sutural

band ; the spiral grooves are usually shallow and are most pronounced

at the periphery; the area between the two grooves is strap-like and

finely striate, producing obscure nodulations on the axial ribs ; suture

distinct, appressed; varices similar to the ribs, slightly larger, about

two to the whorl
;
body-whorl ventricose, subtabulate, shoulder well

rounded, sculptured with fifteen axial ribs and about fourteen spiral

bands ; on the anterior half of the whorl the axial ribs are obsolete,

the spiral bands raised and equal in width to the interspaces; on the

posterior portion the axial ribs are pronounced, the spiral bands broad

and inconspicuous and separated by narrow grooves; aperture ellipti-

cal; outer lip thin; inner lip crossed by the spiral cords; canal short.

Dimensions.—Length of the type, 70 mm. ; maximum diameter,

45 mm.
;

length of the aperture, 35 mm. ; width of the aperture,

20 mm.

Occurrence.—Five specimens of this species were obtained from

the upper Miocene at the mouth of Bear River, Humboldt County,

California. University of California Locality 1863.

This species somewhat resembles Argobuccinum cammani Dall,

from the Empire Beds of Coos Bay, Oregon. The characters which

distinguish it from the latter are the spiral grooves on the spire and

on the posterior portion of the body-whorl, instead of the raised spiral

bands which are found on A. cammani Dall.

AEGOBUCCINUM SCOTIAENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 21, figure 3

Shell large, fusiform, thin, with rather rapidly enlarging whorls

which are crossed by two inconspicuous varices ; whorls convex,

evenly rounded; sculpture reticulate, consisting of elevated spiral
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cords, with much wider interspaces, crossed by axial ribs of smaller

size, the two intersecting in such a manner as to produce almost square

and equal reticulations, and small rounded nodes ; on the body-whorl

there are twenty spiral ridges and about forty axial riblets; on the

penultimate whorl there are seven spiral ridges and approximately

the same number of axial riblets as on the body-whorl; the spiral

ridges are augmented by faint spiral striations; aperture elliptical;

outer lip thin ; inner lip incrusted.

Dimensions.—Altitude of the type specimen consisting only of the

body-whorl, 55 mm. ; maximum diameter of the shell, 45 mm.

Occurrence.—Wildcat Series, Humboldt County, California.

University of California Locality 1878.

This species may be distinguished by its even reticulate sculpture.

Genus Drillia Gray

DRILLIA FLEENERENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 22, figure 5

Shell of medium size, fusiform, solid, with eight or nine strongly

sculptured whorls
;
spire elevated

;
apex acute, nuclear whorls absent

;

whorls of the spire slightly and evenly rounded, convex, sculptured

with twelve to fourteen raised, equal, equidistant, oblique ribs which

extend from suture to suture, but become very faint on the posterior

quarter of each whorl, producing a sutural band about one millimeter

in width ; ribs almost flat at top and in some cases carry a fine median

groove
;
interspaces deep and about equal in width to the ribs ; sutures

distinct, impressed
;

body-whorl well rounded, convex, sculpture

similar but less pronounced than on the whorls of the spire, obsolete

on the anterior portion
;
spiral sculpture not visible on any portion

of the shell
;
aperture elongate, ovate ; outer lip arcuate ; inner lip

incrusted, smooth
;

posterior sinus narrow, moderately deep, canal

short, slightly curved.

Dimensions.—Altitude of the type, apex defective, 31 mm. ; maxi-

mum diameter of the shell, 10.5 mm.
;
length of the aperture, 9.5 mm.

;

length of the canal, 3 mm. -. apical angle, 25 degrees.

Occurrence.—Uncommon in the Wildcat Series one mile south of

Centerville, Humboldt County, California. University of California

Locality 1860. This horizon represents the upper part of the series.
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This species is nearer to Drillia johnsoni Arnold, than to any other

species reported from California. It may be distinguished from the

latter by the lack of spiral sculpture, less pronounced sutural band,

and the width of the interspaces ; those in Drillia johnsoni Arnold

are wider than the ribs while in this species they are equal to the ribs.

DRILLIA MERCEDENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 22, figures 2a, 2b, and 2c

Shell small, fusiform, with seven or eight sculptured whorls; spire

high, one-third total length of the shell; apex acute; whorls of the

spire broadly convex, sculptured with three narrow threadlike grooves

and about twenty-one obscure axial riblets, spiral grooves near the

suture more pronounced than the one intervening, and producing two

sutural bands, one on the posterior and one on the anterior margin

of each whorl
;
spaces between the grooves faintly nodose spiral bands

of unequal width, the second from the posterior margin much the

broadest and occurs at the widest portion of the whorl ; anterior spiral

band partly obscured by the succeeding whorl; the axial ribs follow

the lines of growth and are sharply curved near the central part of

each whorl
; they are most pronounced on the posterior and frequently

absent from the anterior portion of the whorls ; suture distinct, im-

pressed
;
body-whorl ornamented with about twenty nodose axial rib-

lets and ten to twelve spiral bands which are separated by narrower

grooves ; axial ribs follow the lines of growth and are most pronounced

in front of the suture, becoming obsolete on the anterior portion

;

spiral bands faintly nodose where crossed by the axial riblets, they

are broadest on the middle of the whorl, becoming narrower and equal

in width to the grooves on the anterior portion; aperture elliptical;

outer lip thin, arcuate; inner lip and columella slightly incrusted;

columella recurved; posterior sinus broad and shallow; canal mod-

erately short, curved.

Dimensions.—Altitude of the type, 22.5 mm. ; maximum diameter

of the shell, 9 mm.
;
length of the aperture, 8 mm.

;
length of the canal,

3 mm.

Occurrence.—The type and several other specimens were obtained

from the Merced Series near Santa Rosa. A large number of speci-

mens were also obtained from the Merced Series south of San Fran-

cisco and at Bolinas Bay.
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The axial sculpture of this species is somewhat variable. On some

specimens it is quite coarse while on others it is very faint, hardly

more than lines of growth. It is frequently absent from the anterior

portion of the whorls. A slight angulation is apparent on the body-

whorl of some of the largest specimens.

This species is similar in general appearance to Drill ia graciosana

Arnold. It may be distinguished from the latter by the following

characters : number of whorls greater, axial ribbing most pronounced

on the posterior portion of the whorls instead of on the anterior as in

D. graciosana Arnold, a greater number of spiral bands separated by

narrow grooves, D. graciosana having interspaces equal in width to

the ribs.

Transmitted December 16, 1913.

DESCRIPTIONS OF LOCALITIES

1549. In the sea-cliff about two hundred yards east of the bath-house situated

on the beach south of Bolinas, Marin County, California.

1736. In the bed of Twelve Mile Creek one and one quarter miles due south-

west of Baden Station.

1780. In the sea-cliff about one mile due west of the mouth of Afio Nuevo
Creek, San Mateo County, California.

1859. In the sea-cliff at the mouth of a small gulch one-third of a mile north

of the mouth of Guthrie Creek, about eight miles southwest of Ferndale,

Humboldt County, California.

1860. In the sea-cliff about one hundred yards north of Locality 1859. (See

above).

1863. In the sea-cliff about one quarter of a mile south of the mouth of Bear
Creek, Humboldt County, California.

1878. In the east bank of Eel River about three quarters of a mile north of

Scotia, Humboldt County, California.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE 19

All specimens natural size

Fig. 1. Chrysodomus lawsoni, n. sp.

Fig. 2. Chrysodomus purisimaensis, n. sp.

Fig. 3. Volutopsius eurekaensis, n. sp.

Fig. 4. Chrysodomus andersoni, n. sp.

[196]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 20

All specimens natural size

Fig. 1. Ghrysodomus tabulatus (Baird) eolmaensis, n. var.

Fig. 2. Ghrysodomus tabulatus (Baird).

Fig. 3a. Ghrysodomus scotiaensis, n. sp.

Fig. 3b. Ghrysodomus scotiaensis, n. sp. (Type).

[198]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 21

All specimens natural size

Fig. la. Chrysodomus eurekaensis, n. sp. (Type).

Fig. 1?). Chrysodomus eurekaensis, n. sp.

Fig. 2. Tritonofusus riversi, n. sp.

Fig. 3. Argobuccinum scotiaensis, n. sp.

Fig. 4a. Argobuccinum arnokli, n. sp.

Fig. 4?;. Argobuccinum arnokli, n. sp. (Type).

Fig. 5. Buecinum saundersi, n. sp.

[200]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 22

Specimens natural size

Fig. la. Nassa moraniana, n. sp. (Type). Slightly reduced.

Fig. lb. Nassa moraniana, n. sp.

Fig. 1c. Nassa moraniana, n. sp.

Fig. 2a. Drillia mercedensis, n. sp.

Fig. 2b. Drillia mercedensis, n. sp. (Type).

Fig. 2c. Drillia mercedensis, n. sp.

Fig. 3a. Boreotrophon fleenerensis, n. sp. (Type).

Fig. 3b. Boreotrophon fleenerensis, n. sp.

Fig. 3<\ Boreotrophon fleenerensis, n. sp.

Fig. 4a. Tritonofusus fortunasensis, n. sp

Fig. 4b. Tritonofusus fortunasensis, n. sp. (Type).

Fig. 5. Drillia fleenerensis, n. sp.

Fig. 6a. Modiolus stalderi, n. sp. (Type).

Fig. 6b. Modiolus stalderi, n. sp.
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INTKODUCTION

Overlying the granitic rocks in Elsmere Canon, twenty-five miles

northwest of Los Angeles. California, are certain fossilif'erous sand-

stones and shales the age of which has been in doubt for a number of

years. They have been determined at different times as Vaqneros,

Monterey, and Fernando. It was with the idea of obtaining addi-

tional information on the age and relationships of these beds that the

writer undertook a study of them. At the same time interesting col-

lections of fossils were made from beds of Fernando age at other
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localities in this vicinity, and it was thought well to include notes on

these collections in the present paper. The work has been carried out

under the direction of Dr. J. C. Merriam. The writer's field work

was done during parts of the months of January and June, 1912.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

As early as 1869 Gabb 1 listed and described a number of shells

which were sent to him from the San Fernando and Santa Clara

River valleys, and which he recognized as coming from a formation

of Pliocene age.

George II. Ashley, 2 who visited the locality of the San Fernando

Pass in 1894, says of this region: "At the San Fernando tunnel in

Los Angeles County the beds that have been considered as Miocene

of the Monterey Series are overlaid conformably by a series of cal-

careous sandstones and conglomerates which are quite fossiliferous.

"

He made a collection of twenty-three determined species, of which

fourteen, or sixty per cent, are living. He considered the beds to be

of the same age as beds which are now known as the Purisima for-

mation.

In 1900 AV. L. Watts visited Elsmere Canon during the course of

a study of the California oil fields. In his report 3 he correlates the

oil sands of Elsmere Canon with other oil-yielding sandstones in the

eastern part of the Santa Clara River Valley, all of which he considers

to be of middle Neocene age. He made collections of fossils from the

vicinity of Santa Paula, Camulos, and Holser Canon, which were

identified by Dr. J. C. Merriam as coming from a middle Neocene

horizon. Watts also mentions a locality in Elsmere Cation where

"sandstones of the middle Neocene" rest unconformably on "hard

sandstones resembling the Eocene sandstones of the Sespe district."

This locality was not recognized by the writer.

During the years 1901-1902 the region of the Santa Clara River

Valley was investigated and mapped by G. H. Eldridge. 4 He makes

the first published use of the name Fernando formation, using it as

a group name for a great thickness of sandstones and conglomerates

in the region of the Santa Clara River Valley, and including all beds

1 Gabb, W. M., Palae. Cal., V. 2, p. 49, 1869.

2 Ashley, G. H., Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., Ser. 2, vol. 5, p. 337, 1895.

3 Watts, W. L., Bull. Cal. Min. Bureau, No. 19, p. 56, 1900.

* Eldridge, G. H., U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 309, pp. 22, 96-98, 1907.
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which overlie the Modelo formation (Miocene) except the flat-lying

(Quaternary) stream-terrace gravels. He mapped the shaly beds in

Elsmere Canon as Vaqueros, and in the text speaks of their having

a typical Vaqueros fauna. His age determination was, however, prob-

ably based chiefly on lithologic similarity to beds a few miles to the

west in the Santa Susana Mountains, which he mapped as Vaqueros

because of their lithologic similarity to and apparent structural con-

tinuity with beds still farther west containing Vaqueros fossils. He
describes an unconformity in Elsmere Canon between the Fernando

gravels and the underlying so-called Vaqueros sandstone. This uncon-

formity is discussed later. In the same bulletin, the palaeontologic

work for which was prepared by Ralph Arnold, there is given a list

of fossils from Elsmere Canon, which are considered to be of Fernando

age.

In 1910 R. B. Moran made a collection of fossils in Elsmere Canon.

In a paper read before the Palaeontological Society of the Pacific

Coast he considered the fauna to be of Monterey age because of the

presence in it of certain species which he believed to be characteristic

of that horizon.

ELSMERE CANON AREA

This area, which includes only a few square miles, is about three

miles southeast of the town of Newhall, which is situated on the line

of the Southern Pacific Railroad thirty miles northwest of Los Angeles.

This and the other areas discussed in this paper are shown on the

Santa Susana and San Fernando sheets of the government topographic

maps, and on the geologic map accompanying Bulletin 309 of the

Geological Survey. Elsmere Canon lies on the extreme northwest

flank of the San Gabriel Range, just east of the San Fernando Pass,

which separates the San Gabriel Range from its westward continua-

tion, the Santa Susana Range. The canon, which is about three miles

long, runs in a northwest direction to Elsmere Ridge, where it turns

to the north and enters the rather broad, alluvium-floored Santa

Clara River Valley. The general elevation of the Santa Clara River

Valley is here about 1200 feet, and the highest point in the San

Gabriel Range in this immediate vicinity is about 3500 feet.

Nearly the whole of the San Gabriel Range consists of a complex

of granitic rocks and schists probably not younger than Jurassic in
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age, and possibly much older. The rocks in the west end of the San

Gabriel Range are chiefly granodiorite, with gneiss and various schists.

Rocks of the Fernando group form a border around the edge of

the range between the central igneous and metamorphic area and the

alluvium of the surrounding valleys. In Elsmere Canon, beds of the

Fernando group not less than 3000 feet thick were laid down upon

an eroded surface of the granitic rocks. The basal ten to fifteen feet

of Tertiary rocks consist of subangular to rounded fragments of granite

with abundant comminuted shells. The next 700 to 800 feet of strata

consist of coarse, quartzose shale made up of small angular fragments

and containing some volcanic ash. None of this shale seems to be

diatomaceous. Toward the upper part the shale becomes coarser and

grades into fine-grained sandstone. These beds, especially in their

lower part, contain hard, round concretions from six inches to three

feet in diameter, in which are found marine shells, mammal bones,

fragments of fossil wood, and teredo borings. The shales are all

stained a chocolate color by petroleum, and in places the bitumen is

abundant enough to form a cementing material. Near Elsmere Ridge

there are a number of small brea deposits formed by rather recent

oil seeps, and wells near Elsmere Canon produce a heavy oil from

these lower strata.

Stratigraphically above the fine sandstones and shales is a series

of cross-bedded coarse sandstones alternating with conglomerates.

These strata are well exposed on the sides of Elsmere Ridge, in "Whitney

Canon, just north of Elsmere Canon, and in Placerita Canon ; and

they extend for an undetermined distance eastward along the northern

flank of the San Gabriel Range, where they attain a great thickness.

In Elsmere Canon the conglomerate consists of rounded to sub-angular

pebbles and boulders up to two feet in diameter, of granitic, and less

commonly of volcanic rocks. The pebbles grade down in size into a

coarse sand which fills the interspaces. These beds are of a light buff

color and are not well indurated, though they are more resistant to

erosion than the underlying beds, and l eather to steep slopes. The

lithologic character and fossils indicate that the lower sandstones and

shales are of marine origin, and the lithology of the conglomerates

indicates that they are not of marine origin.

The lower fine sandstone and shaly beds were mapped as Vaqueros

by Eldridge, and were considered by him to be unconformably over-

lain by the conglomeratic beds. The writer believes that all these beds

belong properly in the Fernando group. The two lithologic divisions
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are well exposed on the ridge to the north of Elsmere Canon, where

there is an abrupt and striking- change from a medium-grained sand-

stone to an overlying resistant coarse conglomerate which stands out

very prominently on the otherwise even slope of the ridge. A mile

farther west on the same ridge this conglomerate is less prominent

and the change in lithology is not so abrupt. On Elsmere Ridge beds

typical of both the upper and lower divisions are interstratified. The

conglomerate on the north side of Elsmere Canon has a strike of

N 50° W, and dips 12° N. The lower part of the shaly beds and the

granitic surface on which they were deposited have a strike of N 65° W,

and dip 20° N. Along with the difference in attitude there is a thin-

ning out of the shaly beds toward the east so that the conglomerate

rests directly on the granite at the head of Elsmere Canon. The

change from marine sandy shales to the overlying coarse fluviatile

conglomerates, marked at least locally by tuiconformity, makes a nat-

ural division of the Fernando group into an upper and lower part

for the eastern end of the Santa Clara River Valley.

The principal localities at which collections of fossils were made

are stratigraphically within one hundred feet of the base of the sandy

shale in Elsmere Canon. 5 Many of the fossils come from beds only a

few feet above the granite. Small collections of the same species were

made on Elsmere Ridge and in Grapevine Canon on the south side of

the San Fernando Pass. The overlying conglomerates and sandstones

are non-fossiliferous.

PICO CANON AREA

Although the region of Pico Canon was one of the first oil-pro-

ducing localities in the state, the only published account of the geology

of the area is that of Eldridge, previously mentioned. Eldridge

mapped the shaly beds near the middle of the Pico anticline as be-

longing to the Vaqueros formation, which was seemingly conformably

overlain by Fernando gravels. From a hasty examination of the area

between Pico Canon and the San Fernando Pass the writer came to

the conclusion that at least part of the shaly beds in the Pico anticline

are part of the Fernando group and not of Vaqueros age.

"IT. C. Loc. 1601, NW % of NW % of SE 14, sec, 17, T. 3 N, E. 15 W, Mt,
San Bernardino, B. and M.; in the bed of the canon, about one hundred yards
downstream from the contact with the granite. U. C. Loc. 1602, about one hun-
dred yards east of 1601, up small gulch which branches off to the east of the main
creek.
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The strata near the axis of the Pico anticline are fine-grained,

chocolate-colored, oil-stained, slightly indurated sandstones and shales,

which in places show a spheroidal and jointed structure. Above them

similar fine-grained beds are interstratified with coarse conglom-

erates, which latter become more abundant at higher horizons. About

two thousand feet above the lowest zone the coarse beds entirely

replace the fine sandy shales. On the north limb of the anticline the

beds dip to the north at angles of from 20° to 70°, the steeper dips

being near the axis, and the lesser ones at the edge of the valley. No

structural evidence of unconformity was found. The lithologic suc-

cession is the same in Pico Canon as in Elsmere Canon, where the

sandy shales are fossiliferous. The two areas are only a few miles

apart and the shaly beds seem to be continuous between them, though

the structure is very irregular. It therefore seems probable that the

sandy shales in Pico Canon are of the same age as those in Elsmere

Canon.

A collection of fossils6 was made from a fine-grained sandstone

near the upper limit of the interstratified fine-grained beds and gravels,

in what was mapped by Eldridge as Fernando. This horizon appears

to be stratigraphically above the fossiliferous beds in Elsmere Canon,

though the fauna does not differ from that of the latter in character.

HOLSER CANON LOCALITY

A collection of fossils was made from near the head of Holser

Canon7 at the locality "five miles northeast of Camulos" referred to

by Watts. The fossiliferous strata dip to the south at 50° to 70°, and

lie on the south side of an anticline in which lower beds of Fernando

are exposed, of a horizon at least one thousand feet lower than those

where the collection was made. The fossiliferous beds are composed

of poorly indurated, coarse to fine sandstone and conglomerate, and

are of a buff to a light brown color. The fossils occur mostly in con-

cretionary layers and nodules which, because of their superior hard-

ness, form many of the boulders in the beds of adjacent creeks. Eld-

ridge included this locality along with other localities in the same

district in his lower faunal zone of the Fernando.

fi U. C, Loc. 1603, Pico Canon, one-quarter mile northwest of superintendent's
house, near tank on summit of ridge.

7 U. O. Loc. 3 637. Steep gulch on north side of small canon near center SW
Sec. 12, T. 3 N, R. 18 W, Mt. San Bernardino B. and M.
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SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

Beds of the Fernando group are structurally continuous from the

Santa Snsana Range and the region of Elsmere Canon into the San

Fernando Valley, where they flank the south side of the granitic mass

of the San Gabriel Range. Northeast of the town of San Fernando

are small areas of diatomaceous shale which occupy the peculiar

position of being next to the edge of the valley and separated from

the granite by the presumably younger Fernando gravels. The fol-

lowing forms were found east of Little Tejunga Creek 8 in a coarse

sandstone of the Fernando

:

Trophosycon nodiferum Gabb Solen sicarius Gould

Mulinia densata Remond, n. var. Psepis, sp.?

Echinarachinius excentricus Esch. Tellina, sp.?

FAUNA OF THE LOWER FERNANDO

The Fernando group includes beds of diverse lithology and of

different ages, which probably belong to more than one formation,

though the recognition of any stratigraphic divisions within the group

awaits more detailed areal mapping than has yet been done. However,

the faunas from different localities may be expected to show some-

thing of the relationships and indicate possible separations within this

succession of beds.

The fossils of the following list are from Elsmere and Holser

canons, with a smaller collection from Pico Canon, the species from

the San Fernando Valley not being included.

List of Fossils Prom Lower Fernando Horizon

Elsmere Holser Pico
Living Canon Canon Canon

Echinoidea.

Astrodapsis fernandoensis Pack x

Echinarachnius excentricus Esch x x

Pelecypoda.

Amiantis cf. callosa Cpr x x x x

Area trilineata Conrad x

Area camuloensis Osmont .... x

Cardium quadrigenarium Conrad var. fernando-

ensis Arnold x ... x

Cardium sp.? x

Chione elsmerensis, n. sp. x

Chione fernandoensis, n. sp x x x

s U. C. Loc. 1638. East side Little Tejunga Canon, about 1*4 miles from mouth.
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Elsmere Holser Pico
Living Canon Canon Canon

Cryptomya, ef. ovalis Conrad x x

Dosinia ponderosa Gray (n. var.?) x x

Leda taphria Dall x x x x

Macoma indentata Cpr x x x

Macoma nasuta Conrad x .... x

Macoma seeta Conrad x .... x

Marcia subdiaphana Cpr x x x

Metis alta Conrad x x x

Modiolus, sp.? x x

Mytilus, sp.? x

Nucula castrensis Hinds x x .... x

Ostrea veatchi Gabb .... x

Panopaea generosa Gould x x x

Paphia tenerrima Cpr x .... x

Pecten ashleyi Arnold x

Pecten cerrosensis Gabb x x x

Pecten healyi Arnold x x

Pecten oweni Arnold x x

Pecten, sp.? cast ... .... x

Pecten, sp. ? small x

Phacoides acutilineatus Conrad x x x

Phacoides nuttali Conrad x x x

Phacoides richthofeni Gabb x x x

Phacoides santaecrucis Arnold x x

Protocardia centifilosa Cpr x .... .... x

Psamobia edentula Gabb x? .... x

Solen sicarius Gould x x x x

Spisula catilliformis Conrad x .... x

Tellina idae Dall x x x

Venerieardia californica Dall x x

Yoldia cooperi Gabb x .... .... x

Gastropoda.

Amphissa, sp.? x

Astralium, sp.? x x

Bathytoma carpenteriana Gabb, var. fernando-

ana, Arnold x x

Bittium cf. asperum Gabb x x x

Bulla punctulata Adams? X .... x x

Calyptraea filosa Gabb .' x .... x

Calyptraea radians Arnold — . x

Cancellaria elsmerensis, n. sp x

Cancellaria fernandoensis Arnold x

Cancellaria tritonidae Gabb x x

Chrysodomus arnoldi Rivers? x x x

Chrysodomus, sp.? - X

Conus californicus Hinds x x x

Crepidula onyx Sowerby x .... x

Crepidula princeps Conrad x x

Cypraea fernandoensis Arnold x

Drillia johnsoni Arnold .... x
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Elsmere Holser Pico
Living Canon Canon Canon

Fusus barbarensis Trask x x x x

Gyrineum elsmerense, n. sp x

Mangilia, sp.? x

Mitra idea Dall x x

Nassa waldorfensis Arnold x x x

Neverita recluziana Petit x x x x

Olivella intorta Cpr x .... x

Pisania fortis Opr., var. angulata Arnold .... x

Polynices, sp.? x .... x

Sinum seopulosum Conrad .... x x

Siphonalia kelletti Forbes x x x

Terebra martini, n. sp .... x

Trophon, sp. ? x x

Trophosycon nodiferum Gabb x

Turritella cooperi Cpr x x x x

Turris elsmerensis, n. sp x

Turris fernandoensis, n. sp x

Braehiopoda.

Terebratalia smithi Arnold .... x

Vertebrata.

Fish vertebrae .... x

Cetacean bones x

Camel bones, cf. Proeamelus x

The seventy-six species listed may be taken as representative of the

lower part of the Fernando in the Santa Clara River Valley. Of

these seventy-six species, there are sixty-six specifically identified,

thirty-three of which are living, giving fifty per cent of Recent species.

In the Elsmere Canon collection there are fifty species, of which

twenty-two, or forty-four per cent, are living. From Holser Canon,

out of forty-eight species twenty-seven, or fifty-six per cent, are living.

There are thirty-three species common to the two lists, and although

the percentage of living species is slightly greater in the collection

from Holser Canon, the two faunas are practically of the same age

and may be grouped together as a single faunal zone. The Pico Canon

fauna also is of the same age as the other two.

Eldridge9 in his discussion of palaeontology divides the Fernando

group in the Santa Clara River Valley into three faunal zones—

a

lower, middle, and upper. The writer's work indicates only two main

faunal zones, one lowest Pliocene, and the other near the top of the

Pliocene or in the Pleistocene.

The lower zone, as given by Eldridge, includes five localities, all

represented by rather small collections, the lists of which were taken

9 hoc. rit. The palaeontologic work for this bulletin was prepared by Kalph
Arnold.
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from the California Mining Bureau Reports. 1 " There is a total of

thirty-three species listed, of which only seventeen are specifically

identified. One of the five localities is the Holser Canon locality, which

is here shown to belong to the same horizon as the beds in Elsmere

Canon; and the lists from the other four localities do not suggest an

age different from that of the one mentioned.

The middle Fernando fauna listed by Eldridge is from Elsmere

Cation, where he collected thirty specifically identified forms. The

list includes the following which were not found at that locality by

the writer

:

Monia macrochisma Dall Pecten, cf. caurinns Gould

Mnrex eldridgi Arnold Pecten, cf. parmeleei Dall

Neptunea liumerosa Gabb Priene oregonensis Redfield,

Olivella inlorta Carpenter var. angelensis Arnold

The conclusion reached by Eldridge was that "the middle Fernando

fauna . . . probably represents the typical fossiliferous portion of

the Purisima and the lower part of the San Diego formation."

The fossils listed by Eldridge in his upper Fernando fauna were

collected by Watts from three different localities. The list of species

from northwest of Santa Paula contains seventeen species common to

the writer's lower Fernando fauna, with which it should be classed,

though perhaps from a slightly higher horizon. The number of species

from the second locality is small, and their age is uncertain. Farther

west, near Ventura, is the Barlow's Ranch locality, which was also

included in the upper faunal zone, hut which is of upper Pliocene or

Pleistocene age, and very distinct from the lower Pliocene faunal zone.

Its affinity is with the Santa Barbara Bathhouse Beach and Packard

Hill Pleistocene faunas" of Arnold. This group forms an upper

Fernando faunal zone. The structural relationship of the Fernando

near Barlow's Ranch to that farther east is not known at present,

though the beds of this upper zone are probably equivalent to some

part of the fiuviatile conglomerates.

There are thirty-eight species listed by Eldridge from the Fernando

of the Puente Hills, of which seventeen are common to the lower

Fernando list given by the writer. The beds are lithologically similar

to those in the Santa Clara River Valley, and belong to the lower part

of the Fernando.

10 Watts, W. L., Bull. 19, Cal. Mining Bureau, p. 220, 1900.

11 Arnold, Ralph, Geology and oil resources of the Snnimerland district,

California, U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 321, 1907.
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Arnold and Anderson's work in the Santa Maria district 1 - led

them to believe that "at least five and probably six distinct horizons

are recognizable in the Fernando by means of characteristic fossil

faunas, . . . Those at b, c, d, and e are of marine origin, are closely

related, belong at the base of the Pliocene, and are in a general way

the equivalents of the middle Pnrisima and lower and upper San

Diego formations." This group, which includes most of his listed

species, seems to be somewhat younger than the lower Fernando fauna

listed by the writer.

A comparison of faunal lists shows the lower Pnrisima13 to contain

fifteen species in common with the lower Fernando as listed by the

writer; of these species the following range down into the Santa

Margarita or San Pablo formations

:

Area trilineata Conrad Panopaea generosa Gould

Crepidula princeps Conrad Phaeoides acutilineatus Conrad

Cryptomya ovalisf Conrad Solen sicarius Gould

Macoma nasuta Conrad

The following species, common to the lower Fernando and lower

Pnrisima, have not been listed from below the Purisima:

Bathytoma carpenteriana, Pecten healyi Arnold

var fernandoana Arnold Pecten oweni Arnold

Nassa waldorfensis (var.?) Arnold Pisania fortis var. angulata Arnold

Nucula castrensis Hinds Olivella intorta Cpr.

Paphia tenerrima Cpr.

Most of the preceding species are characteristic of this horizon and

indicate a close relationship in age between the lower Purisima and

the lower Fernando.

The fauna listed by Arnold and Anderson 14 from the Etchegoin

of Coalinga contains eighty-four determined species, of which eighteen

are common to the lower Fernando, ten of these being found in the

Purisima also. Most of the species common to the Fernando and the

Etchegoin have an extended vertical range, so that the relationship is

not so definitely shown as between the Fernando and the Purisima.

It is probable that the lower Fernando and the Etchegoin do not

differ greatly in age.

32 Arnold, Ralph, and Anderson, Robert, Geology and oil resources of the
Santa Maria oil district, California, U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 322, pp. 57-60.
1907.

^sBranner, J. C, and others, Santa Cruz Folio No. 163.

14 Arnold, Ralph, and Anderson, Robert, Geology and oil resources of the Coa-
linga district, California, U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 398, p. 125, 1910.
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SUMMARY

There is developed in the eastern part of the Santa Clara River

Valley a series of marine sandstones and sandy shales which contain

a good marine fauna. This fauna is characteristic of the lower part

of the Fernando group. It is approximately equal in age to the lower

Purisima, and probably belongs near the base of the Pliocene in the

standard time scale.

These marine beds are overlain by a great thickness of non-fossil-

iferous fluviatile conglomerates.

Farther west, near Ventura and at Santa Barbara, a distinctly

younger upper Pliocene or Pleistocene marine fauna is found in beds

which have been classed as Fernando, and which are probably of the

same age as the upper part of the fluviatile conglomerates of the

eastern area.

DESCRIPTION OF NEW SPECIES

CHIONE ELSMERENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 23, figures la and lb

Shell large, outline rounded; dental formula L. 010101, second

cardinal tooth bifid; shell ornamented by concentric lamellae which

are less prominent on worn specimens; a radial sculpture of flat ribs

developed by erosion ; escutcheon distinct, forming a flattened area

;

the radial sculpture absent from the escutcheon, and for a distance

of about ten millimeters below the escutcheon; ligament deep-seated;

lunule lanceolate, bounded by impressed line.

Compared to Chione securis, this species is longer anteriorly ; the

escutcheon is narrower, and the lunule is of the same relative width

but twice as long. It appears similar to the figure of a specimen from

the lower Miocene at Calabasas, listed by Arnold as C. temblorensis,

and which he says is similar to, or possible identical with, a form

found in the upper Miocene.

Length, 95 mm., of which two-thirds is posterior to the beak;

altitude, 75 mm.; diameter, 45 mm.; lunule length, 20 mm., width,

12 mm.
From lower Fernando, Elsmere Canon. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1735.
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CHIONE FERNANDOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 23, figures 9a and 9b

Shell small, sub-triangular, thick ; lunule large, cordate, distinct,

bounded by an impressed line; anterior dorsal slope short; posterior

dorsal slope long and only very slightly convex ; escutcheon broad and

Hat or slightly concave; ligamental channel equal in length to one-third

of posterior dorsal slope ; base roundly arcuate ; shell characterized by

concentric lamellae which become more prominent upon erosion of

specimens and give a corrugated appearance
;
radially sculptured by

numerous fine ribs.

This species is common in the lower part of the Fernando for-

mation. It was probably identified as Chione suecincta by Gabb, who

lists the latter from the Pliocene near San Fernando. It differs from

Chione suecincta by its larger lunule and much finer radial ribbing,

otherwise the two are very similar.

Altitude, 18 mm.; length. 22 mm.; diameter, 10.5 mm.; lunule

length, 6 mm., width, 4 mm.

From lower Fernando, Elsmere Canon, Pico Canon. Holser Caiion,

Simi Valley (Univ. Calif. Coll.).

GYRINEUM ELSMERENSE, n. sp.

Plate 23, figure 6

, Shell bucciniform; spire high, apex broken, two whorls present;

suture deeply impressed, whorls rounding out below suture ; varices

prominent ; two or three low, rounded ridges on body whorl between

each two successive varices ; shell cancellated, body whorl marked by

about twenty flat spiral lines equal in width to the interspaces, these

crossed by numerous fine longitudinal ribs; mouth opening oval, equal

in height to half the estimated height of shell if complete; outer lip

greatly thickened, spiral lines form small teeth on the inner surface

of the lip ; inner lip thinly encrusted, spiral lines show through the

callus ; canal apparently small, narrow.

This species appears to be close to G. mathewsoni Gabb. It differs

from Gabb's figure in smaller size, somewhat more deeply impressed

suture, and presence of the ridges between varices on the body whorl.

Altitude, 26 mm.; width, 20 mm.; thickness, 14 mm.; mouth open-

ing height, 15 mm., width, 8 mm.
From lower Fernando, Elsmere Canon. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1601.
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TEBEBRA MARTINI, n. sp.

Plate 23, figure 3

Shell small, spire high, conical whorls eight or more; ornamented

by twenty-five prominent longitudinal ridges which are slightly con-

cave towards the mouth opening ; suture impressed, distinct sutural

hand below suture bounded anteriorly by a pseudo-suture, band equal

in width to one-sixth height of whorl.

This species has narrower sutural band and more numerous ribs

than T. cooperi Anderson, from the Temblor formation. It has nar-

rower sutural band, and more numerous and much more prominent

vertical ribs than Terebra simplex Carpenter.

Altitude (spire broken), 15 mm.; width, 5 mm.
Prom lower Fernando, HoLser Canon. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1637.

CANCELLARIA ELSMERENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 23, figure 8

Shell fusiform, spire elevated, whorls five to six; whorl^ of spire

angulated, angulation absent on the body whorl; mouth opening oval;

whorls ornamented by ten to twelve longitudinal ridges; on body whorl

these ridges become low and irregular in shape; whorls show three or

four faint spiral lines which are absent from the body whorl except

for small area on posterior part of columella; outer lip thin; columella

encrusted, smooth except for two acute plications anteriorly ; callus

extends above suture; canal short, straight.

This species is similar to C. cooperi Gabb, from which it differs by

its smaller size, absence of angulation on body whorl, and the irregular

ridges and growth lines on body whorl.

Altitude, 25 mm. ; width, 12 mm. ; mouth opening width, 5 mm.,

equal in length to half total height of shell.

From lower Fernando. Elsmere Canon. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1602.

TURRIS ELSMERENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 23, figures ±a and 46

Shell small, fusiform, spire high, apex unknown, whorls four to

five present
;
angulated near suture, concave slope above shoulder

;

whorls slightly convex below shoulder; body whorl evenly convex;

longitudinal sculpture consists of eleven to twelve prominent rounded
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ridges which slope slightly to the left and are most prominent on

upper part of whorl near angle, but not present on the shoulder; shell

spirally marked by two to three lines above and seven to eight lines

below shoulder; body whorl and columella ornamented by twenty-five

spiral lines which are sometimes sub-equal and alternating; aperture

narrow; outer lip thin and smooth, prominently reflected; deep pos-

terior sinus next to suture, outer edge of the sinus along the line of

angulation ; canal short, curved slightly backwards from the aperture

;

columella smooth.

This species is close to Turris coalingensis, from which it differs

in having spiral lines finer and more numerous, and in having no

difference in the coarseness of sculpture on body whorl and on colu-

mella. It differs from Mangila tabulatus from Bathhouse Beach, Santa

Barbara, as figured by Arnold by having finer spiral ribbing and a

shorter canal.

Altitude, 29 mm.; width. 11 mm.; mouth opening height. 17 mm.,

width, 5 mm.; posterior canal width, 2 mm., depth. 3 mm.

From lower Fernando, Elsmere Canon. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1601.

TUERIS FERNANDOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 23, figure 7

Shell small, fusiform
;
spire high, equal in height to the mouth

opening; whorls five, roundly angulated, suture following lines of

angidation of preceding whorl ;
prominent, wide, triangular notch or

canal on upper slope of body whorl, lower part of body whorl and

canal ornamented by faint spiral lines which may have been eroded

from rest of shell; mouth opening narrow; columella simple; canal

medium length, straight.

This species is similar in shape and size to Astyris richihofeni, but

is longer anteriorly and is distinguishable by the presence of an an-

terior notch.

Altitude, 21 mm.; width, 9 mm.; mouth opening height, 11.5 mm.,

width, 3.5 mm.

From lower Fernando, Elsmere Canon. (Univ. Calif. Coll.)



EXPLANATION OF PLATE 23

All figures natural size

Fig. la, lb. Chione eismerensis, n. sp. External view of left valve, and internal

view showing hinge of left valve. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1735, Elsmere

Canon.

Fig. 2. Cancellaria tritonidae Gabb. The figure is of a variety showing rather

prominent angulation, and is similar to specimens from the Upper

San Pedro formation at San Pedro. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1602.

Fig. 3. Terebra martini, n. sp. Holser Canon. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1637.

Fig. 4a, 4b. Turris eismerensis, n. sp. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1602.

Fig. 5. Astrodapsis fernandoensis Pack. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1602.

Fig. 6. Gyrineum elsmerense, n. sp. Aperture view of imperfect specimen.

Elsmere Canon. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1601.

Fig. 7. Turris fernandoensis, n. sp. Aperture view. Elsmere Canon. Univ.

Calif. Loc. 1602.

Fig. 8. Cancellaria eismerensis, n. sp. Posterior view. Elsmere Canon. Univ.

Calif. Loc. 1602.

Fig. 9a. Chione fernandoensis, n. sp. Elsmere Canon.

Fig. 9b. Chione fernandoensis, n. sp. View showing escutcheon. Elsmere Canon.

Univ. Calif. Loc. 1602.
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INTRODUCTION

In a recent number of Economic Geology 1 Professor Lindgren has

done me the honor to interpret my views on ore deposition and to

dissent from them. His paper is a denial of two hypotheses which

occupy the field of criticism in current discussions on the origin of

i Vol. 9, no. 3, April, 1914.
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ore deposits, and an advocacy of a third. This hypothesis, so ably

championed by my distinguished critic, has become the favorite of

most recent writers on the subject, whether they describe particular

occurrences or discuss the general question. It invokes juvenile or

magmatic waters, emanating directly from molten magmas, as the

agency whereby ores have been deposited in or near intrusive masses.

In the literature of the day almost every deposit of ore that is found

to be in any way connected with igneous rocks is triumphantly

explained as an exemplification of the operation of this process. So

general has been the acceptance of the hypothesis that it has acquired

a curious air of finality. It seems to have escaped the ordeal of

criticism to which every scientific hypothesis should be subjected, not

only by the skeptics but also by those who believe in its probable truth.

The hypothesis is today being taught as a doctrine in texts and in

lectures to the students of geology throughout the United States with

as much certainty and as little question as was the doctrine of the

metamorphic origin of the Archean granites thirty years ago. Many
of its advocates appear to be more concerned with securing its general

acceptance by the coming generation of geologists than with sifting

out the evidence upon which it is based ; the special pleading of the

lawyer has been substituted for the dispassionate consideration of the

adverse evidence as well as the favorable—for the weighing of counter-

hypotheses which is the essence of scientific method. In itself the

notion that magmatic waters deposit ores is fascinating and plausible,

and the fact that so many eminent writers have been captivated by

it is, of course, indicative of its strength as compared with other

hypotheses that may be suggested to explain the same phenomena.

Should it after discussion and criticism become a scientifically estab-

lished theory to the exclusion of other hypotheses, it will undoubtedly

rank high among the achievements of geological science ; and those

who criticise it in its formative stage will have contributed not less

to its establishment than those who advocate its acceptance without

criticism. But the fact that an hypothesis is fascinating and plausible,

that there is much to be said in its favor, and particularly that eminent

geologists teach it, does not make it a scientifically established theory.

Skepticism must perform its function and exhaust itself before that

comes to pass. Competitive hypotheses must be exploited. To close

our eyes to them is to sacrifice our intellectual integrity. To dogmati-

cally deny them is to substitute for the method of science that of the

church.
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In my review of Types of Ore Deposits 2 I advanced one alternative

hypothesis which seems to be capable of explaining many ore deposits

in and about intrusive masses. I said

:

"The doctrine [of magmatie waters] remains feeble and can never attain to

the dignity of a scientific theory until it disposes of another possible means of

accounting for these ores, which has even greater claims to our attention than

the supposed magmatie waters. The means I refer to is the ordinary ground-

water as affected by igneous intrusion. The circulation of the ground-water

would in every case be profoundly disturbed by the injection of hot igneous

magmas into sedimentary terranes. The disturbance would, however, be far

from chaotic. The presence of the hot body would be the controlling influence

in determining the circulation. The circulation would always be upward on

the periphery of the hot mass. This would be true, not only while it was still

molten, but also long after it had solidified. Such a circulation of the heated

ground-water would be quite competent to do all that is ascribed to magmatie

waters, including the formation of lime-silicate zones. It would not only bring

to a zone of active chemical reaction the materials leached from the surround-

ing region, but it would attack the still hot, though solid, igneous mass itself

and abstract from it part of its metallic constituents. And it is significant in

t his connection that most of the igneous rocks that have ores either on their

periphery or within their mass have been subject to very severe chemical attack.

Until this very probable means of ore deposition at the contact of limestone and

igneous rocks has been disposed of, the doctrine of magmatie waters is unneces-

sary. It remains at best a possibility, one of the fashionable vagaries of our

time, not entitled to respect as a scientifically established theory. '

'

Lindgren's quotation of part of the last sentence of this statement

fails to make my position clear, and as he combats the hypothesis

which it expresses I feel constrained to reproduce the statement in full,

as the text of following discussion. His hope that I have already

changed my view of this question is not yet realized; and the present

paper is intended not only as a reply to his strictures upon the

alternative hypothesis, as above stated, but also as a further exploita-

tion of its possibilities. My only positive view in the matter is that

the deposition of ores by magmatie waters as a general scientific theory

is not yet established. I shall be glad to accept it as such when its

advocates shall have fulfilled the usual scientific requirement of dis-

proving opposing hypotheses. I agree with Lindgren's statement3

that there are "three possible methods of deposition: (1) By atmo-

spheric waters heated by contact with the cooling porphyry, (2) by

ascending magmatie waters, or (3) by a mixture of both." But

inasmuch as meteoric waters are known to have deposited many im-

2 Mining and Scientific Press, February 3, 1912.

s U. S. G. S. Clifton Polio, 1905, p. 13. See also Professional Paper No. 43,

p. 24.
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portant ore bodies in situations where there is no suggestion of

magmatic emanations, I am inclined to the view that they may dis-

charge the same function even more efficiently as a consequence of

intrusion ; and I am, therefore, more impressed by the probability of

the first of these three possibilities than by that of the second. In

assuming the role of critic of the more popular explanation of ore

deposition I do not, of course, venture to hope that Professor Lindgren

will change his view as a result of my remarks ; but I shall be more

than content if I succeed in convincing the younger geological students

of this country that the origin of ore deposits in or near intrusives

is still an open question and that further observations, made in the

light of alternative hypotheses, are necessary before we can arrive at

a settled theory.

LINDGREN 'S CRITICISM

The Circulation of Ground-Water.—The phase of the question

which Lindgren deals with particularly is the origin of garnet zones

and associated ore deposits at the contact of intrusive rocks with lime-

stone. He says :

'

' These deposits are high temperature deposits. . . .

The lowest temperature at which garnets, diopside, etc., may form is

about 400° or 500° C. ... It devolves upon the supports of the view

set forth to explain the possibility of such a circulation upward along

the contact at temperatures of from 300° to 1000° C. The Daubree

experiment will really not suffice any more as an explanation."

In reply to this I may say, first, that I have never invoked the

Daubree experiment to explain the upward circulation under the

conditions discussed, nor have I ever considered that the Daubree

experiment, the inferences drawn from it by various writers, or the

exposition of the fallacy of these inferences by Johnson and Adams 4

as in any way affecting the question at issue. The question is : Is it

possible for the ground-water of stratified rocks, assuming its presence,

to circulate upward in the heated zone peripheral to an intrusive mass,

or through the mass itself if the latter be rendered permeable by

fracture? I understand from Lindgren 's remarks just quoted thai

he considers this impossible, or at least that he is very skeptical as to

its possibility
;
although he apparently regarded it as possible when he

wrote his monograph and folio 5 on the Clifton-Morenci district. If

he now denies the possibility of such upward circulation, it is easy to

* Observations on the Daubree experiment and capillarity in relation to cer-

tain geologic speculations, Journ. Geol., vol. 22, pp. 1-15, 1913.

s Loc. cit.
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understand why lie adopts the hypothesis of magmatic waters as the

only one explanatory of the origin of such contact deposits. It

behooves me therefore to demonstrate this possibility. I will first,

however, disclaim the belief, which I fear wr ill be imputed to me if I

do not anticipate the imputation, that the sedimentary rocks of the

earth's crust everywhere contain similarly large quantities of water.

The water in rocks is very unequally distributed and is in general

more abundant in the siiperficial portions of the crust than in the

deeper, though under certain conditions this relation may be reversed

as, for example, in certain artesian basins. The inequality of dis-

tribution is, however, due to the variation in size or in prevalence, or

both, of the voids in the rocks. In some rocks such as shale, the voids

may be so small and the movement of the water through them may

be so slow that in an excavation they may appear to be dry. Thus,

in certain coal-mines beneath the sea, where the coal-seams lie between

beds of shale, the workings may be so dry as to be dusty. The escape

of water from the shale is less than can be evaporated. Nevertheless

all sedimentary rocks below the water-level are saturated to an un-

known but great depth. But saturation does not imply an abundant

flow to a conduit or fissure. The rate of flow from rocks in the

direction of negative pressure is a function, not of the percentage of

volume occupied by water, but of rock texture as expressed in the size

of the voids in which the water is held. "With the increasing pressure

that comes with depth and as a result of cementation, these voids

diminish in size, thereby decreasing the proportion of water which

the rock is capable of holding as well as the rate of flow. But making

all allowance for this diminution of storage capacity there is a vast

quantity of water contained in the sedimentary rocks in their unaltered

state at all depths ; and at high temperatures, which are an essential

condition of our problem, the rate of flow and therefore the rate of

escape to fissures, etc., is undoubtedly greatly accelerated. Moreover,

brittle rocks such as quartzite, sandstone, and limestone, which have

been folded and otherwise disturbed, are usually traversed by frac-

tures, faults, and joints, and these, together with the partings of

stratification, afford comparatively free access of surface waters to the

limit of the zone of fracture for such rocks. That limit for strong

rocks is very much deeper than Van Hise6 would have us believe, as

we know from the experimental work of Adams. 7

6 U. S. G. S. 16th An. Rpt., pt. I, p. 593.

i Journ. Geo]., vol. 20, pp. 97-118, 1912.
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Now, for the purpose of demonstrating the possibility which Lind-

gren denies or doubts, we may assume that an intrusive mass has

invaded a syncline of sedimentary strata, including limestone, within

the zone of fracture for strong rocks. As a mechanical consequence

of a sudden intrusion the structure of the encasing rocks will be dis-

turbed or modified. If it be a sill it will lift the superincumbent strata

and there will be stresses and ruptures inaugurated on its margin.

Radial ruptures may be occupied by dykes
;
tangential ruptures may

escape such occupation. The lifted strata may be broken into blocks

faulted against one another. 8 If it be a plano-convex laccolith, besides

similar stresses and ruptures there will be distension of the overarch-

ing strata in a central position. If it be a steep-sided laccolith, the

tendency to peripheral tangential rupturing will be pronounced and

effective. If the intrusive mass, on the other hand, make its way

slowly into the syncline by a process of stoping or resorption or both,

there may be a certain amount of shattering and faulting of the sedi-

mentary rocks on its periphery. 9 These results of the intrusive act,

in so far as they fracture the encasing rocks, provide channels for the

subsequent circulation of vapors and waters, but their efficiency as

conduits may for a time, particularly at the immediate periphery of the

intrusion, be greatly reduced by the expansion of the encasing rocks

due to rising temperature.

Probably a more important development of conduits for the cir-

culation of vapors and water is that which follows the solidification

of the intrusive mass by reason of the shrinkage due first to crystal-

lization and then to subsequent loss of heat. Such shrinkage would

give rise to stresses that could be relieved only by distensional frac-

tures, many of which would doubtless be partially sealed by normal

faulting and the gouges thereby produced. That such shrinkage cracks

are important features of cooling igneous masses and may become the

conduits of water circulation and ore deposition is being freely

recognized in recent years, notably by Pirsson, 10 Weed, 11 Barrell, 12

Miller, 13 and Tyrrell. 14 It is to be noted that such shrinkage cracks

are not confined to the encasing rocks of the intruded mass, but may

sCf. Eansome, U. S. G. S. Professional Paper no. 12, pp. 97-106.

» Cf. Barrell, U. S. G. S. Professional Paper no. 57, pp. 99-104.

10 Am. Journ. Sci., 3d ser., vol. 50, 1895, p. 116.

11 Trans. A. I. M. E., vol. 33, 1903, p. 745.

1 2 U. S. G. S. Professional Paper no. 57, p. 104.

is Quoted by Tyrrell. Original paper not available.

14 Canadian Mining Journal, August 1, 1907, pp. 301-305.
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equally well affect the igneous rock itself
;
although it is probable that

the fracturing is inaugurated beyond it by collapse due to crystal-

lization. Certain veins in volcanic rocks in Nevada, which came under

my observation a few years ago, I ascribed in an unpublished report

to shrinkage by cooling of an intrusive mass. The temperature of the

region in which shrinkage cracks should begin to form would be but

little less than the melting-point of the magma, and therefore well

above the lower limit of the range specified by Lindgren. The neces-

sary conduits and temperature being thus provided, we may proceed

with the question of circulation. Referring to the diagram, figure 1,

which is a graphic epitome of our assumed conditions, it is apparent

A

Fig. 1. Ideal sketch of an intrusive mass of the Monzoni type in stratified

rocks which dip toward the intrusion, to explain the possibility of the circula-

tion of heated meteoric waters on the periphery and through it.

that water entering at A and B and following the stratification will

tend to keep the lower part of the syncline saturated. The intrusive

mass provides conduits transverse to the stratification at C-C, initially

by disruption and subsequently by shrinkage, and it also creates a high

temperature in the rupture zone. If the temperature were uniform

throughout the region included in the diagram, the movement of the

water would be up at C on the artesian principle. If the temperature

at C be high and that at A be low, the artesian principle operates

a fortiori, a short column of superheated steam being lighter than a

long column of water. As the steam is drawn off above C the supply

is replenished from A and B, so that a prolonged circulation is main-
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tained. If the suppositious magmatic waters can rise at C there is

no reason why the real meteoric waters should not do so also. It seems

to me, therefore, that it devolves upon the supporters of Professor

Lindgren's view to explain the impossibility of such a circulation

upward along the contact at temperatures of from 300° to 1000° C.

The Daubree experiment has nothing to do with the case.

But the zone of rupture due to shrinkage is not confined to the region

exterior to the intrusion. The latter is itself affected by the process as

well as by the faults due to less local stresses as at D. The igneous rock

becomes sheared and dislocated, so that the meteoric waters in the

underlying strata have access to its interior, rising at high pressure

and at high temperature through its lower part where the magmatic

sulfids abound. The igneous rock may thus be leached of a portion

of its metallic contents and supply the minerals for deposition in the

fissure-replacement or contact-replacement veins above, either in the

igneous mass or in the encasing rocks.

Lateral Movement of I he Circulation.—In an effort "to make the

real position of the leaching theory a little clearer" Lindgren states

his second objection as follows :

'

' The metals, etc., were extracted from

the intrusive rock, that is, from a hot body having a temperature of

from 500° to 1500°, and deposited in the adjacent, cooler sediments,

say at temperatures from 300° to 1000° C. Consequently the circu-

lation of the atmospheric waters would really take place in a lateral

direction and not simply along the contact as maintained by Lawson."

I am somewhat at a loss to answer this objection. It seems so trivial

that I fear my critic has not fully expressed himself. I have stated

that "the circulation would always be upward on the periphery of the

hot mass." But this surely does not preclude a horizontal component

of motion in the zone of upward circulation. The term "circulation"

implies that, I see no difficulty in the conception of the rising meteoric

waters permeating the hot igneous mass, both from its limiting surface

and by way of fissures traversing it, and carrying silica, iron, salts of

the ore metals, etc., to (1) positions in the upper cooler parts of the

mass, as may very possibly have been the ease at Butte, 1
" (2) higher

positions on its contact with the adjoining rocks in the fashion

advocated by Becker16 for the Comstock, or (3) higher positions within

the encasing rocks, as may well have been the case at Bisbee or

Bingham. That the waters in their upward circulation should also

is Cf. Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 8, no. 1, 1914.

is IT. S. G. S. Monograph III.
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move laterally goes without saying. It may be also again noted that

the waters thus coming in contact with the hot igneous mass would

not be wholly dependent upon it for the supply of mineral matter.

The sedimentary rocks would also yield their quota.

Deposition of Ores in Inclusions and Salients.—Lindgren's next

objection is that "ores are generally found at limestone points pro-

jecting into the intrusive mass or in slabs of limestone swimming in

the igneous rock. It is difficult to see why the circulating atmospheric

waters should seek such places by preference. In many deposits there

is no evidence of fractures or paths which could have been followed

by the water." Here my critic leaves the a priori method of attack

and descends to the safe field of observation, where of course he is

very much at home. It is to be regretted, however, that he did not

cite some specific instances of ores formed in inclusions in igneous

rock. That ores may occur in slabs of limestone swimming in igneous

rock I do not deny, but it is incumbent upon Professor Lindgren to

show that the ore was not formed when the slabs were an integral

portion of the invaded country and before they were subsequently

torn off and engulfed as inclusions as the irrnptive process advanced.

The same inconelusiveness inheres in the statement as to ore being

generally found at limestone points projecting into the intrusive mass.

An intrusive mass as it invades a limestone country by stoping or

resorption encroaches upon the zone which may have previously been

the seat of ore deposition and so may bring mineralized points into

the transgressive contact. This explanation involves, of course, the

possibility of the garnet zone and some of the ore associated with it

having been formed by circulating heated waters during the intrusion

if the latter be a single act. But until such occurrences are particu-

larized I shall be inclined to doubt their generality and to regard

them as exceptional. The general condition appears to be that the

ores were formed after the consolidation of the intrusive mass. Thus

Barred, 17 speaking of the ores at Marysville, says:

"Some little time elapsed between the solidification of the batholith and the

opening of the vein fissures, since not only had there been a period of aplitic

and pegmatitic injections, but a number of later intrusions of porphyry had

occurred previous to the formation of the vein fissures. It would appear prob-

able, therefore, that the fissure veins, if indeed they are contraction effects,

belong not to an initial stage but to the final stages of cooling.
'

'

it U. S. G. S. Professional Paper No. 57, p. 106.
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At Butte the quartz-monzonite had solidified and it was traversed

by two distinct intrusives, the first aplite and the second quartz-

porphyry, before the veins were formed:

"The vein and fault-fracture systems intersect the granite, aplite, and

quartz-porphyry dykes alike, and all these are similarly affected by the general

alteration processes accompanying later vein formation, "is
'

' In the Wasatch the ore bodies found at the points of actual contact of

country rock with eruptive masses have not proved to be so important econom-

ically as those which lie at some distance from the contact zones and have no

evident and direct connection with them. "i<>

At Bingham the descriptions which Keith and Boutwell20 have

given us afford no warrant for the statement that the occurrence of

ore at points of limestone projecting into the intrusive mass is a

general phenomenon. Neither do I find such occurrences described in

the most valuable memoir on the Clifton-Morenci district 21
; but I do

find that important ore bodies occur in fissures in the porphyry, and

the evidence that these are of later age than the ore in the metamorphic

contact zone is not conclusive.

'

' Fissures and extensive shattering developed both in porphyry and altered

sediments after the congealing of the magma and these fissures and seams were

cemented by quartz, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and zinc blende, forming normal veins

largely of the type of replacement veins. . . .As far as the metallic minerals

are concerned, there is a striking similarity between the veins connected with

the porphyry and the contact metamorphic deposits. ... A relationship is also

clearly seen in the remarkable action of the vein solutions on the adjoining

wall rock wherever this is limestone, tremolite and diopside being formed by

metasomatic action. On the whole, iron and silica are the main substances

added during contact metamorphism as well as during vein formation. "22

If, then, the waters that formed the fissure veins at a period

subsequent to the consolidation of the porphyry laccolith replaced the

limestone walls by tremolite and diopside, why may not the contact

deposits have been also formed by similarly late waters? And what

ground is there for rejecting so absolutely the possibility that these

were meteoric waters heated by the cooling intrusion?

It would seem, therefore, that the assertion regarding the gener-

ality of the formation of ore in included slabs and projecting points

of limestone requires some elaboration and specification before it can

is Sales, Ore deposits at Butte, Mont., Bull. A. I. M. E., no. 80, August, 1913.

is S. F. Emmons, IT. S. G. S. Professional Paper no. 38, p. 25.

20 IT. S. G. S. Professional Paper no. 38.

21 Lindgren, U. S. G. S. Professional Paper no. 43.

22 Op. cit., pp. 219-220.
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become an argument either for the hypothesis of magmatic waters or

against the hypothesis of meteoric waters. The failure of "evidence

of fracture or paths which could have been followed by the water"

applies equally well to magmatic as to meteoric waters, and is of little

moment when we reflect that the water in either event was probably

in the form of superheated steam.

Hydrothernial Attack.—Professor Lindgren's next objection is

stated as follows: "Inevitably, such a hydrothermal circulation as is

suggested by Professor Lawson would result in a strong alteration of

the intrusive. In many instances there is no such evidence of replacing

solutions. Fresh granite rock often borders the ore."

The obvious answer to this objection is of course that, in so far as

it is a fact, magmatic waters escaping from a magma constitute a

hydrothermal circulation no less than meteoric waters locally heated,

and that where they traverse the solidified intrusion, as is so often

assumed, they must also equally inevitably cause a strong alteration

of the rock. When this is found not to be the case, as Lindgren states,

there must be something wrong with the hypothesis of magmatic

waters. But, as a matter of fact, in those cases in which the waters

responsible for ore deposition are known to have traversed the igneous

rock, as for example, at Butte and at Clifton-Morenci, there has been

a notable amount of hydrothermal alteration ; and the whole question

at issue is whether this water is magmatic or meteoric in origin.

Thermal and Reactionary Metamorphism.—Finally Professor Lind-

gren dissents from any attempt to discriminate between thermal

metamorphism and reactionary metamorphism at the contact of in-

trusive rocks. Thermal metamorphism I consider to have been proven

experimentally by the conversion of chalk into marble by heating it

in a sealed chamber 23 and also to have been proven inductively by

Rosenbush 's studies at Barr Andlau. 24

Reactionary metamorphism may be freely recognized without

admitting that it is responsible for the deposition of ore bodies, par-

ticularly those occupying fissures in the irruptive mass which produces

the metamorphism. Emanations from magmas are not denied and

certain of these by reaction with the encasing rocks give rise to the

deposition of minerals which are rather characteristic and different

from those of the ore deposits in question.

23 Sir James Hall, TraDS. Eoy. Soc. Edin., vol. 6, 1805, p. 107.

2* Die Steigerschiefer unci ihre Contactbildungen an den Granititen von Barr-
Andlau und Hohwald, Strassburg, 1876.
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It thus apears that Lindgren's criticism of the brief expression of

my views appearing in the review of Types of Ore Deposits 27
' has not

overthrown the hypothesis which I there advanced ; nor has it weakened

my position, which is that much of the argument in favor of magmatie

waters applies equally well to the hypothesis of meteoric waters, that

the question of the origin of contact deposits is an open one and that

our students shotdd know it is open.

KEMP'S CEITICISM

Association of Ores with Fissures.—In a recent paper 26 Professor

J. F. Kemp, in referring to my suggestion that meteoric waters under

the influence of heat given off by mtrusives may be the agency whereby

the ores of contact zones are formed, states that

:

'

' In general, although not invariably, the formation of the silicates seems

to precede that of the magnetite and the sulfids, but they all are believed to

belong to one process. The sulfids are irregular in distribution and so far as

recorded descriptions go, they do not seem to be associated with faults or other

nourishing waterways through which they might have entered after the contact

effects had been produced. '

'

In reply to the part of this statement which I have italicized I call

Professor Kemp 's attention to the ores at Butte which occur in fissures,

to the ores at Bingham which occur either in fissures or associated with

fissures, to the fissure lodes at Morenci in the porphyry, to the ores

of Marysville in fissures, and to the ores at Matehuala, all of which

are ascribed to magmatie waters, that have reached the places of

deposition by ample waterways. If the presence of fissures is all that

is needed to negative the hypothesis of magmatie waters it surely fails

in many cases where it has been applied. But even if fissures and other-

nourishing waterways were lacking, the objection is singularly feeble,

for if the waters from the magma can make their way through the

rocks and promote chemical reactions, there is no reason that I can

imagine why the equally hot meteoric waters should not do the same.

The only other objection that Professor Kemp urges against the possi-

bility of meteoric waters doing the work which he ascribes to magmatie

waters is that "the well-nigh unanimous concensus of opinion of those

who have studied the zones has been that the metallic minerals go

along with the others in method of introduction" and "despite Pro-

23 hOC. Cit.

26 Notes on garnet zones on the contact of intrusive rocks and limestones,

Annual Meeting, Toronto, 1912.
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fessor Lawson 's strictures, the general testimony favors essentially

pneumatolitic methods." I am aware of the "concensus of opinion"

and the "general testimony," but I fail to see that it proves anything

scientifically. I have great respect for the gentlemen who hold this

prevailing opinion, but I can have no great respect for the hypothesis

which it embodies until the alternative one of meteoric waters is

negatived somewhat more definitely than by Professor Kemp's method

of quoting opinions.

KNOPF'S CEITICISM

Parage nesis of Tourmaline and Ore.—In a recent paper- 7
I pointed

out that the commonly accepted view, which refers the deposition of

the copper ores at Butte to magmatic waters, is not the only possible

explanation of their origin. If the quartz monzonite of Butte be

regarded as a laccolith resting on a floor of sedimentary rocks, which

have sagged below it in synclinal fashion, then the deposition of the

ores may be ascribed to the ascent of meteoric waters through fissures

traversing the hot mass. These waters would pass through and leach

the zone of magmatic sulfids at the base of the laccolith and deposit

the salts of the metals thus obtained at higher and cooler levels. Dr.

A. Knopf has recently reviewed-* this paper in a most kindly and

appreciative spirit. I accept his correction that there is evidence of

a certain amount of doming of the roof, though this is so slight that

it still leaves us under the necessity of recognizing a sag of the floor

to accommodate the intrusive mass. Dr. Knopf intimates that I have

not given due weight to his argument in favor of magmatic waters

based on the paragenesis of tourmaline and ore, taken in connection

with the concentration of the former in the aplitic magma. I may

also admit this charge without blushing, but after further reflection

I am still not satisfied that the argument is entirely convincing. It

may be conceded from Knopf's observations and those of Ward and

Granigg which he cites that the tourmaline is a concentration product

in the residual magma. But is it not possible that after consolidation

such concentrations of tourmaline may, in a laccolith which has been

broken by faults, be open to the attack of superheated steam rising

from below, and so be taken into solution again together with salts of

flic metals obtained by attack upon the earlier precipitated sulphids

?

If the sulphids remained residual with the constituents of the tourma-

" Is the Boulder batholith a laccolith?, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol.,

vol. 8, no. 1, 1914.

Economic Geology, vol. 9, no. 4, pp. 396-402.
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line and the waters escaped directly into fissures carrying both sulfids

and tourmaline, I should expect to find besides the veins some rather

remarkable tourmaliniferous dykes rich in sulfids following similar

fissures. I am free to admit, however, that the evidence adduced by

Knopf has more weight than most of that which is urged in favor of

the hypothesis of magmatic waters.

LACCOLITHS AND BATHOLITHS IN EELATION TO OKE DEPOSITION

Leaving now the more controversial side of this question I desire to

call attention to some general facts that must be taken into account

before it can be brought to a settlement.

In my experience, contact deposits of ores are not characteristic of

the margins of those larger bodies of granitic rocks which have broad

contact zones of crystalline schists and which may be regarded as

batholiths. I am not as familiar as I should like to be with the smaller

laccolithic intrusions of the southwest and Mexico, which Mr. Lindgren

suggests I should study, but I have examined some of them and I have

spent the field seasons of several years on the great batholiths of the

Archean of Canada, and have been particularly interested in their

contact phenomena. I have also given some attention to the great

Sierran batholith. Those who have focused their attention upon the

intrusives of the southwest and Mexico doubtless come to regard them

as of the first order of magnitude. But this is far from being the case.

They are not in the same class with the vast intrusives of the Archean,

and it is very doubtful if any of them are real batholiths. Now if

granitic magmas should per se give off ore-bearing solutions and be in

that sense responsible for ore deposition on their contacts we might

reasonably expect that the larger manifestations of this process would

occur on the margins of the great batholiths. This expectation is not

realized in fact and I am, therefore, forced to believe that the develop-

ment of ore bodies in contact zones is not a characteristic of batholiths,

but only of those minor intrusions which are transgressively injected

into the earth's crust in the form of laccoliths, sills, etc., and which

are doubtless offshoots from the more profound magmas. When such

injection takes place sufficiently near the surface to be within the zone

of sedimentary rocks, charged as they are with water, there must of

necessity be a profound disturbance of the ground-water in the vicinity

of the intruded mass and it is thus easy to understand the immediate

and genetic connection of ore deposits with intrusive phenomena.
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The batholiths, on the other hand, are probahly developed at such

great depths as to be always below the sedimentary zone, although

with their growth they may rise through it. With the upward advance

of a growing batholith the water contained in the overlying sediments

would gradually in part be driven off and in part be incorporated in

the crystals (mica, etc..) formed by the thermal metamorphism, but

it would never have an opportunity of leaching the granite or its deep

differentiate of magmatic sulfids. On the hypothesis of meteoric

waters as the agency concerned in the deposition of contact ores we

have, therefore, a consistent and satisfactory explanation of the

absence of such ores on the margins of the great batholiths and their

presence in and about the periphery of the minor laccolithic bodies.

SYNCLINAL STRUCTURE AND ORE DEPOSITION

Butte.—But such contact ores are not characteristic of all lac-

colithic intrusions. Certain structural conditions appear to obtain

in several of the more important instances of copper deposits which

have been referred to magmatic waters. I have elsewhere20 called

attention to the synclinal structure of the region in which the so-called

•Boulder "batholith" lies and pointed out that it is probably a laccolith

resting upon a concave floor of sedimentary rocks. Knopf in his

recent review gives partial support to this view. He says :

30

"To the northwest, however, the prolongation of the intrusive coincides with

a well-developed synclinal structure in the sedimentary rocks. The contact

here, as elsewhere, is of a transgressive nature, but it is not impossible that at

greater depths the sedimentary rocks pass beneath the granite and constitute a

synclinal basement upon which it rests. ... It may be conceded nevertheless

that as a working hypothesis, the conception advanced by Professor Lawson

is entitled to much weight, perhaps to as much weight as the batholithic

hypothesis. '

'

The recognition of the probable synclinal encasement of the Boulder

intrusive led me to review the structural conditions at other well-

known localities where copper ores have been ascribed to magmatic

waters. I have found that at Bingham, Ely, Bisbee, Clifton-Morenci,

and probably at Cananea, the intrusive with which the ores are

genetically associated in every case invades a syncline.

Bingham.—Keith and Boutwell have given us an excellent account 31

of the general relations of the ore deposits of the Bingham Alining

20 Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geo!., vol. 8, no. 1, 1914.

so Op. ext., p. 397.

31 Economic Geology of the Bingham Mining District, Utah, U. S. G. S. Pro-
fessional Paper no. 38, 1905.
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District to the monzonite laccolith in which, or close to which, they

occur. A great body of sediments consisting chiefly of quartzite and
sandstone, separated by several formations of limestone and shale,

has been folded into an open syncline and invaded by a comparatively

small laccolith of monzonite acompanied by sills and other apophyses.

The sedimentary rocks, known as the Bingham quartzite, have an

exposed thickness of about 10,000 feet and are referred to the Upper
Carboniferous; but neither the bottom nor top is known. The axis of

Bingham Limestone Monzonite
quartzite formations laccolith

Fig. 2. Sketch, after Keith and Boutwell, showing the relation of the in-

trusive monzonite to the syncline of the Bingham quartzite.

the syncline pitches to the northwest and the laccolith lies to the

southwest of it, having been injected into the lower part of the sedi-

mentary series. The general structural relations are shown in the

accompanying diagram, figure 2, adapted from the geological map
which accompanies Keith's and Boutwell 's papers as plate 1. In

form the laccolith is irregular and large parts of the roof have sunk

into it, appearing now at the erosional surface as inclusions. It is

not known whether the syncline was developed before, or after, or at

the time of the intrusion. The metamorphism of the rocks encasing

the laccolith is manifested chiefly as marmorization and silicification

of the limestone and silicification of the quartzite. The ore deposits

fall into three classes

:
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1. Disseminated pyrite and chalcopyrite in the monzonite.

2. Replacements of limestone by pyrite and chalcopyrite roughly

parallel to the bedding at various horizons of the limestone formations.

3. Argentiferous galena in fissures traversing all the rocks of the

district, both sedimentary and intrusive.

It is obvious that these deposits are genetically related to the

injection of the laccolith. Boutwell thinks all three classes of ores

were deposited by waters escaping from the magma. In regard to the

first class, however, Keith is of the opinion that the disseminated

sulfids are of pyrogenic origin ; and he is not clear as to the source of

sulfids in the two other classes. He says

:

"It is not clear whether the sulfid material in the mineralized bodies was

derived from the monzonite or came through it in solution from some more

remote source. If the solutions merely pass through, however, a general deposi-

tion throughout the mass of the monzonite would be less likely than local concen-

trations such as appear in the limestone and quartzite. Far the greater part

of the sulfid material is disseminated through the monzonite in grains, and was

crystallized directly from the magma, like the other minerals. The amount of

the sulfids in the monzonite as a whole is vastly greater than that in the sedi-

ments, and the monzonite is on the whole a source of the sulfids. ... It seems,

therefore, most likely that the sulfid minerals in the limestones and quartzites

were derived from the larger quantity of their kind which formed part of the

intrusive mass and that they were deposited by solutions that passed from the

monzonite to the enclosing strata. '

'

Since he thus regards the sulfids of the monzonite as pyrogenic and

the source of the other ores, the latter must have been derived by a

process of leaching. Although I agree with Keith as to the probable

truth of the view above expressed, it is not so much my purpose to

pit him against Boutwell in order to minimize the force of the latter 's

conclusions as to the agency of magmatic waters as it is to point out

that the structural conditions support Keith's general interpretation.

The Bingham laccolith doubtless rests upon a floor of sedimentary

rocks and these clip down beneath it, so that both the water contained

in the underlying sediments and that which would flow from the

limbs of the syncline to make good any withdrawal, would tend to rise

through the mass of the hot laccolith when the latter after consolida-

tion became shattered and faulted by shrinkage ; and these waters, as

Keith holds, would find an abundant supply of material for peripheral

deposits in the pyrogenic sulfids.

Ely.—The copper deposits of Ely are chiefly in the form of sec-

ondary chalcocite disseminated through a decomposed and sheared
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porphyry. The chalcocite has probably been deposited as a result of

the migratory descent of salts of copper from the gossan of an ore

body, now removed by erosion, in accordance with the principle of

diffusion. 32 The extent of these secondary deposits testifies to the

magnitude of the original deposit from which they were derived. In

my paper on these deposits I showed that "The dominant feature of

the Paleozoic rocks is a broad syncline, the axis of which runs nearly

north and south, through the Ruth mine, and pitches northerly at a

considerable angle. 33 I also called attention to the laccolithic character

of the porphyry and its relation to the syncline.

'

' The porphyry belt lies transverse to a well-marked northerly pitching syn-

cline of the Euth limestone. On the south side of the porphyry belt different

stratigraphic horizons of the Ruth limestone abut upon it and the plane of

contact does not conform to the planes of stratification but in general appears

to dip under the porphyry. On the north side of the belt, the Ruth limestone

overlies the porphyry, dipping away from it but again meeting it at different

stratigraphic horizons. It is evident from this relationship not only that the

porphyry is intrusive in the Ruth limestone, but also that the intrusion occurred

subsequent to the establishment of the synclinal structure." 34

These general relations are shown in the diagram, figure 3. Here

again we have an important deposit of copper ore genetically con-

nected with a laccolithic intrusion traversing a well-defined syncline;

and again the presumption is that the water contained in the strata

below the laccolith and that which would flow to the same region from

the limbs of the syncline wotdd tend to rise on the border of the

intrusion or through it after solidification, by any conduits that might

be supplied either by the intrusive act or by subsequent shrinkage.

Why should such waters be denied the function of dissolution under

the influence of high temperature and of deposition at cooler levels?

Bisbee.—At Bisbee we have another instance of copper ores asso-

ciated with a small "stock" intrusive into a well-defined faulted

syncline, the general and detailed relations of which are well known

through the work of Ransome. 35 With apologies to the latter I take

liberty of reproducing in diagrammatic form (fig. 4) a portion of

"-'See Bull. M. and M. Soc. Am., no. 23, May, 1910, pp. 263, 264; Penrose,
R. A. F., Jr., Certain phases of superficial diffusion of ore deposits, Econ. Geol.,

vol. 9, no. 1, 1914; Lawson, A. O, Diffusion of ore deposits, Mining and Scientific

Press, July 4, 1914, p. 20.

33 The copper deposits of the Robinson Mining District, Nevada, Univ. Calif.

Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 4, no. 14, 1906, p. 297.

si Op cit., p. 313.

33 Ransome, F. L., The geology and ore deposits of the Bisbee quadrangle,
Arizona, U. S. G. S. Professional Paper no. 21, 1904. Also the Bisbee folio, 1904.
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Fig. 4. Sketch, after Bansome, showing the relation of the intrusive por-

phyry at Bisbee to the synclinally folded Baleozoie strata.
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his Bisbee special map, simplified so as to bring out the essential

structural features. As this is without doubt one of the important

localities in the southwest which Professor Lindgren kindly advised

me to study, I may say that I am not unfamiliar with it, and that I

agree with my distinguished critic as to the value of the suggestion

and instruction which it affords, particularly, of course, in the light

of Ransome's studies. Here an open syncline of Paleozoic strata has

been faulted down against the pre-Cambrian by the Dividend fault.

A "stock" of granite porphyry has invaded the country following a

portion of the fault fissure and displacing both Paleozoic and pre-

Cambrian rocks. The strata of the syncline abut upon the fault and

stock. The copper ores occur in the Paleozoic strata, principally in

Mississippian limestone in the vicinity of the stock and fault. Their

genetic relation to the intrusive body is unquestioned. Yet Ransome

does not find any very convincing evidence of their deposition by

magmatic waters. I call Professor Lindgren 's attention to the follow-

ing passages from the Bisbee monograph

:

'

' The objection to regarding- the metamorphism and mineralization as an

ordinary case of contact action is twofold. The stock itself has been thoroughly

altered and mineralized and could not have originally supplied from its own
mass the large quantities of magnesia and sulfid of iron and other constituents

introduced into the adjacent limestones. The greater part at least of the

mineralization must have taken place after the porphyry had solidified. It is

probable, although perhaps not in this case susceptible of definite proof, that the

mineralization and metamorphism were affected by heated aqueous solutions.

'

' It is pertinent at this point to recall the general geological structure of the

rocks in which the ores occur. The limestones have already been described as

forming part of a syncline. They dip toward the Dividend fault and toward the

porphyry mass of Sacramento Hill. The inclination of the beds is such that

any waters sinking into the limestones through a radius of 7000 or 8000 feet

from the summit of Sacramento Hill and within an arc of nearly 90°, measured

southwesterly from the Dividend fault, would, if they moved along the concave

surfaces of the various beds, find their way downward to the Dividend fault

and to the contact with the porphyry stock. Water moving along the lower

beds, say at the base of the Abrigo limestone, would reach the Dividend fault

and the porphyry at a depth of over 1000 feet below the deepest ore bodies now
known. It would then tend either to rise, by hydrostatic pressure along the

Dividend fault and the contact with porphyry, or it would tend to sink deeper

into the earth along these structures. Whether it would follow either or both

of these courses would depend upon the adjustment of a number of factors, such

as hydrostatic head, volume of flow, relative size of channels, and difference

of temperature. If the porphyry mass still retained a part of its original heat

of intrusion, the waters would have some of this heat imparted to them and

tend to rise. If in addition, solutions, presumably heated, were rising from

depths below the bottom of the Paleozoic syncline through the Dividend fault
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and along the contact of the porphyry and limestone, then there would be a

mingling of the solutions and localized chemical activity in the vicinity of the

fault and porphyry, "36

Not a word about magmatic waters ! And yet a most typical

occurrence of contact ores in the instructive southwest.

Ransome's argument in favor of recognizing the role that may be

played by meteoric waters in a synclinal trough abutting upon a hot

intrusive mass is admirably set forth, but only as a possibility. To

me it is a result which flows inevitably from the simple premises of

structure, the recognition of ground-water and the hot mass.

Clifton-Morenci.—In the Clifton-Morenci district, so well described

by Lindgren, 37 the dominant structural features are due to intrusion

and faulting rather than to folding. The sedimentary series consists

of quartzite, limestones, and shales ranging from the Cambrian to the

Cretaceous resting on an eroded surface of granite. Both granite and

sedimentary strata have been invaded by a mass of granite porphyry.

The chief areas of sedimentary rocks and the porphyry occupy a

sunken tract between two granite buttresses. In this sunken territory

lies the principal ore-bearing ground.

'

' The two principal granite areas, Coronado and Copper King Mountains,

occupy positions of resistant buttresses between which the fractured sediments

have settled. In the porphyry stock there are undoubtedly many faults which

have not been recognized.

"The fault planes divide the sediments into blocks of varying extent and

shape; these are nearly always monoclinal and have gentle dips prevailing to

the west and north, rarely to the south and east; they average about 12°, while

dips of more than 30° are very seldom encountered, "as

This sunken tract would afford the most favorable conditions for

the convergence of meteoric waters upon the central porphyry mass.

Near Morenci the strata are synclinally sagged and the syncline is cut

off by the porphyry. 39 The ore is partly in the metamorphic contact

zone of the sedimentary strata and partly in fissures both in the

adjacent porphyry and also in the sediments. Where these fissures

cut the limestone the walls are altered in a manner analogous to the

contact metamorphism.

36 Op. tit., pp. 152, 153.

M Op. tit.

as Op. tit., p. 89.

39 Op. tit., pi. I, sect. D-I).
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Cananea.—At Cananea, Emmons' maps40 show that the Capote

basin is a faulted syneline, the Cambrian quartzite and limestone

dipping down toward the Eliza fault. This fault which is estimated

to have a throw of 1000 feet is, according to Emmons and Lee, 41 later

than the formation of the ores. Emmons ascribed the ores chiefly to

magmatic waters emanating from the diorite porphyry which he sup-

posed intrusive. Lee 42 has since shown that the diorite porphyry is

an extrusive rock of the nature of a tuff "and as such could not have

produced contact metamorphism. " He therefore considers the ores

to have been formed by magmatic waters escaping from the Eliza

quartz-monzonite-porphyry. If we assume that the latter rock is

intrusive, then, before the development of the Eliza fault, the Cam-

brian strata must on their dip have abutted upon the porphyry ; and

the conditions here also would have been favorable for the convergence

of the meteoric waters upon the hot intruded mass and for circulation

upward on its margin.

This constant association in the instances cited of contact porphyry

copper ores with synclinal or trough structure can scarcely be

fortuitous. If not fortuitous it is the expression of a law governing

ore deposition at the contact of intrusive masses. What that law is,

students of economic geology will do well to ponder before dogmatizing

too positively upon the sole efficacy of magmatic waters.

EFFECT OF INTRUSION ON GROUND-WATER

Another general circumstance to which the attention of the advocates

of the hypothesis of magmatic waters is directed is that they ignore

the ground-water. Now no scientific hypothesis is satisfactory that

fails to take account of important facts bearing upon the problem in

hand. How does Mr. Lindgren and his school dispose of the ground-

water? Do they deny its existence? Professor J. F. Kemp seems

inclined to deny its existence or at least greatly to minimize its

amount below very moderate depths. 43 But his argument is not

convincing. Many of the facts recited in his paper tend to prove

the opposite of his general contention ; and the apparent dryness of

shales, granites or other rocks of minute pore space has but little

40 Emmons, S. F., Cananea Mining District of Sonora, Mexico, Economic
Geology, vol. 5, no. 4, 1910.

« Lee, M. L., A geological study of the Eliza Mine, Sonora, Mexico, Economic
Geology, vol. 7, no. 4, 1912.

« Op. cit.

« Kemp, James F., The ground waters, Trans. A. I. M. E., February, 1913.
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bearing- on the question. It is fairly certain that the lower limit of

connate waters is the lower limit of unaltered sedimentary rocks; and

that may safely be stated to be several miles. The lower limit of

meteoric waters in strong rocks is the lower limit of the zone of

fracture for such rocks, and that also is several miles. If the exist-

ence of the ground-water is not denied, and few will follow Kemp in

his efforts in this direction, what happens to it when an intrusive

mass invades a sedimentary series dipping toward the intrusion?

Does it remain passive, inert ? Does it get heated ? If so, granted

the circulation which I have already discussed, does it have activity

as a chemical agent? These are some of the questions which Mr.

Lindgren must answer before he can claim that his view of the matter

is a scientifically established theory.

MAGMATIC WATER IN EARLY STAGES OF INTRUSION

Another question which I should like to have answered arises

particularly from Dr. Knopf's argument for magmatic deposition,

but is also pertinent to many other deposits from alleged magmatic

waters occupying fissures in the intrusive itself. What becomes of

the magmatic waters and their ore content that escaped in the early

stages of intrusion ? If in the later stages of cooling, after the main

mass has solidified, after it has been invaded by later intrusions,

aplite, porphyry, etc., and there is only a residual magma left, rich

in tourmaliniferous "globules of the differentiate from which the ore

solutions were derived. '

' there is an escape of water through the

overlying solid igneous rock into its cover, how much more abundant

must have been the escape of the waters when the whole mass was

molten ! And where are the ores that correspond to this copious

escape of water? Why should the escape of the ore-bearing solutions

be delayed to the last stages of cooling as Barrell states and as Knopf

implies? Further, in this connection, are the pyrogenic ores a late

differentiate or an early differentiate of the cooling magma?

SPURR'S VIEWS

Spurr's theory of ore deposition at Matehuala is of interest in the

present discussion. Pie holds :

44

"... that contact metamorphism began after the intrusive rock had become

consolidated, so as to permit of extensive fracture, though under great pressure;

that along these fractures the metamorphosing solutions rose from below, and

4* Economic Geology, vol. 7, no. 5, 1912, p. 485.
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attacked and replaced intruded and intrusive rock alike; that this process of

contact metamorphism, or the deposition of lime-silicates, continued for a very

long time with definite stages indicating changes in the metamorphosing solu-

tions. This much is established beyond question.

"In this case, then, the common conception that contact metamorphism, or

the formation of lime-silicates, is due to the effect of solutions pressed out and

expelled from the immediately adjacent intrusive rock into the wall rock at the

time of its consolidation, is regarded as an elementary one, not corresponding

to the facts. In the course of a considerable field experience with these deposits,

moreover, the writer has seen none where this conception seemed to apply.

Much less is this the case with the metallic minerals associated with these lime-

silicate deposits. '

'

Here we have a conclusion directly contradictory of that of Lindgren

in which he refers to the contact metamorphie deposits of the Clifton-

Morenei district as "contemporaneous with the cooling and solidifica-

tion of the porphyry."

Now if the view which Spurr expresses is correct, and it is sub-

stantiated by a great many observations, the hypothesis of magmatic

waters becomes far-fetched and difficult of acceptance. It throws us

back for the source of the solutions upon a residual differentiate far

in the depths, as Spurr holds. It fails to account for the restraint

of the magmatic waters till this residual stage is arrived at. It

assumes great depths for small intrusions which were probably

injected from narrow vents. And it fails to explain the peripheral

disposition of the ores deposited from the waters thus rising from a

presumably central residual reservoir. In short, while Spurr 's obser-

vational data appear to be sound, his speculation as to the relation of

the mineralizing solutions to magma differentiation are not very

convincing. The sequence of deposition in accordance with the law

of falling temperatures would hold as well for meteoric waters deriv-

ing their heat from the magma as for waters escaping from the magma.

The success of his hypothesis, like others that depend upon magmatic

waters, presupposes a reasonable disposal of the alternative possibility

of meteoric waters.

Transmitted September 1, 1914.
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. INTRODUCTION

The species of gastropods commonly included in the genera Ficus

and Agasoma have a restricted vertical range and a fairly wide geo-

graphical distribution in the California Tertiary foi'mations. and hence

have come to be important guide-fossils in palaeontologic and geologic

work. As there is some confusion in the literature relating to these

forms, the writer has undertaken to review them in order to increase
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their value for correlation purposes. The generic classification of the

species considered has been changed from time to time; the Tropho-

sycons were put in the genus Ficus by Gabb and Dall, while Cooper

and Arnold considered them a sub-genus of Agasoma.

Table Showing Geologic Eange of Ficus, Trophosycon and Agasoma

Family Doliidae

Geuus Ficus

Ficus mamillatus Gabb
Ficus modestus (Conrad)

Ficus pyriformis Gabb
Ficus rodeoensis, n. sp.

Genus Trophosycon

Trophosycon nodiferuni (Gabb)

Trophosycon kernianum Cooper

Trophosycon stanfordense (Arnold)

Trophosycon clallamense (Weaver)

Trophosycon oregonense (Conrad)

Family Buceinidae

Genus Agasoma
Agasoma sinuafrum Gabb
Agasoma gravidum (Gabb)

Agasoma barkerianum < looper

Agasoma barkerianum Cooper, var.

sa ntacruzan um Arnold

Agasoma barkerianum Cooper, var.

clarki, n. var.

Tejon

X

"Vaque
ros"V

X

Miocene

Monterey
:- anrl San
"Temblor" Pablo

Plio-
cene

Pleis-
tocene

Fernando group

Lower Upper

X X

Genus FICUS Bolten

The genus Ficus is represented among living shells by six species,

all of tropical distribution. One of them, Ficus decussatus, occurs on

the west coast of North America south of Lower California. They

are all characterized by very thin shell; large body-whorl; nearly

enveloped early whorls; wide, shallow, straight canal; and cancellated

surface. Although the animal is similar to the living Dolium, the

shell is not particularly close to other members of the Doliidae. Among

fossils, Ficus mamillatus from the Eocene is the oldest species referred

to this genus. Ficus pyriformis from the lower part of the Monterey

group is distinctly a Ficus, and resembles the living Ficus dussumieri.

The type specimen of Ficus rodeoensis, from the upper part of the

Monterey group, is a cast and lacks the characteristic ornamentation,

but is ficoid in shape.
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Genus TROPHOSYCON Cooper

This genus, of which Trophosycon Jcernianum is the type, was

originally proposed as a sub-genus of Agasoma. However, it seems

worthy of generic rank. Trophosycon is characterized by low conical

spire, large body-whorl, medium heavy shell, sub-oval mouth-opening,

an upper and lower angulation of the later whorls, spiral rows of nodes

along the lines of angulation, spiral and vertical ribbing, and very

wide, shallow, recurved canal.

The group of extinct species which form this genus are closely

interrelated, but seem to have no very near relations among living

species. They are classed among the Doliidae on the basis of the re-

semblance of immature specimens to members of the genus Ficus,

which indicates a probable genetic relationship between the two .

Genus AGASOMA Gabb

Type Agasoma gravidum Gabb. This genus is defined by Gabb as

"sub-fusiform, spire low, body-whorl long; canal moderately produced

and slightly deflected ; aperture elongate ; labrum simple, labium en-

crusted with a thin, smooth plate; suture bordered as in Clavella.

. . . It differs [from Clavella] in the very short spire and in the short

and slightly curved canal. " The Agasoma species fall into two sections

capable of more precise definition. The first section includes only

Agasoma sinuatum, with narrow mouth opening; narrow, deep, medium

length, recurved canal ; and pronounced lower angulation of the body-

whorl. The second section includes the other species, with evenly

rounded, ventricose body-whorl, and shallow, wide canal.

The large body-whorl, the shape of the canal, and the prominent

callus are similar to Trophosycon, but there are important differences

between the two genera, chiefly the presence of vertical ribs and nodes

on Trophosycon. Agasoma is retained in the Buccinidae, though it

represents a part of that family in which the shell shows some char-

acteristics of the Doliidae.

FICUS MAMILLATTJS Gabb

Finis mamillatus Gabb, Palae. Calif., vol. 1, p. 211, pi. 32, fig. 276, 1864.

Ficus mamillatus, Arnold, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 50, pt. 4, pi. 50, fig.

5, 5a, 1907.

This species is listed by Gabb from the Tejon formation of Fort

Tejon, and by Arnold from the Topatopa formation ten miles south-
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FICUS MODESTUS (Conrad)

Pyrula modesta Conrad, Am. Jour. Sci., 1848, reprinted in IT. S. Geol.

Survey Prof. Paper 59, p. 151, 1909.

Ficus modestus, Dall, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 59, p. 74, 190/f.

Original description: "Pyriform, thin, with approximate promi-

nent alternated revolving lines reticulated with minute longitudinal

lines; spire very short, conical; upper portion of body-whorl regularly

rounded.

"

Conrad's type was collected by Townsend from beds along the

Columbia River near Astoria, Washington. This species was later

collected from Astoria by W. Q. Brown, and identified by Dall, who

pronounced it a typical Ficus. According to Dall, the age is a matter

of doubt, due to a mixture of faunas in Brown 's collection ; it is either

Oligocene or Miocene, probably the latter.

FICUS PYRIFOEMIS Gabb

Plate 25, figure 1

Ficus pyriformis Gabb, Palae. Calif., vol. 2, p. 48, pi. 14, fig. 4, 1869.

Ficus pyriformis, Arnold, Palaeontology of the Coalinga district, Calif.,

IT. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 396, p. 18, 1909.

Shell thin, pyriform
;
spire very low

;
body-whorl large, evenly

rounded, early whorls nearly enveloped; mouth-opening oval, ex-

panded, outer lip simple; columella slightly curving; canal straight,

wide. Ornamented by about forty spiral, flat ribs, equal in width to

half the interspaces ; these crossed by much finer and more closely

spaced vertical ribs.

The shell is in shape much like the living members of the genus

Ficus, and the decoration is similar to that of Ficus dussumieri.

Height 60 mm., width 40 ram.
;
spire height 12 mm. ; mouth-opening

length 50 mm., width 25 mm.

This species is characteristic of the basal part of the Monterey

group on San Pablo Bay and in the Mount Diablo region; Temblor

of Coalinga, upper horizon (U. S. G. S. Loc. 4631, Arnold) ; Temblor

of Santa Cruz Quadrangle (Arnold).

FICUS EODEOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 24, figure 1

Shell thin, pear-shaped; whorls five; spire nearly flat; mouth-

opening large, sub-rhomboidal ; outer lip thin, smooth ; columella

curved, excavated ; canal short, wide, straight. The type, a cast, shows
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irregular lines of growth, but no indication of any spiral ornamenta-

tion. In this respect it is unlike the other species assigned to the genus

Ficus, to which genus it is somewhat doubtfully referred.

Height 85 mm., width 55 or 60 mm.
;
mouth-opening length 85 mm.

;

width 38 mm.
Only one specimen has been found. It came from the Scutella

breiveriana zone at the top of the Monterey group on San Pablo Bay

(U. C. Loc. 1176).

TKOPHOSYCON NODIFERUM (Gabb)

Plate 25, figures 2 and 4

Ficus nodiferus Gabb, Palae. Calif., vol. 2, p. 48, pi. 14, fig. 5, 1869.

Shell pear-shaped, with large body-whorl
;
spire low

;
body-whorl

forming two-thirds width of spire ; an upper and lower angulation

of shell, the former the more distinct; shell ornamented by spiral

rows of about twelve vertically elongated nodes along the lines

of angulation of body-whorl, the lower nodes generally below the

interspaces of the upper row ; nodes much less prominent on early

whorls ; both upper and lower nodes are vertically elongated and have

from one to four, generally two or three, sharp cusps, which are

formed where the heavier spiral lines cross the raised area of the

node ; shell marked by spiral lines between which are three finer lines

of which the middle one is the wider; spiral lines are crossed by

numerous very fine longitudinal lines; mouth-opening elliptical; outer

lip simple ; columella with prominent callus which shows above suture

;

canal medium length, wide, shallow, recurved.

This species is similar to T. kernianum Cooper, from the Temblor

formation of the San Joaquin Valley, but T. nodiferum shows the

following differences : larger size, the maximum lengths being 120 mm.

and 60 mm., respectively; slightly lower spire and larger apical angle;

the spiral lines on T. nodiferum are coarser and show a tendency to

be wavy ; the nodes are vertically much more elongated and generally

have from two to three cusps, instead of only one, or rarely two ; in

in the mature specimens the cusps are more acutely pointed on

T. nodiferum.

Immature specimens, and the earlier whorls of mature ones, have

the nodes small or lacking, and an oval outline replaces the normal

angulation of the body-whorl. These specimens resemble Ficus pyri-

formis in outline, though the ribbing is somewhat different. As the
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shell grows larger the nodes and angulation increase in prominence

and the mature shell shows only a slight resemblance to Ficus

pyriformis.

Height 36 mm., width 25 mm.; height of spire 10 mm.; mouth-

opening, length 32 mm., width 15 mm.; height of largest specimen

120 mm.

This species is common in the lower Fernando at Elsmere Canon,

Los Angeles County (Gabb, English) ; listed by Gabb from other

parts of the Santa Clara River Valley, and from Griswold's Ranch.

Monterey County; Tejunga Canon, San Fernando Valley (English)
;

probably present in the lower part of the Fernando group at other

localities
;
quite common in the lower part of the Etchegoin formation

on Salt Creek, southwest of Coalinga.

TKOPHOSYCON KERNIANUM Cooper

Plate 24, figures 4, 5, and 6

Conrad, Pae. R. R. Re] its., vol. 5, pi. 7, figs. 64, 64a, 65, 65a, 1856.

Agasoma (Trophosycon) Tcemianum Cooper, Bull. Calif. Min. Bureau No.

4. p. 53, pi. 3, fig. 52, 1894.

Agasoma tcemianum, F. M. Anderson, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 3rd ser.,

vol. 2, No. 2, p. 188, 1905.

Agasoma tcemianum, F. M. Anderson, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 3rd ser.,

vol. 3, p. 19, 1908.

Agdsoma Lcniiaiiiim, Arnold, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 34, p. 350, pi. 34,

fig. 2, 1908.

Agasoma tcemianum, Arnold, Palaeontology of the Coalinga district: TJ. S.

Geol. Survey Bull. 396. p. is, 1909.

Ficus tcemianum, Dall, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 59, p. 75, 1909.

? Ficus tcemianum, Martin, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 7,

p. 148, 1912.

Shell of medium thickness, pear-shaped; spire low. conical, apical

angle about 108°; whorls four to five, body-whorl large; ornamented

by narrow, flat-topped, spiral lines of varying widths, the usual

sequence being three very fine lines and one coarser line; the coarse

lines also have alternately different widths; the widest ones are rarely

more than 0.2 mm. wide; these are crossed by numerous very fine

vertical ribs, similar to the finer spiral lines; body-whorl marked by

two rows of eight to ten very prominent nodes on each whorl, giving

the shell an angulated appearance; the lower nodes are generally

below the interspaces of the upper ones; nodes evenly conical to

vertically elongated, with generally one acute apex, sometimes two
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on the lower row, formed where the node is crossed by a coarse spiral

line; columella smooth, curved, with heavy, wide callus prominent on

posterior part and extending above the suture, in this respect re-

sembling the Agasomas; canal curved, medium length, wide, shallow.

Immature specimens differ considerably from the adult shells.

They are more elongated, the canal proportionally longer and less

curved, the nodes less prominent or even lacking, the ribbing more

regular and the spiral lines fewer in number.

Height 62 mm., width 45 mm.
;
mouth-opening length 54 mm.,

width 23 mm.; canal width 15 mm., depth 5 mm., length about 15 mm.
This is a characteristic species of the Turritella ocoyana horizon of

the Temblor (Monterey?) formation; Barker's Ranch and Ocoya

Creek, Kern County (Cooper; F. M. Anderson): San Luis Obispo

County (Cal. Acad. Sci. collection)
;
Coalinga (Arnold) ; Santa Cruz

Quadrangle (Arnold; Branner)
; a large specimen apparently of

this species is present in Fairbanks' collection from the Vaqueros,

Turritella inezana horizon, on Vaqueros Creek (Univ. Calif. Coll.)
;

?Topanga Canon, Santa Monica Mountains (Arnold) ; ?Monterey

formation, poorly preserved material from the type locality of the

Monterey formation has been referred to this species (Martin; Arnold

and Hannibal)

.

TROPHOSYC'ON STANFORDENSE (Arnold)

Plate 24, figures 2 and 3

Agasoma stanfordensis Arnold, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 34, p. 384,

lil. 35, fig. 5, 1908.

Neither the type nor material from the type locality was available

for comparison, but numerous casts in the University of California

collection from the Monterey group of Contra Costa County are re-

ferred to this species. It is difficult to make trustworthy comparisons

with such material, as the casts represent a combination of exterior

and interior characteristics of the shell and are generally somewhat

distorted. At present it can not be positively affirmed that this species

is different from T. nodiferum.

The general shape of the shell and character of the decoration is

apparently the same as that of T. nodiferum. T. stanfordense appears

to differ in having a lower spire, and in having- the columella more

sharply excavated below the lower line of angulation.
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This species is close to T. Icernianum also, from which it differs

in having the nodes vertically more elongated and with more than one

cusp ; on large specimens the ribbing is coarser on T. stanfordense.

Height 55 mm., width 48 mm.
;
month-opening length 55 mm.,

width 25 mm.

Type locality, the Miocene "Barnacle Beds," Santa Cruz County

(Arnold) ; from the top of the Monterey group (Scutella breweriana

zone) in Contra Costa County (Univ. Calif. Loc. 1243, 1316) ; one

specimen from the San Pablo formation on San Pablo Bay (Univ.

Calif. Loc. 1124) ;
listed from Monterey formation of Washington

(Arnold and Hannibal).

TKOPHOSYCON CLALLAMENSE (Weaver)

Ficus clallamensis Weaver, Bull. 15, Wash. Geol. Survey, p. 74, pi. 9, fig.

73, 1912.

This species belongs in the genus Trophosycon, though a satisfac-

tory comparison cannot be made between Weaver's figure of an im-

perfect cast and the California species of Trophosycon.

Weaver lists this species from the Chehalis formation (upper part

of lower Miocene), though the type came from undifferentiated lower

Miocene.

TKOPHOSYCON OKEGONENSE (Conrad)

Fusus oregonensis Conrad, Am. Jour. Sci., 1848, reprinted in U. S. Geol.

Survey Prof. Paper 59, p. 151.

Ficus oregonensis, Dall, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 59, p. 75, 1909.

Collected by Townsend at Astoria and described by Conrad, but

not since recognized. It may be the same as Weaver's Ficus

clallamensis.

AGASOMA S1NUATUM Gabb

Plate 25, figures 5 and 6

Clavella sinuata Gabb, Palae. Calif., vol. 2, p. 5, 1869.

Agasoma sinuata Gabb, Palae. Calif., vol. 2, p. 46, pi. 1, fig. 7, 1869.

Shell rather heavy, elongated, spire about one-third height of

shell ; whorls four ; suture deeply impressed, bordered by a raised

carina; lower part of body-whorl with prominent rounded ridge

bounded anteriorly by an impressed groove one millimeter wide,

below which the shell narrows to form the canal; suture immediately
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above the line of angulation of previous whorl; ornamented by twenty

spiral lines, which are usually very faint if the specimen is at all

eroded ; these lines crossed by numerous very fine obscure growth-

lines; columella with small callus, an impressed line marking the limit

of the mantle attachment ; mouth-opening long, narrow; canal narrow,

deep, curved backward.

Height 35 mm., width 18 mm. : mouth-opening length 25 mm.,

width 6 mm.

This species is characteristic of the upper faunal zone (Scutella

breweriana zone) of the Monterey group in the region of San Pablo

Bay and Mount Diablo (Univ. Calif. Loc. 1. 28, 205, 1354, 1455).

AGASOMA GRAVIDUM (Gabb)

Plate 25, figures 7 and 8

Clavella gravida Gabb, Palae. Calif., vol. 2. p. 4, 1869.

Agasoma gravida Gabb, Palae. Calif., vol. 2, p. 46, pi. 1, fig. 6, 1869.

Shell short, stout ; spire conical
;
apical angle larger than on other

species
;
spire one-third height of shell

;
body-whorl roundly angu-

lated near the middle, the upper part having the same slope as spire

;

on body-whorl suture bordered by elevated shoulder or carina
;
early

whorls have sixteen to twenty low vertical ribs which are lacking on

body-whorl; shell ornamented by spiral lines which are coarser and

of alternating widths on the anterior part of body-whorl
;
along the

middle of body-whorl two or three of these lines are more prominent,

and upon them is a series of twelve to twenty evenly spaced, small

sharp tubercles
;
mouth-opening rather wide ; outer lip simple ; callus

small ; canal curved.

This species differs from A. barkerianum and its varieties in

smaller size, wider spire, coarser ribbing, less prominent carina, and

presence of sharply pointed equally spaced tubercles along middle

of the bod}* whorl.

Height 24 mm., width 17 mm.
;
height of spire 6 mm. ; mouth-

opening length 17 mm., width 9 mm.

Characteristic of the base of the Monterey group as developed in

Contra Costa County (Univ. Calif. Loc. 189, 1686) ; ? Santa Cruz

Quadrangle (Univ. Calif. Coll.).
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AGASOMA BARKERIANUM Cooper

Plate 25, figures 3, 13, and 14

Conrad, Pac. R. R. Repts., vol. 5, pi. 7, figs. 63, 68, 1856.

? Natica geniculate! Conrad, Pac. R. R. Repts., vol. 5, p. 328, pi. 7, fig. 67,

1856.

Agasoma barkerianum Cooper, Bull. 4, Calif. Min. Bureau, p. 53, pi. 5,

fig. 63, 1894.

Shell rather thin, shape roughly bi-conieal
;
spire low, apical angle

70° to 75°
; whorls five to six

;
prominent flaring carina on last one

or two whorls; carina bounded above by impressed suture, while for

a short distance below carina the body-whorl is concave in outline;

shell marked by fine spiral lines generally alternating in width, two or

three lines to the millimeter ; these crossed by irregular faint lines of

growth; growth lines replaced by ribs on early whorls, giving them

a cancellated appearance ; on some specimens from one to five of the

spiral lines on body-whorl are heavier than the rest and along them

is distributed a series of irregularly spaced, horizontally elongated

tubercles ; callus thick, especially on large specimens, extends above

the suture on the last two whorls; mouth-opening lenticular; canal

slightly curved, short, wide. Immature specimens are thinner, callus

less prominent, and the fine growth lines are replaced by vertical ribs.

Height 55 mm., width 32 mm.; mouth-opening length 40 mm.,

width 15 mm. ; maximum height 63 mm.

This species is characteristic of the Temblor (Monterey?) for-

mation; Barker's Ranch. Kern County (Cooper; F. M. Anderson ">

:

San Luis Obispo County (Cal. Acad. Sci. Coll.) ; ? Puente formation,

Raymond Hill. Los Angeles County (Arnold).

AGASOMA BARKER! ANUM Cooper, var. SA N TACRTJZANUM Arnold

Plate 25, figures 11 and 12

Agasoma santacruzana Arnold, Proo. IT. S. Nat. Mus. vol. 34, p. 379, pi. 34,

fig. 7, 1908.

Agasoma santacruzana Arnold, U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 396, p. 18, pi. 8,

fig. 5, 1909.

Arnold states that this form differs from the typical A. barkerianum

"in having a lower spire, a broader but less sharply nodose carina

on the body-whorl, and in lacking the prominent nodose angles on

the middle of the body-whorl." These are all variable characteristics,

and a gradation from the typical A. barkerianum to the santacruzanum

form is fonnd in a series of specimens from a single locality in the
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Vaqueros formation of Barker's Ranch, Kern County, and from the

Vaqueros formation in San Luis Obispo County. Therefore this form

is considered to be only a variety of A. barkerianum.

Dimensions approximately the same as for A. barkerianum.

This variety is listed from the Vaqueros of Santa Cruz Quad-

rangle, and from Coalinga (Arnold) ; Vaqueros (Temblor) of Kern

County and San Luis Obispo County (Cal. Acad. Sci. Coll.).

AGASOMA BARKERIANUM Cooper, var. CLARKI, n. var.

Plate 25, figures !> and 10

Shell of medium size, spire conieal ; whorls five
;
body-whorl evenly

curving in outline, the upper slope being nearly continuous with slope

of the spire: suture impressed, bordered by raised carina; early

whorls cancellated; body-whorl ornamented by fine spiral lines; gen-

erally four or five of these lines are more prominent than the others,

and along them are distributed about twenty, small, horizontally

elongated tubercles; outer lip simple; canal nearly straight.

This variety is similar to both A. barkerianum and var. santa-

cruzanum. Its shape is nearly identical with the former, but the

carina is less flaring, is divided into round, evenly spaced tubercles,

and is prominent on the last whorl only; the tubercles on the body-

whorl are smaller but more regular. From the latter, A. b. var. clarki

differs in having tubercles on body whorl, and var. santacruzanum is

slightly less ventricose.

Height 30 mm., width 21 mm.; spire height 12 mm.

This variety is found somewhat above the Agasoma gravidum zone

of the Monterey Group in the Contra Costa Hills (Univ. Calif. Loc.

1352).

Transmitted April SO, 1914.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE 24

All figures natural size ,

Fig. 1. Ficus rodeoensis, n. sp. Back view of east. Univ. Calif. Loe. 1176.

Fig. 2. Trophosycon stanfordense (Arnold). Back view of cast, on which

the nodes, and excavation below anterior row of nodes, are unusually promi-

nent. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1243.

Fig. 3. Trophosycon stanfordense (Arnold). Aperture view of cast. Univ.

Calif. Loc. 1243.

Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Trophosycon kernianum Cooper. Shows back and aperture

views of nearly perfect adult specimens and back view of immature specimen.

Cal. Acad. Sci. Loc. 64, Barker's Ranch, Kern County.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 25

All figures natural size except where noted

Fig. 1. Ficus piriformis Gabb. Drawing of back view of imperfect speci-

men. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1686.

Fig. 2. Trophosycon nodiferum (Gabb). Back view of adult specimen, canal

lacking. Elsmere Canon, Los Angeles County.

Fig. 3. Agasoma barkerianum Cooper. Aperture view of immature speci-

men without carina or tubercles. Cal. Acad. Sci. Loc. 64.

Fig. 4. Trophosycon nodiferum (Gabb). Aperture view, showing nodes

nearly absent on part of body whorl. Elsmere Canon.

Fig. 5. Agasoma sinuatum Gabb. Side view, shows carina and general

shape well.

Fig. 6. Agasoma sinuatum Gabb. Aperture view, showing the narrow, deep

canal. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1354.

Fig. 7. Agasoma gravidum (Gabb). Back view; canal broken. From the

lowest exposed beds of the Monterey group, Contra Costa Hills.

Fig. 8. Agasoma gravidum (Gabb). Aperture view.

Fig. 9. Agasoma barkerianum Cooper, var. clarki new var. Back view of

slightly distorted specimen; shows tubercles on anterior part of body whorl.

Univ. Calif. Loc 1352.

Fig. 10. Agasoma barkerianum Cooper, var. clarki. new var. Back view; end

of canal and outer lip lacking. Univ. Calif. Loc. 1352.

Fig. 11. Agasoma barkerianum Cooper, var. santacrusanum Arnold. Back

view of specimen with rounded carina, and lacking tubercles on body-whorl.

All gradations are found between this form and the one shown in fig. 14. Cal.

Acad. Sci. Loc. 64, Barker's Ranch.

Fig. 12. Agasoma barkerianum Cooper, var. santacrusanum Arnold. X 2.

Taken from Arnold, in U. S. Nat, Mus. Pub., vol. 34.

Fig. 13. Agasoma barkerianum Cooper. Aperture view, showing canal and

thick callus. Cal. Acad. Sci. Loc. 64. Barker's Ranch, Kern County.

Fig. 14. Agasoma barkerianum Cooper. Back view of a typical adult speci-

men. Cal. Acad. Sci. Loc, 64.
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INTRODUCTION

The Santa Ana Mountains have been selected for this study

because the faunas and formations represented in this area furnish

important information concerning the relations between the various

Tertiary and Mesozoic formations of southern California and those of

northern California. The possibility of connecting the marine Tertiary

of southern California with the land-laid deposits of the Great Basin

region was also an incentive. The field work upon which this paper

is based was done by members of the University of California Summer
Session class in palaeontology. 1913, under the direction of the writer.

The writer is particularly indebted to Mr. Earl L. Packard, who sup-

plied most of the discussion on the Chico Cretaceous, and to Mr. John

P. Buwalda, who wrote portions of the text relating to the Miocene.
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The principal results of the work in this field are (1) the recog-

nition of distinct faunal zones in the Chico; (2) the discovery of small

hut important areas of hoth Martinez and Tejon
; (3) the mapping

of areal relations; (4) the finding of well-marked unconformities

separating the various groups; and (5) the locating of both the

Turritella inezana zone and the Turritella ocoijana zone of the lower

Miocene.

HISTORICAL

The Cretaceous of the Santa Ana Mountains was known to Gabb

through collections made by Mr. Stephen Bowers. Cooper1 described

Cucullaca bowersi and Crenella santana from this region. Goodyear2

in a report upon coal of California gave descriptions of the coal mines

of this region and a few general notes upon the geology along Aliso

Creek. Dr. Stephen Bowers, 3 in an article upon the geology of Orange

County, recognized Miocene and Cretaceous in this area, listed about

thirty Chico species, and gave some interesting notes concerning the

coal mines of Santiago Canon. The occurrence of Chico Cretaceous

was briefly noted by F. M. Anderson. 4 Anderson placed the whole of

the Cretaceous as exposed in Silverado Canon in the Lower Chico.

The Triassic slates and limestones with their associated intrusives are

described by MendenhalP in a note to Bailey "Willis.

LOCATION AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES

The Santa Ana Mountains are located about forty miles southeast

of Los Angeles and ten miles east of the town of Santa Ana. (See

plate 26.) The northern limit is marked by the canon of the Santa

Ana River. The area studied by the party during the past summer

was a strip about ten miles wide and fifteen miles long that extends

southeast from the Santa Ana River. The highest peak in the range

is Santiago Peak, elevation 5680 feet. (Plate 26.) The general height

of this southeast-northwest range is from three to four thousand feet.

i Cooper, J. G., Catalogue of California fossils, Bull. Calif. State Mining
Bureau, no. 41, pp. 6-22, 1887.

- Goodyear, W. A., Eighth Annual Report California State Mineralogist,

p. 338, 1888.

s Bowers, Stephen, Tenth Annual Report California State Mineralogist, pp.

399-410, 1890.

* Anderson, F. M., Cretaceous deposits of the Pacific Coast, Proc. Calif.

Acad. Sc., Third Series, Geology, vol. 2, no. 1, p. 26, 1902.

5 Mendenhall, W. C, in Index to the stratigraphy of North America, U. S.

Geological Survey, Professional Paper, no. 71, p. 555, 1912.
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The Santa Ana River, the main stream of this area, and Santiago

Creek, one of its tributaries, drain nearly all the southwestern part

of the range. There are no large trunk streams on the abrupt

eastern fault scarp of the range.

The party was unable to work

out in detail the exact relations

of the range to an important

physiographic feature of this

region, the Perris Peneplain. In

the vicinity of Sierra Peak, at the

northern end of the range, there

are, at the crest, certain bits of

old topography which may be

remnants of this old surface. A
view looking southeast from

Santiago Peak shows rather ex-

tensive plateaus such as Mesa de

Burro and Mesa de Colorado.

These plateaus appear to be

directly connected with the Per-

ris Peneplain around the south-

east end of the Elisnore Moun-

tains, the extension of the Santa

Ana Range on the south. This

peneplain is best developed near

Perris, about ten miles south of

Riverside. The country around

Riverside and the San Bernar-

dino Valley appeal's to be an

extension of this old erosion

surface.

The uplift of the Santa Ana

Mountains appears to have been

subsequent to the development

of Perris Peneplain. The Santa

Ana River and Murietta Creek

are the only streams which have

succeeded in maintaining their

courses across the general uplift
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of these ranges. Both are evidently antecedent streams. The exact

nature of the movements during Pleistocene times was not studied in

detail. The Santa Ana River, Santiago Creek, and Arroyo Trabuco,

a tributary of the San Juan, all show well-developed stream terraces.

(See plate 27, figure 2
;
text-figure 1) . Two distinct terraces were noted

on the Santa Ana River and three very prominent ones on Santiago

Creek and the Arroyo Trabuco. These stream terraces apparently

record successive uplifts of the coast, as the two lower terraces of the

Arroyo Trabuco are directly traceable into the ocean terraces at the

mouth of its master stream, the San Juan.

The development of Santiago Creek appears to be due to a con-

dition antecedent to the movements of the Pleistocene. The course

of the main stream roughly marks the division between the Cretaceous

and the Miocene strata. (See plate 27.)

The geological divisions recognized in this area were a basement

complex of Triassic (?) age; upper Cretaceous, Chico; lower Eocene,

Martinez ; the upper Eocene, the Tejon ; the lowermost Miocene, the

Vaqueros ; and stream deposits of probable Pleistocene age. The range

is faulted on the northeast side, the Miocene being brought in contact at

one point with rocks of Triassic ( ?) age. This fault apparently merges

into an anticline to the northwest in the vicinity of Sierra Peak. In

its southern extension the displacement does not seem to be so great as

the maximum displacement northeast of Santiago Peak. The age of

this fault is evidently post-Miocene, and some of the physiographic

features, such as Lake Elsinore in its southern extension, suggest at

least a Pleistocene age for a part of its development. If our corre-

lation of the Perris Peneplain on the south with some of the plateaus

mentioned is correct, the probable age of its development would be

later Miocene or Pliocene. Mr. Buwalda suggests that the Perris

Peneplain is of the same age as the Ricardo Peneplain described by

Baker.'1 If this could be demonstrated, we would have a valuable

datum plane in this part of the state.

On the southwest slope of the Santa Ana Mountains the Cretaceous

and Vaqueros in most of the range dip toward the west from the

central canoe-shaped area of the basement complex. A small anticline

in the Chico was recognized in the northern portion of the area.

o Baker, C. L., Physiography and structure of the Western El Paso Bange

and the Southern Sierra Nevada. Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 7,

pp. 137-139, 1912.
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BASEMENT COMPLEX

The basement complex is composed of a series of slates, quartzites,

and limestones of probable Triassic age, which have been extensively

intruded by granites, by dikes of rhyolite and other acidic intrusives

and mantled over by lava flows. The quartzites and schists have not

been sufficiently metamorphosed to obscure their bedding planes, and

on the western flanks of the range they dip, in general, to the northeast

at angles of 45 to 80 degrees. This basement complex is unconform-

able' overlain by the Chico. These rocks are described by Mendenhall 7

as follows

:

The Santa Ana Mountains, usually regarded as a southern extension of the

Coast Ranges, form a portion of the boundary between Riverside and Orange

counties in southern California. The group, which lies for the most part south

of the lower course of Santa Ana River and west of the Temescal Wash,

culminates in Santiago Peak, 5680 feet high. Its axis is made up of a series

of dark-gray or black slates with minor amounts of interbedded brown sand-

stones, the whole sparingly intruded by a series of medium acidic dykes and

overlain unconformably by remnants of the associated effusives whose aspect

is generally that of andesites or slightly more acidic rocks.

The slates exhibit varying degrees of metamorphism. They usually have a

well-developed cleavage, which, however, is generally not sufficiently perfect

to obscure the original bedding planes. In general appearance they resemble

the Mariposa slate of central California, although as a rule they are less

extensively altered. These sediments are the oldest rocks of the mountain

range in which they occur. The effusives already mentioned overlie the slates,

but have been affected by a part of the same metamorphism.

Both the sediments and the associated effusives have been intruded and

slightly altered by great masses of granitic rocks, and this threefold series

after a long time-interval, represented by an extensive physical unconformity,

has been at least partly buried under Cretaceous conglomerates and shales

of Chico aspect that are now entirely unaltered though extensively deformed.

These upper Cretaceous rocks form an encircling outcrop that flanks the dome
of older rocks.

The determination of the age of the slates is based on small collections

made in Ladd Canon, on the south slope of the range, and near the mouth of

Bedford Canon, on its north slope. These collections were examined by Dr.

Stanton, who reports as follows on the Bedford Canon collection:

'
' The two Triassic lots, both from the neighborhood of Bedford Canon, evi-

dently came from essentially the same horizon. No. 230 contains fine specimens

of a large species of Bhynconella of a Mesozoie type and a single specimen of

Spiriferhia. No. 321 contains the same species as 230 and in addition a plicate

form of Terebratula and fragments of erinoid stems. These fossils taken to-

gether clearly indicate the Triassic age of the fauna, but in the absence of

ammonites and other diagnostic forms it is not possible to determine the exact

horizon, although it is probably upper Triassic rather than older."

7 Mendenhall, W. C, in Index to the stratigraphy of North America, U. S.

Geological Survey, Professional Paper, no. 71, p. 555, 1912.
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Thus the collections, although meager, seem abundantly sufficient to estab-

lish the Triassic age of the slates. Accepting this age, then, as determined,

we must assign the later granitic intrusions to the Jurassic or the ear]}'

Cretaceous.

CHICO GEOUP

Mr. Earl L. Packard contributes the following description of the

Chico group

:

The Chico outcrops on the western flank of the range in a band about three

and one-half miles wide at its maximum width, tapering to a point at a distance

of about thirteen miles to the southeast. On the eastern side of the range the

strip is narrower, being about a mile in width and three in length. The com-

bined areas of Cretaceous outcrops would probably amount to thirty-five square

miles.

The contact with the "complex'' may be seen best in Harding Canon, where

the metamorphic series of sandstones has a strike of about N 15° W and a dip

of 45° N. Contrasted with this is the strike of about N 20° W and a dip of

25° S, taken upon the Chico sandstones just above the basal conglomerates.

In places tne low dip of the Chico carries the red basal conglomerates some

distance up the slopes of the ridges into the area of the "complex", in such

a way that there are isolated patches of small extent, separated by erosion

from the main mass, or connected with it by a thin veneer of residual gravels.

The beds exposed on the western flank are possibly the remnants of one

limb of an asymmetric anticline, the eastern limb of which has been broken

by a fault extending along the base of the range. The more gently westward-

dipping beds have a strike of about N 45° W and a dip of 25° to 30°. This

holds true in general from the southern extent of the outcrops northward to

Black Star Canon. On the west side of this canon the beds are gently in-

clined, the dip in places not exceeding ten or fifteen degrees. Still farther

north the structure becomes complicated by minor gentle folds. Northeast of

Coal Mine Hill a carbonaceous stratum marks one limb of a small anticline.

Coal Mine Canon, north of Sierra Canon, is nearly parallel to the axis of a

pre-Tejon fold which involved the Martinez and Chico strata. On the east

side of the range Cretaceous fossils were obtained north of Tin Mine Canon

in strata the dip and strike of which varied greatly within short distances.

This and certain physiographic forms demonstrate a fault extending along the

eastern base of the range.

The rocks of the series range from a heavy conglomerate through several

grades of sandstone, to fine shale often bearing nodular limestones. An almost

ideal section of the entire series is exposed in Silverado, Williams, and Harding

canons.

The base of the Chico group consists of a conglomerate of characteristic

dark-red color, composed of boulders formed chiefly from basic, igneous rocks

ranging up to a diameter of two feet, all rather loosely cemented by a red

sandy matrix. In places cross-bedding occurs. The rock weathers easily, form-

ing gentle slopes in marked contrast to the perpendicular cliff's characteristic

of the overlying gray conglomerates. These conglomerates probably represent

a stream-laid deposit. [See plate 27, figure 1.]

A gray conglomerate lies upon the lower red conglomerate. At some localities

red shaly sandstones of the basal member are intercalated as distinct bands

with the gray conglomerate above. The latter differs from the lower member
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in the lighter color of the matrix, in the firmer cementation, in the greater

abundance of pebbles of quartzites and slates, and in the occurrence of marine

fossils, both in the matrix and in the rounded pebbles. In the pebbles, frag-

ments of Inoceramus and an indeterminate gastropod were found, which might

imply that early Cretaceous strata had been removed by erosion.

The gray conglomerate grades up into a coarse light-colored sandstone,

with an occasional band of hard, fine-grained calcareous sandstone, bearing a

characteristic fauna of early Chico Cretaceous age. Above this are six or

seven hundred feet of shale, laminated, and containing nodular layers of

limestone. The shale is followed by a coarse sandstone, in places decidedly

conglomeratic. Still higher in the series the sandstone is succeeded by a series

of alternating shales and sandstones. The uppermost Chico is characterized

by fine, hard, calcareous sandstones, conglomerates of a brick-red color,

micaceous sandstones, fine tan-colored shales and local pockets of carbonaceous

shales, in places yielding an inferior quality of coal. These uppermost beds

suggest a change from marine to brackish or land conditions.

The thickness, considering those sections in which the entire series is

exposed, ranges from 1700 to 2500 feet, being greater to the northward where

certain sandstone strata become conglomeratic.

The fauna is remarkable not only for the number of species but also for its

great vertical range. The abundance of fossils and excellent exposures afford

opportunities for fauna! studies in the Chico not before realized on this coast.

Mr. Packard has recognized three and possibly four faunal zones

within these strata, and the fauna appears to show the presence of

both the upper and lower portions of the Chico. The lowermost zone

is characterized by Acteonella oviformis Gabb. The next zone in order

is characterized by the abundance of ammonites and Volutidae. The

abundance of a species of Turritella marks the zone which is found

in the middle of the section. Near the top of the Chico is found a

fauna which is marked by a scarcity of ammonites
;
by the abundance

of pelecypods such as Meckia sella Gabb, Tellina matheivsonii Gabb.

and Tellina ooicles Gabb ; and by Perissolax brevirostris Gabb. a form

which generally occurs in the upper portion of the Chico.

MAETINEZ GROUP

Two small remnants of Martinez were recognized in this area, the

one being at Coal Mine Hill and the other two miles east of this

hill. The relations between the Martinez and the underlying Chico are

particularly well shown in the small area near Coal Mine Hill. At

this place the Martinez is separated from the Chico by a well-marked

unconformity. This is marked by great differences in dip and strike

and by abrupt changes in lithology. The strike of the Chico in this

vicinity is approximately N 15° E, with dip of 20° toward the west.
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while the Martinez has a strike of N 70° E, and a dip of 20° to the

north. Only the uppermost portion of the Martinez crosses the western

limb of the Chieo anticline. Mr. Edward Brainerd obtained very good

specimens of Turritella pachecoensis and other characteristic Martinez

fossils from these uppermost beds only a few feet from the Martinez-

Vaqueros contact. The Vaqueros lies unconformably upon the Mar-

tinez in this vicinity. The areal mapping shows the Martinez
:
Vaqueros

unconformity clearly.

The most complete Martinez section was obtained in the area two

and one-half miles north of the Santiago Coal Mine. This section in

descending order is as follows

:

Pine-grained tan sandstone, 300 feet.

Medium-grained concretionary sandstone, 100 feet.

Thin-bedded fossiliferous sandstone which weathers to a tan color

and contains nodules of silicious limestone, 500 feet.

Coarse gray, arkosic massive sandstone, 200 feet.

Fine white, thin-bedded sandstone which weathers to a tan and

contains limestone nodules which are much more impure than similar

ones in the Chico, 200 feet.

Coarse, light gray, subangular. quartzose, massive sandstone. 100

feet.

Brown micaceous sandstone, 25 feet.

Total thickness, 1400 to 1500 feet.

List of Martinez Species

223a* 221!) 2218 2217 2216 2220

Corbula, sp x

Crassatellites unioides (Stanton) x

Crassatellites, n. sp x x x

Cardium cooperi Gabb x

Dosinia ( ?), sp x

Glycimeris veatclri var. major (Stanton) x

Leda, cf. gabbi Conrad x

Meretrix dalli Diekerson x x

Meretrix stantoni Diekerson x x

Modiolus ornatus (Gabb) x

Meretrix, sp x

Ostrea, sp. x

Spisula ( ?) weaveri Packard x

Tellina undulifera Gabb x

Tellina kewi Diekerson x x

Tellina, cf. herndonensis Diekerson x x

Venericardia planicosta Lamarck x

* The numbers at top of columns refer to University of California localities.
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List of Martinez Species— (Continued)

2233* 2219 2218 2217 2216

Dentalium, sp x

Calyptraea excentriea (Gabb) x

Fusus ( ?), sp x

Ficopsis ( ?), sp. x

Gyrodes, sp x

Einginella, cf. pinguis Gabb x

Turritella infragranulata Gabb x x .... x x

Turritella paehecoensis Stanton x x x x x

* The numbers at top of columns refer to University of California localities.

Of these species Turritella paehecoensis, Crassatellites unioides,

Tellina undulifera, and Meretrix stantoni are distinctive Martinez

species. This Martinez fauna is small but characteristic, and when

compared with that of the typical Martinez of the San Francisco

Bay region appears to represent the lower and middle portions only.

Crassatellites unioides, Meretrix stantoni, and Einginella pinguis are

characteristic of the lowermost and middle zones of the Martinez. The

Tejon was not found in contact with the Martinez. Three or four

small outliers of Tejon were observed along Santiago Creek Canon.

TEJON GROUP

The Tejon is represented by three small remnants of which the

largest is a strip in the neighborhood of the Santiago Coal Mine,

which is two miles long from east to west and nearly half a mile in

width. In this vicinity the Tejon rests unconformably upon the Chico,

the basal beds having a dip of 60° S and strike of N 85° E, while the

underlying coarse brown sandstone of the Chico has a dip of 80° S

and strike of N 75° E. The basal beds of the Tejon consist of twelve

feet of lignite and carbonaceous shale. These are overlain by a two-

foot bed of fossiliferous limestone which yielded a fauna as follows:

Avicula pellucida Gabb. Crassatellites, cf. uvasana Conrad.

Mytilus, cf. ascia Gabb. Potamides, sp.

Corbicula, sp.

A north-south section through the Tejon in descending order is

as follows

:

Valley alluvium.

Pine-grained light-tan sandstone containing an abundance of fish

scales, 250 feet.

Coarse conglomerate, 170 feet.
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Massive white sandstone, 400 feet.

Massive white and gray, medium-grained to fine, soft-weathering

sandstone, 300 feet.

Shale and thin-bedded sandstone, 105 feet.

Medium-grained gray sandstone, 85 feet.

Fossiliferous limestone, 2 feet.

Lignite and carbonaceous shale, 12 feet.

Total, 1324 feet.

The uppermost member in this series yielded a small but typical

Tejon fauna, which is as follows

:

Meretrix bornii Gabb. Tellina, cf. hornii Gabb.

Spisula, cf. merriami Packard. Venus (?), sp.

Tellina longa Gabb. Fish tooth.

Tellina ovalis Gabb. Abundant fish scales.

The two small areas of Tejon found on the north and south sides

of Sierra Cation rest unconformably upon the Chico. They consist

of the fine white to tan sandstone containing fish scales, the upper-

most member of the Santiago Coal Mine section. The following fauna

was obtained at University of California Locality 2343, a small Tejon

area on the north side of Sierra Canon :

Cardium, cf. breweri Gabb
Solen parallelus Gabb.

Tellina, cf. longa Gabb.

Cadulus pussilus (Gabb).

Ancillaria, sp.

Bulla hornii Gabb.

Cerithiopsis, sp.

Cylichna costata Gabb.

Ficopsis remondii Gabb.

Natica, sp.

Turritella, sp.

Tnrritella uvasana Conrad.

The basal member of the Tejon in the area one and one-half miles

west of the Santiago Coal Mine consists of this fine sandstone. The

greatest distance separating these areas is not over a mile or a mile

and a half, yet we find this striking difference among the basal mem-

bers of the upper Eocene that in two of these. localities the basal beds

are the uppermost strata of the Santiago Coal Mine section which are

over a thousand feet above the basal strata of lignite and carbonaceous

shale of this section. Evidently the Tejon in this area was deposited

very near the shore line by a transgressing sea. This is demonstrated

by the fact that sediments were being deposited on the present site of

the Santiago Coal Mine long before the upper "fish-scale" sandstone

was laid down upon the Chico a mile or two away.
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That a great erosion interval occurred between the deposition of

the Martinez and the overlying Tejon is strongly suggested by the

areal distribution of these two groups and their relation to the

underlying Chico. The small area of Tejon at the mouth of Sierra

Canon lies only a mile from both of the Martinez exposures. (See

plate 26.) These two areas of Martinez were once connected and, in

all probability, extended across the present site of the small Tejon area

mentioned above. The Tejon sandstone at this place rests upon Chico.

the Martinez evidently having been removed during a period of emerg-

ence before the deposition of the Tejon. The small area of Tejon in

Sierra Canon has a westerly dip of about five degrees, while the under-

lying Chico dips twenty degrees to the northeast. This Chico sand-

stone is the lower member of a local anticline whose north-south axis

is a quarter of a mile west of the contact described above. This anti-

cline appears to have been the locus of more than one movement. One

of these movements was in pre-Martinez time, as is shown by the uncon-

formable relations described above, and another period of folding

appears to have taken place between the deposition of the Martinez

and the Tejon. The basis for this statement is derived from a study

of the relations between the Martinez two and one-half miles north

of Santiago Coal Mine and the Chico in contact with it. The Martinez

in this vicinity appears to have been preserved by this folding. This

period of folding is further shown by the finding of a very small area

of Martinez in a slight fold of Chico very near the crest of the range

on a ridge between two small branches of Sierra Canon. The Tejon

of Sierra Canon evidently did not partake in this last folding, as its

westerly dip shows. The areal distribution of the two groups of the

Eocene and their structural relations show that a period of erosion

must have occurred between the deposition of the Martinez and the

Tejon.

LOWEK MIOCENE

Mr. J. P. Buwalda describes the distribution and stratigraphy of

the Vaqueros as follows

:

The Vaqueros formation, of lower Miocene age, was found in contact with the

Tejon at the locality one mile and a half west of Santiago Coal Mine. The

lowermost Miocene overlaps the Tejon at its eastern end and rests directly

upon the Chico. No clear contact was found at this locality, but the area'

distribution of the Vaqueros in this area and in the upper portion of Santiago

Creek can be explained only upon the basis of an unconformity between the

two groups. In the upper portion of Santiago Creek, the Vaqueros rests

unconformable' upon the Chico, the Martinez and Tejon being absent. In
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addition to this, the faunal break between the Vaqueros and the Tejon is very

great, as few if any species bridge the gap. In the extreme eastern part of the

area, the Cretaceous wedges out and the Miocene lies upon still older Mesozoic

strata.

Marine fossils are fairly abundant at certain horizons in the upper

part of the Miocene section, but the lower part is without fossils except

those occurring in one or two sandstone beds intercalated with the

coarse gravels. (See plate 28.) These sandstone beds yielded the

species listed below.

Partial List of Species From Lowermost Vaqueros, the Turritella

Inezana Zone

Scutella fairbanksi Arnold ...

Scutella norrisi Pack

Area, n. sp., a

Mya, sp

Pecten, sp

Pecten bowersi Arnold

Tivela inezana Arnold

Natica, sp

Turritella inezana Conrad

Thais vaquerosensis (Arnold)

Balanus, sp

2323

X

X

2325 2339 2321 130 2337

X

The species obtained from the sandstone beds, while not abundant,

are quite characteristic of the lowermost Vaqueros or Turritella inezana

zone.

In the upper portion of the Miocene section at several horizons in

different parts of the field the following fauna was obtained.

Partial List of Species from Turritella Ocoyana Zone

2345 2322 2341

Scutella norrisi Pack

Avicula, n. sp

Chione temblorensis Anderson

Cardium, cf. vaquerosensis Arnold
( 'ardium, n. sp

Dosinia, sp

Macoma, sp. near secta Conrad

Ostrea eldridgei Arnold

F
Janope, cf. generosa Gould

Pecten lompocensis Arnold

Pecten erassicardo Conrad

Pecten, sp

Phaeoides, cf. richthofeni Gabb

Phacoides santacrucis Arnold

2329

X

2338
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Partial List op Species from Turritella Ocoyana Zone— {Continued)

2345 2322 2341 2329 2338

Spisula, ef. catilliformis Conrad x

Saxidomus, sp x x

Tellina, cf. ocoyana Conrad x

Venus pertenuis Gabb x

Pelecypod, n. sp x

Conus hayesi Arnold x

Calyptraea costellata Conrad x ... x

Fissurella, n. sp x

Trophosycon, cf. kernianum (Cooper) x

Thais vaquerosensis (Arnold) x

Turritella ocoyana Conrad x x .... x

Balanus, sp x

Carcharodon tooth X

GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The earliest geological event in the region of the Santa Ana Moun-

tains of which we have certain knowledge was the deposition in early

Mesozoic time of limestones and other sedimentary rocks. According

to Mendenhall, in the Jurassic or early Cretaceous these beds were

subjected to intense deformation and metamorphism. After a period

of erosion probably covering at least most of Knoxville and Horse-

town time the region was depressed below sea-level and sediments of

Chico age were deposited, which were very coarse at the base and later

predominantly sandy, with an abundance of marine fossils. Deform-

ative movements at about the end of the Cretaceous resulted in the

cutting away of part of the Chico. Subsidence again occurred and

allowed the deposition of strata containing a Martinez fauna, after

which further deformative movements caused these rocks to be very

largely swept away, so that only limited masses remain. Sub-

mergence in Eocene time allowed the deposition of the upper Eocene

or Tejon, but these rocks were likewise almost entirely removed. In

lower Miocene time subsidence again occurred to the extent of several

thousand feet and permitted the accumulation, perhaps partly on land,

of some thousands of feet of beds. Uplift and deformation since lower

Miocene time brought about degradation of the region. Apparently

diastrophism ceased for a sufficiently long period to allow the Santa

Ana region to become one of low relief. This low-relief surface was

possibly continuous with the peneplain surface of the Perris Plain to

the east, described by Mendenhall. The bedrock portion of the Santa

Ana Range probably rose above this surface because of the greater
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resistance of the older rocks. Late in the Tertiary or early in the

Quaternary the northeast side of the Santa Ana Range became the locus

of a fracture in the earth's crust and the range was tilted as a block

to the southwest, with consequent renewal of stream-cutting on the

mountain mass. Some of the higher well-defined terraces on these

streams flowing to the southwest may indicate intermittence in the

faulting movements. Because of the amount of work which the streams

have accomplished it is believed that the faulting by which the range

has been, and perhaps is being, uplifted commenced before latest

Pleistocene time. The last movements in this region are recorded in

the marine terraces along the coast and by correlative stream terraces

of the San Juan and its tributary, the Arroyo Trabuco.

SUMMARY

1. The Chieo of the Santa Ana Mountains is divisible into at least

three and possibly four fauna! zones.

2. The Martinez Eocene appears to represent the lower and middle

portions of the typical Martinez of the northern part of the state.

3. The Martinez group rests with marked unconformity upon the

Chi co.

4. The Tejon is very limited in extent and it is found in uncon-

formable contact with the Chico. Areal and structural relations show

that there was a great time-interval between its deposition and that of

the Martinez.

5. The Miocene contains both the Turritella inezana and the Turri-

tclla ocoyana zones. The faunas obtained from these two zones are

more closely related than was previously recognized.

6. The Chico, Martinez, Tejon. and Vaqueros all contain admixtures

of land-laid deposits. Coal in paying quantities is found in the Tejon.

Lignite seams in the Chico of Silverado Canon have been mined for

coal. A little coal was found in the Martinez area near Santiago

Creek. Brackish water deposits as well as marine occur in both the

Martinez and Tejon. It is evident that all three groups were largely

littoral deposits.

7. The Ferris Peneplain may be the correlative of the Ricardo

Peneplain of the Mohave region of the Great Basin.

Transmitted March 31, 1914.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 26

Geologic map of a portion of the Santa Ana Mountains, California, a part

of the Corona Quadrangle. Adapted from the U. S. Geological Survey topo-

graphic map.

Qual, Alluvium and Pleistocene terrace deposits; Tv, Tertiary Miocene; Ttj,

Tertiary, Tejon Eocene; Tmz, Tertiary, Martinez Eocene; Kc, Cretaceous Chico;

BC, Basement Complex.

Scale, J inch= 1 mile.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 27

Fig. 1. A col and a but on the contact between Chico and Basement Complex

between Williams and Harding canons. The but on the left is composed of resistant

gray Chico conglomerate while the col has been formed in the weathered, red

conglomerate. The complex is shown on the extreme right. These cols and

buts are characteristic features of the contact between the Chico and the

Basement Complex.

Fig. 2. Stream terraces, Santiago Canon. Viewed from a point on Santiago

Creek one-half mile upstream from Williams Canon. The highest terrace is the

divide between Silverado and Santiago canons. The hill on the left consists of

westward dipping Vaqueros sandstone, while the slopes on the extreme right are

composed of Chico sandstones and shales.

[2741
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 28

View showing westward clipping basal Vaqueros conglomerates and clays.

Elephant Mountain is the hill in the distance on the left.

I
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INTRODUCTION

Several months ago Professor J. C. Jones of the University of

Nevada kindly forwarded to the writer for examination a small col-

lection of mammalian remains found in exposures on the North Fork

of the Humboldt River about forty miles northeast of Elko, Nevada.

The collection was obtained by Dr. C. W. West of Elko, and by him

presented to the University of Nevada. Professor Jones visited the

locality at which the bones and teeth had been obtained by Dr. West

and secured additional material. Although the specimens obtained

are all very fragmentary, it is deemed important to place on record

such information as is now available, as it assists materially in

interpreting the Tertiary history of Nevada.

OCCURRENCE

The occurrence of the mammalian remains obtained by Dr. West,

and the geological relations of the beds in which they were found.
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were carefully examined by Professor Jones, who has kindly furnished

the following discussion of the locality

:

The deposit of Tertiary sediments from which the bones were taken is

located on the North Fork of the Humboldt Eiver about forty miles northeast

of Elko, near the ranch of George McKnight. The area is included in the beds

mapped as Pliocene by the Fortieth Parallel Survey. As noted on their map,

these beds cover a wide area in the Elko region.

The bed from which the dark-colored Tertiary bones were taken is a lense

of yellow silt showing no signs of stratification and about fifty feet in thickness,

lying a short distance above a flow of basic andesite. Both silt beds and basalt

dip about twenty degrees to the southwest and the silt projects in two or three

small knolls from the face of the hill. The bones are very soft in the damp
silt, but on weathering out seem to harden so that they may be safely handled.

It will be very difficult to dig the bones from the silt without taking special

precautions to preserve them. They are in a fragmentary condition in the silt,

and it does not seem likely that a complete skeleton or even a skull will be

found in this particular deposit.

There are at least two igneous flows at this locality, a rhyolite and an ande-

site, together with local lenses of tuff. By tracing them out it may be possible

to understand the structure and correlation of the lake beds.

Professor Jones noted also the presence of beds of apparent Pleis-

tocene age in the region of the North Fork of the Humboldt, and

within the area mapped as Pliocene by the King Survey.

COMPOSITION AND EELATIONSHIPS OF THE FAUNA

The total faunal representation from the Tertiary beds at the

McKnight locality includes four forms, of which only one, the Mery-

chippus, might permit specific determination. The list of forms recog-

nized is as follows

:

Meryehippus, sp., near isonesus (Cope). Camelid, sp.

Merycodus?, sp. Carnivore fragment.

The collection as a whole suggests a faunal stage certainly not

older than the Middle Miocene of the Virgin Valley or Mascall. and

probably not younger than the Upper Miocene Mohave beds. This

assemblage represents a stage more primitive than that of the Ricardo

Pliocene, which is the next faunal stage known after the Mohave in

the Great Basin. Forms like those found at the McKnight locality

have been reported from the Snake Creek Pliocene of the Great Plains

region, but they are there associated with much more advanced types.

A collection from a horizon with a fauna containing only a small

percentage of primitive forms would probably not consist solely of

the simpler types without those of more advanced stages.
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The little collection from the McKnight locality resembles in gen-

eral the fannal stage of the Cedar Mountain beds southeast of Walker

Lake. The Cedar Mountain fauna is in general like that of the

Mohave, but may be a somewhat earlier stage. The writer 1 has consid-

ered the Cedar Mountain fauna as early Upper Miocene.

The locality at the McKnight Ranch is reported by Professor Jones

to be within the limits of the Pliocene as mapped by the Fortieth

Parallel Survey of King. It lies approximately in the region from

which King2 described the only Tertiary fauna referred to the Pliocene

in the Nevada region. The locality from which the Pliocene fauna

is reported by King is described as "Bone Valley, which is drained

by the waters of the North Pork of the Humboldt." Mr. S. H. G-ester,

who has done extensive geologic work in the Elko region, informs me

that while working in this area he learned of an occurrence of fossil

bones at a locality known as "Bone Valley," situated within the

limits of an area a few miles in diameter, which would include the

McKnight locality.

The fauna listed by King from Bone Valley, Nevada, consisted of

Merychippus mirabilis, Protohippus perclitus, and fragments of

Cosoryx. The Merychippus of King's report may well coincide with

that obtained by Professor Jones and Dr. "West. A worn tooth of

Merychippus may easily be confused with Protohippus, as has often

occurred. The Cosoryx mentioned by King is synonomous with Mery-

codus of the collection submitted by Professor Jones.

Considering all of the evidence, it seems to the writer probable

that the McKnight locality is stratigraphically, if not geographically,

the same as King's Bone Valley Pliocene.

The presumable stratigraphic identity of the Bone Valley Pliocene

of King and the McKnight locality, of probable Miocene age, has an

important bearing on the Tertiary problem of the middle Nevada

region. The age determination of the great extent of deposits in

Nevada referred by King to the Pliocene depended to a large extent

upon the palaeontologic stage of the Bone Valley collection
;
upon the

relation of this collection to the Niobrara fauna of the Great Plains

area ; and upon correlation with beds in Oregon considered by King,

on the authority of 0. C. Marsh, to represent a Pliocene stage.

The collections obtained by Professor Jones and by Dr. West from

the McKnight locality, as also the material to which reference is made

1 Merriam, J. C, Vertebrate Fauna of the Cedar Mountain Beds, Univ. Calif.

Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., 1914. In press.

2 King, C, U. S. Geol. Expl. of 40th Parallel, vol. 1, p. 43^ 1878.
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by King, probably represent a faunal stage comprised within the

latter half of the Miocene. The fauna of eastern Oregon referred to

the Pliocene by Marsh is largely that of the Mascall, which is Middle

Miocene. The Niobrara fauna of the Great Plains region, with which

the Bone Valley collection may really have some affinity, as suggested

by King, is generally considered as Upper Miocene. The palaeonto-

logic basis for age determination of the "Humboldt Pliocene"' of

King's Shoshone Lake of the Middle Basin area seems, then, to indicate

Miocene at what may be considered a typical locality of these beds.

Whether other evidence may indicate that a large portion of the

deposits mapped as Pliocene by King really represents that period

remains to be demonstrated. It seems probable that a considerable

part of these deposits may be Miocene. Other portions are probably

Pleistocene. The occurrence at Ricardo, on the western border of the

Great Basin, of a series of beds representing a faunal and stratigraphie

stage which is distinctly pre-Pleistocene, is certainly much later

than the Mohave Upper Miocene, and presumably represents early

Pliocene, shows that accumulation was taking place in the Basin

Region in or near Pliocene time. The difficulties encountered in age

determination or correlation of widely separated exposures of Ter-

tiary strata in the Great Basin make one hesitate to accept much, if

any, of the Pliocene of King as really representing the Ricardo stage.

The occurrence of mammal remains at the McKnight locality not

only changes our views regarding the Pliocene of the Great Basin, but

also modifies to some extent the views on distribution of the Miocene

originating with King. According to the report of the Fortieth Par-

allel Survey, Miocene beds are confined to a region west of 117° west

longitude, while Eocene does not range west of the 116th meridian.

The McKnight locality, situated near 115° 30', is considerably east

of King's most easterly Miocene and is east of the most westerly

Eocene exposures. A question is naturally raised regarding the

relative age of the Tertiary at the McKnight locality and the

beds referred to as typical Miocene of the Truckee beds farther west.

The Truckee as discussed by King was determined as Miocene almost

solely on its lithologic resemblance to the John Day beds of Oregon.

The only palaeontologic evidence of contemporaneity of the Truckee

with the John Day consisted of a single rhinoceros tooth referred to

Rhinoceros pacificus, of the John Day region. This specimen is not

available for comparison. Within the past few weeks Mr. John P.

Buwalda of the University of California, in examining a section of
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Truckee beds, discovered a considerable part of a mastodon cheek-

tooth3 in the section near "Verdi, Nevada. Proboscideans are absolutely

unknown in the John Day Oligocene, but range from the Mascall

Middle Miocene up to Pleistocene in the Great Basin. It is clear that

the correlation of the John Day and Truckee is not justified. No

Oligocene is certainly known in the Nevada region. Mr. Buwalda

believes that the Truckee beds are possibly of the same age as the

Cedar Mountain Miocene not far to the south, but fully satisfactory

evidence of identity in stage is not at hand.

Whether or no the Truckee and Cedar Mountain beds are of the

same stage, it is true that deposits of Miocene age seem to range east-

ward from near the western border of the Great Basin, as stated by

King in the Fortieth Parallel Survey report. The deposits of the

McKnight locality are evidently not widely different in age from those

of Cedar Mountain and Truckee, and extend the range of the Miocene

considerably to the east.

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL

Merychippus, sp.

The most common remains in the collection from the McKnight

locality represent a horse of the genus Merychippus. A number of

foot-bones and teeth available seem all to be derived from individuals

of the same species. The recognizable specimens comprise the first

and second phalanges, a navicular, and a well preserved lower molar.

The phalanges (fig. 2) may be matched in size and form by specimens

from the Mascall and Virgin Valley Middle Miocene of eastern Oregon

and northern Nevada. They may also be matched almost exactly by

specimens from the Upper Miocene Mohave beds of the Mohave Desert

area, but seem a little smaller than the average of these specimens.

The phalanges are a little more constricted than some available from

the Cedar Mountain fauna.

A lower molar, M1 1 (fig. 1), also compares closely in size and form

with specimens from the Mascall and from the Mohave. It appears

rather small for average specimens of the Mohave fauna. As the

characters of single lower molars of the species of Merychippus are

not always clearly diagnostic, it is difficult to make a definite specific

determination of this specimen.

s Buwalda, J. P., Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol. (In press.)
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The various specimens of Merychippus taken collectively evidently

represent a species of Middle or Upper Miocene age. The species is

less advanced than some of the forms of the Mohave Upper Miocene.

While small Merychippus forms have been reported from the Snake

Creek Pliocene, that fauna also contains many advanced horses which

are not represented here. It seems improbable that the Merychippus

species from the McKnight locality represents a faunal stage later

than Upper Miocene.

2

Figs. 1 to 3. From Miocene beds, North Fork of Humboldt Kiver, north-

eastern Nevada.

Fig. 1. Merychippus, sp. M,?, natural size.

Fig. 2. Merychippus, sp. Phalanges one and two, natural size.

Fig. 3. Merycodus?, sp. P4 ?, X 2.

Merycodus?, sp.

A single lower premolar (fig. 3) represents P
3
or P 4 of a form

which is either Merycodus or Blastomeryx. The tooth is nearly iden-

tical in dimensions with P 4
of a specimen (no. 19805) associated with

Merycodus antlers and molars from the Cedar Mountain region, south-

east of Walker Lake, Nevada. It has been noted that in the Cedar

Mountain specimen the characters of the inferior premolars are rather

more primitive in some respects than in the Merycodus form of the

Mohave fauna. The degree of hypsodonty of the Cedar Mountain
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specimen seems less than in the Mohave form, and the posteroexternal

groove is less marked. In this respect the specimen seen in figure 3

agrees with the form from the Cedar Mountain beds, and probably

represents a similar type. It may tentatively be referred to Mery-

codus, and may represent M. furcatus, or a more primitive form. The

form represented in this specimen most nearly resembles types known

in the Upper Miocene.

Camelid?, Various Forms

Several fragments of cheek-teeth represent indeterminate camels.

One is a large form, possibly Pliauchenia.

Carnivore Remains

The fragmentary distal end of a metapodial from the McKnight

locality probably represents a large cat, but may be canid.

SUMMARY

The McKnight locality in the valley of the North Fork of the

Humboldt River, Nevada, furnishes a mammalian fauna probably

representing a stage comprised within the latter half of the Miocene.

This fauna is near the stage of the Cedar Mountain and Mohave

faunas referred to the Upper Miocene.

The McKnight locality is probably of the same stratigraphic stage

as the locality from which the Fortieth Parallel Survey obtained the

fauna furnishing the principal evidence of age for the large area

mapped as Pliocene by that survey.

The deposits at the McKnight locality mapped as Pliocene by the

Fortieth Parallel Survey are not improbably near the age of the

Truckee beds, mapped as Miocene, in the western portion of the Great

Basin region.

The Miocene of Nevada extends much farther to the east than the

easternmost limits heretofore recognized.

Transmitted August S8, 1914.
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Occurrence and Age op Vertebrate Remains

In the fall of 1911 Mr. R. W. Pack, of the United States Geological

Survey, obtained a number of fragmentary mammalian remains in a

marine deposit situated in the Tejon Hills at the southern end of the

Great Valley of California. The beds in which this material was

obtained lie immediately to the north and west of the Tehachapi

Range, and are separated by a distance of between twenty-five and

thirty miles from the western side of the Mohave Desert, in which

Tertiary mammal-bearing deposits of considerable extent are known.

In a paper read before the Pacific Coast Palaeontological Society in

1912 the statement 1 was made that the material obtained by Mr. Pack

represented mammalian types resembling an imperfectly known fauna

from the Mohave Desert. It was stated that the known invertebrate

fauna in the formation containing vertebrate remains was generally

presumed to represent a Lower Miocene stage. It was also noted that

the fauna in the Tertiary mammal beds of the Mohave region was

apparently not older than Upper Miocene, and that a question was

raised as to the correspondence of the time-scale of the California

marine series with that of the continental deposits east of the Sierras.

Since the first study of the vertebrate material secured in the

Tejon Hills by Mr. Pack, small collections from the same localities

have been obtained for the University of California by R. C. Stoner

i Merriam, J. C, and Pack, R. W., Proc. Palaeont. Soc. Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer.,
vol. 24, p. 128, March, 1913.
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and J. P. Buwalda. Though the total amount of material secured

is small, it is desirable to place on record such information as is

now available, in the hope that it may be of assistance in a study of

the problem of correlation among the West American Tertiary for-

mations.

Through the kindness of the Director of the United States Geolog-

ical Survey and of Mr. Pack, it has been the writer's privilege to make

an examination of the original vertebrate collection from the Tejon

Hills and to present the following description with a discussion of

the University of California material from this region.

The majority of investigators who have examined the Tertiary

beds of the Tejon Hills are of the opinion that some of the vertebrates

occur in a formation corresponding to the "Temblor," or the com-

monly recognized Lower Miocene of the Kern region to the north.

Mr. Pack, who has carefully studied the section of the Tejon Hills,

informs the writer that the Tertiary beds in this area are separable on

lithologic grounds into a lower division, comprising 800 to 1000 feet

of grayish sand and gravel with some indurated calcareous sandstones

;

and an upper division of somewhat greater thickness consisting of

reddish clay, sand, and coarse gravel. According to Mr. Pack the

whole of the lower division should probably be correlated with the

beds referred to the Lower Miocene in the Temblor Range, and the

upper division appears to be of somewhat later age. Horse teeth near

the Merychippus type were found in the uppermost part of the lower

division. Bones of Merycodus and a tooth of a horse near the Hip-

parion type probably came from the basal part of the upper division.

Mr. Robert Anderson 2 in reporting on the Tertiary of the Tejon

Hills makes the following statement

:

"Marine fossils discovered in the Tertiary sand, gravel, and clay

of the Tejon Hills suggest that the beds are contemporaneous with

the Santa Margaritaf?) formation (upper middle Miocene) of the

Temblor Range. The fauna, however, is of a type occurring also in

the lower Miocene, and a definite correlation can not yet be made.

The fact that these beds lie directly upon the crystalline rocks favors

the supposition that they are a continuation of the lower Miocene beds

occupying a similar position on Kern River."

Intensive study of the invertebrate fauna of this region will be

necessary before a fully satisfactory correlation with the other marine

Anderson, Robert, IT. S. Geol. Surv. Bull., 471, p. 121, 1912.
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Tertiary formations of the San Joaquin Valley can be made. It is

possible that faunas representing both the "Santa Margarita" and

"Temblor" stages are present in the Tejon Hills area.

The mammalian collections obtained in the Tejon Hills consist of

very fragmentary material including a small number of teeth and

limb-bones. The forms represented are the following

:

Merychippus, sp. Bhinocerotid? remains.

Hipparion or Merychippus, sp. Isurus, near planus (Agassiz)

Meryeodus, sp.

The horse remains from the lower beds are near the stage of

evolution of Merychippus-like forms of the Barstow fauna in the

Mohave Desert immediately to the east. They are less advanced than

any available forms of the Rieardo fauna representing the next faunal

stage following the Barstow in the known mammalian succession of

the region west of the Wasatch. An equid form from Tejon Creek is

near Hipparion and may represent a second fauna. The antelope-

like Meryeodus bones are scarcely to be distinguished from correspond-

ing elements of Meryeodus necatus of the Barstow fauna. The

phalanges may be slightly more slender than in the average M. necatus

from the Barstow fauna. A Rieardo species has characters near those

of the Barstow type, and is also not clearly separable from the Tejon

Hills form.

So far as can be determined from the material available, the Tejon

Hills collection represents one or more stages not younger than the

earliest Pliocene and not older than the Middle Miocene fauna of

the Merychippus zone of the "Temblor." beds in the North Coalinga

region on the western border of the San Joaquin Valley.

Description op Material

PKOTOHIPPINE FOEMS

A specimen (fig. 1 ) obtained by Mr. Pack from the west side

of Comanche Creek one-half mile east of Signal Hill is a slightly

curved, well-cemented tooth which has suffered some wear. The con-

nection of the fossettes at the adjoining borders indicates that the

stage of wear is not advanced. The protocone is discrete and shows

no suggestion of connection with the protoconule. The fossettes are

not especially wide transversely, and their enamel borders are rela-

tively simple. This tooth resembles the Hipparion group in the char-
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acter of the protocone, but not in the nature of the fossettes. It

agrees approximately in structure with specimens of Merychippus-

like forms of the Barstow fauna, but is not clearly separable from

an undescribed species of the Merychippus zone in the "Temblor"

beds north of Coalinga on the west side of the San Joaquin Valley. 3

The cement covering is possibly a little thicker than on the "Temblor"

form.

Fig. 1. Merychippus, sp. Upper cheek-tooth, posterior and occlusal views,

natural size. From west side of Comanche Creek, Tejon Hills, at the southern

end of the San Joaquin Valley, California. (Lower division?)

Fig. 2. Merychippus, sp. P 4 ?, outer and occlusal views. No. 21484, natural

size. From Comanche Creek, Tejon Hills, southern end of the San Joaquin Valley,

California. (Lower division?)

Fig. 3. Hipparion or Merychippus, sp. M/?, outer and occlusal views. No.

21566, natural size. From the south side of Tejon Creek, Tejon Hills region,

southern end of the San Joaquin Valley, California. (Upper division?)

A lower tooth, P4 ?, no. 21484 (fig. 2), collected at Comanche

Creek, locality 430, in the Tejon Hills, by R. C. Stoner is not larger

than P 4 of an undescribed Merychippus from the Barstow fauna,

and has much the same roughened surface. The metaconid-metastylid

column is of the anteroposteriorly short Merychippus type, but is a

little more flattened than in average specimens of that group. The

valleys anterior and posterior to this column are much narrower trans-

s See Merriam, J. C, Science (n.s.), vol. 40, pp. 643-645, 1914.
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versely than those noted by the writer in specimens from the Barstow

fauna. This tooth is nearest the type of the advanced Merychippus

forms of the Barstow fauna, but may be specifically distinct from any

Barstow species. It may be more advanced than the Barstow species.

A small lower cheek-tooth, M
x ?, no. 21566 (fig. 3), of a protohip-

pine species obtained on the south side of Tejon Creek by Mr. Buwalda

represents a type near Hipparion. The dimensions of the tooth

approximate those of some Merychippus forms of the Barstow fauna.

The type of tooth seen in the specimen may also be near that of a

Merychippus species of the Merychippus zone in the "Temblor" beds

of the North Coalinga region on the west side of the San Joaquin

Valley. In specimen 21566 the metaeonid-metastylid column re-

sembles that of Hipparion in being slightly wider anteroposterior^

than in any California Merychippus species. This type is probably

specifically distinct from that represented by the lower tooth, no.

21484, found at Comanche Creek.

MERYCODUS, sp.

The distal portion of a metatarsus (fig. 4) from Mr. Pack's col-

lection obtained in the Tejon Hills is almost identical in form and

Fig. 4. Merycodus, sp. Distal end of metatarsus, anterior side, natural size.

From the Tejon Hills, at the southern end of the San Joaquin Valley, California.

(Upper division?)

Figs. 5a and 5b. Merycodus, sp. Proximal phalanx, natural size. Fig. 5a,'

lateral view; fig. 5b, superior view. From the Tejon Hills, at the southern end
of the San Joaquin Valley, California. (Upper division?)

dimensions with Merycodus specimens from the Barstow Miocene and

could not certainly be distinguished from a form found in the Ricardo

beds. The Tejon Hills specimen is perhaps slightly smaller than the

corresponding element in the Barstow material.

5a 5b
4
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A single proximal phalanx (figs. 5a and 5b) from the Tejon Hills

collections is similar to Meryeoclus phalanges from the Barstow fauna.

It seems slightly more slender and smaller than the average of the

Meryeoclus phalanges from the Barstow fauna, but is not shorter than

the smallest. It is perhaps slightly more slender than the Ricardo

specimens. The form represented by this bone may be specifically

distinct from M. necatus, the Barstow species.

These Meryeoclus specimens evidently represent a faunal stage

later than early Miocene and earlier than late Lower Pliocene.

EHINOCEROTID OE PROBOSCIDEAN TOOTH FRAGMENT

A small fragment of a large cheek-tooth (fig. 6) with thick enamel

was at first considered to represent a proboscidean of the Tetrabeloclon

type. The structure of the enamel is in some respects more like that

in forms of the rhinoceros group.

Fig. 6. Fragment of rhinoeerotid? tooth, X 2. From the Tejon Hills, at

the southern end of the San Joaquin Valley, California.

Fig. 7. Isurus, near planus (Agassiz). Natural size. From the west side of

Comanche Creek, Tejon Hills, southern end of the San Joaquin Valley, California.

(Lower division?)

ISURUS, near PLANUS (Agassiz)

A well-preserved shark tooth (fig. 7) represents a form near Isurus

planus described by Agassiz from Ocoya Creek, or Poso Creek, Cali-

fornia. This species is also reported by Jordan 4 from the "Temblor"

near Bakersfield, California.

* Jordan, David S., Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 5, p. 107, 1907.

Transmitted September 4, 1914
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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Correlation of the terrestrial and lacustrine Tertiary deposits

of the Great Basin Province with the marine Tertiary of the Coast

Ranges is one of the problems of west-coast geology now being

investigated by Professor J. C. Merriam. The results presented in

this paper are by-products incidental to this investigation. The work

was done under the direction of Professor Merriam, and the writer

wishes to thank him for the opportunity to contribute in a small way

to this work. Mr. Emerson Butterworth and Mr. Edward Brainerd

ably assisted the writer in mapping the field and in collecting speci-

mens. Dr. L. P. Noble of the United States Geological Survey,
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who is at present engaged in mapping the Rock Creek Quadrangle,

placed his data at the writer's disposal and his kindly co-operation

and guidance in the field were very helpful. The different formations

and groups found in this field were outlined by him before the writer

visited the locality. Dr. Ralph Arnold 1 identified the first fossils

obtained from this locality and recognized the Martinez age of the

strata which contained them.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE

The area to be discussed in this paper is located in the northern

half of the Rock Creek Quadrangle, on the southern edge of the

Mohave Desert, or of that portion of it known as Antelope Valley (see

fig. 1). The field which was particularly studied is on the northern

flanks of the San Gabriel Range, about twenty-five miles north of

Pomona. The main drainage lines of this region are Rock Creek and

Little Rock Creek. The sources of Rock Creek and of the South

Pork of Rock Creek are in the summit regions of the San Gabriel

Mountains, which attain a height along the east-west line varying from

8000 feet to 9389 feet, the elevation of North Baldy, the highest peak

in the Rock Creek Quadrangle. When this region was visited in

December, 1913, all the mountains above 6000 feet in elevation were

covered with snow. The melting snows supply Rock Creek with water

throughout the year. The South Pork of Rock Creek is in reality the

main stream, and it appears to be consequent. That portion of Rock

Creek south of Pinyon Ridge is a steam whose course was determined

by a minor fault of the San Andreas rift. The main portion of Rock

Creek is an antecedent stream and cuts through the extension of

Pinyon Ridge and the ridge between the Mohave Desert on the north

and the rather wide, level Rock Creek Valley on the south.

The section most carefully examined is that in the vicinity of Rock

Creek. A brief reconnaissance was made into the area in the north-

west corner of the quadrangle. The region studied is a portion of the

San Andreas rift zone. Rift features such as kernbuts, kerncols and

fault-sag ponds are beautifully exemplified in this area. Pour approxi-

mately parallel northwest-southeast fault lines traverse this area, and

minor parallel faults are also found.

i Arnold, Ralph, The Tertiary and Quaternary Peetens of California, U. S.

Geological Survey, Professional Paper no. 47, p. 11, 1906.



Fig. 1. A geological map of a portion of the Rock Creek Quadrangle, Los Angeles County, California.
l/r. Is, Basement Complex; Tmz, Martinez Group; Tpb, Miocene(?) formation; Pp, Pleistocene ( ?)

formation
; al. Alluvium. Adapted from the U. S. Geological Survey topographic sheet. Scale, 1 inch = 1 mile.
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The following terranes were recognized in this area

:

(1) A basement complex of schists, marble and limestone of pos-

sible Palaeozic age, and intrusive granite of unknown age (oldest

member of the section).

(2) The Martinez Group, consisting of two divisions: (a) a lower

predominantly sandstone member, and (b) an upper predominantly

shale member. This group rests upon the eroded surface of the base-

ment complex on the north side of Pinyon Ridge. It is of lower

Eocene age, its basal portion yielding a fauna characteristic of that

horizon.

(3) Miocene ( ?) strata, a thick series of apparently land-laid

deposits, in part typical fanglomerates. This formation rests with

well-marked unconformity upon the Martinez.

(4) An andesitic lava flow of later age than the Miocene (?) for-

mation.

(5) A formation of Pleistocene ( ?) age deposited unconformably

upon the older beds.

BASEMENT COMPLEX

On the outer edge of the mountains, on the border of the desert

were found what appear to be the oldest rocks in the area, limestone

and schists which were intruded by granite. The limestone is a

bluish gray rock of fine texture and in places still exhibits stratifica-

tion. Occasionally it is found to be altered to marble. The schists

associated with it are fine-grained and micaceous. This series may

be the correlative of Hershey's 2 Oro Grande series, of the Mohave

desert forty miles northeast of this locality. This limestone and schist

series has been brought upward by movements along two very recent

faults, the Antelope Valley and the Rock Creek faults of the San

Andreas rift.

The main mass of the range consists of granitoid rocks and asso-

ciated schists, and in the area mapped, it is rather sharply set off

from the sedimentaries along the Punch-bowl fault. The granite

appears to be intruded into a much altered hornblende schist. Along

the Punch-bowl fault a dike of aplite in the granite is a very prominent

feature of the complex.

2 ITersliey, O., Some crystalline rocks of southern California, Am. Geol., vol.

29, pp. 286-287, 1902.
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MAETINEZ GBOUP

The Martinez is found in an area about six miles long and two

miles wide near Shoemaker. The group is apparently separable into

at least two terranes, a lower, predominantly sandstone, and an upper,

predominantly shale member. Unfortunately, as the mapping shows,

the two members were found only in fault contact ; hence their

relations to each other are not entirely clear. The basal member of

the lower terrane rests upon a granite block, which has been uplifted

along the San Andreas fault. This contact is well exposed on the

north side of a spur of Pinyon Ridge one-half mile south of Shoe-

maker. The line between the Martinez and the granite is very uneven.

The granite basement shows irregularities whose differences must have

been from thirty to fifty feet at the time the Martinez conglomerate

was deposited upon it. The conglomerate is not very thick and is

interstratified with a red shale in which large, highly polished granite

boulders are found. This shale contains some gypsum and in places

gypsum has penetrated into the irregularities of the granite basement.

A stratum of hard, gray, quartzose sandstone and several beds of

limestone were found interstratified with the red shale member, which

was about three hundred feet thick. Most of the fossils were found

in limestone lenses in the shale. These beds have a dip of 30° W and

strike of N 25° W. Above them appear about one hundred and fifty

feet of medium-grained, arkosic sandstone with subordinate strata of

limestone. Resting upon this at the top of Pinyon Ridge are one

hundred and fifty feet of shale weathered to a red-brown which have

been called the "coffee-ground" beds owing to their habit of breaking

into angular fragments of small size. Lack of good exposures pre-

vented further observations along the west end of Pinyon Ridge, but at

least several hundred feet are present. Along Rock Creek about one

mile south of Shoemaker is another partial section which is much

higher in the series. It is in ascending order as follows

:

Shale and limestone (lower beds) 100 ft.

Tan sandstone grading into well cemented conglomerate .' 50

Limestone and shale 150

Yellowish sandstone, with a stratum of carbonaceous shale or impure

lignite one foot in thickness ' 75

Carbonaceous shale, lignite strata one foot in thickness alternate with

gray sandstone and conglomerate strata 25 to 30 ft. thick 150

Massive gray sandstone with conglomerate 150
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The occurrence of conglomerate and lignite strata is especially note-

worthy in this section as indicating deposition along a shore or upon

land.

The predominantly sandstone terrane has an estimated thickness of

about two thousand to twenty-five hundred feet.

The predominantly shale member of the Martinez Group is char-

acteristically exposed in the canon of the South Fork of Rock Creek.

It consists of about twenty-five hundred feet of alternating strata of

brown sandstone, "coffee-ground" shale and impure gray limestone.

These alternating strata vary from one to twenty-four inches in

thickness with the shales forming the main bulk of the exposures.

There are approximately one thousand to fifteen hundred feet of these

shales exposed in the middle portion of the section on the South Fork

of Rock Creek. They have a strike about N 40° W and dip from 45°

to 60° S. A brown sandstone stratum of two hundred feet in thick-

ness is found at the top of this member in fault contact with the

Basement Complex and a Pleistocene formation. The lowest member

exposed is found along Rock Creek at the confluence of the main

stream with the South Fork. This consists of about three hundred

feet of "coffee-ground" shale. These strata are in fault contact with

the granitoid rocks of Pinyon Ridge on the northeast. A northeast-

southwest cross-fault a mile northwest of the mouth of the South

Pork brings them in contact with the Pleistocene formation and the

sandstone member of the Martinez Group. Thus we see that this

member is bounded on all sides by faults and, on this account its

stratigraphie relations to the other terranes are uncertain. Dr. Noble

found float boulders containing the characteristic Martinez fossil

Turritella pachecoensis in a stream along the contact between the

Miocene ( ?) formation and this member. It is uncertain whether these

boulders came from the uppermost sandstone stratum of the Martinez

or were boulders which were previously in the Miocene (?) con-

glomerate. Dr. Noble and the writer found boulders containing T.

pachecoensis embedded in the gray sandstone matrix of the con-

glomerate. Careful search did not result in finding any fossils in

place in this member. The sandstone, the shale, and the limestone

of this member appear to be lithologically identical with rocks of

corresponding texture in the predominantly sandstone member of

proven Martinez age.
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THE FAUNA OF THE MARTINEZ

Only the lower four hundred feet of the Martinez Group were

markedly fossiliferous and most of the collections were obtained from

these strata.

List of Species Obtained from Rock Creek Martinez

Cidaris, sp

Terebratula, sp

Crassatellites, ef. unioides Stanton

Crassatellites, sp

Cardium cooperi Gabb
Cucullaea, cf. mathewsonii Gabb
Glycimeris veatehi, var. major Stanton.

Meretrix, sp

Ostrea, sp

Phacoides muirensis Dickerson

Saxidomus noblei, n. sp

Teredo, sp

Dentalium cooperi Gabb
Amauropsis martinezensis Dickerson ...

Brachysphingus liratus Gabb
Calliostoma, sp

Natica pinyonensis, n. sp

Lunatia hornii Gabb
Molopophorus( ?) howardi, n. sp

Turitella, sp

Turritella pachecoensis Stanton

Turritella martinezensis Gabb

Loc.
2245

Loc.
2246

Loc.
2247

Loc.
2248

Loc.
2249

This fauna contains such characteristic Martinez species as Tur-

ritella pachecoensis, Turritella martinezensis, Brachysphingus liratus,

Amauropsis martinezensis, Glycimeris veatehi var. major. All of

these forms are restricted to the lower and middle portions of the

Martinez Group of northern California.

MIOCENE (?) STRATA

A formation consisting of fanglomerates, conglomerates and sand-

stone is exposed in the area known as the Devil's Punch-bowl in the

Rock Creek Quadrangle. Its superficial extent is approximately four

square miles, but it underlies most of the bolson area which is covered

by the Pleistocene fanglomerates on the west. The base of this forma-

tion is exposed along a small creek a mile southwest of Shoemaker.
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The basal member consists of fifty to one hundred feet of fanglomerate

derived from the underlying Martinez sandstone. This fanglomerate

consists of very angular blocks, some of which are eighteen inches in

greatest dimension. This basal member rests unconformably upon

the Martinez sandstone. This is shown by marked differences in both

dip and strike between the two terranes, and by the occurrence in the

middle of the Devil's Punch-bowl of a boulder in the conglomerate

containing Turritella pachecoensis, a characteristic Martinez fossil.

The Miocene ( ?) strata, which have an estimated thickness of from four

thousand to five thousand feet, consist of a basal fanglomerate and

alternating strata of coarse conglomeritic sandstone, clay, black

lignitic shale, and fanglomerate. The series does not appear to be

marine but is, at least in part, a land-laid deposit and in part

lacustrine. This formation may be identical with that exposed in

Cajon Pass judging from the description of these beds by Johnson, 3

and by exposures seen from the train. The Eseondido formation of

Hershey may also be an equivalent. Direct areal connection with other

occurrences of this formation is impossible owing to the intervening

areas of granite on the west and southeast. Until determinative

fossils have been found in these three localities their relations to each

other and their age will remain unsettled. The writer is inclined to

regard the formation as Miocene in age. This opinion is based upon

a study of the known distribution of the upper Eocene, the Tejon in

southern California, and upon the diastrophic record. The Tejon

of the Santa Ana Mountains and in the vicinity of San Diego were

both apparently deposited under stranddike conditions. No Tejon

sediments have been recognized around Los Angeles. The strand line

of the Tejon sea was probably west of the present site of Los Angeles,

and west of the Rock Creek area.

ANDESITIC LAVA FLOW

In the gravels of the Pleistocene ( ?) formation were found certain

boulders of andesite which were evidently not contributed by any

formation within the area mapped in the neighborhood of Rock Creek.

No boulders of this rock were found in the conglomerates of the

Miocene ( ?) beds. Evidently an outpouring of lava occurred after the

deposition of the Miocene ( ?), but erosion removed it from the vicinity

of Rock Creek before the Pleistocene beds were laid down. In a brief

3 Johnson, H. R., Water resources of Antelope Valley, California, U. S. G. S.,

Water Supply Paper 278, p. 30, 1911.
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reconnai&sance made to the northwest corner of the Rock Creek

Quadrangle, Mr. Butterworth and the writer found remnants of this

once extensive lava flow resting directly upon the rocks of the Base-

ment Complex. One area covered a square mile. Two or three smaller

areas were also located. At a locality nine miles N 20° W of Shoe-

maker the successive lava flows showed a dip of 15° N, demonstrating

that this formation took part in great movements which did not

affect the Pleistocene.

PLEISTOCENE ( ?) FANGLOMEKATE

Resting indifferently upon granites and limestones. Martinez sand-

stone, and the supposed Miocene formation, is a series of conglomerates

and fanglomerates varying in thickness from fifty to two hundred

and fifty feet. This formation is hest exposed in this area on the

Pallett Ranch. The conglomerate of this formation contains houlders

from all the underlying formations, granites, schists, sandstones of

Martinez age, fragments of the Miocene (?) sandstone, and hits of

very fresh andesitic rock which are evidently portions of the lava flow

whose remnants are found in the northwest corner of the quadrangle.

The formation is presumed to be of Pleistocene age and represents

deposits formed by coalescent alluvial cones. A few indeterminate

bone fragments were found in the clays along Pallett Creek. This

formation is quite extensive and in most places is separable from the

Recent alluvium. It is essentially a bolson deposit, and was laid down

under climatic conditions similar to those at present obtaining in this

vicinity, or possibly under even more arid conditions. Since its

deposition, movements have occurred along all the major fault lines

of the San Andreas rift. The Punch-bowl fault shows marked scarps

of Recent origin about fifteen to twenty-five feet in height. Along the

San Andreas fault line these sediments have been much deformed

and local dips as high as thirty degrees are common a mile south of

the confluence of Pallett and Rock creeks. Small outliers of the

Pleistocene ( ?) rest upon the limestone block which was uplifted

between the Rock Creek and Antelope Valley faults.
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CONCLUSIONS AS TO STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCE IN THE

ROCK CREEK AREA

1. The Martinez Group is associated with four other terranes in

the Rock Creek Quadrangle, the Basement Complex, a Miocene (?)

formation, an andesite of post-Miocene ( 1) and pre-Pleistocene age, and

a Pleistocene (? ) formation.

2. The Martinez rests unconformably upon the Basement Complex,

and is unconformably mantled by both the Miocene (?) and the

Pleistocene ( ?) formations.

3. The sediments composing much of the Martinez indicate that

deposition here was chiefly within the littoral zone.

4. The Martinez sea probably did not extend much farther east

than the present site of Rock Creek Quadrangle during early Eocene

time.

5. No evidence of marine Tejon was found in the area studied, and

it appears probable that the Tejon sea did not extend as far east as

the Mohave Desert.

Transmitted September 17, 1914.
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INTRODUCTION

The species described in the following note were all obtained from

the Martinez of southern California. Geographically, the Martinez of

southern California is separated from that of the San Francisco Bay

region by a distance of six or seven degrees of latitude. Although

there are two distinct basins of deposition, 1 the San Francisco Basin

and the Los Angeles Basin, there is only one Martinez fauna, an

assemblage of forms with unique characters.

The collections obtained from the Santa Ana Mountains and from

the southern rim of the Mohave Desert at Rock Creek show a faunal

unity with those of the San Francisco Basin. Climatic influences due

to difference in latitude would be expected to produce some faunal

differences between the San Francisco and Los Angeles basins if the

i Dickerson, R. F., Fauna of the Martinez Eocene of California, Univ. Calif.

Publ. Bull. Dept. Geo!., vol. 8, pp. 61-180, 1914.
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California climate during Martinez time was like the present. Pos-

sibly the climate in Martinez time was more uniform along the Cali-

fornia coast that it is today.

The faunas from Rock Creek and the Santa Ana Mountains are

markedly different from those of the Tejon, upper Eocene, and Chico-

Cretaceous. This difference is as great as was found in a study of

the relationship of the faunas of these groups in the San Francisco

Basin of the Martinez.

DESCRIPTION OF NEW SPECIES

CRASSATELLITES BRAINERDI, n. sp.

Plate 29, figure 2

Shell trigonal, high, with a rounded anterior extremity and sharply

pointed posterior extremity. The beak is situated about one-third of

the distance from the anterior end. The slightly convex posterior

dorsal margin slopes steeply to an angulated posterior end. The

gently rounded anterior dorsal margin is moderately excavated under

the beaks. The shell has a medium sized, heart-shaped lunule and

a long, narrow, indistinct escutcheon. Base, broadly rounded.

This species resembles Crassatellitcs unioides (Stanton) closely,

but it has a more steeply sloping posterior dorsal margin and a well-

rounded, anterior extremity.

Named in honor of Edward Brainerd who contributed original

material of this species.

Dimensions.—Height, 40 mm.
;
length, 45 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 2233, Martinez

Group in the Santa Ana Mountains.

SAXIDOMUSC?) NOBLEI, n. sp.

Plate 29, figure 1

Shell oval in outline, thick, with rather low beaks which are

situated two-fifths of the length from anterior extremity. The pos-

terior dorsal margin, which is but slightly convex, slopes gently to a

well-rounded posterior extremity. The shell on the type specimen is

decollated and the shape of this margin was observed in other speci-

mens. The anterior dorsal margin is only half as long as the posterior

dorsal margin, and is gently concave owing to a slight excavation

under the beaks. Anterior extremity, broadly rounded. Base, evenly

rounded.
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This species resembles Saxidomus nuttalli of the Recent fauna

closely. It occurs in an impure limestone in the Martinez Group near

a fault contact with the basement complex. It is associated with

Cidaris, sp. and Phacoides, cf. muirensis Dickerson.

Named in honor of Dr. L. F. Noble, who discovered the locality

at which this species was obtained.

Dimensions.—Height, 3-1 mm.
;
length, 72 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 2249, two and three-

fourths miles N80° W of U. S. Geological Survey bench mark (3927

ft.) at Shoemaker, Rock Creek Quadrangle, Los Angeles County, Cali-

fornia. Martinez Group.

CERITHIUM BUTTERWORTHI, n. sp.

Plate 29, figure 4

Shell spindle-shaped with about nine nodose, flattened whorls

rapidly decreasing in size. The upper five or six whorls are decorated

by about nine elongate vertical nodes which gradually become more

and more sharply pointed on the later whorls. The apex of the nodes

is just below the wavy suture. The lower two-thirds of each spire

whorl is covered by slight vertical nodes and rather strong spiral lines

which are indistinct on the type specimen. The body-whorl is much

larger than the penultimate whorl. Mouth quadrate ; canal defective

but it appears to be characteristic of this genus.

This species is associated with Meretrix(f) , sp.

Named in honor of Emerson Butterworth, who gave valuable assist-

ance in obtaining collections in the Santa Ana Mountains.

Dimensions.—Length of broken type specimen, 42 mm. ; width of

body whorl, 19 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 2192, a locality of

doubtful Martinez age. This locality is near a Martinez locality which

yielded Venericardia planicosia Lamarck. The strata in both locali-

ties rest upon Chico conglomerates. They dip slightly to the west

and are small outliers of a once extensive formation.

MOLOPOPHORUS (?) HOWARDI, n. sp.

Plate 29, figures 3« and 36

Shell of five whorls, ficoid, nodose, with well-marked sulcus upon

the body-whorl. The spire whorls form only one-seventh of the entire

length of shell. They are nearly immersed in the body-whorls and
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are nodose. The type specimen is so eroded that it is impossible to

describe its spire decoration in detail. The body-whorl is decorated

by eight strong spiral lines above a very distinct sulcus, which is

situated two-thirds of the distance of the body-whorl length below the

suture. About seven smaller spiral lines decorate the area below the

sulcus. Both sets of spiral lines are crossed by vertical growth lines.

There are beads formed at the crossing of the spiral and vertical lines.

Outer lip, simple ; inner lip, slightly incrusted by a thin callus.

Umbilicus, subimperforate.

Molopophorus(f) howardi, n. sp. appears to be close to Turbinella

crassitesta Gabb in general form, but its decoration is slightly different

and the presence of a well-marked sulcus upon it serves to distinguish

it from T. crassitesta.

Named in honor of Delle Howard Dickerson, who has greatly

assisted the writer in this and other investigations on the Eocene of

California.

Dimensions.—Length, 30 mm.; width of body-whorl, 18 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California Locality 2245, Rock Creek

Quadrangle, Los Angeles County, California, on Pinyon Ridge, one

mile southwest of U. S. Geological Survey bench mark (3972 ft.) at

Shoemaker.

NATICA PINYONENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 29, figures 5a and 56

Shell of moderate size, globose, with four or five tabulate whorls.

The spire is about one-fifth of the total height. The upper third of

each whorl is distinctly tabulated while the rest of the whorl is con-

vex. Suture linear. Body-whorl, convex. Mouth, semilunar ; outer

lip, simple; inner lip, incrusted; umbilicus, open, long and narrow.

Named for its occurrence on Pinyon Ridge.

Dimensions.—Height, 27 mm. ; width of body-whorl, 28 mm.

Occurrence.—This species was found at University of California

Locality 2245, Martinez of Rock Creek, Los Angeles County, Cali-

fornia. It is readily distinguished from Gyrodes lineata Dickerson by

the more pronounced tabulation of its whorls and by its lack of spiral

threads.

Transmitted September 17, 1914.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 29

Fig. 1. Saxidomus(?) noblei, n. sp. X 1.

Fig. 2. Crassatellites brainerdi, n. sp. X 1. This specimen is abundant but

poorly preserved at University of California Locality 2233 in the Martinez of

the Santa Ana Mountains.

Fig. 3a. Molopopliorus( ?) howardi, n. sp. X 1. Mouth view. Type specimen

from the Martinez of Bock Creek.

Fig. 3b. MolopopJiorus( ?) howardi, n. sp. X 1. Back view.

Fig. 4. Cerithium butterwortlxi, n. sp. X 1. This species is from the Santa

Ana Mountains on a ridge one quarter mile west of the summit of the Santa Ana
Mountains on the headwaters of Sierra Canon.

Fig. 5a. Natica pinyonensis, n.sp. X 1. Back view of type specimen.

Fig. 56. Natica pinyonensis, n. sp. X 1. Mouth view of a second specimen.
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A PROBOSCIDEAN TOOTH FROM THE TRUCKEE
BEDS OF WESTERN NEVADA

BY

JOHN P. BUWALDA

AVith a view to obtaining mammalian remains from the Truckee

beds 1 of western Nevada, the writer searched over a number of

exposures of this formation between Reno and Verdi in June of the

present year. It was considered that such material would be valu-

able as an aid in correlating the Truckee beds with other Tertiary

continental deposits of the Great Basin, and especially in comparing

the Truckee with the Esmeralda formation,- a group of similar beds

extensively developed 125 to 150 miles to the southeast. The age of

the Esmeralda has recently been definitely fixed on the basis of

mammalian fossil collections obtained in Stewart and lone valleys.

Professor J. C. Merriam has studied these collections and considers

them to be of approximately early upper Miocene age. The age of

the Esmeralda will be discussed in forthcoming papers by Professor

Merriam and by the writer.

The search over the Truckee exposures yielded part of a single

proboscidean cheek-tooth (no. 21679 Univ. Calif. Coll. Vert. Palae.).

This tooth has peculiar interest as it seems to give the first definite

evidence of the age of the Truckee. Other evidence thus far reported

has been generally inconclusive.

The proboscidean tooth was found in a section of tuffaceous and

arenaceous strata, dipping about 30 degrees to the northwest, about

three-fourths of a mile southeast of Verdi, Nevada. While the type

locality 3 of the Truckee beds lies in the Kawsoh Mountains and along

1 King, Clarence, U. S. Geol. Explor. Fortieth Parallel, vol. 1, p. 412 et sen
1878.

'-'Turner, H. W., Am. Geologist, vol. 25, pp. 168-170, 1900.

3 King, Clarence, U. S. Geol. Explor. Fortieth Parallel, vol. 1, p. 415, 1878.
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the east side of the Virginia Range, east of Reno, the beds between

Reno and Verdi to the west have commonly been considered, and pre-

sumably correctly so, as part of the Truckee.

The determination of the age of the Truckee beds as Miocene by

King4 was based upon a rhinoceros tooth and fresh-water molluscs, both

obtained from the Kawsoh Mountains, and upon the general similarity

of the Truckee to beds in Oregon, with which they were supposed to

be continuous. The Oregon strata were stated to underlie basaltic

lavas and their mammalian fauna was considered to indicate a Miocene

age.

The rhinoceros tooth obtained in the Truckee beds was determined

as probably representing Rhinoceros (Diceratherium) pacificus Leidy.

This species was originally described 5 on the basis of very fragmentary

material from a locality of uncertain position, probably within the

limits of the John Day Oligocene of eastern Oregon. It is listed by

King as occurring in the pre-basaltic beds in Oregon with fourteen

other mammalian species, representing a fauna now regarded as

Oligocene. There is some doubt as to the correctness of the assignment

of the Truckee tooth to the Oregon species. So far as known, no

careful comparison has been made. Its present bearing on the age

of the Truckee is obviously quite uncertain.

Regarding the fresh-water molluscs King remarks :"
'

' The fresh-

water mollusca of the saccharoidal limestone of Fossil Hill would not

alone afford sufficient data for referring this series to the Miocene,

although Professor Meek, independently of any other reason, made

this assignment." On the following page King states: "The molluscs

from Fossil Hill, and the rhinoceros tooth, distinctly refer the Nevada

strata to the Miocene."

King's main reason for considering the Truckee beds Miocene in

age was that Professor Marsh had studied, along the John Day.

DesChutes, and Crooked rivers in Oregon, a series of tilted deposits

lying beneath basaltic rocks, and containing numerous vertebrate

remains considered to be clearly of Miocene types; these beds King

stated were "apparently the direct northward continuation of the

Nevada formation." The list of fifteen mammalian species above

mentioned, now recognized as Oligocene forms, was given as having

* King, Clarence, U. S. Geol. Explor. Fortieth Parallel, vol. 1, pp. 423-24, 454-

55, 1878.

a Leidy, Joseph, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., vol. 23, p. 248, 1871.

e King, Clarence, IT. S. Geol. Explor. Fortieth Parallel, vol. 1, p. 423, 1878.
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been obtained from the Oregon beds. King correlated the Truckee,

therefore, with supposed Miocene, which is now considered as

Oligocene.

It is obvious that the three lines of evidence of the King survey

above mentioned, i.e., the rhinoceros tooth, the fresh-water molluscs,

and the presumed continuity with supposed Miocene deposits several

hundred miles away which are now recognized as Oligocene, are rather

inconclusive as to the age of the Truckee. The writer is not aware

of other definite palaeontologic or stratigraphic evidence having been

adduced as to the age of the Truckee subsequent to the publication

of the reports of the King survey.

The proboscidean tooth obtained by the writer is the posterior part

of a cheek-tooth, showing two transverse crests (figs, la and 16). The

Figs, la and 1&. Tetrabetodon(?)
,
sp. Cheek-tooth. No. 21679, X Fig.

la, occlusal view; fig. 1&, lateral view. Truckee beds near Verdi, Nevada.

tooth is practically unworn. Each transverse crest consists of two

principal tubercles and one or two accessory tubercles. In that the

accessory tubercles are few in number, the tooth is of a relatively

simple type. The terminal crest is quite blunt ; the next one is com-

pressed anteroposteriorly and forms a high, sharp ridge. The

cingulum is not pronounced. The tubercles are somewhat roughened.

The length of the last transverse crest at the base, measured trans-

verse to the long axis of the tooth, is about 40 mm.
;
length of second

crest at base, about 65 mm. The tooth is small compared with the

cheek-teeth of the Pliocene and Pleistocene mastodons. It is much

larger, however, than cheek-teeth representing Palaeomastodon.

The specimen is probably too incomplete for specific determina-

tion. It certainly represents a proboscidean of the mastodon type

and probably of the Tetrabelodon group. Its value lies in the fact
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that proboscidean remains are not certainly known in America in

horizons earlier than middle Miocene and are unknown in the John

Day of Oregon with which the Truckee was originally compared. The

bearing of the tooth upon the age of the Truckee beds is that it

indicates the date of their deposition as middle or upper Miocene or

later. In view of the length of post-Truckee time, as evidenced by the

diastrophic, volcanic, and erosional history since the deposition of

these beds, it seems probable that the Truckee is not younger than

Miocene. It seems not improbable that the Truckee beds are approxi-

mately the equivalent of the Esmeralda, determined to be of middle

or upper Miocene age on the basis of mammalian remains, although it

is possible that the two formations do not represent exactly identical

horizons.

Transmitted October 14, 1914.
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INTEODUCTION

In the summer of 1913 the writer spent several weeks studying

the geology of the porphyry-copper belt near Ely, Nevada. At that

time the most complete study of the geology available was the paper

by Professor A. C. Lawson, 1 for which the observations were made in

1904. The mining operations that have been carried on since then

have made it possible to observe several new points of interest. The

writer's attention being directed to the genetic relations of the ores,

the general geology of the district did not receive special attention.

The main features may, however, be briefly summarized.

The oldest rocks are limestones and shales, probably of Devonian

age. Upon these rests a series of Carboniferous limestones. After

the deposition of these sediments, the region was subjected to com-

pression, which resulted in the production of gentle folds of a north-

i Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geo!., vol. 4, no. 14, pp. 287-357, May, 1906.
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westerly trend. Following this event, monzonite and monzonite-

porphyry were intruded along an east-west belt through the center of

the district in a series of bosses. Then followed extensive erosion,

which was succeeded in Tertiary time by the extrusion of rhyolitic

lavas and tuffs. Normal faulting of an easterly and northwesterly

trend followed, and then continuous erosion to the present time.

The copper ores now being mined are disseminations of secondary

sulfids through monzonite-porphyry. On this account, from the point

of view of economic geology, interest centers in this intrusive rock,

its relations, and its history.

THE ORE-PORPHYRY
,

The forms of the masses of ore-porphyry, in plan, are irregular and

elongated on east-west axes. In cross-section they appear to be nearly

vertical, with irregular, branching walls, giving them in some cases

the appearance of laccoliths. In the lowest mine workings, about 300

feet in Eureka Pit (pi. 31, fig. 1) and 500 feet at the bottom of 33 W
winze in the Veteran Mine, where the rock is least altered, it shows

an hypidiomorphic groundmass containing large porphyritic pheno-

crysts of orthoela.se. The rock has been much altered, but an exami-

nation of the least altered portions with the aid of a microscope shows

the groundmass to consist essentially of plagioclase and hornblende.

These minerals are generally altered to a brown mica, sericite, kaolin

and secondary quartz, which are accompanied usually by cupriferous

pyrite. and by the secondary sulfids of copper.

ORE-PORPHYRY INTRUDED BY A LATER MONZONITE-PORPHYRY

It was suggested by Lawson 2 that the ore-bearing porphyry was

later than the monzonite of Weary Flat which had penetrated the

deformed Carboniferous sediments, and probably belonged to the same

period as the post—Jurassic granites of the Sierras. But the writer

has found that a monzonite-porphyry, probably the correlative of the

Weary Flat Mesozoic monzonite, was intruded into the ore-porphyry,

probably after the latter had undergone some alteration. Evidence

of this was found in the workings extending from the bottom of 33 W
winze in the Veteran Mine just north of Weary Flat. It consists of

fifty feet of contact between the ore-porphyry and the Veteran mon-

2 Op. cit., p. 289.
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zonite-porphyry. Along this contact the orthoclase phenocrysts in

the latter are uniformly oriented parallel to the contact for two or

three inches back from it, the phenocrysts losing their parallelism

gradually, until at a distance of six inches from the contact their

arrangement bears no relation to it. The parallelism in the arrange-

ment of the constituents of the rock is not limited to the orthoclase,

but is shared also by the hornblendes, which in many cases are half

an inch long. This flow structure points conclusively to the later age

of the Veteran monzonite-porphyry. Furthermore, the latter rock is

much less altered, and contains no notable amount of magnetite or

epidote as compared with the other. The ore-porphyry, on the other

hand, has suffered extreme alteration, and in many places has been

completely replaced by the magnetite along the contact, and at most

points contains conspicuous amounts of magiietite, and often of

epidote. The striking difference in the degree of alteration of the

two rocks is taken as indicating that by the time the alteration of the

latter had begun, that of the former was well under way ; since the

two rocks appear to be petrographically similar and therefore equally

susceptible to the same agencies of alteration.

INCLUSIONS IN ORE-PORPHYRY

The ore-porphyry is characterized by the presence of immense

included blocks of limestone, as seen in the Eureka Pit (pi. 30, fig. 2,

and pi. 31, fig. 2). These are of indefinite form and outline as a

result, largely, of the alteration they and their carrier have under-

gone ; but it is safe to say they range up to three hundred feet in

diameter. Their alteration is largely metamorphic, their constituents

having been changed chiefly to lime-garnet and epidote in a greenish

silicious matrix of uncertain composition, the chief minerals now being

epidote, magnetite, garnet, gypsum, calcite, quartz, and iron and

copper sulfids.

ALTERATION OF ORE-PORPHYRY

The most conspicuous change which has affected the ore-porphyry

is the alteration to sericite and secondary quartz, with accompanying

shrinkage of the whole mass and attendant fracturing and general

collapse. In general the alteration is greatest near the present surface,

and along the central portions of the areas exposed. The rock is

scarcely to be found near the surface in an unaltered condition, but
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it occurs in its freshest state at points deep below the surface, as for

example, the bottom of Eureka Pit and the deepest workings of the

Veteran Mine. The alteration is also least where the ore is poorest,

in general.

The progress of alteration, as traced from the least to the most

altered portions, is, first, kaolinization of the feldspars ; then a develop-

ment of sericite and of a brown mica, accompanying the disappearance

of the hornblende ; and. lastly, a more or less complete replacement

of the whole by silica. At the stage where kaolinization is the char-

acteristic alteration, the original structure of the rock is vaguely pre-

served in a mottled appearance, with here and there the form of a

large orthoclase phenocryst remaining. This mottling gradually dis-

appears with the increase of sericite and quartz, until finally nothing

remains but a bluish-white, soft friable mass, of mixed sericite and

silica, blotched in places with brown mica and speckled with chalcocite,

chalcopyrite, pyrite, and molybdenite.

The alteration appears to have extended outward from anastomoz-

ing, more or less vertical fractures, thus leaving central lenses of less

alteration in which the mottling is quite conspicuous. However, no

continuous channels of dominant sericitization or of silicification are

distinguishable, and it appears that the alteration could not have been

effected at distinct periods in which first one and then the other

process was dominant, but that the different phases of alteration must

have been performed by the same solutions according to varying local

conditions. Also, since the quartz of the veinlets contains secondary

sulfids, the two must have been formed simultaneously.

DEPOSITION OF SECONDAKY SULFIDS

The secondary sulfids are disseminated through all the altered

phases of rock, but are most abundantly associated with sericite or

silica. This applies particularly to the chalcocite, which is commonly

found as an original constituent of the anastomozing veinlets of silica.

Chalcocite is the dominant copper sulfid, but pyrite is probably in

greater proportion, in most of the ore, in the form of small cubes or

dodecahedrons or irregular masses. The pyrite contains variable

amounts of copper, and the massive pyrite grades so imperceptibly

into chalcopyrite as to point strongly to the derivation of the latter

from the former by secondary enrichment in copper. It also appears

that the chalcocite had a similar origin, for in many cases grains which
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appeared to be chalcocite on the outside, when broken up, are seen to

be pyrite or ehalcopyrite within. Molybdenite occurs among the

secondary sulfids and seems to have been deposited by the same

solutions. It is worthy of note also, that pyrite occurs along with the

secondary sulfids in precisely the same manner, and is evidently

secondary with them. It was found chiefly as cubes in the ore proper,

and as dodecahedrons in the limestone inclusions. Gypsum and calcite

also enter into the composition of the ore, and alum incrustations

containing cubes of pyrite were found on surfaces where seepage had

occurred, indicating that sulphuric acid, liberated by the oxidation of

pyrite at the surface, had had a solvent effect upon the kaolin or

serieite of the rock, producing a basic sulphate of aluminum, and

that this substance coexisted in solution with the pyrite or with ferrous

sulphate which, without a recognized reducing agent, was transformed

into pyrite, upon the evaporation of the solvent. Perhaps, since

there are no carbonaceous or ferromagnesian substances present and

aluminum compounds are the chief active agents, some reaction may

have occurred with the aluminum minerals during the migration of

the mixed ferrous sulphate and sulphuric acid, by which oxygen was

taken from the sulphate, producing sulfid which was kept in an

ionized state by the presence of the basic sulphate of aluminum or the

potassium silicate or sulphate resulting from the reaction. Perhaps

colloidal kaolin might have supplied infinitesimal centers of crystal-

lization, causing the mechanical precipitation of ionized pyrite.

LOCI OF GEEATEST ALTERATION AND ENRICHMENT COINCIDENT

Neither the alteration of the ore-porphyry nor its mineralization

can be discussed separately, for the factors involved in one process

were evidently involved in the other also. If hydrothermal agencies

were factors in this process, it could only have been to initiate it by

producing the first kaolinization, thus rendering such portions more

susceptible to vadose alteration. It may be that in the vagaries of

their attack they were diverted along the underside of the contact

in 33 W winze, rendering the ore-porphyry more susceptible to the

subsequent action of the vadose waters, which were responsible for the

final alteration, supplementing it by mineralization.

In a general way the extreme alteration and the greatest enrich-

ment, are distributed along the main axes of the ore-porphyry ex-

posures, and penetrate to the greatest depths along those axes, and,
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as has been pointed out, the channels of greatest alteration are

anastomozing with a general vertical trend. Still another significant

thing is the fact that many small, nearly flat, gouge-filled faults dip

toward the central parts of the ore-porphyry masses. This all points

to the main axes of these masses as the loci of greatest alteration and

enrichment. It was above these axes that the greatest thickness of

ore-porphyry was eroded away, with accompanying liberation of

sulphuric acid, metallic sulphates, and other active agents. Also, as

soluble substances were abstracted from the rocks, the first being taken

from the central parts where action was the earliest, the consequent

shrinkage must have converged toward that region, resulting in small,

flat-lying faults ; and the coincidence of anastomozing steep channels

of extreme alteration, and of downward circulation is readily under-

stood as that of effect and cause.

If the chalcoeite can be taken as an indication of the mode of

origin of the most extreme alteration, since it is characteristically

associated with it, then the weight of that evidence would be in favor

of alteration by descending meteoric waters.. The evidence of the

chalcoeite consists essentially in the fact that it originates through the

enrichment of the yellow sulfids in copper. This is seen in the general

occurrence of yellow sulfids in the interior of small masses of chal-

coeite, and the coating of grains of yellow sulfids by replacement of

bornite and chalcoeite. And this phenomenon is distributed and

diminishes radially with reference to the main axes of the ore-

porphyry areas and the surface, the enrichment diminishing outward

and downward.

There are extreme irregularities in the distribution of the chal-

coeite which appear to contradict this rule, but they may usually be

accounted for by barriers of impervious gouge, minor flat slips or less

permeable rock, which have diverted the enriching solutions along

their upper or lower sides according to local conditions of circulation.

The general character, also, of the alteration, would seem to point

to meteoric waters, since all the minerals present, with the possible

exception of molybdenite, are such as are recognized to be of shallow

origin ; and the silicification, instead of being a general impregnation,

is localized along the minor steep channels of circulation. But the

molybdenite occurs universally disseminated through the ore in small

grains like the chalcoeite, and, like it, is also found in small fractures

in the ore-porphyry and inclusions of altered limestones as if it had

migrated in the same way as the chalcoeite.
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Fig. 2. Inclusions of limestone in ore-porphyry of Eureka Pit, west side.
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PEECIPITATION OF SULFIDS ABOVE WATER TABLE

Pyrite has been precipitated in kaolin in the laboratory 3 under

conditions similar to those of vadose circulation ; and the writer

believes that either sericite or kaolin is capable of producing the

same effect in nature, without reference to the ground-water level.

If this is true, then meteoric waters carrying the soluble products of

oxidation of cupriferous pyrite, in percolating down through a porous

and much altered rock like the ore-porphyry, would here and there

have precipitated from it grains of pyrite which in turn would pre-

cipitate, by a process of metasomatism, chalcopyrite, and this in turn

chalcocite.

That this process might have occurred and that these ores might

have originated above the ground-water level is a possibility which

cannot be ignored. The writer regards it as a plausible hypothesis.

If the massive cupriferous pyrite deposits of Shasta County, Cali-

fornia, can be regarded as typical of ores formed by the regrowth

of sulfid bodies at ground-water level, from sulphate solutions descend-

ing from the zone of oxidation, then this Ely ore is a notable exception

which challenges explanation. Certainly a water-table intersected by

a vertical downward circulation constitutes a rather definite locus for

the precipitation and massive growth of sulfid bodies, whether the

sulphate solutions originate from the oxidation of disseminated sulfids

or from a massive sulfid body ; but the Ely sulfids are diffused through

a vertical range of over six hundred feet, being of essentially the

same character and richness throughout, save where concentrated

along gouge-seams or impervious contacts, which fact in itself indicates

not stagnation but active circulation such as characterizes the vadose

region.

The c-uestion then arises as to the mode of reduction and precipita-

tion of sulfids from sulphate solutions in the zone of oxidation. The

answer to this involves a subdivision of that zone into (1) an upper

region of general and complete oxidation, characterized by the

universal oxidation of iron compounds to limonite or hematite result-

ing in the formation of gossan or in the discoloration of the rock,

and (2) a lower region of localized oxidation along channels of more

active circulation, such as fractures and joints. In this region the

general mass of rock not immediately adjacent to such channels is not

completely oxidized, but is undergoing a slow alteration under the

influence of diffused moisture.

s Econ. Geol., vol. 8, no. 5, pp. 455^68, August, 1913.
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Pyrite could not, of course, form in the upper zone of oxidation,

but it can exist unimpaired in the lower zone of oxidation away from

the open fissures, and therefore might easily form there, since those

conditions must be conditions of stability for pyrite. And in this

region it is conceivable that the pyrite should have an irregular dis-

tribution, that is. being disseminated sporadically through the rock

away from open fissures, on account of the diffused and slow circu-

lation there. This being granted, the rest follows, since the conditions

of precipitation of the copper svdfids are supplied by local centers con-

sisting of grains of pyrite.

Presumably those main channels of descent for the vadose waters

must terminate at or near the ground-water level, and in the neigh-

borhood of those points of entry deposit their metallic burdens in more

or less concentrated form ; but nowhere in these excavations do these

channels terminate nor do such concentrations of sulfid occur. Thus,

the evidence for which one would naturally look to indicate the present

or past level of the ground water is not to be found.

QUARTZ BLOUT

An interesting phenomenon of the district is the "blout" 4 or

jasperoid. This is a compact granular silicious rock, generally of a

yellowish-brown color, forming bold outcrops along the copper belt.

In a general way it is arranged peripherally to the ore-porphyry ; but

the arrangement is irregular and ambiguous. Lawson has advanced

the hypothesis that these deposits may be of the nature of an encasing

shell about the porphyry due to contact action. But the better

exposures due to mining operations of recent years have revealed

evidence which does not support this view. The blout in many eases

caps the porphyry but is nowhere found within it, while it is certain

that a considerable thickness of the intrusive has been eroded away

over the points where it is found. The occurrences of blout are also

notably conformable to the present topography. Had it originated

from magmatic emanations it must have incrusted the original periph-

ery of the intrusion in addition to being distributed through the

neighboring limestones and shales as it is. These hard shells of silica,

then, should have controlled the topography, preserving the under-

lying rock from weathering and erosion. But this is not the case.

Many of the hills have jasperoid outcrops on the summits, but they

* Lawson, op. tit., pp. 324-330.
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also have the same sort of outcrops in places here and there on the

sides, even to the bottoms.

In a few places the undersides of these outcrops have been exposed

in prospect tunnels (pi. 30, fig. 1) ; and in such eases are seen to

extend irregularly down as fingers into the underlying limestones as

complete replacements of it, as if they had resulted through the agency

of slowly descending surface waters. Deep drilling operations have

shown that masses of jasperoid occur at various levels within the

limestone; and that fact may account for their exposure on hillsides

as well as hilltops, and it is also consistent with the idea that they

originated from emanations given off by the cooling ore-porphyry.

However, within the limestone in certain places, concretions of meta-

somatic silica have formed, from one to ten or twelve inches in

diameter. These resemble the jasperoid and evidently resulted from

the weathering of the limestone.

In places the ore-porphyry weathers to a soft brown earth which

is easily eroded away, while in others it becomes silicious and resembles

the jasperoid, demonstrating that this igneous rock as well as the

neighboring limestone is capable of yielding a compact silicious rock

like the jasperoid, as a result of weathering processes alone.

Thus it is argued that, since the blout caps over the ore-porphyry

areas cannot be parts of any original shell of silica, because they are

conformable to the present topography, and since similar silicious

rock evidently results from the weathering both of the ore-porphyry

and the limestone, and since an intimate examination of the under-

sides of the outcrops of jasperoid reveals an irregular contact result-

ing from replacement of the limestone, such as might have resulted

from the action of descending waters, therefore the weight of evidence

is in favor of the origin of the jasperoid through the action of descend-

ing meteoric waters.

PYROCLASTIC DYKES

In connection with the geological history of the region, and throw-

ing light on the age of the ores, there is still another phenomenon

which is also of interest in other connections. This is the occurrence

of pyroclastic dykes in the ore-porphyry. These were studied at two

points about a mile apart, namely in Liberty Pit of the Nevada Con-

solidated Copper Company, and in the Morris workings of the Giroux

Mining Company. The dykes are extremely irregular, not being eon-

fined by walls which in any sense could be regarded as those of a
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fissure. Evidently the material had made room for itself by stoping

or similar mechanical process. In the neighborhood of these dykes

there are dyke-shaped zones of extremely altered and softened ore-

porphyry in which, in many cases, nothing is left save soft ash-like

sponge of silica, blackish or grayish, and suggesting attack by hot

alkaline solutions which might have ascended from the source of the

clastic dykes. The suggestion is therefore ventured that these mud
dykes were preceded by gaseous or fluid emanations which softened

the rock, rendering it removable by the mechanical stoping effect

incident to the pulsating ascent of the material. This is somewhat

borne out by the occurrence, in the dykes, of fragments of this same

ash-like material.

In the dykes were found fragments of limestone, monzonite, spongy

psilomelane, and secondarily enriched ore-porphyry exactly similar to

that now being mined. There are also fragments of rhyolite similar

to that ejected in Tertiary time as flows and pyroelastics, which are

taken as indicating that this manifestation must have been a waning

phase of the eruption of the rhyolite.

The particular significance of the occurrence is that the fragments

came both from the depths and from near the surface, and that they

are in many cases rounded as if by abrasion due to pulsations or

surging in the ascent of the material, and that the date of the event

was subsequent to the chalcocite enrichment of the ore-porphyry.

Incidentally it is of interest as another proof that volcanic agglom-

erates may form not only at a vent, but also in the depths below it,

and be poured out on the surface ready made as a volcanic mud flow.

CONCLUSION

Briefly, the conclusions drawn from these observations may be thus

recapitulated : first, that the matrix of the ores is an altered monzonite-

porphyry, and that this rock is the oldest of the local monzonitic

rocks which have intruded the Devonian and Carboniferous sediments,

as a series of stocks; second, that the chief agency in producing the

present state of alteration of this rock was descending meteoric water,

and that the present ores are due essentially to a diffused secondary

deposition of chalcocite by this process; third, that this enrichment

occurred above the ground water-level; and fourth, that it had

occurred before the eruption of the rhyolite.

Transmitted September 26, 1914.
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INTRODUCTION

Three generally recognized species of mylodont sloths have been

described from the North American Pleistocene on the basis of skull

and dental characters. The genotype, Mylodon harlani, was determined

by Owen 1 on a fragmentary lower jaw from Big Bone Lick, Kentucky.

Paramylodon nchrascensis Brown and M. garmani Allen are based

on skulls with associated skeletal material from Pleistocene beds near

Hay Springs, Nebraska.- A superior series of teeth of M. harlani

was described by Cope 3 from Petite Anse, Louisiana. Prom the same

i Owen, R,, The Zoology of the Voyage of H. M. S. Beagle, etc., Part 1,

Fossil Mammalia, p. 68, pi. 17, figs. 3 and 4, 1840.

- Brown, B., A New Genus of Ground Sloth from the Pleistocene of Nebraska,
Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 29, pp. 569-583, pis. 50-51, 1903.

Allen, G. M., A New Mylodon, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harv. Coll., vol. 40,

pp. 319-346, 4 pis., 1913.

3 Cope, E. D., On Some Plistocene Mammalia from Petite Anse, La., Proc.
Amer. Philos. Soc, vol. 34, pp. 458-468, pis. 10-12, 1896.
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locality Cope also described M. renidens and M. suicide ns, species

which have since been regarded as belonging to the synonymy of

M. harlani. The Mylodon skull recorded by Cockerell 4 from near

Walsenburg, Colorado, has been identified by Allen as M. harlani.

The species Mylodon sodalis as originally described by Cope 5 was

established on several phalanges from the Fossil Lake beds of Oregon.

Subsequently Cope received an imperfect mandibular symphysis from

near the locality of the type and referred it to Mylodon sodalis. A
description of the specimen has not been published.

In the excavations carried on by the University of California in

the asphalt deposits of Rancho La Brea at intervals between 1906 and

1912, skeletal material representing the genus Mylodon was found in

great abundance, in marked contrast to the meager representation of

Megalonyx and Nothrotherium. The splendid series of mylodont

skulls affords an unusual opportunity for the study of variation within

a group, and throws light upon the specific determination of other

mylodont material from Pleistocene deposits of North America. The

Rancho La Brea collection contains skulls of both the M. harlani and

P. vebrascensis type, but the range of variation in the series is such

that it seems necessary to include the latter form in M. harlani. No
skull material of mylodont forms clearly separable from M. harlani

has thus far been recognized in collections from the asphalt beds.

In advance of a consideration of the entire edentate collection,

the following discussion of the skull and dentition of the Rancho La

Brea Mylodon is presented.

For kind criticism I am greatly indebted to Professor John C.

Merriam, under whom the work on the ground-sloths of the asphalt

beds is being conducted. Comparison has been facilitated through

the courtesy of Mr. Barnum Brown and Dr. W. D. Matthew, who

have furnished photographs and measurements of the skull of P.

nebrascensis for use in comparative study. Dr. Glover M. Allen and

Professor T. D. A. Cockerell have also very kindly made several

measurements of their specimens at my request and have provided

outline drawings. To each of these gentlemen I desire to express my
sincere thanks.

4 Cockerell, T. D. A., A Fossil Ground-Sloth in Colorado, Univ. Colo. Studies,

vol. 6, pp. 309-312, 2 pis., 1909.

5 Cope, E. D., Descriptions of New Extinct Vertebrata from the Upper Ter-
tiary and Dakota Formations, Bull. U. S. Geol. Geogr. Surv. Terr., vol. 4, pp.
385-386, 1878.



Fig. 3. Mylodon harlani Owen. Mandible, no. 21170, superior view, X %.
Bancho La Brea Beds, California.
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CEANIUM

In the following discussion the Raneho La Brea series of specimens

is shown to have a wide range of variation in the skull and dentition,

but is considered to represent a single species, Mylodon harlani

Owen. There appear to be no characters sufficiently important and

constant to necessitate the recognition of more than one form. A
subdivision of the group may, however, be necessary when the skeleton

is known in greater detail.

Viewed from above the skulls are essentially similar to the specimen

described by Brown as Paramylodon nebrascensis (Amer. Mus. Nat.

Hist. Coll., no. 2780) and to the Colorado skull described by Cockered.

It differs from the South American Mylodon robustus in being gener-

ally larger and relatively more slender. None of the specimens

approach Mylodon garmani in the extreme narrowness of the brain-

case. The muzzle is somewhat inflated at the middle and narrows to

a greater or less extent anteriorly. In M. robustus the muzzle widens

from the region anterior to the malars to the front end of the skull.

The nasals are more or less constricted at the middle. The fronto-

nasal suture is usually V-shaped as in the Nebraska skull described

by Brown. In two skulls (no. 21172 and no. 21577) this suture has

in part almost disappeared. The nasal in these specimens has either

developed a secondary outgrowth posteriorly, which gives the element

a rectangular outline, or has united with a small portion of the frontal.

The supraorbital region in the Raneho La Brea skulls does not

widen backward toward the postorbital processes as much as in M.

robustus, and in some specimens may be narrowed posteriorly. The

nearly flat, dorsal surface of the cranium is never as wide as in M.

robustus, or as narrow as in M. garmani.

The supraoecipital may at first descend gently from the dorsal

plane of the skull toward the foramen magnum for about a third of

its length, continuing from this point downward with a steeper slope,

as in Brown's specimen, or it may descend directly from the dorsa]

plane to the foramen magnum without a noticeable change in slope.

As in P. nebrascensis and in the Colorado skull, the width of the

occiput in Raneho La Brea specimens is much greater than the height

and thus differs from M. garmani.

The majority of the skulls agree with Brown's specimen and with

.1/. robustus in dorsal contour, though a few are more highly arched

in the mid-cranial region. The malar is generally found separate
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Fig. 4. Hylodon harlani Owen. Skull, no. 21170, lateral view, X Yj.

Rancho La Brea Beds, California.

Fig. 5. Mylodon harlani Owen. Mandible, no. 21170, lateral view. X %•
Rancho La Brea Beds, California.

Fig. 6. Mylodon harlani Owen. Skull, no. 21170, posterior view, X Vr,-

Rancho La Brea Beds, California.
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from the skull, being firmly attached in but a single specimen. The

upper and middle forks of the malar are usually of unequal length

and have generally the proportions noted in M. robustus. Several

malars in the collection have their upper and middle forks subequal.

The lower and middle forks are separated by a wide notch as in M.

garmani. The lower folk is narrower than in the South American

species.

The premaxillary of M . harlani resembles in general structure that

of Mylodon garmani. It differs from M. robustus in the more acute

angle formed by the median and lateral wings, the narrower anterior

end, and the much greater length of the median wing. It differs also

from M. garmani in having the tip slightly more rounded. In the

two specimens examined the median length greatly exceeds the cor-

responding length in M. garmani, but judging from the depth of the

median anterior notch of the maxillary this length must vary.

The median wing of each premaxillary is greatly widened dorso-

ventrally along the sutural union with the opposite element, while the

lateral wing is compressed dorso-ventrally with the outer margin

somewhat thickened. At the inner angle formed by the two wings, a

canal opens anteriorly upon the ventral surface and represents prob-

ably a portion of the anterior palatine foramen. The premaxillary

is pitted to a greater or less degree.

The palate is noticeably convex antero-posteriorly between the third

and fourth superior teeth. Transversely it may be slightly convex,

flat, or even concave. Just anterior to the second teeth or between

these teeth the palate may be either slightly or deeply concave in the

median line. Between the last teeth and posterior to them the palatine

surface is concave, but may show various degrees of elevation along

its median line. The postpalatine notch may either be acutely or

broadly rounded.

The pterygoids flare outward and diverge more or less posteriorly.

They resemble Brown's specimen in size, differing in this regard from

the Colorado skull described by Cockerell. Their surface form in

general is similar to that in M. garmani. Between the pterygoids the

basi-cranial region may vary in width as in Mylodon robustus. The

small bone described by Allen as the tympanic is present in a single

skull, being broken away in most of the specimens. It resembles that

in M. garmani and M. robustus in general structure. The foramina
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for the twelfth nerve are occasionally of unequal size in the same

individual and vary somewhat with age. Ventrally the condyles may
resemble those in Brown's specimen or may have the proportions

seen in the Colorado skull. The marginal ridge of the condyles may
vary in distinctness. The distance between the condyles varies as in

the South American species.

MANDIBLE

The ramus in most of the Rancho La Brea skulls resembles Brown 's

specimen and differs from M. garmani in narrowing noticeably in

depth from the coronoid process to the front of the first tooth. In

no. 21576 the region below the tooth series has more the proportions

noted in M. garmani and M. robustus. The anterior end of the

symphysis may vary in elevation. In no. 21576 the anterior end is

well above the alveolar margin of the first inferior tooth as in M.

garmani, while in no. 21156 the end of the symphysis lies almost on

a level with the alveolar margin. The symphysial keel varies in size.

The greatest width of the predental region across the symphysis is

approximately equal to the distance between the first lower teeth in

the Rancho La Brea Mylodon, while in Mylodon, robustus the pre-

dental width greatly exceeds the distance between the first teeth. The

mental foramina are usually two in number on each side, the more

anterior being often the larger and showing signs of division. In

no. 21578 three foramina occur on one ramus and two foramina on

the opposite ramus.

The posterior internal opening of the dental canal appears always

to be of greater width than in M. robustus. The coronoid process is

usually rather wide and erect or somewhat recurved. In no. 21578

the process is greatly narrowed and slightly overhangs the condyle,

the overhang in this case being in part due to a closer proximity of

the condyle to the base of the coronoid process. The sigmoid notch

may be large and open as in no. 21158 or it may be very small as in

no. 21578. The inferior border of the notch may be almost on a level

with the dorsal surface of the condyle or it may be well below that

surface. The transverse axis of the condyles may be either at right

angles to the long axis passing through the symphysis or oblique to

that axis. The angle of the jaw may be broad, resembling M. garmani,

or more acute as in M. robustus.
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Measurements of Skull
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Cranium—
Length of skull from anterior

margin of maxillaries to pos-

terior end of occipital con-

dyles 513 mm. 498 512 470 502 540

Length of palate from anterior

end of maxillaries to post-

palatine notch 237 222 218 212 230 250

Greatest width of maxillaries,

measured across palate anter-

ior to first teeth 156 135.4 138.8 127 127

Least width of palate posterior

to fifth tooth 72.2 69.9 61.4 64 76 69

Least distance across ventral

margin of pterygoid plates .... 124.4 113.9 118 126( ?) 97(?) 89(?)

Greatest width of muzzle 157 137 134 128 156 150ap

Least width behind postorbital

processes 134 113.7 106.6 89 57 125op

Mastoid width above stylohyal

processes 210 196 193 160

Greatest width across occipital

condyles 143.3 120 143.9 128 120 138ap

Height of skull, measured from

plane of basi-occipital to dor-

sal plane 157 135 151 121 142ap 125op

Least distance from fifth super-

ior tooth to middle of post-

palatine notch 55.8 54.3 46.5 29.5 39 60(?)

Mandible—
Length from anterior end of

symphysis to posterior end

of condyle 386 386 385 371.3 378+
Greatest length of symphysis .... 115.6 116.4 109.5 120 120ap

Greatest predental width 109.5ap 95.9ap 102.7 96ap

Depth of ramus between third

and fourth inferior teeth,

measured normal to inferior

margin 92 83 94.7 85 100

*Cockerell, T. D. A., A Fossil Ground-Sloth in Colorado, Univ. Colo. Studies,

vol. 6, pp. 309-312, 2 pis., 1909.

ap, approximate.
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DENTITION

On the basis of the superior dentition the Rancho La Brea series of

skulls may be divided into the following groups

:

1. Skulls with five teeth on each side of the palate.

2. Skulls with five teeth on one side and four teeth on the opposite

side of the palate.

3. Skulls with four teeth on each side of the palate.

As has been indicated in an earlier publication, these groups seem

to intergrade and they are now held to represent a single specific form.

The superior tooth rows in most specimens do not diverge anter-

iorly as much as in Mylodon robustus. In no. 21159 the divergence

of the tooth rows approximates closely that in a skull of M. robustus,

considered by Lydekker7 as belonging to a female individual.

The first superior tooth, when present on both sides of the palate,

is either circular or oval in cross-section and is recurved as in M.

garmani. The extent to which this tooth may project from the alveolus

varies considerably. In group two the first tooth may be present on

either side of the palate and may vary in size without respect to the

age of the individual. In no. 21158 the alveolus shows the tooth to

have been quite diminutive. In group three the first tooth is absent

on both sides of the palate as in Paramylodon nebrascensis.

The second superior tooth (first molar of P. nebrascensis) is

elliptical in cross-section and may vary somewhat in antero-posterior

diameter. In M. robustus the second tooth is not much larger than

the first and is not elongated antero-posteriorly as in the North

American species. In no. 21157 the right tooth is extremely elongated

antero-posteriorly and has a deep median sulcus on the outer surface.

The second tooth is recurved as in Brown's specimen and in M. gar-

mani. The beveling of the anterior side of the triturating surface

may extend backward to the middle of that surface. The distance

between the first and second teeth is not as great in M. harlani as

in M. robustus.

The third superior tooth (second molar of P. nebrascensis) does not

differ essentially from Brown's description. The anterior side of the

tooth may occasionally show a faint groove and the sulcus on the

outer posterior face may vary in depth.

« Stock, C, The Systematic Position of the Mylodont Sloths from Rancho La
Brea, Science (n.s.), vol. 39, pp. 761-763, 1914.

i Lydekker, R., Contributions to a Knowledge of the Fossil Vertebrates of

Argentina, Part 2, Extinct Edentates of Argentina, Anales del Museo de La
Plata, Paleontologia Argentina, part 3, p. 79, pi. 49, fig. 2, 1894.
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The fourth superior tooth (third molar of P. nebrascensis) agrees

generally with Brown's specimen and resembles in outline the fourth

alveolus in the Colorado skull. The tooth is usually less compressed

antero-posteriorly than in M. garmani, a character already pointed

out by Allen for the Colorado skull. In several skulls of the Rancho

La Brea series, notably in no. 21155, the form of tooth in M. garmani

is closely approached. The diameter through the middle of the tooth,

from the inner anterior surface to the outer posterior surface, is never

as small as in Allen's specimen.

In the fifth superior tooth (fourth molar of P. nebrascensis) the

sulcus on the outer surface may vary in depth, causing the posterior

lobe of the tooth to vary in symmetry. The tooth in M. robustus may
also vary in shape, and is generally closer to the postpalatine notch

than in the Rancho La Brea skulls. In no. 21172 the tooth is very

similar to that in M. garmani.

The first inferior tooth may be reniform or oval in cross-section,

depending on the depth of the inner sulcus. The tooth is slightly

curved postero-internally, and never projects as far above the jaw as

in Brown's specimen. In group one the triturating surface is beveled

anteriorly and posteriorly where it meets the first and second superior

teeth. In no. 21578, a lower jaw belonging to group two, the first

lower tooth on the right side is beveled only posteriorly, while on the

left side of the jaw the tooth is beveled anteriorly and posteriorly.

The right tooth in this specimen is also more strongly curved postero-

internally than the left tooth. In an individual (no. 21156) of group

three the first lower teeth are not worn anteriorly but are well worn

postero-internally.

The second inferior tooth may closely resemble the corresponding

tooth in M. garmani. The triturating surface is beveled postero-

internally to a greater or less degree.

In the third inferior tooth the antero-external angle appears never

to be quite as prominent as in M. garmani, while the postero-internal

angle may be stronger than in the latter species. The tooth varies

somewhat in length and width of the triturating surface.

The fourth inferior tooth is never as elongated antero-posteriorly

as in M. garmani. The anterior lobe is always more or less oblique

to the long axis of the tooth-row, while the posterior lobe may some-

times be at right angles to it. The isthmus connecting the two lobes

may develop an external crochet or much smaller middle lobe which
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Measurements of Dentition

G3
o>

C3

a;

M.

harlani

No.

21170

Rancho

La

Bi

M.

harlani

No.

21158

Rancho

La

Bi

M.

harlani

No.

21157

Rancho

La

Bi

P.

nebraseens

Type

No

2780

A.M.N.H.

Coll

M.

garmani

Tvpe

No.

8429

M.C.Z.H.C.

C.

M 1

,
anteroposterior diameter.... 20.5 mm. 8.5a 19

M 1
, transverse diameter 20 8.2a 15

41.3r

M2

,
antero-posterior diameter.... 28.8 30.9 291

VI.Ir
15.81

29 36

M2
, transverse diameter 20.7 15.4 15 17

29.6M3

,
antero-posterior diameter.... 26.4 26.2 26.3 26

M :i

, transverse diameter 26 22 21.3 23 24

M4

,
antero-posterior diameter.... 22 7 23.8a 22.4 23 11

M4
, transverse diameter 27.7 21.2a 24.7 25 35.5

30.5M5

,
antero-posterior diameter.... 24.8 23.3a 20.2ap 30

22.8 18.2a 20ap 17 20

136.2r

153 117.2Z 1 26.3 133 160

M

harlani

No.

21156

Rancho

La

Brea

M

harlani

Type*

i

Mj, antero-posterior diameter.... 23.7 23.5a 26.1 26.4 20 25

1VT trt) n tsvpTdp nisnnPTPT 20.2 14a 18.2 15.3ap 14 16

M 2 , antero posterior diameter.... 28.4 26.6 27.8a 17.9 24 28

7VT "l~vn n cvpr<iP diaTnptpT 23.4 20.8 19.5a 21.1 22 22.4

M 3 ,
greatest diameter across

occlusal surface 33.8 27.4 26.3 29.5 31 35

M3, diameter of occlusal surface

normal to greatest diameter 20ap 17.4 23ap 15.8 17 23

M4 ,
antero-posterior diameter.... 50Aap 51.6a 56.7 55.5 56.4 64

M4 ,
greatest diameter of anterior

lobe 29ap 32.3 31.6

M 4 ,
greatest diameter of pos-

terior lobe 23.7 24 23.2 23

Length of inferior series,

alveolar measurement 145.3 141.5 149.5 180 156

* Measurements after Leidy.

a, alveolar measurement.

ap, approximate.

r, right side.

I, left side.
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varies in distinctness. In no. 21156, belonging to group three, this

lobe is as distinct as in Brown's specimen. In a younger individual

(no. 21165) of the same group the third lobe is but faintly developed.

The middle lobe of the fourth tooth appears to vary, however, in

individuals of group three irrespective of age. In an adult (no. 21576)

of group one the tendency toward development of a middle lobe is

much more in evidence than in no. 21165, though the lobe is not

nearly so prominent as in no. 21156. In the type specimen of M.

harlani there is a suggestion of a third lobe, as already pointed out

by Cockerell. 8

SPECIFIC COMPARISON WITH OTHER MYLODONT FORMS

It is not proposed here to enter into a detailed comparison of

all skull material of the Mylodontidae from North and South America.

Determination of the ground-sloths has often been based upon parts

of the skeleton other than the skull, and a discussion of the associated

fragments of the skull and teeth involves a study of the entire

skeletal structure. A full discussion of relationships of these forms

is reserved for the final report.

The genotype, Mylodon harlani, is a fragmentary right ramus with

the last three teeth intact. The specimen was obtained from Big

Bone Lick, Kentucky, and determined by Owen in 1840. Figures

of the type as given by Leidy10 were used in a comparison with the

Rancho La Brea material.

In size and form the teeth of the majority of the Rancho La Brea

specimens agree closely with Mylodon harlani. The outer anterior

face of the third tooth in lower jaws from the asphalt beds is usually

slightly grooved. In the type this surface is represented as convex.

The fourth tooth in no. 21576 strongly resembles the corresponding

tooth in the type specimen.

In 1895 Cope11 described a superior series of teeth and an inferior

tooth which he referred to Mylodon harlani. In the third superior

s Cockerell, T. D. A., A Fossil Ground-Sloth in Colorado, Univ. Colo. Studies,

vol. 6, p. 311, 1909.

a Owen, R., The Zoology of the Voyage of H. M. S. Beagle, etc., Part 1,

Fossil Mammalia, p. 68, pi. 17, figs. 3 and 4, 1840.

io Leidy, J., A Memoir on the Extinct Sloth Tribe of North America, Smith-

son. Contrib. Knowl., vol. 7, pi. 14, figs. 1 and 2, pi. 16, fig. 19, 1855.

n Cope, E. D., On Some Plistocene Mammalia from Petite Anse, La., Proc.

Amer. Philos. Soc, vol. 34, pp. 458-468, pis. 10-12, 1895.
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tooth as reconstructed by Cope12 the width anteriorly is less in pro-

portion to the greatest length of the tooth than in the Rancho La Brea

series. The greatest width of the anterior lobe in the fifth superior

tooth is twice the width of the posterior lobe. These dimensions are

never reached in the Rancho La Brea skulls, and the tooth in Cope's

series apparently corresponds to a third superior tooth.

Cope 13 also established a species, Mylodon renidens, to which he

referred several upper and lower teeth from Petite Anse, Louisiana.

The specific characters of the teeth of M. renidens noted by Cope lie

within the range of individual and age variations of the Rancho La

Brea specimens. The third inferior tooth as described by Cope is

identical with the corresponding tooth in skulls from the asphalt

deposits.

The beveling of the postero-internal angle of the third inferior

tooth, given as characteristic of Mylodon sulcidens by Cope14 and

noted in M. garmani by Allen, occurs also to a varying degree in the

Rancho La Brea skulls. The fourth superior tooth of M. sulcidens

described and figured by Cope15 may possibly be a third inferior tooth.

In the light of the previous meager knowledge of Mylodon harlani,

the Nebraska skull described by Brown16 appeared entirely distinct.

The Rancho La Brea collection, however, has demonstrated a surpris-

ingly wide range of skull and dental variations. The characters noted

by Brown in the skull and dentition of the Nebraska Mylodon are

now seen to lie within the range of variation exhibited by the skull

series of Mylodon harlani from the asphalt deposits. Some of the

more salient features of the Nebraska specimen, as the absence of the

first tooth on each side of the palate and the trilobate outline of the

last inferior tooth may occur, also, in Mylodon harlani. There appears

at present to be no single character or group of characters constant

enough to warrant a subspecific separation of Brown's specimen.

Possibly the Nebraska skull represents a female individual.

The ground-sloth recorded from near Walsenburg, Colorado, by

Cockerell17 does not differ essentially from the Rancho La Brea forms,

" Cope, E. D., op. ext., pi. 10, fig. lc, 1895.

is Cope, E. D., op. cit., pp. 460-462, pi. 1.0, fig. 3, pi. 11, figs. 5 and 6, 1895.

i4 Cope, E. D., op. cit., p. 463, 1895.

is Cope, E. D., op. cit., p. 463, pi. 11, figs. 7, la and 7b, 1895.

is Brown, B., A New Genus of Ground Sloth from the Pleistocene of Nebraska,
Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 29, pp. 569-583, pis. 50-51, 1903.

i7 Cockerell, T. D. A., A Fossil Ground-Sloth in Colorado, Univ. Colo. Studies,
vol. 6, pp. 309-312, 2 pis., 1909.
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and is no doubt specifically identical with them. The writer agrees

with Allen's determination of the Walsenburg specimen as M. harlani.

The Colorado skull described by Cockered exceeds in length the

largest specimen in the Rancho La Brea series by 27 mm. and is,

therefore, the largest skull of M. harlani yet reported. This extensive

elongation may account for the greater distance between the last

alveolus and the postpalatine notch than in Brown's specimen, though

the distance does not appear to depend entirely on the elongation of

the skull. The pterygoids in the Rancho La Bi'ea skulls are normally

as prominent as in Brown's specimen and are possibly broken in the

Colorado skull.

Although the skull of Mylodon garmani as described by Allen18

is apparently distinct from the Rancho La Brea series, certain of its

characters are closely approached in specimens from the asphalt beds.

M. garmani differs principally in the extremely narrowed cranial por-

tion of the skull and in the antero-posterior elongation of the last

inferior tooth. The depth of the mandible below the front teeth and

the height of the anterior end of the symphysis are characters equally

marked in no. 21576 of the Rancho La Brea skulls. The greatest pre-

dental width across the symphysis of the lower jaw in M . harlani may

be less than that in M. garmani or may exceed the measurement in

that species. In general the fourth superior tooth in skulls from

Rancho La Brea is not as much compressed antero-posteriorly as in

M. garmani. The configuration of the last superior tooth may, how-

ever, be very closely, if not exactly approached in one (no. 21172)

of the skulls of M. harlani. From the great amount of variation shown

in the dentition of the mylodont sloths from the asphalt deposits, it

appears unsafe to base primary specific differences on the size or

form of the teeth.

The Rancho La Brea skulls are generally larger and relatively

more slender than the South American species, Mylodon robustus,

described by Owen. 19
. In the South American species the muzzle

reaches its greatest width at the anterior end of the skull, while in

M. harlani the muzzle widens at about the middle and narrows again

at the anterior end. Posteriorly the supra-orbital region widens more

is Allen, G. M., A New Mylodon, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harv. Coll., vol. 40,

pp. 319-346, 4 pis., 1913.

is Owen, E., Description of the Skeleton of an Extinct Gigantic Sloth, Mylodon
robustus, Owen, with Observations on the Osteology, Natural Affinities, and
Probable Habits of the Megatherioid Quadrupeds in General (London), 4 to.,

176 pp., 24 pis., 1842.
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in M. robustus than in M. Jiarlani, and the dorsal surface of the

cranium is wider in the former species.

The superior tooth-rows in M. Jiarlani generally show less diverg-

ence anteriorly, and the last upper tooth is usually situated farther

from the postpalatine notch than in M. robustus. In the South

American species the first superior tooth may vary in size, but appears

never to have been absent on either side of the palate as in M. Jiarlani.

The first tooth is also separated from the second superior tooth by a

larger interval than in the North American species. The second

superior tooth is smaller than in the Rancho La Brea skulls and is

not so pronouncedly elongated antero-posteriorly.

The lower jaw in Mylodon robustus is generally of greater depth

below the anterior teeth, and the predental region is of greater width

than in Mylodon Jiarlani.

The South American genus GrypotJierium, originally described by

Owen, 20 and later determined on more complete skull material by

Bernhardt, 21 differs from Mylodon Jiarlani principally in possessing at

the anterior end of the skull a bony arcade connecting the nasals with

the premaxillaries. The lengthening of the skull in front of the

superior teeth is associated with an extreme forward extension of the

lower jaw anterior to the first inferior tooth. In mandibles belonging

to individuals of M. Jiarlani having the reduced superior dentition,

the extension of the jaw anterior to the first inferior tooth is no greater

than in individuals having the normal dentition. The reduction in

the superior dentition to four teeth on each side of the palate, con-

sidered by Reinhardt, 22 Woodward, 23 and others as being generically

distinctive of GrypotJierium, is seen to occur, also, in Mylodon

Jiarlani. In GrypotJierium the superior tooth-rows diverge less

anteriorly and the teeth, on the whole, have more simple outlines than

in M. Jiarlani.

20 Owen, K., The Zoology of the Voyage of H. M. S. Beagle, etc., Part 1,

Fossil Mammalia, pp. 68-73, pi. 17, fig. 5, pi. 18, pi. 19, figs. 1-4, 1840.

21 Reinhardt, J., Beskrivelse af Hovedskallen af et Kaempedovendyr, Grypo-
tJierium darivinii, fra La Plata-Landenes plejstocene Dannelser, Vidensk. Selsk.
Skr., 5. Eaekke, naturvidenskabelig og mathematisk Afd. Bd. 12, 4, pp. 351-380,
2 Tav., Copenhagen, 1879.

22 Reinhardt, J., op. cit., p. 365, 1879.

23 Woodward, A. S., On Some Remains of GrypotJierium (Neomylodon) listai

and Associated Mammals from a Cavern near Consuelo Cove, Last Hope Inlet,

Patagonia, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., p. 73, 1900.
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CONCLUSIONS

The mylodont skull series from Rancho La Brea is considered to

represent Mylodon harlani Owen, a species common in the Pleistocene

of North America.

The species Mylodon harlani exhibits an extensive range of varia-

tion in skull and dental characters.

For the present it does not seem possible to separate from M.

harlani the Nebraska specimen described by Brown as Paramylodon

nebrascensis. The Paramylodon skull possibly belongs to a female

individual.

No mylodont species clearly separable from M. harlani is known to

occur in the asphalt beds of Rancho La Brea.
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INTRODUCTION
The following paper is based upon observations made by Mr.

Charles Laurence Baker and the writer in the course of a brief exam-

ination of the region about Cedar Mountain, Mineral County, west-

central Nevada, during parts of May and June, 1912, and upon facts

gathered by the writer during a reconnaissance, in June, 1914, south-
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ward from the area previously studied. The chief object of the expe-

dition was the collection of mammalian fossils from Tertiary deposits

of the region for the Department of Palaeontology of the University

of California. The geologic results herein presented are therefore not

to be regarded as being based upon a thorough investigation of the

region. They are, however, considered of sufficient interest to be

presented for record.

The field-work in 1912 was done jointly by Mr. Baker and the

writer, but the pressure of other duties made it impossible for Mr.

Baker to prepare the results for publication. Credit is due Mr. Baker

for the large part of the field-work accomplished by him, and the

writer wishes to acknowledge with gratitude his indebtedness for the

results of that work. For any errors in this paper the writer alone

should be held responsible. The photographs used for illustration

are all by Mr. Baker.

No reference descriptive of the geology of Cedar Mountain and

the adjacent portions of Stewart and lone valleys has been found in

the literature.

Attention was called to the presence of mammalian fossils in the

Cedar Mountain region by Mr. J. Holman Buck of Mina, Nevada,

whose valuable assistance in the field-work, and in the pointing out

of fruitful collecting localities previously discovered by him, is grate-

fully acknowledged.

The writer is indebted to Professor A. C. Lawson and to Professor

G. D. Louderback for aid and advice. For the opportunity of engag-

ing in the study of the region and for much helpful criticism and

counsel the writer is under obligations to Professor J. C. Merriam,

under whose general direction the work was prosecuted.

GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF THE REGION

The Cedar Mountain region is situated in Mineral County, west-

central Nevada, and lies in the western part of the Great Basin

(pi. 32). It is about twenty miles northeast of Mina, Nevada, the

nearest railroad point, and is about thirty-five to fifty miles east of

the southern end of Walker Lake. It is shown on the western half

of the United States Geological Survey Topographic Sheet of the

Tonopah Quadrangle.
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Outline map, indicating situation of the Esmeralda formation of west-
central Nevada and of certain other Tertiary deposits of the Great Basin.
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The Cedar Mountain area here discussed comprises parts of two

relatively broad valleys, trending roughly north and south, and parts

of certain rather prominent mountain ranges separating the valleys

(pi. 33). The most easterly of the two valleys is the southward con-

tinuation of lone Valley proper, and will be considered as part of it ;

the westerly one is the southward extension of Stewart Valley, and

will be referred to as part of that valley. To the east of lone Valley

are the Shoshone Mountains, rising to a maximum height of about

0500 feet ; between lone and Stewart valleys lie the northern end of

Cedar Mountain and the southern end of the Paradise Range. A
depression between the ends of the two ranges in a sense connects

lone and Stewart valleys. Cedar Mountain rises to about 8000 feet

in Little Pilot Peak ; the Paradise Range attains an elevation of about

8700 feet. The west side of Stewart Valley is bounded by the south-

eastern end of the Gabbs Valley Range, in which the peaks also rise

to something over 8000 feet. Practically the entire area of the gently

sloping valley surfaces of both lone and Stewart valleys lies between

the 5500 and 6500-foot contours. In common with the whole of the

Great Basin, this region has an arid climate, and consequently scanty

vegetation.

While Stewart and lone valleys are broad, they are not flat-floored

like stream valleys. Their surfaces are in large part quite even, but

they slope gently downward from the range flanks toward the main

wash which runs along the middle of each valley. The washes drain

into playa lakes. The valley slopes sometimes merge almost insensibly

into the mountain sides ; at other localities the gentle valley slopes

and the steeper mountain sides meet abruptly. At such places the

line between gentle and steep slopes indicates roughly the contact

between the softer lacustral strata and the more resistant formations.

Considerable parts of the valley areas have been cut up by gulches,

which have developed a badland topography. In some places masses

of the older underlying rocks protrude above the even surface of the

softer beds in the valleys. The ranges, being made up of older and

more resistant terranes, have slopes which are usually considerably

steeper than those developed on the softer rocks in the valleys. The

range slopes are usually on bare rock, or are but thinly covered by the

products of rock disintegration.
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GEOLOGY OF THE REGION

The rocks of the Cedar Mountain region present a considerable

variety of types. Great thicknesses of old limestones and marbles,

masses of granular intrusives, and extrusive lavas of both acidic and

basic types with their tuffs and agglomerates, constitute the ranges.

The rocks flooring the valleys consist of moderately thick sections of

Tertiary sedimentaries, which have been described by Turner as the

Esmeralda formation, from exposures at the north end of the Silver

Peak Range. These beds consist largely of clastic sediments and tuf-

faceous materials laid down for the most part in a Tertiary lake.

The limestones, granular rocks and marbles are clearly much older

rocks than the lavas. The latter in places lie unconformably below

the Esmeralda beds and are somewhat older, although there is reason

to believe that there was also volcanic activity in the region contem-

poraneous with the deposition of the lake beds. Lavas also overlie the

lacustral beds.

The discussion of the geology of the region, in so far as it was

discerned in the limited time, will be taken up by localities.

Cedar Mountain

The rocks of Cedar Mountain are largely limestones interbedded

with thin shale layers, intruded by holocrystalline granular rocks.

Lavas cover considerable areas in some parts of the range.

LIMESTONES

The limestones of Cedar Mountain occur as irregular areas. The

rock is usually gray or blue, often dark blue, in color ; on weathered

surfaces brownish tints are not uncommon, probably due to a consid-

erable iron content. It is locally quite impure, and is often siliceous,

grading into cherty phases. It is disposed in layers ranging in thick-

ness up to several feet ; between the layers are thin bands of calcareous

shale. The limestone layers are themselves banded, apparently due

to differences in amount of contained impurities. No considerable

masses of sandstones or conglomerates were seen associated with the

limestones in Cedar Mountain, such as are reported by Spurr in the

Pilot Mountains to the west. 1

i Spurr, J. E., Bull. U. S. G. S., no 208, p. 104, 1903.







map of part of west-central Nevada, showing geographic features. Adapted from a portion of the Tonopah Sheet of the TJ. S. Geological Survey.
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The limestones and intercalated shales have been subjected to

intense deformation
;
they are closely folded and are often intensely

crumpled. Small faults and slickensiding due to minor displacements

are common. The rock has also been minutely fractured in ^very

direction, and thin veins of calcite and quartz have filled these frac-

tures, giving the limestone a netted appearance on weathered surfaces.

General anticlinal and synclinal structures can still be plainly seen

in some of the larger areas. The axes of these structures lie obliquely

across the general trend of the present range. The angular divergence

in Cedar Mountain is usually forty-five degrees or greater; in some

cases the structural axes appear to lie at right angles to the present

range trend. Occasionally, in a view of the bolder parts of the range

from the valley, one may see these great arches and troughs of crum-

pled rocks in section. This divergence in orientation of the earlier

structural axes from the trend of the present range is similar to that

recorded by Professor Louderback2 for the West Humboldt Range

lying about one hundred miles to the north.

The limestones lie with marked unconformity below the lavas and

the lake-beds. They were intruded by the granular rocks of the range.

The evidence for this is their areal relation to the granular rocks, the

presence of considerable areas of marble lying in contact with the

granular rocks and grading into the limestones, and contact meta-

morphic minerals developed in the limestones near the contact.

The age of the limestones was not ascertained from palaeontologic

evidence, the fossils obtained from them not being determinable. The

strike of these rocks would indicate, however, that they were once

areally continuous with the limestones in the northern Pilot Range,

some ten or twelve miles away, across Stewart Valley, in which Mr.

H. W. Turner 3 collected fossils determined by Professor J. P. Smith

to be of Jurassic age.

The intense deformation of the limestones and the intrusion of the

granular rocks occurred, therefore, at the end of the Jurassic or in

post-Jurassic time, and was probably contemporaneous with the intense

deformation and intrusion of rocks of approximately the same age in

the Sierra Nevada seventy-five miles to the west.

2 Louderback, G. D., Basin Eange Structure of the Humboldt Region, Bulk
Geol. Soc. Am., vol. 15, p. 300, 1904.

3 American Geologist, vol. 27, p. 132, 1901.
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GEANULAB INTEUSIVES

The granular rocks which occur as intrusives in the limestones

have been laid bare in irregular areas along the Cedar Mountain

Range. They consist chiefly of noncrystalline, medium and coarse-

textured granular rocks of the general mineralogical composition of

granodiorites. Locally orbicular structure has been developed in them,

and they are cut by pegmatite and aplite dikes. Although these

intrusive rocks are jointed, they do not exhibit the effects of intense

deformation seen in the sedimentary rocks which they intrude.

LAVAS

Lavas occur on both the higher parts and on the flanks of Cedar

Mountain. They consist of rhyolites, andesites and basalts. The

rhyolites are usually white in color, with occasional reddish tints.

Phenocrysts of quartz and biotite are quite abundant in these rocks;

hornblende occurs sparingly. The andesites present a variety of shades

of black, blue, and red. They are usually porphyritic, with ground-

masses of fine texture. Some masses, in which large angular fragments

of adjacent andesitic rocks are present as inclusions, appear to be

intrusive in the earlier andesitic flows and are of coarser texture. The

basalts are dense, bluish-black, fine-textured rocks, often exhibiting

columnar structure.

Associated with the andesites are considerable thicknesses of vol-

canic agglomerates, the rough subangular masses in which range in

size up to twelve or fifteen feet in diameter and consist almost entirely

of andesite of various colors. A light-colored tuffaceous matrix makes

up but a small part of the agglomerates. There is little or no classi-

fication of the volcanic materials. It is probable that in part at least

the agglomerates were laid down in the form of mudflows.

So far as observed, the outflow of the rhyolites preceded that of

the andesites. The basalts were extruded last.

The relation of the lavas to the underlying Mesozoic limestones and

intrusives is that of a profound unconformity, which represents an

interval of time of sufficient length to permit intense deformation

of these older sedimentaries, intrusion by the granular rocks, and sub-

sequent erosion deep enough to expose these plutonic masses. The

bulk of the andesites and perhaps all of the rhyolites on Cedar Moun-

tain underlie the upper Miocene lake beds. While the lavas have not
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suffered the intense deformation of the underlying older rocks, they

have been considerably tilted along the flanks of the range. They

dip in general toward the valleys, usually at steeper angles than the

lake beds where the latter rest upon them. The irregularity of the

contact line indicates pre-lacustral relief in the lava surface, and an

erosion interval presumably separated the outflow of the pre-lacustral

lavas and the deposition of the lake beds. The latter being upper

Miocene in age, it is probable that most of the pre-lacustral lavas are

not younger than middle Miocene.

Stewart and Ione Valleys

Stewart and Ione valleys lie parallel to Cedar Mountain, Stewart

Valley lying to the west, and Ione Valley to the east, of that range

(pi. 33). Lacustral strata of upper Miocene age constitiite in the main

the surface rocks of these valleys, as contrasted with the Mesozoic

limestones, associated intrusives and later extrusives of Cedar Moun-

tain. The deposits in the two valleys are very similar, and are con-

nected stratigraphically through the depression between the north end

of Cedar Mountain and the south end of the Paradise Range. The

physiographic history of the two valleys has apparently also been

quite similar. For these reasons it has seemed desirable to discuss

the two areas together.

UNDEELYING EOCKS

The basement on which the lacustral series was deposited consists

of rocks not dissimilar to those of Cedar Mountain. At a number

of points in the two valleys they are exposed at the surface, either

having had their cover of lacustral sediments removed by erosion or

perhaps having never been covered by the Tertiary sedimentary series.

Some of the exposed areas are of considerable size, such as the north

end of the 6600-foot hill in Ione Valley, midway between Bell Spring

and Red Spring. Other patches, such as those lying one to three

miles farther north in the middle of Ione Valley and a few masses

protruding through the lacustral series in Stewart Valley at consid-

erable distances from the valley borders, are of only small extent.

The north end of the 6600-foot hill in Ione Valley is nearly sur-

rounded by the lacustral beds. The rocks exposed in the base of this

hill along the road between Bell Spring and Black Spring are older

than the lacustral series; they constituted an eminence on the pre-
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lacustral surface. This is indicated by the fact that the lacustral beds

abut against, as well as lie upon, the worn igneous-rock surface along

the north base of the hill. The lacustral beds are not upturned at

the contact. Farther south much of the hill is capped by basaltic

lava, of which there were apparently two flows. The lavas are prob-

ably younger than the lake beds, as they appear to overlie them at a

point two or three miles south of the Orizaba mine. The pre-lava

surface of the underlying rocks appears to have possessed gentle relief.

The lavas lie nearly horizontal at the summit of the hill, but on the

east side they apparently dip quite steeply eastward under the valley.

The northern end of the hill, along the road between Bell Spring and

Black Spring, consists of granular rocks, in which the abundant min-

erals are plagioclase and orthoclase feldspar and biotite, with little

or no quartz. Pegmatite and aplite dikes cut these granular masses.

The smaller patches of pre-lacustral rocks lying farther north in the

middle of lone Valley also consist of lavas and granular rocks.

On the west side of Stewart Valley, west of Stewart Spring, a

few small patches of black lava protrude through the lake-beds
;
they

lie at a considerable distance from the base of the Gabbs Valley Range,

which rises from Stewart Valley on the west.

The occurrence of these outcropping masses of pre-lacustral rocks

in both lone and Stewart valleys has a bearing on the question of the

thickness of the Esmeralda beds lying in these valleys.

ESMERALDA FORMATION

West, north, and east of Cedar Mountain, in Stewart and lone

valleys, are extensive exposures of a set of lacustral and intercalated

terrestrial strata. These beds are considered to be the equivalent of

the Esmeralda formation4 described by Turner from the Silver Peak

Range forty miles to the south.

In defining the Esmeralda formation Mr. Turner stated in part:

In Esmeralda County, Nevada, there are extensive deposits of Tertiary

sediments which contain, at some points, abundant plant and animal remains.

This series may be designated the Esmeralda formation, taking its name from

the county in which it occurs. Near these lake deposits, at the north end of

the Silver Peak range, there are beds of coal, and the first published notice of

these Tertiary beds appears to be that of the mining engineer, Mr. M. A.

Knapp, describing particularly the coal deposits. Mr. Knapp collected some

molluscan remains near the coal beds, and these were examined by Dr. J. C.

Merriam, of the University of California, who considered the shells indicative

* Turner, H. W., The Esmeralda Formation, American Geologist, vol. 25, p.

168, 1900.
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Tig. 2. Looking north in Stewart Valley. Showing dissection of Esmeralda beds.

Remnant of mesa in distance.
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of fresh water and possibly Miocene in age. . . . The beds of the Esmeralda

formation are inclined at most points, dipping usually from 10° to 40°. No
absolutely continuous section of the entire series was obtained, but the total

thickness may be several thousand feet.

The base of the series as seen near the coal mines is composed of sandstone

chiefly, with some shale, aggregating perhaps 2000 feet. In this terrane occur

the coal, the dicotyledonous leaves and most of the fossil shells.

Above the sandstones is a considerable thickness of buff shales containing

at a few points very abundant fossil fish. . . . The top of the series is made up

of lacustral marls and white shales, containing fish bones, and at some points

these beds are capped by rhyolitic and basaltic lavas and tuffs. There are also

some layers of rhyolitic and andesitic tuffs lower down in the formation, and

these volcanic layers frequently contain silicified wood. Faulting has displaced

the beds at many points, and it is therefore difficult to estimate the entire

thickness of the formation. . . . The dicotyledonous leaves from near the coal

horizon are being examined by Professor F. H. Knowlton, who makes the fol-

lowing provisional statement regarding them: "
. . . T, therefore, do not

hesitate to say that the plants seem to indicate a middle Tertiary age."

In the Cedar Mountain region the lacustral members of the

Esmeralda formation consist principally of sandstones, shales, calca-

reous shales, and cemented tuffs. In lesser amount are conglomerates,

limestones, and cherts. The land-laid members are believed to include

fang'lomerates. conglomerates, sandstones, and pumiceous tuffs. The

formation is predominantly white or light gray in color ; some of the

pumiceous beds are red or yellow.

Distribution.—Esmeralda beds occupy most of both Stewart and

southern lone valleys (pi. 34). The areas of these beds in the two

valleys are continuous through the depression between the north end

of Cedar Mountain and the south end of the Paradise Range.

From lone Valley the writer has traced the beds southward, through

a number of exposures along the east side of Cedar Motmtain. to the

Monte Cristo Range, and through this range to the northern end of

the Silver Peak Range, Mr. Turner's type locality for the Esmeralda

formation. The Esmeralda beds extend northward into northern lone

Valley or beyond and into or through Gabbs Valley.

An area of the beds, containing mammalian remains, occurs at

Battle's Well, at the summit of the pass between the northern Pilot

Mountains and Table Mountain. This area is probably continuous

with the Stewart Valley area on the east. Small patches of similar

white beds occur to the west of the pass along the south face of the

Gabbs Valley Range, practically to the edge of Soda Springs Valley,

toward which they clip. They probably indicate that the Esmeralda

beds underlie, protected from erosion, the later detrital deposits floor-
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ing this valley. Further evidence of this is the occurrence of beds

containing identical species of fresh-water molluscs near Hawthorne,

lying thirty miles to the northwest in Soda Springs Valley. Beds

of similar aspect also occur near Sodaville, lying to the southward in

this valley.

From the fact that patches of the beds, dipping toward the valley,

have been left lying by erosion on the range flanks, it is inferred that

the Esmeralda strata formerly covered large areas of the range slopes,

from which they have since been removed. The beds may have nearly

covered some of the neighboring ranges, although it is apparent from

a certain amount of coarse clastic material in the sections that land

masses occurred nearby, and as the beds at some localities abut against

the mountain flanks it is probable that the land-masses were approxi-

mately on the sites of the present ranges.

Lithology.—Lacustral sandstones of fine, medium, and coarse tex-

ture constitute a large part of the total thickness of the Esmeralda

strata. They are for the most part evenly and thinly bedded (pis. 35

and 36). and the materials are usually well classified as to size and

fairly well rounded. Cross-bedding is, however, far from uncommon.

The particles consist largely of quartz and of the rocks of the sur-

rounding ranges. Fine ash and coarser pumice particles are frequently

present in considerable amounts. The sand.grains are commonly cov-

ered with a white coating. In some strata the coating is blue and

gives the rock a striking blue color identical with that seen in some

of the Neocene marine sandstones of the California Coast Ranges.

Selenite veins cutting across the bedding are quite common. Where

the series rests on granodiorite the basal member is often a coarse

arkose derived from it. Fossil wood is abundant in the sandstones

at many localities. About a mile southeast of Stewart Spring the

silicified trunk of a tree, originally not less than six feet in diameter,

lies exposed on the surface through the removal of its sandstone

matrix by erosion.

The shales, in common with the other strictly lacustral sediments,

are white or very light gray in color, are evenly and thinly bedded,

and probably contain considerable ash (pi. 36, fig. 2) . They are almost

without exception calcareous, and are usually quite hard. Every

gradation occurs from the less calcareous shales and sandstones to

impure limestones. The most striking facies perhaps are the paper

shales, which part easily along the bedding-planes into sheets of ex-

treme thinness. A number of samples of shale were examined micro-
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Section of Esmeralda beds in Stewart. Valley. Regular, white layers are

ashy; cross-bedded strata are finely conglomeratic, sometimes pumiceous. Height
of section about, eight feet.
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scopically for diatoms, but, barring one or two doubtful cases, none

were found. The total thickness of the shales appears to be consid-

erably greater in the middle of the valleys than along the valley

borders.

Several types of limestone occur. All are usually quite impure.

A stratified stony variety is by far the most common. Of less fre-

quent occurrence are oolitic limestones, lithoid tufa domes, and thino-

litic and dendritic varieties of tufa.

The stratified stony limestone makes up a notable part of the

lacustral series, although it never exceeds a few feet in thickness at

any one horizon. These rocks usually occur as strata a few inches

to a few feet thick, interstratified with shales and sandstones, and

persisting horizontally for considerable distances. The limestones are

hard, compact, and heavy. They are generally white, light gray or

yellowish brown, and often contain remains of fresh-water molluscs.

Lamination or banding is rarely shown within the limestones. They

are visually very impure, probably containing no small amount of

magnesium carbonate.

The oolites are usually of grayish brown color, loosely cemented,

and contain a generous admixture of sandy materials. They are

never more than a few feet in thickness, usually only a few inches

;

the individual spherules are usually one-eighth inch or less in diameter.

Lithoid tufa domes, quite similar to those described by Russell 3

as occurring in the deposits of the Pleistocene Lake Lahontan, are

found at several localities in lone and Stewart valleys. They may
be seen standing upright or, where they have overturned, lying hori-

zontally on the lacustral strata. These calcareous masses have been

entombed since Miocene time and are now exposed, through removal

of the enclosing lacustral sediments by erosion. Like the domes de-

scribed by Russell, they have a structure concentric to a six to twelve-

inch tubelike opening in the center, from which several smaller tubes

often branch. The largest domes noted were about fifteen feet in

height and of like diameter, and contain many tons of tufa. They

consist, however, of but one kind of tufa, the gray or brown lithoid

or stony variety, as contrasted with the three different layers—lithoid,

thinolitic, and dendritic tufas—reported by Russell in the Lahontan

domes. Many small, pipelike white tufa deposits a few inches in

length occur in the sandstones
;
they may represent the embryonic

stages of tufa-dome construction. Calcareous tufa domes similar to

5 Russell, I. C, Lake Lahontan, U. S. Geol. Surv. Mon., no. 11, p. 207, 1885.
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those above described are reported by Russell to be forming at the

present time around lake-bottom springs in Mono and Pyramid lakes,

the waters of both of which are quite concentrated. As it appears,

however, that the deposition of calcareous tufa might occur by liber-

ation of carbon dioxide previously in solution under pressure in the

spring water, or by other means, it would not seem that the presence

of tufa domes in the lake-beds could by itself be legitimately consid-

ered positive evidence that the waters of the Miocene lake were highly

concentrated. The rather common occurrence of the domes, however,

and the considerable volume of water which presumably issued from

each dome as inferred from the size of the openings in them, do imply

that the region in upper Miocene time was blessed with a supply of

spring water in sharp contrast with the present aridity and paucity

of springs of even the smallest size.

Thinolite tufa of gray color, and similar in general appearance to

that described by Russell from the Lahontan Basin, was noted at a

few points, occurring either as a coating on lithoid tufa domes or as

a strata between sediments. Only one occurrence of dendritic tufa

was observed.

The cherts of the lacustral series occur at many localities. The

greatest single thickness noted, about thirty-five feet, was in the middle

of Stewart Valley. These rocks apparently occur at more than one

horizon in the lacustral strata. They vary in thickness from place

to place, but are quite extensive horizontally. This rock takes on a

great variety of colors, of which the more common are white, yellow,

red, brown, blue, and green. It is in general not distinctly bedded,

but shows regular banding of different colors, the thickness of the

bands varying from extreme thinness to several inches. The chert

is harder than steel and very brittle, giving sharp edges and smooth

faces on fracture. On the areas of badland topography which present-

day erosion is developing on the lake-beds the cherts stand out promi-

nently because of their superior resistance and often cap mounds of

softer beds. While no chemical analysis of these rocks was made,

the absence of visible particles of foreign material, as also their hard-

ness and constant texture, indicate that they are nearly pure siliceous

rocks.

Besides the considerable quantities of fine ash in the shales and

of fine ash and pumice in the sandstones, there are some strata in the

lake-bed series which consist almost entirely of fine ash. others almost

entirely of pumice, and yet other beds which are made up of both in
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Fig. 2. Shales and fine sandstones of the Esmeralda formation in Stewart Valley.
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varying amounts. The color of these pyroclastic materials ranges

through white, gray, red, and brown. Rapidity of accumulation is

implied by their often being indistinctly bedded or massive in thick-

nesses of thirty to forty feet, and by the usual absence of foreign

material. Sharp boundaries usually mark off these tuff strata above

and below, indicating suddenness in commencement and in cessation

of tuff deposition. From these facts it seems probable that volcanic

activity occurred in the region during the deposition of the Esmeralda

strata,

Certain strata in the section are quite certainly of terrestrial origin.

Such are certain beds consisting of coarse, unassorted, angular mate-

rials, derived from the rocks of the nearby ranges, and embedded in

a matrix of tuffaceous or arkosic materials. These strata have all the

characteristics of fanglomerates as that term has been defined by

Professor A. C. Lawson 8 to designate alluvial fan deposits. These

fanglomerates are intercalated with the lacustral beds and probably

were deposited during periods of contraction of the lake area, Their

presence has a bearing on the question of the climate prevailing in

this region during the lacustral period, inasmuch as fanglomerates are

rather characteristic of arid conditions.

A few thin beds of fine, well-rounded gravels, perhaps of fluviatile

origin, were noted.

Thickness.—A section of the Esmeralda beds measured on the

road between Mina and Cloverdale immediately east of Cedar Mountain

shows a thickness of about seven hundred feet. As this section is

at the border of the lacustral series, it consists for the most part of

coarse, detrital materials derived from the adjacent rocks of Cedar

Mountain, and only in minor part of lacustral beds. It is therefore

not a typical section. A good section was not obtained anywhere in

the region. A general estimate of the thickness in Stewart and lone

valleys would place it in the neighborhood of one thousand feet,

although it is possible that this may be less than the accumulation in

some parts of these valleys.

It is not considered that the lacustral series is enormously thicker

in the middle of Stewart and lone valleys than along the borders.

The presence of masses of the pre-lacustral rocks protruding through

the lacustral series at considerable distances from the valley borders

tends to negative the view of great thickness, unless it is assumed that

the valley areas possessed great relief in pre-lacustral time, for which

6 The Petrographic Designation of Alluvial Fan Formations, Univ. Calif.

Publ., Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 7, pp. 325-334, 1913.
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assumption there is little evidence. It would be somewhat difficult

to estimate the original thickness, before reduction through erosion,

of the Esmeralda beds in Stewart and lone valleys. It is also not

clear what the thickness may even now be under the later deposits

in such areas as Gabbs Valley and Big Smoky Valley, in which depo-

sition may have gone on almost continuously since the beginning of

lacustral sedimentation in Miocene time.

Stratigraphic Relations.—The relation of the Esmeralda strata to

the terranes they overlie is everywhere that of a notable unconformity.

Between these beds and the older limestones and intrusive rocks of

the surrounding ranges the unconformity is a profound one and is

plainly indicative of a long interval of geologic time. The hiatus

between the Esmeralda and the underlying lavas and agglomerates is

not such an important break. While the upper surface of the basic

lavas and agglomerates is seen to be an irregular erosion surface, as

shown on the western border of Stewart Valley, the dips in the lavas

are usually not very much steeper than those in the overlying lacus-

tral beds. The post-basic-lava erosion interval was certainly much

shorter than that represented by the break between the lavas and the

older limestones and intrusives.

No evidence was obtained for considering that an important body

of Tertiary sediments of greater age than the Esmeralda underlies

these beds in the middle of Stewart or lone valleys.

Where later lavas overlie the lacustral beds, the relation appears

to be an unconformable one. The fanglomerate mantle which caps

the lacustral beds in the mesa areas is everywhere uneonformably

upon them.

Structure.—The Esmeralda strata have been moderately deformed

since their deposition, along structural axes roughly parallel to the

present ranges; i.e., roughly north and south. The folds are open and

not very persistent. One notes, perhaps, six or seven such low arches

in crossing Stewart Valley westward from the Nevada mine. The

dips seldom exceed ten to fifteen degrees. Because of the notable

rising and plunging of the deformational axes, the figures traced by

outcropping beds are markedly irregular. Where they rest against

the older rocks of the mountain flanks or against outlying masses of

the older rocks in the valleys, the strata often dip steeply, and locally

are eve]1 overturned. They almost always dip away from the older

rocks at such contacts, regardless of the general direction of dip of

the beds in the neighborhood.
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In addition to this folding of the Esmeralda formation, bnt per-

haps coincident with it, there occurred a synclinal down-warping of

Stewart Valley and lone Valley relative to the surrounding ranges.

In numerous localities along the borders of the valleys this has lifted

up lacustral beds which lie near the base of the lacustral section to

elevations several hundred to a thousand feet or more above beds in

the middle of the valleys which are stratigraphically higher in the

section. That this down-warping of the valleys and relative uplift

of the mountain masses was of the folding rather than of the faulting

type is indicated by the patches of lacustral beds reaching up the

mountain flanks and by the absence of scarps or fault relations along

the flanks of the adjacent ranges.

Rising and plunging of the synclinal axis of each valley have to

a large degree determined the position of the drainage divides in the

present valleys and the location of the playa-lake basins of deposition.

The exact date of the first deformation of the Esmeralda strata

has not been determined. It was of course not earlier than the upper-

Miocene. The halting of deposition of the lacustral beds was prob-

ably occasioned by deformative movements, which would then have

occurred about the end of the Miocene.

It has been shown above that the lacustral strata have been de-

formed in two ways : they have been thrown into a series of numerous

open anticlines and synelines, and the beds in each valley have besides

been thrown into a synclinorium whose limbs extend up the flanks of

the adjacent ranges. The last-mentioned deformation of the beds and

of the region in general is apparently simple folding on a large scale,

each valley being a syncline and each of the mountain ranges, as

Cedar Mountain, the Paradise Range, and the Gabbs Valley Range,

being relatively uplifted anticlinally. The exact manner in which

the minor folds of the lacustral beds in the valleys were produced

has been found a matter of difficult explanation. On the one hand,

it seems improbable that the relatively rigid rocks underlying the

un resistant lacustral beds have been folded into the same small anti-

clines and synelines seen in the easily deformed Esmeralda. The

alternative is that the yielding lacustral beds acted independently of

the rigid underlying rocks and that the minor anticlines and synelines

in the softer overlying rocks are not reflected in similar corresponding

structures in the rigid rocks beneath them. It is very improbable that,

with only such gentle down-warping of the valleys, the adjacent

mountain masses have approached each other snfficiently to cause the
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horizontal shortening, through folding, seen in the beds. This last

conception does receive some support in the locally steep upturning

of the beds along the mountain flanks and around isolated masses of

the underlying older rocks outcropping in the valleys. This concep-

tion would, however, necessitate slipping movements, of considerable

magnitude, of the Esmeralda strata on the older rocks, and would

presume a tendency on the part of these beds to arch up and rise

away from the underlying rocks at the anticlines. It is not at all

clear how forces were effective to bring about the minor deformation

in the Esmeralda strata.

Fauna, Age, and Correlation.—The fossil remains obtained from

the Esmeralda beds in lone and Stewart valleys comprise a consid-

erable quantity of mammalian bones, a few fish bones, the shells or

easts of several species of fresh-water molluscs, and fossil wood.

Fossil mammalian remains, in the form of single bones or of groups

of more or less scattered and disjointed bones representing single

individuals, were collected from numerous localities and horizons in

the Esmeralda strata in both lone and Stewart valleys. Ungulate,

carnivore, and rodent forms are abundantly represented in the fauna

obtained. Remains of species of horses and camels make up a large

part of the fossil material.

The bone surfaces are often checked and cracked, indicating ex-

posure to the elements before burial. The remains are most abundant

in sandstones and in ashy deposits ; a portion of a single connected

skeleton was found in limestone. A few specimens were found in beds

of coarse angular terrestrial material. The usually scattered distri-

bution of the skeletal parts, the weathered surfaces of the bones, and

the commonly rather coarse or ashy nature of the enclosing materials,

indicate that the burial of the mammalian remains occurred mainly

under conditions of terrestrial or shore deposition.

The mammalian fossil material collected in the Esmeralda beds

in Stewart and lone valleys has been studied, by Professor J. C.

Merriam. and the age of the fauna represented by the material deter-

mined as approximately upper Miocene. In a forthcoming paper

Professor Merriam compares the age of this fauna with that of faunas

obtained from other Neocene beds of the Great Basin—the Mascall and

the Rattlesnake formations of the John Day Basin in north central

Oregon, the Virgin Valley and Thousand Creek beds of northwestern

Nevada, and the Mohave beds from the eastern, and the Ricardo

beds from the northern, parts of the Mohave Desert (see pi. 32).
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Four species of fresh-water molluscs have been recognized by the

writer in the collections from lone and Stewart valleys. It is doubtful,

however, whether our present knowledge of the geologic range of fresh-

water molluscan species occurring in the Tertiary rocks of the west

is as yet sufficiently complete to make it possible to use these forms for

definite age determinations of beds containing them. When identical

fresh-water species occur at two or more separated localities, however,

and these species occur in the same abundance relative to each other

at each locality, it appears highly probable that the containing beds

can be safely considered as equivalent. The writer has identified the

following forms in the collections from the Esmeralda beds in lone

and Stewart valleys: Helisoma eordillerana Hannibal; Viviparus

txirneri Hannibal ; a gastropod, probably a new species, but resembling

Melania scidptilis Meek, described from the Kawsoh Mountains west

of Carson Sink ; and a peleeypod resembling Corneocyclas meeki

Hannibal, described from Hawthorne, Nevada. The first two species

are the most abundant forms in the collections from Stewart and

lone valleys. They also occur most abundantly in collections taken

from the type section of the Esmeralda beds forty miles to the south-

ward. It is because of this identity of species, their relative abund-

ance, and the fact that the beds in lone Valley were traced through

continuously to the type Esmeralda locality, that the beds in lone

and Stewart valleys are identified with the Esmeralda formation.

These two species also occur most abundantly in collections obtained

from beds near Hawthorne, forty miles to the westward of Stewart

Valley, and it would seem that the Hawthorne beds can also be cor-

related safely with the Esmeralda on this palaeontologic evidence.

The exact age of the Esmeralda formation has heretofore been a

matter of doubt. The definite determination of the age of the beds in

Stewart and lone valleys and the correlation of these beds with those

of the type Esmeralda, by similarity of molluscan fauna and by areal

continuity, fix the age of the Esmeralda as in or near upper Miocene.

The writer was unsuccessful in an attempt to obtain mammalian

remains from the Siebert tuffs.
7 which lie to the east at Tonopah and

Goldfield. Parts of the Siebert section are identical in appearance

with strata in the Esmeralda, but their correlation with other Tertiary

sections in the basin has not as yet been established on palaeontologic

evidence.

' Spurr, J. E., Geology of the Tonopah Mining District, Nevada, U. S. Geol.

Surv. Prof. Paper, no. 42, p. 51, 1905.
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The type locality of the Truekee beds of the Fortieth Parallel

Survey lies east of Reno, in the Kawsoh Mountains and along the east

edge of the Virginia Range. 8 In searching for mammalian remains

in beds presumably belonging to the Truekee group between Reno

and Verdi in June, 1914, the writer obtained part of a tooth of a

proboscidean of the mastodon type. The specimen is probably not

determinable specifically, and cannot be definitely determined as iden-

tical with forms represented by fragmentary mastodon remains known

from the Esmeralda of Stewart and lone valleys. The age of the

Truekee has heretofore been regarded as Miocene or Pliocene. As

proboscideans are not definitely known in America in horizons older

than middle Miocene, the portion of a mastodon tooth obtained indi-

cates that the Truekee beds are probably middle or upper Miocene

or younger. The Truekee beds are in general similar in appearance

to the Esmeralda, and it is not improbable that the correlation of

the Esmeralda with the Truekee, suggested by Spurr and others, 9
is

correct.

FANGLOMEKATE MANTLE

One-half or more of the area underlain by Esmeralda beds in

Stewart and lone valleys consists of smooth mesa surfaces (pi. 38

fig. 2). Apparently these even surfaces extended over the entire

valley areas before the latest cycle of dissection of the beds com-

menced, as they are now interrupted only by badland areas produced

by present-day erosion. The separated areas were not originally parts

of a single surface, but represent different levels successively cut on

the beds. Their relation appears to be that of remnants of a series

of stream terraces. The different levels are separated vertically some-

times by only a few feet ; on the west side of Stewart Valley, however,

there are shoulders, composed of laeustral beds, running out from

the Gabbs Valley Range, on which the mesa remnants lie perhaps

125 feet above the level next below them. The different mesa areas

therefore differ somewhat in age, the low-lying areas having been cut

at a later date than those lying above them.

The mesas are protected, not by a cap of lava, but by a resistant

layer of fanglomerate, usually five to twenty feet in thickness. This

s King, Clarence, U. S. Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, vol.

1, p. 412 et seq., 1878.

o Spurr, .J. E., Ore Deposits of the Silver Peak Quadrange, Nevada, U. S.

Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper, no. 55, p. 20, 1906.
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fanglomerate mantle commonly does not extend up the slopes of the

adjacent ranges, probably because these slopes are usually too steep

for the lodgment of the terrestrial materials. The mantle consists

of coarse, angular fragments of the various rocks of the surrounding

ranges, such as limestone, marble, plutonic rocks, and lavas, all em-

bedded in an arkosic matrix derived from the same source. Tbe

mantle is strictly similar in every respect to the deposits now flooring

the wide washes which are cutting backward and laterally into the

Esmeralda strata. The deformed Esmeralda strata were apparently

bevelled off to an even surface and the terrestrial materials laid down

unconformably across their edges. The bevelling of the strata by

headward erosion and lateral cutting by drainage channels similar to

those now active, and the lateral spreading of the alluvial mantle over

the cut surface probably went on concomitantly
;
reasoning from

present to past, the mantle was spread progressively by the water-

courses which did the cutting over the surface produced on the strata

as rapidly as it was cut, instead of the surface being first entirely

formed over a large area of the beds and then subsequently covered

by the mantle through some change of condition. The materials form-

ing the mantle were derived in part from the mantles on the older

mesa surfaces above, which were being destroyed, and in part were

probably brought from the mountains by the washes over the upper

mesa surfaces.

No organic remains were obtained from the fanglomerate mantles.

Since the different mesas were not cut contemporaneously, the lowest

set having been formed last, it is obvious that the fanglomerates cap-

ping the different areas are of somewhat different ages. The mantles

are considerably indurated and quite resistant, but apparently all lie

in the attitude in which they were deposited, sloping one to two

degrees from the mountain flanks toward the middle of the valley.

Their surfaces commonly are so-called desert pavements, formed by

the removal, through wind and water, of the finer materials in the

top layer of the fanglomerate and the smoothing down of the remain-

ing coarse fragments into a flat pavement. It is probable that the

oldest of the fanglomerate mantles was formed before the latest

Pleistocene.

Southern G-abbs Valcey Range

There are areas of old metamorphic limestone in the southern

Gabbs Valley Range lithologically similar to the limestone in Cedar
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Mountain and in the Pilot Range, and presumably also of Jurassic

age. The limestone in the Gabbs Valley Range is similarly folded

and crumpled.

Overlying the limestones unconformably are basic lavas, agglom-

erates and tuffs. Around Table Mountain, and along the east flanks

of the Gabbs Valley Range from Table Mountain northward to Gabbs

Valley, the pre-lacustral lavas are andesites, usually intercalated with

agglomerates and tuffs of andesitic composition. The lavas present

a great variety of colors. They usually contain an abundance of

soda-lime feldspar phenocrysts. The intercalated agglomerates are

often very coarse, masses of porphyritic andesite twenty feet or more

in diameter being not uncommon. They are rudely, or not at all,

stratified. The liner material consists largely of ash. Thin beds of

nearly pure white ash also occur in the series. The Esmeralda strata

of Stewart Valley lie unconformably upon these lavas along the east

Hanks of the Gabbs Valley Range, the lavas dipping under the valley

more steeply than the lake beds. At Table Mountain andesites also

overlie the Esmeralda beds, but whether conformably or otherwise

was not determined. Table Mountain is capped by a flow of basalt,

which is believed to overlie the post-lacustral andesites unconformably.

The lavas of the Gabbs Valley Range, in the limited number of

localities Avhere they were observed, are therefore apparently of the

following ages. The andesites dipping under the Esmeralda beds

along the west side of Stewart Valley and the pre-lacustral andesites

of Table Mountain are post-Jurassic and pre-upper Miocene in age.

The Cretaceous and most of the early Tertiary were very probabh'

periods of erosion in at least this part of the Great Basin, as is evi-

denced by the removal of the cover of the post-Jurassic batholiths

which invaded the Jurassic rocks, and by the absence of Cretaceous,

Eocene. Oligocene, and lower and middle Miocene sedimentary de-

posits so far as known. It would appear therefore that these lavas

are not Cretaceous or earliest Tertiary in age. They antedate the

upper Miocene, however, by a period of time of sufficient length to

permit their deformation previous to the deposition of the upper

Miocene Esmeralda beds. It is probable therefore that these rocks

were extruded in lower or middle Miocene time.

The post-lacustral andesites have been deformed and greatly eroded

and are probably early Pliocene in age. The basalt capping Table

Mountain, probably unconformable on the post-lacustral andesites, yet

little deformed or eroded, is probably late Pliocene in age.
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Fiji'. 1. Cedar Mountain as seen from the west, from the flanks of the Gabbs Valley

Range. Shows old-age erosion surface. Stewart Valley in foreground underlain by

Esmeralda formation.

Fig. 2. Shows old-age surface cut on pre-lacustral rocks, and flanks of Cedar Mountain.
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The eastern part of the Gabbs "Valley Range from Table Mountain

northward to Gabbs Valley is anticlinal in structure. It is separated

from the western part by a north-south depression which apparently

is largely synclinal in origin.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC HISTORY
The different ranges of the Cedar Mountain region are in some-

what different stages of physiographic development. Cedar Mountain,

viewed from a distance, as from the Gabbs Valley Range, has the

aspect of an old range which has suffered erosion for a long period

of time (pi. 37). Its slopes are for the most part long and even and

merge with the sloping valley sides. They are even, rock-cut surfaces,

whose evenness is only in small part due to aggradation of waste

materials. On close inspection the slopes are often rather rough in

detail, but viewed from a distance these smaller irregularities are

smoothed out and the flanks appear strikingly smooth. The higher

parts of Cedar Mountain consist of such summits as Little Pilot Peak,

surmounting the smooth sloping plain. The summit peaks are clearly

residual masses left standing by erosion above the relatively smooth

surface developed about their bases. The smooth surface is well

shown on the northern part of the range (pi. 38, fig. 1). It extends

in places over the summit portion and, as old valleys, between the

peaks on the summit. This smooth surface cuts soft and hard rocks

quite indiscriminately. Distant views of Cedar Mountain, showing

the smooth surface of the flanks and the residual-like type of its sum-

mit peaks, indicate that it is a mountain mass which was reduced

to an early old-age stage of topography. It is apparent that during

the development of the topography to this advanced stage the range

did not have its present relation of relief relative to the valleys on

either side, for the old surface is at present being dissected. This

dissection has not yet advanced far; it has only produced steep-sided

ravines or canons. Moreover, the old-age surface rises twelve to fifteen

hundred feet above the valleys, giving slopes down the flanks which

would appear to be steeper than graded slopes would be in the later

stages of the degradation of a mountain mass, even under arid condi-

tions. The steepness of the slopes and the fact that they are now

being dissected apparently indicates that the range has been deformed

in late geologic time. The lack of fault physiography and the general

form of Cedar Mountain indicate that the deformation was of the

general nature of an anticlinal uplift.
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Most of the ranges lying around Cedar Mountain appear to be in

an advanced stage of physiographic development, like the latter. In

the Paradise Range to the north the physiographic aspect is also that

of a mountain mass which has undergone long erosion, but its degra-

dation has apparently not advanced to the stage exhibited by Cedar

Mountain. In that range, as in Cedar Mountain, a bolder summit

portion rises above the long, gentle slopes of the flanks. To the east,

across lone Valley, the surface of the Shoshone Mountains also indi-

cates an advanced stage of erosion. Beyond the Shoshone Mountains,

however, the summits of the Toyabe Range appear as a line of high,

rugged peaks, apparently representing a more youthful stage in the

physiographic cycle. From the Cedar Mountain territory views of

the ranges and valleys lying' to the south show the land surface to

be one of rather even aspect. The ranges have long slopes and appear

to be largely erosion residuals. It is a land surface such as would

be expected, not in the early, but in the later stages of an arid erosion

cycle, after a large part of the erosional lowering of the mountains

and of the filling of the valleys had been accomplished.

The Gabbs Valley Range to the west is on the whole probably in

a middle or late mature stage. While long, gentle slopes predominate,

parts of the northern end are quite bold. The Pilot Mountains, which

are the southward continuation of the Gabbs Valley Range, are

bounded on both the east and west by steep escarpments, strongly

suggesting that this range has been deformed in late geologic time

by faulting of considerable magnitude along both its flanks.

The ranges of the Cedar Mountain region are therefore not all in

the same stage of physiographic development. Cedar Mountain, with

its old-age surface, probably bears witness to a long period of little

disturbed erosion following the principal post-lacustral deformation.

This deformation had apparently produced a range of some elevation

relative to the bordering valleys, judging by the attitude of the

lacustral strata along its flanks, and this range was planed down

during the erosion period following the period of deformation. The

Gabbs Valley Range, on the other hand, is physiographically younger.

This may be due to the post-lacustral lavas which have been piled

upon it, or to deformative movements which may have affected it

subsequent to the principal post-lacustral deformation without ap-

preciably affecting Cedar Mountain, or to both causes. The erosional

history of the region in post-lacustral times has probably not been

simple, affected as it has been by lava extrusions and probable earth
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Pig. 2. Partially dissected mesa surface on lacustra] beds in Stewart Valley. Mesa is

capped by fanglomerate mantle. G-abbs Valley Eange in right distance.
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movements connected with the extrusions. It is probable, however,

that following' the deposition of the lacustral beds there was first a

period of active deformation, followed by a period during which

erosion and lava extrusion were the dominant processes.

The physiography of the valleys is not unlike that of other desert

valleys, in that the surfaces slope smoothly toward a wash along the

middle of each valley. Neglecting the relatively thin mantle of fan-

glomerate which lies upon the bevelled surface of the lacustral beds,

the gently sloping areas of lone and Stewart valleys are essentially

cut, rather than aggraded surfaces, as already noted under the de-

scription of the Pleistocene fanglomerate mantle. The mesa areas of

the valleys, formerly continuous, are now cut into irregular patches

by the dendritic branches of the main washes. The areas between

the mesas are undergoing erosion and have a subdued badland topog-

raphy. The mesas lie at different levels like terraces (pi. 38. fig. 2).

It was at first thought that these disconnected mesas could be grouped

into two or three sets on the basis of contemporaneity of formation.

It seems, however, that the different mesa areas are genetically more

or less independent in the different parts of the territory and are con-

nected with the more or less independent activities of the different

drainage channels, which head in the adjacent ranges and flow across

the lacustral beds to reach the main wash. The different mesas do

indicate alternations of erosion and deposition at the different locali-

ties, but it is doubted whether they indicate erosion cycles which were

general over the whole region. These minor alternations may have

been connected more or less with pulsating climatic changes similar

to those considered by Huntington 10 in connection with the formation

of terraces under arid conditions at Tucson, Arizona.

While the alternations of erosion and temporary deposition in the

valleys may not have been connected with warping of the region,

such deformation at a late geologic date is inferred through another

line of reasoning. It is practically certain that the period of erosion

which produced the old-age surface on Cedar Mountain must have

cut a plane, graded surface on the Miocene beds early in the cycle,

because the lacustral beds are so much less resistant than the older

rocks. The drainage courses over this surface to the basins of depo-

sition were then presumably at grade, with little or no dissection

going on in the lacustral beds. The change from this condition to one

io Huntington, Ellsworth, The Climatic Factor as Illustrated in Arid America,
Carnegie Inst. Wash. Publ., no. 192, pp. 23-36, 1914.
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of active dissection of both the lacustral beds and the old-age surface

on Cedar Mountain during late geologic time is best explained by

uplift of Cedar Mountain and adjacent valleys relative to Gabbs Valley

and Big Smoky Valley, into which the detritus is carried. Climatic

fluctuations may have induced the intermittency of the cutting of the

different mesa levels, but it is believed that it has been relative uplift

in late geologic time which has determined certain areas, such as

Stewart and lone valleys, as areas of erosion and others, such as Gabbs

Valley and Big Smoky Valley, as areas of deposition. The date of

the beginning of this late deformation lies back in the Pleistocene, as

the cutting of the successive mesas has required some time. These

latest movements have perhaps been due to causes which were also

connected with the late faulting of the Pilot Range.

The physiography of the Cedar Mountain region suggests, there-

fore, that, following the principal deformation occurring at about the

end of the lacustral period of upper Miocene time, a period of erosion

ensued. The degradation of Cedar Mountain and of the uplifted

portions of the adjacent valleys probably proceeded without inter-

ruption during the period, but the erosion of the Gabbs Valley Range

was disturbed by lava extrusion and perhaps by accompanying crustal

disturbances. Following this period of erosion, gentle warping has

occurred in late geologic, probably Pleistocene, time.

If the period between the principal deformation of the upper

Miocene beds and the Pleistocene movement, i.e., roughly speaking the

Pliocene, was a time dominantly of planation rather than of defor-

mation, in the Cedar Mountain district, its Pliocene history roughly

parallels that of at least three other areas within the same broad

geologic province, namely, central Washington as referred to by Smith

and Willis, 11 southwestern Nevada as stated by Ball, 12 and the Mohave

Desert as announced by Baker. 1 :i

11 Smith, G. O., Geology and Physiography of Central Washington; and
Willis, Bailey, Physiography and Deformation of the Wenatchee-Chelan District,

Cascade Eange, U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper, no. 19, 1903.

12 Ball, S. H., A Geologic Reconnaissance in Southwestern Nevada and
Eastern California, U. S. Geol. Surv. Bull., no. 308, p. 41, 1907.

is Baker, C. L., Physiography and Structure of the Western El Paso Eange
and the Southern Sierra Nevada, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 7, no.

0, p. 137, 1912.
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONS DURING UPPER MIOCENE TIME

The character of the Esmeralda beds and the contained fossil

material indicate certain of the conditions of topography, drainage,

volcanism, and climate existing in the Cedar Mountain region in

upper Miocene time.

The large areas occupied by the lacustral beds, and the fact that

much of the present relief of the region has been brought about by

relative uplift of the ranges and by lava extrusions in post-lacustral

time, indicates that the relief in upper Miocene time was probably

considerably less bold than it is today. That the region was not a

flat country, however, is shown by the abutting of the strata at some

localities against sloping surfaces of the older rocks, and by the usual

absence of old soils where the lacustral beds rest on older rocks. Some

relief is further attested to by the presence in the lacustral series

of strata of coarse materials. The abutting of the lacustral series

against the older rocks along the present mountain flanks demonstrates

that the elevated areas in upper Miocene time were approximately on

the sites of the present ranges. Unless the lake was of great depth

it is quite certain that islands of older rocks dotted its surface, for

the lake-beds completely surround, and abut against, masses of the

older rocks. Cedar Mountain itself is probably completely surrounded

by the lacustral sediments and was probably an island during the

greater part of lacustral time.

From the fact that the upper Miocene strata are apparently not

underlain by older Tertiary or Cretaceous sediments, but that they

rest instead on pre-Cretaceous metamorphics or intrusives and Ter-

tiary lavas, it is inferred that the Cedar Mountain region was under-

going erosion during practically all of Cretaceous and pre-lacustral

Tertiary time. The drainage during this time was probably to the

sea, as early Tertiary as well as Cretaceous sedimentary deposits are

up to the present time unknown in the whole western Nevada region.

The Esmeralda formation, in large part of lacustral origin, indi-

cates that during upper Miocene time the drainage waters of the

region were ponded. Not enough is known of the upper Miocene

geography of western Nevada to make it possible to say with certainty

whether the lake extended along the foot of the Sierra Nevada of

upper Miocene time or received waters through rivers from the ele-

vated region known to have occupied the position of the present Sierra
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at that time, or whether the lake waters were collected by streams

in the western Nevada region, now a desert country, bordering the

Miocene lake.

There are in the lacustral series occasional strata composed almost

entirely of pumice or ash or of a mixture of both, containing little

or no other material. Although volcanic agglomerates consisting in

part of pumice and ash were doubtless exposed to erosion in neigh-

boring areas in lacustral time, it is unlikely that they would yield

beds of a purely tuffaceous or pumiceous nature and containing no

admixture of erosion products. It is very probable that the strata

which consist purely of volcanic products derived their materials from

volcanic centers which were active in the general region in lacustral

time.

The lake beds contain an abundance of silicified wood. Silicified

trunks of trees several feet in diameter were noted. Trees in consid-

erable numbers and of large size appear to have flourished in the

region. A number of herbivorous species of mammals are represented

in the fossil material collected from the beds. They are such types

as horses, camels, deer, mastodons, and rhinoceroses. They indicate

a growth, in some parts of the territory at least, of grasses and bushy

plants which serve as food for these species. At one locality remains

of many species of rodents were obtained. Their presence in the

Miocene beds indicates local conditions at least of an abundant growth

of ground plants and probably of a fairly moist environment. Plant

life in the Cedar Mountain region was therefore in upper Miocene

time of greater abundance than it is at the present day, and it is to

be presumed from this that the climate was more humid.

The existence of an extensive water body or water bodies in a

region which is now so arid as to contain only small playa lakes, dry

most of the year, also suggests a somewhat greater rainfall in the

territory in upper Miocene time than at present. Numerous tufa

domes embedded in the lacustral beds and having tubular openings

of considerable size, indicative of at least local abundance of spring

water, are further evidence of greater precipitation.

That the climate was not one, on the other hand, of very heavy

precipitation is indicated by the presence of several species of camels

and grazing horses. These forms usually inhabit plains and open

country. Their occurrence is evidence that in Esmeralda time the

precipitation in parts of the region was probably sufficient to support

only a plains vegetation and not a forest cover. While the climate
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may have varied somewhat during Esmeralda time, no evidence was

noted indicating that it became very humid or very arid. The climate

in general appears to have been fairly dry.

GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE REGION

The facts gathered during the brief time spent in the Cedar Moun-

tain region indicate that the first chapter of its geologic history now

discernible was its submergence beneath the sea, probably in Jurassic

time. Great thicknesses of limestones were deposited. At some sub-

sequent time, presumably about the end of the Jurassic if an analogy

may be drawn to the Sierra Nevada region lying to the west, the

Jurassic and earlier rocks were intensely crumpled and folded along

axes which seem in general to have been more nearly northwest and

southeast than parallel to the general north-south trend of the present

ranges of the region. The rocks were intruded by plutonic masses of

granodioritic character, locally altering the limestones to marble. Fol-

lowing this period of intense diastrophic and igneous activity, the

region suffered long continued and deep erosion, for the next younger

rocks rest upon the upturned and worn edges of the Mesozoic sedi-

mentaries and on the bare surfaces of the deep-seated intrusives. As

no post-Jurassic sediments of greater age than the upper Miocene

Esmeralda formation are known in the western Nevada region, it

appears that this erosion period extended through Cretaceous and

early Tertiary time, and that there was free drainage to the sea,

instead of interior drainage. Whether this drainage was westward

across the site of the present Sierras, where there is known to have

been a mountain chain even in late Mesozoic and early Tertiary times,

or whether it was northward or southward, is not known.

In the Miocene or Eocene, or perhaps even in the Cretaceous, but

certainly after a large part of the degradational work of the post-

Jurassic erosion period has been accomplished, the effusion of both

acidic and basic lavas commenced. Acidic lavas preceded some of the

basic lavas in the Cedar Mountain region. The basic lavas are mainly

andesites. It is not known on what type of topography the andesitie

lavas were poured forth, nor whether there were valleys and mountain

masses in pre-andesitic time along the sites of the present valleys and

ranges. Subsequent to the extrusion of the andesitie lavas the region

was deformed. This deformation tilted the lavas on the flanks of

Cedar Mountain and the Gabbs Valley Range so that they dip down
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the present range slopes under the valleys at steeper angles than the

overlying upper Miocene beds, indicating that the present lines of

relief, of general north-south trend, had been initiated before the

deposition of the upper Miocene beds.

The next event was the development of basins of interior drainage,

in which sedimentary beds containing upper Miocene mammalian

remains and other fossils were deposited. The formation of these

basins of deposition may have occurred in the later course of the

deformation which had previously tilted the lavas, or a period of

quiescence and erosion may have intervened between the first lava-

tilting period and the basin-forming movements. In these basins there

were deposited sandstones, shales, limestones, cherts, volcanic ash and

other sediments, in a large lake or lakes. The climate in upper Miocene

time was apparently somewhat more humid than at present. To judge

from the distribution of laeustral beds, the relief was considerably

less than it is today. After the deposition of the Esmeralda beds in

upper Miocene time further deformation occurred along the axes on

which the folding previous to laeustral time had occurred. It resulted

in the uplift of the present ranges relative to the valleys and in the

gentle folding of the laeustral beds into narrow anticlines and syn-

clines for the most part parallel to the ranges. Parts of Stewart and

lone valleys were relatively uplifted with respect to other parts of

the region. It appears that a period of prolonged erosion ensued,

with deposition in neighboring areas. Besides smoothly truncating

the folds of the laeustral series, the erosion of this time developed

an early-old-age topography on the harder rocks of Cedar Mountain

and to a less extent probably on those of the surrounding mountains.

This erosion period probably occupied much of Pliocene time. Two

sets of lavas were extruded during this erosion period. The first,

consisting mainly of porphyritic andesites, may have followed closely

upon the deposition of the laeustral beds. The other set consists of

basalt ; its extrusion probably occurred much later and perhaps after

the andesite had been considerably eroded. In late Pliocene or Pleis-

tocene time further differential uplift occurred. Cedar Mountain,

and presumably also the neighboring ranges, were further uplifted

relatively, as were also some parts of the valleys with respect to other

parts. This resulted in the partial dissection of the relatively smooth

surface cut in the Pliocene. On the relatively unresistant laeustral

series the Pliocene surface has probably been entirely destroyed, and

later mesa surfaces have been cut on them.
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It seems probable that Gabbs Valley has been receiving the erosion

products from Stewart Valley, and Big Smoky Valley those from

lone Valley, since the first uplift of the Stewart and lone valleys at

about the end of the Miocene and that they therefore contain, buried

beneath the Eecent accumulations, a continuous series of upper Mio-

cene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene deposits.

Transmitted December 26, 1913.
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Introduction

The fauna of the Upper Miocene San Pablo group of Middle Cali-

fornia includes the largest number of echinoids found in any division

of the Tertiary of the Pacific Coast. During the last few years, the De-

partment of Palaeontology of the University of California has made

extensive collections in this formation, and has obtained a great

abundance of echinoid material. It is the object of this paper to pre-

sent descriptions of the new species and to list those previously de-

scribed. The vertical range of the species is given, together with their

occurrence in other formations in California.

The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Dr. J. C.

Merriam, Professor of Palaeontology, and to Dr. B. L. Clark, Instruc-

tor in Palaeontology, at the University of California, for their valuable

co-operation in the preparation of this paper.
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Stratigraphic Range op the San Pablo Echinoids

Astrodapsis tumidus (large form).

Astrodapsis tumidus (small thick form).

Seutella gabbi (notched form).

Astrodapsis altus, n. sp.

Astrodapsis whitneyi Eemond.

Astrodapsis tumidus Eemond.

Seutella pabloensis, n. sp.

Astrodapsis tumidus, n. subsp. cierboensis.

Seutella gabbi, n. var. tenuis.

Seutella gabbi Eemond.

Vertical scale : 1 inch = 200 feet.
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Relationships op the San Pablo Echinoids

Astrodapsis tumidus

(large form).

Astrodapsis tumidus

(small thick form).

Scutella gabbi

(notched form). Astrodapsis whitneyi Remond

Astrodapsis altus, n. sp

Scutella pabloensis,

n. sp.

Scutella gabbi, '

n. var. tenuis. I

Astrodapsis tumidus Remond.

Astrodapsis tumidus,

n. subsp. cierboensis.

Scutella gabbi Remond.

Scutella (?) breweriana Remond.

Description op Species

SCUTELLA GABBI Remond

Plate 39, figures 1, 2, 3

Scutella gabbi Remond, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, p. 53, 1863-1867.

Scutella gabbi Remond. Gabb, Geol. Surv. Calif., Palaeontology, vol. 2, p.

36, pi. 12, figs. 64 and 64a, 1869.

Scutella gabbi Remond. Merriam, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., Ser. 3, Geology,

vol. 1, no. 5, p, 168, pi. 22, figs. 5 and 5a, 1899.

Variations.—The size is usually small, but a large form is found in

the basal beds in the San Pablo Bay section (pi. 39, fig. 2). Another
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form (pi. 39, fig. 3) occurs in the lower part of the Upper San Pablo

group with the small, thick form of Astrodapsis tumidus. This form

appeal's to differ from that in the Lower San Pablo in that it has a

somewhat deeper notching at the ambitus in the ambulacral areas ; it is

thinner ; and the petals on some of the specimens have a tendency to

be slightly raised. Considering the paucity of material at hand, it

has not been deemed advisable to describe these forms as new varieties.

Scutella gabbi Remond differs from Scutella oregonensis W. B.

Clark in that it does not show the posterior eccentricity of the apical

system, nor is the anus so strongly snpramarginal. Astrodapsis mer-

riami P. M. Anderson differs from Scutella gabbi in that it has a more

depressed test and possesses a more swollen margin. The form occur-

ring in the Astrodapsis tumidus zone closely resembles Astrodapsis

merriami found in the upper horizons of the "Vaqueros" formation,

in the posterior notching of the margin and in the tendency of the

petals to be raised, yet differs in that the odd anterior petal is raised

more than the others.

Occurrence.—Typical and large forms are found in the basal beds

of the San Pablo group ; the notched form is from the Astrodapsis

tumidus zone of the lower part of the Upper San Pablo group.

Average Measurements

Typical form Large form Notched form

Anteroposterior diameter 25.3 mm. 33.2 28.7

Transverse diameter 26.3 32.3 26.5

Greatest thickness 6.3 7.3 6.0

SCUTELLA GABBI Eemond, n. var. TENUIS

Plate 39, figure 4

This form differs from Scutella gabbi Remond in that it is larger;

more strongly depressed ; the edge of the test is much thinner ; and the

notching of the ambitus in the ambulacral areas is deeper.

It resembles Scutella fairbansli Arnold, but differs in its smaller

size and in that the rows of pores of the petals converge more closely

;

the ratio between the length of the petals and the distance from the

apical system to the ambitus is less in Scutella fairbanksi than in

Scutella gabbi, n. var. tenuis, but the ratio of the latter compared with

the same ratio in Scutella gabbi Remond shows a close resemblance.
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S. gabbi,

S. gabbi n. var. tenuis S. fairbanksi

Average length of odd anterior petal

;

— ==.6905 .674 .5945
Average distance from apical system to ambitus

The ratio of the length of the petals of the bivium to the distance

from the apical system to the ambitus shows similar results.

Occurrence.—Lower San Pablo group immediately above the basal

beds.

Average measurements. — Anteroposterior diameter, 33.5 mm.

;

transverse diameter, 34.5 mm.
;
greatest thickness, 5.8 mm.

SCUTELLA PABLOENS1S, n. sp.

Plate 39, figures 6a, 66

Test thin ; transverse diameter usually greater than the antero-

posterior diameter ; posterior interambulacral area strongly lobed

;

ambitus notched in the ambulacral areas. Summit anterior to apical

system, the latter being central. Interambulacral areas flat. Ambu-

lacra petaloid
;
petals slightly elevated and wide open. Pores conju-

gate; inner rows of rounded pores extend in almost straight lines to

the ambitus, converging slightly to a point two-thirds the distance to

the margin, whence they diverge to the ambitus ; outer rows of

elongated pores converge markedly toward the same point, where they

become rounded and continue parallel with the inner rows to the

margin. Anus marginal. Inferior surface slightly concave. Ambn-
lacral furrows are present and extend undivided to the margin of the

test. Tubercles small and numerous.

Scutella pabloensis differs from Astrodapsis tumidus Remond
mainly in its comparatively thinner test. The transverse diameter is

greater than the anteroposterior diameter, while in the latter the con-

trary is true. The petals are not so markedly elevated and no inter-

ambulacral depressions are present. The petals are more strongly

constrieted about two-thirds the distance to the margin. From
Astrodapsis tumidus, n. subsp. cierboensis, it differs mainly in that its

transverse diameter is greater than the anteroposterior diameter; the

test is not so thick; and the summit is situated farther toward the

anterior margin.

Occurrence.—Lower San Pablo group in the same beds with Astro-

dapsis t. cierboensis.

Average measurements. — Anteroposterior diameter. 45.8 mm.

:

transverse diameter, 49.5 mm.
;
greatest thickness, 10.0 mm.
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ASTRODAPSIS TUMIDUS Remond

Plate 39, figures 7a, 7b, 7c, and plate 40, figures la, lb, 2

Astrodapsis tumklus Remond, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sei., vol. 3, p. 52, 1863-

1867.

Astrodapsis tumidus Remond. Gabb, Geol. Surv. Calif., Palaeontology, vol.

2, p. 37, pi. 13, figs. 68 and 68a, 1869.

Astrodapsis tumidus Remond. Merriam, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., Ser. 3,

Geology, vol. 1, no. 5, pp. 166-167, pi. 21, fig. 3, 1899.

The type specimens of Astrodapsis tumidus Remond are from

the lowest beds in which this species occurs, and is associated with

Astrodapsis ivhitneyi Remond. All the forms found in subsequent

strata show more or less variation from the type. Two of these

variations are cpuite distinct, but gradations can be found among them

all. A small, thick form (see pi. 40, figs, la, lb), occurs throughout

the Upper San Pablo group, but is more common in the lower part of

this division. A large form (see pi. 40, fig. 2), occurs in one horizon at

the top of the San Pablo group. This differs from the others in its

much larger size and more exaggerated specific characteristics.

Astrodapsis tumidus Remond may be distinguished from Astro-

dapsis tumidus, n. subsp. cierboensis and Scutella pabloeusis, n. sp., by

its more strongly elevated and usually less closely constricted petals

;

narrower ambulacra and poriferous areas ; and marked interambulacral

depressions. Its margin is thinner than that of Astrodapsis t. cier-

boensis and thicker than that of Scutella pabloensis. From Astro-

dapsis alius, n. sp., it differs in its less distinctly conical test.

Occurrence.—Upper San Pablo group. Both the typical Astro-

dapsis tumidus and its variations occur in the upper part of the

Santa Margarita formation.

Average Measurements

Typical form Small thick form Large form

Anteroposterior diameter 36.5 mm. 27.8 53.9

Transverse diameter 30.4 24.6 46.9

Greatest thickness 8.8 8.6 15.1

ASTRODAPSIS TUMIDUS, Remond, n. subsp. CIERBOENSIS

Plate 39, figures 5a, 5b

Test subcireular to elliptical in outline; strongly depressed; margins

thickened and rounded ; some specimens slightly notched at the ambitus

in the posterior ambulacral areas. Apical system central and some-

what sunken. Summit anterior to apical system. Ambulacra petaloid
;

petals slightly elevated, broad, and wide open at their extremities.
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Pores conjugate. Inner rows of rounded pores contract slightly about

two-thirds the distance from the apical system to the margin ; outer

rows of elongated pores also converge close to the inner rows at the

same place and then continue to the ambitus parallel with the inner

rows ; in some cases the pores extend on the under surface. Anus

marginal. Inferior surface concave, with no ambulacral furrows,

except in occasional specimens where broad indistinct grooves and

bifurcating ambulacral lines are present, the latter extending on the

upper surface.

Astrodapsis tumidus, n.subsp. cierboensis shows distinct intergra-

dational characters between 8cutella(?) breweriana Remond and

Astrodapsis tumidus Remond. Astrodapsis I. cierboensis is dis-

tinguished from Scutella(t) breweriana mainly by its raised petals;

but specimens of the latter sometimes have this character. Both forms

have a tendency to take an elliptical shape, and the petals have wide

poriferous areas. In no case does Scutella( f) breweriana have inter-

ambulacral depressions, while a few specimens of Astrodapsis t.

cierboensis possess incipient ones.

The main differences between Astrodapsis t. cierboensis and Astro-

dapsis tumidus are, that the margin is much thicker in the former; the

ambitus is not so strongly notched in the ambulacral areas ; the petals

and poriferous areas are usually broader ; the interambulacral depres-

sions are absent or slight ; the ambulacral furrows are very indistinct

or absent ; and the tubercles are not so prominent. It also differs from

Scutella pabloensis, n. sp., in that the margin of the latter is more

strongly notched and thicker, and the test has larger tubercles.

Occurrence.—Lower San Pablo group above the lower Scutella

gabbi zone. It is found with Scutella pabloensis, n. sp. It also oc-

curs in the lower part of the Santa Margarita formation.

Average measurements.— Anteroposterior diameter, 36 mm.

;

transverse diameter, 32 mm.
;
greatest thickness, 9.5 mm.

ASTEODAPSIS ALTUS, n. sp.

Plate 40, figures 3a, 3b

Test sub-circular to sub-pentagonal in outline
;
margin thick •

superior surface rising immediately from the ambitus to the summit,

which is comparatively high and is anterior to the apical system, thus

giving the test a distinctly conical shape. Ambitus slightly notched in
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the posterior ambulacral areas. Ambulacra petaloid; petals slightly

elevated and wide open. Pores conjugate ; inner rows of rounded

pores extend to the margin in almost straight lines, converging but

little ; outer rows of elongated pores converge close to the inner rows

near the margin, where they become rounded and continue parallel

with the inner rows to the ambitus. Interambnlacral areas flat. Anus

inframarginal. Inferior surface flat and lacking ambulacral fur-

rows. Tubercles small and set close together.

This form resembles Astrodapsis tumidus, but differs in that the

apical system is much more elevated, thus giving the test a more dis-

tinctly conical appearance ; ambulacral furrows are not present on the

under surface ; and the superior surface shows no interambnlacral de-

pressions. Its conical shape also distinguishes it from the other

San Pablo species. It differs from Astrodapsis tumidus, n. subsp.

cierboensis in its sub-pentagonal outline in contrast to the commonly

elliptical outline of the latter ; and from Scutella pabloensis, n. sp., in

its smaller size and greater thickness of test.

Occurrence.—Upper San Pablo group in the same beds with Astro-

dapsis tumidus Remond and Ast>vdapsis tumidus (small thick form).

Average measurements. — Anteroposterior diameter, 34.6 mm.;

transverse diameter. 31.5 mm.; greatest thickness, 10.6 mm.

ASTRODAPSIS WHITNEYI Remond

Plate 40, figure 4

Astrodapsis whitneyi Remond, Proe. Calif. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, p. 52, 1863-

1867.

Astrodapsis whitneyi Remond. Gabb, Geol. Surv. Calif., Palaeontology,

vol. 2, p. 37, pi. 13, figs. 67 and 67a, 1869.

Astrodapsis whitneyi Remond. Merriam, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., Ser. 3,

Geology, vol. 1, no. 5, p. 167, pi. 21, fig. 4, 1899.

Astrodapsis whitneyi Rgmond. Arnold, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. no. 396, pi.

11, fig. 1, 1909.

Astrodapsis whitneyi Remond differs mainly from Astrodapsis

tumidus Remond in its much thinner margin; smaller tubercles; rela-

tively less pronounced widening of the ambulacral plates toward the

ambitus; flat interambnlacral areas; and in its characteristic bell-

shaped appearance.

Occurrence.—Upper San Pablo group with Astrodapsis tumidus

Remond, and in the upper part of the Santa Margarita formation.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 39

All figures natural size

Fig. 1. Scutella gabbi Eemond. Basal beds of the San Pablo group. Speci-

men no. 11001.

Fig. 2. Scutella gabbi Eemond (large form). Basal beds of San Pablo group.

Specimen no. 11002.

Fig. 3. Scutella gabbi Eemond {notched form). Upper San Pablo group.

Specimen no. 11007.

Fig. 4. Scutella gabbi, n. var. tenuis. Lower San Pablo group. Type speci-

men, no. 11005.

Fig. 5a. Astrodapsis tumidus, n. subsp. cierboensis. Lower San Pablo group.

Type specimen, no. 10061.

Fig. 5b. Astrodapsis tumidus, n. subsp. cierboensis. Outline of longitudinal

section. Type specimen, no. 10061.

Fig. 6a. Scutella pabloensis, n. sp. Lower San Pablo group. Type specimen,

no. 10063.

Fig. 6b. Scutella pabloensis, n. sp. Outline of longitudinal section. Type

specimen, no. 10063.

Fig. 7a. Astrodapsis tumidus Eemond. Abactinal surface. Upper San Pablo

group. Specimen no. 11008.

Fig. lb. Astrodapsis tumidus Eemond. Actinal surface. Sj^ecimen no. 11008.

Fig. 7c. Astrodapsis tumidus Eemond. Outline of longitudinal section. Speci-

men no. 11008.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 40

All figures natural size

Fig. 1«. Astrodapsis tumidus Eemond (small thick form). Upper San Pablo

group. Specimen no. 11006.

Fig. 15. Astrodapsis tumidus Eemond (small thick form). Outline of longi-

tudinal section. Specimen no. 11006.

Fig. 2. Astrodapsis tumidus Eemond (large form). Uppermost San Pablo

group. Specimen no. 11003.

Fig. 3a. Astrodapsis altus, n. sp. Upper San Pablo group. Type specimen,

no. 10065.

Fig. 36. Astrodapsis altus. n. sp. Outline of longitudinal section. Type speci-

men, no. 10065.

Fig. 4. Astrodapsis whitueyi Eemond. Upper San Pablo group. Specimen

no. 11004.
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Introduction

Some months ago Professor J. C. Jones of the University of Nevada

kindly offered to the writer for examination a small collection of

mammalian remains obtained by him at Astor Pass, Nevada, in gravel

deposits which were evidently formed along the shore of the Pleisto-

cene Lake Lahontan. As the physical history of the Nevada region

during a portion of Pleistocene time has been the subject of exhaustive

discussion, while of the biological history very little has been known,

the specimens secured by Professor Jones are of unusual importance.

Particularly is this true as the occurrence evidently represents one of

the phases of the great lake, Lahontan.

The writer is much indebted to Professor Jones for the opportunity

to examine this interesting collection and for a description of the

occurrence of the specimens. The origin of the deposits in which the

mammalian fossils occur is fully discussed by Professor Jones in a

recent paper. 1 In addition to the specimens obtained by Professor

Jones from the gravels at Astor Pass, it has been the writer's privilege

to examine a considerable portion of a horse skull found in a tufa

deposit at Astor Pass. For the use of this specimen, the writer is

much indebted to Mr. William Hood, chief engineer of the Southern

Pacific Railroad, who secured the skull during the course of the

excavations.

i Jones, J. C, Science, n.s., vol. 40, pp. 827-830, 1914.
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Professor Jones informs the writer that the material obtained by

him was found in a railway cut in gravel deposits at Astor Pass four

miles west of the north end of Pyramid Lake. The gravel beds at this

point lie on the western slope of a narrow ridge of andesite, and are

largely composed of andesitic pebbles evidently derived from this

outcrop. The gravels are covered by a four-foot layer of dendritic

tufa similar to that found above the thinolite tufa in the Lahontan

deposits. A few isolated crystals of thinolite were found at the base

of the gravel deposit. In the midst of the gravels, and about ten feet

below the dendritic tufa cap, there is a layer of typical lithoid tufa

several inches in thickness. Judging from all the evidence available,

Professor Jones is convinced that the gravel deposit was formed along

the shore of Lake Lahontan.

The occurrence of the fossil remains is described by Professor

Jones as follows

:

The majority of the bones were found in the outward end of the bar and

in the upper twenty feet of the deposit. All of them were isolated from each

other and no complete skeletons were reported. Many of them were more or

less coated with the dendritic tufa and in excavating a ditch through a layer

of the dendritic tufa one hundred and fifty feet to the east of the deposit, a

skull of a horse was found in the tufa. In addition to the bones secured, a

large number, including several skulls and a large leg-bone described as being

the size of an elephant's, were uncovered and afterwards lost.

It is evident from the disjointed condition of the bones that they were

washed about by the waves to a considerable extent before their final burial

in the gravels. Two hypotheses may be considered as to the time when the

animals lived: first, they may have existed in pre-Lahontan time and been

first covered by an earlier deposit that was reworked by the waters of Lahontan;

second, they may have lived in Lahontan time and were buried in the deposits

of that lake.

As the deposit is composed exclusively of the basic andesite found in the

ridge to the immediate south, evidence of a deposit earlier in age should be

found along its flanks. While it was impossible in the time available to

entirely cover the ridge, no such evidence could be found within a mile of

the gravels and as no evidence of shore drift could be found south of the end

of the bar, it is not probable that the bones and gravel could have been washed

from a pre-existant deposit. An alternate suggestion would be that the gravel

deposit was formed in an earlier lake and was simply worked over by the

waters of Lake Lahontan. If this were true, the entire bar must have been

worked over, for no evidence could be discovered in the exceptionally good

exposures of the cut and gravel pit of any structural discordance. The tufas

are entirely conformable with the gravels and it is known that the thinolite

at least is characteristic of the Lr.hontan period in this basin. Further, if the

deposit was worked over in its entirety, it seems remarkable that the bones

should be limited practically to the upper and outer parts of the bar rather

than being promiscuously scattered through the deposit. The only other pos-
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sible suggestion is that as the waters of Lahontan rose and fell, they failed

to leave their impress on the bar, which seems to be beyond the realms of

probability.

Under the circumstances, as far as our present knowledge goes, there seems

no other conclusion probable than that the animals represented by the bones

found in the gravels lived and died along the shores of the former lake and were

buried in its sediments.

The forms obtained in the deposits at Astor Pass include the

following

:

Felis atrox Leidy.

Camelid, near Cameldps?

Equus, sp.

Fish, vertebrae, indeterminate.

Bird, vertebra, indeterminate.

The specimen referred to Felis atrox seems not to differ essentially

from corresponding teeth of large individuals of this gigantic feline

from the Pleistocene of Rancho La Brea. The camel remains are of

a large form near the type of the camel of Rancho La Brea. The

single tooth of a horse obtained from the gravels at Astor Pass by

Professor Jones might, if taken alone, be referred to the Rancho La

Brea species E'qmts occidentalis. In some of its characters the denti-

tion of the specimen obtained from the tufa deposit by Mr. Hood

resembles E. pacific us, a species unknown at Rancho La Brea, but

represented in the Pleistocene of Fossil Lake in eastern Oregon. The

Astor Pass specimen is not certainly to be referred to E. pacificus

and may be a distinct form.

The few forms represented in the Astor Pass gravels represent a

Pleistocene stage not remote from that of Rancho La Brea. The fact

that the horse skull does not correspond in type to the average of

specimens from Rancho La Brea, and is comparatively near the

characteristic species of Fossil Lake, may mean that this fauna repre-

sents a stage different from that of Rancho La Brea, or that in Rancho

La Brea time the horses of the middle and northern Great Basin

region were different from those of the southern Pacific Coast region.

The succession of mammalian faunas of the Pacific Coast and Great

Basin Pleistocene is not yet sufficiently well known to permit the con-

struction of a satisfactory chronology, and it is not yet possible to

state to what extent the faunas of various localities overlap.

As very little has been known of the fauna inhabiting the Great

Basin province during the time of deposition of the Lahontan sedi-

ments, the material obtained by Professor Jones from Astor Pass

gives us a distinctly important contribution to our knowledge of this

subject.
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Description of Material

FELIS ATKOX Leidy

An upper carnassial ( fig'. 1 ) of a very large eat from the Astor

Pass gravels represents a form not distinguishable from Felis atrox

of the Raneho La Brea Pleistocene. The measurements of the speci-

men approximate those of the largest male individuals from Raneho

La Brea.

Figs. 1 to 3b, from Pleistocene gravels, Astor Pass, Nevada.

Fig. 1. Felis atrox Leidy. P 4
, outer side. No 21699, natural size.

Fig. 2. Camelid astragalus. No. 21385, X superior view.

Figs. 3a and 3b. Equus, sp. M2
?, No. 21698, X Vj- Fig. 3a, occlusal view;

fig. 3b, outer view.

Measurements

P-*, greatest anteroposterior diameter

P-*, greatest transverse diameter across deuterocone.

P*, height of protocone

No. 21699
Astor Pass

44.3 mm.
20.9

22.

No. 14001
Raneho
La Brea

43.

21.5
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GAMELID, near CAMELOPS?

An astragalus (no. 21385, fig. 2) represents a camel near Camelops,

the form known at Raneho La Brea.

A fragment of the distal end of a metapodial represents a large

camel. It is too incomplete for determination.

The specimen (pi. 41) which Mr. William Hood kindly placed at

the disposal of the writer, comprises the portion of the skull situated

between the anterior borders of the orbits and the anterior ends of the

nasals. The cheek-tooth dentition is complete with the exception of

M 3
. The teeth are unusually well preserved and are in an early stage

of wear. P 4 shows beginning wear, but the enamel pattern is not com-

pletely outlined.

The enamel pattern is distinctly more complex than that seen in

the Raneho La Brea specimens of Equus occidental-is, and approaches

the degree of complexity found in E. pacificus. The anterior and

posterior fossettes may be somewhat wider than in the type of E.

pacificus. The form of the protocone may be approximated in either

E. pacificus or E. occidentalis. The dimensions average slightly larger

than those of E. occidentalis of Raneho La Brea, although some

individuals of the Raneho La Brea species may show measurements

slightly exceeding those of the Astor Pass specimen. The measure-

ments are somewhat smaller than those of the type of E. pacificus, but

may fall within the limits of variation in that species.

As yet the variation within Equus pacificus is not sufficiently well

known to make possible an exact statement of the characters of that

species. In general, it would seem that the cheek-teeth are distin-

guished from those of E. occidentalis, as represented in the Raneho La

Brea collections, by large size, narrow fossettes, and more complicated

pattern of the enamel bordering the fossettes and the outer end of the

post-protoconal valley.

As nearly as one can judge from the material available, the Astor

Pass specimen resembles Equus pacificus more closely than do any of

the horses as yet observed in the Raneho La Brea collections. It is

not clear that this form is certainly to be referred to E. pacificus.

Dimensions of Astragalus, No. 21385

Greatest anteroposterior diameter

Greatest width at distal end

80.5 mm.
54.

EQUUS, sp.
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More information on the range of variation in that species is neces-

sary and especially is it desirable to have more definite knowledge

of the characters separating it from E. occiclentalis.

A single cheek-tooth (no. 21698, figs. 3a and 3&) from Astor Pass,

kindly presented by Professor Jones, represents a type with dimensions

smaller than those in the skull obtained by Mr. Hood. The fossettes

are rather narrow. The enamel is somewhat less complicated than

that in the skull specimen. This specimen taken by itself might be

referred to Equus occiclentalis, but the writer is inclined to think that

it represents the same species as that seen in the skull specimen.

Measurements
Hood

Specimen
Astor Pass No. 21698

Length of upper premolar series, without P 1 107. ram.

I'-, anteroposterior diameter 40.4

transverse diameter 28.4

Pa, anteroposterior diameter 34.

P3, transverse diameter 31.2

P 4
,
anteroposterior diameter 31.

P*, transverse diameter 29.

Mi, anteroposterior diameter 30.6

M1
, transverse diameter 29.4

M'-, anteroposterior diameter 31.5 30.5

M2
, transverse diameter 27.5 26.8

M2, length of crown al03.

Transmitted October 24, 1914.
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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The San Pablo Group, as described in this paper, represents what

originally was defined by Dr. J. C. Merriam as the San Pablo forma-

tion or beds equivalent thereto. The preliminary work on the paper

was begun in the summer of 1910. The writer has been fortunate in

having at his disposal the large collections from the San Pablo Group

made by the classes in Palaeontology of the University of California
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he has had first-hand knowledge of the field localities.

In presenting the paper it is realized that many problems have

been left unsolved and that much remains to be known concerning the

details of the fauna of the San Pablo Group of Middle California.

It is hoped that the data given here will form a basis for a more com-

plete study of the fauna of this horizon in the near future.
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in the San Pablo Group, but especially to Dr. John P. Buwalda. Dr.

Buwalda, in making a geological section to the east of Walnut Creek,

obtained some very fine material from the San Pablo Group in that

vicinity.
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HISTOKICAL REVIEW
The first general description of the geology in the vicinity of San

Pablo Bay was made by Dr. J. S. Newberry in 1855. 1 The deposits

were correlated with the "sandstone of San Francisco" described

on page eleven of the same volume. The Cretaceous. Eocene, Miocene,

and Pliocene were included in the same series and designated as

"Miocene or more recent." A fairly detailed description was given

of a portion of this section, which is now recognized as belonging to

the upper part of the San Pablo Group in the type section. Under the

heading "Pecten Beds," Newberry makes the following statement:

My attention was first called to the fossiliferous beds by noticing a stratum

which may perhaps be called a shell limestone about four feet in thickness,

which is composed almost exclusively of peotens. From its superior hardness

it had resisted the action of the waves, which had cut deeply into the softer

strata, and stood out like a wall, breast high, and running like a reef, far out

into the shallow waters of the bay.

To one who is familiar with the east shore of San Pablo Bay, this

locality can be easily recognized. It is less than one-fourth of a mile

to the west of the town of Eodeo on the south side of Lone Tree Point.

It was from these beds that the type of Pecten pabloetisis Conrad was

obtained. One other Pecten was found here which was described as

being more than six inches in diameter. This was probably Pecten

crassicardo Conrad, which occurs at this horizon.

Doctor Newberry also recognized and described, fairly accurately,

the Pinole Tuff which, in this section, overlies the San Pablo.

The first writer to differentiate beds referred to the San Pablo

Group, from the underlying Monterey (also Miocene) was Professor

J. D. Whitney, 2 who in 1865 recognized the division on the north side

of Mount Diablo, but not in the vicinity of San Pablo Bay. The

upper beds (San Pablo, Pinole Tuff and Orindan) were referred to

the Pliocene, the lower (Monterey Group), to the Miocene.

Whitney described the beds on the north side of Mount Diablo as

follows

:

Rocks of both Pliocene and Miocene age are extensively developed to the

north of the strata just spoken of on the northern slope of the range in which

are the coal mines. Those which we refer to the Miocene division of the

Tertiary consist chiefly of sandstones which are very heavy bedded toward the

i Pac. R. R. Report, vol. 6, pp. 13-14, 1855.

: Geol. Survey Calif., vol. 1, p. 31, 1865.
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base of this series. They are succeeded above by thinner and more fossili-

ferous strata which not only contain large numbers of marine fossils but also

impressions of leaves and considerable fossil wood, the latter silieified and
lying on the surface, the rock having decomposed above it. These upper strata

are referred by Mr. Gabb to the Pliocene division of the Tertiary, from a
consideration of the number of recent species which they contain as well as

from their stratigraphical position.

On the south side of Mount Diablo, Whitney also described beds

which are referable to the San Pablo Group. In one locality he found

great quantities of leaf impressions and silieified wood and at another

place a silieified tree stump was found "still upright—its roots in the

leaf-bearing stratum and its top projecting into the next above."

This locality is probably in the same horizon as the leaf shale of Corral

Hollow and Railroad Ranch, described by Turner in 1898.

In the second volume of the Palaeontology of California, published

in connection with Whitney's volume on the geology of California, W.
M. Gabb described a number of species from the Miocene of Middle

California. Most of the State Survey work was of a reconnaissance

nature and the fossil localities were so poorly described that few of

them can be accurately located. Gabb did not attempt to separate

the faunal zones. This work has, however, been of great value to

later students, as is the other work of this great pioneer palaeontologist

of California.

In 1863 August Remond3 published descriptions of the following

species: Cardium gabbi (Pseudocardium gabbi) (Mulinia densata

Conrad), Ostrea bourgeoisii, Astrodapsis whitneyi, Astrodapsis

tumidus, Clypeaster gabbi (Scutella gabbi), and Ecliinarachnius

brewerianus (Scutella breweriana) . All of these, except the last, came

from the San Pablo in the vicinity of Kirker Pass on the north side

of Mount Diablo. Scutella breweriana came from a point east of the

town of Walnut Creek, and is one of the most characteristic forms of

the horizon referred to in this paper as the Scutella breweriana zone.

In 1891 H. W. Turner4 published a paper on the Geology of Mount

Diablo in which he described a section with "metamorphic" and

igneous rocks at the base of the column, above which came the Cre-

taceous (Knoxville and Chico), Eocene (Tejon), Miocene, Pliocene and

post-Pliocene. Turner stated that above the Knoxville there was ap-

parently a conformable sequence of beds. Later work in this region

has shown that unconformities exist at various horizons in this section.

s Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, pp. 13 and 52-54, 1863-67.

* Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., vol. 2, pp. 383, 414, 1891.
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That part denoted as Pliocene by Turner includes what is now recog-

nized as the San Pablo Group, the Pinole Tuff and the Orindan.

Turner gave a list of sixteen species of marine invertebrates, which

was evidently taken from Gabb's paper; he also listed five others

determined by Dall. These came from the north side of Mount Diablo

in the vicinity of Kirker Pass.

In the paper just referred to, Turner also gave three lists of fossil

leaves collected from strata now recognized as belonging to the San

Pablo Group. One collection is from the north side of Mount Diablo

and the other two are from the south side. Lesquereux, who deter-

mined the plant species, referred those from the north side of the

mountain to the Pliocene and those from the south side to the Miocene.

The first writer to apply the name "San Pablo" and to differentiate

it definitely from the formations above and below, was Professor J. C.

Merriam, 5 in a paper entitled "The Distribution of the Neocene Sea-

Urchins of Middle California," The purpose of this paper was to

indicate the faunal zones of the Neocene, using the sea-urchins as the

most characteristic species. In referring to the San Pablo, Merriam

says

:

The series of strata characterized by the presence of Astrodapsis and Scutella

(Clypeaster) gabbi may, with reference to its most important features, be treated

as a distinct formation and will be referred to in this paper as the San Pablo

Formation.

The sea-urchins form the most prominent organic feature of the formation,

neither of the Astrodapsis species being found outside of it. The zone of

Scutella gabbi is not always present, but may be considered as belonging to the

formation.

Merriam concluded that the San Pablo was an older formation

than the Merced, the type section of which is situated just across

the bay to the southwest of the type section of the San Pablo. He

says

:

If the Merced series be Pliocene, the San Pablo must be below the Upper
Pliocene at least. It has already been shown to rest above what has been

considered Miocene in Contra Costa County. In other words, it probably repre-

sents Middle Neocene. Such a determination of the age of this formation, it

will be noticed, was, to some extent, foreshadowed by the reference of different

localities of the same beds indifferently to the Miocene or Pliocene by the

earlier writers on the geology of this region.

Two faunal zones were outlined in the San Pablo by Merriam

;

one was called the Scutella gabbi zone, the other the Astrodapsis zone.

s Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 2, no. 4, pp. 109-118, 1898.
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In the latter were found Astrodapsis tumidus and A. ivhitneyi. The

Scutella gabbi zone was stated to be below and distinct from the Astro-

dapsis zone.

In 1898 H. W. Turner, in a paper on "The Rocks of the Mount

Diablo Range of California," used the name "San Pablo Formation"

for marine beds on the north and south sides of Mount Diablo which

he had previously referred to the Pliocene and which he recognized

to be the representative of the San Pablo of Merriam. In this paper

Turner gives a detailed description of the San Pablo, especially in the

region of Kirker Pass, accompanied by a diagrammatic section of the

San Pablo in the vicinity of Kirker Creek on the north side of Mount

Diablo. He divides the section into four zones—A, B, C and D.

Turner in this paper again mentions the leaf-bearing beds in the

San Pablo and discusses the possibility of correlating these beds with

the auriferous gravels of the Sierra Nevada on the basis of the leaf

collections.

In 1899 Professor J. C. Merriam 7 published a paper entitled "The

Tertiary Sea Urchins of Middle California," in which he redescribed

some of the most important of the Tertiary sea-urchins of California.

The fauna] zones of the San Pablo were outlined much as in his paper

of the year before.

In 1909 Dr. C. E. Weaver 8 published a paper on the "Stratigraphy

and Palaeontology of the San Pablo Formation in Middle California,"

in which he described seven different sections of the San Pablo, includ-

ing the type section on San Pablo Bay. Seventy-seven species of

marine invertebrates are listed. He concluded that the San Pablo

was of Pliocene age because of the large percentage of Recent species.

In 1912,° the writer described in some detail the San Pablo section

on the north side of Mount Diablo. Reference will be made later to

this paper under the discussion of the San Pablo on the north side of

Mount Diablo.

e Jour. Geol., vol. 6, pp. 493-499, 1898.

i Proe. Calif. Acad. Sci., 3d series, vol. 1, pp. 161-175, 1899.

s Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 5, pp. 243-269, 1909.

o Clark, Bruce L., Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 7, no. 4, pp. 47-60,

pi. 7, 1912.
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GEOGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE OF THE SAN PABLO GROUP

Beds equivalent to the San Pablo Group in California are fairly

widespread throughout the Coast Ranges, though they have not been

generally recognized under this name. Marine beds of San Pablo age

are, so far as known, absent on the east side of the Great Valley along

the base of the Sierra Nevada. Deposits of this age are known more

or less continuously throughout the Coast Ranges, from a little north

of San Francisco Bay to as far south as Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara

County, beyond which they have not been certainly recognized.

From north of San Francisco Bay, C. E. Weaver10 listed five

species of invertebrates from the San Pablo, and V. C. Osmont, 11 in a

paper entitled. "A Geological Section of the Coast Ranges North of

the Bay of San Francisco," also recognized the San Pablo. The

northern limit of the group is not known.

On the east side of the Coast Ranges along the Mount Diablo

Range, the San Pablo Group is known at least as far south as Tesla

or Corral Hollow. The geology of the region from Corral Hollow

southward for a distance of over one hundred miles is not known in

detail. In the region of Coalinga, beds ecpiivalent to only a part of

the San Pablo Group have been described by Ralph Arnold, Robert

Anderson, Harry Johnson, F. M. Anderson12 and others, under the

name "Santa Margarita." The San Pablo group is known on the

east side of the Coast Ranges as far south as the southern end of the

San Joaquin Valley.

On the west side of the Coast Ranges, the San Pablo Group extends

more or less interruptedly from the Santa Cruz Mountains, 13 in Santa

Cruz County, southward through Monterey County to at least as far

south as the town of Santa Barbara.

10 Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 5, no. 16, pp. 243-269, 1909.

11 Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 4, no. 3, 1909.

12 Arnold, Ealph, and Anderson, Robert, Geology and oil resources of

Coalinga, U. S. G. S. Bull. 398, 1910.

Arnold, Ealph, and Johnson, Harry, A preliminary report on the McKittrick-
Sunset oil region, Kern and San Luis Obispo counties, California, U. S. G. S.

Bull. 406, 1910.

Anderson, Robert, Preliminary Report on the geology and oil prospects of

the Cantua Panoche region, California, U. S. G. S. Bull. 431-A, pp. 54-83, 1911.

Anderson, F. M., A stratigraphic study in the Mount Diablo Range of Cali-

fornia, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 3d series, Geol., vol. 2, no. 2, 1905.

Anderson, F. M., A further study in the Mount Diablo Range of California,

Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 4th series, vol. 3, pp. 1-40, 1908.

is Santa Cruz Folio, no. 163, p. 5, 1909.
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Mr. W. P. Jones, 14 in a paper entitled "The Geology of the Sargent

Oil Fields," described an area just to the southeast of the Santa Crnz

quadrangle. In this paper he states that the Monterey shales (Lower

Neocene) are unconformably overlain by the San Pablo. The fauna

collected at the base of this so-called San Pablo contains species that

are characteristic of the Etchegoin or Lower Purisima. Such species

as Echinarachnius gibbsii, Pecten ivattsi, Peeten oweni, Mytilus

coalingensis, Glycimeris coalingensis, Thais Tcettlemanensis, etc., are

very abundant in these beds. As will be shown later, the fauna of the

Etchegoin is believed to be very distinct from that of the San Pablo

and much younger, being separated from it by a considerable time

interval.

To the south of the Sargent oil fields very little is known about the

formations of the upper Neocene until Salinas Valley is reached. The

type section of the Santa Margarita formation (which is equiva-

lent to the San Pablo Group to the north) as described by Dr. H. W.
Fairbanks, 15

is near the south end of Salinas Valley in the vicinity of

the town of Santa Margarita, San Luis Obispo County. Here the

Santa Margarita rests unconformably on the Monterey shales (Lower

Neocene). The desposits are known to extend fairly continuously

along the north flank of the San Jose Range to the southeast of

Salinas Valley, connecting with the beds mapped as Santa Margarita

in the McKittrick District and along the south and west sides of the

San Joaquin Valley.

It is interesting to note that Dr. Fairbanks, 10 in his first description

of these beds, correlated them with the San Pablo of Middle California

and gave to them that name. Later, in the San Luis Folio, the name

was changed to Santa Margarita. On the maps of the folio Santa

Margarita is used as a local formation name and in the text the author

refers the formation to the San Pablo Group.

« Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 55-78, 1911.

is San Luis Folio, No. 101, p. 10, 1904.

is Fairbanks, H. W., The stratigraphy of the California Coast Eanges, Jour.

Geol., vol. 3, no. 4, 1903.
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STRATIGRAPHIC POSITION AND GENERAL CHARACTER OF
THE SAN PABLO GROUP IN, MIDDLE CALIFORNIA

The best known sections of the San Pablo of Middle California lie

to the east of San Francisco Bay. In this general region the forma-

tions or groups of formations that are found below the San Pablo,

commencing at the bottom of the section, are the Franciscan (Juras-

sic), Knoxville (Cretaceous?), Chico (Upper Cretaceous), Martinez

(Lower Eocene), Tejon (Upper Eocene), Monterey (Lower Neocene).

Above the San Pablo there is usually a group of tuffs and fresh-water

formations. The volcanics are generally known as the Pinole Tuff,

the fresh-water sedimentaries as the Orindan formation. The Pinole

Tuff is not everywhere present, in which case the Orindan formation

may lie directly on the San Pablo. These fresh-water beds, as de-

termined by Professor J. C. Merriam from the vertebrate remains, are

approximately Upper Miocene or Lower Pliocene in age.

The distribution of the San Pablo Group in Middle California

shows that insular or peninsular conditions existed in this region dur-

ing San Pablo time. Beds of this group are absent in the hills just

to the east of Berkeley and Oakland and on the San Francisco Penin-

sula ; these areas were evidently land while the San Pablo deposits

were being laid down. The eastern edge of this land mass was

probably not more than two or three miles to the east of the cities of

Berkeley and Oakland, and the San Pablo Sea extended eastward

from here to the neighborhood of Mount Diablo. This last conclusion

is arrived at from a study of the San Pablo deposits along the Mount

Diablo anticline.

Professor A. C. Lawson, 17 in referring in one of his papers to the

distribution of the San Pablo in the vicinity of Berkeley, makes the

following statement

:

These beds of San Pablo are lacking in the Berkeley hills, though well de-

veloped on the shore of the Bay of San Francisco a few miles to the north-

ward, and it is therefore believed that the San Pablo basin was one lying

between insular or peninsular land masses, and that the region of the Berkeley
hills was one of the land masses which remained unsubmerged in San Pablo
times. 4

Whether this San Pablo Sea joined the ocean to the northward is

not certainly known, but there are good reasons for believing that

" Lawson, A. C, and Palache, C, The Berkeley Hills, a detail of Coast

Bange Geology, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geo!., vol 2, no. 12, p. 447, 1902.
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the sea connected with the ocean to the south, as San Pablo outcrops

are found fairly continuously from Mount Diablo southwestward to

the coast.

The character of the fauna obtained from the San Pablo beds to

the east of San Francisco Bay shows that during a large part of San

Pablo time, true marine conditions existed. Intercalated with these

typically marine beds at several horizons are beds which show evidence

of having been deposited under estuarine or brackish-water conditions.

In several of these sections, unconformities are found which the writer

believes to be due probably to slight local oscillations of the earth's

crust during San Pablo time. These movements affected the shore

deposits but possibly not the beds deposited further off shore. To

determine whether the estuarine or brackish-water deposits may be

taken as evidence of general estuarine conditions in the San Pablo

at these horizons, or whether they are merely shore phenomena, it will

be necessary to study additional sections in detail, and more must be

known about the distribution of the San Pablo to the north.

DESCRIPTION OF SECTIONS

San Pablo Bay

STRATIGRAPHY AND LITHOLOGY

The study of the type section on San Pablo Bay shows, if we are

to accept the classification of the United States Geological Survey,

that the San Pablo should be classed as a group rather than as a

formation. Here the thickness of the beds, as measured by the writer,

is close to twenty-two hundred and fifty feet. In this section the San

Pablo is divisible into at least thirteen lithologic members. Good

exposures are found, so that every member may be advantageously

studied at some locality within the area. The basal beds are well

exposed along the bay shore in the vicinity of the Union Oil Works

to the west of Selby Station. Outcrops of these beds may be followed

for a distance of four or five miles to the southeast. The middle

portion of the San Pablo is not well represented along the bay shore,

but. about two to three miles inland, on the south side of the syncline,

beds of this part of the section may be found. The best exposures

of the upper part of the group are on the north side of the syncline,

about one mile to the southeast of the Union Oil Works. Also very

good exposures of the upper beds are found to the east of and a little

to the southwest of the town of Rodeo. At this last locality are the
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Peeten beds described by Newberry in the earliest description of the

geology of the region.

The section on the bay shows great variation in lithology ; and this

is quite generally true of the San Pablo throughout Middle California.

The beds are for the most part of a marine origin, as is proven by the

great abundance of sea-urchins at various horizons. Intercalated with

these marine beds are deposits which are to be classed as of estuarine

or brackish-water origin. Coarse conglomeratic sandstone predomi-

nates, with minor layers of shale and finer sandstone. The sandstones

in the upper part of the group are quite tuffaceous. as is also the case

in the region of Mount Diablo.

LitJwlogy of Section.—At the base of the group are seven hundred

and fifty feet of coarse sandstone. These beds are made up of rather

hard, fossiliferous, coarse, gray sandstone, alternating with massive,

medium-coarse sandstones which are not fossiliferous. The harder beds

are usually well exposed. Some of the hard layers are from ten to

twenty feet in thickness while others are not more than a foot thick.

The harder layers are usually very fossiliferous, though the preserva-

tion of the fossils is generally poor. Toward the base of this lower

division the harder, fossiliferous strata are quite numerous and close

together, but higher up the massive sandstones predominate.

The sandstones just described are overlain by about one hundred

and forty feet of medium fine, yellowish brown, concretionary sand-

stone, which is best exposed about two and one-half miles east of the

town of Rodeo (Univ. Calif. Loc. 1532). Here the brown sandstones

are overlain by a coarse, cross-bedded, tuffaceous, conglomeratic sand-

stone. Between the brown and the tuffaceous sandstones just de-

scribed there is a sharp line of contact which, at several places, is

irregular, the greatest difference of level noted being over three feet.

Irregularities, such as might have been made by some kind of boring

animal, were found along this contact, though no good evidence of true

pholas borings was obtained. "Whether this unconformity corresponds

to the one in the San Pablo Group on the north side of the mountain,

described by the writer. 18 or whether it comes at the same stratigraphic

position as a limestone on Rocky Ridge near the southeast corner of

the Concord quadrangle has not been determined. As will be seen

from the description of the different sections, the character of the

deposits of the San Pablo group in this part of the state is .such that

minor local unconformities are to be expected at various horizons.

is Clark, Bruce L., Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geo!., vol. 7, no. 4, p. 55.
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The portion of the San Pablo, above the contact just described, has

a thickness of about thirteen hundred and fifty feet. As the reader

will see from the section on page 399, it consists of a series of coarse

sandstones, fine sandstones and shales. At the base are one hundred

and fifteen feet of coarse gray, tuffaceous sandstone, already men-

tioned as lying above the fine concretionary sandstone. Above this

are two hundred and twenty-five feet of medium fine, gray sandstone,

followed by two hundred and fifty feet of coarse, cross-bedded, tuffa-

ceous sandstones. The upper part of this last layer of coarse sand-

stone is marked by abundance of the species Mulinia densata. At one

locality on the south side of the syncline, near the top of this member

of the group, a layer of pure white tuff about a foot in thickness was

found.

The coarse, tuffaceous sandstone is followed above by about ninety

feet of pearl-gray shale which forms one of the most persistent mem-

bers of the group on San Pablo Bay. The contacts between this shale

and the underlying and overlying sandstones are cpute sharp. Both

above and below this member the change from coarse sandstone to

shale takes place within a few inches. At one locality, about two miles

to the east of Rodeo, a conglomerate, in which fairly large pebbles

occur, lies just above the shale. Some of the pebbles are two to three

inches in diameter ; most of them are made up of very fine sandstone

from which one or two undeterminable fossils were obtained. Many

of the pebbles contain bore-holes of the pholadid type.

Above the shale member, the outcrops consist of alternating harder

and softer sandstones with minor amounts of shale. The harder sand-

stones contain abundant specimens of the echinoderm, Astrodapsis

tumidus. In this part of the section, coarse sandstones predominate.

The beds are very tuffaceous and in places show a distinctly blue

color.

Relation to Monterey Group.—In the region of San Pablo Bay

there appears to be no appreciable difference in dip and strike between

the Monterey Group and the San Pablo. At the point where the

separation is made there is a fairly well marked change in lithology,.

the upper Monterey being a medium-fine, yellow-gray sandstone, while

the lower San Pablo is a coarse conglomeratic sandstone. Dr. C. E.

Weaver19 described an unconformity in this region between the Monte-

rey and the San Pablo. He states that "areal mapping shows the

different divisions of the Monterey to extend diagonally beneath the

is Weaver, C. E., Stratigraphy and palaeontology of the San Pablo Forma-
tion in Middle California, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 5, no. 16,

p. 251, 1909.
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strike of the San Pablo Beds." Later work shows that the Monterey

shale, mapped as striking in under the San Pablo, in reality turns and

may be traced back around the nose of the steeply-plunging anticline

that is found to the southeast of the San Pablo Bay syncline. See

map, plate 71.

Relation to Pinole Tuff.—The San Pablo of the type section is

overlain by several hundred feet of basaltic tuffs. The lower beds of

tuff are quite coarse, containing considerable volcanic ejectamenta,

and appear to have been laid down very rapidly. The upper strata

are finer and are distinctly bedded. Clay beds are interbedded with

the tuff. The Pinole Tuff appears to have been laid down, in part at

least, under water as the casts of fresh-water shells are quite abundant.

The stratigraphic relationship of the Pinole Tuff to the San Pablo

Group in this immediate vicinity is unconformable, as shown by an

irregular contact and a slight difference in strike.

Detailed Section of the San Pablo Group, as Measured on the North Side

of the San Pablo Bay Syncline

Pinole Tuff.

(Unconformity.)

San Pablo

Division B Feet

Coarse gray sandstone 129

Thin layer of pink shale

Coarse gray sandstone 66

Coarse gray, cross-bedded, tuffaeeous sandstone, bedded with thin

layers of clay; contains Miclinia densata and Tivela gabbi 211

Medium fine sandstone; toward bottom grades into shale 106

Heavy, massive, coarse sandstone with lentils of harder and

darker sandstone; very fossiliferous 34

Gray, medium fine sandstone 28

Coarse, massive, gray sandstone with lentils of harder and darker

sandstone; contains Astrodapsis tumidus. Pinna alamedensis,

Trophon carisaensis, etc. 75

Pearl-gray shale

Medium fine, gray sandstone; contains Trophon lawsoni, Astro-

dapsis tumidus and Mulinia pabloensis 250

Medium fine, gray sandstone 225

Coarse gray, conglomeratic, tuffaeeous sandstone 115

(Irregular contact.)

Division A.

Medium fine, yellowish gray concretionary sandstone; contains

Pitaria behri, Pitaria stalderi 140

Layers of coarse fossiliferous sandstone alternating with medium
fine to coarse, massive, unfossiliferous layers of sandstone;

Scutella gabbii found in the lower 250 feet, Astrodapsis tumidus,

subsp. cierboensis, and Scutella pabloensis, in the upper 500 feet 765

Monterey. 2234
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FAUNA

The San Pablo Bay section is here separated for the purposes of

this paper into two parts, A and B. These divisions are in reality

famial divisions. As will be shown later, two major fannal zones are

recognizable in the San Pablo of Middle California. The divisions

A and B, as used here, are the stratigraphic equivalents of these zones.

Division A of the type section includes the lower members of the group,

from the base to the irregular contact described above and possibly

somewhat higher. This part of the section is about nine hundred feet

thick. Division B includes the upper members of the group above the

irregular contact, the thickness of which is about thirteen hundred

feet.

Division A.—Three minor faunal zones are recognizable in division

A. The lower two of these zones are based upon the sea-urchins therein

contained. At the bottom of the series, the species Scutella gabbii is

found abundantly; two hundred feet stratigaphically above, Scutella

gabbii is but rarely found and Astrodapsis tumidus subsp. cierboensis

makes its appearance. At the time Dr. Merriam20 wrote his paper

outlining the faunal zones of the San Pablo on the basis of the sea-

urchins, it was believed that the Scutella gabbii and Astrodapsis

tumidus zones did not overlap. Later work has shown that the species

Scutella gabbii extends into the upper Astrodapsis beds.

At this point in the discussion, it may be well to call attention to

the fact that with Astrodapsis tumidus subsp. cierboensis in the second

minor faunal zone of division A, is found Scutella pabloensis Kew,

both of which are found on the south side of the Mount Diablo anti-

cline at a horizon believed to be the same as that in which they are

found on San Pablo Bay.

The third minor faunal zone is one that has not been recognized

outside of the bay section. The fauna of this zone comes from the

tine sandstones at the top of division A where several species that do

not appear in the coarser sandstones below have been found. These

are Dosinia merriami, Pitaria behri, Pitaria stalderi, Calliostoma sp.

indt. and Ficus cf. stanfordensis. Of these, the last four species have

not been found outside of this section.

The species which appear to be characteristic of division A and of

the lower San Pablo throughout middle California are Astrodapsis

tumidus subsp. cierboensis, Scutella pabloensis, Pecten weaveri,

20 Merriam, J. C, The Distribution of the Neocene sea-urchins of Middle

California, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geo!., vol. 2, no. 4, pp. 109-118, 1898.
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Spisula abscissa, Tivela diabloensis, Chrysodomus pabloensis, Murex

selbyensis.

Division B.—The most fossiliferous portion of division B is in the

sandstones just above the band of shale already described. Over forty

species were obtained from this zone, a large number of which have

never been found in division A or in the lower portion of any other

section of the San Pablo Group. The species that appear to be char-

acteristic of the zone and which are found in more than one section are

Astrodapsis tumidus, Acila conradi, Cyrena californica, Macoma pab-

loensis, Macoma andersoni, Mytilus perrini, Mya dickersoni, Pinna

alamedensis, Pecten pabloensis, Pecten bilineatus, Tivela gabbi, Natica

(Neverita) arnoldi and Trophon carisaensis.

Astrodapsis tumidus is found in the beds above the shale in great

abundance, and in some places the coarser sandstones are made up

almost entirely of the individuals of this species. The Pecten beds

described by Dr. Newberry in the Pacific Railroad Reports are found

in this horizon and the types of Pecten pabloensis Conrad, Pecten

bilineatus, n. sp., Pecten holwayi, n. sp., were obtained from them.

Pecten crassicardo is also found at this locality (Univ. Calif. Loc.

1632). Other localities are nos. 1613, 1614, and 1615.

The fauna found below the shale member in the upper San Pablo is

not essentially different from that above with the exception of a few

species, including Diplodonta parilis, Sanguinolaria nuttalli, Tellina

salmonea and Trophon lawsoni.

A noteworthy fact in connection with the discussion of the fauna

of division B is that in at least two zones we have estuarine or brackish-

water deposits, as is evidenced by the presence in great abundance of

the forms of Cyrena (Corbicula) and Mya, associated with genera

which at the present time are found living under either estuarine or

marine conditions. The first horizon of estuarine or brackish-water

deposits is the shale member. In this the species Cyrena (Corbicula)

californica was found, together with leaf impressions. The other zone

is near the top of the group in medium fine sandstones. At locality

1617 in this zone certain layers are composed almost entirely of the

shells of Cyrena (Corbicida) californica and Mya dickersoni.
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The North Side of Mount Diablo

8TRATIGBAPHY AND LITHOLOGY

The San Pablo Group on the north side of Mount Diablo has a

maximum thickness of about six hundred feet and a minimum thick-

ness of about four hundred feet.

The deposits, especially in the lower part of the section, may be

classed as distinctly those of a strand line, being largely composed of

coarse conglomerates and cross-bedded sandstones. East of Kirker

Creek, there is a well-marked irregular contact within and about three

hundred feet above the base of the group, and at several localities the

trunks of silicified trees were found standing at right angles to the

contact. No difference in dip and strike was obtained between the

beds above and below the unconformity.

The San Pablo above the unconformity in this section is formed

largely of layers of bright blue sandstone and pearl-gray, tuffaceous

shale. Near the top several small lenses of conglomerate were observed.

There is considerable tuffaceous material throughout the group, and

in the upper part of the section thin layers of white tuff are quite

common.

In this area the group unconformably overlies the Monterey Group

and is in turn overlain unconformably by the Pinole Tuft. The un-

conformity between the Monterey and San Pablo in this locality is of

such a character as would seem to represent a fairly notable hiatus.

Briefly, the evidence is as follows : 1. At certain localities there is a

difference in strike and dip between the two groups. 2. An irregular

contact between the two was found at several places. 3. The basal

beds of the group rest on different members of the Monterey as one

follows the line of strike. 4. Borers of the pholadid type were found

in the Monterey rock along the contact for a distance of over three

miles. 5. Well-rounded pebbles lithologically identical with the

tuffaceous sandstone and shale of the Monterey below, are found in

the basal conglomerate.

FAUNA

The fauna obtained from this section of the San Pablo Group

was described by the writer22 in a former paper. A few changes have

been made in the faunal list and a few species have been added to it.

-- Clark, Bruce L., op. cit.
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Scutella gabbii is found at the base of the section. The most com-

mon species found with Scutella gabbii or in the same horizon are

Dosinia merriami. Modiolus gabbi, Ostrea bourgeoisii, Pecten crassi-

cardo, Siliqua lueida, Spisula abscissa, Spisula albaria, Spisula cat ill i-

formis, Cerithiopsis turneri and Natica (Euspira) kirhensis.

The beds of the upper portion of the lower San Pablo contain a

number of species that do not appear in the basal beds, the most com-

mon of which are Mytilus coalingensis, n. var.?, Sanguinolaria alata,

Calyptraea diabloensis and Littorina remondii. Calyptraea diabloensis,

Mytilus coalingensis n. var ? and Sanguinolaria alata appear to be

characteristic of this horizon ; all occur also on the south side of the

Mount Diablo anticline associated with Astrodapsis tumidus subsp.

cierboensis and Scutella pabloensis, together with an assemblage of

species that is very similar to that on the north side of the mountain.

Thus the two lower minor faunal zones of division A of the Bay

Section are also recognized on the north side of Mount Diablo.

The fauna of the upper San Pablo in this area is to be correlated

with that of division B of the San Pablo Bay section. The character-

istic species are Astrodapsis whitneyi, Cyrena (Corbicula) californica,

and Trophon carisaensis. Here, as in the San Pablo Bay section, the

great abundance of Cyrena (Corbicula) californica in the upper part

of the group indicates brackish-water or estuarine conditions.
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South Side op Mount Diablo

STEATIGEAPHY AND LITHOLOGY

The San Pablo Group on the south side of the Mount Diablo

anticline has a maximum thickness of about twenty-six hundred feet,

as contrasted with the six hundred feet of strata on the north side.

Here, as is also true of the group north of the mountain, the beds

vary as one follows them along the strike, and only a generalized

statement of the section can be given.

All of the formations on the south side of the mountain dip very

steeply ; in some places the beds are vertical, and at points along the

strike they are even overturned. In the vicinity of Shell Ridge to

the east of the town of "Walnut Creek, the Mount Diablo anticline has

been overturned toward the southwest and on the south side the San

Pablo dips to the north at an angle of about 60°, resting on the Pinole

Tuff, which is younger, and is in turn overlain by the Monterey, which

is older. The general strike of the beds on the south side of the moun-

tain is about North 50° West.

Lithology.—The lower fifteen hundred feet of the San Pablo, as

measured in the vicinity of Tassajero and Sycamore creeks, are

chiefly sandstones. At the base of the section Tassajero Creek cuts

through a heavy conglomerate which cannot be followed for any great

distance either to the north or to the south. Above these basal con-

glomerates are about seven hundred and fifty to eight hundred feet

of alternating layers of coarse, fossiliferous sandstones, massive, non-

fossiliferous sandstones and thin layers of conglomerate. On the north

side of Tassajero Creek, and stratigraphieally about seven hundred

and fifty feet from the base of the group, there is a thin band of

greenish-yellow shale. There is an irregular contact between this

shale and the coarse, conglomeratic sandstone above. Above the sand-

stone are about eight hundred feet of medium fine, shaly, gray-brown

sandstone.

Above the medium fine, shaly, gray-brown sandstone just men-

tioned, and about fifteen hundred and fifty feet above the base, is the

most persistent shale member of the group ; its thickness is about

twenty feet and it is continuous for over ten miles. In some localities

it contains many impressions of leaves and rushes, suggesting estuarine,

brackish, or fresh-water origin. No shells were found, but a study

of the fauna above and below the shale strongly suggests that it comes
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at the same horizon as the big shale member in the upper part of

the group as described in the San Pablo Bay section.

In the vicinity of Sycamore Canon, on the south side of the Black

Hills, the leaf-bearing shale mentioned above is overlain by a heavy

fossiliferons conglomerate, the pebbles of which are composed mostly

of andesite. In Sycamore Canon a well-marked, irregular contact was

found between the shale and the conglomerate, with borers of the

pholadid type extending from the conglomerate into the shale. This

unconformity was noted at two different localities over a mile apart.

The beds above the shale member just described are even more

variable than in the lower part of the section, and consist of alternating

layers of pearl-gray shale and blue sandstones, together with lenticular

beds of conglomerate.

In the vicinity of Tassajero Creek, there is a zone of irregularly

bedded conglomerate and sandstone about two hundred feet strati-

graphically below the top of the group. The observed thickness of this

zone is over fifty feet at several localities. The materials grade rapidly

along the strike from sandstone to conglomerate and vice versa. The

zone was traced for a distance of over fifteen miles, southeastward from

Walnut Creek, but its maximum extension in that direction was not

determined. No fossils were found in this zone. The pebbles in the

conglomerate are noticeably round and some of them are two to three

inches or more in diameter. In the field, they were referred to as the

river conglomerates.

On Kailroad Kanch, about three miles northeast of the town of

Danville and about one mile due south of Wall Point, there is a

heavy, well-rounded, non-fossiliferous conglomerate, approximately in

the same stratigraphic position as the conglomerate in the vicinity of

Tassajero Creek. Lying beneath this is a pearl-gray shale containing

an abundance of leaf impressions.

At one locality just below the reservoir on the Mount Diablo road,

a well-marked irregular contact appears between the conglomerate

and the shale.

Two miles southeast of the town of Walnut Creek and southwest

of Shell Ridge (Concord sheet) there is a non-fossiliferous conglom-

erate about one hundred and fifty feet below the top of the San Pablo,

which at one locality is nearly fifty feet thick, but which rapidly

thins out along the strike. This is very much like that seen in the

region of Tassajero Creek and south of Wall Point, and probably

represents the same zone.
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In general, the deposits of a large part of the San Pablo in this

section may be classed as shallow-water deposits, in part of marine,

and in part of estuarine origin. Several unconformities within the

group probably indicate emergence and land conditions of short dura-

tion at several times during the epoch.

Relation to Monterey Group.—The Monterey Group cannot every-

where be easily separated from the San Pablo, as the beds immediately

below and above the contact are quite similar. An irregular contact

was located by W. Kew, R. C. Stoner and J. H. Ruckman of the Sum-

mer Session held class of 1911 on the south side of the Black Hills

near Wall Point. This contact has been taken as the line of division

between the two groups. Along this contact bore-holes of the pholadid

type were found. A good fauna was not obtained from the upper

beds of the Monterey in this vicinity, but between two hundred and

three hundred feet below the contact are the coarse, gray sandstones

of the Scutella breweriana beds, which contain a typical fauna of that

horizon.

Relation to Pinole Tuff and Orindan.—The San Pablo Group on

the south side of Mount Diablo is overlain unconformably in places by

the Pinole Tuff and elsewhere by the Orindan. In the vicinity of the

town of Walnut Creek the Pinole Tuff is about two hundred feet thick

;

it gradually thins out to the south, finally disappearing, and in the

vicinity of Tassajero Creek, is replaced by the Orindan which rests

directly upon the San Pablo.

Detailed Section of the San Pablo Group on the South Side of Mount

Diablo as Measured in the Vicinity of Tassajero Creek

Orindan Formation. Fresh-water beds.

(TJneomformity)
San Pablo Group,

Feet
Shaly sandstone 150

Leaf-bearing shale 10

Hard, bluish sandstone and conglomerate; (zone of "river con-

glomerate") 50

(Irregular contact)

Leaf-bearing shale 20

Medium fine sandstone with shaly sandstone toward top 720

Conglomerate containing Astrodapsis tumidus 15

( Irregular contact)

Leaf-bearing shale 20

Medium fine sandstone and bands of sandy shale, with Astrodapsis

whitneyi, A. tumidus, Pinna alarnedensis, Trophon laiosoni, etc. 270
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Feet
Fine-grained sandstone 230

Beds made up almost entirely of shells of Mulinia densata 3

Sbaly sandstone; contains Astrodapsis tumidus, subsp. cierboensis, and

Astrodapsis pabloensis 100

Medium-grained, partially laminated sandstone 360

Conglomerate to pebbly sandstone 15

Light, massive, fossiliferous sandstone, containing Astrodapsis tumidus

subsp. cierboensis, Scutella pabloensis, Mytilus coalingensis, n. var. ? 250

Massive, medium-grained sandstone 72

Coarse sandstone and bands of fine conglomerate 100

Massive sandstone and heavy conglomerates 50

Coarse, soft sandstone 40

Coarse-grained sandstones with minor bands of conglomerate; Scutella

gabbii zone 88

Conglomerate, pebbles small and rounded 6

2624

(Unconformity ?)

Monterey Group.

Scutella breweriana zone, mostly coarse conglomeratic sandstone.

FAUNA

The two major faunal zones found in divisions A and B, of the

San Pablo Bay section are also recognizable in the San Pablo group

on the south side of Mount Diablo. In the section in the vicinity of

Tassajero Creek there appears to be no marked lithologic change or

stratigraphic break between the two zones, but there is a very marked

difference between the faunas below and above a line which lies about

1400 feet above the base. Below this line Astrodapsis tumidus subsp.

cierboensis, Scutella pabloensis, Mytilus coalingensis, n. var.? Spisula

abscissa, Chrysodomus pabloensis and Calyptraea diabloensis are some

of the most common forms. Above this line and separated from the

lower fauna by only a few feet, Astrodapsis tumidus, Astrodapsis

whitney i, Pinna alamedensis, Mulinia densata, Troption carisaensis are

found in abundance.

The beds, in which the lower fauna is found, are here designated as

division A and those containing the upper fauna as division B.

Division A.—The fauna of division A is divisible into two minor

zones, which are correlated with the two lower minor faunal zones

of division A of the San Pablo Bay section. Here also the division

is made on the basis of the sea-urchins. At the base of the group

Scutella gabbii is found; stratigraphically only a little above this,

Scutella gabbii disappears and Astrodapsis tumidus subsp. cierboensis
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appears. This species is found through a large part of division A. The

third minor faunal zone described from division A of the San Pablo

Bay section has not been recognized in any other section.

The species associated with Astrodapsis tumidus, subsp. cierboensis

both here and in the San Pablo Bay section, believed to be characteristic

of division A. are Scutella pabloensis, Mytilus coalingensis Arnold,

n. var. ?, Spisula abscissa, Tivela diabloensis, Chrysodomus pabloensis.

One of the most common species found in this zone and one which is

believed to be at least locally characteristic of it, is Mytilus coalingensis,

n. var? It occurs with an assemblage of species very similar to that

with which it is found on the north side of the mountain. Some of

these species are Macrocallista uewcombiana, Macoma nasuta, Ostrea

bourgeoisie, Paphia staminea, Pecten crassicardo, Pecten raymondi,

Saxidomus nuttallii, Scliizothaerus nuttallii, and Calyptraea diablo-

ensis.

Division B.—From the 200 to 300 feet of sandstones just beneath

the lowest and most persistent leaf-bearing shale of the Sycamore and

Tassajero Creek sections, a very good fauna was obtained, including

two species of sea-urchins, Astrodapsis ivhitneyi and Astrodapsis

tumidus, and many mollusks. Some of the common mollusks are

Chione pabloensis, Crypiomya ovalis, Dosinia arnoldi, Dosinia mer-

riami var. occidental-is, Macoma secta, Macoma nasuta, Macoma ander-

soni, Modiolus gabbi, Modiolus directus, Mulinia densata, Pecten

raymondi, Pecten crassicardo, Pinna alamedensis, Venus martini,

Astralium raymondi, Natica (Neverita) pabloensis, Cancellaria pab-

loensis, Trophon carisaensis, and Trophon lawsoni. Mulinia densata

makes its first appearance in these lower sandstones of division B,

a fact worthy of especial note. This species has not been found in

the lower part of any section of the San Pablo group in this part of

the state. One bed two or three feet thick in these sandstones is made

up almost entirely of the shells of this species, and the layer is per-

sistent for a number of miles along the strike.

The typical Astrodapsis ivhitneyi was not found in the beds just

above the lowest shale member of the Tassajero or Sycamore Canon

sections. The fauna found above this shale, though not large, in-

cludes a number of species that have not been found below the shale.

Of these Tivela gabbi and Nassa pabloensis may prove to be char-

acteristic of the upper part of the group.

In the Walnut Creek section on the west side of Shell Kidge there

was found at one horizon a fairly large fauna. In this vicinity (Shell

Eidge) the lower part of division B is composed of fairly coarse sand-
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stones about 100 feet in thickness. This is overlain by a fine, white,

tuffaceous shale, which is approximately seventy-five feet thick. Many
leaf impressions are contained in the shale, and, toward the top, Cyrena

californica, Mytilus perrini and Macoma pabloensis were found, sug-

gesting that these deposits were either of brackish-water or estuarine

origin.

Above the shale is about two hundred feet of medium-grained, blue

sandstones containing Astrodapsis whitneyi, associated with a very

meagre fauna. Above the Astrodapsis whitneyi beds is a horizon of

conglomerate, followed by massive gray sandstones and shaly sand-

stones. Some of the most important fossil localities in the sandstones

and conglomerates are 1942, 1947, 1948 and 1950. The most common

species are Astrodapsis tumidus, Glycimeris coalingensis, Tivela gabbi

and Mulinia densata. Some of the species in this zone that have not

been found associated with Astrodapsis whitneyi, are Chione diabloen-

sis, Macoma diabloensis, Tivela gabbi, Astralium raytnondi, Calliostoma

bicarinatum, Crepidula pabloensis and Nassa pabloensis. Some of the

species in the Astrodapsis whitneyi zone, that have not been found as-

sociated with the fauna mentioned above, are Astrodapsis whitneyi,

Venus martini, Chione pabloensis, Dosinia merriami var. oeeidentalis,

Tellina englishi, Cancellaria pabloensis and Trophon lawsoni.

There are good reasons for believing that the two minor faunal

zones just described are also represented in the San Pablo Bay section.

The assemblage of species in the most fossiliferous zone above the

shale is very similar to that in the beds just above the Astrodapsis

whitneyi zone of Shell Ridge. Tivela gabbi is present with a number

of other species which have not been found associated with Astrodapsis

whitneyi in the Mount Diablo section, but are found in the horizon

above. The evidence for the correlation of the beds below the shale

of the Bay Section with the Astrodapsis whitneyi zone of the Mount

Diablo section is not so good. Astrodapsis whitneyi has not been found

in that section, but the species Trophon lawsoni, Avhich has been found

only in the Astrodapsis whitneyi zone on the south side of Mount

Diablo, is present.

In the Shell Ridge section the beds above the so-called river con-

glomerates have not yielded many fossils, but farther to the south, in

the region of Pine Canon, a few species that may prove to belong to a

minor faunal zone were collected near the top of the series. These are

Astrodapsis tumidus large variety, Mytilus merriami and Trophon

ponderosum var. pabloensis. The meagreness of the fauna from these
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beds makes it unsafe to generalize as to its distinctness. The localities

from which this fauna was obtained are nos. 104, 118, and 1499.

In general, division B of the San Pablo group on the south side of

the Mount Diablo anticline presents three minor faunal zones. The

faunas of the two lower zones, though similar, each contains a number

of species not common to the other. These two zones are probably also

represented in the San Pablo Bay section. In both sections there is

a change in the character of the deposits along the line of the division

of the zones.

The third minor faunal zone, which so far has yielded only a meagre

fauna, has not been certainly recognized outside of the section on the

south side of Mount Diablo.

Rocky Ridge

A very interesting section of the San Pablo Group is seen on the

south side of Rocky Ridge near the southeast corner of the Concord

quadrangle. Here the thickness of the group is roughly estimated

to be twenty-four hundred feet.

STEATIGEAPHY AND LITHOLOGY

Relation of San Pablo to Monterey Group.—The beds of the upper

Monterey (Scutella breweriana zone) outcrop along the main crest

of the ridge, where the species Scutella breweriana is found in

abundance. The lower Monterey of this section has been faulted away

and the coarse gray sandstones of the Scutella breweriana zone rest

with a fault contact against the Orindan, which belongs to the Las

Trampas Ridge section just to the north. The iipper Monterey is

lithologically similar to that seen on the south side of the Mount

Diablo anticline and in the vicinity of the town of Walnut Creek.

Above the coarse sandstones of the Scutella breweriana zone are about

five hundred feet of medium fine, buff to yellow-brown and gray sand-

stone in which is found a fauna typical of that in the fine sandstones

occupying the same stratigraphic position on San Pablo Bay. Above

the fine sandstones of the Monterey comes a series of coarse, massive

layers of gray sandstone referable to the San Pablo and similar to the

sandstones which characterize the lower San Pablo everywhere in this

general region.

The beds of both the San Pablo and Monterey Groups have prac-

tically the same strike and dip throughout and so far as could be
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determined, the coarse, basal sandstones of the one grade downward
into the medium fine sandstones of the other. Here again is a section

in which no structural break has been found separating the San Pablo

from the upper Monterey.

Lithology.—The coarse, massive, non-fossiliferous sandstones of

the basal San Pablo outcrop as jutting ledges along the high, nearly

perpendicular canon walls. These sandstones are followed above by

a series of fine and coarse sandstones, with several interbedded layers

of fine conglomerate, which yielded fossils at two levels.

A noteworthy feature of the San Pablo in this area is the presence

of small lenticular beds of limestone near the middle of the group

;

two outcrops were found, both approximately at the same stratigraphic

position. At one locality near the south end of Section 35, T 1 S, R
2 W, Mount Diablo base line, there is an outcrop of the limestone

which is less than a quarter of a mile in length, and from a maximum
thickness of eight feet it thins rapidly in both directions. The lime-

stone grades downward into a muddy shale and sandstone and is over-

lain by a considerable thickness of fine gravel. No difference in dip or

strike of the beds above and below the lens could be detected. Some

of the limestone is pure white and of a very fine, porcelaneous texture,

fracturing conchoidally like flint, and some of it is more impure and

of a darker color. No shells were found, but the impressions of leaves

and rushes are very abundant.

The other limestone locality is near the southwest corner of Section

5, T 2 S, R 1 W, Mount Diablo base line, about one and a half miles

southeast of the first locality.

The question arises—Under what conditions were the beds of this

character deposited? The presence of great quantities of dicotyledon-

ous leaves and rushes shows conclusively that the limestones are not

of typical marine origin. These limestones closely resemble those of

fresh-water lake deposits, but it is not certain that they could not lie

formed under estuarine conditions. Limestones lithologieally almost

identical with those found in the San Pablo occur in the overlying

Orindan in this same section. That these upper limestones are of

lacustral origin is shown by the fresh-water shells which they contain.

The beds above the limestone lenses in the San Pablo are mostly

medium fine sandstones with occasional subordinate layers of shale

similar to the leaf-bearing shale seen in the section on the south side

of the Mount Diablo anticline.
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In this region, the Orinclan rests directly on the San Pablo, the

Pinole Tuff being absent.

FAUNA

The fauna found below the limestone on Rocky Ridge is to be cor-

related with that of division A of the San Pablo Bay section and of the

Mount Diablo section. Scutella gabbii and Astrodapsis tumiclus subsp.

cierboensis have not been found here, but in the section on Las Trampas

Ridge, about a mile to the north, these two species occur in their

proper stratigraphic sequence. On Rocky Ridge the following species

were found below the limestone, and are believed to be characteristic

of the lower San Pablo: Spisula abscissa, Mytilus coalingensis, n. var?

and Ostrea bourgeoisie.

Above the limestone, a fairly large fauna was obtained associated

.with Astrodapsis ivhitneyi. Some of these are Amiantis dalli, Cyrena

californica, Mytilus trampasensis, Mytilus perrini, Macoma pabloensis,

Mya dickersoni, Venus martini, Cancellaria pabloensis, Natica

(Neverita) aruoldi, Trophon carisaensis. See localities 38, 39, 41 and

1224.

Tice Valley Syncline

STEATIGEAPHY AND LITHOLOGY

A good section of the San Pablo is found north of Las Trampas

Ridge in the vicinity of Tice Valley, Contra Costa County, where it

is a little over twenty-one hundred feet thick. The beds outcrop on

both sides of a syncline, and are overlain by the Pinole Tuff and the

Orinclan Series.

Relation of San Pablo to Monterey Group.—In this section the San

Pablo apparently grades downward into the Monterey, the beds of the

two formations having the same dip and strike. The upper Monte-

rey is composed of medium fine, yellow-brown sandstones, which are

very much like those of the upper Monterey of the Rocky Ridge section.

Lithology.—On account of insufficient collecting localities in this

area no attempt has been made to draw a definite line, corresponding to

that between division A and B on the south side of Mount Diablo or

on the bay.
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The section is of interest because of its contrast to the Mount

Diablo section which lies only a few miles to the east, these beds being'

made up almost entirely of sandstones, with little or no shale. Con-

glomerates and leaf-bearing shales such as are common in the Mount

Diablo section are lacking. The probable reason for the uniformity

of these beds is that they were deposited farther away from the shore

line. During much of San Pablo time the shore line was near the

present site of Mount Diablo and these slight oscillations would have

markedly affected the character of the depositions from time to time.

A few miles to the west, in deeper water," the same changes in level

would not have appreciably affected the uniform processes of sedi-

mentation. The estuarine deposits of the San Pablo in the vicinity of

Mount Diablo were undoubtedly formed in close connection with the

shore line.

The beds in the lower four hundred feet of this section consist oi

fairly hard, coarse, fossiliferous sandstone, alternating with medium

coarse massive sandstones. They are lithologieally similar to the basal

beds of the series on San Pablo Bay. In ascending order above the

coarse sandstones are about six hundred feet of medium fine to medium

coarse, fairly homogeneous sandstones ; seven hundred feet consist of

fairly coarse, gray sandstones, some layers of which are fossiliferous

;

about 300 feet of fine, dark brown to gray sandstones ; and about 75

feet of coarse, tuffaceous sandstone. The San Pablo is overlain by the

Pinole Tuff and the Orindan series.

FAUNA

Scutella gabbii was found at the base of the section. A little above

the base, Astrodapsis tumidus, subsp. cierboensis was obtained, asso-

ciated with Tivela diabloensis. About one thousand feet above the base,

Astrodapsis tumidus and Astrodapsis whitneyi were collected from a

zone which at localities 1121 and 1127 yielded a fairly large fauna.

An upper San Pablo fauna was obtained at locality 2329. Macoma

andersoni, one of the common species at this locality, is thought to be

characteristic of the zone above the Astrodapsis whitneyi beds on the

south side of Mount Diablo, and this zone is supposed to be ecpiivalent

to the very fossiliferous horizon just above the shale in the bay section.
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Other Localities

Other localities in Contra Costa county from which fossils of San

Pablo age listed in this paper were obtained are Las Trampas Ridge,

Lafayette Ridge, and southwest of Danville.

Las Trampas Ridge.—Las Trampas Ridge lies less than a mile east

of and parallel to Rocky Ridge. The San Pablo outcrops on the south

side of the ridge and dips to the southwest at an angle of 60° to 70°
;

it rests upon the Monterey with relations analagous to those observed

on Rocky Ridge. The two major faunal zones of the San Pablo are

recognized here. Scutella gabbii is found at the base of the group, and

Astrodapsis tumidus, subsp. cierboensis and other characteristic lower

San Pablo species occur at a slightly higher level. A very good upper

San Pablo fauna was obtained near the top of the group at locality

1182.

Lafayette Ridge.—A few localities including Nos. 145, 149, 1195,

and 1197, are listed from Lafayette Ridge, which is practically a con-

tinuation of the section on the north side of the Tice Valley syncline

;

the two major faunal zones are recognized here.

Danville.—San Pablo outcrops occur on the north side of Las

Trampas Ridge a short distance southwest of Danville, but the section

is obscure. C. E. Weaver listed several species from one locality which

the writer has also visited. A typical San Pablo fauna, including two

new species of gasteropods, Tegula (Chlorostoma) trampasensis and

Leptotliyra danvillensis, was obtained here and is listed under localities

1635 and 1636.

COMPLETE LIST OF KNOWN- SPECIES PROM THE SAN
PABLO GROUP OP MIDDLE CALIFORNIA, WITH

THEIR GEOLOGIC RANGE
The following is a complete list of the species from the different

sections described in this paper. The different zones in which the

species occur are indicated in the columns. With the exception of

the collections belonging to the University of California, the chief

sources of information in regard to the species common to the San

Pablo, Santa Margarita, Jacalitos and Etchegoin, have been Dr. J. P.

Smith's23 paper on the "Geologic Range of Miocene Invertebrate

Fossils of California" and the collections of the California Academy

of Sciences in San Francisco.

23 Proc. Calif. Acad. Sei., 4th series, vol. 3, pp. 161-182.
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ECSINODEHMATA.

Astrodap9ia tumidus, aubsp. cierboensis Kew ..

Astrodapsis tumidus Remond

Astrodapsis whitneyi Esmond

Scotella gabbii Remond —
Peleotpoda.

Aminntia dalli, n. sp.

Cardium quodrigenarium Conrad .... —
Cyrona (Corbicu)a) californica Oabb

Glycimeris septontrioualiB Mill

Macoma andersoni, n. ap -

Macoma nasuta Conrad — -

Macoma pabloensis, n. ap

Macoma secta Conrad — - -

Mactra trampaBcnsiB Packard ....

Metis a!ta Conrad —

Modiolus directU9 Conrad — — —
Mulioia donsata Conrad

Mulinia deusata Tar. A
Mulioia pabloeneiB Packard ~.

Mya diclcersoui, n. sp ~

Mya (Cryptomya) ovalia Conrad

Mytilua i i mm. n. Bp.

Mytilua trampasenaia, n. ap. —
Ostrea bonrycuisii Rtmond

Ostrea titan Conrad — ~
Papbia etaminea Conrad

Pecten crassicardo Conrad

Pecten estrellanus Conrad _

Pecten rayinondi, n. ap ~

Pecten pabloenaia Conrad .— —
Pinna alamedeneis Yates

Pinna, ap. indt »

Spisula abscissa Oabb — —

—

Saxidomua nottallii Conrad

Scbizotbaerus nottallii Conrad

Sitiqua lucida Conrad

Solen perrini, n. ap -

Spisula catilliforroia Conrad

Spisula albaria Conrad

Tivela gabbi, n. ap. —
Tivela diabloenais, n. ap —
Venus martini, n. Bp ~ —

Oastbofoda.

Astrnlium raymondi, n. sp

Bittinm trampaseuBis, n. ap

Bursa trampaaensis, n. sp. — - ...

Calliostoma bicarinatum, n. ap /..

Calyptraea diabloonais, n. ep

Calyptraea fllosa Gabb
Calyptraea inornata Gabb
CanceUaria pabloenaia, n. ap - ~

Cerithiopsis bolingorensia, n. Bp

Cbrysodomus pabloensis, n. Bp —
Columbella (Astyris), cf. tuberosa Cpr.

Crepidula adunca Sowerby

Crepidula onyx Sowerby —
GardiDia reticulata Sowerby

Leptotbyra pabloensis, n. sp. - ~

Murex (Ocinobra) dalli, n. Bp -

Nassa pablocDsie, n. sp —
Natica (Euspira) kirkensLs, n. sp ..

Natica (Neverita) amoldi, n. ap.

Katica (Neverita) pabloensis, n. ap

Tegula (Cblorostoma) danvillenais, n. sp

Tbaie lima Martyn

Tropbon carisaenBU Anderson ..
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SUMMARY OP PAUNAL LIST
Species

Echinodermata 9

Pelecypoda 87

Gastropoda 63

Bryozoa 3

Crustacea 3

Total number of species 165

Number of determinable molluscan species 135

Number of Recent molluscan species 32

Percentage of Recent molluscan species to total of molluscan and echino-

derm species 21.2

Percentage of Recent molluscan species to total molluscan fauna 23.5

Percentage of Recent gastropod species in determinable gastropod fauna 11

Number of echinoderm and molluscan species in Lower Major faunal

zone 76

Number of echinoderm and molluscan species in Upper Major faunal

zone 109

Number of species common to San Pablo and Seutella breweriana zone.... 27

Number of species common to San Pablo and Santa Margarita of south.. 38

Number of species common to San Pablo and Etchegoin-Purissima Hori-

zon and including all Recent species found in the former which have

not been found in the latter 48

Number of species common to the San Pablo and the Lower Neocene.

(Includes "Temblor, Vaqueros and Monterey," not Seutella brewer-

iana zone) 14

Number of new species and varieties described 72

SUMMARY OP EVIDENCE FOR PAUNAL ZONES IN

SAN PABLO GROUP

Two major faunal zones are recognizable in every section described

and in each are minor faunal zones. The minor faunal zones are estab-

lished on the following evidence: (1) Seutella gabbii is common in

the lower San Pablo in nearly every section known. The species is not

limited to the lower beds, however, as was formerly believed, for

occasional specimens have been found at several localities well above

the middle of the group. (2) Astrodapsis tumidus subsp. cierboensis

first appears a little above the base and ranges well up toward the

middle of the group; associated with it is Seutella pabloensis. (3)

Astrodapsis tumidus and Astrodapsis whitneyi are first found near the

middle of the group. On the south side of Mount Diablo the latter
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appears to be restricted within a thickness of about two hundred and

fifty feet of strata ; and this part of the section is designated the Astro-

dapsis whitneyi zone. Astrodapsis tumidus ranges well up toward the

top of the group. (4) On the south side of the Mount Diablo anticline,

the beds immediately above the Astrodapsis whitneyi zone and above

the lowest persistent shale of division B of that section, contain a few

molluscan species which may prove to be characteristic of this horizon.

At a few localities on the south side of Mount Diablo (in the upper

beds of the San Pablo, above the so-called river conglomerates), a still

higher minor faunal zone is indicated by the presence of a large variety

of Astrodapsis tumidus.

The two major faunal zones in the series are separable not only on

the basis of the sea-urchins, but also on the basis of the molluscan

fauna. There are some differences between the molluscan faunas in

some of the minor faunal zones as has been shown in the description

of the fauna from the south side of the Mount Diablo anticline ; those

differences, however, are not so great or well founded as those between

the two major zones.

The following species present in the lower zone have not been

found in the upper zone, or in any other formation strati graphically

above the San Pablo. Those marked with an asterisk have not been

found in more than one section.

Seutella pabloensis Kew.
Astrodapsis tumidus

subsp. cierboensis Kew
*Asterias remondi Gabb.

Dosinia merriami, n. sp.

Mytilus coalingensis Arnold,

n. var?

Ostrea bourgeoisii Eemond.

*Peeten cierboensis, n. sp.

*Pecten weaveri, n. sp.

*Pitaria behri, n. sp.

*Pitaria stalderi, n. sp.

Sanguinolaria alata Gabb.

Spisula abscissa Gabb.

Tivela diabloensis, n. sp.

*Tivela diabloensis var. angulatum,

n. var.

*Bursa carinatus, n. sp.

*Cerithiopsis turneri, n. sp.

*Columbella (Astyris) kirkensis,

n. sp.

Chrysodomus pabloensis, n. sp.

*Ficus, cf. stanfordensis Arnold.

*Littorina remondii Gabb.

*Murex selbyensis, n. sp.

*Trophon gracilis Perry,

var. pabloensis, n. var.

'Trophon dickersoni, n. sp.

The following species from the upper major faunal zone have not

been found in the lower zone and have not been reported from any

formation above the San Pablo group. Those marked with an asterisk

have not been found in more than one section.
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Astrodapsis tumidus Remond.

Astrodapsis whitneyi Eemond.

*Acila conradi Meek.

Amiantis dalli, n. sp.

*Chione pabloensis, n. sp.

*Chione diabloensis, n. sp.

Cyrena (Corbicula) californica

Macoma diabloensis, n. sp.

Macoma andersoni, n. sp.

Mulinia densata Conrad var. A.

Dosinia arnoldi, n. sp.

Dosinia merriami var. occidentalis,

n. var.

Gabb.

Mytilus perrini, n. sp.

Mytilus trampasensis, n. sp.

Ostrea titan Conrad.

Peeten bilineatus, n. sp.

*Peeten holwayi, n. sp.

Pecten pabloensis Conrad.

Pinna alamedensis Yates.

*Pinna, sp. indt.

*Sanguinolaria? sp.

*Tellina englishi, n. sp.

*Tellina pabloensis, n. sp.

Tivela gabbi, n. sp.

Venus martini, n. sp.

Astralium raymondi, n. sp.

*Bittium pabloensis, n. sp.

Bittium trampasensis, n. sp.

Cerithium rodeoensis, n. sp.

bloensis, n. var.

Cancellaria pabloensis, n. sp.

*Chrysodomus buwaldi, n. sp.

*Chrysodomus diabloensis, n. sp.

*Leptothyra pabloensis, n. sp.

*Littorina pittsburgensis, n. sp.

Murex (Ocinebra) dalli, n. sp.

Nassa pabloensis, n. sp.

Natica (Neverita) arnoldi, n. sp.

*Tegula (Chlorostoma) danvillen-

Calliostoma bicarinatum, n. sp.

Calliostoma splendens var. dia-

sis, n. sp.

Tegula (Chlorostoma) nashi, n. sp.

Trophon carisaensis Anderson.

Trophon ponderosum Gabb var.

diabloensis, n. var.

Trophon lawsoni, n. sp.

*Cerithiopsis bolingerensis, n. sp.

The lists show that the lower major fatmal zone contains fewer

characteristic species than the upper. In almost every section de-

scribed, the collecting in the lower zone is not so good as in the upper.

It would not be safe to conclude finally as to the distinctness of the

two faunas, for more thorough collecting in the future may prove

a greater range for some of the species now regarded as characteristic

of one or the other of the zones.

The following species common in the upper and lower zones have

not been found in beds younger than the San Pablo Group

:

Scutella gabbii Remond. Zirphaea dentata Gabb.

Modiolus gabbi, n. sp. Murex (Ocinebra) packardi, n. sp.

Mulinia pabloensis Packard. Natica (Neverita) pabloensis,

Peeten crassieardo Conrad. n. sp.

Pecten raymondi, n. sp.
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RELATION OF SAN PABLO FAUNA TO RECENT FAUNA

A noticeable feature of the San Pablo fauna is the close genetic

relationship of many of its extinct species to the Recent fauna of the

Pacific Coast. Every such species is related to a form now living in

the same geographical province as that in which the fauna of the

San Pablo would be found if it were living at the present day. Below

are lists of the extinct species and the Recent species to which they

are obviously closely related.

Extinct

Acila eonradi Meek.

Amiantis dalli, n. sp.

Chione diabloensis, n. sp.

Chione pabloensis, n. sp.

Macoma andersoni, n. sp.

Macoma diabloensis, n. sp.

Tellina englishi, n. sp.

Tivela gabbi, n. sp.

Tivela diabloensis, n. sp.

Astralium raymondi, n. sp.

Columbella (Astyris) kirkensis,

n. sp.

Calliostoma splendens var. dia-

bloensis, n. var.

Leptothyra pabloensis, n. sp.

Littorina pittsburgensis, n. sp.

Murex (Ocinebra) dalli, n. sp.

Murex (Ocinebra) selbyensis, n. sp.

Natica (Euspira) kirkensis.

Natica (Neverita) pabloensis.

Tegula (Chlorostoma) nashi, n. sp.

Eecent

Acila castrensis Hinds

Amiantis callosa Conrad.

Chione simillima Sowerby.

Chione simillima Sowerby.

Macoma indentata Cpr.

Macoma nasuta Conrad.

Tellina idaea Dall.

Tivela stultorum Mawe.
Tivela stultorum Mawe.
Astralium undosa Wood.
Columbella (Astyris) gausapata

Gould.

Calliostoma splendens Carpenter.

Leptothyra carpenteriana

Pillsbury

Littorina planaxis Nuttall.

Murex (Ocinebra lurida)

Middendorf.

Murex (Ocinebra lurida)

Middendorf.

Natica (Euspira) lewisi Gabb.

Natica (Neverita) recluziana Petit.

Tegula (Chlorostoma) aureatinc-

tum Forbes.

TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS OF SAN PABLO SEA

We may judge of the temperature of the waters of the San Pablo

sea from the present geographical range of the Recent species in its

fauna. With this as a criterion, the waters of that sea were of about

the same temperature as the waters of the present coast between Point

Conception and Santa Barbara. According to Philip P. Carpenter,24

the temperature of these waters is about the same as those of the

24"Mollusca of the West Coast of North America," Brit. Assoc. Rep., p. 167,
1856.
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Mediterranean Sea, and should be classed as middle temperate.

Twenty-nine Keeent species are known from the San Pablo and of

these eighteen range as far south as San Diego.

We may conclude therefore that the fauna of the San Pablo lived

under fairly warm temperate conditions.

CORRELATION
For the purpose of this paper the writer considers the Neocene

section of California to be divisible into Lower, Middle, and Upper

Neocene. The Lower Neocene as used here includes the "Vaqueros,"

"Temblor," and "Monterey;" the Middle Neocene includes the San

Pablo Group (including the Santa Margarita of the southern part of

the state)
;
the Upper Neocene includes the Etchegoin, Purissima,

Merced, Fernando, Wildcat, and the Pliocene deposits at San Diego

and San Pedro.

Previous Contributions

Before the position of the San Pablo in the marine Neocene section

of California is discussed, the writer will briefly review the papers

which contain data concerning the correlation of the San Pablo.

No attempt was made by the early palaeontologists, Gabb, Conrad,

Cooper and others, to divide the Upper and Middle Neocene of Cali-

fornia into definite faunal zones. Even as late as 1895 little was known

about the faunal zones in the Upper and Middle Neocene.

G. H. Ashley, 25 in a paper entitled, "The Neocene Stratigraphy of

the Santa Cruz Mountains in California," included all the Upper Neo-

cene of that area in the Merced Series. The base of the series was

believed to be close to the border line between Miocene and Pliocene.

Ashley recognized that in going from the bottom to the top of the

Merced series there was a change in the fauna. The fauna from the

base of the series was believed to be more closely related to the Miocene

than to the Pliocene, and these lower beds were called transitional

beds. On page 330, in speaking of these transition beds, he says

:

It would therefore seem that the lowest, or what might be called the Pecten

beds, are more closely related to the Miocene, but a rapidly changing fauna

soon gives the beds a Pliocene aspect which is maintained through most of

the section.

" Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 2nd series, vol. 5, pp. 273-365, 1895.
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Ashley did not separate the fauna of the transition beds from that

of his typical Pliocene beds. That he believed his Merced series rep-

resented the entire Upper and Middle Neocene is shown by the fol-

lowing' quotation from page 322 of the paper just cited

:

It seems possible that most of the beds from which the older Pliocene have

been reported will be found to correspond to this series. Thus the fauna from

Kirkers Pass and Green Valley, Contra Costa County, Santa Eosa and Russian

River, Sonoma County, would suggest the presence of the Merced series.

Dr. J. C. Merriam,26 in a paper on the Neocene sea-urchins of

California, appears to have been the first person to recognize two

distinct faunal zones above what is here designated Lower Neocene.

He points out that the San Pablo is without doubt older than the

Merced, the type section of which is just across the bay from that of

the San Pablo.

In 1903 Dr. W. H. Fairbanks27 described, under the name San

Pablo, a formation in San Luis Obispo County, which he correctly re-

garded as the equivalent of at least a part of the San Pablo of Mer-

riam. The following year, however, he described these beds under

the names Santa Margarita and Pismo formations, placing these in

what he termed the San Pablo group.

In 1904, H. L. Haehl and Dr. Ralph Arnold28 subdivided the Merced

series of Ashley in the Santa Cruz Mountains into the Purisima

formation below (5000 ft.), and Merced formation above (5000 ft.).

The upper limit of the Purisima was placed in that part of the section

regarded by them as corresponding to the base of the type Merced at

Seven Mile Beach.

From this time on there was considerable confusion as to whether

or not the faunas of the Purisima and of the Merced in the Santa

Cruz Mountains represented respectively the San Pablo and Merced as

differentiated by Merriam.

In 1905, Mr. F. M. Anderson 20 published a paper entitled "A
Stratigraphic Study in the Mount Diablo Range of California." This

was followed in 1908 by a paper entitled "Further Stratigraphic

Study in the Mount Diablo Range of California." In these papers

26 Bull. Dept. Geol. Univ. Calif., vol. 2, no. 4, pp. 109-118, 1898.

- 7 " The Stratigraphy of the California Coast Ranges," Journ. Geol., vol. 3,

no. 4, p. 415, 1903.

28 '
' Miocene Diabase of the Santa Cruz Mountains in San Mateo County, Cali-

fornia, " Proe. Am. Phil. Soc, vol 43, pp. 15-53, 1904.

29Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 3d series Geol., vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 156-246, 1905.

Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 4th series Geol., vol. 3, pp. 1-40, 1908.
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he divided the Upper Neocene on the east side of the Coast Ranges in

the vicinity of Coalinga, in ascending order, into the Coalinga beds,

and the Etchegoin formation, correlating the former with the Upper

Miocene and the latter with the Pliocene. Later work in this field

has shown that in the region to the northwest of Coalinga, a part of

the area mapped by Anderson as Coalinga beds in reality belongs to

his Temblor formation, Lower Neocene. To the west and southwest

of Coalinga the beds mapped as Coalinga are in part equivalent to

the beds mapped by Arnold and Anderson as Jacalitos, a formation

to which reference will be made later. Anderson believed the Coalinga

beds to be equivalent to the Santa Margarita of Fairbanks, but doubted

their equivalence to the San Pablo. On pages 39 and 40 of the second

paper cited above, he says

:

In the former paper the San Pablo, as known from its type localities, was
correlated with the Etchegoin; and this seems to be its closest ally among the

stratigraphie series farther south, while in the Salinas Valley and elsewhere,

beds that have been generally called San Pablo and otherwise correlated with

it, are undoubtedly more closely related to the Coalinga. The type locality of

Ostrea titan, Tamiosoma gregarea, Pecten estrellanus, P. crassicardo and many
other species described by Conrad, was the Estrella Creek where Coalinga beds

are abundantly fossiliferous. It yet remains to be shown that these beds are

properly correlated with the San Pablo of the type localities; whereas, the

fauna of the Coalinga beds are unmistakable in them, as in the Santa Mar-

garita beds. '

'

In 1906, Arnold30 published a paper on "The Tertiary and Quar-

ternary Pectens of California," in which he gives a brief review of the

stratigraphy and palaeontology of the Tertiary formations of Cali-

fornia. He recognizes the probable equivalency of the San Pablo to

the Santa Margarita of Fairbanks, but is undecided as to the relation

of the San Pablo to the Purisima. On page 25 he states

:

Much uncertainty exists in the mind of the writer as to the exact relation

existing between the Purisima and San Pablo formations. After a careful

examination of a large amount of material from the type locality of the two
formations, and also from the supposedly equivalent formation in the Salinas

Valley and adjacent regions, supplemented by field studies at most of the

localities from which the material was obtained, it appears evident that the

two formations are quite intimately related. It is a complex problem and is

one which will require careful field and laboratory study for its solution. The
Purisima fauna, taken as a whole, appears to be younger than the aggregate

San Pablo fauna and for the sake of convenience will be considered as the

later of the two.

so U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper 47, 1906.
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One of the first papers published by the United States Geological

Survey dealing with the distribution of the oil of California was by

George Homans Eldriclge, 31 on the "Santa Clara Valley Oil District,

Southern California." This appeared in 1907 and marks the beginning

of a series of publications on the different oil fields of California,

which have greatly stimulated the study of the Tertiary palaeontology

of California. This paper was edited by Dr. Ralph Arnold after the

death of Mr. Eldridge in 1905.

The section described is in the vicinity of Santa Clara Valley,

Ventura and Los Angeles counties. A very thick series of Upper

Neocene, designated the Fernando, is described as overlying the Lower

Neocene (the Vaqueros and the Modelo). In speaking of this series

Eldridge says

:

The rocks that have received the name Fernando consist of an enormous

succession of conglomerates, sandstones and arenaceous clays, largely of Plio-

cene age, developed over considerable portions of Southern California. Fossils

collected at many localities and horizons throughout the formation indicate

that it extends from the Upper Miocene (San Pablo formation of the general

geologic column of the state) well up into the Pleistocene (San Pedro forma-

tion). It is possible to subdivide the formation locally on both lithologic and

palaeontologic grounds, but taken over a considerable extent of territory these

divisions merge into one another both stratigraphically and geographically by
insensible gradations.

A fairly large fauna is listed from the Fernando on pages 24-28 of

this bulletin. The fauna is divided into three separate lists, repre-

senting the lower, middle and upper horizons. The author states that

—the oldest fauna was found in the area north and northeast of

Camulos, and is according to J. C. Merriam, the equivalent of the

fauna of at least a part of the San Pablo formation. The middle

fauna was found well developed in the region of Elsmere Canon and

Fernando Pass and probably represents the typical fossiliferous por-

tion of the Purisima and the lower part of the San Diego formation.

The upper part of the Fernando extends Avell up into the Pleistocene,

as is attested by the fossils found at Barlows' ranch and on the south

slopes of Mount San Cayetano. The fauna listed from the lower

Fernando is now known to belong to a higher horizon than the San

Pablo, being as young as or younger than the Etchegoin or Purisima.

Further reference will be made to this in the discussion of another

paper. The list given on page 26 credited to J. G. Cooper obviously

contains the names of a number of incorrectly identified species. For

3i U. S. G. S. Bull. No. 309, pp. 71-101, 1907.
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example, Astrodapsis whitneyi, a San Pablo species, and Chione whit-

neyi and (Chione) mathewsoni, Olig'ocene and possibly Lower Neocene

species, are reported to be associated with Echinarachnius excentricus,

a Recent Echinoid.

Dr. C. E. Weaver, 32 at the time of the publication of his paper on

the Stratigraphy and Palaeontology of the San Pablo, appears to have

shared with Arnold the idea of the possible close relationship between

the San Pablo and the Purisima. After reviewing Arnold's and

Haehl's work on the Purisima, he concludes by saying that "at the

present time it is impossible to say whether the two formations are

equivalent or not."

In 1909 Arnold and Robert Anderson33 in a paper on the "Geology

and Oil Resources of the Santa Maria Oil District, Santa Barbara

County. California," gave a correlation table in which the San Pablo

is represented as occupying a lower stratigraphic position than the

Purisima. In this paper it is stated that certain beds in the Santa

Maria Oil District which had been included in the Fernando were to

be correlated with Fairbanks' Santa Margarita and Pismo formations.

No species characteristic of the Santa Margarita, however, were listed

by them.

In 1909 Arnold's34 paper on the "Palaeontology of the Coalinga

District" appeared. This was followed in 1910 by a final report on

the "Geology and Oil Resources of Coalinga District" by Arnold and

Robert Anderson. In these papers the marine Neocene, stratigraphic-

ally above what is known as the Vaqueros (Lower Miocene), is called

Santa Margarita and is correlated with the type section of the Santa

Margarita of Salinas Valley. A new formation, the Jacalitos, is de-

scribed and the Etchegoin formation, described by F. M. Anderson,

is recognized.

Arnold recognized the distinctness of the fauna of the Santa Mar-

garita as compared with that of the Jacalitos and of the Etchegoin,

placing the former in the Middle Miocene and the latter two in the

Upper Miocene ; he considered the San Pablo of middle California to be

equivalent to the upper Jacalitos and lower Etchegoin, and younger

than the Santa Margarita. He states

:

For a number of years the Santa Margarita formation was believed to be the

equivalent of the San Pablo formation of the Mount Diablo region, but the

stratigraphic work in the Coalinga district has shown it to be older. It is

32 Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geo]., vol. 5, no. 16, pp. 243-269, 1909.

ss IT. S. G. S. Bull. 322, 1909.

34 U. S. G. S. Bull. 396, 1909; ibid., 398, 1910.
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quite evident that the Etehegoin formation represents at least a considerable

part of the San Pablo, and as the Etehegoin lies well above the beds contain-

ing the Santa Margarita fossils it seems likely that the Santa Margarita

formation is in part of greater age than the San Pablo. (Bull. 396, p. 22).

The new formation, described by Arnold35 as the Jacalitos, out-

crops southwest of Coalinga in the vicinity of Jacalitos Creek, and

includes, in part at least, beds mapped as Coalinga by F. M. Ander-

son, to which reference has already been made. The Jacalitos, as

described, consists of a series of soft, indurated sandstones, gravels and

clays, about 3500 feet thick, resting upon a silicious shale lithologically

similar to the typical Monterey shale found throughout the Coast

Eanges. This shale was questionably referred to the Santa Margarita

by Arnold because, at one locality, he states that he found in sand-

stones below the shale, fossils which he referred to Tamiosoma gre-

garea and Trophon carisaensis and which he believed to be character-

istic of the Santa Margarita.

The fauna from the upper part of Arnold's Jacalitos is very similar

to that of the Etehegoin and probably belongs to that series. But in

the lower part of the formation is a fauna which, as a whole, is some-

what different from that of the Etehegoin.

Many geologists who have worked in the Coalinga field believe that

the shale mapped by Arnold as Santa Margarita ? is in reality Monte-

rey shale. The writer will not enter into this controversy, except to

state that it is still an open question. It is also thought by certain

palaeontologists that Arnold's belief that the Jacalitos fauna is dis-

tinct from that of the Santa Margarita was a mistaken one, and that

this fauna is merely a provincial phase of the' Santa Margarita, here-

tofore unknown. Professor J. P. Smith30 evidently shared this belief

when, in his paper on the "Geologic Range of Miocene Invertebrate

Fossils," he divided the fauna of the upper Miocene into a lower

Santa Margarita—San Pablo zone, and an upper Etehegoin zone,

choosing not to recognize the Jacalitos. The writer will discuss the

probable position of the Jacalitos fauna later.

In 1911 J. P. Smith37 published a paper containing a correlation

table of the Neocene sections of California. He represented the Kirker

Pass section of the San Pablo as equivalent to the Santa Margarita

of Salinas Valley, and the San Pablo Bay section as equivalent to the

35 Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 2d series Geol., vol. II, no. 2, p. 174, 1905.

soProe. Calif. Acad. Sci., 4th series, vol. Ill, pp. 161-182. April 5, 1912.
3t "The Geologic Record of California," Journ. Geol., vol. 18, no. 3, pp. 216-

227, 1911.
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Etehegoin. In a subsequent paper38 he divided the Upper Miocene

into two faunal zones, the lower or San Pablo-Santa Margarita zone,

and the upper, or Etehegoin zone.

In 1914 Mr. W. A. English39 published a paper on "The Fernando

Group near Newhall, California," in which a list of 79 marine inver-

tebrate species is given ; these were obtained from the beds at the base

of the Fernando, which had been regarded as equivalent to the San

Pablo of middle California. The fauna listed by English is obviously

much younger than that of the San Pablo and belongs rather to the

Pliocene than to the Miocene. English 's conclusions are as follows

:

"The fauna listed by Arnold and Anderson from the Etehegoin

of Coalinga contains eighty-four determined species, of which eighteen

are common to the lower Fernando, ten of these being found in the

Purisima also. Most of the species common to the Fernando and the

Etehegoin have an extended vertical range, so that the relationship is

not so definitely shown as between the Fernando and the Purisima.

It is probable that the lower Fernando and the Etehegoin do not

differ greatly in age."

Position op San Pablo in the Neocene Section of California

Relation to Etehegoin and other Formations correlated with the

San Pablo.—The fauna of the San Pablo is distinctly older than that

of the Etehegoin and certain other local California formations with

which the latter has been correlated, including the Purisima, Merced,

Fernando, Wildcat and the Pliocene deposits at San Diego and San

Pedro. A comparison of the fauna of the Etehegoin. as listed by

Arnold (Bull. 306. U. S. G. S., pp. 30-36), with that of the San Pablo

shows some striking differences. The number of species common to

the two is 38, or 25+ per cent, of the determinable species in the San

Pablo; of these nearly all are either Recent or have a long range

and are not generally recognized as good horizon determiners. For

example, none of the Pecten species and none of the echinoderms of

the San Pablo are found in the Etehegoin or in the other formations

with which the latter is correlated. Again, the Etehegoin contains a

larger percentage of Recent species. Arnold states the percentage of

Recent forms in the Etehegoin to be 35. Later collecting in the Etehe-

goin has increased this percentage to over 40. The percentage of

38 '
' Geologic Bange of Miocene Invertebrate Fossils of California, '

' Calif.

Acad. Sci., 4th series, vol. Ill, p. 161, 1912.

so Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 8, no. 8, pp. 203-218, 1914.
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Recent molluscan species to the total determinable number of mollusean

species in the San Pablo is 23-4-, or about half that of the Etchegoin.

A comparison of the percentage of Recent gastropods in the fauna of

the Etchegoin with the percentage of Recent gastropods in the San

Pablo also shows a striking difference. In the Etchegoin 25 per cent

of the gastropods listed by Arnold are Recent. In the San Pablo the

percentage of Recent is 11. Only eleven species of the gastropods

found in the San Pablo of Middle California are found in the

Etchegoin.

Relation to Santa Margarita.—A survey of the fauna from the

Santa Margarita of the type area and of the area north of Coalinga

shows that it is much more closely related to the fauna of the San

Pablo than to that of the Etchegoin. About one-half of the known

species of the Santa Margarita are also found in the San Pablo

of Middle California. The species which are common to the San

Pablo and the Santa Margarita of the south are forms which are

generally recognized as being good horizon determiners, such as the

echinoderms, and the more highly ornamented pelecypods and gas-

tropods.

The Santa Margarita north of Coalinga apparently represents

only the Astrodapsis whitneyi zone of the San Pablo group of middle

California. In the vicinity of Oilfields, the fossiferous marine beds

of the Santa Margarita are a little over 400 feet thick, and Astro-

dapsis whitneyi occurs throughout the section. Here it is associated

with species common to the Astrodapsis whitneyi zone of the San

Pablo of Middle California, such as Venus martini, Dosinia merriami,

var. occidentalis, Dosinia arnoldi, Ostrea titan, Pinna alamedensis, Can-

cellaria pabloensis, and Trophon carisaensis. None of these have been

found in either the Lower San Pablo, or in the Etchegoin.

The fauna from the Santa Margarita on the west side of the Coast

Ranges is as yet imperfectly known. The Astrodapsis whitneyi zone

is present and probably beds equivalent to the lower San Pablo of

Middle California are also represented.

Relation to Jacalitos.—The fauna above the Astrodapsis whitneyi

zone of the San Pablo of Middle California is not represented in

the Santa Margarita section north of Coalinga. This upper fauna

may possibly be in part equivalent to that of the Jacalitos of Arnold.

This probable relationship is suggested by the presence in the Jacalitos

of such species as Astrodapsis, cf. tumidus, large variety, Cyrena (Cor-

bicula) californiea, Mulinia, cf. pabloensis, Pectcn, aff. crassicardo,
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Pecten estrellanus and Zirphaea, cf. dentata, all of which are found in

the San Pablo but do not extend into the Etchegoin. On the other

hand, the presence of many species in the Jacalitos which range into

the Etchegoin but which have not been found in the Santa Margarita

of the south or in the San Pablo of Middle California would seem to

suggest a later age than the upper San Pablo of Middle California

and therefore a considerably later age than the Santa Margarita north

of Coalinga. Some of the Etchegoin-Jacalitos forms which have not

been found in the San Pablo or Santa Margarita are Echinarach-

nius gibbsi, Gardium, cf. meekianum, Macoma vanlecki, Mya japonica,

Pecten oweni, Chrysodomus portalensis, Thais lamellosa, Thais etche-

goinensis, Thais kettelmanensis and Turritella vanvlecki.

It is the writer's opinion that the Jacalitos beds are probably

younger than the uppermost beds of the San Pablo of middle California

and that future work will show that they have a closer relationship to

the Etchegoin than to the San Pablo.

Relation to the Scutella breweriana beds.—It has been shown in

the descriptions of the different sections that in some localities it is

difficult to draw a sharp line between the Monterey and the San Pablo

groups. As has already been stated, the writer, in his description of

the San Pablo of middle California, originally accepted the line be-

tween it and the underlying Monterey group as first defined by Pro-

fessor J. C. Merriam, which line of division has been accepted by

Professor A. C. Lawson in mapping beds of these horizons in this

part of the state. (See folio U. S. G. S. No. 193.) At the present

time, however, the writer is of the opinion that the Scutella breweriana

beds, which have been considered as a part of the Monterey group by

Merriam and Lawson, should be classed as either a part of the San

Pablo group or as a distinct stratigraphic unit.

On the north side of Mount Diablo there is a good unconformity

between the San Pablo and the Monterey group, but in this region the

Scutella breweriana beds are not present.

Reference has already been made to an irregular contact on the

south side of Mount Diablo which was regarded as the dividing line

between the San Pablo and the Scutella breweriana beds. However,

this contact is of such a character that it might be merely a local

unconformity. In all the other sections studied by the writer no

stratigraphic break between the Scutella breweriana beds and the San

Pablo was apparent, and at some localities the division was made

purely on the basis of the faunas ; at other places, however, especially
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in the San Pablo Bay section, and eastward as far as the town of

Walnut Creek, the change in fauna was accompanied by a change in

lithology. The physical evidence seems therefore to show that, with

local exceptions, the San Pablo conformably overlies the Scutella

breweriana zone. This is apparently corroborated by the close faunal

relationship existing between the two, which was first pointed out by

Professor Merriam.40 Weaver41 recognized this fact when he said:

"The Upper Monterey faunal zone is very closely allied to the San

Pablo, and where the two lie in contact it becomes very difficult to draw

the line of separation.
'

' Out of a known fauna of about sixty species

from the Scutella breweriana zone, about 50 per cent are also found

in the San Pablo. A number of species, however, appear to be char-

acteristic of this zone and have not been found in the San Pablo. More

collecting may show that the fauna from the Scutella breweriana zone

is more distinct than it now appears. There is a much greater differ-

ence between the faunas of the Scutella breweriana zone, and of the

Lower Monterey (Agasoma gravadum zone) as known at present, than

exists between the fauna of the Scutella breweriana zone and that of

the Lower San Pablo.

Stratigraphic as well as faunal evidence seems to bear out the con-

clusion that Scutella breweriana beds should be separated from the

Monterey. The writer will reserve the discussion of the details of

this evidence for a later paper.

Age of the San Pablo

Two of the most important methods which at least theoretically

may be applied in the determination of the age of the San Pablo, with

reference to the different horizons of the east coast and of Europe, are

the "percentage method" and the identity of species. In applying

the "percentage method" we have a means of correlation the principle

of which is generally accepted, but as to the practical application there

is considerable disagreement.

One of the first to use the percentage method in order to determine

relation of the age of the Neocene horizons of the West Coast was

W. H. Gabb. 42 As has already been pointed out, he placed beds that

are referred to in this paper as the San Pablo Group in the Pliocene.

« Merriam, J. G, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull., Dept. Geol., vol. 3, no. 16, p. 378,
1904.

« Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 5, no. 16, p. 267, 1909.

i- Gabb, W. H., Palaeontology of California, vol. 1, p. 31.
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This was determined on the basis of the great number of Recent species

in the fauna obtained from those beds. Using the same method he

placed beds which, in part, correspond to the Monterey Group, in the

Miocene.

C. E. Weaver,43 in his paper entitled "Stratigraphy and Palaeon-

tology of the San Pablo Formation in Middle California," placed the

San Pablo in the Pliocene, because of the great number of Recent

species which the fauna contained.

Using in part this same method, Dr. Ralph Arnold in his paper on

the Palaeontology of the Coalinga District, determined the Etchegoin,

which is now known to be younger than the San Pablo, to be of Mio-

cene Age. The following is quoted from page 46 of Arnold's44 paper:

According to the list given in this paper, the Etchegoin is represented by
84 recognizable species; of these, 55 species or varieties (65%) are extinct,

while 27 species (35%) are still living in the Pacific Ocean. According to

Lyell 's classification this would place the formation decidedly in the Miocene.

It is now generally recognized by palaeontologists that the per-

centages used by Lyell in applying the "percentage method" must be

modified to meet the modern refinement of species. Such a modifica-

tion has already been attempted in the Neocene of Europe and in the

Neocene of the east coast of North America.

W. H. Dall,45 in his paper "The Relation of the Miocene of Europe

to that of other Regions and to the Recent Fauna," states that in the

molluscan fauna of the Maryland Miocene only 10 per cent of the

species survive. He says :

This small number is partly the result of the rather restricted limits

adopted for species by the authors of this part of the volume as compared

with the views prevalent in the time of Lyell. However, about 13% of the

New Jersey species survive and 14% of the Floridan Chesapeake, so the esti-

mate is not far from the normal for the Lower American Miocene. For the

Upper Miocene of Duplin about 20% are estimated to survive and 19% in

the Suffolk district of Virginia. The intermediate Yorktown beds have about

17% of survivors.

In this paper Dall shows that the percentages of Recent species from

the different horizons of the east coast Miocene agree fairly well with

those of the corresponding horizons of the European Miocene and

apparently the correlation of these different horizons of the Miocene

*3 Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull., Dept. Geol., vol. 5, no. 16, pp. 268-269.

« Bull. U. S. G. S., no. 396, 1909.

*-> W. H. Dall, Maryland Geol. Survey. Miocene Text, pp. 49-50, 1904.
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and Pliocene of Europe and the east coast of North America has

been, at least approximately, established on the basis of the percentage

method.

The percentage of Recent molluscan species in the San Pablo of

Middle California as listed by the writer is 23+ ; as based upon the

gastropods the percentage is only 11 per cent. If we use the per-

centages as applied to the east coast Neocene and if we can rely upon

the equal refinement in the determination of the species, the San Pablo

may be considered to be Upper Miocene in age, possibly Lower Pliocene.

Accepting this determination of the age of the San Pablo, the

Etchegoin and other formations which are equivalent to it must of

necessity be Pliocene in age. This determination is borne out by the

high percentage of Recent species in the latter horizon.

As yet no satisfactory correlation has been made between the west

coast and the east coast of North America or with Europe on the

basis of identity of invertebrate species. The marine molluscan fauna

of the east coast of North America, except for a few circumboreal

species, is almost entirely different from that of the west coast. In

general it may be said that for every coast of the different continents

there is a distinct molluscan faunal province and on each coast there

are distinct subfaunal provinces.

The great differentiation in molluscan faunas which we find at

the present day apparently also existed during the Neocene. Very

few species, if any, of the marine molluscan faunas of the Neocene

of the west coast are found in the Neocene of the east coast or of

Europe. The difficulty in correlating the Neocene of different parts

of the west coast, as between Washington and California, also shows

that local faunal provinces existed then as at the present time.

The same factors which have brought about the differentiation of

the molluscan faunas of the Neocene and Recent over a large part of

the world have produced the generalization of the land vertebrate

faunas. The close connection of the great continental masses during

the Neocene, separating seas which had previously been united, to-

gether with the well-marked climatic zones, isolated the invertebrate

faunas of the different coasts and therefore brought about theii

differentiation. This allowed a wide migration of the vertebrate

forms, the faunal provinces being enlarged so as to include more than

one continent.

From the above facts it would seem self-evident that if determin-

able land vertebrates could be found in the west coast marine Neocene
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section, a correlation might be made with Europe which would be

more accurate than anything that has as yet been made.

Recently some important discoveries of land vertebrates were made

in the region of Oilfields, Fresno County, California, by a party sent

out by the University of California. It is believed that these dis-

coveries have a very significant bearing on the correlation of the

Neocene of the west coast with the European type section of the

Miocene and Pliocene.

Land vertebrates were found in the section referred to above at

four different horizons. The most important collection was obtained

from the upper beds of the Temblor ("Lower Neocene," called

Vaqueros by Anderson and Arnold, Bulls. Geol. 306 and 308, U. S.

G. S.) . Here numerous well-preserved teeth of the genus Merychippus,

a Miocene three-toed horse, were found with a number of other forms,

such as mastodon, peccary, and camel. These land vertebrates were

below strata containing a typical Temblor invertebrate fauna, the beds

from which the fossils were obtained evidently being estuarine or delta

deposits. For the details concerning the fauna of the Merychippus

zone, the reader is referred to Professor J. C. Merriam's46 paper

entitled
'

' Correlation between the Tertiary of the Great Basin and

that of the Marginal Marine Province in California." A full dis-

cussion is given in this paper concerning the importance of this fauna

as a means of determining the age of the Temblor beds. Professor

Merriam's final conclusion is that "the fauna of the Merychippus zone

is near the stage of the Middle Miocene as represented by the Mascall

and Virgin Valley faunas of the Great Basin region and by the Paw-

nee Creek stage of the Great Plains area.
'

'

In the north Coalinga section, to which reference has just been

made, the Temblor beds are overlain unconformally by beds known as

the Santa Margarita formation, which corresponds in part to the

San Pablo Group of Middle California. The Santa Margarita of

the Coalinga District does not include as much as the San Pablo Group

of Middle California. The Lower San Pablo and the Scutella brewer-

iana zone are apparently missing in the north Coalinga section. The

writer has already expressed the opinion that the Scutella breweriana

beds are younger than the typical Monterey, to which the Temblor

belongs, and that the stratigraphic evidence shows that there is a con-

siderable time break between the two stratigraphic zones. There is

« Science, n. s., vol. XV, no. 1035, pp. 643-645, August, 1914; also paper in

press, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc.
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good faunal evidence to show that both the Lower San Pablo and

Scntella breweriana zone belong to a later horizon than the Temblor

and Merychippns zone. During the time represented by the uncon-

formity between the Temblor and Santa Margarita of this district,

beds belonging to the Scutella breweriana zone and the Lower San

Pablo were being deposited.

It will be very readily seen that the determination of the Upper

Temblor as Middle Miocene has a very important bearing on the age of

the San Pablo and of the Scutella breweriana zone. The lower limit

of the latter can probably not be below upper Middle Miocene. The

San Pablo being younger than the Scutella breweriana zone may pos-

sibly have its lower limit near the lower part of the Upper Miocene.

However, it must be admitted that this determination of the lower

limit of the San Pablo is rather indefinite, first, because we are not

certain of the relation of the Scutella breweriana beds to those of the

Lower San Pablo; second, because at present it is impossible to esti-

mate the length of time represented by the hiatus between the beds of

the Temblor and the Scutella breweriana zone.

The best evidence that we now have as to the age of the uppermost

beds of the San Pablo is also derived from land vertebrate fossils. The

writer has already shown that the fauna of the Etchegoin is distinctly

younger than that of the San Pablo. In the region of Oilfields, Fresno

County, California, immediately to the north of Coalinga, the Santa

Margarita, which here is equivalent to that of the Upper San Pablo

of Middle California known as the Astrodapsis whitneyi zone, is over-

lain unconformably by about 1800 feet of beds which have been re-

ferred questionably by Arnold and Anderson47 to the Jacalitos Forma-

tion. No invertebrate species have been obtained from these beds and

there is a question as to their exact correlation with the known marine

horizons. This fact is to be noted, however, that these 1800 feet of

strata lie unconformably above the Santa Margarita and are below the

type section of the Etchegoin, the latter of which was considered by

Arnold to be Miocene in age. In the lower beds of the Jacalitos ? ver-

tebrate remains were found by the University of California party

referred to above. Professor Merriam from this vertebrate evidence

believes that the Lower Jacalitos? is near the age of the Rattlesnake

or Thousand Creek beds which are referred to the early Pliocene.

The problem is complicated at this point by the fact that we do

not have marine invertebrates associated with the vertebrates found

*t Bull. U. S. G. S., 398, p. 107, 1910.
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in the Lower Jacalitos ( ?). If these beds, which appear to be land or

estuarine in origin, prove to be of the same age as those of the typical

Jacalitos on Jacalitos Creek to the southwest of Coalinga, then possibly

we may be able to determine the upper limit of the San Pablo quite

accurately.

Another horizon from which land vertebrates were obtained was in

the type section of the Etchegoin. Horse teeth of the genus Proto-

Mppus, together with a number of other forms, were secured in the

basal beds of the Etchegoin. This fauna together with the vertebrate

evidence of the basal beds of Jacalitos?, stratigraphically 1800 feet

lower, shows quite conclusively that the Etchegoin is distinctly Plio-

cene rather than Miocene.

Probably the best evidence showing the age of the uppermost beds

of the San Pablo of Middle California comes from vertebrate material

obtained in the fresh-water beds which in Middle California overlie

unconformably the San Pablo Group. This material was described by

Professor J. C. Merriam48 in his paper "Vertebrate Fauna of the

Orindan and the Siestan Beds in Middle California." His conclusions

as to the age of these beds as shown by the vertebrates was as follows

:

The mammalian remains known from both the Orindan and Siestan up to

the present time all represent forms such as might be expected in the late

Miocene or in the earliest Pliocene, but it will be necessary both to have better

material from the Orindan and Siestan and to have well-known faunas of

western Miocene and Pliocene for comparison before the last word on the age

determination can be pronounced.

Considering the indefiniteness of all the factors concerned, one would not

seem justified in being more definite than to state that the Orindan and Siestan

faunas are near a late Miocene stage. When the faunas of the two formations

are better known, it may appear that more than one stage is represented.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The San Pablo division should be designated a group rather

than a formation, as these terms are used by the United States Geo-

logical Survey.

(2) The Neocene of California is divisible into at least three dis-

tinct stratigraphic groups, which in this paper are called Lower, Mid-

dle, and Upper Neocene ; the San Pablo group represents the Middle

Neocene ; the Lower Neocene is represented by the Monterey group,

including the Vaqueros, Temblor, and Monterey shale ; the Upper

•is Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull., Dept. Geo!., vol. 7, no. 19, pp. 384-385, 1913.
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Neocene by the Etchegoin, Merced, Purisima, Wildcat, and Fernando

groups, and by the San Pedro and San Diego Pliocene.

(3) The fauna of the San Pablo group of Middle California is

divisible into two major zones. These are quite distinct as shown by

the mollusks and the echinoderms. Each of the zones is again divisible

into minor faunal zones which are based largely upon the restricted

range of echinoderm species, but in part upon the similarly restricted

range of some of the mollusks.

(4) The San Pablo deposits are for the most part of true marine

origin. In certain sections, however, beds are found at different levels,

which appear to have been deposited under estuarine, brackish-water,

or questionably fresh-water or land conditions ; these appear to repre-

sent local uplifts about the border of the basin of deposition.

(5) The temperature of the San Pablo sea was about the same as

that of the waters now found along the coast of Middle California be-

tween Point Conception and Santa Barbara.

(6) A large percentage of the extinct species in the San Pablo are

closely allied to species living on the California coast at the present

time, the latter forms being descended from the earlier species.

(7) The age of the San Pablo group is believed to be Upper Mio-

cene ; this is determined first, by the low percentage of Recent species

in the group
;
and, second, by evidence afforded by the vertebrate

material found above and below the group.

(8) The San Pablo beds of Middle California are correlated with

the Santa Margarita formation in San Luis Obispo County as de-

scribed by Fairbanks, and with the beds mapped as Santa Margarita

in the Coalinga oil field and in the southwest end of the San Joaquin

Valley.

(9) The San Pablo group is distinctly older than the Etchegoin,

Purisima, Merced, Fernando, and Wildcat formations, and older than

the San Pedro and San Diego Pliocene.
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DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES

Pelecypoda

YOLDIA CABNABOSENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 48, figure 6

Shell medium in size, beaks low and inconspicuous, situated about

two-thirds the distance from the anterior to the posterior end. An-

terior dorsal edge long and very gently convex
;
posterior dorsal edge

gently concave. Posterior extremity subtruncate to bluntly rounded,

the blunt subtruncate end being subangulate at the junction with the

posterior dorsal edge and indistinctly separated from the ventral edge.

Surface sculptured by somewhat irregular incremental lines or con-

centric ribs. On the surface near the posterior end there is a distinct

sulcus which reaches from the beak to a little below the angulation on

the posterior end. Hinge plate unknown.

Y. carnarosensis, n. sp., somewhat resembles Y. cooperi Gabb, a

recent West Coast species. It differs in the following respects : the

posterior end is not so attenuated, the concentric ribbing is not so

regular, the distinct sulcus on the posterior extremity is lacking on

Y. cooperi.

Dimensions.—Length about 40 mm.
;
height 20 mm.

Occurrence.—From San Pablo Group, Carnaros Creek, Napa

County.

PINNA ALAMEDENSIS Yates

Plate 48, figure 3

Pinna alamedensis Yates. Bept. State Mineral, of Calif., 1887, p. 259.

Pinna alamedensis Yates. Calif. State Mining Bureau, Bull, no. 4, 1894,

p. 56, pi. IV, fig. 53.

This species has nine concentric inequidistant rounded wrinkles emanating

from the open side, and turning toward the hinge at nearly right angles, the

entire shell marked by longitudinal narrow ribs (about forty), which, radiating

from apex, extend to the basal margin, becoming more indistinct as they ap-

proach the lower margin. These ribs, at their intersection with the lines of

growth, are ornamented by slight elevations, forming zigzag markings along

the lines of growth. The hinge side is straight the entire length, the opposite

side running parallel for about one-half the distance from base to apex, where

it makes a sharp curve, thence at an angle of about forty-five degrees to the

apex. Length 9, width 5, and thickness about 2 inches. Locality, Alameda

Creek, Alameda County. Only one specimen found, and that a very fine one,

in the center of a round sandstone bowlder. Miocene.
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P. alamedensis Yates is a very common species in the Upper San

Pablo Group, of which it appears to be characteristic. It is notice-

able for its large size and the thickness of the prismatic outer layer.

Some of the specimens collected have a maximum antero-posterior

length of ten inches, with a maximum width at right angles to that of

about five and one-half inches.

OSTREA BOURGEOISII Remond

Plate 43

Ostrea bourgeoisii Remond. Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, p. 13, 1863.

Ostrea bourgeoisii Remond. Palaeontology of California, vol. 2, p. 36, pi.

11, fig. 57, 57a, 1863.

The description is from two lower valves, from the collections of Mr. 1 'Abbe

Bourgeois (Pont-Levoy, Prance), and Mr. Pioche (San Francisco).

Shell sub-oval, higher than long, strongly contracted near the cardinal area,

sub-rounded on the ventral margin; inferior valve comparatively thin, convex,

irregular exteriorly, with remote, somewhat rugose, plaits of growth. Liga-

ment fosset long, profound, minutely wrinkled and finely striated, oblique and

turned downwards; muscular impression very large, oblique, and sub-central,

somewhat prominent.

Locality: vicinity of Kirker's Pass, from a late Tertiary bed.

0. bourgeoisii Remond has been confused in the past with 0. titan

Conrad. The writer in a previous paper (Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull.

Dept. G-eol., vol. 7, no. 4. p. 54, 1912) listed it as 0. titan Conrad.

Other writers previous to this made the same mistake. Gabb reports

0. titan Conrad from Kirker Pass. All the specimens that the writer

has seen from that locality, including specimens of the old State

Survey in the collections of the University of California and labeled

0. titan Conrad, belong to the species 0. bourgeoisii Remond. So far

the writer has not seen a specimen of 0. titan Conrad from the Lower

San Pablo group or the upper part of the Monterey group. In the

Lower Monterey there is an oyster that is very close to, if not identical

with, 0. titan Conrad as seen in the Santa Margarita beds of San Luis

Obispo County.

0. bourgeoisii Remond somewhat resembles 0. titan Conrad in its

size and thickness, though it is never as large. The maximum length

as measured from the beak through the muscle impression is about

eight to ten inches, with a maximum width at right angles to this of

about five inches. Both valves vary considerably in thickness ; some-

times the shell of the ventral valve has a thickness of from two to three

inches. The ventral valve is usually only slightly more convex than
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the upper valve but is usually somewhat thicker. The hue radiating

ridges on the surface, described by Remond, are not constant, ap-

pearing on only a few specimens that the writer has seen.

0. bourgeoisii Remond differs from 0. titan Conrad in that the

ligamental pit is narrower and the ligamental callus is heavier ; on

Ostrea titan Conrad the ligamental pit extends nearly across the an-

terior end of the shell ; the muscle impression on 0. bourgeoisii Remond

is much smaller and is nearer the posterior end of the shell than on

0. titan Conrad; on the latter species the muscle impression is some-

times nearly half the width of the shell; the ventral valve of 0. titan

Conrad is usually more strongly convex. A large number of specimens

of both species were examined and these differences were found to be

constant.

Occurrence.—Very common in the Lower San Pablo group at

Kirker Pass, University of California locality 2140 ; also from the

south side of Mount Diablo in the Lower San Pablo Group and Upper

Monterey Group.

PECTEN (PLAGIOCTENIUM) BLLINEATUS, n. sp.

Plate 64, figures 3 and 4

Shell thin, medium in size, equivalved and equilateral, usually

longer than high. Dorsal edges gently concave, the anterior dorsal

edge usually being shorter than the posterior ; ventral edge quite

strongly and regularly arcuate. Apical angle averaging about 102°.

Hinge plate about half as long as the length of the shell. Both valves

gently convex and similarly sculptured by 18 to 20 low, flat-topped,

radiating ribs with interspaces little wider than the tops of the ribs.

In each interspace and almost filling it there is a low, broad, flat-

topped interrib. On some specimens these broad interribs become

almost as prominent as the ribs themselves ; this is more especially

noticeable near the dorsal edges, where the ribbing becomes finer.

Anterior ear of right valve notched, bearing three to four fine, radi-

ating riblets
;
posterior edge of posterior ear slightly oblique, bearing

very faint, almost obsolete, radiating riblets. Ears of left valve similar

to those of the right valve, except that the anterior ear is not notched.

P. bilineatus, n. sp., has been confused with P. raymondi, n. sp.,

and P. pabloensis Conrad, which species also occur in the same locality.

Arnold's description of P. pabloensis Conrad (U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper,

No. 47, pp. 87-89) in part applies very well to P. bilineatus rather

than to what is taken by the writer as being the true P. pabloensis Con-
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rad. Arnold figured P. pabloensis as three distinct species, which are

seen on Plate XXVII of the publication mentioned above. Figure 5

represents a very good specimen of the left valve of P. pabloensis

Conrad. Figure 6 represents a good specimen of a right valve of P.

bilineatus, n. sp., while Fig. 7 appears to represent a left valve of

P. raymondi, n. sp.

P. bilineatus, n. sp., differs from P. pabloensis Conrad in that the

ribs are wider and not so far apart, they do not show the tendency to

split as in the other species, the interrib is much broader. The con-

centric sculpturing is different, on P. pabloensis Conrad it is distinctly

imbricated, the species belonging to the same subgenus as Pecten has-

tatus Sowerby—that is, Chlamys; on P. bilineatus it is not imbricated.

P. bilineatus resembles P. raymondi, n. sp., in the number and width

of the ribs, in the width of the interspaces, and in general outline ; it

differs from that species in the following respects : it has a thinner

shell, the ribs are not so prominent ; on P. raymondi there is no inter-

rib ; the two valves of the latter are unequal, the right valve being flat

and the left valve convex, thus belonging to the subgenus Pecten; the

valves of P. bilineatus are both convex, the species belonging to the

subgenus Plagioctenium.

Dimensions.—Of type (pi. 64, fig. 3), a right valve, length 45 mm.

;

height 38 mm.
Occurrence.—This species occurs in the famous Pecten beds on

San Pablo Bay near the town of Rodeo, University of California local-

ity 1632.

PECTEN (PECTEN) CIEEBOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 47, figure 6

Shell rather small; apical angle about 90°; dorsal edges slightly

concave; ventral edge very strongly arcuate. Surface sculptured by

fifteen fairly coarse, flat-topped ribs with flat-bottomed interspaces

about as wide as the tops of the ribs, interspaces and ribs narrowing

rapidly toward the beak, incremental lines inconspicuous. Anterior

ear with four fairly heavy radiating ribs
;
bysal notch deep ; anterior

edge broken
;
posterior ear broken.

The writer has only one specimen of the right valve of this species,

but it appears to be so distinct as to be worthy of a specific name and

description.

Dimensions.—Length, 22 mm.
;
height, 24 mm.

Occurrence.—In the basal beds of the San Pablo Group of the type

section.
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PEGTEN (PLAGIOCTENIUM ?) CEASSIEADIATUS, n. sp.

Plate 47, figure 7

Shell medium in size; fairly heavy; apical angle about 98°
;
height

about equal to the length ; dorsal edges nearly straight. Hinge plate

over half the length of the shell. Right valve sculptured by sixteen

heavy, broadly rounded, radiating ribs, which become somewhat nar-

rower near the margins
;
interspaces very narrow and deep. Dorsal

margins rather strongly depressed, the depressed area being narrow

and without ribs. Anterior ear longer than posterior, deeply notched

with anterior edge gently convex, sculptured by four fairly heavy

radiating ribs. Left valve unknown.

This species appears to be quite unique. The writer has seen only

one specimen of the right valve.

Dimensions.—Height 47 mm.
;
length apparently about the same

as height.

Occurrence.—In the lower San Pablo, associated with Astrodapsis

tumiclus, subsp. cierboensis, Scutella pabloensis, Chrysodonms pablo-

ensis, etc., University of California locality 367.

PECTEN (PECTEN) EAYMONDT, n. sp.

Plate 46, figures 1 and 2; plate 47, figures 1 and 2

Shell rather heavy, subcircular, nearly equilateral, inequivalved

;

hinge line averaging slightly more than one half the length of the

shell
;
height about equal to length. Anterior ears slightly longer than

posterior ears. Apical angle about 102°. Dorsal edges slightly con-

cave
;
posterior edge longer than anterior edge. Left valve ventricose,

sculptured by seventeen to twenty squarish to slightly rounding,

heavy, radiating ribs, the interspaces averaging about the same width

as the ribs ; on some specimens the ribbing tends to become a little

finer toward the dorsal edges than on the middle of the disk. Surface

also covered by medium fine to coarse concentric lines of growth.

Anterior ear sculptured by three to five medium fine radiating ribs

;

anterior margin of ear slightly notched. Posterior ear with four to

five radiating ribs, posterior edge straight, and sloping forwards.

Right valve flat, sculptured by seventeen to twenty radiating flat-

topped ribs which are usually not as prominent as the ribs of the left

valve. On some of the smaller specimens the right valve is slightly

ventricose but never so much as the left valve. Interspaces between
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radiating ribs about equal in width to that of ribs. Concentric lines

of growth usually not so heavy as on left valve. Anterior ear deeply

notched, sculptured by three to five medium fine radiating ribs.

This species has been confused with P. discus Conrad. Arnold in

his paper "The Tertiary and Quaternary Pectens of California"

(Prof. Paper IT. S. G. S., no. 47) plate XXVII, fig. 1, figures under

the name of P. discus a very good specimen of P. raymondi, n. sp. This

came from the San Pablo near the town of Walnut Creek. Figure 2

on the same plate, also listed as P. discus Conrad, shows a rather

broken specimen of a species which is common in the Monterey shale

in the southern part of the state. This form is referred to by Dall

(Trans. Wagner Free Inst. Sci., vol. 3, pts. 3-4, pp. 704, 705) as

P. discus Conrad. The writer has some very good specimens of this

last form from the Monterey shale. It is very different from P.

raymondi, being equivalved, thinner and shows a distinct fine imbri-

cated concentric sculpturing. It is somewhat similar to P. pabloensis

Conrad in that sometimes a narrow riblet is seen in the interspace of

the radiating ribs and there is a tendency for the major radiating ribs

to divide dichotomously, also they become finer towards the dorsal

margins of the shell.

Neither P. raymondi, n. sp., nor the Monterey species referred to

above, agrees with the original description or picture of P. discus

Conrad. The type of P. discus Conrad evidently came from the Lower

Miocene, Vaqueros or Monterey. Conrad's meagre description and

his picture agree fairly Avell with P. andersoni Arnold, a characteristic

Monterey or Temblor form. It therefore seems very probable that

P. andersoni Arnold should be considered as a synonym of P. discus

Conrad. Before the change is made, however, good material should

be obtained from the section from which the type of P. discus Conrad

was obtained. Therefore the writer for the present accepts Dall's

determination of P. discus, leaving for the present P. andersoni as a

legitimate species.

P. raymondi, n. sp., may easily be, and has many times been, mis-

taken for P. andersoni Arnold. Both species belong to the subgenus

Pecten, having the left valve convex and the right valve fiat. P. ray-

mondi, n. sp., differs from P. andersoni Arnold in the following re-

spects: It has a larger number of radiating ribs; the interspaces are

not so wide. On P. andersoni Arnold the radiating ribs of the left

valve are much narrower at the top than at the bottom, the top of the

rib tending to be subangulate. On P. raymondi, n. sp., the radiating
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ribs of the left valve are broadly rounded to flat-topped. The radiating

ribs of the flat right valve of P. andersoni Arnold are distinctly

rounded, but not as narrow-topped as those of the left valve. The

radiating ribs of the right valve of P. raymondi are broad and usually

flat-topped. P. andersoni Arnold appears to be characteristic of the

Monterey or Temblor Horizon. The writer has never seen it in the

Upper Miocene.

P. raymondi, n. sp., is a common and a very characteristic species

of the Upper Miocene. It is very common in the San Pablo of Middle

California and also in the Scutella breweriana zone. It is also very

common in the "Santa Margarita" in the southern part of the state.

Named in honor of Professor W. J. Raymond of the University

of California.

Dimensions.—Large specimen figured, height, 50 mm.; length,

50 mm.
;
diameter, 7 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 1942, 1947, 1946,

1478, 136, etc. ; also from the Scutella breweriana zone in Middle

California and from the Santa Margarita of the southern part of the

state.

PECTEN (CHLAMYS) PABLOENSIS Conrad

Plate 47, figure 8; plate 48, figure 2

1857 Pecten pabloensis Conrad, Pae. E. B. Eept., vol. 6, pt. 2, 1857, pp.

71, pi. 3, fig. 14.

1888 Pecten pabloensis Conrad.? Cooper, 7th Ann. Eept. Calif. State

Mineral., 1S88, p. 25S.

1898 Pecten (? Plagioctinium) pabloensis Dall. Trans. Wagner Free Inst.

Sei., vol. 3, pt. 4, 1898, p. 703.

1906 Pecten pabloensis Conrad. Arnold, Prof. Paper U. S. G. S. no. 47,

p. 88, pi. XXVII, figs. 6, 6a (not fig. 5 and 5a or 7).

1909 Pecten pabloensis Conrad. Weaver, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bull., Dept.

Geol., vol. 5, no. 6, p. 262.

1912 Pecten pabloensis Conrad. Smith, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 4th series,

vol. III.

Shell thin, medium in size, nearly equilateral, inequivalved
;
height

about equal to width; apical angle averaging about 90°; hinge line

about half the length of the shell ; dorsal edges gently concave
;
pos-

terior dorsal edge longer than anterior dorsal edge ; anterior ears

slightly longer than posterior ears. Right valve sculptured by seven-

teen to nineteen low, rounding ribs with interspaces averaging a little

wider than the top ribs ; a fine narrow riblet in each interspace. Sur-

face also sculptured by fine, imbricated, concentric lines which, when
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the valves have not been too much eroded, tend to come to a point on

the tops of the ribs and riblets. The larger ribbing becomes finer

toward the dorsal margins while the riblets become more prominent,

the last few ribs not being distinguishable from the riblets ; sometimes

there are six or seven or even more of these finer undifferentiated ribs

near the margins. The ribbing on the larger specimens is broader and

flatter and tends to be dichotomous toward the ventral edges; this

splitting of the ribs first makes its appearance toward the outer edges,

but on the larger shells all the ribs may be dichotomized ventrally;

in some cases the riblets also are dichotomous. Anterior ear deeply

notched, sculptured by four to six fairly prominent radiating ribs.

Margin of posterior ear straight, sculptured by three to six medium

fine, radiating ribs. Left valve usually more ventricose than right

valve ; sculptured by seventeen to nineteen low, rounded radiating ribs

with the interspaces nearly twice as wide as the tops of the ribs; a

fine narrow riblet in each interspace as on right valve; ribbing finer

toward dorsal margins, becoming indistinguishable from riblets ; the

larger ribs as in the case of the right valve tend to become dichotomous

and the riblets also tend to split. Surface imbricated as on right

valve. Anterior ear slightly notched, sculptured by four to six medium

fine radiating ribs
;
posterior ear with about equal number of ribs,

posterior edge straight. Ligamental groove fairly heavy. Resilifer

small. Adductor muscle impression large.

P. pabloensis is found associated with P. bilineatus, P. liolwayi

and P. crassicardo. It has been confused many times with P. bil-

ineatus and P. raymondi. In Professional Paper 47, pi. XXVII,

fig. 5, Arnold has figured the left valve of this species. Figure 6 of

the same plate represents a specimen of P. bilineatus, while figure 7

appears to represent the left valve of P. raymondi, n. sp.

Dimensions.—Specimen figured on plate 47, figure 8. Height, 32

mm.
;
length, 39 mm.

;
length of hinge, 22 mm.

;
length of anterior

dorsal edge, about 18 mm.
;
length of posterior dorsal edge about 22

mm. ; diameter of right valve, about 3 mm.

Occurrence.—On San Pablo Bay in the Upper San Pablo group.

University of California localities 1632, 1613, 1614 and 1615 ; also, on

the north side of Mount Diablo in the Upper San Pablo, University of

California locality 1891.
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PECTEN (PALLIUM) HOLWAYI, n. sp.

Plate 47, figure 5

Shell large, equilateral; posterior, anterior, and ventral margins

strongly depressed; surface of shell with a marked step-like depres-

sion, indicating a former depressed ventral margin, situated not quite

one third the distance from the ventral edge to the beak. Surface

sculptured by three heavy rounding ribs; these ribs are very promi-

nent between the step-like depression and the central depressed mar-

gin, but very faint and almost disappearing between the step and the

beak. Surface also sculptured by fine, regular, radial striae or riblets,

which cover both the interspaces and the ribs, and by fine imbricate

concentric lines. Shell feebly lirate internally, the lirations being most

prominent on the depressed area along the ventral edge. Adductor

muscle scar prominent.

Named in honor of Professor R. S. Holway, Associate Professor

of Physical Geography at the University of California.

Dimensions.—Height of shell, 85 mm.
;
length of shell, 90 mm.

;

greatest diameter of valve, about 24 mm.

Occurrence.—In Pecten beds of the Upper San Pablo group on

San Pablo Bay to the south of the town of Rodeo, University of Cali-

fornia locality 1632.

PECTEN (PATINOPECTEN) WEAVERI, n. sp.

Plate 45, figures 1 and 2

Shell discoidal, broader than high, equilateral, nearly equivalved;

apical angle about 90° ; dorsal edges gently concave
;
hinge line about

half the length of the shell. Right valve sculptured by about four-

teen low, broad-topped, squarish ribs, the interspaces between which

are flat-bottomed and about as wide as the tops of the ribs. Surface

concentrically sculptured by rather coarse, somewhat irregular incre-

mental lines. Anterior ear slightly longer than posterior, deeply

notched, sculptured by three medium coarse, radiating ribs. Posterior

ear marked by two or three faint radiating riblets. Left valve sculp-

tured by fourteen fairly prominent, rounded, radiating ribs with

interspaces about equal to the width of the ribs ; the ribs next to the

dorsal edges are not so prominent as the others. Surface also covered

by fine, sharp, incremental lines. Anterior and posterior ears each

marked by three medium fine, radiating riblets ; anterior edge of an-

terior ear slightly notched.
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The differences in the sculpturing on the two valves is quite notice-

able ; the left valve, with fairly prominent rounded ribs and the sharp

incremental lines, contrasts quite strongly with the right valve, with

its low, squarish ribs and coarser incremental lines.

Named in honor of Professor Charles E. Weaver of the University

of Washington.

Dimensions.—Of left valve, plate 45, figure 2. Height, 34 mm.

;

length, 36 mm.

Occurrence.—From the basal beds of the San Pablo group on San

Pablo Bay, University of California localities 1141 and 401.

MYTILUS MERBIAMI, n. sp.

Plate 48, figures 7 and 8

Shell thick, very ventricose. Beaks heavy, bluntly pointed. Hinge

plate below the beaks very heavy. Base sometimes straight, sometimes

gently concave. Posterior edge angulated, the point of angulation

being situated anterior to the middle. Posterior extremity evenly

rounded. Surface of shell covered by irregular coarse incremental

undulations. Highest point of convexity of surface anterior to the

middle of the valve; anterior slope high and nearly perpendicular;

posterior slope steep, dropping at an angle of nearly 30° as measured

at the point of angulation on the posterior edge ; to the rear of this

point the shell is not so convex ; no teeth on thickened hinge plate.

Thickened area below the beaks obscurely grooved
;
deep elongate an-

terior adductor muscle scar just below the thickened hinge plate.

M. merriami, n. sp., differs from M. coalingensis Arnold and the

variety of that species from the San Pablo, in that the slopes are more

ventricose ; the posterior slope is steeper ; the valves do not flatten

out toward the base so markedly; it lacks the deep pit which lies im-

mediately below the cardinal hinge plate on the other two forms.

M. merriami, n. sp., differs from M. perrini, n. sp., also from the

Upper San Pablo Group, in being larger, in having a heavier hinge

plate ; the valves are higher and more convex and the anterior and

dorsal slopes are much steeper.

M. merriami, n. sp., differs from M. mathewsonii Gabb, a Lower
Miocene form, as follows: On M. merriami, n. sp., the base is straight,

on M. matliewsonii Gabb it is curved, on the former the highest point

of convexity of the surface is nearer the median line than on the

latter; also the posterior extremity is not so broad.
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M. expansus Arnold, described by Arnold as a variety of M.

mathewsonii Gabb, is somewhat similar in outline to M. merriami, n. sp.,

but differs in being- less convex; the posterior slope is less steep and

the posterior margin is not angulated as is the case of M. merriami,

n. sp. ; the latter also lacks the radial striations seen on M. expansus.

It would seem to the writer that Arnold's M. mathewsonii var.

expansus should be classed as a true species, not a variety. M. expansus

Arnold belongs to the section Hormomya Moreh according to Dall's

classification. M. mathewsonii Gabb belongs to the section Mytilus. It

does not appear to be radially striated as stated by Dall in his dis-

cussion of the species of Mytilus of the Pacific Coast (Transactions of

the Wagner Free Institute of Science, vol. 3, pt. 4, p. 789, 1898).

Dimensions.—Greatest antero-posterior diameter, about 104 mm.;

greatest width as measured at right angles to the base, about 55 mm.

;

height of the depressed anterior margin, about 42 mm.

Occurrence.—From the upper beds of the Upper San Pablo Group

on the south side of Mount Diablo, University of California locality

118.

Named in honor of Professor J. C. Merriam, Professor of Palae-

ontology at the University of California.

MYTILUS PERRINT, n. sp.

Plate 42, figures 5 and 6

Shell medium in size, somewhat variable in outline, elongate sub-

ovate ; beaks subacute, slightly twisted ; base straight or slightly con-

cave. Posterior cardinal angle as a rule slightly anterior to the middle

of the elongate axis, the angle being obscured on some of the larger

specimens, the margin posterior to the point of angulation being

nearly straight and parallel or slightly diverging from the anterior

edge. Ventral edge broadly rounded to subtruncate. Surface of

shell covered by heavy irregular undulations with finer incremental

lines. Anterior slope of surface fairly abrupt; posterior slope gentle.

There is a tendency for the surface of the shell to be depressed and

flattened just in front of the posterior dorsal edge. Hinge plate

heavy below the beak; on some specimens the thickened hinge plate

resembles somewhat the myaphoric septum of a Septifer or Dreissensia

;

the anterior edge of the smaller specimens is denticulate immediately

below the beaks; on the smaller specimen figured at least ten of these
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minute teeth may be counted. Ligamental groove broad and fairly

heavy ; anterior adductor scar long- and narrow.

This species is very closely allied to M. edulus Linn. ; it differs in

having heavier lines of growth ; the basal margin and posterior mar-

gin posterior to the point of angulation are nearly parallel or slightly

diverging while on M. edulus they are converging; the hinge plate is

very much heavier and when there are teeth on the anterior margin,

they are finer and more numerous; the ligamental groove also appears

to be somewhat heavier.

M. perrini, n. sp., differs from M. mathewsonii Gabb in that the

latter is a larger form ; the general outlines of the two shells are

different ; the highest point of convexity on the surface of M. mathew-

sonii Gabb is near the middle of the shell, on 71/. perrini it is in front

of the middle; further, the posterior slopes of M. mathewsonii Gabb

are steeper than on M. perrini. The writer has been unable to get a

good specimen of the hinge of M. mathewsonii.

M. perrini, n. sp., resembles M. californicus Conrad in the fairly

coarse concentric undulations ; it lacks the heavy radial sculpture of

M. californicus : the hinge plate and outline are also quite different.

M. perrini differs from M. expansus Arnold (listed by Arnold as

M. mathewsonii Gabb var. expansus, n. var.) in that it is a smaller

form ; the posterior dorsal margin is shorter ; the surface lacks the fine

radiating striae seen on M. expansus Arnold. In other respects the

two forms seem to be quite similar; both have a broad, subtruncate

ventral edge and usually a straight base, the anterior slope of the

surface being quite abrupt, with the highest point of convexity well

in front of the middle of the shell.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : greatest anteroposterior diameter

about 57 mm.
;
greatest width measured at right angles to base, 25 mm

Occurrence.—Upper San Pablo Group on San Pablo Bay, Univer-

sity of California locality 1617.

Named in honor of Professor James Perrin Smith, Professor of

Palaeontology at Leland Stanford Junior University.

MYTILUS (MYTILOCONCHA) TKAMPASENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 42, figures 2 and 3

Shell medium to large, low, slender ; beaks acute, not twisted ; base

nearly straight, on some specimens gently concave. Cardinal angle

near the middle of the elongate axis. Posterior end evenly rounded:
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anterior slope steep ; surface of shell posterior to the steep anterior

slope slightly convex, with a very gentle posterior slope. Surface

smooth except for fine incremental lines of growth. Hinge plate

below the beaks heavy, with a deep groove anterior to the ligamental

groove.

This species differs from Mytilus coalingensis Arnold in being

more slender, not so broad posteriorly ; the beaks are not twisted ; the

surface is not so high or convex, the anterior slope not being so high

but possibly steeper.

Occurrence.—In the Upper San Pablo Group on Las Trampas

Ridge and Rocky Ridge near southeast corner of Concord Sheet, Uni-

versity of California localities 38, 39, 1237.

MODIOLUS GABBI, n. sp.

Plate 48, figure 1

Modiolus multiradiatus Gabb (in part), Pal. Calif., vol. 2, p. 30, not

pi. 8.

Modiolus multiradiatus Gabb (Smith), Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 4th ser.,

vol. Ill, p. 172.

Shell medium to large, elongate, anterior end extending only

slightly beyond the beak. Posterior dorsal edge subangulate posterior

to the mid-length of the valve. Base nearly straight with a tendency

to concavity
;
posterior end evenly rounded. Surface sculptured by

rather broad, flat-topped, dichotomous ribbing, except for an elongate,

smooth, subtriangular space above the base near the anterior end;

the dichotomous ribbing is more marked toward the posterior margin,

while anteriorly the ribs are split only at their lower ends
;
interspaces

slightly narrower than the tops of the ribs. Surface quite strongly

convex, usually with a well-defined ridge marking the line of greater

convexity extending from the beak toward the basal side of the pos-

terior extremity ; on the larger specimens this ridge is not so pro-

nounced, the surface being more evenly rounded.

This species has heretofore been known as Modiolus multiradiatus

Gabb, which Gabb reported from two localities, San Emideo ranch,

west of Fort Tejon, and the Miocene of Contra Costa County. The

type specimen without doubt came from San Emideo ranch. Some of

Gabb's original material from this locality is in the collections of the

Department of Palaeontology at the University of California. The

form from San Emideo ranch differs from the one in the Upper Mio-
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cene of Middle California both in outline and in sculpturing. The

radial ribbing on M. multiradiatus is much finer and closer together

than on M. gabbi; also, on the former the anterior end extends much

further beyond the beak than on the latter. M. multiradiatus is found

in the Lower Miocene (Vaqueros) of Stone Canon, Monterey County,

and it is probably characteristic of that horizon.

Dimensions.—Greatest antero-posterior diameter, 71 mm. ; width

of shell as measured from point of angulation, 30 mm.

Occurrence.—A very common form in the lower and upper San

Pablo Group ; also found in the Scutella breweriana zone.

CYEENA (COEBICULA) CALIFOENICA Gabb

Plate 56, figure 2

Gabb in speaking of this species says :

This species is the most variable in outline of any fossil I have seen in

California except the oysters and similar shells. No two specimens have the same

shape and by selecting a suitable series, differences enough could be found to

make three or four species, sufficiently distinct on paper. The large number

of specimens, however, at my disposal, show conclusively that all belong to but

one species.

C. califomica is very abundant at one horizon near the top of the

San Pablo Series on San Pablo Bay. Here it is just as variable as at

Kirker Pass, whence it was first described ; it is associated everywhere

with genera that may have a brackish-water habitat. On San Pablo

Bay it is associated with the following species : Mytihis perrini, n. sp.,

Bittium pabloensis, n. sp., Ceritldum rodeoensis, n. sp., Mya dickersoni,

n. sp., and Macoma pabloensis, n. sp. At Kirker Pass C. califomica is

associated with Littorina pittsburgensis and Trophon ponderosum.

Occurrence.—Upper San Pablo, University of California localities

1617, 1942, 1482, 59, 147, 1198.

DOSINIA (DOSINELLA) AENOLDI, n. sp.

Plate 51, figures 1 and 2

Shell large, tumid ; beaks fairly prominent ; base broad ; anterior

extremity rather strongly produced and regularly rounded. Posterior

dorsal edge long and gently arcuate ; anterior dorsal edge long for

this genus, nearly straight, except just below the beak, where it is

slightly concave ; ventral edge regular and rather strongly rounded

;

posterior extremity subangulate. Lunule large, deeply impressed.
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Posterior dorsal margin slightly flattened into an escutcheon-like area,

which is more prominent toward the base than in the vicinity of the

beaks. Surface sculptured by numerous, somewhat irregular, con-

centric lines. Hinge plate of left valve broad with three well devel-

oped cardinals
;
posterior cardinal elongated but not prominent, with

small contiguous area of hinge plate roughened; anterior cardinal

rather thin and high ; anterior lateral strongly developed for this

genus. The writer was not able to get a good specimen of the hinge

of the right valve. Pallial sinus elongate, subacute. Adductor muscle

impressions strong, especially the anterior one. A fairly prominent

ridge is seen on the cast of the shell, extending down from the beak

about half way to the ventral edge, corresponding to a broad shallow

groove on the interior of the shell.

The species was found in the same horizon with Dosinia merriami,

n. sp., var. diabloensis, n. var.. Upper San Pablo Group, but differs

from that form in that it is broader in proportion to the height ; it has

a longer anterior dorsal edge ; the lunule is not as broad ; the anterior

extremity is more produced ; the ventral edge is more regular and less

oblique anteriorly; also the posterior dorsal edge is slightly more

arcuate. The hinge plates of the two species are different ; the hinge

plate of D. arnoldi, n. sp., is narrower posteriorly and the posterior

dorsal cardinal of the left valve is less prominent and lacks the corru-

gations seen on the corresponding tooth of D. merriami, n. sp., var.

diabloensis, n. var. ; also the second cardinal of the left valve is less

elongated. Lastly, D. var. diabloensis lacks the marked groove seen

on the inside of the shell of D. arnoldi.

Named in honor of Dr. Ralph Arnold, who has contributed so much

to the Tertiary palaeontology of California.

Occurrence.—Prom the Upper San Pablo Group on the south side

of Mount Diablo, University of California locality 1604. Also found

in Santa Margarita beds to the north of Coalinga.

DOSINIA (DOSINELLA) MERRIAMI, n. sp.

Plate 49, figures 1 and 2; plate 52, figures 1 and 2

Shell orbicular ; beaks rather prominent, strongly prosogyrous

:

lunule deep and well defined. Proportion of height to length some-

what variable ; on some specimens the height and length are about

equal, while on others the height is greater than the length. Anterior

dorsal shoulder fairly prominent, sloping out nearly at right angles
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to a line dropped from the beak to the lowest point on the ventral

edge
;
posterior dorsal edge long and gently arcuate

;
posterior ex-

tremity evenly arcuate; ventral edge strongly arcuate. Surface of

shell marked by concentric incremental lines, which are medium fine

at the beaks, becoming coarser toward the base. Surface depressed

along the posterior dorsal margin into an escutcheon-like area. Hinge

plate heavy posteriorly. Right valve with four cardinal teeth; pos-

terior cardinal elongate, weak, on some specimens examined almost

obsolete and represented only by a roughened area ; second cardinal

elongate, deeply bifurcate, the posterior lobe being the longer ; third

cardinal heavy, short and slightly bifurcate ; anterior cardinal short

and thin. Left valve with three fairly heavy cardinal teeth and one

heavy, low, short, anterior lateral ; the posterior cardinal is more

elongate than the middle and anterior cardinals and is quite strongly

corrugated on the outer side.

This species has been listed by previous writers as D. ponderosa

Gray, a Recent form now living in the Gulf of California and very

abundant in the Pleistocene of Southern California. The writer has

had the opportunity of examining a considerable number of specimens

of D. ponderosa Gray in the collections of the California Academy

of Sciences at San Francisco and of the University of California. D.

merriami, n. sp., differs from D. ponderosa Gray in that it is higher

in proportion to the width ; the posterior dorsal edge is more arcuate

and more oblique, the posterior extremity being more rounding; D.

ponderosa Gray lacks the slightly flattened surface along the posterior

dorsal edge, as seen on D. merriami, n. sp.
;
also, on the latter species

the beaks are slightly more prominent and the lunule is not so deeply

impressed as on the former. The hinge plates of the two species are

quite different; the posterior cardinal on the left valve of D. mer-

riami, n. sp., is rather strongly corrugated, while on D. ponderosa

Gray it is not ; also, on the latter species the third cardinal of the right

valve is not bifurcated and is higher than on D. merriami, and the

anterior cardinal is less elongate, also the anterior lateral is more
approximate to the cardinal.

Dosinia merriami, n. sp., somewhat resembles D. whitneyi Gabb,

which equals Chione whitneyi Gabb (Palaeontology of California, vol.

2, p. 23, pi. 5, fig. 40), which equals D. mathewsonii Gabb (Palaeon-

tology of California, vol. 2, p. 37, pi. 15, fig. 16), a species found in the

Lower Miocene of California. The hinge plate of D. whitneyi Gabb
is not known; the shell is usually not so large as I), merriami, n. sp.,
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and the concentric lines of growth are more regular; the anterior

dorsal edge slopes down more obliquely from the beaks.

Dimensions.—Height of type (pi. 49, fig. 1), 90 mm.; length, 92

mm. ; diameter of one valve, about 20 mm. Height of cotype (pi. 52,

fig. 1), 100 mm.; length, about 85 mm.; diameter, about 23 mm.

Occurrence.—From the base of the San Pablo Group in the region

of Kirker Pass to the north of Mount Diablo. Here it is associated

with Pecten crassicardo, Spisula albaria and Spisula catilliformis,

Scutella gabbii, etc.
;
University of California locality 100. Also from

the Lower San Pablo on San Pablo Bay, University of California

locality 1532.

DOSINIA (DOSINELLA) MEREIAMI, var. OCCIDENTALIS, n. var.

Plate 50, figure 1

This variety differs from D. merriami, n. sp., chiefly in outline;

the shell is higher in proportion to the length; the posterior dorsal

slope is steeper, being only slightly arcuate ; the ventral margin is

steeper; the anterior dorsal shoulder is less prominent; the beaks are

higher and narrower. The sculpturing is very much the same as on

D. merriami, n. sp., and it also has the depressed flattened area along

the posterior dorsal margin. The hinge plates of the two are prac-

tically alike.

Dimensions.—Height, 88 mm. ; length, 73 mm.

Occurrence.—D. merriami, var. occidentalis comes from a higher

horizon than D. merriami, n. sp. ; it is found on the south side of

Mount Diablo, University of California localities 481, 482, 1485, asso-

ciated with Astroclapsis whitneyi, Astroclapsis tumidus, Trophon

carisaensis. It is also very common in the Santa Margarita beds to the

north of Coalinga.

TIVELA (PACHYDESMA) DIABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 54, figures 5 and 6; plate 55, figure 1

Shell large, trigonal in outline, slightly inequilateral; beaks strongly

inturned. Posterior dorsal margin nearly straight to slightly con-

cave ; anterior dorsal margin straight ; ventral edge long and gently

arcuate
;
posterior dorsal margin strongly depressed, with a fairly

distinct ridge or carina separating it from the remaining surface of
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the valve ; this ridge gives a subtruneate effect to the posterior ex-

tremity. Anterior dorsal margin only slightly depressed. Surface

smooth except for lines of growth. Three fairly heavy cardinals in

right valve; anterior cardinal thin, set close to anterior, dorsal edge.

Anterior cardinal of left valve heavy, not in line with the strong an-

terior lateral; middle cardinal bifid; posterior cardinal long, heavy,

separated from the heavy nymph plate by a deep groove.

Tivela diabloensis differs from Tivela gabbi, n. sp., from the Upper

San Pablo, in being longer in proportion to the height. The posterior

dorsal margin is much more strongly depressed ; the cardinals are not

so heavy. It also differs in the presence of the carina or ridge along

the posterior margin, which gives the shell a subtruneate effect, not

seen on T. gabbi. T. diabloensis resembles in outline T. stultorum

Mawe, a recent species on the "West Coast, more than it does T. gabbi.

The hinge, however, is very different. It differs also in the presence

of the well-defined carina along the posterior margin and in the

character of the anterior dorsal margin.

The writer has no material representing the species Tivela inezana,

a species described by Conrad from the Lower Miocene of the San

Inez Mountains. A comparison of the two San Pablo species with

Conrad 's meagre description and the figures appears to show that they

are distinct specifically. They differ especially in outline and sculp-

turing.

Dimensions.—Type specimen (pi. 55, fig. 1), length, about 91 mm.;

height, 61 mm. ; diameter of one valve, 21 mm. Dimensions of co-

type (pi. 54, figs. 5 and 6), length, 60 mm.; height, 45 mm.; diameter

of valve, 13 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Lower San Pablo Group, University of Cali-

fornia localities 1628, 1496, 1273, 1275, 1196, 1152, etc.

TIVELA (PACHYDESMA) DIABLOENSIS var. ANGULATUM, n. var.

Plate 56, figure 1

This form differs from T. diabloensis, n. sp., which is found in the

same horizon, in that it is higher in proportion to the length; it is

more equilateral ; the posterior dorsal margin is more strongly de-

pressed and the carina separating the depressed area from the re-

maining surface of the shell is stronger. Otherwise the two forms are

quite similar.
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The writer has only one good specimen of the right valve, but it is

so distinct from the typical form, T. diabloensis, n. sp., that it appears

to deserve at least varietal recognition.

Dimensions.—Height, 48 mm.; length, 58 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California locality, 1623, Lower San

Pablo of the type section.

TIVELA (PACHYDESMA) GABBI, n. sp.

Plate 55, figure 2; plate 56, figures 3 and 4

Shell large, heavy, trigonal in outline; beaks subcentral, slightly

posterior to the middle. Posterior dorsal edge nearly straight, on

some specimens slightly concave; anterior dorsal edge slightly con-

vex ; anterior end regularly rounded
;
posterior end regularly rounded

but not so broad as the anterior ; ventral edge long and gently arcuate.

Surface of valve moderately convex, smooth, except for medium fine,

more or less prominent incremental lines. Left valve with three heavy,

elongate cardinals
;
nymph plate heavy, separated from the posterior

cardinal by a deep groove, which extends up to the beak ; middle

cardinal slightly bifid ; anterior lateral heavy, elongate, not in line

with the anterior cardinal. Three cardinals in right valve; the two

posterior cardinals are heavy and elongate ; anterior cardinal thin and

situated close up to the anterior dorsal margin ; here again the nymph

plate is heavy and may very easily be mistaken for a cardinal ; socket

for lateral tooth of left valve deep and heavy; pallial sinus short and

blunt; muscle impressions equal. Posterior dorsal edge strongly

grooved to receive the posterior edge of the left valve.

T. gabbi is closely related, if not in direct line of descent, to T.

stultorum Mawe, a Recent species. It differs from that species in

that the shell is higher in proportion to the length ; the beaks are more

posterior ; the dorsal margins are not as strongly convex ; the hinge

plate is slightly heavier just above the lateral teeth ; on the left valve

the anterior lateral is not in line with the anterior cardinal as in

T. stultorum ; the nymph plate of the left valve is very prominent,

while on T. stultorum Mawe this is almost obsolete; the anterior

cardinal on T. gabbi, n. sp., is longer and heavier. A comparison of

the hinge plates of the right valve of the two species shows that on

T. gabbi it is somewhat heavier ; the nymph plate is heavier and

slightly arched upward while on T. stultorum Mawe it is depressed

inward.
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T. gabbi, n. sp., differs from T. diabloensis, n. sp., chiefly in outline;

the latter species is longer in proportion to the height, and the surface

is not so strongly depressed along the posterior dorsal margin ; Tivela

gabbi, n. sp., lacks the truncation on the posterior end and the obscure

ridge or carina extending from the peak to the posterior extremity,

which are seen on T. diabloensis, n. sp.

Dimensions.—Type specimen: height, 74 mm.; length, 86 mm.;

diameter of one valve, 17 mm.

Occurrence.—A very common species in the upper San Pablo

Group, University of California localities 1272, 1155, 1281, 1625. 1942,

1943, 1955, etc.

The following description of the Section Pachydesma, under Tivela

is given by Dall:48a "Shell very large, elongate—trigonal with smooth

interior margins, a vernicose, dehiscent periostraeum, and four car-

dinals in each valve.
'

' After examining a great many specimens, the

writer has come to the conclusion that in each valve what has been

taken by Dall as the posterior cardinal is rather to be considered as

a nymph plate. These oppose one another and do not alternate as true

cardinals should. Thus the dental formula of section Pacliyelesma

. L 010101.010. Ti , , , ^should be written It may be questioned whether the
K 101010.101

section Pachydesma should not be raised to generic rank, as the genus

Tivela is defined as having supplementary cardinals.

AMIANTIS (AMIANTIS) DALL I, n. sp.

Plate 50, figure 2; plate 53, figures 1, 2, 3, and 4

Shell large, heavy, inequilateral, subtrigonal to subovate in outline

;

height, about equal to length ; beaks prominent, strongly incurved and

anterior to the middle of the shell. Anterior dorsal edge gently con-

cave
;
posterior dorsal edge long and gently convex ; ventral edge regu-

larly and strongly arcuate; anterior end regularly rounded; posterior

end subangulate. Lunule well defined, large, wider on right valve

than on left. Surface along the posterior dorsal margin strongly de-

pressed, forming an escutcheon-like area which is separated from the:

main outer surface of the shell by a distinct line. Surface sculptured

by heavy concentric ridges or undulations, between and upon which

are finer incremental lines; toward the beaks and on most of the

surface of the shell the interspaces between the ridges are consider-

48a Wagner Free Institute of Science. Transactions, vol. Ill, pt. VI, p. 1244.
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ably wider than the ridges themselves, but on the adult shell the inter-

spaces become narrower toward the base until the larger ridges are so

crowded as to be indistinct. Hinge plate heavy ; left valve with long,

heavy nymph plate, on top of which and transversing it longitudinally

is a distinct ridge. Posterior cardinal over two-thirds the length of

the nymph plate, which latter is the same height as the cardinal, being

separated from it only by a shallow groove; the outer edge of the

cardinal and inner edge of the nymph plate show evidence of having

been rugose. Middle cardinal about half as long as posterior cardinal,

the space between the two being extraordinarily broad and deep. An-

terior cardinal thin, about the same length as the middle cardinal, the

two lying almost parallel with each other. Anterior lateral long and

heavy, the top broadly rounded, the upper end connecting with the

anterior dorsal margin. Right valve with a long, heavy nymph plate,

which becomes thinner toward the lower end and is rugose internally.

Posterior cardinal long, heavy, bifid, about two-thirds the length of

the nymph plate and separated from it by a deep, elongate socket.

Middle cardinal heavy, rather short and higher than the others. An-

terior cardinal very thin, shorter than the middle cardinal and situ-

ated close to it; anterior lateral pit deep. Posterior dorsal edge of

right valve below the ligamental area grooved to receive the cor-

responding edge of the left valve. Pallial sinus ample, slightly ascend-

ing and pointed in front. The impressions of two internal ridges are

seen on the cast of the shell, which ridges are characteristic of the

section Amiantis.

A. dalli is very closely related to A. eallosa Conrad, a Recent species

on the West Coast, showing all the minor characters described by Dall

as being characteristic of the section Amiantis. (For description of

genus Amiantis and section Amiantis by Dall, see Transactions of the

Wagner Free Institute of Science, vol. 3, pt. 6, pp. 1257-P258.) As

far as the writer is aware, this makes the second species belonging to

this genus described in North America. A. dalli in comparison to A.

eallosa is higher in proportion to its length and the concentric undula-

tions are more irregular. The liuiule and escutcheon of the two species

are very similar. The hinge plates, however, differ considerably. The

nymph plate on the left valve of the latter is longer but not so high

or so heavy and it lacks the longitudinal ridge seen on top of the

former. On A. dalli the middle cardinal of the left valve is separated

by a broader socket than on A. eallosa. On the former the middle and

interior cardinals lie nearly parallel, while on the latter they diverge at
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a considerable angle
;
also, the anterior lateral is longer and heavier

on the former. Other differences are seen in the comparison of the

hinge plates of the two species.

Named in honor of Dr. W. H. Dall of the Smithsonian Institution.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, 57 mm.
;
length, about 56

mm. Height of co-type (pi. 50, fig. 2), about 70 mm.
Occurrence.—From the Upper San Pablo Group, University of

California locality 38.

Found in association with Astrodapsis ivhitneyi, Macoma secta,

Mytilus trampasensis, Solen perrini, Venus martini, Mulinia pabloensis,

Neverita pabloensis, Trophon carisaensis.

PITAEIA BEHRI, n. sp.

Plate 54, figures 2, 3, and 4

Shell subtrigonal in outline; beaks prominent, strongly incurved;

lunule large, depressed and slightly wider in right valve than in left.

Anterior dorsal edge short and rather deeply concave
;
posterior dorsal

edge nearly straight, about twice as long as the anterior dorsal edge

;

ventral edge strongly arcuate
;
posterior and anterior ends evenly

rounded. Surface of shell rather strongly depressed along the pos-

terior dorsal margin, but there is no well-defined line separating this

narrow depressed area from the remaining portion of the shell. Sur-

face of shell sculptured by somewhat irregularly spaced, sharp, con-

centric lamellae. Posterior cardinal long and narrow, middle cardinal

heavy and high; anterior cardinal thin, not so high as middle cardinal;

anterior lateral prominent. Hinge plate of right valve not known.

This species somewhat resembles in outline Cytheria cliabloensis

Anderson, 40 from which it differs in the following respects : It does

not have so prominent ribbing ; the hinge plate as compared to Ander-

son 's figure is different.

Named in honor of Mr. Ernest Behr, the collector of the specimen

described.

Dimensions.—Type specimen: height, 62 mm.; width, about 7(1

mm. ; diameter of both valves, about 37 mm.

Occurrence.—In the upper part of the Lower San Pablo Group on

San Pablo Bay, associated with Dosinia merriami, n. sp., Pitaria

stalderi, n. sp., Chrysodomus pabloensis, n. sp., Ficus, cf. stanfordensis

Arnold, University of California localities 1279, 1532, and 1600.

*» Anderson, F. M., "A stratigraphic study in the Mount Diablo Range of

California," Proe. Calif. Acad. Sci., 3rd Series, vol. 2, no. 2, p. 1960, pi. XVII,
figs. 83-85.
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PITARIA STALDERI, n. sp.

Plate 53, figures 5 and 6

Shell elongate, subovate ; beaks prominent, strongly inturned.

Lunule large, well defined, depressed, wider on right valve than on

left. Anterior dorsal edge slightly concave, abont two-thirds the

length of the posterior dorsal edge
;

posterior dorsal edge long,

straight; posterior end broadly rounded; anterior extremity quite

strongly produced, and evenly rounded ; ventral edge long and gently

arcuate. Surface of shell sculptured by medium coarse, irregular, con-

centric, fairly sharp incremental lines. Posterior cardinal tooth of

left valve long, situated on top of long, narrow nymph plate ; middle

cardinal high and thin ; anterior cardinal thin but not so prominent

as middle cardinal ; anterior lateral prominent. Posterior cardinal of

right valve long, situated on anterior edge of long nymph plate,

grooved toward anterior end; middle cardinal not prominent, slightly

bifid ; anterior cardinal very thin, situated close up to the middle

cardinal.

P. stalderi differs from P. behri, found in the same horizon, in

being more elongate ; the anterior extremity is more produced ; the

ventral edge is less arcuate, the posterior extremity is broader, and

it lacks the strongly depressed area along the posterior dorsal edge,

the incremental lines of growth do not stand out so prominently or so

regularly as on P. behri. The hinge plates of the two species are quite

different. The middle cardinal tooth on P. behri, n. sp., is much

heavier, and the platform on which the anterior laterial rests on P
behri is wider than on P. staleleri.

Named in honor of Mr. Walter Stalder.

Dimensions.—Length of type (pi. 53, tig. 6), about 67 mm.: height,

52 mm.

Occurrence.—From the Lower San Pablo Group on San Pablo

Bay, University of California localities 1279, 1532 and 1524.

CHIONE DIABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 58, figure 4

Shell medium in size, roughly quadrate in outline ; beaks anterior

to the middle of the shell, fairly prominent, rather strongly inturned.

Posterior dorsal edge gently arcuate; anterior dorsal edge nearly

straight; posterior end subtruncate; anterior end evenly rounded;

ventral edge regularly arcuate. There is a long, narrow escutcheon
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on the posterior dorsal edge, which is nearly at right angles to hinge

plate. Lnnule large, elongate, slightly depressed, smooth. Surface

of shell sculptured by medium coarse to fine radiating ribs, the inter-

spaces between which are about equal to or slightly wider than the

tops of the ribs
;
posteriorly and anteriorly the ribbing becomes finer

and closer together, becoming obsolete on approximately the posterior

one-fifth of the shell ; surface of shell also covered by rather heavy

concentric lines of growth.

The sculpturing of this species resembles rather closely that of

G. securis Shumard, but the ribbing is finer and the beaks are not so

prominent. It differs radically in the outline and in the narrower

escutcheon. This species could very easily be mistaken for Papilla

staminea Conrad, a common species in the San Pablo also living on

the west coast.

There is a very marked difference in outline between this species

and G. pabloensis, n. sp., also of the San Pablo Group; the radial

ribbing, however, is similar, as is also the escutcheon.

Dimensions.—Length, 42 mm.
;
height, 21 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Upper San Pablo Group to the east of the

town of "Walnut Creek, University of California locality 1492.

CHIONE PABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 58; figure 2, also figure 1'?

Shell elongate ovate to subtrigonal in outline : beaks prominent and

strongly incurved, about one-fifth the length of the shell from the

anterior end. Lunule large, not strongly depressed, sculptured only

by concentric striae; escutcheon strongly depressed and sharply de-

fined as an elongate area extending from the beak to very nearly the

ventral edge, concentrically striated only. Posterior dorsal edge long,

gently arcuate ; anterior dorsal edge short, gently concave ; ventral

edge long and regularly arcuate
;
posterior end regularly rounded

;

anterior end regularly rounded, quite strongly produced. Ventral

edge and anterior dorsal edge crenulate. Surface sculptured by well-

defined radial ribbing, with interspaces as wide or wider than the tops

of the ribs; the radial ribbing is rather fine, and somewhat irregular,

becoming finer on anterior portion of shell and obsolete near the pos-

terior margin ; surface also sculptured by rather prominent incre-

mental lines ; the pallial sinus is fairly strong for this genus, and is

V-shaped. Hinge plate unknown.
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This species is very closely allied to Chione securis Shumard {Venus

securis Shumard, Transactions St. Louis Acad. Sci., no. 2, p. 122, 1858

;

also, U. S. G. S. Professional Paper, no. 59, p. 120, pi. XI, fig. 8 ;
pi.

XIII, fig. 289). G. pabloensis differs from C. securis Shumard in

being more elongate ; the ribbing is finer and the escutcheon is more

sharply defined.

Dimensions.—Height of shell, 53 mm.
;
length of shell, 72 mm.

;

diameter of both valves, 35 mm.

Occurrence.—Upper San Pablo Group on the south side of Mount

Diablo, University of California locality 1485.

VENUS MABTINI, n. sp.

Plate 54, figure 1

Shell medium in size, suboval, inequilateral, equivalved. Beaks

fairly prominent, strongly inturned. Lunule lacking but with an

obscure, elongate depressed escutcheon-like area along the posterior

dorsal edge. Anterior dorsal edge rather short, slightly concave
;
pos-

terior dorsal edge long and nearly straight; ventral edge regularly

and gently arcuate
;
posterior end broadly and evenly rounded ; an-

terior end evenly rounded. Surface of shell sculptured by heavy,

prominent, rounded regular concentric undulations with interspaces

averaging about as wide as the undulation. The interspaces and the

undulations are covered by fine incremental lines. The hinge plate

of left valve was exposed showing three well developed cardinals with

no anterior lateral. Pallial sinus unknown.

This species resembles closely V. pertenuis Gabb in sculpturing

but differs quite radically in outline, the latter being more trigonal

and less elongate. V. pertenuis is common in the Lower Neocene and

in the Santa Margarita of the north of Coalinga. In the latter horizon

it is associated with V. martini.

Named in honor of Mr. Bruce Martin, formerly Assistant Curator

of Palaeontology of the California Academy of Science, San Francisco.

Dimensions.—Length, about 63 mm.; height, about 50 mm.; diam-

eter of both valves, 33 mm.

Occurrence.—From the Upper San Pablo Group usually associated

with Astrodapsis whitneyi, University of California localities 181, 741,
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482 and 125. Also found in the Santa Margarita to the north of

Coalinga, where it is also associated with Astrodapsis whitneyi.

PETKICOLA BUWALDI, n.sp.

Plate 60, figure 6

Shell subquadrate ; beak low and inconspicuous
;
hinge line, includ-

ing the anterior and posterior dorsal edges, nearly straight. Pos-

terior dorsal edge nearly twice as long as anterior dorsal edge ; an-

terior end broadly rounded, sloping nearly at right angles to the ven-

tral and anterior dorsal edges
;
posterior end regularly and broadly

rounded ; ventral edge very gently arcuate. Surface sculptured by

broad, flat-topped, somewhat obscure, radiating ribs with narrow inter-

spaces. Two cardinals in left valve, the posterior cardinal being

slightly bifid. External ligamental groove short ; anterior to this and

not sharply separated from it is a rather broad, elongate, triangular-

shaped resilifer.

Named in honor of Dr. John P. Buwalda.

Dimensions.—Length, 29 mm.
;
height, 25 mm.

;
diameter, 9 mm.

Occurrence.—A single specimen of a left valve was found in the

Upper San Pablo Group to the southeast of the town of Walnut Creek,

University of California locality 1942.

TELLINA? DIABLOENSIS, n.sp.

Plate 61, figure 5

Shell subtrigonal to quadrate in outline, subrostrate posteriorly,

more ventricose posteriorly than anteriorly. Beak inconspicuous, pos-

terior to center. Anterior dorsal edge very gently curved
;
posterior

dorsal edge straight; ventral edge regularly rounded, rather convex;

posterior end bluntly pointed ; anterior end broadly and evenly

rounded. Surface covered by fairly prominent irregular incremental

lines, depressed along the posterior dorsal margin but with no well

defined line marking the anterior edge of depression. Ligamental

groove short
;
hinge plate fairly heavy, with well-developed nymph,

resembling that on a Sanguinolaria ; one prominent bifid posterior

cardinal tooth ; anterior cardinal either obsolete or broken. Anterior

to the beak there is an elongate lateral tooth ; the distance between
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the lateral tooth and the anterior dorsal edge suggests that there was

a lateral on the left valve which fitted in between the two.

Dimensions.—Length of shell, 28 mm.; height of shell, 29 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Upper San Pablo Group to the southeast of

the town of Walnut Creek, University of California locality 1478.

Only one specimen of the right valve of this species has so far been

found.

TELLINA ENGLISH!, n. sp.

Plate 61, figures 6 and 7

Shell elongate-subovate, compressed, inequilateral, rostrate pos-

teriorly. Beaks inconspicuous, posterior to the center with a narrow,

dec]) lunule. Eight valve flatter than left and flexed near the

posterior end. Anterior end evenly rounded , anterior dorsal edge

straight, and nearly parallel with the ventral edge; posterior dorsal

edge straight, sloping more steeply from the beak than anterior dorsal

edge ; ventral edge long, very gently arcuate except at point of flexure,

where it is slightly incurved. Posterior to the flexure on the surface

there is a prominent raised ridge which extends obliquely from the

beak to the posterior extremity and parallel to the posterior dorsal

edge; beyond this ridge and parallel with it, is a well-defined groove.

Left valve sculptured by finer concentric lines than right valve, and

corresponding to the posterior ridge seen on the right valve there is

a groove situated very close to and parallel with the posterior dorsal

edge ; there is no well-defined line in front of this groove.

Tellina englislvi resembles closely Tellina idae Dall, a Recent species

on the West Coast. The former differs from the latter in the follow-

ing respects: the anterior dorsal edge is straighter and longer; the

beaks are more posterior; the shell is longer in proportion to the

height, and the ventral edge is less arcuate. Tellina englishi is also

very close in resemblance to Tellina tenuistriata Davis, a species de-

scribed by C. H. Davis (Jour, of Geol. vol. 21, no. 5, p. 457, fig. 7).

The writer has seen some very good specimens in the California

Academy of Sciences in San Francisco, which are without doubt refer-

able to this latter form. This species though resembling the San

Pablo form is easily distinguishable from it. The posterior end of

the lower Miocene form is apparently more attenuate ; the posterior

dorsal slope is not so steep ; the ventral edge is more arcuate and the

shell is higher in proportion to the length.
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Named in honor of Mr. Walter English.

Dimensions.—Length, 40 mm.; height, 21mm.

Occurrence.—From the Upper San Pablo Group on the south side

of Mount Diablo, University of California locality 481.

TELLINA HANNIBALI, n. sp.

Plate 61, figure 11

Shell medium in size; beaks inconspicuous, posterior to the middle.

Anterior dorsal margin nearly straight, becoming slightly convex

toward the anterior extremity ; posterior dorsal edge slightly convex,

the greatest amount of convexity coming just in front of the posterior

extremity
;

posterior extremity pointed ; anterior end regularly

rounded ; ventral edge gently and regularly arcuate. Along the pos-

terior edge there is a narrow depressed margin which is separated

from the remaining portion of the surface by a fairly distinct line.

Surface smooth, except for irregular incremental lines.

This species resembles T. merriami Weaver from the Miocene of

Washington. The writer has only one specimen of a right valve, and

more material may possibly show that it grades into that species.

Named in honor of Mr. Harold Hannibal.

Dimensions.—Length, 35 mm.
;
height, 23 mm.

Occurrence.—Prom the Upper San Pablo to the southeast of the

town of Walnut Creek. University of California locality 1942.

MACOMA ANDEESONI, n. sp.

Plate 61, figure 12

Shell elongate, subovate; beaks posterior to middle, inconspicuous.

Posterior dorsal edge slightly concave along ligamental groove, beyond

this nearly straight to slightly convex ; anterior dorsal edge long and

gently convex ; anterior end evenly rounded
;
posterior end bluntly

pointed ; ventral edge gently convex anteriorly and nearly straight

posteriorly. On left valve along posterior margin is a narrow de-

pressed area, which is only obscurely separated from the main surface

of the valve ; it widens quite perceptably below the ligamental groove

into a flange, somewhat similar to though not so wide or distinct as

the flange seen on the posterior edge of M. secta Conrad, a Recent

species and one which is also found in the same horizon
;
right valve
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slightly flexed and with posterior margin more strongly depressed

than on left. Ligamental groove less than half the length of posterior

dorsal edge. Surface of valves covered by fine incremental lines and

occasional lines of interrupted growth.

M. andersoni is of the same general type as M. indentata Carpenter,

a Recent species on the West Coast; it differs in that the ventral edge

is not so arcuate, and does not have the distinct concavity seen on the

latter along the line of flexure ; otherwise the two forms are very close

and possibly the one should be called a variety of the other. This

difference, however, appears to be quite constant; therefore the writer

has given the San Pablo form specific rank.

M. andersoni is found in the same general horizon as M. diabloensis,

n. sp. It differs from that species in the following respects: it is

longer in proportion to the height ; the right valve is not so strongly

flexed nor so strongly depressed along the posterior dorsal margin.

M. diabloensis lacks the distinct flange along the posterior dorsal

margin, seen on M. andersoni. In this respect the former is more

closely related to M. nasuta Conrad and M. inquinata Deshayes, while

the latter resembles M. secta Conrad and M. indentata Carpenter.

Again, the ligamental groove is proportionately longer on M. diablo-

ensis than on M. andersoni.

M. andersoni somewhat resembles M. vanvlecki Arnold from the

Etehegoin, which is also of the same general type as M. indentata. It

differs, however, in that the depressed posterior margin is narrower

and is not sharply defined by a carina as is the case with M. vanvlecki;

the posterior flexure of the right valve is not so great ; the ventral edge

is straighter, lacking the strong concavity along the line of flexure

seen on M. vanvlecki. This last species appears to be more closely

related to M. indentata than does M. andersoni.

Named in honor of Mr. F. M. Anderson, curator of Palaeontology in

the Museum of the California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco.

Dimensions.—Length, 31 mm.
;

height, 20 mm.
;

diameter, about

5 mm.

Occurrence.—This is a fairly common species in the Upper San

Pablo Group. It has been found in the San Pablo Bay section, on

the south side of Mount Diablo and in the Tice Valley Syncline. Uni-

versity of California localities 1470 (type), 1227, 749, etc.
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MACOMA DIABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 61, figures 8, 9, and 10

Shell medium in size, subtrigonal in outline; beaks low, nearly

central. Left valve slightly more convex than right. Anterior dorsal

edge slightly arcuate
;
posterior dorsal edge straight

;
posterior ex-

tremity bluntly pointed; anterior end evenly rounded; ventral edge

gently and evenly arcuate. Right valve flexed near the posterior ex-

tremity; posterior dorsal margin strongly depressed, the narrow de-

pressed area being nearly at right angles to the main surface of the

valve and separated from it by a well-defined line ; on this narrow,

depressed area is a faint groove which does not reach to the beak.

Left valve near the posterior extremity bent to the right
;
posterior

margin not depressed. Surface of shell smooth, except for more or

less prominent concentric lines of growth. Ligamental groove long,

of the M. nasuta type; interior unknown.

M. diabloensis differs quite radically in outline from M. nasuta

Conrad, a Recent species ; the beaks are more central ; the posterior

extremity is not truncated and the depressed dorsal margins are very

different.

M. diabloensis resembles quite closely in outline M. astori Dall

("Miocene of Astoria and Coos Bay, Oregon," U. S. G. S. Prof. Paper,

no. 59, pi. 14, figs. 1, 11), but differs from it in the character of the

depressed posterior dorsal margin ; also the shell is not so large.

For a comparison of M. diabloensis with M. andersoni, n. sp., found

in the same horizon, see the description of the latter.

M. diabloensis differs from M. calcarea Gmelin in the character of

the posterior dorsal margin, and in that the beaks are more central.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : left valve, height, 22 mm.
;
length,

27 mm. ;
diameter, 3 mm. Co-type, right valve : height, 21 mm.

;
length,

29 mm. ; diameter, 2 mm.

Occurrence.—A common species in the Upper San Pablo Group on

the south side of the Mount Diablo anticline, University of California

localities 763, 1513, etc.

MACOMA PABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 61, figures 1, 2, and 17

Shell small, sub-equilateral, subtrigonal in outline ; beaks incon-

spicuous and central. Anterior dorsal edge very slightly arcuate

;

posterior dorsal edge straight; ventral edge regularly and rather
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strongly arcuate
;
posterior end bluntly pointed ; anterior end broadly

and evenly rounded. Surface of valves marked by medium fine in-

cremental lines. Right valve slightly flexed near the posterior ex-

tremity; bordering the posterior dorsal edge is a narrow depressed

area on which is a faint groove extending from the posterior extremity

about half way to the beaks ; this depressed area is separated from the

remainder of the surface by a raised line or ridge. Left valve with

an obscure, narrow, posterior depressed area on which there is usually

a faint groove corresponding to the groove seen on the depressed area

of the right valve. Shell near the posterior end slightly twisted to the

right. Ligamental groove rather long, about half the length of pos-

terior dorsal edge. Of the two cardinal teeth in right valve, the pos-

terior cardinal is the larger and is bifid; in the left valve the anterior

cardinal is the larger and is bifid.

Dimensions.—Type specimen: length, 13 mm.; height, 13 mm.;

diameter of both valves, 8 mm.

Occurrence.—This species is found at several localities in the Upper

San Pablo Group on the south side of Mount Diablo and in the type

section on San Pablo Bay ; also on Rocky Ridge and Las Trampas

Ridge, University of California localities 1671, 767 and 400.

SANGUINOLARIA ALATA Gabb

Plate 61, figure 14; rjlate 62, figure 5

Gari alata Gabb. Palaeontology of California, vol. 2, p. 21, pi. 5, fig. 36,

1869.

Shell oval, equivalved, inequilateral, compressed; beaks inconspic-

uous; nymph plates very prominent; beaks slightly anterior to the

middle of the shell. Anterior dorsal edge straight ; anterior end evenly

rounded
;
posterior dorsal edge longer than anterior and slightly con-

cave and straight ; base evenly and gently arcuate
;
posterior end evenly

rounded. A very strong nymph plate on each valve extending over

two-thirds the length of the posterior dorsal edge with a marked longi-

tudinal groove on each, running along their entire length. Two car-

dinal teeth in each valve, anterior cardinals more prominent than

posterior
;

' anterior cardinal of left valve bifid, posterior cardinal

elongate, not so high and slanting obliquely toward the rear; anterior

cardinal of right valve not bifid, posterior cardinal elongate and bifid.

W. H. Dall (Transactions of the Wagner Free Institute of Science,

vol. 3, pt. 5, p. 974), in referring to this species says: "The super-
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ficial appearance of Gari alata Gabb is that of a Sanguinolaria." The

study of the dentition leaves no doubt of the generic determination.

8. alata differs from S. nuttallii Conrad, a Recent species, as fol-

lows: the shell differs in outline; it is equivalved, while S. nuttalli

is inequivalved ; the nymph plate is longer and more conspicuous.

Gabb in his description of this species described the anterior end

for the posterior.

Occurrence.—In the Lower San Pablo Group, two miles east of

Kirker Creek, north of Mount Diablo, University of California locality

62. Also on the west side of Mount Diablo, on south side of Shell

Ridge, University of California locality 351. So far this species has

been found only in the Lower San Pablo.

SANGUINOLARIA?, sp.

Plate 61, figure 13

Shell medium in size, elongate, subovate in outline ; beaks incon-

spicuous, anterior to the middle; anterior dorsal edge slightly convex;

posterior dorsal edge nearly straight ; anterior and posterior ends

evenly rounded ; ventral edge long and regularly arcuate ; surface of

valve very slightly convex. Shell smooth, except for more or less

prominent incremental lines. Ligamental groove rather short, with a

nymph plate extending along its entire length ; the nymph plate is a

little higher than the dorsal edge ; it is somewhat of the type of the

nymph plate on 8. nuttallii Conrad, a Recent species on this coast

;

hinge plate unknown.

Dimensions.—Length, 27 mm.
;

height, 18 mm. ; diameter of one

valve, about 2 mm.

Occurrence.—One specimen known, from the Upper San Pablo

Group of the San Pablo Bay section, University of California locality

1617.

SOLEN PERRINI, n. sp.

Plate 44, figure 2

Shell straight, rather heavy
;
posterior extremity broadly rounded,

anterior extremity truncated, the margin of which joins the posterior

dorsal edge at an angle of a little more than 90°
; well-defined groove

or flexure parallel and close to the anterior dorsal edge. (This flexure

on some specimens is more pronounced than on others.)
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This species sometimes has a length of six to eight inches and a

height of from one inch to one and one-half inches. It is the most

common Solen in the Miocene and Pliocene of California. It has been

listed by various writers as Solen sicareus Gould and Solen rosaceus

Cpr. It differs from S. sicareus in that both the posterior dorsal edge

and the ventral edge are straight. S. sicareus shows a slight concavity

along the posterior dorsal edge, while the ventral edge is slightly con-

vex. Also S. sicareus has very little, if any, flexture on the anterior

end. S. perrini resembles S. rosaceus more closely than S. sicareus.

It differs in that it is a heavier shell; and it is higher in proportion

to its length.

Named in honor of Professor James Perrin Smith of Leland

Stanford Junior University.

Locality.—Upper and Lower San Pablo Group.

MYA DICKEKSONI, n. sp.

Plate 63, figures 3 and 4

Shell somewhat variable in outline, elongate-subovate ; beaks incon-

spicuous, usually anterior to the middle of the shell. Valves more

ventricose anteriorly than posteriorly
;
posterior end truncated ; an-

terior end evenly rounded; posterior dorsal edge long, nearly straight,

on some specimens slightly concave ; anterior dorsal edge gently ar-

cuate; ventral edge long, very nearly straight, almost at right angles

to the truncated edge of the posterior end. Surface of valves rather

strongly excavated anterior to the beaks; covered by rather coarse

undulations on and between which are finer incremental lines; chon-

drophore large with a prominent radiating ridge near the posterior

edge projecting beyond the edge even more prominently than is the

case with the same ridge on Mya arenaria Linne, a Recent species.

M. clickersoni differs from M. japonica Gould and M. arenaria

Linne, both Recent species, in that it is truncated posteriorly and the

ventral edge tends to be less arcuate.

M. dickersonii resembles M. truncata, a Recent species, in that it

is truncated posteriorly nearly at right angles to the ventral edge. It

differs in being more elongate; the anterior end is not so broadly

rounded, and the posterior end is narrower ; the posterior dorsal slope

is longer ; the posterior ridge on the chondophore extends out beyond

the edge, on M. truncata it does not.
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Named in honor of Dr. R. E. Dickerson, assistant curator of Palae-

ontology in the California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco.

Dimensions.—Type specimen: length, 57 mm.; height, 37 mm.

Occurrence.—A very common species in the Upper San Pablo

Group. Found associated in almost every locality with Cyrena cali-

fornica Gabb, Macoma pabloensis, n. sp., Mytilus perrini, n. sp., Bit-

Mum? pabloensis, n. sp., Cerithium rodeoensis, n. sp. University of

California localities 16, 17, 1618, 1478, 1224, 1227, 1514, etc.

MYA (CEYPTOMYA) OVALIS Conrad

Plate 60, figures 3 and 4

Cryptomya ovalis Conrad, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., vol. 8, pp. 312-316,

1856.

Cryptomya ovalis Conrad, Pac. E. E. Bept., vol. 6, pt. 2, no. 2, pp. 69-73,

1857.

The following is the original description of Cryptomya ovalis:

Oval, compressed, posterior end truncated, umbonal slope angulated on the

umbo; beak medial; basal margin medially truncated; disk medially flattened.

Locality.—Monterey, Calif. Dr. Newberry.

The species M. ovalis, as listed by the writer from the San Pablo

group, does not correspond very closely to Arnold's figure of Cryp-

tomya ovalis Conrad from the Etchegoin (Bull. U. S. G. S. 398, pi.

fig., also Bull. U. S. G. S. 396, pi. fig.). It would appear that Arnold's

M. ovalis does not differ very radically from BI. californica, the Recent

species. M. ovalis of the San Pablo group corresponds very well to

Conrad's meagre description and the cut seen in the Pacific Railroad

Report, vol. 6. It differs from M. californica in having more prominent

beaks ; the posterior end is truncated more nearly at right angles with

the ventral edge. The umbonal slopes stand out very prominently

;

the fold running down from the beaks to the ventral angle of the

posterior extremity is more prominent ; there is also a faint correspond-

ing ridge or fold running down from the beak to the anterior extremity

and the medium surface of the shell is flattened.

Occurrence.—A very common species in the San Pablo Group.
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Gastropoda

ASTRALIUM RAYMOND I, A. sp.

Plate 65, figures 15 and 1 6

Shell large
;
spire elevated

;
apex acute ; whorls gently convex, six

or seven in number; body whorl about equal in height to the spire;

base nearly flat; sutures appressed. Whorls highly ornamented; body

whorl sculptured by about twenty-two longitudinal, slightly oblique

ribs which reach from the suture down to about half the height of

the whorl ; between the base and the longitudinal ribbing are two

strong spiral rows of elongate, oblique nodes ; the nodes in each row

are opposite each other and alternate with and are equal in number

to the longitudinal ribs. Base sculptured by four heavy revolving

ribs which show a tendency to be nodose. Whorls of spire sculptured

similarly to body whorl, except that the lower of the two rows of

oblique nodes on each whorl is partially concealed by the whorl below

;

outer lip thin. Peristome nearly round, discontinuous; umbical tract

bounded by a broad, shallow groove.

This species resembles rather closely in sculpturing and in outline

A. undosa Wood, a Eecent species on this coast. A. undosa has the two

rows of nodes near the base of each whorl, with a similar system of

longitudinal ribbing, but it differs in that the lower row of nodes is

more prominent and becomes so joined that they might be considered

as a nodose ridge rather than as a distinct row of nodes ; this lower

prominent nodose ridge gives a collardike effect to the lower part of

each whorl, which is not seen on A. raymondi, n. sp. On A. undosa

there is a node at the lower end of each longitudinal rib, not seen on

A. raymondi. The whorls of A. raymondi are more convex than on

A. undosa Wood, and the base of the body whorl is not so flat.

Named in honor of Professor W. J. Raymond of the University of

California.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, about 32 mm.
;
greatest width

of body whorl, 44 mm.

Occurrence.—A very common species in the Upper San Pablo

Group above the Astrodapsis whitneyi zone; usually found associated

with Tivela gabbi, n. sp.
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LEPTOTHYRA DANVILLENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 65, figures 11 and 12

Shell conical, about as high as the greatest width of the body whorl

;

whorls regularly and quite strongly convex. Number of whorls six

;

base of body whorl flattish but with no sharp line of angulation be-

tween the sides and the base ; suture deeply depressed. Whorls of

spire sculptured by eight or nine fairly prominent, narrow, concentric

ribs with interspaces nearly twice as wide as the tops of the ribs ; on

the sides of the body whorl there are eight concentric ribs ; the base

of the whorl is sculptured by thirteen or fourteen concentric ribs,

which are finer than those on the sides of the whorl
;
aperture round.

This appears to be the first species of this genus reported from

the Miocene of the "West Coast. There are three Recent species of

Leptothyra on the coast of California ; these are L. bacula Carpenter,

L. carpenteriana Pilsbury and L. paucicostata Dall. Of these three

species, L. danvillensis most resembles L. carpenteriana. It differs

from that species in that it is larger and the spire is higher; the base

is flatter ; the concentric ribbing is more regularly interspaced ; the

interspaces are wider ; the sculpturing on the base of the body whorl

is finer.

Dimensions.—Type specimen: height of shell, 11 mm.; greatest

width of body whorl, 11 mm.

Occurrence.—In the San Pablo Group about one mile to the south

of Danville to the west of the County Road, University of California

locality 323.

CALLIOSTOMA BICARINATUM, n. sp.

Plate 65, figures 14 and 19

Shell conical; apex acute; body whorl about as high as spire; sides

of whorls convex ; sutures depressed. Upper part of body whorl sculp-

tured by about thirteen elongate, oblique nodes, some of which on the

type specimen are rather obscure ; between the base and the oblique

nodes are two prominent spiral ribs, which are separated from each

other with an interspace about equal to the tops of the ribs; the upper

spiral rib has a tendency to be nodose. Base of body whorl flat, at

right angles to the sides and sculptured by four fairly prominent re-

volving ribs, the inner two of which are closer together than the outer.

Whorls of spire sculptured similarly to body whorl, except that on

each whorl the lower of the two side spiral ribs is covered by the whorl
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below. Peristome subquadrate; shell pseudo-umbilicate and with

fairly heavy callus just posterior to peristome.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, about 15 mm.
;
greatest width

of body whorl, 16 mm.
Occurrence.—University of California locality 1182; found asso-

ciated with Tivela gabbi, Bittium trampasensis, Astralium raymondi,

etc.

CALLIOSTOMA SPLENDENS Cpr. var. DIABLOENSIS, n. var.

Plate 65, figure 21

Shell conical, medium in size
;
spire moderately high ; whorls seven,

angulated a little posterior to middle, with the surface between the

angulation and the suture subtabulate, and slightly sloping. Sutures

impressed ; base of body whorl nearly flat ; sides of whorls nearly flat

;

junction between side of body whorl and base subangulate. Surface

of whorls sculptured by medium line, nodose or beaded, revolving ribs,

with interspaces wider than the tops of the ribs; between the angula-

tion of the whorl and the suture there are two revolving ribs with

riblets in the interspaces : on the sides of the body whorl there are

five revolving ribs, usually with a finer revolving, unnodose riblet

between. On the base of the body whorl there are seven revolving ribs

similar to those on the side—here also a faint interriblet may be seen.

On the sides of the whorls of the spire there are three revolving ribs.

Mouth subquadrate ; shell imperforate.

This variety differs from the species C. splendens Carpenter, a

Recent species, in having the whorls more strongly angulated and

tabulated ; the ribbing and nodes are slightly coarser, the interspaces

between the ribs being greater and there are fewer revolving ribs

between the angulation of the whorls and sutures.

Dimensions.—Height of shell, 10 mm.; greatest width of shell,

10 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Middle and Upper San Pablo Group of Kirker

Pass, also from the Upper San Pablo Series to the southeast of Walnut

Creek, University of California localities 102, 350 and 1890.

TEGTJLA (CHLORASTOMA) DANVILLENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 65, figures 17 and 18

Shell depressed, conical, fairly heavy; apex broken on type speci-

men. Number of whorls five, possibly six. Sutures depressed; sides

of whorls nearly flat, the upper part of the whorl being subtabulate

;
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the subtabulation is strongest on the body whorl ; base of body whorl

flattish, the whorl being angulate at the juncture of the sides with

base. First whorl of spire sculptured by five equally spaced, fairly

prominent, narrow spiral ribs, the interspaces between which are

about twice as wide as the ribs; besides the major spiral sculpturing

finer spiral lines may be seen with the aid of a lens, covering both the

major ribs and the interspaces. The major spiral ribbing on the sides

of the body whorl is crossed by fifteen or sixteen obliquely sloping,

fairly heavy, longitudinal ribs ; this longitudinal ribbing is more promi-

nent toward the anterior part of the body whorl but becomes less dis-

tinct posteriorly and is not visible on the whorls of the spire. The flat

base of the body whorl is covered by fine spiral ribs with very narrow

interspaces. Around the edge of the open umbilicus there is a narrow

area which is smooth. Aperture subquadrate ; umbilicus open, fairly

broad.

On a smaller specimen of what appears to be undoubtedly the same

species and found at the same locality, there is no longitudinal ribbing

visible on the body whorl ; the spiral ribbing is similar to that seen

on the first whorl of the spire of the type specimen; on the base, be-

sides the finer sculpturing, there are two heavier ribs close to the

umbilicus.

Dimensions.—Height, about 9 mm. ; greatest diameter of body

whorl, 13 mm.

Occurrence.—Found in the San Pablo Group about one mile south

of the town of Danville, on the north side of Las Trampas Ridge, Uni-

versity of California locality, no. 323.

TEGULA (CHLOEOSTOMA) NASHI, n. sp.

Plate 65, figures 6 and 7

Shell conical, fairly heavy; whorls five; body whorl slightly

broader than the height of the shell ; sutures strongly impressed ; sur-

face of whorls slightly convex
;
body whorl angulate between sides and

base. Base flattened with a broad, deep, spiral groove situated about

half way between the angulation and the umbilicus. On the body

whorl just above the angulation there are two prominent spiral ribs

;

on each whorl of the spire, only one spiral rib is visible and this is

situated just above the suture. Extending- from the suture to the

posterior spiral rib of the basal whorl are about twelve oblique longi-

tudinal ribs ; this longitudinal ribbing is also present on the last whorl
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of the spire but on the earlier whorls it becomes obsolete. Surface of

shell also covered by fine spiral lines, which pass over both the heavy

spiral and longitudinal ribs; on the base of the body whorl this finer

ribbing appears to extend only to the single spiral groove, the surface

being smooth, between the groove and the umbilicus. Aperture sub-

quadrate in outline; outer lip thin; umbilicus open; on the inner lip

there is a fairly strong tubercle.

It is interesting to note that on the type specimen some of the

original color markings of the shell are preserved; on the base of the

whorl is a series of narrow, transverse, brownish stripes, radiating out-

ward from the umbilicus and extending obliquely onto the upper part

of the whorl in opposite direction to that of the longitudinal ribs. T.

nashi is closely allied to T. aureotinctum Forbes, a Recent species on

this coast, which is quite variable in outline. Most of the specimens of

T. aureotinctum show two heavy spiral ribs on the whorls of the spire

and on the base there are four fairly wide, deep grooves. The angula-

tion between the base and the sides of the body whorl is less distinct

on T. nash i ; otherwise the two species resemble each other very closely.

Named in honor of Mrs. Louise Nash.

Dimensions.—Height of shell, 14 mm.
;
greatest width of body whorl,

16 mm.

Occurrence.—Found in the Upper San Pablo Group east of the

town of Walnut Creek, University of California locality 1947.

LITTOBINA PITTSBURGENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 65, figure 22

Shell conical, thick ; whorls four to five in number ; sutures ap-

pressed. Body whorl rounding at base
;
anteriorly the sides of the

whorls are slightly convex
;
posteriorly they are slightly concave, giv-

ing a collar-like effect next to the suture. Surface smooth except for

lines of growth ; mouth nearly round.

L. pittsburgensis, n. sp., is somewhat similar in outline to L. remondi

Gabb found in the Lower San Pablo of the same region, but it lacks

the angle at the base of body whorl and also the spiral ribbing which

is seen on Litterina remondi. The sides of the body whorl of L. remondi

are flatter than those of L. pittsburgensis.

Dimensions—Height, about 13 mm.
;
greatest width of body whorl,

10 mm.
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Occurrence.—This species is found in the upper beds of the San

Pablo Group in the region of Kirker Pass, University of California

locality 1482. It is here associated with Cyrena califomica Gabb and

Trophon pondcrosum Gabb.

CEEPIDULA PABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 70, figures 1, 2, arid 3

Shell elevated, heavy ; base broadly ovate to subcircular
;
upper

surface broadly arched; apex nearly central, elevated considerably

above the posterior edge .of aperture. Sides of shell nearly vertical,

the right side being slightly higher than the left. Deck concave similar

to that of C. princeps Conrad. Surface sculptured by rather coarse

radiating ribs, separated by narrow interspaces ; surface also covered

by fairly coarse concentric lines of growth.

This species somewhat resembles in outline C. aclunca Sowerby, a

Recent form, which also occurs in the San Pablo Group ; it differs in

the prominent radiating ribs, larger size, the concave anterior edge

of the deck, and the beaks are not so hooked.

Occurrence.—In the Upper San Pablo Group to the southeast of the

town of Walnut Creek, University of California locality 313.

CALYPTKAEA DIABLOENS1S, n. sp.

Plate 70, figure 9

Shell high, rather large and heavy for this genus
;
apex subacute

and central; sutures obscurely appressed; surface covered by about

21 to 25 heavy, broad, rounded, slightly oblique longitudinal ribs with

deep V-shaped interspaces, the interspaces being much narrower than

the tops of the ribs, the ribbing extending uninterruptedly from one

whorl to the next.

This species resembles somewhat the specimen figured by Arnold as

Trochita costcllata Conrad (Bull. U. S. G. S. no. 309, p. 236, pi.

XXXII). C. diabloensis is a larger and higher form. The ribbing is

more prominent, heavier and closer together.

C. diablocnsis was listed by the writer in his paper the "Neocene

Section at Kirker Pass on the North Side of Mount Diablo," Uni-

versity of Calif. Publ. Bull. Dept. Geol., vol. 7, no. 4, p. 54, as C. cos-

tcllata Conrad. Further work and better material shows that the de-

termination was wrong.
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Dimensions.—Maximum diameter, about 55 mm.; maximum alti-

tude, about 35 mm.

Occurrence.—From the Lower San Pablo Group on the north side

and the south side of Mount Diablo, University of California localities

102, 480, etc.

CALYPTEAEA MARTINI, n. sp.

Plate 70, figure 8

Shell fairly large, coniform, somewhat variable as to height and

symmetry ; suture quite distinct, impressed. Surface covered by

medium coarse, flat-topped, radiating ribs ; on the body whorl there

are between thirty-five and forty of these ribs, between which the

interspaces are about as wide as the tops of the ribs.

This species differs from C. diabloensis, n. sp., in that the ribs are

more numerous and are not so coarse and are wider apart. The rib-

bing is coarser than on C. filosa Gabb
;
also, the shell is considerably

larger and the suture is more distinct. A comparison of C. martini

with C. costellata Conrad, figured by Arnold, from the lower Miocene,

shows that the ribs of the latter are less numerous, farther apart and

are rounded instead of being flat-topped. C. radians Lamark, a Recent

"West Coast species, differs from C. martini, n. sp., in having finer

radiating ribs, which also are not as flat-topped as in the latter, and

the sutures are not so distinct.

Named in honor of Mr. Bruce Martin, formerly assistant curator of

palaeontology of the California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco.

Dimensions.—Maximum diameter of type, about 43 mm. ; maximum
height, about 25 mm.

Occurrence.—From the Upper San Pablo to the east of Walnut

Creek, Contra Costa County, University of California locality 1945.

Also from the uppermost fossiliferous beds in the Santa Margarita

to the north of Coalinga, University of California locality 2283.

NATICA (EUSPIRA) DIABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 68, figure 7

Shell heavy, medium in size
;
spire fairly well elevated ; number of

whorls five. Body whorl regularly convex, a little more than two-

thirds the height of the shell. Sutures appressed ; surface of shell

smooth, except for somewhat irregular incremental lines of growth.
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Mouth semilunate with fairly heavy triangular callus in the posterior

angle of the inner lip ; umbilical opening rather narrow and elongate.

This species somewhat resembles N. lewisii Gould, a Recent form

on the West Coast; it differs in that the spire is slightly more acute

and it lacks the shallow, spiral groove, which is seen on N. lewisii

just below the suture. The callus on the inner lip of N. diabloensis is

heavier than on N. lewisii and the umbilical opening is longer and

narrower.

It is very doubtful whether N. lewisii extends much below the

Pleistocene. It is, however, found in nearly all the old California

Miocene and Pliocene check-lists. There have been at least four or

five species listed as N. lewisii.

Dimensions.—Height, 49 mm.
;

greatest width of body whorl,

35 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Upper San Pablo, associated with Astrodapsis

tumidus, Tivela gabbi, etc. ;
University of California locality 1947.

Also in the upper Santa Margarita to the north of Coalinga.

NATICA (EUSPIRA) KIEKENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 69, figures 4 and 9

Shell heavy ; base broad
;
apex acute

;
spire about half as high as

the body whorl. Sutures strongly appressed, the appressed part of

the lower whorl sometimes extending as much as half way up to the

next suture. On many of the specimens the appressed part of the

body whorl has been weathered away ; the suture then is strongly de-

pressed, giving a subtabulate effect to the whorl. Surface of shell

smooth except for somewhat irregular lines of growth. Peristome

semilunate. A heavy, ungrooved triangular callus on the inner lip.

which is broader on the upper angle of the mouth, spreading out on

the base of the whorl. Umbilicus large, open.

N. Mrkensis differs from N. diabloensis, n. sp., found in the Upper

San Pablo in that the body whorl is broader in proportion to the

height of the shell; the base is broader and flatter; the sutures are

more strongly appressed and the umbilical opening is much broader

and more open.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, 36 mm.
;
greatest diameter of

body whorl, about 33 mm.

Occurrence.—University of California localities 100, 183, 463, 752.

So far this species has not been found in the Upper San Pablo. It is

common in the Lower San Pablo and the Scutella breweriana zone.
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NATICA (NEVERITA) ARNOLDI, n. sp.

Plate 68, figures 13 and 15

Shell heavy, ovate in longitudinal oiitline; spire somewhat variable

in height
;
apex acute. Whorls four to five ; sutures strongly appressed

;

body whorl nearly three times as high as spire. Outer lip sharp ; inner

lip completely covered by a large elongate callus which is wider pos-

teriorly than anteriorly. On the larger specimens the callus covers

the umbilicus completely, on some of the smaller specimens the

umbilicus is partially open. Surface smooth except for incremental

lines ; base of body whorl narrow, slanting down obliquely to the

umbilicus.

This species differs from N. diabloensis, n. sp., which is found in

the same horizon, in that the base is narrower, the mouth is more

elongate ; the sutures are more strongly appressed ; the umbilicus is

usually entirely covered by the elongate callus, while the umbilicus of

N. diabloensis is entirely open ; the spire is slightly higher and the

body whorl is not so ventricose.

Dimensions.—Height, 39 mm.
;
greatest width of body whorl, about

28 mm.
;
height of body whorl. 29 mm.

Occurrence.—Upper San Pablo Group, University of California

localities 505, 1270 and 1229.

NATICA (NEVERITA) PABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 68, figures 12 and 14

Shell large, globular, thick, heavy. Whorls three; spire low, in-

conspicuous, so much so that the top of the shell is very broadly

rounded or flattened. Sutures very strongly appressed. Body whorl

large with sides flattened, tending to form an obscure shoulder on the

upper part of the whorl. Surface covered by fairly heavy lines of

growth. Aperture semi-lunar ; outer lip thin ; inner lip and umbilicus

covered by a broad, flat, faintly grooved callus. Umbilicus completely

covered by callus.

The writer has examined over a dozen specimens of this species

on which the callus was very well preserved; only on two of these

could the anterior groove be seen and on those it showed only very

faintly.

N. pabloensis is very similar to N. ocoyana Conrad, a species very

common in the Lower Neocene of the southern part of the state. Both

of these species are closely allied to N. recluziana Petit, a Recent
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species on this coast. They differ from the latter in having the flat-

tened sides with the obscure shoulder on the upper part of the body

whorl. N . pabloensis differs from N. ocoyana in having a lower spire,

the top of the shell is broader, sloping down less rapidly to the obscure

shoulder.

Dimensions.—Type specimen (pi. 68, fig. 12) : height, about 37

mm.
;
greatest width, about 42 mm.

;
length of aperture, 34 mm. ; width

of aperture, 17 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Upper and Lower San Pablo Group, Uni-

versity of California localities 231, 38, 1227, etc.
;
also, in the Scutella

breweriana zone.

BITTIUM? PABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 65, figure 10

Shell medium in size; spire high, acute; whorls six or seven. On
the upper edge of each whorl is a rounded, slightly raised ridge or

rim which gives to the shell a tabulated effect; sides of whorls flat

below the rim ; sutures depressed. Surface covered with regular,

medium fine, revolving ribs with interspaces about as wide as the ribs

;

on the body whorl there are ten or twelve of these revolving ribs, on

the whorls of the spire the ribbing is obscure ; outer lip sharp. Inner

lip smooth; aperture oval, only slightly emarginated anteriorly.

Dimensions.—Height, about 16 mm.; greatest width of body whorl.

8 mm .

Occurrence.—So far only two specimens of this species have been

found ; these came from near the top of the San Pablo Group on San

Pablo Bay, associated with Cyrena californica Gabb, Cerithium rodeo-

ensis, n. sp., Mytilus perrini, n. sp., Mya dickersoni, n. sp., University

of California localities 1617 and 1618.

BITTIUM TBAMPASENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 65, figures 3 and 5

Shell small ; number of whorls, seven or eight, or possibly nine.

Sides of whorls flat, sutures impressed. Surface sculptured by about

twenty medium fine longitudinal ribs, the interspaces between which

are about as wide as the tops of the ribs. Surface also covered by

medium fine spiral nodose ribbing, the nodes being at the point of

junction with the longitudinal ribbing. On the body whorl there are

six of these spiral ribs ; the anterior rib is partly on the base. The
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interspaces between these ribs are equal and about as wide as the tops

of the ribs; posteriorly there is a small sutural unnodose riblet. On
the whorls of the spire there are four of the heavy spiral ribs each

with an obscure, sutural riblet posteriorly. Base of body whorl

smooth, slightly convex. Peristome subquadrate in outline, faintly

emarginated anteriorly. Inner lip inerusted and slightly flattened.

Dimension.—Height, about 8 mm.

Occurrence.—Upper San Pablo. University of California locality

118.

CERITHIOPSIS TURNERI, n. sp.

Plate 65, figures 1 and 2

Spire high, elongate, conical, with ten or eleven whorls ; sides of

whorls flat. Sutures deeply impressed. Body whorl angulate at

junction of sides with base. Sculpturing of macular whorl not pre-

served. Whorls of spire with four fairly prominent, revolving ribs

with a riblet on the lower part of each whorl just at the suture ; inter-

spaces between the ribs about equal in width to the ribs. Body whorl

with six revolving ribs, the two anterior ribs being the smaller and

situated at the angle between the base of the whorl and the sides.

Surface also sculptured by eighteen or nineteen longitudinal ribs,

which form prominent nodes at the junction with the revolving ribs

;

base of body whorl smooth, quite flat, slightly convex anteriorly.

Mouth subovate, rather strongly emarginated ; outer lip sharp ; colu-

mella short, smooth, slightly twisted.

Named in honor of H. W. Turner, one of the first to make a syste-

matic study of the geology of the Mount Diablo region.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, about 15 mm.
;
greatest width

of body whorl, 4 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Lower San Pablo group at Kirker Pass, Uni-

versity of California locality 100.

CERITHIOPSIS BOLINGERENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 65, figure 25

Shell small ; number of whorls, seven or eight, the sides of which

are only slightly convex with impressed sutures. Surface sculptured

by nineteen or twenty medium fine, longitudinal ribs, the interspaces

between which are about as wide as the tops of the ribs. Surface

also sculptured by medium fine spiral nodose ribbing. On the body
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whorl there are seven of these spiral ribs, the interspaces between

which are unequal. Beginning at the suture, the first two interspaces

between the spiral ribbing' are about as wide as the tops of the ribs,

the next two interspaces are narrower than the tops of the ribs, the

next interspace is of the wide type and the one anterior to it is of

the narrow type. This gives the distribution of the ribs on the body

whorl as follows : Commencing at the suture, there are two spiral

ribs separated by a wide interspace ; these may be considered as a

pair; the posterior of the two is not as heavy as the other. Anterior

to this first pair is a group of three spiral ribs, separated by narrow

interspaces, and last a pair of less nodose spiral ribs, separated from

the group of three by a wide interspace, and from each other by the

narrower type of interspace. This last pair of ribs is situated on the

angle between the side of the body whorl and the base, the anterior

rib being partly on the base.

The spiral ribbing on the whorls of the spire is the same as on

the body whorl, except that the anterior pair of ribs is lacking; thus

beginning at the lower suture there is a group of three spiral ribs

separated by narrow interspaces
;
posterior to this is the pair sep-

arated by wider interspaces, the rib next to the suture not being as

heavy as the other.

Base of body whorl smooth, nearly flat. Peristome subquadrate

;

columella with one distinct plication. (There were probably at least

two plications). The anterior end of the columella of the type is

broken. Inner lip not incrusted.

Dimensions.—Height, about 8 mm.

Occurrence.—Upper San Pablo of Las Trampas Ridge, University

of California locality 1182.

CERITHIUM EODEOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 69, figures 1 and 10

Shell medium in size, turreted
;
apex acute ; number of whorls

eight or nine. Sides of whorls convex. Sutures depressed. Surface

of whorls sculptured by narrow, prominent spiral ribbing with inter-

spaces usually wider than the tops of the ribs ; whorls of spire with

five to six of these revolving ribs ; on the body whorl there are about

fifteen of the revolving ribs, which are coarser posteriorly near the

suture while anteriorly on the base they become finer and closer

together. "Whorls also sculptured by thirteen or fourteen variable
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longitudinal ribs which tend to become obsolete on the body whorl,

and sometimes almost, if not entirely, obsolete on the anterior whorls

of the spire. Base of body whorl rounded ; outer lip sharp ; inner lip

smooth ; mouth ovate with a fairly strong' emargination anteriorly.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, about 19 mm.
;
greatest width

of body whorl, about 7 mm.

Occurrence.—A very common species in the Upper San Pablo

Group, University of California localities 1617, 1207, 1081, etc.

BUKSA TRAMPASENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 67, figure 3

Shell large, solid with six or seven regularly convex whorls, on each

of which there are two fairly prominent rope-like, discontinuous

varices. Surface of shell sculptured by fairly heavy, rounded, nodose

longitudinal ribs, the interspaces between which are somewhat wider

than the ribs. On the body whorl between the two varices, there are

sixteen of these longitudinal ribs. Surface also sculptured by medium

fine, revolving ribs, which on the type specimen are rather indistinct.

Sutures deeply impressed, the whorls being quite strongly and nodosely

carinate next to the suture ; this carinate effect is produced more

strongly because of the fact that on each whorl a fairly distinct groove

or sulcus encircles it just below the suture. Mouth and canal unknown.

Dimensions.—Greatest width of body whorl about 41 mm.
;
height

of spire, about 25 mm.

Occurrence.—A single specimen of this species was found in beds

of the Lower San Pablo Group on Las Trampas Ridge, University of

California locality 1251.

COLUMBELLA (ASTYEIS) KIRKENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 69, figure 8

Shell small, narrow; spire high; whorls six or seven; sutures dis-

tinctly impressed. Whorls of spire very slightly convex. Just below

the suture on the body whorl there is sometimes a distinct shoulder

similar to that seen on C. gausapata var. carinata Hinds, a Recent

West Coast form. Surface smooth except for a few spiral lines on

anterior part of body whorl. Outer lip sharp ; interior of outer lip not

exposed ; inner lip smooth, not incrusted, with small oblique groove on

columella,
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This species was listed by the writer in his paper on the Neocene

of Kirker Pass as C. richthofeni Gabb, but better specimens show that

it should be classed as a new species; it differs from C. richthofeni in

having a longer and more slender canal ; the body whorl is less tumid

toward the base ; the inner lip is not incrusted as on C. richthofeni;

the columella of the latter lacks the oblique groove seen on C.

kirkensis.

Dimensions.—Height about 10 mm.
;
greatest width of body whorl,

4 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Lower San Pablo Group near Kirker Pass,

University of California localities 1891 ami 102.

NASSA PABLOBNSIS, n. sp.

Plate 65, figures 8 and 9

Shell fairly heavy, medium in size, slender. Number of whorls to

spire seven. Sutures deeply depressed; whorls moderately convex.

Surface sculptured by sixteen to eighteen medium coarse longitudinal

ribs, with interspaces about equal to the width of the ribs. Surface

also covered by revolving ribs which are about as heavy and have

about the same width of interspaces as the longitudinal ribbing ; on

the body whorl there are nine revolving ribs ; on the whorls of the

spire there are four to five ; on the type specimen the junction of these

two sets of ribbing gives a nodose effect similar to that seen on N.

californica Conrad, a Recent species on the Pacific Coast ; on other

specimens this character is not so prominent. On the outer lip there

is a fairly prominent ropedike varix ; the back part of the type speci-

men is not exposed but on other specimens a second varix is seen on

the posterior part of the body whorl, and a faint varix may also be

seen on the first whorl of the spire. Inner lip incrusted; columella

with four fairly prominent plications or ridges, a continuation of

the revolving ribbing of the body whorl. Canal short and reflexed,

separated posteriorly from the body whorl by a fairly deep sinus.

This species is very similar in outline to N. menclica Gould, a Recent

species on this coast. It differs in that the longitudinal ribs are closer

together and more numerous, and in the presence of the ropedike

varices.

N. pabloensis differs from N. californica in the presence of the

varices ; the shell is more slender ; the concentric and longitudinal ribs

are closer together and differ in mimber.
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N. tegula Reeve, a Recent species on this coast, develops a varix on

the. outer lip but in other respects it differs very radically from N.

pabloensis.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, 16 mm.
;
greatest width of

body whorl, 7 mm.
;
height of body whorl measured just posterior to

outer lip, 7 mm.

Occurrence.—From the Upper San Pablo Group, University of

California localities 1947 and 1948, south side of Mount Diablo Anti-

cline to the east of Walnut Creek, and locality 1617, San Pablo Bay

section about one mile east of Union Oil Works.

HEMIFUSUS DALLI, n. sp.

Plate 68, figure 10

Shell small, fusiform; spire moderate in height; apex acute;

sutures obscurely impressed ; whorls five, subangulate ; surface above

the angulation subtabulate ; surface of whorls covered by medium

fine, rather numerous, rounded longitudinal ribs ; on the body whorl

there are twelve or thirteen of these ribs, which gradually disappear

toward the anterior part of the whorl ; the longitudinal ribbing is

quite prominent on the anterior whorl of the spire but is very faint

on the other whorls
;
surface, also, sculptured by fairly coarse, rounded,

spiral ribbing with interspaces slightly narrower than the ribs ; where

the spiral ribbing passes over the longitudinal ribbing a node is

formed, thus the upper part of the body whorl and the first whorl of

the spire are quite nodose ; outer lip sharp, thin ; inner lip smooth, not

incrusted ; canal short and straight, open and rather deep ; umbilicus

imperforate.

Dimensions.—Length, 10 mm.
;
length of body whorl, 6 mm.

;
great-

est width of body whorl, 5 mm.

Occurrence.—A single specimen has been found in the Upper San

Pablo Group on San Pablo Bay, University of California locality 1631

;

associated with Cyrina califomica Gabb, Maooma pabloensis, n. sp.,

Mya clichersoni, n. sp., Mytilus perrini, n. sp., and Bittium pabloensis,

n. sp.

CHRYSODOMUS BUWALDI, n. sp.

Plate 68, figure 4

Shell medium in size, fusiform
;
body whorl long. Spire moderate

in height ; whorls regularly convex. Number of whorls five. Sutures

deeply impressed. Surface of whorls sculptured by coarse, broadly
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rounded spiral ribbing with moderately deep interspaces which are

nearly as wide as the tops of the ribs. On the body whorl there are

about seven of these coarse spiral ribs, the ribbing being obsolete on

the canal. On each whorl of the spire there are three of the revolving

ribs. Outer lip sharp ; inner lip smooth and rounding ; canal medium

long, straight and narrow.

Dimensions.—Height, 25 mm.
;

height of body whorl, 18 mm.

;

greatest width of body whorl, 13 mm.

Occurrence.—The writer so far has seen only one specimen of this

species ; this was found by Dr. John Buwalda (after whom it is named)

to the southeast of the town of Walnut Creek in the Upper San Pablo

Group, University of California locality 1263.

CHEYSODOMUS CIEEBOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 68, figure 1

Shell large, thick, spire high, acute; whorls regularly and rather

strongly convex with deeply depressed sutures ; number of whorls

six or seven ; surface of whorls sculptured by coarse, flat-topped, re-

volving ribbing, a wide rib alternating with a narrower rib, the inter-

spaces between which are about equal to the width of the minor rib.

Toward the anterior end of the body whorl the two sets of ribbing

become nearly equal. On the whorls of the spire there are usually

four of the major revolving ribs, sometimes five; on. the body whorl

there are eight or nine of the major revolving ribs. Interspaces be-

tween revolving ribs narrower than the tops of the major ribs ; canal

moderate in length; outer lip sharp, crenulated internally; inner lip

smooth.

Occurrence.—This species is a very common form from the Lower

San Pablo Group, University of California localities 409 and 1532.

CHEYSODOMUS DIABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 68, figure 3

Shell fusiform
;
spire high, with four to five whorls

;
apex acute.

Body whorl a little less than two-thirds the height of the shell. Sutures

impressed. Surface sculptured by fine, sharp, narrow, revolving ribs.

On the body whorl there are nineteen of these ribs, while on each

whorl of the spire there are nine or ten. These ribs tend to go in

pairs, every other interspace usually being wider than the ones next

to it, the wider interspaces being nearly twice as broad as the tops of
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the ribs. Besides the revolving' ribbing' there is a finer longitudinal

series of ribs, the width of the interspaces of which is about equal to

the interspaces of the revolving ribs, thus marking off the surface into

little squares ; this longitudinal ribbing becomes obsolete on the anterior

end of the body whorl. Mouth elongate-ovate ; outer lip sharp ; inner

lip smooth ; canal short and straight.

Dimensions.—Height, about 27 mm.; maximum width of body

whorl, 13 mm.
;
height of body whorl, 16 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Upper San Pablo Group to the southeast of

Walnut Creek, Contra Costa County, Calif., University of California

locality 1263.

CHBYSODOMUS PABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 67, figure 8

Shell heavy, rather large ; whorls strongly and regularly convex.

Body whorl nearly two-thirds the height of the shell. Whorls five or

six. Sutures appressed. Surface sculptured by heavy, flat-topped

spiral ribs, alternating irregularly with a narrower and finer spiral

ribbing
;
interspaces between the major spiral ribs are usually about

as wide as the tops of the larger ribs. On the body whorl there are

usually eleven or twelve of the major revolving ribs, and an equal

number of the interribs
;
anteriorly on the body whorl of the larger

specimens the interribs become almost if not entirely as prominent as

the major ribs. On the whorls of the spire there are eight fairly heavy

spiral ribs ; in the interspaces of some of these there is an interrib.

Posteriorly the sutural rib on each whorl is heavier and more promi-

nent than the others, partially concealing the suture and giving a

collar-like effect to the whorl. Outer lip sharp ; inner lip smooth

;

umbilicus subperforate ; canal short.

C. pabloensis appears to be closely allied to C. portalensis Arnold,

the main differences being that on the former the spiral ribbing ap-

pears to be somewhat heavier and it lacks the longitudinal ribs seen

on the whorls of the spire of the latter ; otherwise the two species are

remarkably similar.

Chrysoclomxis pabloensis is somewhat similar in sculpturing to C.

cierboensis, n. sp.. which is also found in the Lower San Pablo Group

;

it differs in being more ventricose ; the canal is not so long, and it has

the collar-like rib next to the suture not seen on C. cierboensis.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, about 65 mm.
;
greatest width

of body whorl, 38 mm.
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Occurrence.—Found on San Pablo Bay in Scutella gabbii zone,

University of California localities 409 and 511, also at many other

localities, Mount Diablo, Las Trampas, etc.

SIPHONALIA DANVILLENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 67, figure 6

Shell fusiform; body whorl tumid; spire high; sutures impressed;

whorls angulated well above the middle and tabulate between the

angulation and suture ; the angulation is somewhat inconspicuous on

the body whorl but prominent on the first whorl of the spire. Surface

of whorls sculptured by seven prominent transverse flute-like ridges

;

on the body whorl these ridges are heavier toward the upper part of

the whorl, disappearing anteriorly. Shell also spirally sculptured by

fairly coarse, somewhat irregular ribbing, the interspaces between

which are very narrow. On the whorl of the spire there are ten of

these spiral ribs, three of which are on the tabulate area ; on the body

whorl there are thirteen spiral ribs, the ribbing being obsolete on the

tabulate area and on the canal. Outer lip sharp and thin ; inner lip

smooth, incrusted ; canal medium in length, very slightly turned back

;

umbilicus subperforate.

Dimensions.—Height of body whorl, 25 mm.
;
greatest width of

body whorl, 22 mm.

Occurrence.—From the San Pablo Group to the south of Danville,

University of California locality 323. The writer has only one speci-

men of this species in his possession at the present time, and the upper

whorls of the spire of this have been broken off.

TROPHON CARISAENSIS Anderson

Plate 66, figures 1 and 2

Chorus carisaensis Anderson, Calif. Acad. Sci., 3rd series, vol. II, no. 2,

p. 206, figs. 90-91.

Trophon carisaensis Anderson Arnold, Bull. U. S. G. S. no. 396, pi. X, fig.

4; Bull. 398, pi. XXXII, ag. 4.

Shell rather large and thick, strongly spinose and oblique; spire moderately

high, sloping above; body whorl narrowing rapidly below; aperture large, tri-

angular, bearing a stout tooth on the outer lip near the upper end of the canal;

canal narrow, short and strongly recurved; columella crusted and strongly re-

curved; surface marked only by strong lines of growth. There are eight strong

spines on the angles of each whorl, excavated in front and convex behind.

This species is quite variable. The characteristics that seem to be

the most constant are the heavy spines which stand out nearly at right
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angles to the sides of the whorls, and the deep fold on the body whorl

between the anterior end and the spines; the whorls of the spire on

some specimens show a distinct spiral ribbing-. The characters that

are the most variable are the prominency of the spines, the slope be-

tween the spines and the suture and the height of the spire.

Occurrence.—Very common in the Upper San Pablo Group of San

Pablo Bay, north of Mount Diablo, Los Trampas and Rocky Ridges.

TKOPHON GRACILIS Perry var. PABLOENSIS, n. var.

Plate 06, figures 6 and 7

Shell medium-sized
;

spire rather high
;
apex acute ; number of

whorls to spire five or six; body whorl large; sutures obscurely ap-

pressed. Whorls angulated, with the narrow surface above the angu-

lation sloping up gently to the suture. Surface of shell crossed by

ten or eleven prominent lamella-like varices which are flexed forward

and produced on the angle into upright, fairly prominent spines; on

the upper whorls of the spire the varices become prominent ridges.

Spiral ribbing lacking; outer lip sharp; inner lip smooth and in-

crusted ; canal broken on all the specimens that the writer so far has

obtained.

This variety differs from the species T. gracilis Perry in being a

heavier and larger shell ; the tabulated effect above the angle is not

so marked; the suture is appressed while on T. gracilis it is depressed;

the lamella-like varices on the body whorl do not extend as far an-

teriorly as on T. gracilis and the spines at the line of angulation are

more prominent.

Occurrence.—Found in the Lower San Pablo Group on San Pablo

Bay, University of California locality 409.

TEOPHON DICKERSONI, n. sp.

Plate 68, figures 5 and

Shell medium in size
;
spire one-third the height of the body whorl

;

sutures impressed; whorls regularly convex, except for a small tabu-

lated area just below the suture ; number of whorls five or six. Sur-

face covered by eight or nine lamelliform varices ; on the body whorl

the varices just below the suture and on the edge of the narrow tabu-

lated area form fairly prominent, broad, reflected spines. Surface of

shell also covered by two sets of alternating rounded revolving ribs,

one set being heavier than the other ; the interspaces between these ribs
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are narrower than the ribs. On the body whorl there are about twenty

to twenty-one of these ribs. On the whorls of the spire there are only

three or four. Outer lip thin, smooth internally ; inner lip incrusted.

Peristome elongate-ovate. Canal open, straight, fairly long. Umbilicus

subperforate.

Named in honor of Dr. R. E. Dickerson, assistant curator of

palaeontology of the California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco.

Dimensions.—Type specimen: height, 20 mm.; greatest diameter

of body whorl. 11 mm.
;
height of body whorl, 15 mm.

Occurrence.—Lower San Pablo on San Pablo Bay, University of

California locality 410.

TROPHON LAWSONI, n. sp.

Plate 67, figures 10 and 11

Shell large, robust, thick; spire moderate in height, with four to

five whorls, the last two or three being small
;
apex acute

;
body whorl

large. Surface of whorls sculptured by about eight or nine promi-

nent, thick, lamella-like varices; on some specimens the varices are

angulated but never spinose ; whorls angulated, with the surface slop-

ing up gently from the angle to the suture ; sutures obscurely ap-

pressed; no revolving ribbing apparent. Outer lip thick; inner lip

smooth. Canal short, narrow, deep and strongly recurved.

Named in honor of Professor A. C. Lawson, Professor of Geology

at the University of California.

Dimensions.—Type specimen: maximum altitude, about 93 mm.;

maximum width of body whorl, 64 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Upper San Pablo Group on San Pablo Bay,

University of California locality 1611, and on the south side of Mount

Diablo, University of California locality 1499.

TROPHON PONDEROSUM Gabb

Plate 66, figures 3 and 4

Trophon 'ponderosum Gabb, Palaeontology of California, vol. 2, p. 2, pi.

1, fig. 3.

Shell moderately robust, thick; spire subelevated; whorls five; angulated in

the middle, sloping above; suture irregularly impressed; surface marked by
eight or nine blunt varices, prominent and acute on the angle of the whorl,

and commonly becoming more or less obsolete above and below; in the upper

whorls the varices are replaced by mere elevated ribs, which become smaller

until in the first three volutions they barely exist as undulations. Aperture

broad; canal open, short, slightly recurved; columelar lip heavily incrusted;

outer lip entire, subacute. Umbilicus well marked, but closed.
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Localities and Positions.—From the Pliocene of Kirker Pass; also from the
Miocene at Walnut Creek, Contra Costa County, and Griswold's, Monterey
County, on the road to New Idria.

T. ponderosum differs from T. carisaensis in that the spines are

less prominent, more numerous and do not stand out at right angles

to the surface of the shell but are turned upward; on some specimens

the spines become nearly obsolete ; the canal is not so long ; the spiral

ribbing is usually present on the body whorl as well as on the whorls

of the spire. It lacks the sinus or groove which is so marked on T.

carimoisis and which is situated about half way between the spinose

shoulder of the body whorl and the anterior end of the canal.

Occurrence.—On the north side of Mount Diablo, T. ponderosum

and T. carisaensis Anderson are found in the same section, T. pon-

derosum being found at the top of the section while T. carisaensis is

found about two hundred feet below associated with a different fauna.

T. ponderosum is also found to the southeast of the town of Walnut

Creek, where it is found in nearly the same horizon as T. carisaensis.

TEOPHON PONDEEOSUM Gabb var. PABLOENSIS, n. var.

Plate 66, figure 5

Shell large
;
spire low with three or four whorls

;
body whorl very

ventricose ; sutures obscurely impressed ; surface of body whorl sculp-

tured by about twelve thin, lamella-like varices, which are more promi-

nent on the tops of the whorls, becoming quickly obscure anteriorly

;

whorls unangulated
;
revolving ribbing not evident ; mouth opening

wide, semilunar ; outer lip sharp, slightly reflexed anteriorly ; inner

lip encrusted ; canal short, narrow and slightly twisted ; umbilical scar

long and subperforate.

Only one specimen of T. ponderosum var. pabloensis, n. var., has

so far been found. More collecting may show that it should not be

separated as a variety; on the other hand, it may prove to be a dis-

tinct form worthy of being classed as a species. It differs from T.

ponderosum in that it is not spinose ; the whorls are not angulated,

and the spire is not so high.

Dimensions.—Length of shell, about 61 mm.
;
length of body whorl,

49 mm.
;
greatest width of body whorl, 49 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Upper San Pablo Group to the southeast of

the town of Walnut Creek, University of California locality 140.
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MUEEX (OCINEBRA) DALLI, n. sp.

Plate 67, figures 4 and 9

Shell medium in size, fusiform, fairly heavy; apex acute. Whorls

regularly convex ; number of whorls seven
;
spire a little over one-

half the height of the body whorl. Shell sculptured by medium coarse,

rounded, revolving ribs, the interspaces between which are much nar-

rower than the tops of the ribs ; on the body whorl there are about

twenty-two of these revolving ribs, on the whorls of the spire there

are five or six. On some specimens, available for study, every other

spiral rib stands out more prominently, thus showing an alternation

of a rib and an interrib. This is true of the specimens from locality

1182 to the south of Walnut Creek, Contra Costa County. Surface

of shell also sculptured by eight or nine prominent, rounded, longi-

tudinal ribs ; these longitudinal ribs show considerable variation in

prominency and tend to be split or grooved. Mouth ovate ; outer lip

sometimes thickened externally, dentate internally; inner lip heavily

encrusted; canal medium in length, straight and deep; on some speci-

mens it is entirely closed, on others only partially; columella subper-

forate.

M. dalli differs from M. selbyensis, n. sp., a species found in the

Lower San Pablo, in that it is a more slender shell; the spire is higher,

and the canal longer, and the spiral ribbing does not become obsolete

next to the suture.

Named in honor of Dr. W. H. Dall of the Smithsonian Institute.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, 23 mm.
;
height of body

whorl, 4 mm.
;
greatest width of body whorl, 12 mm.

Occurrence.—This form so far has been found only in the Upper

San Pablo. It is found associated with Astrodapsis tumidus Remond.

Tivela gabbi, n. sp., Trophon carisaensis Anderson, etc. University of

California localities 1620, 1881, 521, etc.

MUEEX (OCINEBRA) PACKARDI, n. sp.

Plate 69, figures 2 and 11

Shell elongate-oval, heavy, rather large for this genus. Spire

high
;
apex acute ; sutures deeply depressed. Whorls strongly and

regularly convex
;
body whorl a little less than two-thirds the height

of the spire. Surface covered by rather coarse, broadly rounded, re-

volving ribs with interspaces slightly wider than the ribs ; in each

interspace there is a narrow, low riblet ; on each of the first two whorls
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of the spire there are four of the major revolving ribs, on the body

whorl there are eight or nine of the major ribs. On some of the speci-

mens examined there are very well-defined varices ; sometimes there

is a varix on the outer lip, sometimes, one or two varices are found

posterior to this ; on none of the specimens examined do the varices

extend up on the whorls of the spire. Outer lip thickened internally,

on which are rounded to elongate dentidilations. Aperture elongate,

semilunar; inner lip heavily encrusted; canal short, straight, narrow

and deep ; umbilicus subperforate.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, about 31 mm.
;
height of body

whorl, 32 mm. ; maximum width of body whorl, 27 mm.

Occurrence.—In Upper and Lower San Pablo Group, University of

California localities 409, 1-192. 363, etc.

MUEEX (OCINEBEA) SELBYENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 67, figures 2, 5, and 7

Shell rather small to medium in size, heavy, subfusiform; apex

acute; number of whorls live or six, all strongly and regularly con-

vex. Spire about half the height of the body whorl; sutures slightly

appressed. Surface of shell sculptured by medium revolving ribs, the

interspaces between which are usually wider than the ribs; in each

interspace there is a riblet. Below the suture for a short distance the

revolving ribbing tends to be obsolete; this is quite noticeable on the

body whorl and on the lower whorl of the spire. On each whorl of

the spire there are three, sometimes four, of the major revolving ribs,

the inter-ribs being very faint or obsolete altogether ; on the body

whorl there are eleven or twelve of the major ribs, the inter-ribs being

rather prominent ; on the canal the major ribbing and the interribbing

are almost indistinguishable. Surface of shell also covered by eight

or nine fairly heavy, longitudinal ribs; these are narrower and more

distinct on the whorls of the spire than on the body whorl ; on the

body whorl these longitudinal ribs are usually rather broad, being

prominent on some specimens, while on others they become almost

obsolete ; on some specimens the longitudinal ribs are grooved or

split ; this irregularity of the ribbing appears to be for the most part

confined to the body whorl. Peristome broadly ovate ; outer lip some-

times thickened, dentate internally; inner lip strongly incrusted.

Canal short, straight, very narrow to closed. Columella subperforate.
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This species resembles in outline Murex (Ocinebra) lurida var.

aspera Baird and in a former paper was listed as such by the writer

("The Neocene Section of Kirker Pass, Univ. of Calif. Publ. Bull.

Dept. Geol., vol. 7, no. 4, pp. 17-60, 1912). It differs from that species

in the character of the revolving ribbing. On M. lurida var. a,spera

the revolving ribbing is not obsolete just below the sutures, as in the

case of M. selbyensis. Also the number of revolving ribs is greater on

the former than on the latter. The canal on the latter is more slender

and a little longer than that on the former.

Dimensions.—Type specimen: height, 35 mm.; greatest diameter

of body whorl, 23 mm.
Occurrence.—Lower San Pablo Group, associated with Astrodapsis

tumidus, subsp. cierboensis, Chrysodomus pabloensis, n. sp., Tivela

diabloensis, n. sp., etc., University of California localities 102, 409, 410,

525, etc.

CANCELLAEIA PABLOENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 68, figures 9 and 31

Shell ovate, thick
;
body whorl large

;
spire moderately low. Num-

ber of whorls to spire three or four ; suture appressed
;
body whorl

with fifteen or sixteen pointed nodes a little below the suture ; this

gives the whorl the appearance of being angulated or obscurely tabu-

lated; whorls of spire not nodose. Surface of shell sculptured by

medium fine revolving ribs, the interspaces between which are much
narrower than the tops of the ribs. On the bocly whorl there are

about thirty of the revolving ribs, while on the whorls of the spire

there are only three or four. Canal short, very slightly twisted ; outer

lip sharp ; inner lip callused. Columella with two fairly strong pli-

cations.

Dimensions.—Type specimen : height, about 34 mm.
;
height of body

whorl, about 29 mm. ; maximum width of body whorl, 27 mm.
Occurrence.—The type specimen was found in the San Pablo

Group of Napa County, west of Will's ranch, Carneros Creek, by Mr.

S. TL Gester and Mr. Reginald Stoner. Here it was associated with

Tivela gabbi, n. sp., Natica arnoldi, n. sp., and Mulinia densata Con-

rad, also found on the south side of Mount Diablo and on Rocky Ridge

to the south of Walnut Creek. Both of these last localities are in the

Upper San Pablo, University of California localities 480 and 1942

;

here the species is associated with the same fauna as in Napa County.
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TURRIS KIRKENSIS, n. sp.

Plate 69, figures 5, 6, and 7

Shell small, elongate-ovate. Number of whorls five or six, which

are regularly convex, with obscure appressed sutures and acute apex.

Surface of shell sculptured by coarse, nodose, revolving ribs, between

which are finer and less nodose riblets. On each of the major ribs

there are about twenty rounded nodes; the nodes of the different ribs

are in line giving the shell the appearance of being longitudinally

ribbed. The distribution of the revolving ribs and riblets is as fol-

lows : Beginning at the suture on the body whorl there are two nodose

indistinct ribs below which are two of the finer unnodose riblets. the

anterior riblet being the heavier; anterior to this are two nodose ribs

with one fine indistinct unnodose riblet between. Between the last

two nodose ribs just mentioned and the anterior end of the canal there

are five of the major ribs between each of which excepting the last an-

terior two, there are two riblets, in each case the anterior of the riblets

is heavier and shows a tendency to be nodose.

On some specimens toward the anterior end of the body whorl the

heavier of the two riblets seen between each of the major ribs becomes

as prominent as the major ribbing itself, the nodose character of the

ribs disappearing. Whorls of spire with three of the heavier nodose

revolving ribs; anteriorly at the suture are two of the riblets, the

heavier type of riblet being in front ; above these riblets are two of

the nodose ribs which are very close together with a faint indication

of an interrib between; posteriorly this is again followed by two

riblets the anterior one being the coarser ; above these is a nodose rib

between which and the suture is one of the coarser riblets. Posterior

sinus on specimens figured obscure ; outer lip sharp ; inner lip smooth,

incrusted ; canal short and straight ; umbilicus subperforate.

Dimensions.—Type specimen: height, about 11 mm.
;
greatest width

of body whorls, 5 mm.

Occurrence.—In the Lower Division of the San Pablo Group, from

the region of Kirker Pass to the north of Mount Diablo, University

of California localities 102 and 40fi.
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DESCRIPTION OF LOCALITIES

38. SE y4 Sec. 1, T. 2 S, R. 2 W, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, about 1100 feet.

39. In small gulch near west edge of SE % Sec. 1, T. 2 S, R. 2 W, M. D. B.

and M.

41. South side of large gully in SW Vi NW M Sec. 7, T. 2 S, R. 1 W, M. D.

B. and M.
59. Just below "Pinole Tuff," NW comer SW % NW % Sec. 30, T. 2 N,

R, 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

60. South side of 651-foot hill about 50 feet above bottom of gulch near east

edge of NW % SE % Sec. 30, T. 2 N, R. 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

62. In gulch on north side of 902-foot hill; elevation about 550 feet; near

east edge of NE % SW % Sec. 34, T. 2 N, R. 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

100. In basal beds of San Pablo Group; elevation about 500 feet; a little to

west of middle of NW % SW % Sec. 30, T. 2 N, R. 1 E, M. D. B.

and M.

102. In saddle below 594-foot hill just east of Kirker Creek, NE corner of SW
% SW 1,4 Sec. 29, T. 2 N, R, 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

104. Southeast side of prominent hill at elevation of about 950 feet, near east

edge of NW % NW % Sec. 9, T. 1 S, R. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

118. Southeast side of prominent hill at elevation of about 1000 feet, near

center of NW % NW % Sec. 9, T. 1 S, R. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.
120. On first prominent ridge to southwest of Shell Ridge on highest point

just west of where creek cuts through ridge; about 2% miles south-

east of the center of the town of Walnut Creek and about l 1^ miles

west of east edge of Concord quadrangle.

122. About 2% miles southeast of the center of the town of Walnut Creek on

first ridge southwest of Shell Ridge, where creek breaks through

ridge, stratigraphically below loc. 120 and on north side of same hill,

Concord Topographic sheet, IT. S. G. S.

130. Near east edge of SW % SW % Sec. 4, T. 1 S, R, 1 W, M. D. B. and M.
132. Near southeast corner of NW % SW % See. 4, T. 1 S, R. 1 W, M. D. B.

and M.

145. On boundary between Acalanes and Sobrantes Grant, 1 mile north of

Mount Diablo Base line. Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

147. About 1 mile north and a little east of old station De Laveaga, which

is 4 miles due west of town of Lafayette; on second spur on south

side of prominent ridge east of Lauterwasser Creek, 1% miles north

of Mount Diablo Base line. Concord Topographic Sheet, IT. S. G. S.

149. Not quite 1 mile east of Lauterwasser Creek, nearly one-half mile due

east of loc. 147, 1% miles north of Mount Diablo Base line. Concord

Topographic Sheet, IT. S. G. S.

351. On south side of Shell Ridge; elevation about 700 feet; five-eighths mile

west of east ridge of Concord quadrangle.

402. Little east of saddle. which is southwest of 651-foot hill near west side

of NW 14 Sec. 30, T. 2 N, R, 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

406. Due west of prominent hill near SE corner NW 14 SW % Sec. 29, T. 2

N, R. 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

407. Near north mouth of tunnel on first point southwest of Selby station.

Napa Topographic Sheet, IT. S. G. S.
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409. Near south mouth of tunnel on first point southwest of Selby station.

Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

410. About three-quarters mile northeast of Hercules Powder Works on bay
shore along railroad track; second prominent outcrop of gray, coarse

sandstone in coming from the powder works. Astrodapsis tumidus

subsp. cereboensis found here.

467. A little southeast of Oyster Point; NE % NE % See. 28, T. 1 S, E. 1 E,

M. D. B. and M. Elevation, 1250 feet.

479. To southwest of Oyster Point, near center of S % Sec. 20, T. 1 S, E. 1

E, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, 1550 feet.

480. In small gully leading into Biggs Canon; near center of NE % See. 28
r

T. 1 S, E. 1 E, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, 1250 feet, Astrodapsis

cereboensis found here.

481. In same section and only a little south of loc. 480 but stratigraphically

higher. Astrodapsis whitneyi zone.

4x2. Near center of south side of NW % Sec. 28, T. 1 S, E. 1 E, M. D. B. and
M. Elevation, 1200 feet.

486. A little southwest of Oyster Point; SW % SW % See. 21, T. 1 S, E, 1 E,

M. D. B. and M. Elevation, 1400 feet.

488. Just east of Eiggs Canon; NE % SW % Sec. 27, T. 1 S, E. 1 E, M. D. B.

and M. Elevation, 1000 feet.

490. A little to east of center of south side of Sec. 21, T. 1 S, E, 1 E, M. D. B.

and M.
492. SW % SE % Sec. 21, T. 1 S, E. 1 E, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, 1750

feet.

741. Twenty-five feet stratigraphically a little above loc. 742, Mount Diablo

Topographic Sheet, U. S. Gr. S.

742. Twenty-five feet stratigraphically a little above loc. 743, Mount Diablo

Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

743. Near center of north side of NW % See. 28, T. 1 S, E. 1 W, M. D. B. and

M. Elevation, about 1550 feet.

749. In gully just below and a little southwest of 1850-foot hill almost in

middle of line between NW % Sec. 24 and NE % Sec. 23, T. 1 S,

E. ] W, M. D. B. and M.

752. On spur running south from 1594-foot hill; NW *4 SE % Sec. 27, T. 1 S,

E, 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

753. On west side of 1594-foot hill; SW % NE % Sec. 27, T. 1 S, E. 1 E, M.

D. B. and M. Elevation, about 1500 feet.

757. On spur due west of 1594-foot hill a little east of center of NW % Sec.

27, T. 1 S, R. 1 E, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, about 1350 feet,

761. Near center of NW % Sec, 36, T. 1 S, B, 1 B, M. D. B. and M. Elevation,

about 1300 feet,

762. Near middle of north line of NE % NE % See. 28, T. 1 S, E. 1 E, M. D.

B. and M. Elevation, about 1500 feet,

763. On south side of 1512-foot hill between elevation of 1450 and 1500 feet

in NE Vi NE % Sec, 29, T. 1 S, E, 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

771. A little east of center of NE % NE % See, 28, T. 1 S, E. 1 E, M. D. B.

and M. Elevation, 1400 feet.

772. In NE corner of NW % NW Sec. 15, T. 1 W, E. 1 S, M. D. B. and M.

Elevation, about 751 feet.

777. A little east of center of SE % SE *4 Sec. 20, T. 1 S, E. 1 E, M. D. B.

and M. Elevation, about 1350 feet.
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1182. About one-eighth mile up gully from corner of Sec. 15, T. 1 S, R. 2 W,
M. D. B. and M.

1195. About 1 mile almost due north of the town of Lafayette, on south side

of Lafayette Eidge. Elevation, about 850 feet. Concord Topographic

Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1196. About 1% miles southeast, air line, of town of Lafayette, a little east

of road which crosses ridge going the direction of Las Trampas
Creek and just above the letter B of the word Baseline, as seen on the

Concord Topographic Sheet, 1897 edition.

1197. About 2% miles, air line, to east and a little south of the town of Lafay-

ette; 4% inches west of east edge of Concord sheet and 8^4 inches

south of north edge. Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S., 1897

edition.

1199. On the top of Lafayette Ridge, a little over 1 mile northeast of the town
of Lafayette; about where the letter E comes in the word Eidge,

Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S., 1897 edition.

1219. A little west of loc. 1182, near middle of west edge of SW 14 SW %
Sec. 15, T. 1 S, E. 2 W, M. D. B. and M.

1221. A little west of middle of SE % NE % Sec. 9, T. 1 S, B. 2 W, M. D. B.

and M.

1224. Near south edge of NE Vi NE % Sec. 2, T. 2 S, E, 2 W, M. D. B. and M.
Elevation, about 1300 feet.

1225. In gulch on north side of Bolinger Canon, near NE corner of SW *4 NW
% Sec. 31, T. 1 S, E. 1 W, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, about 1150

feet.

1227. A little west of center of SE % NE 14 Sec. 9, T. 1 S, E. 2 W, M. D. B.

and M. Stratigraphieally higher than loc. 1221.

1231. South of Las Trampas Eidge in first gully north of divide between

Bolinger Creek and Las Trampas Creek; elevation about 410 feet.

Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1237. At elevation of about 1350 feet; near NW comer of Sec. 27, T. 1 S, E.

2 W, M. D. B. and M.
1239. On north side of Grizzly Creek, near middle of north edge of Sec. 15,

T. 1 S, E. 2 W, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, about 850 feet.

1240. A little over one-half mile from head of gulch, near SE corner of NE
% NW 14 Sec. 22, T. 1 S, E. 2 W, M. D. B. and M.

1245. Near SE corner of NE % SE % Sec. 16, T. 1 S, E. 2 W, M. D. B. and M.
1249. A little south of NW corner of NW 14 NE 14 Sec. 21, T. 1 S, B, 2 W,

M. D. B. and M. Elevation, about 850 feet,

1251. Near SE corner of SE % SW % Sec. 15, T. 1 S, E, 2 W, M. D. B. and XL

1257. Near middle of west edge of NW 14 SW % Sec. 1, T. 2 S, E, 1 W, M. D.

B. and M.; near head of gulch. Elevation, about 800 feet.

1265. A little east of center of Sec. 9, T. 1 S, E. 2 W, M. D. B. and M.

1270. Near south edge of NE % NE % Sec 36, T. 1 S, E. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

1273. Near SE corner of NW % SE % Sec. 31, T. 1 S, E. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

Elevation, about 1300 feet.

1274. At end of branch road as shown on Concord Sheet, 1897 edition; near

NE corner Sec. 22, T. 1 S, E. 2 W, M. D. B. and M.
1275. On peak just north of middle of south edge of Sec, 16, T. 1 S, E. 2 W,

M. D. B. and M.

1474. Near SE corner of NE % Sec. 24, T. 1 S, E, 1 W, M. D. B. and M.
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1477. On south side of 1010-foot hill at elevation of about 775 feet; near SE
corner of NE % Sec. 5, T. 1 S, R, 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

1479. In gully leading up to Wall Point; near middle of north edge of NE %
NW % See. 15, T. 1 S, E. 1 W, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, about

775 feet,

1483. On southeast side of 800-foot hill, along face of prominent ledge; near

SE corner of NW % NE % Sec. 25, T. 1 N, R. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

1485. Near west edge of SE % NW % Sec. 19, T. 1 E, R. 1 S, M. D. B. and M.
Elevation, about 1250 feet.

1488. Stratigraphically higher than loc. 1485; close to west edge of SW %
NW % Sec. 19, T. 1 S, R. 1 E, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, about

1000 feet.

1490. A little south of loc. 1485 and at about the same horizon; near SW corner

of SE NW 1/1 Sec. 19, T. 1 S, R. 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

1491. On south side and below east peak of 1010-foot hill at elevation of about

900 feet; close to south boundary of NE % Sec. 5, T. 1 S, R. 1 W,
M. D. B. and M.

1495. Near NW corner of SE % SE % Sec. 14, T. 7 S, R. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

Elevation, about 1000 feet.

1496. In same gully and not quite 100 feet in elevation lower than loc. 1495;

just below prominent shale band. Mount Diablo Topographical Sheet,

U. S. G. S.

1499. Near NE corner of NW % SW 14 Sec. 15, T. 1 S, R. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

1501. On south side of 1061-foot hill; near NE corner of SW % Sec. 15, T. 1 S,

R. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

1504. Just above lowest prominent band of shale in San Pablo; in SE % SE 14

Sec. 14, T. 1 S, R. 1 W, M. D. B. and M. Elevation, about 900 feet.

1514. On south side of 1061-foot hill, stratigraphically lower than loc. 1501;

near NW corner of SE % Sec. 15, T. 1 S, R. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

1518. Near south edge of NE 14 NW 14 Sec. 15, T. 1 S, R. 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

1520. A little northwest and in next gully from loc. 1518 and in practically

the same horizon; elevation about 650 feet; near SE corner of NW
14 Sec. 15, T. 1 S, R, 1 W, M. D. B. and M.

1532. A little over 2 miles southeast of the town of Rodeo and about one-

quarter mile due west of 700-foot hill; a medium fine, hard, calcareous

sandstone just below coarse, cross-bedded sandstone; irregular contact

between these two members. Napa or Karquinez Topographic Sheet,

IT. S. G. S.

1533. About three-quarters mile east and- a little south of town of Rodeo, just

below prominent shale band in San Pablo; on the Napa Topographic

Sheet, U. S. G. S., 1902 edition, it is just below the first letter O in

the word Rodeo.

1600. About 2y2 miles east and a little south of the town of Rodeo on south

side of 700-foot hill near the head of a deep north and south gulch.

Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1604. In medium fine sandstone in upper San Pablo, about three-quarters mile

east and a little south of town of Rodeo, about 1 mile west and a

little north of 700-foot hill; higher stratigraphically than loc. 1532.

Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1605. About 1% miles southeast of tunnel just south of Tormey station; a

little southeast of 407-foot hill on top of ridge. Napa Topographic

Sheet, U. S. G. S.
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1606. About 1 mile southeast of Tormey station, on south side of valley of

Canada del Cerebo; on northeast end of 407-foot hill; stratigraphi-

eally below loe. 1605. Napa or Karquinez Topographic Sheet, IT. S. G. S.

1607. On hill over tunnel just south of Tormey station, in quarry just west of

big oil tank, in coarse sandstone on north side of quarry. Napa
Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1608. Stratigraphically 30 or 40 feet above loc. 1607 and on south side of same
quarry. Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1609. About 114 miles southeast of Tormey station, on south side of Canada
del Cerebo Valle}'; on northeast end of 407-foot hill shown on Kar-
quinez Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S., also Napa Topographic Sheet,

U. S. G. S.

1610. About 1% miles northeast of town of Eodeo, south and a little east of

407-foot hill shown on Karquinez Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.; just

below prominent shale band in San Pablo.

1611. About 114 miles east of town of Eodeo, about 150 yards north of cement

house; a coarse, gray sandstone just below shale in middle San Pablo.

Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1612. About l 1
/! miles north of town of Rodeo, about one-half mile southeast

of Union Oil Works and on same strike; beds stratigraphically about

100 feet above prominent shale band in middle San Pablo. Napa
Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1613. About 25 feet stratigraphically above loc. 1612; same general locality.

1614. About one-half mile east of town of Eodeo in creek bed a little east of

house at end of branch road; above the first letter O in the word
Eodeo, as seen on Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S., 1902 edition.

1615. In same horizon as loc. 1614, near barn to west of house mentioned in

description of loe. 1614.

1617. About one-quarter mile east of Eodeo, stratigraphically about 150 feet

below Pinole tuff. As seen on Napa Topographic Sheet, 1902 edition,

it is due west of the top of the letter E of Eodeo. Cyrena californica

is found here in great abundance.

1618. From a well just back of house a little east and about 100 feet north

across strike of beds found at loc. 1617; well 30 feet deep; probably

penetrates same horizon as loe. 1617.

1619. About three-quarters mile due east of Eodeo, north of middle of big bend

in Santa Fe railroad and west and a trifle north of 700-foot hill, as

seen on Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S., 1902 edition. Strati-

graphically this locality is some distance below the prominent shale

member in the San Pablo.

1620. About 1% miles east and a little north of town of Eodeo, on north side

of syncline on east end of prominent knob just south of 407-foot hill,

as shown on Karquinez Topographic Sheet, 1897 edition; stratigraph-

ically above the prominent shale member of this section; stratigraph-

ically above loc. 1610.

1621. Along road not more than 50 feet to south of and stratigraphically below

loe. 1617.

1622. About 200 feet south of house and loc. 1617. Spring cemented up; leaf

collection obtained here.

1624. About 1 mile southwest of town of Eodeo, a little over 1 mile due west

of 700-foot hill. Irregular contact between coarse conglomeratic sand-

stone and medium fine, yellow sandstone.
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1625. About 1 mile northeast of town of Rodeo, on north side of syncline;

about three-quarters mile southeast of Union Oil Works; about 190

feet stratigraphically below base of Pinole tuff, to north of chicken

coop in gully below cement house. Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1626. Coarse gray sands near base of San Pablo on north side of syncline about

2 miles northeast of town of Rodeo; about l 1
/! miles southeast of

Tormey station; near end of long ridge on south side of Canada del

Cerebo Valley. Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1627. About 2% miles east and a little south of town of Eodeo, in gulch at

elevation of about 600 feet. As seen on Napa Topographic Sheet,

1902 edition, it is due south of the letter D in the word Del Hambre;
coarse gray conglomeratic sandstone.

1628. About three-quarters mile due east of loc. 1627 and in same horizon;

coarse basal sandstones of San Pablo; due north of big bend in

Santa Fe railroad. Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1629. On top of ridge to north of big bend in Santa Fe railroad, a little east of

loc. 1628 and in same horizon.

1630. About 3 miles, air line, southeast of town of Rodeo, on top of ridge east

of 700-foot hill, where road from Crockett crosses; just below the

letter E of the word del, Napa Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1631. About one-quarter mile due east of town of Rodeo, between 150 and 200

yards east of loc. 1617 and a little higher stratigraphically. Napa
Topographic Sheet, TJ. S. G. S.

1632. Pecten beds on bay shore just west of the town of Rodeo, a little south

of Lone Tree Point; described in the Pac. R. R. Repts.

1633. About 75 to 100 feet southeast and directly across the strike from loc.

1631, and lower stratigraphically.

1631. In gully on south side of 700-foot hill, south and a little west of town

of Crockett; elevation about 500 feet; west of and in same horizon as

loc. 1627. Napa Topographic Sheet, IT. S. G. S.

1636. About 3 miles south of town of Danville, in quarry back of second house

west of bend in county road. Mount Diablo Topographic Sheet,

IT. S. G. S.

1890. About 150 feet above base of San Pablo Group on west edge of NW
Sec. 33, T. 2 N, R. 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

1891. On south side of 594-foot hill and very near the top of the hill, near

center of SW % Sec. 29, T. 2 N, R. 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

1893. North of Mount Diablo, about. 1 mile east of Kirker Creek, a little above

the base of the San Pablo; about 100 feet south of and stratigraph-

ically below loc. 1890. Mount Diablo Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1894. On east side of hill, just above base of San Pablo; a little west of center

of SW % SE % Sec. 29, T. 2 N, R. 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

1936. Southwest of Mount Diablo, on knoll just northwest of highest point in

row of knobs south of Shell Ridge and about 575 feet in elevation.

Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1937. Highest point described in description of loc. 1936. Concord Topographic

Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1938. About 150 feet southeast of loc. 1937 and half way down hillside in

gulch. Concord Topographic Sheet, IT. S. G. S.
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1940. About 1% miles southeast of town of Walnut Creek, in gully opening

toward the northwest in ridge southwest of Shell Ridge; almost due

south of the first letter S in the word Nueeesy Bolbones, as seen on

the Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S., 1897 edition.

1934. About 1% miles east of town of Walnut Creek, on ridge parallel to and

south of Shell Eidge; on the east end of the northern of the two
knolls which lie just southeast of the letter S in the word Shell, as

seen on the Concord Topographic Sheet, 1897 edition; elevation, about

350 feet.

1944. A little west of and lower in altitude but higher stratigraphically than

loc. 1936; on the side of the same hill. Concord Topographic Sheet,

U. S. G. S.

1945. In gulch just west of loc. 1944 and in same horizon. Concord Topographic

Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1946. Southeast of Walnut Creek, on south side of highest hill in ridge to

south of and parallel to Shell Eidge; elevation about 450 feet. In

about the same horizon as loc. 1944. Concord Topographic Sheet,

U. S. G. S.

1947. On south side of same hill as loc. 1946; about 50 feet higher in elevation.

Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1948. Southeast of Walnut Creek, on top of first knob to west of where creek

cuts through ridge, which is south of and parallel to Shell Eidge.

Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1950. Southeast of Walnut Creek, on top of first knob west of where creek

cuts through ridge which is south of and parallel to Shell Edige; on

small knob just north of knob on which loc. 1948 is; stratigraphically

lower. Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1952. Southeast of Walnut Creek, on 475-foot contour, where it crosses creek

that cuts through ridge south of and parallel to Shell Eidge. Con-

cord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1953. Southeast of Walnut Creek, on top of hill east of creek which cuts

through ridge south of and parallel with Shell Eidge. Concord

Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1954. Southwest of Walnut Creek, on south side of first knoll west of loc. 1953;

in first gully just east of where creek cuts through ridge. Concord

Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.

1955. On little knoll exactly one-third mile southwest of the letter G in the

word rihell Eidge, as shown on Concord Topographic Sheet, U. S. G. S.,

1897 edition; in same horizon as loc. 1954.

1958. Southwest of Walnut Creek, near east edge of Concord Topographic

Sheet. It is 8% inches from the top of the Concord Sheet, 1897

edition, and about one-quarter inch west of the east edge, on east

side of 800-foot hill, above road which crosses Shell Eidge above dairy

ranch.

1960. A little south of loc. 1958, about 200 feet north of barn of dairy ranch.

1961. The same general locality as loc. 1958, on south side of hill between

house and barn to the east of and about 125 feet above fence which

runs near barn. Concord Topographic Sheet, IT. S. G. S.
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1962. About three-eighths mile east of loe. 1961, 15 feet above and on east side

of small saddle between a 725-foot and a 700-foot knoll, which knolls

lie east and west of each other; exactly 1 inch due south of the letter

E in the word ridge of Shell Eidge. Concord Topographic Sheet,

U. S. G. S.

1963. Southeast of Walnut Creek, about 100 feet east of where creek forks,

in gulch just west of where creek cuts through the ridge which is to

the south of and parallel to Shell Ridge. Concord Topographic Sheet,

U. S. G. S.

2040. On southeast side of 990-foot hill at elevation of about 650 feet; near

south edge of NE V4 Sec. 33, T. 2 N, E. 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

2041. In first sharp gulch just west of 920-foot hill; in bottom of creek bed;

SW corner of NE *4 Sec. 33, T. 2 N, B, 1 E, M. D. B. and M.

2042. A little east of center of NW % SW % Sec. 34, T. 2 N, E. 1 E, M. D. B.

and M.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE 42

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Astrodapsis whitneyi Bemond. A very characteristic species in the

lower part of the Upper Division of the San Pablo. A nteroposterior diameter,

60 mm.

Fig. 2. Hytilus trampasensis, n. sp. An imperfect specimen of a left valve.

Longitude, 66 mm.

Fig. 3. Mytilus trampasensis, n. sp. An imperfect specimen of a right valve,

showing shape of posterior end.

Fig. 4. Modiolus direct us Dall. Longitude, 43 mm.

Fig. 5. Mytilus perrini, n. sp. Always found associated with brackish water

species such as Cyrena (Corbicula) californica and Mya dickersoni. Longitude,

39 mm.

Fig. 6. Mytilus perrini, n. sp. Longitude, 55 mm.

[514]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 43

Approximately two-thirds natural size

Osterea bourgeoisii Kemond. A very common species in the Lower San Pablo

and in the Scutella breweriana zone. Longitude, about 200 mm.

[516]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 44

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Ostrea titan Conrad. This species is sometimes gigantic in propor-

ons, being as much as 18 inches high, with the shell several inches thick.

Fig. 2. Solen perrini, n. sp. Longitude, 76 mm.

Fig. 3. Siliqua lucida Conrad. Longitude, 18 mm.

[518]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 45

Fig. 1. Pecten weaveri, n. sp. Left valve. A common species in the Lower
San Pablo of the type section. Longitude, 57 mm. Natural s±ze.

Fig. 2. Pecten weaveri, n. sp. Eight valve. Natural size.

Fig. 3. Pecten crassicardo Conrad. Bight valve. Common in both the Upper

and Lower San Pablo. Longitude, 150 mm. About two-thirds natural size.

L520]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 46

Fig. 1. Pecten (Pecten) raymondi, n. sp. Eight valve. A very common
species in the San Pablo and the Seutella breweriana zone. Believed to be

characteristic of the Upper Miocene. Longitude, 43 mm. Natural size.

Fig. 2. Pecten (Pecten) raymondi, n. sp. A very large specimen of the

convex left valve. Longitude, 50 mm. Figure slightly enlarged.

Fig. 3. Pecten (Lyropecten) crassicardo Conrad nov. var.? Eight valve.

Longitude, 132 mm. Approximately two-thirds natural size.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 47

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Pecten (Pecten) raymondi, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 30 mm.

Fig. 2. Pecten {Pecten) raymondi, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 22 mm.

Fig. 3. Cardium quadrigenarium Conrad. Longitude, 38 mm.

Fig. 4. Pecten estrellanus Conrad. Eight valve. Longitude, 29 mm.

Fig. 5. Pecten holwayi, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 91 mm.

Fig. 6. Pecten cierboensis, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 17 mm.

Fig. 7. Pecten crassiradiatus, n. sp. Eight valve. Height, 47 mm.

Fig. 8. Pecten paMoensis Conrad. Eight valve. Longitude, 39 mm.

[524]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 48

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Modiolus gabbi, n. sp. Longitude, 69 mm. Apparently a very char-

acteristic species of the Upper Miocene.

Fig. 2. Pecten pabloensis Conrad. Left valve. Longitude, 33 mm.

Fig. 3. Pinna alamedensis Yates. Longitude of imperfect specimen, 135 mm.
A very common species in the Upper San Pablo. Also reported from the Lower

Miocene of Southern California.

Fig. 4. Glycimeris septentrionalis Middendorf. Longitude, 24 mm.

Fig. 5. Area trilineata Conrad. A very common species in the Upper Mio-

cene and Pliocene of the west coast. Also reported from the Lower Miocene.

Fig. 6. Yoldia carnarosensis, n. sp. Longitude, about 40 mm.

Fig. 7. Mytilus merriami, n. sp. Longitude, about 105 mm.

Fig. 8. Mytilus merriami, n. sp. Same specimen as figure 7.

Fig. 9. Glycimeris coalingensis Arnold. Specimen from Lower San Pablo.

Longitude, 32 mm.

Fig. 10. Glycimeris coalingensis Arnold. Specimen from Upper San Pablo.

Longitude, 36 mm.

[526]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 49

Figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Dosinia merriami, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 90 mm.

Fig. 2. Dosinia merriami, n. sp. Hinge plate of right valve of same speci-

men as figure 1.

[528]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 50

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Dosinia merriami, n. sp. var. occidentalis, n. var. A very common
spiecies in the Upper San Pablo. Longitude, 80 mm.

Fig. 2. Amiantis dalli, n. sp. Left valve. Found in the Upper San Pablo.

Longitude, about 85 mm.

[530]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 51

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Dosinia arnoldi, n. sp. Hinge plate of left valve. A common species

in the Upper San Pablo. Longitude, 85 mm.

Fig. 2. Dosinia arnoldi, n. sp. Exterior view of specimen shown in figure 1.

[532]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 52

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Dosinia merriami, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 95 mm.

Fig. 2. Dosinia merriami, n. sp. hinge plate of left valve.

[534]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 53

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Amiantis dalli, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 72 mm.

Fig. 2. Amiantis dalli, n. sp. Anterior view of same specimen as figure 1.

Fig. 3. Amiantis dalli, n. sp. Hinge plate of left valve. This specimen

shown also on plate 50, figure 2.

Fig. 4. Amiantis dalli, n. sp. Hinge plate of right valve.

Fig. 5. Pitaria stalderi, n. sp. Hinge plate of left valve. Longitude, 59 mm.

Fig. 6. Pitaria stalderi, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 64 mm.

[5361
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE 54

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Venus martini, n. sp. A common species in the Astrodapsis whitneyi

zone.

Pig. 2. Pitaria behri, n. sp. Anterior view. Showing lunule on posterior

dorsal area.

Pig. 3. Pitaria behri, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 64 mm.

Pig. 4. Pitaria behri, n. sp. Hinge plate of left valve.

Fig. 5. Tivela diabloensis, n. sp. Interior view of right valve.

Fig. 6. Tivela diabloensis, n. sp. Exterior view of same specimen as figure

(3. Longitude, 59 mm.

[538]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 55

All figures approximately natural size

Eig. 1. Tivela diabloensis, n. sp. Type, left valve. Longitude, 91 mm.

Pig. 2. Tivela gabbi, n. sp. Type, left valve. Longitude, 86 mm.

[540]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 56

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Tivela diabloensis, n. sp., var. angulatum, n. var. Eight valve. Lon-

gitude, 58 mm.

Fig. 2. Cyrena (Corbicula) californica Gabb. Eight valve. Longitude, 3 mm.

Fig. 3. Tivela gabbi, n. sp. Eight valve.

Fig. 4. Tivela gabbi, n. sp. Hinge plate of right valve. This specimen

shown also on plate 15, figure 2.

Fig. 5. Paphia staminea Conrad. Longitude, 35 mm.

[542]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 57

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Saxidomus nuttallii Conrad. Left valve. Longitude, 112 mm.

Fig. 2. Saxidomus nuttallii Conrad. Eight valve. Longitude, 97 mm.

[544]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 58

Fig. 1. Chione pabloensis? n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 85 mm. Natural

size.

Fig. 2. CMone pabloensis, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 71 mm. Approxi-

mately natural size.

Fig. 3. Spisula abscis.sa (Gabb). Reduced to less than one-half natural size.

Fig. 4. Chione diabolensis, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 44 mm. Approxi-

mately natural size.

[546]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 59

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Spisula catilliformis Conrad. Longitude, 107 nun.

Fig. 2. Schizothaerus nuttallii Conrad. Longitude, 111 mm.

[548]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 60

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Mulinia pabloensis Packard. Left valve. Longitude, 81 mm.

Fig. 2. Mulinia pabloensis Packard. A small specimen of left valve.

Fig. 3. Mya (Cryptomya) ovalis Conrad. Bight valve. Longitude, 15 mm.

Fig. 4. Mya (Cryptomya) ovalis Conrad. Eight valve. Longitude, 10 mm.

Fig." 5. Mulinia densata Conrad. Left valve. Longitude, 53 mm.

Fig. 6. Petricola buwaldi, n. sp. Eight valve.

Fig. 7. Mulinia pabloensis Packard. Eight valve. Longitude, 53 mm.

Fig. 8. Spisula albaria Conrad. Left valve. Longitude, 51 mm.

Fig. 9. Mactra trampasensis Packard. Eight valve. Longitude, 36 mm.

[550]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 61

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Macoma pabloensis, n. sp. Right valve. Longitude, 13 mm.

Fig. 2. Macoma pabloensis, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 13 mm.

Fig. 3. Tellina salmonea Carpenter. Eight valve. Longitude, 9 mm. En-

larged about twice.

Fig. 4. Tellina salmonea Carpenter. Left valve. Longitude, 11 mm. En-

larged twice.

Fig. 5. Tellina diabloensis, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 37 mm.

Fig. 6. Tellina englishi, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 40 mm.

Fig. 7. Tellina englishi, n. sp. Eight valve of same specimen as figure 6.

Fig. 8. Macoma diabloensis, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 24 mm.

Fig. 9. Macoma diabloensis, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 28 mm.

Fig. 10. Macoma diabloensis, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 26 mm.

Fig. 11. Tellina hannibali, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 35 mm.

Fig. 12. Macoma andersoni, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 31 mm.

Fig. 13. Sanguinolaria? sp. indt. Eight valve. Longitude, 27 mm.

Fig. 14. Sanguinolaria alata Gabb. Left valve. Longitude, 28 mm.

Fig. 15. Sanguinolaria mutallU Conrad. Left valve. Longitude, 46 mm.

Fig. 16. Macoma nasuta Conrad. Left valve.

Fig. 17. Macoma pabloensis, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 20 mm.

[552]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 62

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Panope generosa Gould. Left valve. Longitude, 106 mm.

Fig. 2. Pliacoides richthofeni Gabb. Left valve. Longitude, 18 mm.

Fig. 3. Pliacoides tenuisculpta Carpenter. Eight valve. Longitude, 6 mm.
Enlarged nearly twice natural size.

Fig. 4. Acila conradi Dall. Left valve. Longitude, 14 nun.

Fig. 5. Sanguinolaria alata Gabb. Left valve. Longitude, 60 mm.

Fig. 6. Diplodonta orbella Gould. Right valve. Longitude, 21 mm.

Fig. 7. Midi iiia pabloensis Packard. Left valve. Longitude, 93 mm.

L554]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 63

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Zirphaea dentata Gabb. View of left valve. Longitude, 109 mm.

Fig. 2. Zirphaea dentata Gabb. Dorsal view of same specimen as figure 1.

Fig. 3. Mya dickersoni, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 56 mm.

Fig. 4. Mya dickersoni, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 51 mm.

[556]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 64

All figures approximately natural size

Pig. 1. Mya (Platydon) cancellatus (Conrad). Eight valve. Longitude,

59 mm.

Pig. 2. Metis alta Conrad. Left valve. Longitude, 45 mm.

Pig. 3. Pecten bilineatus, n. sp. Eight valve. Longitude, 46 mm.

Fig. 4. Pecten bilineatus, n. sp. Left valve. Longitude, 36 mm.

• Pig. 5. Dosinia arnoldi, n. sp. Cast of left valve, showing characteristic

ridge radiating from umbone toward ventral edge. Longitude, 82 mm.

[558]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 65

Fig. 1. Cerithiopsis turneri, n. sp. Altitude, 15 mm. Enlarged nearly twice

natural size.

Fig. 2. Cerithiopsis turneri, n. sp. Altitude, 10 mm. Enlarged nearly twice

natural size.

Fig. 3. Bittium trampasensis, n. sp. Altitude, 7 mm. Enlarged twice nat-

ural size.

Fig. 4. Bittium, sp. A. Altitude, 2 mm. Enlarged about twice natural size.

Fig. 5. Bittium trampasensis, n. sp. Enlarged twice natural size.

Fig. 6. Tegula (Chlorostoma) nashi, n. sp. View of base. The color mark-

ings show plainly on this specimen. Natural size.

Fig. 7. Tegula (Chlorostoma) nashi, n. sp. Same specimen as figure 6.

Altitude, 12 mm. Natural size.

Fig. 8. Nasa pabloensis, n. sp. Altitude, 15 mm. Enlarged twice natural

size.

Fig. 9. Nassa pabloensis, n. sp. Altitude, 16 mm. Enlarged twice natural

size.

Fig. 10. Bittium? pabloensis, n. sp. Altitude, 16 mm. Enlarged nearly twice

natural size.

Fig. 11. Leptothyra danvillensis, n. sp. Altitude, 9 mm. Enlarged nearly

twice natural size.

Fig. 12. Leptothyra danvillensis, n. sp. Altitude, 11 mm. Enlarged nearly

twice natural size.

Fig. 13. Littorina remondii Gabbi. Altitude, 11 mm. Enlarged nearly twice

natural size.

Fig. 14. Calliostoma bicarinatum, n. sp. Cotype. Altitude, 5 mm. Enlarged

a little over twice natural size.

Fig. 15. Astralium raymondi, n. sp. Cotype. Altitude, 14 mm. Natural size.

Fig. 16. Astralium raymondi, n. sp. Type. Altitude, 38 mm. Natural size.

Fig. 17. Tegula (Chlorostoma) danvillensis, n. sp. Altitude, 7 mm. Nat-

ural size.

Fig. 18. Tegula (Chlorostoma) danvillensis, n. sp. Base of same specimen

as figure 17. Natural size.

Fig. 19. Calliostoma bicarinatum, n. sp. Type. Altitude, 15 mm.

Fig. 20. Gadina reticulata Sowerby. Altitude, 22 mm. Natural size.

Fig. 21. Calliostoma splendens, var. diabloensis, n. var. Enlarged twice nat-

ural size.

Fig. 22. Littorina pittsburgensis, n. sp. Altitude, 12 mm. Enlarged twice

natural size.

Fig. 23. Calytraea filosa Gabb. Altitude, 14 mm. Natural size.

Fig. 24. Calytraea flosa Gabb. Tcp view of same specimen as figure 23.

Natural size.

Fig. 25. Cerithiopsis bolingerensis, n. sp. Altitude, about 7 mm. Enlarged

twice natural size.

[560]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 66

All figures approximately natural size

Pig. 1. Trophon carisaensis F. M. Anderson. Altitude, 69 mm.

Pig. 2. Trophon carisaensis P. M. Anderson. Altitude, 61 mm.

Pig. 3. Trophon ponderosum Gabb. Altitude, 56 mm.

Pig. 4. Trophon ponderosum Gabb. Altitude, 41 mm.

Pig. 5. Trophon ponderosum Gabb. var. diabloensis, n. var. Altitude, 59 mm.

Pig. 6. Trophon gracilis Perry var. pabloensis, n. var. Altitude, 36 mm.

Pig. 7. Trophon gracilis Perry var. pabloensis, n. var. Altitude, 34 mm.

[562]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 67

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Chryodomus, sp.? Altitude, 33 mm.

Fig. 2. Murex (ocinebra) selbyensis, n. sp. A common species in the Lower
San Pablo. Altitude, 35 mm.

Fig. 3. Bursa trampasensis, n. sp. Altitude, 60 mm.

Fig. 4. Murex (Ocinebra) dalli, n. sp. A common species in the Upper San

Pablo. Altitude, 23 mm.

Fig. 5. Murex (Ocinebra) selbyensis, n. sp. Altitude, 18 mm.

Fig. 6. Siphonalia pabloensis, n. sp. Altitude, 32 mm.

Fig. 7. Murex (Ocinebra) selbyensis, n. sp. Altitude, 17 mm.

Fig. 8. Chrysodomus pabloensis, n. sp. Type. Altitude, 59 mm.

Fig. 9. Murex (Ocinebra) dalli, n. sp. Altitude, 29 mm.

Fig. 10. Trophon lawsoni, n. sp. Altitude, 92 mm.

Fig. 11. Trophon lawsoni, n. sp. Top view of another specimen showing

character of varices.

[564]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 68

All figures approximately natural size

Pig. 1. Chrysodomus cierboensis, n. sp. Altitude, 48 mm.

Fig. 2. Chrysodomus imperialis Dall. Altitude, 37 mm.

Fig. 3. Chrysodomus didbloensis, u. sp. Altitude, 25 mm.

Fig. 4. Chrysodomus buwaldi, n. sp. Altitude, 26 mm.

Fig. 5. Troplion dickersoni, n. sp. Altitude, 20 mm.

Fig. 6. Troplion dickersoni, n. sp. Spire of specimen somewhat crushed.

Altitude, 21 mm.

Fig. 7. Natica (Euspira) didbloensis, n. sp. Altitude, 43 mm.

Fig. 8. Thais lima Martyn. Altitude, 27 mm.

Fig. 9. Cancellaria pdbloensis, n. sp. Cotype. Altitude, 24 mm.

Fig. 10. Hemifusus dalli, n. sp. Enlarged twice natural size.

Fig. 11. Cancellaria pdbloensis, n. sp. Type. Altitude, 33 mm. A common
species in the Upper San Pablo.

Fig. 12. Natica (Neverita) pdbloensis, n. sp. Altitude, 39 mm.

Fig. 13. Natica (Neverita) amoldi, n. sp. Altitude, 39 mm.

Fig. 14. Natica (Neverita) pabloensis, n. sp. Altitude, 27 mm.

Fig. 15. Natica (Neverita) amoldi, n. sp. Front view of same specimen as

figure 13.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 69

Fig. 1. Cerithium rodeoensis, n. sp. Altitude, 17 mm. Neither of the speci-

mens figured shows the longitudinal ribbing usually seen on the whorls of the

spire. Natural size.

Fig. 2. Murex (Ocinebra) packardi, n. sp. Altitude, 41 mm. Natural size.

Fig. 3. Olivella pedroana Conrad. Altitude, 15 mm. Natural size.

Fig. 4. Natice (Euspira) kirkensis, n. sp. A very common species in the

Lower San Pablo; also found in the Scutella breweriana zone. Altitude, 32 mm.
Natural size.

Fig. 5. Turris Tcirkensis, n. sp. Altitude, 13 mm. Enlarged twice natural

size.

Fig. 6. Turris kirkensis, n. sp. Enlarged twice natural size.

Fig. 7. Turris Tcirkensis, n. sp. Altitude, 10 mm. Enlarged twice natural

size.

Fig. 8. Columbella Tcirkensis, n. sp. Altitude, 10 mm. Enlarged twice nat-

ural size.

Fig. 9. Natice (Euspira) Tcirkensis, n. sp. Altitude, 35 mm.

Fig. 10. Cerithium rodeoensis, n. sp. Altitude, 15 mm. Enlarged twice nat-

ural size.

Fig. 11. Murex (Ocinebra) packardi, n. sp. Altitude, 31 mm. Natural size.

[568]
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 70

All figures approximately natural size

Fig. 1. Crepidula pabloensis, n. sp. Showing concave deck.

Fig. Crepidula pabloensis, n. sp. Altitude, 22 mm.

Fig. Q Crepidula pabloensis, n. sp. Altitude, 20 mm.

Fig. 4. Cerithiopsis, sp. A.

Fig. 5. Cerithiopsis, sp. A.

Fig. 6. Crepidula adunca Sowerby. Altitude, 10 mm.

Fig. 7. Crepidula pabloensis, n. sp. Type. Altitude, 20 mm.

Fig. 8. Calyptraea martini, n. sp. Altitude, 2S mm.

Fig. 9. Calyptraea didbloensis, n. sp Altitude, about 25 mm.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 71

Map showing distribution of San Pablo Group and portion of the Monterey

Group in the region of San Pablo Bay.

[572]
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Aeila conradi, figure of, 554.

Acmaea martinezensis, 140, figure of,

opp. 168.

Aerodus, 30.

Actaeon lawsoni, figure of, 178.

Acteonella oviformis, 263.

Adams, cited, 222, 223.

Agasoma, 243, 245; geologic range,
244.

Agasoma barkerianum, 252; figures

of, 256.

var. clarki, 253; figures of, 256.

var. santacruzanum, 252; figures

of, 256.

gravidum, 251; figures of, 256.

sinuatum, 250; figures of, 256.

Agasoma-li.e Gastropods, The, of
the California Tertiary, 243.

Alaria, sp., 143; figure of, 172.

Allen, G. M., 320; cited, 320, 332.

Amauropsis martinezensis, 142, 295;
figures of, 170.

Amiantis (amiantis) dalli, 465; fig-

ures of, 530, 536.

Anas, 35.

Anchura englishi, 144; figure of, 172.

gabbi, 144; figure of, 172.

Anderson, F. M., 187; cited, 258, 284,
393, 429.

Anderson, li., cited, 393, 432, 441.

Andesitic lava flow, 296.

Afio Nuevo Bay, San Mateo County,
California, 188.

Anser, 36.

Antelope Valley, California, 290;
.
fault, 297.

Aplite, 228.

Area trilineata, figure of, 526.

Arehean, batholiths of, 232.
Arehitectonica, figure of, 170.

tuberculata, figures of, 170.
Argobuceinum arnoldi, 192; figures

of, 200.

scotiaensis, 193; figure of, 200.
Arnold, R., 290; cited, 40, 46, 67, 69,

70, 212, 213, 290, 393, 429, 430,
432, 441.

Arroyo Trabuco, California, 260.
Ashley, G. IT., cited, 204.
Asteracanthus, 29.

ornatissimus, 29.

Astor Pass, Nevada, 377.
Astralium raymondi, 480; figures of,

560.

Astrodapsis altus, 371; figures of,

376.

tumidus, 370, 390, 398; figures of,

374, 376.

var. cierboensis, 370; figures of,

374.

whitneyi, 372, 390; figures of, 376,

514.

Aturia, 78.

mathewsonii, figure of, 180.

Avicula pellucida, 265.

Baker, C. L., 335, 336; cited, 358.

Ball, S. H., cited, 358.

Barr-Andlau, Strassburg, Germanv,
229.

Barrell, cited, 224, 227, 241.

Basement complex of the Eocene of

the Santa Ana Mountains. 261.

Batholith, vagueness of term, 3, 4;

distinction between, and lacco-

lith, 4, 7; nature of, 6; develop-
ment of in situ, 6; molten bod-
dies, 6; phenomena of intrusion,

7; causes of: stoping, founder-
ing of the roof, anatexis, lit-par-

lit injection, etc., synclinal pen-

dants, 7 ;
metamorphism of, 7,

12; in relation to ore deposition,

232; not characterized by ore

bodies in contact zones, 232;
Arehean, 232; Sierran, 232.

Batholithic contact zone, 7.

Batholithic intrusion, mechanism of, 5.

Bear River, Humboldt County, Cali-

fornia, 189, 190, 192.

Becker, G. F., cited, 94, 226.

Behr, E., 99.

Benicia, California, 87.

Bingham laccolith, 235.

Bingham, Utah, ore deposition at,

226, 228, 230, 233; quartzite, 234.

Bird Remains from the Pleistocene
of San Pedro, California, 31.

Bittium ? pabloensis, 489; figure of,

560.

sp. A, figure of, 560.

trampasensis, 489.

Bisbee, Arizona, ore deposition, 26,

226, 233, 236; dividend fault,

238.

Blake, W. P., 40.

Blout, figure of, opp. 312; quartz
blout, 316; blout caps, origin of,

317.
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Bone Valley, Nevada, 277.

Boreotrophon fleenerensis, 191; fig-

ures of , 202.

Boulder Batholith, Is the, a Lacco-
lith? A Problem in Ore-Genesis,

1.

Boulder intrusive, 8; size of, no ar-

gument against its laeeolithic

nature, 9.

Boulder mass, synclinal structure of.

11; relation to remnants of its

roof, 12; metamorphism of, fee-

ble, 13.

Boutwell, cited, 233.

Bowers, S. W., cited, 40, 258.

Brachysphingus liratus, 295; figure

of, 174.

Brainerd, E., 264, 289, 300.

Branner, J. C, cited, 68, 213.

Branta, 36.

Brogger, cited, 9.

Brown, B., 320; cited, 319, 331.

Brown, W. Q., 246.

Bryant, H. C, 27.

Buecinum saundersi, 183; figure of,

200.

Buck, J. IT., 336.

Bull Mountain, Montana, 11.

Bulla hornii, 266.

Bullinula subglobosa, figure of, 178.

Bursa trampasensis, 492; figure of,

564.

Bushveld laccolith, 8; sag in, 9; dip

towards, in Transvaal System
(Pretoria Beds), 9.

Butte, Montana, quartz-monzonite
in, 1; batholith at, a pure as-

sumption, 3; ore deposition at,

226, 228, 229, 230, 231.

Butterworth, E., 289, 301.

Buwalda, J. P., 40, 257, 278, 284, 305,

335; cited, 279, 284.

Bythiacanthus, 29.

Cache Lake beds, California, 93, 94.

Cadulus pussilus, 266.

Cajon Pass, California, 296.

California, University of, excavation
work at Rancho La Brea, 320.

Calliostoma bicarinatum, 481; figures

of, 560.

splendens var. diabloensis, 482;
figure of, 560.

Calyptraea costallata, 269.

diabloensis, 485; figure of, 570.

excentrica, 265.

filosa, figures of, 560.

martini, 486.

Camelid, 379.

astragalus, figure of, 380.

near camelops ?, 381.

Camulos, California, 204, 208.

Cananea, Sonora, Mexico, ore depo-
sition at, 233, 240.

Cancellaria elsmerensis, 216; figure

of, opp. 218.

pabloensis, 503; figures of, 566.

tritonidae, figure of, 218.

Carboniferous, 309.

Carcharodon tooth, 269.

Cardita veneriformis, 131.

Cardium, cf. breweri, 266.

cooperi, 264.

gabbi, 390.

quadrigenarium, figure of, 524.

cf. vaquerosensis, 268.

Carpenter, P. P., cited, 427.

Carrizo Creek, Colorado Desert, Cali-

fornia, 39, 40; formation, 42;
map, 141; lower division, 43; up-

per division, 43; fauna, 45, 46,

47 ; echinoderm localities, 51.

Carrizo Mountain, Colorado Desert,

California, 40.

Cathartes, 37.

Cave Point, California, 19.

Cedar Mountain, Nevada, 336, 337,

338; fauna, 277.

Centerville, Humboldt County, Cali-

fornia, 191.

Cerithiopsis bolingerensis, 490; fig-

ures of, 560.

sp. A, figures of, 570.

turneri, 490; figures of, 560.

Cerithium, sp., 143; figure of, 172.

butterworthi, 301
;
figure of, 304.

rodeoensis, 491 ;
figures of, 568.

Cestraciont Shark, Teeth of, from
the Upper Triassic of Northern
California, 27.

Cestraeionts, 30.

Chalcoeite, secondary, 235; at Ely,

Nevada, 312.

Chalcopyrite, in granite, 14; mag-
matie, in Continental fault, 14.

Chico formation, California, 260; Up-
per Cretaceous, 395.

Chico, and Martinez, faunas, rela-

,

tionship of, 112, 120.

Chione diabloensis, 468; figure of,

546.

elsmerensis, 214; figure of, 218.

feraandoensis, 215; figures of, 218.

pabloensis, 469; figures of, 546.

temblorensis, 268.

Christiania laccolith, 9.

Chrysodomus andersoni, 186; figure

'of, 196.

buwaldi, 494; figure of, 566.

cierboensis, 495
;
figure of, 566.

diabloensis, 495; figure of 566.

eurekaensis 185; figures of, 200.

imperialis, figure of, 566.

lawsoni, 184; figure of, 196.

pabloensis, 469; figure of, 564.

purisimaensis, 187; figure of, 196.

scotiaensis, 186; figures of, 198.
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sp., ? figure of, 564.

tabulatus, 189; figure of, 198.

var. colmaensis, 188; figure of, 198.

baird, 189.

Cidaris, sp., 51; sp., a, 121; sp., c,

121; figures of, 156.

Circulation, of ground waters, 221

,

222; lateral movement, 226; ris-

ing meteoric waters permeating
the hot igneous mass, 226; hydro-
thermal, 229.

Clark, B. L., 365, 385.

Clifton-Morenci district, 228, 229,

230, 233, 239.

Clvpeaster bowersi, 50; figures of,

58, 60.

carrizoensis, 49; figures of, 54.

deserti, 49; figure of, 56.

gabbi, 390.

Cockerell, T. D. A., 320; cited, 320,

326, 330, 331.

Coleman, cited, 8, 9, 10.

Colorado Desert, California, 39; map
of southwestern portion, 41.

Comstock, Virginia City, Nevada, ore

deposition at, 226.

Columbella kirkensis, 492; figure of,

568.

Connate waters, 241.

Conrad, T. A., cited, 40.

Contact, transgressive, 227.

Contact deposits, 223.

Contact porphyry, association of,

with synclinal structure, 240.

Contact zones, ore bodies in, not
characteristic of batholiths, 232.

Conus hayesi, 269.

Cooper, J. G., cited, 258.

Cope, E. D., cited, 319, 320, 330, 331.

Copper Ores at Ely, Nevada, Notes
on, 309.

Copper ores, in monzonite-porphyry,
310; migratory descent of salts

of, 236.

Corbula, 264.

Cosmacanthus, 29.

Coyote Mountain, Colorado Desert,

California, 39, 40, 42, 44.

Crassatellites brainerdi, 300; figure

of, 304.

claytonensis, 131; figures of, 164.

stewartvillensis, 130; figure of, 164.

studleyl, 129; figure of, 164.

unioides, 264, 300; figure of, 164.

cf. uvasana, 265.

Crenel! a santana, 258.

Crepidula pabloensis, 485; figures of,

570.

Crystallization, shrinkage due to,

224.

Ctenaeanthus, 29.

Cucullaea bowersi, 258.

mathewsonii, figures of, 158.

Cuspidaria dolabraeformis, figure of,

162.

hannibali, 129; figure of, 162.

Cylichna costata, 266.

Cypraea bayerquei, figure of, 174.

Cyrena (Corbicula) ealifornica, 459;
figure of, 542.

Dall, W. H., classification of, 182;
cited, 66, 117, 182, 246, 438.

Daly, cited, 5, 7.

Dentalium cooperi, figure of, 168.

Deposition of ore, methods of, 221;
in inclusions and salients, 227.

Deposits, contact, 223; high tempera-
ture, 222.

Devil's Punch-bowl, Rock Creek
Quadrangle, California, 295;
fault, 292.

Devonian, 309.

Dickerson, R. E., 17, 61, 257, 289,

299; cited, 68, 299.

Diomedea, 34.

Diffusion, principle of, 236.

Diopside, 222, 228.

Diplodonta orbella, figure of, 554.

Discohelix californicus, figure of,

168.

Dividend fault, Bisbee, Arizona, 238.

Dosinia (?) lawsoni, 133; figure of,

164.

Dosinia (Dosinella) arnoldi, 459; fig-

ures of, 532, 558.

merriami, 460; figures of, 528, 534.

var. occidentalis, 462; figure of,

530.

Drillia fleenerensis, 193; figure of,

202.

mercedensis, 194; figures of, 202.

Duluth gabbro laccolith, 8; sag in, 9.

Echinarachnius brewerianus, 390.

Dumble, E. T., cited, 68.

Echinoids, of Carrizo Creek Region,
39; of San Pablo, stratigraphic
range, 366; relationships, 367.

Eldridge, G. H., cited, 70, 204, 206,

211.

Eliza fault, 240.

Elko, Nevada, 275.

Elsmere Canon, California, 203, 205;
Vaqueros formation, 203; Monte-
rey formation, 203; Fernando
formation, 203.

Elsmere Ridge, California, 207.

Ely, Nevada, alum, 313; copper de-

posits, 235, 309; ore deposition,

26, 233; enrichment, 313; molyb-
denite, 313; secondary sulfids,

chalcocite, pyrite, 312. See also

Eureka Pit, Veteran Mine, Ore-
porphyry.

Emmons, S.'F., cited, 240.

Encope tenuis, 47; plates of, 52, 54.

English, W. A., 40, 203, 243, 434.
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Eocene, of Atlantic and Gulf states,

correlation of, with Martinez,

117; of the Santa Ana Moun-
tains, basement complex of, 261

;

(?) of the Santa Cruz quadran-
gle, 102.

Eocene, Martinez, of Southern Cali-

fornia, New Molluscan Species
from, 299.

Equus, sp., 378, 381; figures of, 380,

opp. 382.

occidentalis, 379.

pacificus, 379.

Escondido formation, California, 296.

Esmeralda beds in Stewart Valley,

Nevada, figures of, 342, 344, 346.

Esmeralda formation, Nevada, 305,

335.

Etchegoin horizon, 442.

Eureka Pit, Ely, Nevada, 310; fig-

ures of inclusion in ore-porphyry,

312, 314; figures of, 314.

Fairbanks, H. W., cited, 40, 44, 394,

429.

Fauna of the Martinez Eocene of

California, 61.

Fauna of the San Pablo Group of

Middle California, 385.

Fauna! Zones of the Tejon Group,
Note on, 17.

Pelis atrox, 379, 380; figure of, 380.

Fernando formation of Elsmere
Canon, 203, 206.

Fernando, Lower, list of fossils from,

209, 210, 211.

Fernando Group, The, near Newhall,
California, 203.

Fieopsis remondii, 266.

sp., figure of, 1 74.

Fieus, 243, 244; geologic range, 244.

mamillatus, 245.

modestus, 246.

pyriformis, 246; figure of, 256.

rodeoensis, 246; figure of, 254.

Fish Creek Mountain, California, 42.

Fissurella (?) behri, 141; figure of,

168.

Flabellum, 120.

remondianum, figures of, 156.

Fossil Mollusca from the Later Ma-
rine Neocene of California, De-
scriptions of New Species of,

181.

Fracture zone, 224.

Franciscan Jurassic, 395; schists, 78;

series, 93; formation, 395.

Fulmarus, 35.

Fusus aequilateralis, figure of, 176.

aratus. figure of, 176.

dumblei, 147; figure of, 176.

flexuosus, figure of, 176.

mathewsonii, figure of, 176.

Gabb, W. M., cited, 64, 89, 204, 390;
transitionary beds, 89.

Gabbs Valley Eange, 353.

Gadina reticulata, figure of, 560.

Garnets, 222; zones, 222, 227.

Gastropods, The Agasoma-like, of the

California Tertiary, 243.

Gerson, G. D., 99.

Gester, Clark, 88.

Gester, G. E., cited, 68, 69.

Gester, S. H., cited, 277.

Glaueonite, 76.

Glycimeris coalingeris, figures of,

526.

septentrionalis, figure of, 526.

veatchii var. major, 264, 295; fig-

ure of, 164.

Glvmmatacanthus, 29.

Goodyear, W. A., cited, 258.

Gossan, 236.

Granigg, cited, 231.

Grapevine Canon, California, 207.

Great Basin area, outline map indi-

cating situation of Tertiary de-

posits, 336.

Grypotherium, 333.

Ground-water, 221 ; circulation of,

222; effect of intrusion on. 240.

Gulf of California in Tertiary times,

45.

Gyrineum elsmerense, 215; figure of,

218.

Gyrodes lineata, 302.

Haehl, H. L., cited, 429.

Hall, James, cited, 229.

Hannibal. H., ±29.

Harding Canon, California, 262.

Harker, cited, 4.

Helena, Montana, 11.

Helisoma cordillerana, 351.

Hemifusus dalli, 494; figure of, 566.

waringi, 146; figure of, 174.

Hereoglossa merriami, 150; figures

of, 178.

Hershey, O., cited, 292, 296.

Heteroterma gabbi, figure of, 178.

Highland Mountains, Montana, 11.

Hipparion or Mervchippus, sp., 286.

Hipponoe californica, 50; figure of,

52.

Holser Canon. California, 204, 208.

Hood, W., 377.

Humboldt Pliocene, 278.

Humboldt River, Nevada, 277.

Huntington, E., cited, 357.

Hybodus, 30.

Imperial Valley, California, 40, 42.

Tone Valley, Nevada, 341; descrip-

tion of, 337.

Tsurus. near planus, 288; figure of,

288.

Jacalitos formation, 441; relation to

San Pablo formation, 435.
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Johnson, H. R., cited, 222, 296, 393.

Jones, J. C, 275, 377; cited, 276, 377,

378.

Jones, W. F., cited, 394.

Jordan, D. S., cited, 288.

Keith, cited, 228, 233.

Kemp, J. F., cited, 230, 240.

Kew, M., 40.

Kew, W. S. W., 39, 122, 365; cited,

19.

King, cited, 277, 305, 306, 352.

Kirk, cited, 2.

Knopf, A., cited, 2, 8, 231, 233, 241.

Knoxville beds, 93.

Knoxville (Cretaceous?), 395.

Laccolith, 224, 228; distinction be-

tween, and batholith, 4, 7; def-

inition, 5; forms of laccolithic

type, 4; as concordant intru-

sions, 5; the intrusive mass at

Marysville, California, 5; Du-
luth gabbro, 8, 9; Sudbury lac-

colithic sheet, 8, 9; Bushveld, 8,

9; Christiania, 9; sagging of

large laccoliths, 10; intensity of

metamorphism in, 12; in rela-

tion to ore deposition, 232; Bing-

ham, 235.

Laccolithic contact zone, 7.

Laccolithic hypothesis, consequences
of, 13.

Laccolithic magma, reaction of up-

on roof of intrusive, 5.

Laccolithic sheet, Sudbury, 8, sag
in, 9.

Lake Lahontan, Nevada, 377.

Law of falling temperatures, 242.

Lawson, A. C, 1, 99, 102, 185, 219,

336; cited, 66, 99, 309, 310, 316,

347, 395.

Leda milleri, 123; figure of, 158.

packardi, 123; figures of, 158.

Lee, M. L., cited, 240.

Leidy, J., cited, 306, 330.

Leptothyra danvillensis, 481; figures

of, 560.

Lima(?) claytonensis, 126; figures of,

158.

haseltinei, 126; figures of, 160, 162.

multiradiata, figure of, 160.

Lime-silicate zones, 221.

Limestone, in igneous rock, 227; of

probable Triassie age, 261.

Lindgren, W., cited, 219, 221.

Littorina pittsburgensis, 484; figure

of. 560.

remondii, figure of, 560.

Localities, list of, for the fauna of

the Martinez Eocene of Califor-

nia. 152, 154.

Lophortyx, 36.

Los Angeles Basin, California, 299.

Louderback, G. D., 336; cited, 339.

Lunatia hornii, figure of, 170.

cf. nuciformis, figures of, 170.

Lydekker, R., cited, 327.

McKnight, George, 276.

McKnight locality, Nevada, 281.

Mac-oma andersoni, 473.

diabloensis, 475; figures of, 552.

nasuta, figure of, 552.

pabloensis, 475; figures of, 552.

Maerocallista (?) packi, 136; figure

of, 166.

Mactra (?) tenuissima, figure of, 168.

trampasensis, figure of, 550.

Magma, aplitic, 231; laccolithic, re-

action of, upon roof of intrusive,

5.

Magma differentiation, and mineral-

izing solutions, 242.

Magmatic chalcopyrite on Continen-
tal Fault, 14.

Magmatic concentration of sulphides,

13; in the Golden Curry mine,

Elkhorn District, Montana, 13;

in the oxidized copper ores of

the Bullwhacker mine, 13; in

Continental Fault, 13, 14.

Magmatic emanations, 2.

Magmatic ore-depositing solutions, 2.

Magmatic sulfids, 233. See also Mag-
matic concentration of sulphides.

Magmatic waters, 220; doctrine of

hypothesis of, 3, 229; in early

stages of intrusion, 241.

Magnetite, in ore-porphyry, Ely, Ne-
vada, 311.

Mammalian Eemains, An Occurrence
of, in a Pleistocene Lake De-
posit at Astor Pass near Pyra-
mid Lake, Nevada, 377.

Mammalian remains, in northeastern
Nevada, 275.

Mammals, land, from marine tertiary

beds in Tejon Hills, California,

283.

Marmorization, 234.

Marsh, O. C, cited, 277.

Martesia( ?) sp., 140.

Martin, Bruce, 181.

Martinez Eocene of California,

Fauna of, 61.

Martinez Eocene of Southern Cali-

fornia, New Molluscan Species
from, 299.

Martinez Eocene, The, and Associ-
ated Formations at Rock Creek
on the Western Border of the
Mohave Desert Area, 289.

Martinez, The, and Tejon Eocene,
and Associated Formations of

the Santa Ana Mountains, 257.

Martinez Formation in California:

areal distribution, 69; map of,

90; compared with Tejon forma-
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tion, 69, 77, and the unconform-
ity between, 79, 267 ; north of

Mt. Diablo, lower and middle
zones, 71, 103; relations with
Chico, and Tejon, 263, figure of,

72, map of, 73; at Selby smelter
(type locality), 81, 88, 103; at

Benicia, 87, 103, 104; at Lower
Lake, Lake County, 89, 103, map
of contact formations, 90; in San
Mateo County, 99, at San Pedro
Point, 103; correlation with
Eocene of Atlantic and Gulf
states, 117, 120; list of locali-

ties, 152-154; at Rock Creek,
293; Lower Eocene, 395.

Fauna: summary, 106; list of

species, 107-111; climate during
relationship with Chico, and Te-

jon, 112, 114, 120; time-interval

between deposition, 117.

Stratigraphy, sections of, at: San
Pedro Point, San Mateo County,
103; Benicia, 104; Lower Lake,
Lake County, 104; near Mar-
tinez at type locality, 104; near
Selby smelter, Carquinez Straits,

104; Martinez-Eocene strata,

plate of columnar sections, 105;
north of Mount Diablo, 106.

Marysville intrusive mass, 11; ores

at, 227, 230.

Matehuala, ore deposition at, 230,

241.

Matthew, W. D., 320.

Meekia sella, 263.

Membranopora (?) sp., 122.

Mendenhall, W. C, cited, 40, 258,

261.

Merced series, near Santa Rosa, Cali-

fornia, 194.

Meretrix. 135: figure of, 166.

dalli, 135, 264; figures of, 166; zone

in Martinez formation, 71, 73,

74, 98, 103.

stantoni, 134, 264; figures of, 166.

Merriam, J. C, 99, 102, 275, 283, 289,

320, 336, 365, 377; cited, 64, 65,

66, 67. 121, 204, 277, 305, 350,

388, 391, 392, 395, 429, 440, 442.

Mervehippus, sp., 276, 279; figures of,

280. 286.

Merveodus, sp., 276, 280, 287; figure

of, 280. 287.

Metaniorphism, between batholiths

and laccoliths, intensity of, 12,

13; temporal, 229; reactionary,

229; thermal, 233.

Meteoric waters, hypothesis of, 229;

lower limit, 241.

Metis alta, figure of, 558.

Midway formation of the Gulf
states, 117, 120.

Miller, L. II.
, 31; cited, 224.

Mineralizing solutions and magma
differentiation, 242.

Miocene, lowermost, 260.

Modiolus bakeri, 128; figure of, 162.

directus, figure of, 514.
gabbi, 458; figure of, 526.

merriami, figure of, 162.

ornatus, 264.

stalderi, 182; figures of, 202.

Mohave beds, 279.

Mohave Desert area, 289.

Molengraaff, cited, 8, 9.

Mollusca, Fossil, New Species of
from the Later Marine Neocene
of California, 181.

Molluscan Species, New, from the
Martinez Eocene of California,

299.

Molopophorus (?) howardi, 301; fig-

ures of, 304.

Monterey group, formation of Els-

mere Canon, 203; Lower Neo-
cene, 395; relation to San Pablo
group, 398, 408, 412, 414.

Monzonite of Wearv Flat, Veteran
Mine, Ely, Nevada, 310.

Monzonite-porphyry, copper ores in,

310.

Moran, R. B., 184, 205.

Morenci, 228, 229, 230.

Muir Station, California, 116.

Mulinia densata, 390, 398; figure of,

550.

pabloensis, figures of, 550, 554.

Murex (Ocinebra) dalli, 501; figures

of, 564.

packardi, 501; figures of, 568.

seibyensis, 502; figures of, 564.

Mya (Cryptomya) ovalis, 479; figures

of, 550.

dickersoni, 478; figures of, 556.

(Platydon) cancellatus, figure of,

' 558'.

Mylodon garmani, 319, 331; meas-
urements, of skull, 326, of den-
tition, 329.

harlani, 319, 320, 322, 330, 334;
measurements of, 326; figures of,

321, 323.

renidens, 331.

robustus, 322.

sodalis, 320.

suleidens, 331.

Mylodont Sloths of Rancho La Brea,
Skull and Dentition of, 319.

Mytilus, cf. ascia, 265; figure of,

162.

merriami, 455; figures of, 526.

(mytiloconcha) trampasensis, 457.

perrini, 456; figures of, 514.

trampasensis, figures of, 514.
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Nassa moraniana, 183; figures of,

202.

pabloensis, 493; figures of, 560.

Natica (Euspira) diabloensis, 486;
figure of, 566.

kirkensis, 487; figures of, 568.

(Gyrodes) sp., figure of, 170.

lineata, 141; figure of, 170.

pinyonensis, 302; figures of, 304.

(Neverita) arnoldi, 488; figures of,

566.

pabloensis, 488; figures of, 566.

Nautilus stephensoni, 150; figures of,

180.

Nemacanthus, 29.

Neptunea cretacea, figure of, 1 74.

mueronata, figure of, 174.

Nerita (?), figure of, 168.

biangulata, 141; figure of, 168.

Nettion, 35.

Nevada, west-central, contour map,
338.

Newberry. J. S., cited, 389.

Newhall, California, 203.

Noble, L. F., 290, 301.

Note on the Faunal zones of the
Tejon Group, 17.

Occurrence, The, of Tertiary Mam-
malian Remains in Northeastern
Nevada, 275.

Oidemia, 36.

Olivella claytonensis, 147; figure of,

176.

pedroana, figure of, 568.

Ore, association of, with fissures,

230; pyrogenic, an early differ-

entiate, 241 ; with tourmaline,
paragenesis of, 231; bodies of,

in contact zones not character-
istic of batholiths, 232.

Ore Deposition in and near Intrusive
Rocks by Meteoric Waters, 219.

Ore deposition, methods of, 221 ; in

inclusions and salients, 227; in

limestone in igneous rock, 227;
at Butte, Montana, 226, 228, 229,
230, 231 ; in relation to lacco-
liths and batholiths, 232; gene-
tie connection of with intrusive
phenomena, 232; relation to
synclinal structure, 233; peri-
pheral disposition of, 242; se-

quence of, 242.

Ore porphyry, Ely, Nevada, 310;
magnetite in, 311; inclusions in,

311; alteration of, 311, 312;
kaolinization, 312; sericitiza-

ticm, 312; inclusion in Eureka
Pit, figures of, 312, 314; pvro-
clastic dykes in, 317, 318.

Oreeanthus, 29.

Orindan formation, 395; relation to
San Pablo group, 408.

Oro Grande series, Mohave Desert,
California, 292.

Oroville, California, Tejon group at,

23.

Osmont, V. C, cited, 393.

Ostrea bourgeoisii, 390, 447; figure

of, 516.
buwaldana, 127; figure of, 162.

eldridgei, 268.

titan, figure of, 518.

weaveri, 127; figure of, 162.

Ovula martini, 145; figure of, 172.

Owen, R., cited, 319, 330, 332, 333.

Oyster Point, California, 19.

Pack, R. W., 99, 283; cited, 69, 88,

283.

Packard, E. L., 92, 257.

Pallett Creek, California, 297.

Panope, cf. generosa, 268; figure of,

554.

Paphia ( ?) clarki, 136; figure of, 166.

staminea, figure of, 542.

Paraeyathus (?), 121; figures of, 156.

Paradise Range, Nevada, 356.

Paragenesis of tourmaline and ore,

231.

Paramylodon nebrascensis, 319, 320,

322; measurements of, 326.

Parsons, cited, 68.

Pecten, sp., figure of, 162.

bilineatus, figures of, 558.

bowersi, 268.

(chlamys?), 128.

pabloensis, 452.

cierboensis, figure of, 524.

crassicardo, 268, 389; figure of,

520.

crassiradiatus, figure of, 524.

estrellanus, figure of, 524.

holwayi. figure of, 524.

interradiatus, figure of, 162.

lompocensis, 268.

(Lvropecten) crassicardo, figure

of, 522.

pabloensis, 389; figures of, 524,
526.

(Pallium) holwayi, 454.

(Patinopecten) weaveri, 454.

(Pecten) cierboensis, 449.

raymondi, 450; figures of, 522,
524.

(Plagioetenium) bilineatus, 448.

crassiradiatus, 450.

weaveri, figures of, 520.

Perissolax brevirostris, 263.

tricarnatus, figure of, 176.

Perris peneplain, 259, 270.

Petricola buwaldi, 471; figure of, 550.

Phaeoides diaboli, 132; figure of, 164.

muirensis, 132; figures of, 164.

quadrata, 131; figure of, 164.

cf. riehthofeni, 268; figures of,

554.
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santacrucis, 268.

tenuisculpta, figure of, 554.

turneri, figure of, 164.

Phalacrocorax, 35.

Pholadomya nasuta, figures of, 162.

Pico Canon, California, 207.

Pilot Mountains, Nevada, 356.

Pinna alamedensis, 446; figure of,

526.

barrowsi, 125; figure of, 160.

Pinole Tuff, California, 389, 395; re-

lation to San Pablo group, 399,
408.

Pirsson, L. V., cited, 224.

Pitaria foehri, 467; figures of, 538.

stalderi, 468; figures of, 536.

Plicatula ostreaformis, figure of, 162.

Pliocene, of California, 181; Hum-
boldt, 278.

Pneumatolitic methods, 231.

Powers, J. R„ 88.

Principle of diffusion, 236.

Proboscidean Tooth, A, from the
Truckee Beds of Western Ne-
vada, 305.

Protohippine forms of land mam-
mals, 285.

Psammobia (?) cylindrica, 139; fig-

ures of, 168.

hornii, figure of, 166.

Pseudocardium gabbi, 390.
Puffinus, 35.

Pyrite, at Ely, Nevada, 312.
Pyroelastie dykes, Ely, Nevada, 317;

inclusions in, 318.

Quartz blout, 316.

Quartz-porphyry, 228.

Quartzite, 234.

Querquedula, 36.

Rancho La Brea, California, 320,
322

Rangia, sp., 44.

Ransome, F. L., 102; cited, 236, 238.

Reinhardt, .T., cited, 333.

Remains of Land Mammals fro'n Ma-
rine Tertiary Beds in the Tejon
Hills. California, 283.

Resorption, 224.

Rhinoceros pacificus, 278.

Rhinocerotid ? tooth, figure of, 288.

Rhvnchonella (?) sp., 122; figures of,
'

158.

Ricardo peneplain, 260, 270.

Ringinella. cf. pinguis, 265; figures

of, 178.

Rivers, .J. J., 190.

Rock Creek, California. 289; fault,

297; quadrangle, 290; map of,

291.

Rosenbush, cited, 229.

Russell. I. C, cited, 345.

Ruth mine, Ely, Nevada, 236.

Sales, cited, 3. 10, 13, 14.

Salton Sea, California, 44.

San Fernando Pass, California, 207.

San Fernando Valley, California, 209.

San Francisco Basin, 299.

San Gabriel Range, California, 205,
290.

San Juan River, California, 260.

San Pablo formation (group), 365;
stratigraphic range of echinoids,

366, and relationships of, 367;
geographic occurrence, 393;
stratigraphic position and gen-
eral character in middle Cali-

fornia, 395; relation to Monte-
rev group, 398, 408, 412, 414; re-

lation to Pinole Tuft, 399, 408;
relation to Orindan formation,

408; list of known species in,

416; fauna of, 424, and relation

to Recent fauna, 427; correla-

tions, 428; discussion of, 437;
position in the neocene section

of California, 434; relation to

Jaealitos formation, 435; rela-

tion to Santa Margarita forma-
tion, 435; relations to Etche-
goin and other formations cor-

related, 434; relation to Scutel-

la breweriana beds, 436; map of,

572.

San Pablo Sea, temperature condi-

tions, 427.

Sanguinolaria ?, 477; figure of, 552.

alata, 476; figure of, 552, 554.

nuttallii, figure of, 552.

Santa Ana Mountains, California,

geologic history, 269; faulting,

270; geologic map, 272.

Santa Ana River, California, 258.

Santa Clara River Valley, Califor-

nia, 204.

Santa Cruz folio, cited, 68; quadran-
gle, eocene (?) of, 102.

Santa Margarita formation, relation

to San Pablo formation, 435.

Santa Paula, California, 204.

Santa Rosa Mountains, California,

44.

Santiago Peak, Santa Ana Range,
California, 258.

Saturation of sedimentary rocks, 223.

Saunders, Fred, 183.

Saxidomus (?) noblei, 300; figure of,

304.

nuttallii, figures of, 544.

Schizaster leeontei, 121; figures of,

156.

Schizothaerus nuttallii, figure of, 548.

Scotia, Humboldt County, California,

186; new species from Wild Cat
series, 185.

Seutella (?) breweriana, 371, 390;

beds, relation to San Pablo
formation, 436.

fairbanksi, 268, 368.
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gabbi, 367, 390; figures of, 374.

n. var. tenuis, 368; figure of,

374.

norrisi, 268.

oregonensis, 368.

pabloensis, 369; figures of, 374.

Selby Sinelter, type locality of Mar-
tinez formation, 81, 88.

Seraphs (?) thompsoni, 144; figures

of, 172.

Shoshone Mountains, Idaho, 356.

Silification, 234.

Siliqua lucida, figure of, 518.

Sill, 224.

Silverado Canon, California, 262.

Siphonalia danvillensis, 497.

(f)lineata, figure of, 174.

pabloensis, figure of, 564.

Skull and Dentition of the Mylodont
Sloths of Rancho La Brea, 319.

Smith, G. O., cited, 358.

Smith, J. P., cited, 339, 416, 433.

Solen parallelus, 266.

perrini, 477 ;
figure of, 518.

stantoni, figure of, 168; zone, 81,

84, 103.

Spisula abscissa, figure of, 546.

cf. catilliformis, 269; figure of.

548.

cf. merriami, 266.

(?) weaveri, 139, 264; figures of,

168.

Spurr, J. E.. cited, 241, 351, 352.

Stalder, Walter, 183.

Stanton, T. W., cited, 64, 67, 88, 91.

Stearns, R., cited, 94.

Stewart Valley, Nevada, 341; de-

scription of, 337.

Stock, C, 319; cited, 327.

Stoner, R., 284; cited, 78.

Stoping, overhead, 5, 7, 224.

Strophodus shastensis, 27; sym-
physial (?) tooth, 28; reticula-

tions of, 28, 29; illustrations

of, 28.

Sturnella, 37.

Sudbury laccolithic sheet, 8; sag
in,' 9.

Sulfids, precipitation of, above wa-
ter table, 315; secondary, at

Ely, Nevada, 312; magmatic,
233; of pyrogenic origin, 235.

Surcula, sp., 149; figures of, 176.

fairbanksi, 148; figure of, 176.

merriami, 48; figure of, 176.

(surculites) andersoni, 149; figure

of, 176.

Synclinal structure, and ore deposi-
tion, 233; association of contact
porphyry with, 240.

Synthliboramphus, 34.

Taff, J. A., cited, 68.

Tapes (?) quadrata, figure of, 166.

Teeth of a Cestraciont Shark from
the Upper Triassic of Northern
California, 27.

Tegula (chlorastoma) danvillensis,

482; figures of, 560.

nashi, 483; figures of, 560.

Tejon formation, 260; south of Mt.
Diablo, 18; zone 1, 20; zone 2,

22; zone 3, 23; Siphonalis sut-

terensis zone, 23; transgression
of the Tejon Sea, 24, 266; coal

in, 25, 270; local unconformities,
25; at Merced Palls, 70; at San
Pedro Point, San Mateo County,
70; at San Diego, 70; at Marys-
ville Buttes, 70; unconformity
between and Martinez, 79, 267;
fauna, relationship of, to Mar-
tinez, 112, 114, 120, time-inter-

val between deposition of, 117.

Tejon Hills, California, 283.

Tellina ? diabloensis, 471; figure of,

552.

englishi, 472; figures of, 552.

hannibali, 473; figure of, 552.

cf. herndonensis, 264.

herndonensis, 136; figure of, 166.

cf. hornii, 266.

kewi, 138, 264; figure of, 168.

mathewsonii, 263.

cf. ocoyana, 269.

ooides, 263.

packardi, 137; figure of, 166.

perrini, 137; figure of, 166.

salmonea, figures of, 552.

undulifera, 264; figures of, 166.

Terebra martini, 216; figure of, 21S.

Terebratulina tejonensis, figure of,

158.

Teredo, figure of, 168.

Termier, cited, 7; criterion of, 12.

Tertiary Echnoids of the Carrizo
Creek Region in the Colorado
Desert, 39.

Tertiary Echinoids from the San
Pablo Group of Middle Califor-

nia, 365.

Tertiary Mammal Beds of Stewart
and lone Valleys in West-Central
Nevada, 335.

Tetrabelodon (?), sp., figures of
cheek-tooth, 307.

Thais lima, figure of, 566.

vaquerosensis, 268, 269.

Thousand Creek beds, Nevada, 441.

Tivela diabloensis, figures of, 538.

var. angulatum, figure of, 542.

gabbi, 464; figures of, 540, 542.

inezana, 268.

(Paehydesma) diabloensis, 462.

var. angulatum, 463.

gabbi, 464.

Topatopa formation, 70.
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Tourmaline, 2; paragenesis of, and
ore, 231 ; a concentration pro-

duct, 231.

Tourmaliniferous dykes, 232; glob-

ules, 241.

Toyabe Range, 356.

Transitionary beds of Gabb, 89.

Transvaal system, dip in, 9.

Tremolite, 228.

Tritonium (?) buwaldi, 145; figure

of, 174.

martinezensis, 146; figure of, 174.

Tritonfusus fortunasensis, 189; fig-

ures of, 202.

riversi, 190; figure of, 200.

Troehocyathus zitteli, 76, 81; fig-

ures of, 156; fauna of zone in

Martinez formation, 74, 75, 76,

103.

Trophon carisaensis, 497; figures of,

562.

diekersoni, 498; figures of, 566.

gracilis Perry var. pabloensis, 498;
figures of, 562.

lawsoni, 499; figures of, 564.

ponderosum, 499, figures of, 562.

var. pabloensis, 500.

Trophosyeon, 245; geologic range,
244."

clallamense, 250.

ef. kernianum, 269.

kernianum, 248; figure of, 254.

nodiferum, 247; figures of, 256.

oregonense, 250.

stanfordense, 249; figures of, 254.

Truckee beds, 279; in western Ne-
vada, 305; age, 305, 308.

Tufa, dendritic, 378; thinolite, 378;
lithoid, 378.

Turbinella erassitesta, 302; figure

of, 174.

Turbinolia fauna, 21.

Turner, H. W., cited, 339, 342, 390.

Turris elsmerensis, 216; figure of,

218.

fernandoensis, 217; figure of, 218.

kirkensis. 504; figures of, 568.

louderbacki, 147; figures of, 176.

Turritella clarki, 142; figure of, 170.

inezana, 268; zone, 258.

infragranulata, 265; figures of,

170.

martinezensis, 295; figure of, 170.

ocoyana, 269; zone, 258.

pae'hecoensis, 264, 265, 294, 295;
figures of, 172.

uvasana, 22, 266; beds, 116.

Types of Ore Deposits, cited, 221,
230.

Tyrrell, cited, 224.

University of California, excavation
work at Rancho La Brea, 320.

Upper San Pedro Pleistocene, 31.

Prosyca caudata, figures of, 174.

robusta, figure of, 174.

Van Hise, C. R., cited, 223.

Yaqueros formation, 267; of Els-

mere Canon, 203, 206.

Vaughan, T. W., cited, 47.

Venericardia planicosta, 264.

Venus (?) sp., 133; figure of, 164.

martini, 470; figure of, 538.

Veteran Mine, Elv, Nevada, 310;
monzonite of reary Flat, 310;
flow-structure v

c the Veteran
monzonite-porph) -y, 311.

Viviparus turneri, 351
Volutopsis eurekaensit 190; figure

of, 196.

Ward, cited, 231.

Waters, ground, cireulat on of, 221,
222; lateral movement, 226; ris-

ing meteoric waters permeating
the hot igneous mass, 1

,26.

Watts, W. L., cited, 204, 212.

Weaver, C. E., 92; cited, 6*', 67, 79,

117, 392, 393, 432, 438.

Weed, cited, 1, 8, 224.

West, C. W., 275.

Whitman, A. R., 309.

Whitney, J. D., cited, 389.
Wildcat Series, Scotia, California,

193; new species from, 185.

Williams Canon, California, 262.

Willis, B., cited, 358.

Woodward, A. S., cited, 333.

Xenophora zitteli, figure of, 170.

Yoldia carnarosensis, 446; figure of,

526.

gesteri, 124; figure of, 158.

(?) powersi, 124; figure of, 158.

Yuha Buttes, California, 42, 45.

Zirphiea dentata, figures ot, 556.
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ERRATA

Page 62, line 21 from bottom. For Rhynconella read Rhynchonella.

Page 121. Omit line 12 from bottom.

Page 12S, line 6. For Chalamys read Chlamys. t

Page 142. For Turitella read Turritella.

Page 145. For Thomson read Thompson.

Page 156, line 8. For Fabellum read Flabellum.

Page 158, line 3. For Rhynconella read Rhynchonella.

Page 174. For crassatesta read crassitesta.

Page 245. The following lines are missing at the foot of the page:

east of Lompoc. It has not been reported from any more northern

locality of California. Listed from the Olequa Formation (Eocene)

of Washington (Arnold and Hannibal).

Page 552. For mutallii read nuttallii.

Page 560, line 14. For Nasa read Nassa.

Page 560, lines 4 and 5 from bottom. For Calytraea read Calyptraea.

Page 564. For Ohryodomus read Chrysodomus.

Page 568, lines 7 and 17. For Natiee read Natiea.
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